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ARC 2021
Preamble of the editors
The ARC 2021 is the tenth conference of the Master of Applied Research program (MAPR). After a break due to
the corona pandemic last year, this year the conference takes place as a purely virtual event on July 23rd, 2021
organized by OTH Amberg-Weiden.
Students of the master programs from nine cooperating bavarian universities present the results of their research
in talks and papers printed in this publication. In ten virtual rooms sessions with different topics are organized.
In their master program every student works on his very own research topic for a period of one and a half years,
which is divided in three semesters. In each of the semesters they write a thesis about the progress of their work,
finishing with the master thesis in the third semester. Supervised by a professor they work in close cooperation
with other researchers and have the chance to force their scientific career.
The conference and this book give a snapshot of the research going on at the nine cooperating bavarian universities
of applied sciences.
We would like to thank all supporters of the conference, especially all the chairs and the BBB-supporters. A special
thank goes to all colleagues who supervise a student in the MAPR program.
Despite the pandemic, research was able to continue. Hopefully we see a live conference in 2022 again.
Amberg, July 2021
Sgd.
Prof. Matthias Söllner
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Gerald Pirkl
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Chapter 1

Conference Program and Timetables
1.1

General Timetable

08:30h
08:40h-08:50h

Opening
Begrüßung durch die Präsidentin

08:50h-09:20h

Keynote:
"Künstliche Intelligenz im Ingenieursumfeld"

Break
09:30h-10:30h
Break
10:50h-11:50h
Lunch Break
12:30h-13:30h
Break
13:40h-15:00h
Break
15:20h-16:40h
16:40h

Morning Session, Part 1
Morning Session, Part 2
Poster Sessions
Afternoon Session, Part 1
Afternoon Session, Part 1
End of the event
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1.2
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Car Technologies 1
Chair: Sehr Armin
BBB-Support: Schöler-Niewiera Florian
09:30h-09:50h

Schulitschenko Andreas:

Cryptographic protection of High-Precision Clock Synchronization
09:50h-10:10h

Spellauge Tillmann:

Computational efficient noise suppression in phase-shifting holography
10:10h-10:30h

Theil Markus:

Formulas for Mutual and Self-Inductances of Multiple Coupled Loops
Break
10:50h-11:10h

Acikgöz Yunus Ahmet:

Investigation of acoustic absorbing material in an impedance tube
11:10h-11:30h

Babl Roman:

Analysis of the requirements for the communicationbetween an automated bus and the providing serverneeded for a booking app in the rural area
11:30h-11:50h

Gronau Maximilian:

Asymmetric Firmware Attestation for Electronic Control Units

Afternoon Session:
Car Technologies 2
Chair: Vaculin Ondrej
BBB-Support: Schöler-Niewiera Florian
13:40h-14:00h

Heinzl Alexandra, Eursch Andreas:

The Future of Product Development within the Context of Digitalisation - Challenges of Data
Networking
14:00h-14:20h

Hupfeld Alexander:

Characterization of liner materials in terms of gas tightness and permeation for a cuboid,
tension rod supported, high pressure hydrogen vessel
14:20h-14:40h

Khan Farrak:

Measurement of PHEV according to WLTP
14:40h-15:00h

Krause Robert, Sequeira Gerald Joy Alphonso:

Method for Vehicle Crash Pulse Comparison in Pre-Crash Safety Systems
Break
15:20h-15:40h

Lasow Alexander:

Analysis of Cybersecurity Vulnerabilities in Embedded Systems based on ISO/SAE 21434
15:40h-16:00h

Ludwig Korbinian:

Prototypical implementation of a new process and toolchain for thermal management projects
16:00h-16:20h

Maierhofer Michael:

Damage Equivalent Vibration Testing
16:20h-16:40h

Prokscha Ruben:

Characterization of Object Detection Performance in an Edge Environment
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1.3.2

Virtual Room 2

Morning Session:
Robotics
Chair: Ehrlich Ingo
BBB-Support: Schmidl Elisabeth
09:30h-09:50h

Fenn Markus:

Preliminary work on determining the global and local pose of a mobile robot in outdoor
environments using proprioceptive and exteroceptive sensor technology
09:50h-10:10h

Gerdts Dennis:

Development and construction of a Hand Exoskeleton for Virtual Reality
10:10h-10:30h

Heuser Johanna:

An Enhancement of Common Rail Track Detection Methods for Automatic Train Operation
in Shunting Services
Break
10:50h-11:10h

Jamakatel Prakash:

ROS based Architecture for Optical Inspection using KUKA KR 10 Robotic Arm
11:10h-11:30h

Römmelt Lennard:

System Architecture of Autonomous Mobile Robots
11:30h-11:50h

Wolf Martin:

Long-term Effects of Exoskeletons on the Human Body
Afternoon Session:
Car Technologies 3
Chair: Schmid Josef
13:40h-14:00h

Scheck Korbinian, Pfeffer Peter E., Aydogdu Seda, Schick Bernhard:

Parking - Evaluation of Manual and Automated ParkingManeuvers with Subjective Assessment Indicators
14:00h-14:20h

Schmidt Jonas:

Free Electric Vehicle Charging - A Practical Attack on Charging Systems
14:20h-14:40h

Schöniger Roland, Leidl Karl, Schramm Martin:

Concept & requirements for an AI-based automotive HiL-testing system
14:40h-15:00h

Sezgin Fatih:

A Calibration Workflow for 3D Beamforming Radar for Integrated Vehicle Safety Systems
Break
15:20h-15:40h

Tunc Okan:

Development and commissioning of a component test bench for the operation of electrical
machines used in EPS Applications
15:40h-16:00h

Tworek Anton:

Design of an innovative HiL test bench with a fully integrated brake system for automated
driving
16:00h-16:20h

Wenig Alois Andreas:

Analysis of the influence of gear blank geometry on the transmission error of cylindrical gears
16:20h-16:40h

Zeitler Fabian:

Analysis of the required sensor range for an automated bus operating in rural areas based on
a simulation
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1.3.3

Virtual Room 3

Morning Session:
Software Engineering and Software Technologies 1
Chair: Timinger Holger
BBB-Support: Wirth Harald
09:30h-09:50h

Agchar Ismael:

A Tokenizer for Single-Track Music
09:50h-10:10h

Albert Martin:

Analyzing and Rating Electric Vehicles Cyber Security Risks
10:10h-10:30h

Beloschapkin Igor:

Conception and development of a brain computer interface system as an end-user product
Break
10:50h-11:10h

Durak Eren:

Development and Validation of a new iterative parametrization approach for Equivalent Circuit Models of Li-Ion Batteries
11:10h-11:30h

Falk Maximilian:

Aerodynamic CFD analysis of a ski jumper using an embedded full transient multi-body
simulation
11:30h-11:50h

Fitznar Dennis:

Tailor-made IT security standards for SMEs
Afternoon Session:
Software Engineering and Software Technologies 2
Chair: Zatocil Heiko
13:40h-14:00h

Krause Julia:

A Decentralised Approach for Drive Decision Clearance of Automated Guided Vehicles at
Intersections With Ambient-Approximated Traffic Control
14:00h-14:20h

Lamprecht Robert:

Digitization in higher education
14:20h-14:40h

Mayer Florian, Bentz Jörg, Schweigler Christian:

Analysis of the operation of a cooling supply system for a hospital
14:40h-15:00h

Mülbredt Natalie:

Semi-automated 3D Reconstruction of Indoor and Outdoor Environments from RGB-D Data
Captured by a Remote-controlled Robot
Break
15:20h-15:40h

Münch Andreas, Mottok Jürgen:

Development of a Certificate Administration for a Security Module
15:40h-16:00h

Oumard Christina:

Development of an Open Source and Offline Voice User Interface for Blind and Visually
Impaired People
16:00h-16:20h

Scharold Franziska:

Requirements and trends of modern Manufacturing Execution Systems in the context of Industry 4.0
16:20h-16:40h

Schönhärl Stefan:

Development of a learning platform for automotive security
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1.3.4

Virtual Room 4

Morning Session:
Machine Learning 1
Chair: Meiller Dieter
09:30h-09:50h

Anselstetter Fabienne, Schell Patricia, Warmuth Monika, Uhl Christian:

Applications of Robust Dynamical Component Analysis (DyCA) on simulated Data
09:50h-10:10h

Arndt Lorin:

Multicriterial optimization of a Convolutional Neural Network using the Hyper Space Exploration
10:10h-10:30h

Cevallos Gabriel:

Data Workflow
Break
10:50h-11:10h

Egeler Jonas:

EEG Sound Quality Prediction with AI
11:10h-11:30h

Friedrich Sissy:

Generating Trajectories for Robot Movements using Learning from Demonstration
11:30h-11:50h

Goltz Jonas:

Reviewing Uncertainty Estimation in Deep Reinforcement Learning
Afternoon Session:
Machine Learning 2
Chair:Limbrunner Thomas
BBB-Support: Mandel Gerd
13:40h-14:00h

Kornatzki Julia:

Embedded Development of an Artificial Neural Network for Range Estimation on Infrared
Images
14:00h-14:20h

Reineck Marcel:

Evaluation of hyperscalability for object detection and tracking
14:20h-14:40h

Sahin Ahmet:

Simulative data generation and labeling for autonomous driving specific AI models using
MATLAB/Simulink, ROS and Gazebo
14:40h-15:00h

Schell Patricia, Anselstetter Fabienne, Warmuth Monika, Uhl Christian:

Applications and Limitations of Dynamical Component Analysis (DyCA)
Break
15:20h-15:40h

Vorderobermeier Tobias:

Parameter choice for the short-time Fourier transformation in frequency-domain Blind Source
Separation
15:40h-16:00h

Weber Georg, Theumer Philipp, Braunreuther Stefan:

AI-based control-algorithm for stationary batteries with regards to load-management
16:00h-16:20h

Zeitler Sally:

Realistic and efficient data generation for object detection and segmentation neural networks
16:20h-16:40h
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1.3.5

Virtual Room 5

Morning Session:
Measurement Technologies 1
Chair: Aßmuth Andreas
09:30h-09:50h Bugl Benedikt:
Hardware Setup for Three-Dimensional Acoustic Source Localization
09:50h-10:10h Heckel Robert:
An active temperature control mechanism for miniaturized Pirani vacuum gauges
10:10h-10:30h Herrmann Sven, Gleichauf Johanna, Niebler Christine:
Analysis of the shape of chest movement induced by heartbeats for heart rate simulation
Break
10:50h-11:10h Hümmer Benedikt:
A measurement setup to determine kinematic and kinetic changes of a rider-bike system after
modification of geometrical aspects
11:10h-11:30h Kögler Michael, Dendorfer Sebastian:
Comparison of muscle recruitment in different muscle models following total knee arthroplasty
11:30h-11:50h Leibold Christoph:
Analysing Nitrifying Bacterial Communities in Biofilm-based Wastewater Treatment Plants
Depending on Chemical Wastewater Parameters and Purification Processes
Afternoon Session:
Measurement Technologies 2
Chair: Dietl Guido
BBB-Support: Grüger Klaus
13:40h-14:00h

Lukas Raphael, Kölbl Josef, Kufner Michael:

Ultra Low Noise Amplifier for a Noise Measurement System
14:00h-14:20h

Mišák Jan:

Applied error analysis on a research ORC Plant at the University of Bayreuth
14:20h-14:40h

Morf Fabian, Vinogradov Juri, Nopp-Nowak Flaviu, Engelbrecht Rainer:

High-speed ADC Data Acquisition with an FPGA for OTDR-based Fiber Sensors
14:40h-15:00h

Riedl Thorsten:

Development of measuring methods for condition monitoring, fault detection and optimization
of a medical angiography floor stand
Break
15:20h-15:40h

Schloder Benedikt:

Miniaturisation of a Sensor System Using Reflectivity Based Surface Plasmon Resonance
Imaging (SPRi)
15:40h-16:00h

Theiler Michael, Lewerenz Meinert, Schmid Michael:

Investigation of the Float Current Analysis and the Float Current Settling Process via DVA
on 18650 Li(NiCoAl)O2/Graphite Cells
16:00h-16:20h

Unruh Denis, Engelbrecht Rainer, Dengler Simon:

Theoretical and experimental investigation of code correlation methods for optical time domain reflectometry in POF
16:20h-16:40h

Weinmann Steffen:

Method Development for the detection of filmic contaminations in additive manufacturing
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1.3.6

Virtual Room 6

Morning Session:
Materials and Manufacturing Technologies 1

Chair: Hehenberger-Risse Diana
BBB-Support: Chiu Tak San
09:30h-09:50h

Bier Tobias:

Feasibility study for additive manufacturing of movable step modules for a spiral escalator
09:50h-10:10h

Graml Johanna:

Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy on TNT Samples With Different Carbon Contents
10:10h-10:30h

Guidolin Michele, Kroiß Tobias:

Development of Measuring Strategies in the Free-Form Optics Manufacturing
Break
10:50h-11:10h

Hanisch Patrick, Bischoff Sarah, Huber Robert:

Adsorption of Sporosarcina pasteurii on quartz sand mixed with different additives
11:10h-11:30h

Heidacher Konstantin:

Tufting process and machine to manufacture prototypes of a tension rods supported hydrogen
pressure vessel
11:30h-11:50h

Heyder Susanne, Wieser Helmut, Burger Simon:

Influence of different material grades on Urea-related corrosion phenomena in AutomotiveApplications

Afternoon Session:
Materials and Manufacturing Technologies 2

Chair: Reichenberger Marcus
BBB-Support: Oszlonyai Cornelia
13:40h-14:00h

Högl Christina:

MEMS-based realization and characterization of dielectric barrier discharge plasma actuators
for ionization applications
14:00h-14:20h

Kroiß Tobias, Guidolin Michele:

Development of Grinding Strategies in the Free-Form Optics Manufacturing
14:20h-14:40h

Lichtenstern Isabella, Wucherer Stefanie:

Simulation-based validation of an automated production and material flow control system
14:40h-15:00h

Lorentschk Michael, Rudolph Matthias, Bastl Daniel, Schwarz Sascha, Sudhop Stefanie:

A slim SLA-3D-printed bioreactor suited for multiphoton microscopy
Break
15:20h-15:40h

Meiser Joshua:

Classification of the laser powder bed fusion pollution of the optical system phenomenon in
optical tomography monitoring data with an analytically developed decision tree
15:40h-16:00h

Probst Florian:

Experiments increasing the hardness of the high insterstitial steel Cronidur30
16:00h-16:20h

Rauchheld Sarah, Reichstein Simon:

Aluminium-Iron Intermetallic Metal Matrix Composites
16:20h-16:40h

Reitenberger Johannes, Goller Ralf:

Analytical evaluation of vacuum buildup concepts for aircraft structures
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1.3.7

Virtual Room 7

Morning Session:
No Talks
Afternoon Session:
Materials and Manufacturing Technologies 3
Chair: Emmel Andreas
13:40h-14:00h

Salg Manuel:

Studies on the firing behavior of bone china and the influence of raw material components on
strength and translucency
14:00h-14:20h

Schmid Stefanie, Lehle Karla, Schratzenstaller Thomas:

Biocompatibility of Additive Manufactured and Surface Treated Cardiovascular Stents
14:20h-14:40h

Seibold Joshua, Hildebrand Jan Sebastian, Krcmar Wolfgang:

Influence of pore geometries on the thermal shock resistance in ceramics investigated by
numerical simulation
14:40h-15:00h

Seidel Felix:

Improvement and optimization of the on-wing low-pressure-turbine repair process
Break
15:20h-15:40h

Tröger Johannes:

Comparison of a simulation-based with an analytical calculation of the temperature field of a
laser process
15:40h-16:00h

Utz Elisabeth:

Improvement of the solid-liquid separation of biogas digestate with a starch based flocculant
16:00h-16:20h

Whittlesey Niklas:

Strain-Induced Embrittlement at Elevated Temperatures of Heat-Resistant Steel 16Mo3
16:20h-16:40h

Wrana Christian:

Development and installation of a 3D-weaving machine to manufacture a strutted cuboid
composite vessel
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1.3.8

Virtual Room 8

Morning Session:
Power Technologies 1

Chair: Weiß Andreas
09:30h-09:50h

Aleynikov Danil:

Development of a calculation tool to support the planning of the utilization of hybrid emergency power generators
09:50h-10:10h

Bäuml Benedikt, Jaeger Magnus:

Change in the energy market - opportunities for industrial companies
10:10h-10:30h

Baur Sebastien, Henze Diane, Limbeck Simon, Zeyer Klaus Peter:

Impact of air supply parameters on in-vehicle performance of PEMFCs used in an ultraefficient FCEV
Break
10:50h-11:10h

Benke Lukas, Werther Martin:

Aerodynamic design studies on new types of aircraft with vertical take-off and landing capabilities
11:10h-11:30h

Beringer Jakob, Mehta Kedar, Ehrenwirth Mathias, Zörner Wilfried:

Sustainable materials for insulating high-altitude rural Kyrgyz residential houses: A parametric economic study
11:30h-11:50h

Böhmisch Markus:

Designing the Logic Module of a Four-Mode Controlled Four Switch Buck-Boost Converter

Afternoon Session:
Software Engineering and Software Technologies 3
Logistics and Organization

Chair: Wiehl Michael
13:40h-14:00h

Schubaur Philipp:

Choosing a RISC-V Core for Implementing an FPGA-Based Security Module
14:00h-14:20h

Siegmüller Anna, Mottok Jürgen:

Software Testing Workflow for a Multi-Controller Architecture Security Gateway
14:20h-14:40h

Sturm Elisabeth Christine:

Computational Acoustics using OpenFoam
14:40h-15:00h

Toutouly Lovis, Steffens Oliver:

Simulating realistic domestic hot water consumption of a complex apartment building in a
dynamic building model in IDA ICE
Break
15:20h-15:40h

Kempf Lena:

Application of Lean ConstructionManagement to sustainably increase of productivity in the
construction industry
15:40h-16:00h

Kluger Felix:

Structural Differences in the Higher Education Research in Germany between Universities
and Universities of Applied Sciences
16:00h-16:20h

Rembold Anina:

Use of Digital Assistance Systems in Production
16:20h-16:40h

Wachter Sarah Maria:

Research on the Supply Chain resilience of German small and medium-sized companies
20
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1.3.9

Virtual Room 9

Morning Session:
Power Technologies 2
Chair: Beer Stefan
09:30h-09:50h

Briechle Maximilian, Raab Daniel:

Investigation of the heat transfer during condensation of wet flue gas in horiziontally, corrugated tubes
09:50h-10:10h

Czerwek Florian:

Investigation of an innovative heat storage system with air module and ice storage
10:10h-10:30h

Fischer Maximilian Dominik, Goldmann Daniel, Schramm Simon:

Options on the test planning for the AC/DC-Dual Active Bridge
Break
10:50h-11:10h

Gegaj Lumbardh:

Conversion of non-existent load-profiles for PV-Systems
11:10h-11:30h

Götz Rebekka:

Techno-economic analysis of reactive power sources
11:30h-11:50h

Hanser Andreas, Dawoud Belal:

On the development of a seasonal seasonal heat storage for single-family houses: Design
boundary conditions including the storage heat losses
Afternoon Session:
Power Technologies 3
Chair: Kreutzer Otto
BBB-Support: Liebl Simon
13:40h-14:00h

Kaiser Markus, Elias Jörg:

Evaluation of possible charging demand of battery electric vehicles in parking garages and
Park+Ride areas based on real entry and exit data
14:00h-14:20h

Kern Tobias:

Modularity Analysis of Power Electronics Architectures
14:20h-14:40h

Knepper Karoline, Ehrenwirth Mathias, Zörner Wilfried:

Potential of e- mobility in rural areas – Evaluation of opportunities and barriers based on
literature review
14:40h-15:00h

Kuffer Alexander:

Slip control of an induction machine in the field weakening region during six step operation
Break
15:20h-15:40h

Lukas Sibo, Palme Frank, Pettinger Karl-Heinz:

Influence of a novel binder material on the electro-chemical performance of silicon-containing
anodes
15:40h-16:00h

Menne Valentina, Henze Diane, Limbeck Simon, Zeyer Klaus Peter:

Development of a Vanadium/Vanadium Redox-Flow Battery for Demonstrational Purposes
16:00h-16:20h

Mutzhas Dominic:

An Abstracted Process for a Prospective Energy-Demand Analysis Demonstrated on the municipality Höhenkirchen Siegertsbrunn
16:20h-16:40h

Pace Dominik, Huber Lea, Heberl Michael, Dawoud Belal:

Development of different H2-storage concepts for reduced emission shipping
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1.3.10

Virtual Room 10

Morning Session:
Power Technologies 4
Chair: Haumer Anton
BBB-Support: Fersch Silke
09:30h-09:50h

Pellert Nico:

Investigations regarding cooling of thermoelectric modules in a nano combined heat and power
unit
09:50h-10:10h

Preis Michael, Rechenauer Christian:

Development of the control strategy for the heating system in the MAGGIE research project
10:10h-10:30h

Reidl Tobias, Huber Lea, Heberl Michael, Dawoud Belal:

Concept development of a hybrid ship driving system and investigation of different constellations of components and control strategies
Break
10:50h-11:10h

Reischl Thomas:

Dynamic Simulation of a HT-PEM Fuel Cell with Internal Methanol Reforming
11:10h-11:30h

Riedmaier Thomas, Bär Katharina, Zörner Wilfried:

Comparison of different calculation methods for the outflow from pressurized vessels
11:30h-11:50h

Rückerl Alexander, Steffens Oliver:

Potential analysis for long-term storage of a decentralized power-to-gas technology
Afternoon Session:
Power Technologies 5
Chair: Taschek Marco
13:40h-14:00h

Schaller Timo:

Influence of Hydrogen on the combustion process of a single cylinder spark ignited gas engine
14:00h-14:20h

Schweiberer Philipp:

Determination of the restriction-free inductive and capacitive reactive power potential based
on the example of a medium-voltage industrial operation
14:20h-14:40h

Starost Veit:

Development and Validation of a 3L-ANPC Bridge Type Inverter Based on GaN HEMTs
14:40h-15:00h
Break
15:20h-15:40h

Weber Lukas, Jaeger Magnus:

Chance in the energy market - opportunities for industrial companies
15:40h-16:00h

Weidlich Johanna, Reum Tobias, Schrag Tobias, Ehrenwirth Mathias:

Analysis of the denomination and standard situation
16:00h-16:20h

Wopper Christoph:

Development of a virtual fuel injector for operation with Diesel and Oxymethylenether
16:20h-16:40h
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1.4

Poster Sessions

Time Slot: 12:30h -13:30h

1.4.1

Poster Session 1

Chair: Walter Michael, BBB-Support: Chiu Tak San
Agacdeviren, Deniz:

Development of an Application for the Planning Process of Private Charging Infrastructure
Aleshin, Nikita:

Highly dynamic real-time motion planning for flexible robot systems on the example of automotive assembly
Allrich, Vincent:

Development of a holistic funding concept for smallest biogas plants
Anzenhofer, Alexander:

Development of a simulation model for ultrasonic cutting tools
Arnold, Fabian:

An Optical Method for Droplet Detection in Vapor compression Refrigeration Cycle Systems
Bader, Luca:

Application of the fully probabilistic service life calculation in precast reinforced concrete elements with an
increased proportion of reactive additives
Baldauf, Tobias:

Modelling of biogas cogeneration units in a heat and electricity grid network
Barth, Tobias:

Environment modeling and interaction with objects
Bröll, Lukas:

Movement filtered heart rate variability (HRV) data from a chest-worn Sensor
Bruckschloegl, Jonas:

Contribution to the Calculation of End Winding Inductances of Multiphase Induction Machines
Cameron, Emily:

Possible causes of short interruptions in the high-voltage electricity network with automatic restart
Detling, Michael:

Research into Future Strategies for the Security Testing of Embedded Systems
Diewald, Maximilian:

Development of a Customizable Monolateral External Fixator for the Lower Extremities
Faust, Moritz:

Development of a virtual reality simulation as a complementary approach in exposure based addiction therapy
Fiechtl-Otter, Georg:

Analysis of company data with a focus on forecasting methods and inventory management
Flach, Charley Michelle:

Development of concepts for direct heating of a biogas fermenter with hot product gas from methanation
Förster, Florian:

Digital shadow of a modular production system
Frey, Lars:

Development and simulation of business models for charging infrastructure and battery electric vehicles
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1.4.2

Poster Session 2

Chair: Schindler Wolfgang
Fuxen, Philipp:

Anomaly Detection for Automotive Cyber-Physical Systems with Deep Learning
Glashauser, Michael:

Analysis of a multi-level battery management system with one DC-DC converter per battery cell
Göttling, Federica:

Benchmark Analysis of the Vertical Comfort
Grabinger, Lisa:

Causal Inference from an Engineering Perspective
Gremer, Michaela:

Development of a gatedriver for a modular multiphase SiC inverter
Greve, Alina:

Dimethyl Ether as a Clean Energy Source: Synthesis Routes and Catalysts
Guillermo, Luis:

Characterisation of ultrasonic fields using quantitative schlieren imaging
Hansen, Philipp:

AI-based expert system for project management
Hausmann, Philip Andrew:

Image Stitching for Multi-Sensor Data Fusion on Drones
Heindl, Melanie:

Development and experimental investigation of various hydrogen and heat storage composites
Hennemann, Lukas:

Analysis of several state-of-the-art Convolutional Neural Networks for the Conception of a Model for the Face
Detection of Neonates
Heusgen, Valentin:

Potential Analysis of Relevant Renewable Energies in Germany
Hoang, Van Danny:

Collaborative Robot - Pick and Place Tasks in a Household Environment
Hofmann, Christoph:

Lifetime estimation on high-performance steels under static load
Husser, Evelyn:

Preventing the Upper-Crossed Syndrome: a hollistic approach to determine sitting positions to avoid and
strength exercises to perform
Iberl, Andreas:

Review of Water Transport in the Water-Bearing Conducting Bundles (Xylem) of Trees and Alternative Hypotheses on Their Causes
Ilter, Ahmet:

Development of an experimental and operational modal analysis toolbox in MATLAB
Izycki, Thomas:

Cooperative and Decentralized Path Planning with Path Optimization for a Swarm of Tiny UAVs
Jäck, Christian:

Hot Powder Compression of FFF Components
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1.4.3

Poster Session 3

Chair: Kreutzer Otto, BBB-Support: Fersch Silke
Joerg, Kilian:

Active Noise Cancellation in glass structures with a LMS – algorithm
Joop, Dominik:

Development of a liner integration concept for space- efficient hydrogen tanks
Kern, Annabelle:

Concept and investigations for the development of an acoustic sensor system based on Atomic Layer Thermopiles
(ALTPs)
Ketterle, Andreas:

Effects of different PLA recipes on FDM printing results in terms of surface quality
Köck, Hannah:

Infiltration of Hydrogel in Osteoarthritic Human Cartilage Explants
Kokorsch, Marcel:

On a Low-Cost Flight Arena for a Quadcopter Swarm
König, Gabriel:

Subjective and Objective Evaluation of Autonomous Driving
Kottre, Andreas:

Towards the reduction of machine downtimes through mechanisms for automatic detection and visualization of
complex fault situations
Kraupner, Johannes:

Priliminary test for the development of approaches to reduce haemostasis in ECMO-systems according to
optimized fluid mechanical operating factors and their validation
Kraus, Andreas:

OREWA Optimization and restructuring of district heating networks including evaluation of transferability,
ecology and economy
Krug, Niklas:

Fieldbus communication for low voltage power electronics
Kullmann, Manuel:

Design, Construction and Manufacturing of an Injection System for Liquid Rocket Engines under Consideration
of Additive Manufacturing
Lamert, Sergej:

Application of deep learning techniques for analysis of operating data of a hybrid buck converter
Leuze, Nico:

Intelligent Robotic Systems - Perception-Based Manipulation
May, Fabio:

Design of Percussion Robots in a Collaboration of Musicians and Engineers
Meisinger, Alexander:

Usability of oemof to adapt an existing national energy model
Miedaner, Marco:

Development of a modular injection mould including high-resolution 3D printed mold nests for production of economical
prototypes and/or small series of parts used in medical engineering with a high level of detail (< 0.5 mm)
Mikschl, Manuel:

Calibrated Differential Coupler Measurements on Automotive Ethernet Data Links
Mück, Jochen:

Method for production planning and control of customer-specific products using the example of additive manufacturing
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1.4.4

Poster Session 4

Chair: Sehr Armin, BBB-Support: Schmidl Elisabeth
Naulin, Janine:

Potential of future ERP-systems
Neudecker, Christine:

Energy management on the example HAW Landshut
Ott, Jonas:

Design of an optimized DCDC-converter for efficient hydrogen production by electrolysis from fluctuating solar
power
Paglia, Chiara:

Identification of low-dimensional nonlinear dynamics from high-dimensional data
Pastore, Antonello:

Industrial-grade AMR system with flexible kinematic concept and swarm capability
Rampl, David:

Integration of the heat sector with sector coupling in a simulation model for energy cell design
Reindl, Thomas:

Comparison of selected additive manufacturing processes in terms of dimensional accuracy, surface quality and
mechanical properties
Rosner, Florian:

Control of an Inverse Pendulum Using Deep Reinforcement Learning
Salzberger, Stefan:

AI-supported 6 dimensional pose estimation of small load carriers in intralogistics
Schaeffer, Leon:

Preliminary studies on a novel hand orthosis based on a prestressed compliant structure
Scharnagl, Tassilo:

Mass surveillance of an ant colony
Schäufele, Thomas:

Investigation of magnetic properties with iron loss seperation for soft magnetic laminated ring core sample up
to 250 C
Scheuerer, Ralph:

Speaker recognition techniques on laryngectomy voices
Schidek, Anna:

Flexibilization of Technical Development Processes of Medical Devices
Schlereth, Benedikt:

Suchraum für die multikriterielle Optimierung von Merkmalsberechnungen für das maschinelle Lernen bestimmen
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1.4.5
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Werner, Patrick:
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Zinnel, Laura:

Tool Condition Monitoring
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Analyzing and Rating Electric Vehicles Cyber
Security Risks
Martin Albert
Ostbayerische Technische Hochschule Regensburg
albert-martin.de
Email: martin1.albert@st.oth-regensburg.de
Abstract—The electrification of a vehicle comes along with an
increased attack surface for hackers. Therefore analyzing and
identifying weak points and their damage potential is essential
for stakeholders of the vehicle industry.
This paper will analyze the attack points and paths of electric
vehicles. Part of the investigation will be the charging interfaces,
charging protocols, and charging infrastructure. Furthermore,
will some interesting scenarios be proposed and rated with the
ISO/SAE 21434 standard[1]. At last, the impact of such attacks
will be analyzed for the financial impact of insurance companies.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Digitization takes over more and more parts of our lives.
The same can be said about the automotive sector as the cars
not only get more connected, but the engine types also shift
slowly from combustion towards electric, as more electric car
models get introduced. With this move of more digitization,
an increased attack surface comes along used by hackers.
Therefore analyzing and identifying weak points and their
damage potential is essential for stakeholders of the vehicle
industry.
That is why this paper will analyze the attack points and paths
of electric vehicles, and propose some interesting scenarios
which will be rated with the ISO/SAE 21434 standard.
Furthermore, will the impact of such attacks be analyzed, but
only for the financial impact of insurance companies.

Figure 1. Attacksurface of electric cars and the resulting damage

consequential changes in charging and driving of this vehicle,
results in changes of components. Since electric vehicles and
the associated individual innovations of the manufacturers are
still relatively new technologies (compared to the millennia of
combustion vehicle distribution) in the automotive industry,
the identification of security gaps is particularly important
here.
Attack Point: Charging Interfaces: The charging port of
an electric vehicle is one of the physical data ports, but it is
also accessible from the outside of the vehicle. The access is
in normal conditions, protected against unauthorized access
by requiring user interaction inside the vehicle (e.g. charging
port unlock by button). This is can be seen as valid until an
active charging process exposes the ports and an attacker can
access them. Charging is a relatively common situation in
electrically powered vehicles, as the charging times are long
and the capacity of the batteries is, in the current state, too
low to allow for big intervals without charging. Therefore
charging ports should be hardened to the same level of
security as other publicly accessible interfaces (e.g. WLAN).

II. T HREAT SCENARIOS IN E LECTRIC V EHICLES
By defining important attack paths and damage scenarios,
specific for electric vehicles and their infrastructure (e.g.
charging stations), threat scenarios will be defined and rated.
The attack points can be taken as a starting point. Each attack
point alone can be an attack path, but combinations of these
can reveal even more interesting attack paths and result in
more versatile damage scenarios.
The probability of these attack paths happening in the real
world will not be part of this investigation, as this depends on
the software/hardware implementation from each OEM and
supplier for each individual vehicle.

Attack Point: Control of charging process and battery management: Furthermore, in electric vehicles, the control of the
charging process and the battery management are separated
from the other components of the vehicle. This is done both
when separating communication paths and control units inside
the vehicle. Due to the high hazard potential of batteries,
both the EV-specific communication path and the control
units involved become a possible point of attack with serious

A. Points of Attack
Electric vehicles have some differences in their points
of attack compared to a conventional connected vehicle,
as the integration of a battery, an electric motor, and the
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consequences.
Attack Point: The Charging infrastructure: The charging
infrastructure is more important for the security in electric
vehicles than it was for conventional combustion engine
vehicles, as the refilling process in conventional cars relied
on mechanics. Electric Vehicles require active digital communication, between vehicles and charging stations, before
they can establish a safe charging process. Furthermore were
management systems for the charging station implemented
(e.g. Open Charge Point Protocol (OCCP)), which enables
data exchange on the internet. The University of Louisiana
found in an investigation, that this leads to possible attacks
in vehicles. [2] The Frauenhofer research institute uncovered
some vulnerabilities in charging station [3]. We, therefore, list
the possible points of attack for the charging infrastructure, in
the following:
• Connection to the Internet
• Authentication
• Smartphone
• Physical Access
Connection to the Internet: Since the charging stations are
often connected to the Internet, the possibility to manipulate
them rises. This includes manipulation of the transmitted data
(e.g. through "man-in-the-middle"-attacks) or direct access to
the software using maintenance access.
Authentication: Authentication during a charging process is
also a target for attack. The high diversity of payment options
(NFC, WLAN, apps, etc.) on these devices creates many
opportunities for attackers. Research by Mathiass Dalheimer
showed that some charging cards are susceptible to manipulation [4].
Smartphone In addition to the hardware keys, some manufacturers also offer to start the charging process via an app. As a
result, not only the app but also the operating system running
on the smartphone must provide a secure environment. Some
apps, therefore, require a secure element.
Physical Access Finally, the system can also be attacked
via physical access to the charging infrastructure. This is
more accessible with charging stations than with conventional
refueling methods. Charging stations are not tied to individual
filling stations with video surveillance but are widely distributed across many parking lots. This reduces the protection
against physical attacks.

sent updates or lets an attacker create his messages with
malicious firmware updates.
Because the attack can be performed without physical
access to the car, an attacker has an Unlimited window of
opportunity. As this attack can be performed with messages
sent over the internet and tools for crafting all kinds of
messages can be crafted with tools freely available, no
special equipment (Standard) is needed. As this attack
would require modification to the firmware, information
about the ECU (processor architecture, original firmware,
functionality in the car, etc.) would be required. This means
that either some Confidential information has been leaked or
could be accessed through another attack. The confidentiality
level of the required information can increase, depending on
the kind of attack that allows modifying/creating malicious
messages for updating the firmware of the vehicle. The
attack would at least need one Expert as the modification
of the firmware needs knowledge about the functionality of
every used or attacked component in the car and how to
trigger. Depending on the complexity of the attack and the
firmware even Multiple Experts are reasonable. The time
needed to prepare and perform the attack relies heavily on
the underlying attacks and complexity of the firmware. Even
an expert will take more than a month to find and test a
vulnerability in the over-the-air communication and also get
access to the firmware of the vehicle, understanding it and
modifying it. A time of <6 Months is possible, but more is
also imaginable as the complexity increases.
Depending on the real attack this results in
a Medium to Low attack feasibility.
Attack Path: Malicious firmware updates of charging
stations to attack car electronics
As of today, there have been multiple attacks on charging
stations. Some involve changing the running firmware. This
can be done in various ways. The OCCP 1.6 protocol is
widely used and still gets integrated into modern charging
stations (as of today). It norms the communication between
these stations and the backend server, which enables load
balancing, payment systems, authentication systems, and
more. Version 1.6 of the protocol does not define necessary
encryption for firmware updates. As a result, many charging
points didn’t integrate any security measures for this feature.
Combined with general missing encryption of messages an
attacker can manipulate the firmware of charging stations
once he has access to the network. OCCP 2.0 requires a
secure implementation of these features, but version 1.6 is
still widely used. After gaining control of a charging station
the communication between it and an electric vehicle can be
controlled. Strong security measures may prevent attackers
from interacting with the internal communications of the
vehicle.
To manipulate the battery, another vulnerability in the battery
management and/or power management ECU is required.
Assuming the described attack path is possible, where one
or multiple charging stations get taken over (through the
internet), the communication with the charging vehicle is

B. Resulting selected Attack Paths
Attack Path: Malicious battery management ECU
firmware update over the air
The trend of updating the firmware of vehicles over the
air gains popularity, as new features and security-related
patches could be integrated without the need for a repair
shop. The updates are delivered over the internet or directly
over wireless technologies. But this comes with its potential
security risks. Let’s suppose an electric vehicle class with
over-the-air updates (internet-based) allows updating the
firmware of the battery management ECU. Also, suppose that
a vulnerability in the communication allows to manipulate
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manipulated to grant access to the inner communication of
the vehicle. A vulnerability in the power management/battery
management units allows an attacker to manipulate the
possible voltages, which can cause damage to electronics or
the battery.
If the described management ECU would be attacked alone,
a Moderate to Easy window of opportunity would be given
as physicals access would be required. But this proposed
attack enables updates over the internet to create an attack
chain with an Unlimited window of opportunity and is
scalable to limitless amounts of cars. To analyze and test
the attack Specialised equipment will be needed, as the
communication and testing manipulation of firmware would
at least require non-everyday tools (e.g. CAN-bus adapters,
JTAG-debugger, etc.). The complexity in such an attack
requires knowledge about multiple very specific topics in the
vehicle and therefore not only needs Multiple Experts but
also needs at least Restricted information about the inner
working of the vehicle. Resulting of the complexity of this
attack, and depending on the number of experts involved in
this attack, it could be prepared in less than 6 months. A
longer time is also reasonable as the attacks could be more
complex and the number of people working on it can vary.
This leads to Medium attack feasibility.
Attack Path: Taking over communication between
vehicle and charging station to introduce malicious
messages into the vehicle
The charging management of an electric vehicle needs to
communicate with the charging station, before starting the
charging process. The vehicle should handle the incoming
messages isolated from the internal network of the vehicle. A
vulnerability that allows introducing or reading messages in
the internal network from the charging port can leak private
information or enable further attacks. But also non-protected
messages can be sent into the car and trigger actions in the
car. For example, unlocking the car or manipulating the drive
speed.
Because the attack needs to be performed with physical access
to the charging port of the car, but the port can be accessed
while charging the vehicle, an attacker has an Easy window
of opportunity. As this attack can be performed with messages
sent over the charging port, hardware for the underlying
communication standard is needed (Specialised). Such
attacks would require information about messages in the
internal communication in the vehicle. This means that either
some Restricted information has been leaked or could be
accessed through another attack. The confidentiality level of
the required information can increase, depending on the kind
of attack that allows modifying/creating malicious messages
for updating the firmware of the vehicle. The attack would at
least need one Expert as the modification of messages and
the used communication standard are specialized. Depending
on the complexity of the attack Multiple Experts are
reasonable. The time needed to prepare and perform the
attack relies heavily on the underlying attacks and complexity
of the firmware. A time of <1 Month is possible, but more

is reasonable as well as the complexity increases.
This leads to Low attack feasibility.
III. DAMAGE S CENARIOS
Damage Scenarios can be separated into two categories. The
first category contains connected vehicles as a whole (blue),
whereas the second category focuses on electric vehicles
(green).

Figure 2. Damage Scenarios of connected and electric vehicles

A. Damage Scenarios for connected vehicles
If there are vulnerabilities present at a point of attack, they
can be exploited to cause damage. There are several possible
types of damage, which are listed below.
THEFT: One goal of attackers can be to bypass the vehicle‘s
anti-theft protection. If it can be bypassed (e.g. with a relay
attack) then the vehicle can be stolen. In addition to the loss
of the vehicle, there is also the possibility of the usage for
other illegal activities, which can harm not only the owner of
the vehicle but others as well. Depending on the scalability
of the underlying attack, the damage can be anything for an
insurance company.
PRIVACY: Due to the linking of vehicles with the internet
and the use of more and more data to provide functions, a lot
of private data is stored in and passed to the vehicle, including
sensitive data, which is a valuable attack goal for an attacker,
for example, login details. The privacy of a road user is mostly
not included in insurance. That is why damage to privacy
can be seen as negligible. Only a company vehicle leaking
confidential information of the insurance can cause damage
depending on the criticality of the information.
DENIAL OF SERVICE: A DoS attack can paralyze individual control units or the communication between systems.
As a result, functions can no longer be executed. If the DoS
attack is persistent, a workshop must be visited to eliminate it
by installing official firmware or replacing the affected control
units. Only damage with good scalability potential can cause
non-negligible damage for insurance companies.
PHYSICAL DAMAGE: Physical damage can be caused by
for example deploying airbags, or damaging electronics by
short circuits. This can be achieved by manipulated software.
As a consequence, the vehicle must be transported to the
workshop to repair the damage. Just as before is the scalability
of the attack and the caused damages, the decisive factors and
can vary strongly.
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surroundings can open up the question of who is to blame for
a failed battery and therefore further surrounding damage.

DAMAGE TO SURROUNDINGS: The vehicle itself can
also emit danger, as they can be used as weapons. They move
large masses at high speeds and in the event of a control
loss, can harm not only the driver and his occupants but
also other road users and generally uninvolved objects. They
also transport some kind of energy reservoir (fuel, batteries,
hydrogen, etc) which are flammable or even explosive. This
can also be used to damage surrounding objects. The potential
of financial damage is enormous, as one vehicle can create
chain reactions that lead to massive costs. For example, a
vehicle burning down in a multistory car park starts a chain
reaction of surrounding cars burning down as well. But just
like in the theft case, the damage depends on the scalability
of the attack. If only minor damage to one surrounding object
can be done a smaller financial impact can be expected.

FIRE: If a battery is overloaded, e.g. by operating it outside
its designed safety parameters, a fire can be started. Due to the
size of the battery in electric vehicles and their design, it is not
possible today to extinguish every cell. Thus, a fire in electric
vehicles always ends in complete burnout. This can, just like
before, also damage the environment around the vehicle and
a single vehicle can cause Major damage to the surroundings.
PAYMENT DETAILS: The charging station itself and its interfaces can also become the targets of attackers. Manipulation
or stealing of payment data is possible and can enable fraud.
Just as with the privacy details, insurances are mostly affected
by these if companies’ resources are in danger by this attack.

B. Damage scenarios for electric vehicles

IV. C ONCLUSION

The impact of security vulnerabilities on electric vehicles
was studied at Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. Attacks were classified into two subgroups:
• Temporary Damage
• Permanent Damage
Generally, the impacts in electric vehicles can be seen as
new subclasses of connected vehicles.

Within this paper, the attack points of electric vehicles
were analyzed and used to create potential attack paths. These
attack paths could be rated after the ISO/SAE 21434 norm.
Furthermore were the damage scenarios and their financial
impact on insurance companies was discussed.
Using these information priorities in security development and
insurance damage calculations can be made. The abstract form
of the risk analysis allows to cover a large number of cases
and can be adapted to varying situations.
Combining all of this allows an increase of security in vehicles
and allows insurance companies to reevaluate current vehicle
damage potentials.

DISABLING CHARGING: A charging fault is a subclass
of DoS attacks. As a result, the vehicle cannot charge power
from the charging equipment. This can lead to the vehicle
becoming immobile and having to be repaired in a workshop
and therefore can cause a big financial impact if the attack is
scalable to many vehicles.
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Conception and development of a brain computer
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90402 Nürnberg
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Abstract—A Brain Computer Interface (BCI) is an interface
between a computer and, in this case, the human brain. At this
point in time there are many scientific solutions for the use
of a BCI but none of them are practical at all. This paper is
about the conception and development of a tactile BCI system
for communication with the usability of an end-user product.
The goal is to have a closed BCI system, which can be used by
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) patients and alike, without
them or their caregivers spending many hours getting into BCI
software.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a group of rare
neurological diseases that mainly involve the nerve cells (neurons) responsible for controlling voluntary muscle movement.
Voluntary muscles produce movements like chewing, walking,
and talking. The disease is progressive, meaning the symptoms
get worse over time. Currently, there is no cure for ALS and
no effective treatment to halt, or reverse, the progression of
the disease.
Once the patient is unable to produce any eye movement,
the so called totally locked-in state (TLIS) is reached and
concurrent eye-tracking systems cannot be further used for
communication with the outside world. Thus, the only way to
communicate with the patient is a Brain Computer Interface
(BCI), measuring the brainwaves using Electroencephalography (EEG). The BCI presents a stimulus to the user and the
brain reacts with event related potentials (ERPs). We record
that electrical brain activity and detect the ERPs through signal
processing. Most BCIs use the BCI2000 software, working
with a regular A-Z, 0-9 Matrix, looking for the P300 wave in
the patients brain to calibrate and configure such (reference to
figure 1). The P300 wave is an ERP elicited in the process
of decision making, such as Heureka moments, measured
by an EEG. Using this data, we create commands such as
spelling a letter or pressing a button. A BCI as of now is a
typical research system, used and developed by scientists and
engineers over the course of many years, not something for
the regular user. Therefore the usability is usually very bad.

Figure 1. BCI2000 Copyspeller With A-Z, 0-9 Matrix

•

Using the processed data to create commands

The recording of electrical brain activity can be done in an
invasive and non-invasive way. At the Technische Hochschule
Nürnberg we use an EEG as a noninvasive BCI. An invasive
alternative would be electrocorticography, which is a type
of electrophysiological monitoring that uses electrodes placed
directly on the exposed surface of the brain. The analyzing
of the data through signal processing and the creation of
commands is done purely in software.
1) EEG: An EEG is a device to record the electrical
potential of the brainwaves through the scalp [1]. The recorded
signal is then processed by an amplifier and a number of filters.
Further signal-processing can then extract the P300 signal
from the data. For a BCI which is specialized in extracting
the P300 signal, only the electrodes P08, P07, P0Z and CPZ
are needed [2].
2) P300: The user has to focus on the target and is
presented by a random order of stimuli, of which one contains
the target. The P300 signal is an ERP which follows after the
presentation of a rare target among nontargets (reference to
figure 2). The figure shows the P300 as the red signal and

A. BCI Principles
A BCI system mainly consists of three parts:
• Recording electrical brain activity
• Analyzing the data through signal processing
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Motor Number Body Area
1
Right Arm
2
Left Arm
3
Right Leg
Left Leg
4
Table I
TACTILE 4 X 1 M ATRIX

a regular EEG following nontargets as the blue signal. The

table I. They vibrate in a random order to present random
stimuli. The user now has to focus on a single area of stimulus,
which presents the target of the four Taktilos. Whenever the
target now vibrates among the nontargets, a P300 signal is
evoked. The P300 evoked by a tactile stimulation is almost as
strong as a P300 evoked by visual stimulation (reference to
figure 4).

Figure 2. P300 Signal (red)

computer recognizes the P300 and thus the intention of the
user. This can then be used to process another command, such
as spelling a letter.
B. Tactile BCI
An ALS-patient in the TLIS, unable to move their eyes,
needs another approach. The Technische Hochschule Nürnberg
has developed the tactile BCI system for this particular use
case. It stimulates the user not by focusing on a visual target
but by focusing on a vibratory target. We have developed little
stimulatory motors, which are usually used in game controllers
or smartphones (reference to figure 3). These so called Taktilos
Figure 4. Tactile P300 Signal

C. Current state
The current system uses BCI2000 as the core software
on a personal windows computer. The EEG hardware is
connected to the computer on which BCI2000 runs. On that
same computer we run our own Tactile BCI Filter software
which parses the output of BCI2000 and sends it to an ESP32
mikrocomputer by UDP. The ESP32 itself drives the Taktilos
through the General Purpose Input/Output (GPIO). Figure 5
shows the flowchart of the current system.

Figure 5. Flowchart of current tactile system
Figure 3. Taktilos

D. Concept
The goal of this project is to develop a BCI system with
the following characteristics:

are attached to various areas of the human body, for example
both arms and legs for a total of four Taktilos (reference to
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Good usability
Open Source
• Future sustainability
Our BCI system should provide the user with a tactile BCI
in a closed device. It should not be installed on the private
computer, as most BCIs are now. It should also automatize
most of the steps needed to calibrate a P300 speller, specialized
on the hardware used, instead of providing a lot of different
configurations. Modern BCI software usually provides a lot
of functions and configurations for being used in a lab by
scientists and engineers. This makes a regular BCI system
hard to use by caregivers and patients who may need it for
daily communication. Furthermore it should be open source, to
provide the functionality to anyone. The future sustainability
is also very important for the system as not to become obsolete
in the near future.
1) OpenViBe: OpenViBe is a software platform that enables
to design, test and use BCIs. It can also be used as a generic
realtime EEG acquisition, processing and visualization system.
It is more modern than BCI2000, the de facto standard in BCI
software, and provides a graphical user interface (GUI) for
designing BCI scenarios (reference to figure 6). The current

can slow down the motor stimulation, and thus the P300
classification, by more than 100ms, which can make the
stimulus useless. TCP on the other side does not always send
out immediately, as it has to wait for ACK. Because of these
reasons the WIFI connection will be replaced by a Bluetooth
Low Energy (BLE) connection, which usually suffers from
no such problems. The latency in BLE connections for short
messages, such as in our tactile BCI system, ranges usually
from 7.5ms to 22.5ms [4], which is more than enough for our
P300 classification. The BLE connection itself is implemented
by an already existing Game Controller Library for the ESP32,
which will also provide a GRID Interface for setting up the
communication (reference to figure 7).

•
•

Figure 7. Flowchart of the tactile system using BLE

3) GRID interface: GRID is a software to assist in communication [5]. It is widely known in the medical area and
used by ALS patients and alike, with, for example, an eyetracker. The software presents graphical rows and columns
which contain elements that can be programmed to activate
certain buttons or functions of a computer (reference to figure
8). It can be used to control a computer and to communicate

Figure 6. OpenViBe Designer

version 3.1.0 includes an XDawn Filter in the P300 classification to further enhance evoked potentials[6]. For scripting,
Lua can be used to automate most of the calibration. The first
step in improving the usability and future sustainability is by
adjusting our tactile BCI system from using BCI2000 as the
core software to using OpenViBe. This includes changes in
the Tactile Filter Software as well as the ESP32.
2) Bluetooth Low Energy: Figure 5 shows that the current
connection between the computer and the ESP32 uses WIFI
to transmit User Datagram Protocol (UDP) packets. The
ESP32 currently opens up it’s own WIFI node. Connecting
the personal computer to the node ensures a direct connection
between the computer and the ESP32 but it prevents the computer from using another WIFI in parallel. As with all TCP/IP
protocols, UDP also has the downside that the message itself is
encapsulated and passed on to the Network Layer. Therefore it
provides no congestion control [3]. If the operating system is
sending out packets in the background, for example during an
update process, the messages are not transferred immediately
because there may be other messages in queue first. This

Figure 8. GRID 2 communication software

to sustain the independence of the user. The TLIS can make
it impossible for an eye-tracker to be used as the hardware
to control the GRID software, thus we want to enable an
interface between our tactile BCI system and GRID. Users
will be able to easily implement our tactile BCI system
into their already running GRID configuration. The GRID
software can be controlled by interfaces such as AUX input or
game controller input. We are implementing a game controller
emulation on the ESP32 to not only be used by the tactile BCI
system as the driver for the Taktilos, but also as a feedback to
give input to GRID. This way a succesfull P300 extraction can
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trigger a function on the computer already pre-programmed by
the user, such as opening a browser or communicating with
the caregiver.
4) Raspberry Pi: After implementing all those changes to
the existing system, which runs on a computer, we are working
on creating another BCI system in parallel which is isolated
from the main system and can be used to distribute the BCI
system to the regular user. Here we are going to use a regular
Raspberry Pi as the hardware core of the tactile system. It
provides us with a computer with enough computing power to
calculate P300 extractions, while also being cheap and small.
This way we can isolate the BCI system from the personal
computer of the user. Because of the complexity of a BCI
software system, this provides the feature of having a complete
set up operating system (OS) image which can be worked
upon and then synchronized on all our tactile BCI systems.
By running OpenViBe as the BCI software of choice we can

Figure 10. EEG channel signals

up on a Raspberry Pi for the system to be isolated from the
private computer of the user will be fundamental steps in the
direction of a BCI system directed at a regular end-user. The
automation of the calibration and the setting up of a P300
speller using Lua scripting will change the way BCI systems
are used and looked at by regular users and engineers alike.
These steps should improve the usability of the tactile BCI
system to such a degree that it can be used by caregivers and
patients all around the world to enable basic communication.

Figure 9. Flowchart of concept tactile system

also automate a lot of the setup of a communicative P300 BCI.
This way we can set up a BCI Box that works out of the box
and thus can be used by regular caregivers and patients.
5) Unicorn BI: The current EEG used in our tactile BCI
system is the gUSBamp developed by g.tec medical engineering. The company itself is specialized in brain computer
interface technology and neurotechnology. They produce invasive and non-invasive hardware for real-time data analysis.
The g.tec EEGs, being the standard in BCI technology, are
supported by most BCI software. The gUSBamp is an amplifier made for the acquisition of biosignals such as EEGs for
the brain or EKGs for the heart. It’s a medical product and
supports up to 16 channels for signal acquisition. For a user
that wants to use a BCI system for basic communication, it
has a few drawbacks: It is rather hard to set up because of
wet electrodes and it has a reasonably high price for an enduser. The electrodes have to be prepared with a contact gel,
which can be rather messy and takes some experience. The
Unicorn Hybrid Black on the other hand is a rather new BCI
EEG for end-users developed by g.tec. It’s price is less than a
factor of 10 compared to the standard g.USBamp and the dry
electrodes can be used without any contact gel. The cap can
just be pulled over the scalp and after a check of the signals
in the software, the calibration can begin (reference to figure
10). Besides having a much better usability it also has a rather
modern design, which can make people using the device more
comfortable.
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II. C ONCLUSION
Creating a closed, tactile BCI system by migrating the
software core from BCI2000 to OpenViBe and setting it all
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Abstract— In this paper, a brief overview of different stateof-the art models will be presented, which are used to simulate
the behavior of lithium-ion batteries. After that, a new
parametrization approach for equivalent circuit models will be
presented which can alter its parameters to adapt to any given
load-profile. The method uses discretized versions of the
differential equations which describe the battery behavior to fit
its parameters. This will enable battery characterization
without the need of standardized profiles. This novel
parametrization method will be investigated in terms of better
prediction of battery states and minimization of modeling
efforts both in terms of cost and time.

A. Physics-based electrochemical models
The Physics-based electrochemical models use several
forms of differential equations to describe and estimate the
behavior of the battery. One Example is the single-particle
(SP) model [7]. In this type of model, a single particle is used
to represent the concentration distribution of lithium-ions in
the electrode. However, the accuracy of these models is
relatively low. Therefore these models are often used for
investigating the primary performance and the effect of solidphase diffusion of the electrodes but not for the dynamic
behavior of the battery. Another example is the pseudo-twodimensional model (P2D) which was presented by Doyle and
Newman et al. [8]. The P2D model treats the anode and
cathode of the cell as porous electrodes composed of
numerous spherical particles, and the spaced between the
particles are filled with the electrolyte [9]. The concentration
distribution and potential distribution of the lithium-ion in the
electrolyte liquid phase and the solid phase of the electrode
material particles are described by several coupled partial
differential equations (PDEs), to comprehensively examine
the main reaction and side reaction rates inside the cell [9].

Keywords— Lithium battery, Equivalent Circuit Models,
Iterative Learning, Battery Simulation, Look-Up Tables

I. INTRODUCTION
Academic Research and applications of lithium-ion
batteries have seen an increasing interest during the past
decade[1]. This is mainly due to the increased use of electric
applications, ranging from phones and laptops to the
automotive domain. The automotive industry is investing
highly in the research and development of electric vehicles
(EV) due to the recent increase in the demand for such
vehicles. These vehicles are mostly using electric batteries to
store their energy, thus the investment in battery technology.
Electric applications using a battery as their primary energy
and power source will be accompanied by a battery
management system (BMS) [2]. Here, the need to manage the
battery performance and control its internal parameters, like
the temperature, is vital to the longevity of the battery life and
therefore a key component to the environmental impact of this
battery. The accurate prediction of the State-of-Charge
(remaining charge), State-of-Health (remaining maximum
storage capacity), and other characteristics (U and I) is the
main objective of a battery model, which is implemented in
the BMS [3]. In this paper, a brief overview of mentioned
battery models will be given. After that a novel approach to
battery modeling will be presented, it uses discretized versions
of differential equations that describe the dynamic behavior of
such batteries. Lastly, the results will be discussed and an
outlook for further research will be given.

B. Electrical Equivalent Circuit Models
The equivalent circuit models have gained interest in realtime applications, especially in the automotive domain due to
their simple model structure and relatively easy
parametrization. They use simple electrical components such
as resistors and capacitors to describe the behavior of the
battery [10]. The most simple equivalent circuit model is the
Rint-Model [2]. It is based on the Thevenin theorem [2]
which states that any linear electric circuit can be replaced by
a black box and an approximation of the steady-state behavior
of the circuit with a single voltage source and an internal
resistance mostly denoted as Rint. An extension of the RintModel can be achieved by simulating the ideal voltage source
and internal resistance as a function of the State-of-Charge
(SoC) and temperature [1]. This information can be stored in
the form of lookup tables and experiments can identify the
value for each component for each temperature and SoC. This
aspect of the Rint-Model makes it a semi-empirical model.
To overcome some of the drawbacks of the Rint-Model the
RC-Model was developed [10]. These models are an
extension of the Rint-Model. They use one or more resistors
and capacitors circuits, which are connected in parallel to
better simulate the dynamic or transient behavior of the
battery. Figure 1 shows the structure of an RC-Model with
one RC-Part, hence it is a first-order RC-Model. [11].

II. STATE-OF-THE ART
Battery Models presented here can be categorized in three
main topics: the physics-based electrochemical models [4],
the equivalent circuit models [5] and the data-driven models,
which use artificial intelligence algorithms such as neural
networks for battery modeling [6].
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Fig. 1. RC-Circuit with one RC-Part [11]

Fig. 2. Structure of Testing Environment

The components Rp and Cp are also dependent on variables
such as the SoC and temperature and therefore this model can
also be enhanced by identifying each value experimentally
and storing the data in lookup-tables. More RC-parts can be
added to this circuit to improve its fidelity. However it should
be stated that, with each added RC-part the model becomes
more complex to solve and therefore an unambiguous
parametrization is difficult.
C. Data-Driven Models
Data-Driven Models have very good performance for nonlinear problems like battery simulation. However, their
performance is heavily dependent on the number of datasets
and their quality. This fact makes the development of such
models rather expensive. Though with increased usage of
battery-powered devices like phones and cars this data will
become more available and therefore cheaper. In [6] Dong
used a dual neural network fusion battery model to estimate
the SoC. A Combination of a linear neural network with a
back-propagation neural network was used [6]. In this model,
the terminal voltage, discharge current, and battery
temperature were used as an input vector and the output is the
estimated SoC. The average error in this estimation was
1.03% with a maximum error of 4.82% [6].

Fig. 3. Structure of ECM with novel parametrization approach

It is intended to adapt its parameters by using the error
between the measured voltage and simulated voltage in an
iterative manner. The model integrates the passed current to
estimate the used energy and therefore the remaining SoC. It
then associates the measured terminal voltage of the battery
with the SoC. In this way, the model has a good estimation for
SoC-OCV Relation. It takes this SoC-OCV Relation, and the
measured current to calculate the simulated voltage Usim. Usim
is calculated in two parts. First, the voltage in the serial
resistance Rs is calculated using equation (1) second the
voltage in the RC-part is calculated by using equation (2).

III. MODEL DESIGN

()

𝑈𝑠 = 𝑅𝑠 ∙ 𝐼

An ECM with one RC-Circuit has been chosen for further
investigation. High fidelity and acceptable usage of
computational resources make this model type an ideal
candidate for further improvement. The model has been
developed in the programming language Python 3.8. The
novel parametrization approach has been built into an existing
battery model, which was developed by Mühlbauer et. al in
reference [12]. The model has been developed in an objectorientated programming (OOP) approach, meaning the model
has been structured in classes and methods. Figure 2 shows a
general structure of the testing environment. The test
environment is used on the top level for initializing and calling
the battery model, as well as for the final evaluation and
plotting of the simulation results. The SoC Estimation and the
OCV Estimation have been implemented as separate methods
in the ECM class and have been taken over from the model in
reference [12]. The novel fitting and update algorithms are
built into the “ECM” class in figure 2 as separate methods.
Figure 3 shows the structure of the actual battery model. The
parameter values are a function of the current SoC and
temperature. Each model parameter is defined as a threedimensional array where one axis defines the dependency of
the current, one the dependency of the SoC, and one the
dependency on the temperature.

𝑈𝑅𝐶 = 𝐼(𝑡) ∙ 𝑅𝑝 − 𝜏 ∙

𝑑𝑈𝑅𝐶
𝑑𝑡

()

However, it can be seen that equation two is a differential
equation and therefore it needs to be discretized to be used in
an iterative learning manner. Equation 3 shows the discretized
version of equation 2.
𝑇

𝑈(𝑘+1) = (1 − 𝜏𝑠) ∙ 𝑈(𝑘) +

𝑇𝑠 ∙ 𝑅𝑝
𝜏

∙ 𝑖(𝑘)

(3)

Ts equals the time step for one iteration in which the error is
evaluated to update the parameters, k equals the time step
numeration and 𝜏 equals the time constant for the first RCpart.
𝜏 = 𝑅𝑝 ∙ 𝐶𝑝

()

The algorithm which is used to update the parameters were
presented in [13] by Bohlen. The error will be weighted and
the parameters will be updated as a function of their vicinity
to the data point [13]. To obtain a global minimum of the error
several different algorithms will be used, such as differential
evolution to alter the parameters [14]. The algorithms
minimize the squared sum of the error between the simulated
terminal voltage and the measured voltage by varying the
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•

model parameters. As previously determined the terminal
voltage of the battery is therefore:

Some operating points are accessed more often than
others, for example, an SoC of 50% is going to be
measured more frequently than 1% or 100% [13].
• The parameters mostly show a monotonous and
smooth dependency along with the input variables,
meaning e.g. SoC, current, temperature, etc. [13].
• The model parameters cannot be made dependent on
all variables, which affect the battery behavior, so a
certain scattering of the measurement values at the
same operating point is inevitable [13].
The update algorithm will change the whole parameter
mapping based on a single operating point. The influence on
the vicinity of the operating point should be higher than the
influence on the more distant values. As described in
reference [13] the mathematical description of the update
algorithm, the generalized input values are x1 , x2, ... xN,
where N is the number of input variables. In the used model,
the input variables are SoC, current, and temperature, so the
number of input variables N is three. One example of the
function value is the serial resistance of the battery model Rs.
As the parameters in the used model are a function of SoC
and current, the characteristic of Rs can be described by:

()

𝑈T = 𝑈OC + 𝑈s + 𝑈RC1
The error is defined as:

()

𝐹 = (𝑈measured − 𝑈simulated )2

A. Fitting Method
As for the novel parametrization method, the data is being
fitted to the discretized versions of the actual differential
equations defining the dynamic battery behavior. The overall
terminal voltage is being calculated with equation (5) but the
voltage at the serial Resistance is defined in equation (1), and
the voltage at the RC-Circuit in equation (3). The fitting
algorithm works similar to the sliding window approach
known from the machine learning domain. First, the model
starts with parameters, which are not influenced by the fitting
or the update algorithm. After a certain amount of time steps
have been simulated, the fitting method is being called for a
fixed time frame (or simulation window). Figure 3 illustrates
this process.

()

𝑅s = 𝑅s (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 ) = 𝑅s (𝑆𝑜𝐶, 𝐼, 𝑇)

As described earlier, the fitted value for a specific operating
point 𝑥⃗0 = (𝑥1,0 … 𝑥𝑁,0 ) is being returned and passed to the
update method. With this fitted value for the parameter P the
delta between the unfitted and fitted value is being calculated:
()

∆𝑃(𝑥⃗0 ) = 𝑃(unfitted) (𝑥⃗0 ) − 𝑃(fitted) (𝑥⃗0 )

The new parameter map 𝑃Map,new (𝑥⃗) can be calculated by
adding this delta, multiplied by a smoothing function h( 𝑥⃗0 )
to the original parameter map 𝑃Map,old (𝑥⃗):
𝑃Map,new (𝑥⃗) = 𝑃Map,old (𝑥⃗) + ∆𝑃(𝑥⃗0 ) ∙ ℎ(𝑥⃗0 ) ()

Fig. 4. Sliding window approach for fitting algorithm.

The operating point is defined by the mean value of the SoC,
current, and temperature in this time frame. The fitting
algorithm starts with the parameter values, which have been
interpolated from the unlearned mappings. The boundaries
were set as follows, Rs between 0.001 and 0.8 Ω, Rp between
0.01 and 1 Ω and 𝜏1 between 1 and 250 s. The fitting
algorithm varies the parameter values between the boundaries
to minimize the error between the simulated terminal voltage
and the measured voltage, as defined in equation (6). The
fitting algorithm is terminated if the convergence falls below
the value of 0.01. The convergence in the differential
evolution algorithm is defined as the standard deviation of the
population divided by their mean [14].
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 =

𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

As mentioned before, the values in the vicinity of the
operating point should be affected more than the distant ones.
This will be achieved by multiplying the delta by a smoothing
function. One mathematical function, which fulfills this
requirement, is the gauss error distribution curve.
ℎ(𝑥
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗)
0 = α ∙ (𝑒

2
𝑥 −𝑥
−( 1 𝜎 1,0 )
1

∙𝑒

2
𝑥 −𝑥
−( 2 𝜎 2,0)
2

…∙ 𝑒

𝑥 −𝑥
−( N 𝜎 N,0 )
N

2

) ()

In equation (11) the factor α defines the height of the curve
and therefore, the maximum amount of influence on the
current operating point 𝑥⃗0 = (𝑥1,0 … 𝑥N,0 ). With a high value
for α, the adaptation rate would be very high and the delta
would be added without any damping. Typical values for α
could be between 0 and 1. For α = 1 the parameter value
would be locally set to the fitted value without any damping
of measurement scattering, for α = 0 no adaptation would
occur [13]. Considering that, this method can be applied on
dynamic profiles, a high dynamic current can be applied
without a significant change in the SoC or temperature. As a
result of that, the novel parametrization approach presented
in this work influences the parameter map asymmetrical. This

(7)

B. Update Method
In the design of the update method, special features of battery
characteristics must be taken into account.
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means, that the influence on the SoC or temperature axis can
be set independently from the influence on the current axis.
In the context of the smoothing function this means, the width
of the bell in the three dimensions is not symmetrical and an
asymmetric gauss curve can be applied in the update method.
The width of the bell is defined by the values 𝜎1 𝑡𝑜 𝜎N . In the
model the width of the smoothing function for the first
dimension is defined by equation (12):
𝑤(𝑥1 ) =

𝑥1,𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑥1,𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝜎1

simulation. After the simulation reaches certain progress
defined by the parameter window, the operating point for that
simulation window is set. The fitting method adjusts the
parameters for that specific operating point using the
equations stored in the battery model. Then the optimized
parameter is entered into the update method, where the
parameter map is updated. Subsequently, the simulation
continues until it reaches the next progress point where the
window fits again. Thus, the window is advanced by its
length at each iteration. This iterative process continues as
long as the simulation runs.

()

Figure 5 visualizes the smoothing function for the serial
Resistance dependent on only the SoC and current. Figure 4
shows the asymmetric smoothing function in which the width
in SoC direction is significantly larger than in current
direction.

Fig. 5. Smoothing Function for a current range and the SoC range
normalized, and α = 0.02, 𝜎SoC = 5 and 𝜎I = 30.

Now a guideline can be described for one iteration of the
adaptation [13]:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

Definition of the operating point by calculating the
mean values for the SoC, current and temperature
for the observed simulation window
Interpolation of the parameter values from the maps,
which are not updated yet
Calling of fitting method, described in chapter A, to
calculate the optimal parameter values for the
observed simulation window
Calculation of the delta between the unfitted and
fitted parameter values at the current operating point
(𝑥⃗0 ) according to equation (9)
Calling of the update method
Calculation of the smoothing function ℎ at the
current operating point (𝑥⃗0 ) according to equation
(11)
Update the parameter map according to equation
(10)

Fig. 6. Flowchart for iterative parameter learning in the battery model

IV. VALIDATION
The validation of the model has been performed as follows.
First artificial parameters have been defined in the model.
The load profile was carried out and the simulated voltage has
been logged. Note that in this step, the parameters were not
influenced in any kind. After that, it was assumed that the
simulated voltage from the first step corresponds to the true
behavior of the battery. Next, the simulation was started with
constant parameters, and the evolution of the parameters was
observed. After several iterations of the load profile, the
parameters reflected the artificial true parameters. It has to be
noted that the validation was carried out with parameters only
dependent on SoC and current. Figure 7 shows the true
parameter for the serial resistance.

Figure 6 shows the flowchart for the battery model outlined
above. Initially, the data is transferred to the battery model.
With this data, the model computes the voltage with
unlearned parameter maps for each time step k. k is the
iteration parameter that records the progress of the
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Fig. 7. True parameter for serial Resistance

Figure 8-10 shows the evolution of the parameter and as you
can see it is similar to the true parameter. The delta at high
SoC and low currents is due to the fact that the load profile
rarely or never includes these operation points.

Fig. 11. Final simulation Result for validation

V. RESULTS
In this chapter, the simulation results of the model will be
presented. It has to be noted that these results were conducted
at a constant temperature of 22°C. The load profiles have been
measured as part of [12]. “The verification and validation of
the battery model is carried out on a battery test system from
ScienLab (SL80/100/8BT6C) providing up to 100 A per
channel and is based on an analysis of the root mean square
(RMS) error of the simulated and measured voltage. The RMS
error is obtained by calculating the moving RMS with the
sliding window method and a window length of two. The
applied battery pack (Battery 1) comprises 20 Samsung 18650
25R lithium-ion cells in a 10s2p configuration with a rated
capacity of 5 Ah and a rated voltage of 36 V. Note that a
measurement error of the battery test system, which was
determined during calibration, is considered.” [12]. In
reference [12] the same data set was used to parametrize the
model with before mentioned standard method. First, the
simulation has been conducted with a state-of-the-art
parametrization method, described in reference [12]. The
parameters were fitted to the pulse profile beforehand and
after that, the model simulated the load profile. With this
method, a median error value of 0.007636 V has been
achieved. After the novel parametrization approach has been
applied a median error value of 0.005875 V has been
achieved. This results in an improvement of 23.06 %. Figure
12 shows the simulation result for the load profile with 4
pulses ranging from 2 A to -5 A .

Fig. 8. Initial parameter for serial resistance

Fig. 9.

Parameter for serial resistance after five iterations

Fig. 10. Parameter for serial resistance after 15 iterations

Figure 11 shows the final simulation results in the validation
result with a median error of 0.09 V.

Fig. 12. Simulation result for a pulse profile with four pulses.
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The parameters, which affect the behavior of the update
algorithm and therefore influence the simulation
performance, are called hyperparameters. The following
hyperparameters have been identified.
• The height of the gauss curve α at the current
operating point
• The width of the gauss curve along the SoC axis,
𝜎SoC
• The width of the gauss curve along the current axis,
𝜎I
• The width of the gauss curve along the temperature
axis, 𝜎T
• The width of the simulation window frame for
which the parameters are fitted, window
• Termination criterion of the fitting method,
convergence, which is defined in equation (7)
These hyperparameters have a tremendous effect on the
simulation performance and suitable values for them are
found through a preliminary sensitivity analysis. The initial
values were chosen as the standard. Then only one parameter
was increased and decreased and the effect on the median was
recorded. This was done for every hyperparameter. Optimal
hyperparameters are defined as the ones, which result in the
lowest simulation error. With this method, relatively good
approximations for the ideal hyperparameters were
identified. Since this process does not grant identification of
optimal hyperparameters, it is possible to improve simulation
performance even further. However, table 1 shows the
hyperparameter values for which an improvement of 23,06 %
was achieved. This analysis was conducted with the
parameters only dependent on SoC and current.
TABLE I.

for a pulse profile with parameters, which were already fitted
with a state-of-the-art fitting method.
Future work may include an addition of a second RC-Circuit
to improve the fidelity of the battery model. Also, an
additional dimension for battery degradation can be appended
to the model parameters. Furthermore, the novel method will
be tested with a real system. In addition, the model will be
combined with a SoC estimator and a Kalman filter for SoH
estimation.
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storage systems were analyzed. Subsequently, a general
overview of different types of battery models, which are
represented in the current literature, has been created. These
include the physics-based models, the data-driven models,
and also the equivalent circuit models. Subsequently, the
model types have been studied for their advantages and
disadvantages, to iteratively adjust their parameters. It turned
out that the ECM group is best suited for the aim of this work.
Consequently, the model with one RC-Circuit was used to
implement the new fitting and update method. After that, the
model was validated by using artificial parameters. The
combination of the novel fitting and update method resulted
in an improvement of 23.06 % of the median simulation error,

[12]

[13]
[14]
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Abstract - With the advance of digitalization, the focus is

external information technology is being developed in
subproject III of NetDiSC in collaboration with three practical
partners from Bayerisch-Schwaben. Since a reorientation of the
subproject in 2020, this has focused on the assessment and
monitoring of IT security standards at SMEs.

increasingly on ensuring information security. SMEs are only
partially prepared for the resulting challenges. The appropriate
tools for realization are missing. IT security is usually only
considered from the perspective of large corporations. The aim is
to develop an IT-supported roadmap for the step-by-step
achievement of an ISMS (Information Security Management
System) for SMEs with permanent benchmarking.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND OBJECTIVES
According to the BKA's Federal Situation Report Cybercrime
from 2020, the number of cases has increased by approx. 23.8%
to 108,474 since 2016. Thereof, only 35,390 are considered
solved.

Keywords - digitization, IT security, SMEs and ISMS
I. THE RESEARCH PROJECT NetDiSC
The ongoing digitization of the working world and, in
particular, of value creation processes is also changing logistics
and cross-company processes. Many companies are now faced
with the challenge of transferring parts of their traditional
service offering to digital value creation models.

IMAGE 1. Case figures of the BKA

After all, the core business of companies has always included
not only the further development of products and services, but
also the optimization of the associated organizational structures
and processes. In this context, the opportunities and risks of
digital transformation are increasingly coming into focus.
What is needed are practicable solutions that ensure the flow of
digital processes - especially at the interfaces between
companies and business partners - as well as innovative, digital
value creation models that enrich companies' current service
bundles. This is precisely the research area of "NetDiSC"
(Network for Digital Supply Chains), which is being funded by
the Bavarian State Ministry of Science and the Arts for four
years.

Own representation

The steady rise in the volume of cases is due to the rapid
advance of digitization, the increasing professionalization of
perpetrators, and rising capabilities of malware to conceal itself
from security mechanisms, as well as the low barriers to entry
into cybercrime.

"NetDiSC" is equally dedicated to both areas - the targeted
analysis and evaluation of data along the supply chain as the
basis for new, digital business processes and models, and the
necessary IT security measures in the hardware and software
environment.

Digitalization and networking through the Internet of Things,
Industry 4.0 and smart cars are increasingly making IT security
more relevant. Small and medium-sized enterprises will be part
of these trends. In Germany, around 3.467 million companies
(99.5 %) were classified as small and medium-sized enterprises
in 2018 according to the SME definition of IfM Bonn:

II. SUB-PROJECT 3: EVALUATION OF IT SYSTEM
LANDSCAPES
The digitization of production, logistics and administration
requires a comprehensive overview and knowledge of the
cross-company IT infrastructures. Under the title Evaluation of
IT System Landscapes, a model for evaluating internal and
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IMAGE 2. Relevance of German SMEs
insurable employments

companies

IV. CONCEPT AND TOOL
The IT-supported roadmap is based on a step-by-step approach.

revenue

The success of the concept presented below is measured by the
three protection goals of information security:

34,4%
57,6%
99,5%

-

Confidentiality
Integrity
Availability.

Own representation

The protection goal of "confidentiality" is ensured if data
worthy of protection is viewed, processed, and managed
exclusively by persons who have the necessary authorization.
Confidentiality thus protects access to information. "Integrity"
is achieved when data worth protecting remains intact and
complete. So, while "confidentiality" deals with the
authorization to change data, "integrity" covers the detection of
data changes. The protection goal of "availability" is achieved
when systems are always available to authorized persons, can
be used as intended, and operational processes are therefor not
disrupted.

In contrast to large companies, SMEs have limited resources for
IT security. A study conducted by WIK for the German Federal
Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy as part of the IT
Security in Business initiative shows that time and costs are the
biggest hurdles. In addition, there is a lack of awareness of IT
security in companies despite advancing digitization. Even in
high-risk areas, protection is inadequately provided. For
example, two-thirds of small SMEs say that IT security is very
important, but only about 20% of them have conducted an IT
security analysis.
These low IT security standards of SMEs as well as the steadily
increasing case volumes of cybercrime mean a high risk for
companies in the SME category. Providing IT security for
SMEs is not of less importance than for large corporations.
Rather, the opposite can be assumed: For example, they are
usually less diversified, and attacks can cause higher damage.
Despite the existing knowledge about the relevance of IT
security, lack of resources and knowledge often lead to neglect
of the topic. The security of industrial plants and systems
requires expertise from a wide variety of fields, such as
automation technology, network technology, production
planning and control, data analysis and much more.

IMAGE 3. Step-by-step procedure

IT security is usually only considered from the perspective of
corporations. Some frameworks exist for the implementation of
IT security standards, such as ISO/IEC 27001 or TISAX. These
established frameworks are too extensive and complex for
SMEs.
The aim of the sub-project is to develop an IT-supported
roadmap for the step-by-step achievement of an ISMS
(Information Security Management System) for SMEs with
permanent benchmarking. This should result in a risk-oriented
and continuous improvement of a company's information
security.

01

IT security team

02

Actual analysis

07

Audit

03

Benchmarking

06

Internal audits

04

GAP analysis

05

Project planning
and implementation
Own representation

The first step, the establishment of an IT security team, forms
the basis for the subsequent steps. This team should include, if
available, the IT security officer, a member of the company
management, the IT manager, the data protection officer, an
occupational safety specialist, a representative of the staff
council, and a representative of the building services
department.
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This is followed by the actual analysis. This includes
identifying critical applications and analyzing the IT structure
as well as answering a questionnaire for each application or unit
of the IT structure.

The deviation - the so-called gap - results from the comparison
between the actual analysis and the reference value. The
deviation can be reflected in several key figures based on the
data stored in the tool: Estimated effort as time and number of
bundled requirements.

The first step is to focus on the localization of all applications
that support business-critical processes or process information
worthy of protection. This includes information that must be
protected by legal requirements regarding to the basic values of
confidentiality, integrity, and availability. In each case, the need
for protection must be determined based on three categories. A
distinction is made between no need for protection (Z), normal
need for protection (C), medium need for protection (B) and
high need for protection (A).

The gap analysis is visualized as a coordinate system. As shown
in Image 4, the ordinate contains the previously defined gap
indicator. The abscissa reflects the time. The present shows the
result of the actual analysis. The reference value defines the
planning horizon.
IMAGE 4. GAP Analysis: Example Visualization

This is followed by an analysis of the IT structure - IT systems,
rooms and buildings that are necessary for the operation of the
critical applications. The aim is to link the application and the
IT structure and to derive the respective protection
requirements.

KPI

improvement

The concept provides for the complete IT structure and all
applications, including the respective protection requirements
and persons responsible, to be entered into the tool. The units
of the IT structure are to be categorized (IT systems, rooms,
buildings). The applications can be linked to the IT structure in
the database by means of an m:n relationship.

actual
analysis

time
planning period

present

The inventory ends with the completion of a questionnaire. This
must be completed in the tool for each application and unit of
the IT structure depending on the respective category and only
with a protection requirement of A, B, or C. The answers given
define the current maturity level of IT security. Any documents,
drawings or lists are to be uploaded.

continuous
improvement
Own representation

The prioritization of the bundled requirements (a, b or c) and
the categorization of the IT structure as well as applications (A,
B, C) results in an IT structure-related or application-related
overall prioritization of the bundled requirement. For example,
if an application has a medium protection requirement (B) and
the bundled requirement that has not yet been implemented has
a priority of high (a), an overall priority is obtained by adding
the respective conversion factors (see Table 1):

The determination of the benchmarking defines the later
reference value for the GAP analysis. To ensure frameworkindependent benchmarking, the tool will contain all
requirements and the relevant content of the frameworks
described in the following chapter. The requirements are to be
assigned to the respective certificates and categorized in the
tool. The framework-dependent requirements are to be bundled
individually and assigned a priority of high (a), medium (b) or
low (c). When bundling the requirements, in case of combining
requirements of the same framework, weightings are to be
stored. For each bundled requirement, individual tasks are
defined and assigned. The tasks must contain a title, a
description, and an estimated indication of the expenditure in
working hours. In addition, it is possible to define a responsible
person as well as a start and end date.

2+3=5
protection requirement + priority = overall priority
TABLE 1. Conversion factors

The GAP analysis is carried out according to the relevant needs
of the respective company and requires benchmarking. The goal
of the GAP analysis is a systematic and holistic review of the
network and security infrastructure. The existing IT security
infrastructure (inventory) is checked against the previously
defined benchmark. This enables the comparison of a
company's information security with one or more standards and
regulations. The procedure is described below:

Protection
requirements

Priority

Conversion factor

A

a

3

B

b

2

C

c

1
Own representation
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The total prioritization determines the positioning of the stored
effort in time on the abscissa. This results in the curve shown
in the graph. This curve represents the development of a
company's information security under the assumption of the
stored effort estimates.

V. RELEVANT CERTIFICATES
The IT security certificates relevant for benchmarking are
explained below:
ISO/IEC 27001 includes requirements for establishing,
implementing, maintaining, and continuously improving a
documented IT management system. In addition, the standard
includes requirements for the assessment and treatment of
information security risks according to the individual needs of
the organization.

In project planning and implementation, the individual tasks
resulting from the GAP analysis and prioritized are processed.
For each task, a responsible person, and a date for start and
completion must be defined. The responsible persons as well as
all other data are to be stored in the tool. The progress is
visualized by means of a burn-down chart and the constantly
changing GAP analysis.

TISAX is a standard for information security defined by the
automotive industry. Many automotive manufacturers and
suppliers in the German automotive industry require TISAX
certification from business partners. The member companies of
the German Association of the Automotive Industry e. V. (VDA
for short) have created their own catalog, derived from the
international industry standard ISO/IEC 27001, and adapted to
the requirements of the automotive world.

The internal audit is the company's own responsibility and
follows the realization. The audit criteria and the scope of the
audit can be freely defined within the company. It provides an
overview of the current degree of realization and serves as a
tool for identifying potential for continuous improvement in
accordance with the PDCA cycle (Plan, Do, Check, Act). If an
SME wants ISO/IEC 27001 certification, this step is
mandatory.

VdS 100000 provides specifications and assistance for the
implementation of an IT management system as well as
concrete measures for the organizational as well as technical
protection of IT infrastructures. The aim of VdS 10000 is to
define an appropriate level of protection for small and mediumsized enterprises and organizations, which can be implemented
with as little effort as possible.

The inventory shall be conducted every three years and existing
individual bundled requirements shall be reviewed for changes,
adjustments, and additions.
This is optionally followed by the audit, which is considered
the last step and is also the permanent mandate to check the
ISMS for effectiveness and up-to-dateness and to adapt it if
necessary. After completion of the implementation and all
tasks, an SME can aim for the respective certification,
depending on the chosen benchmarks. For some SMEs,
obtaining a certificate is mandatory due to competitiveness. For
example, car manufacturers usually require the existence of a
TISAX certificate. Obtaining a certificate also has many
advantages, as exemplified below:
-

VI. FURTHER APPROACH
The research project is currently in the conceptual phase. This
will be followed by the development of the tool as a prototype
for the realization of the IT-supported roadmap. Starting with
the writing of a requirements specification, followed by the
creation of a relational database model and the conceptual
design of the user interface and user experience. After
completion, this is to be tested and validated by the practical
partners involved in the sub-project. Subsequently, the
optimization takes place in cooperation with a practice partner.

Anchor information and data security in the company
Reduce process and financing costs
Reduce business risks
Reduce the risk of individual liability
Some clients insist on the existence of certificates
Improve image and competitiveness
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For example, the prerequisite for the award of an ISO 27001
certificate based on IT-Grundschutz is a review of the subject
of the audit by a BSI-certified auditor for ISO 27001 audits.
Within the scope of the audit, reference documents prepared by
the institution are examined, an on-site inspection is carried out
and an audit report is prepared. For the award of an ISO 27001
certificate based on IT-Grundschutz, this audit report is checked
by the certification body at the BSI. Surveillance audits are
carried out annually during the validity of the certificate issued.
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AGVs are requesting resources when these come to resource
points. The AGV with the task with the highest priority gets
the authorization to the requested resource. The approach in
[10] is as well about a centralized control with a predefined
road map. Via traffic rules collisions of the AGVs will be
avoided, here, the AGVs have the same priority. A centralized
zone-control model is described in [7]. The road network is
split into zones, including lanes, crossings and depots. The
vehicles are only moving from one zone to the other. The zones
in which a vehicle can move there called neighbouring zones.
In general zones have two states “available” or “occupied”.
In [11] a semaphore- based model for traffic control is
proposed. It consists of a centralized control architecture
without the interaction of single AGVs. The central controller
is responsible for the path planning and the traffic control
according to priority. The semaphore is used for the access to
intersections and bidirectional lanes. Both are resources that
are only allocated to one AGV. In addition, there are traffic
lights for each resource.
As mentioned already before most approaches to these topics
are centralized approaches. But the following approach [5] is
about a decentralized decision-making process for autonomous
mobile robots, which are moving in a defined space. In [1]
and [2] an approach with fixed map out of only unidirectional
segments and firmly defined intersections is presented. There
an intersection has always a cross point and attention points.
The general architecture consists of two layers: the path
planning layer and the route map layer. For this work the route
map layer is interesting, this layer is responsible for conflict
and deadlock avoidance. This happens in a decentralized
process, where AGVs share information, and intersections will
be allocated to a single AGV. The mechanism of prioritisation
is applied in the papers [1], [2], [9] and [11] and it is also
needed in this work to be able to create an efficient traffic
flow.
This work is integrated into the existing C# project that
currently runs as an application on the hardware. The hardware
is an autonomous vehicle, which has four trailers or a vehicle

Abstract—Industrial manufacturing is becoming more and
more automated, among others with automated guided vehicles
as transport systems. These transport systems are replacing
increasingly often personal in industry, for example, to reduce
costs and increase efficiency. For the use of driverless transport
systems in industry, it is important that the relevant information
is shared in the system. With a large number of vehicles, it
is necessary to coordinate them to avoid deadlock situations
and therefore is needed a scalable algorithm. There are two
ways to do this: the centralized approach or the decentralized
approach or a combination of both. This paper is about a decentralized algorithm with optimized traffic control to coordinate
autonomous vehicles. The aim is to get a system that avoids
collision and deadlock situations and having little downtime as
possible because the route is not free and the condition that
the goods arrive on time should also be fulfilled. In the end,
this approach should lead to a system of vehicles with optimized
intersection clearance and traffic flow.

I. I NTRODUCTION
“Autonomous Guided Vehicles (AGVs) are more and more
used for the transportation of goods in industrial warehouses”
[10]. The current state is that mostly a central approach is in
use in industry, in addition, centralized planning does not scale
very well with a rising number of vehicles. A decentralised
approach would improve resilience, because if a central server
fails, the entire system is down. So, it is a single point of failure
[3]. In contrast, with a decentralised system, only the affected
user fails, the rest continues to function. Another advantage
is: “Decentralized decision-making allows the system to react
dynamically to changes in the system state and environment”
[5]. But before a decentralised robot swarm can be used, the
following applies. “Robustness to dynamic changes in the
industrial environment and in the swarm itself, as well as
guarantees of conflict and collision avoidance, are important
requirements for swarm technology to mature and become
established” [4]. What is more, decentralized algorithms are
more complex than centralized server approaches, but the
effort can be worthwhile. In related work can mostly be found
central approaches. The work of [9] is about a central control
strategy based on authorization tokens to avoid conflicts.
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without trailers and both transport material for production with
it. The vehicle is driving dynamically on an existing road
network, such an environment is shown in figure 1.

a partial bidirectional lane, both should be handled the same
way. The vehicles are currently moving on a road network,
that is in some cases similar to our street road network. So,
the path planner plans the path on the existing road network.
It is possible that this planned path will be adapted at a later
date.

Figure 1. Example for the Environment

The vehicles are managed currently by a central server. This
system is used in logistics processes, because “autonomous
transport systems, i.e. a group of self-directed vehicles executing transport jobs, are able to meet the demand of flexibility
in logistics” [6]. In this area of operation, the vehicle is part
of a process, so it is not able to operate completely free [6].
By using a decentralized approach for intersection clearance,
the system should be even more decentralised, and the traffic
flow should be improved.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the
problem description, Section III is about the whole approach
divided into: distribution of information, decision taking, traffic control and deadlock avoidance, Section IV describes the
simulation and the results were discussed and finally, Section
V presents the conclusions and further ideas.

Figure 2. Examples of Intersections

If it is known where which vehicles are located, it is possible
to react according to the situation that has arisen or to
a situation that is about to arise, as in the case of route
overlaps. In order to distribute this information, a decentralized
route synchronization was implemented and evaluated. The
required space is calculated every second from the planned
path actual 30 meters in advance, by each vehicle. The length
is adjustable. The required space is shared in the network of
vehicles according to their direct distance. Thus, each vehicle
receives the necessary position data of the other vehicles. Next,
the required space is checked for collisions with other vehicles.
The required space is shown in figure 3, the black line is
the planned path where it is moving on and the green area
is the required space. If a collision or a route overlap as an

II. P ROBLEM D ESCRIPTION
In the currently used system, the intersection clearance and
the coordination of the vehicles run via a central server with a
database. Every intersection is handled like a resource, which
can only be used by one vehicle. Vehicles that get the driving
clearance from the server can enter this area, the others stop
in front of the area and wait to get the driving clearance from
the server. The server issues a new driving clearance when the
previous vehicle has left the area. With an increasing number
of vehicles, the communication load on the central server
increases. To increase the number of vehicles and the overall
performance of the system solutions for road vehicles can be
used [8]. On the other hand, it is costly to install a server in
a system of, for example, two vehicles. The currently used
system is already partially decentralized, so these methods are
already robust. The main single point of this system is the
central driving clearance at intersections. Without the central
driving clearance, it will actually come to vehicle collisions
or system deadlock.
In this use case, an intersection means an overlap of the
required space of two or more vehicles. Two examples of an
intersection of the planned path are shown in figure 2, the
left one shows a classic intersection and the right one shows

Figure 3. Required Space of a Vehicle Without and With Trailers

intersection is detected, it is necessary to react. The reaction
will be that one of the two or both will stop. If space is enough
for one to cross the route of the others, it will be allowed to
do this, otherwise, it must stop. Added to this traffic flow is
needed as well. This means that it is not enough for one of
the vehicles to drive, but if traffic jam forms, it must be first
be cleared, if it is still possible.
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III. A PPROACH F OR D ECENTRALIZED D RIVE C LEARANCE
D ECISION
The basis of the algorithm for decentralized decision clearance in this work is the distribution of the required space and
position data in the system. If the data is not available, no
decision can be made. The driving clearance on this basis
then results in whether a traffic flow is achieved or whether
deadlock situations occur. The overlaps with [11] are that this
road network also consists of intersections and bidirectional
lanes. The approach with the traffic lights can be applied to this
problem, not statically on the road network, but depending on
the required space. A similar approach as [7] can also use for
this work, the required space can be divided into zones. Before
entering the next zone, the vehicle has to check the situation
in the zone. The parallels from [1] and [2] to this work are
it is also a decentralized system, in which vehicles share
information. The difference is that there is a fixed road network
with predefined points and intersections. In this work, we have
a dynamic road network without any predefined intersection
points.
A. Distribution of Information
The information is distributed in this system via WLAN
(Wireless Local Area Network) between the vehicles via
an optimized UDP (User Datagram Protocol) telegram. This
telegram has different message types, to be able to process
the messages in the desired module and contains the position
and the required space. By distributing the data in telegrams,
new vehicles can be already added to the system. Their data
is shared with other participants, so that it is not possible for
unknown vehicles to arrive at an intersection. This telegram is
also sent dynamic according to the distance of two vehicles.
With this information, a stop point will be calculated if
necessary. It is necessary when there is an overlap of the
required space of two or more vehicles. The stop point will be
the point that is far enough away from the intersection, that
crossing the intersection is still possible, an adjustable value
is defined for this. If two or more vehicles will stand at a stop
point, it continues with the decision taking process.

Figure 4. Flow Chart Stop Process

to drive with the full available required space. The request
telegram is sent to all those for whom an overlap is detected.
The fastest vehicle, that no longer calculates an intersection
point or the vehicle with the highest priority is the winner
and gets the clearance to drive through the area of overlap.
While the winner vehicle continues to drive, the others wait
until the winner has crossed the intersection. After that, the
rest of the vehicles goes back to start decision process and the
process runs again. This also applies to vehicles that are new
to this overlap. These vehicles wait a random time and then
request again. The decision taking process goes on until only
one vehicle is left at an intersection and runs parallel for all
other intersections.
In a second step, not only the local master should have the
right to pass the intersection, but also other vehicles should
be able to pass the intersection with him.

B. Decision Taking
The decision taking process becomes active when an overlap
of the required space of two or more vehicles is detected and
a stop point was calculated. This decision taking process is a
decentralised local master vote. The winner of these process
is like a short-term local master for the intersection where it is
located. In this case, the local master gets the right to cross the
intersection. The simplified process which expires is shown in
figure 4.
The process starts when a stop point is available. If there is
more than one stop point, the one closest to the vehicle is
relevant. Thus, this process is only carried out once per vehicle
but is restarted when the stop point has changed. If there is a
stop point, the valid required space continues to the stop point
and this valid one is sent in the telegram. Start decision process
means that each vehicle waits and then requests clearance

Such a solved intersection situation is shown in figure 5. In
order to show this in a graphically simple way, the zones that
got a drive clearance are coloured green and those that are
not yet released are coloured red. In this case, the vehicle
on the right has the driving clearance because its zones are
green. The vehicle coming from above can drive to the end
of the green zone and then stops for the moment. If there
is no more overlap of the required space, it can continue to
drive. For this simple use case, the Process is sufficient. In a
system with more and more intersections and more and more
participants, traffic control is needed.
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priority to vehicles that are at risk of blocking certain areas
and thus creating deadlocks.

Figure 6. Deadlock Situation

IV. S IMULATION A ND R ESULTS
During the development process, testing is carried out in
the simulation at the same time and afterward tested on
the vehicle themselves. The simulation has a graphical user
interface to visualize the process and the moving vehicles. It
can be detected whether a code flow is present or whether
errors occur. If collisions still occur in the simulation, then
the algorithm must be improved again. The simulation test is
more or less a test that does not cause any material damage in
the event of errors. The function can therefore be sufficiently
tested already before it is tried out on the vehicles themselves.
It is also possible to observe the flow of traffic on different
road scenes. In addition, an approximate data load that would
be caused on a WLAN network is calculated. This data load
gives a first rough indication of how large the data load
on the WLAN network would be in practice. In general,
the result of the simulation is that the algorithm fulfills the
previous expectations. The tests will show whether how good
the performance of this algorithm is. How much time to wait
at an intersection vehicle have on average and how good
traffic flow works and if the aim to minimize traffic jam is
reached. Starting with a small number of vehicles and step by
step minimizing the deadlock situations and simultaneously
increasing the number of participants in the system, to check
how well the algorithm scales.

Figure 5. Intersection of Two Vehicles

C. Traffic Control
In order to guarantee the flow of traffic, frequently used
routes would have to be prioritised in order to avoid congestion. If it becomes apparent that certain routes of the road are
more frequented than others, a bottleneck can occur here if
the flow of traffic is not further facilitated. A mechanism like
traffic light control in road traffic is needed. The more traffic
there is in one direction, the more vehicles should be allowed
to drive in that direction when the route is free. Prioritisation
then changes the decision taking process. Creating a traffic
flow gets the highest priority and the highest priority will
then also be the winner of the decision taking process. But that
alone is not enough; there is more to efficient traffic control. To
ensure that vehicles can continue their drive, the intersection
zones must not be blocked. Therefore, stopping points must
not be located in intersection zones. The stop point calculation
must ensure that this is also the case.
D. Deadlock Avoidance

V. C ONCLUSION

Deadlocks in this case are when vehicles can no longer drive
on, which can make certain routes impassable. The number of
vehicles that drive in can increase and will probably do so, if
the deadlock lasts for a longer period of time. An example of
such a situation is represented in figure 6. This figure shows
part of a route network.
The solving of deadlock situations is problematic because of
the length of the vehicle with trailers. It is easier than vehicles
are small and can rotate on place. Due to the trailers, these
vehicles can also not drive backward. The situation of figure
6 could still be solved. However, the aim is to prevent such
situations do not occur at all. This would be possible by giving

This algorithm leads to a system with fewer total failures.
The system can be used without additional hardware, in the
form of a server, and it can also be quickly expanded to include
new vehicles. The only remaining possible source of failure
is the WLAN. If this fails, the system will also fail for the
same period of time. The process then continues automatically
when the WLAN signal is detected. Depending on how timecritical the logistics transports are, a short-term failure or
signal fluctuation of the WLAN can also be tolerated. This
principal cloud be used for other information or decisions as
well because the whole software is constructed modularly. It is
also possible to distribute a new content of a telegram via the
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same way in the system. So, it is not only limited to position
or space requirement information.
Although this algorithm is more complex to implement, it
scales better and can be expanded more easily. The centralized
approach reaches its limit at some point when communication
with all participants is no longer possible. Including this
decentralized approach, the system will become step by step a
robot swarm with distributed intelligence, in form of information exchange for collision avoidance and traffic control. This
approach can be used for all autonomous transport systems,
where the path is known in advance and the system itself can
run the C#-application or the code as a windows service.
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Abstract— Refrigeration systems play an important role in
the energy transition, with 6.1 million metric tons of greenhouse
gas emissions in 2019 solely in Germany. Additionally, the
worldwide stock of air-conditioning units will almost triple by
2050.
In the project "ENOS" (“Energy Optimization System",
funded by the BMWi) the focus lies on the development of an
optimization algorithm large-scale cooling systems.
In the current phase of the project, load analyses are
performed, looking for patterns to predict future load profiles,
with the focus on the operating characteristic of the cold-water
storage tank. In operation, due to geometric restrictions the
cold-water storage offers only limited potential for reducing
peak load situations in the cooling system. The contribution of
external and internal loads is investigated. The outside
temperature accounts for a minority of the overall energy
demand.

Fig. 1

Global air conditioner stock, 1995-2050 [4]

In the project "ENOS", whose name stands for "Energy
Optimization System" and is funded by the BMWi, the focus
is on the development of an optimization algorithm for the
refrigeration system at the Großhadern Hospital. For this,
various input parameters must be determined and analysed.
The manual adjustment of energy supply systems is often time
consuming and requires a certain technical understanding.
Software-based optimization immediately establishes an
optimal and efficient operating condition.

Keywords—Cooling, Supply System, Optimization, Algorithm,
Hospital, BMWi,

I. MOTIVATION AND GOAL
Energy Transition means significantly reducing
greenhouse gas emissions to effectively slow the rate of global
warming. The building sector is the fourth largest emitter in
Germany with a share of 15.2 percent (cf. [1]). Process cooling
and air-conditioning accounts for 5 percent of the building
sector’s emissions (cf. [2]), which is equivalent to
approximately 6.1 million tons of greenhouse gases in 2019 in
Germany.

The goal of the ENOS project is to provide the plant
operator with setting recommendations to achieve the most
efficient operating condition possible. In perspective, these
setting recommendations will be implemented to a certain
extent without prior manual verification. The energy demand
and the resulting emissions are to be significantly reduced. A
further goal is the reduction of the personnel expenditure,
which must be spent for the monitoring and operation of the
refrigeration plant.

Climate change is continuously increasing the frequency
and intensity of summer days (Tmax > 25°C) and of hot days
(Tmax > 30°C). These constantly high temperatures are
accompanied by a precipitation deficit (cf. [3]). The interest in
technical systems to create a good indoor climate for comfort
and productivity purposes is rising in Germany. At the same
time, the increased average outdoor temperature will raise the
cooling load of industrial and process refrigeration systems.
According to a forecast by [4], the stock of air conditioning
units will almost triple worldwide by 2050.

The Hospital Großhadern was completed in 1977 and is
one of the largest hospitals in Germany with over 2,000 beds.
Due to the increasing demand, the hospital has been
continuously expanded since its completion (cf. [5]). The
technical building systems were therefore not planned and
built as a single unit but consist of several partly independent
subsystems with different responsibilities. Among other
things, this leads to more difficult operability. For example,
free cooling is not used when outside temperatures are low, as
manual monitoring of the parameters would be too personnel
intensive. In addition, the system usually runs inefficiently for
safety reasons.

Refrigeration systems are playing an increasingly
important role in the energy transition. Advanced control
technology can partially compensate for the additional energy
demand of the increasing stock.

XXX-X-XXXX-XXXX-X/XX/$XX.00 ©20XX IEEE
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Fig. 2 Network structure of the ENOS project (Own representation with the help of the software Draw.io)

In the previous subproject, a script was written to query
and store data from the local weather forecast. Subsequently,
the forecast was compared with the real weather data
depending on the time difference between the occurrence of
the weather event and the query of the weather forecast.

since the first bit acts as a sign bit. If the number is positive,
the sign bit is set to 0, and for negative numbers, it is set to 1.
To convert the unsigned integer, the decimal number is
converted to binary, the sign bit is removed, and the decimal
number is converted back to binary. (cf. [5])

The aim of this project is a load analysis of the
refrigeration system of the radiology department at MaxLebsche-Platz 34, looking for patterns to predict future load
profiles.

In this case, the measured data of the outside temperature are
transmitted by the Großhadern clinical center with 16 bits.
65536 corresponds thereby to "1000000000000" and thus
theoretically -0 degrees Celsius. Furthermore, the data is
previously multiplied by a factor of 10 in the decimal system
to be able to transmit values with one decimal place as
integers and to reduce the amount of data.

First, the system-critical components of the refrigeration
plant are identified, and their parameters defined. The central
component is a load analysis and the determination of
different load scenarios. The results are analysed and
incorporated into the algorithm.

III. ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM-CRITICAL PLANT COMPONENTS

II. DATA ACQUISITION
Current system data and weather data are recorded in the
building services of the Hospital Großhadern and transferred
to the "LRZ"-Network via a Modbus. Figure 2 shows the
network structure of the ENOS project. The measurement data
are recorded via the building services in the clinic and
transferred to a central server. This server feeds the data to
various automation servers, which control the individual
components of the system. Via Modbus, the recorded
measurement data is transferred to a virtual server at the
Leibniz Computing Centre in Garching. Current weather data
and the weather forecast are also stored there.

The structure of various plant components is only recorded
in technical plans up to a clear level of representation. To carry
out more in-depth optimizations and analyses, various plant
components are examined in more detail in the following
chapter. The components are identified on one hand by
looking at the sensor data and on the other hand by on-site
inspections.
Six temperature sensors are assigned to the chiller's cold
water storage tank via the data point list. The relative position
of the sensors to each other can be taken from the system plan.
The exact position of the sensors is determined by a sighting
of the chilled water storage tank. Untypically for a storage
tank, the hydraulic connection is not subordinated to any
stratification. The loading is done by the supply and return of
the cold-water side from the top, while the consumer side is
hydraulically connected at the bottom.

The data is processed directly on the servers of the Leibniz
Computing Centre. Access to these servers is possible via the
networks of the Munich universities.
The measured data were transmitted up to the third calendar
week 2021 as "Unsigned Integer" in two's complement. This
allows the representation of negative numbers in the dual
system. The value range of the integer is reduced by one bit,
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Fig. 3

Temperature data of the cold-water storage tank

According to Figure 2, all measured data are transferred to
the LRZ server via a VPN and a Modbus and then saved in an
xlsx file format using a Python script for processing. In the
Figure 3 the distribution of the temperature data of the storage
tank and the connected hydraulic system components from
January 16th to March 20th, 2021 is visualized.

calculated deviations are higher than the average ranges of
variation in the reservoir. On average, the maximum
temperature difference at any time is 0.64 degrees Celsius.
The temperatures of the inlet are not adequately reflected
in the sensors of the tank. Either mixing occurs outside the
sensing range of the temperature sensors or the entering water
masses are promptly discharged from the storage tank without
a storage effect

An ideal mapping of the state of charge of the storage
would be given if the measured data of the temperature
sensors 1 and 2 represent the uppermost warmest layer of the
storage. In an adiabatic cold storage tank, the return flow of
the consumers gives the highest temperature level. Losses to
the environment can be neglected due to the high exchange
rate of the storage tank. The chilled water pumps of the two
chillers exchange the storage water in approximately 8
minutes. A significant increase in temperature due to
transmission cooling losses requires longer idle times.

IV. LOAD ANALYSIS
All necessary input parameters are determined with the
help of the data records obtained via the Modbus and plausible
limit values are determined. Input parameters are then defined
from the determined scenarios.
The determined load profile of the hospital is then
considered in combination with the various load parameters,
such as the opening hours of the businesses and possible
running times of medical equipment.

As can be seen from the Figure 3 temperature sensors 1
and 2 show on average colder measured data than the sensor
in the return flow of the consumer circuit. On average, the
deviation of the highest measured value of the storage tank to
the temperature of the return is -1.92 degrees Celsius.

With the help of a sensitivity analysis, the influence of
various load parameters on the load profile is examined. The
differentiation between climate and process cooling is to be
considered. The logged outdoor temperature significantly
influences the room cooling, while the operating schedule of
the hospital largely affects the process cooling. The sensitivity
analysis is performed using Microsoft programs and the
Visual Basic scripting language, and then visualized for better
understanding. The scenarios are determined on the one hand
by the determined input parameters and on the other hand by
expert interviews. The focus is placed on extreme situations in
hospital operations.

The coldest temperature level of the overall refrigeration
system and, consequently, of the chilled water storage tank
and the surrounding hydraulics is determined by the
temperature of the supply of the chilled water circuit. The
average deviation of the lowest measured temperature in the
storage tank from the temperature of the flow is 2.56 degrees
Celsius.
The difference of the 25% quartile of the coldest measured
data to the 75% quartile of the warmest measured data in the
storage tank is 1.6 degrees Celsius. Thus, the previously

To determine the load parameters, firstly the cooling load
of the hospital is calculated. For this purpose, the temperatures
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and the volume flow of the consumer circuit were loaded via
the Modbus and saved in an .xlsx file. Using the parameters
determined, (1) is used to calculate the amount of heat Q that
the refrigeration system is currently discharging from the
building.
𝑄 =𝑚∗𝑐∗Δ𝜗

r=

∑[(xi − x)(yi − y)]
√(xi − x)2 ∗ (yi − y)2

(2)

For March 2021, the cooling load is 19% dependent on the
outside temperature and thus on the outside load.

(1)

V. RESULTS
In Summary, the external load, depended on the outside
temperature, accounts for the minority of the overall energy
demand. This may be a caused by the cold weather situation
in March. The ongoing analysis in the summer months will
further clarify the influence of transmission heat gains from
the ambient.

Figure 4 shows the hourly averaged consumer load with
outdoor temperature for the first week of March 2021.

Due to its limited volume, the cold-water storage acts more
as a hydraulic separator rather than an actual thermal buffer.
Thus, peak loads cannot be absorbed reliably.
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to enhance AR applications. For example, Samsung, Huawei,
and LG have equipped their devices with Time-of-Flight (ToF)
cameras, while the latest Apple devices are equipped with a
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) sensor. In the field of
3D reconstruction of an environment, the terms Simultaneous
Localization and Mapping (SLAM) and Structure from Motion
(SfM) are commonly used. The term SLAM originates from
robotics and is a method used for navigation in unknown
environments. Its goal is to estimate the position of the robot
and the map of the environment simultaneously and in real
time (online). The focus is strongly on trajectory and pose
optimization, while the reconstruction of the environment is
often limited to a two-dimensional representation or a sparse
point cloud [1]. SfM is a technique from computer vision and,
similar to SLAM, estimates both camera positions and the 3D
environment based on multiple images taken from different
viewpoints. However, the focus in this case is on creating
dense 3D reconstructions of the environment with high-quality
geometry and texturing. In contrast to SLAM, SfM is mostly
performed offline.
One application area where such fast 3D reconstructions are
particularly useful is virtual orientation and mobility training
for visually impaired people. In these applications, blind
people can explore an environment in VR via auditory and
haptic feedback and build a mental map without time limit or
danger before visiting the location in real life. Accordingly,
the demand for 3D models of real environments is very high.
These could be generated rather quickly by reconstruction
from RGB-D images. To eliminate the need for a human
to be on site, this approach uses a remote-controlled robot
to capture RGB-D images of indoor and outdoor scenes.
This can save travel time and thus accelerate the process.
To assess the quality of the reconstruction, the same scene
will be recorded using a handheld device for comparison. The
aim is to evaluate whether the remote control of the robot is
sufficient for capturing appropriate data for the reconstruction
and whether the system can replace a human on site.

Abstract—Since the release of KinectFusion in 2011, the
number of research contributions on 3D reconstruction from
RGB-D images has grown rapidly. New methods and algorithms
have increasingly resulted in faster and qualitatively better reconstructions of environments. Accordingly, state-of-the-art methods
can be well applied in applications where many user-defined
models of real-world environments are needed, such as for virtual
orientation and mobility training for visually impaired people.
While most publications use handheld cameras for RGB-D data
acquisition, this work aims to develop a semi-automated process.
Instead of a human on site, a robot equipped with a RGB-D
camera will be remotely controlled to capture data of indoor
and outdoor environments. This data, as well as data captured
from the same environments with a handheld camera, will be
processed with Open3D’s reconstruction pipeline and compared
in terms of reconstruction quality. The aim of this work is to
evaluate if the developed remote control of the robot is sufficient
to capture adequate data for reconstruction and if the system
can replace a human on site.

I. I NTRODUCTION
3D reconstruction is one of the classic problems in computer
vision and describes the process of creating virtual threedimensional models by reconstructing the shape and appearance of real-world objects or scenes. The application area of
3D reconstruction is wide-ranging and covers sectors from
robotics, medicine, civil engineering, archaeology, gaming or
AR and VR technology. Although research in this field goes
back decades, new algorithms and methods are still being
investigated as the demand for photorealism and performance
increases with the advancement of technology. With the launch
of the Microsoft Kinect camera in 2010, RGB-D cameras
became available to a larger user base. Other cameras followed
soon, such as the Intel RealSense, Primesense Carmine, and
Google Tango. These cameras are not only low-cost and
lightweight, but also provide decent resolution at real-time
rates [1], [2]. One of the first and best known - and therefore
most frequently cited - approaches is KinectFusion [3], which
achieves accurate reconstructions at real-time rates. The response to the KinectFusion algorithm has been tremendous and
has led to a significant increase in research for novel or adapted
reconstruction methods and algorithms. Thus, despite limited
sensor resolution, today’s methods achieve a very high level of
reconstruction detail in real time. Depth sensors have become
ubiquitous and are even incorporated in mobile devices, mostly

II. R ELATED W ORK
Even though there are different algorithms for reconstructing static scenes (i.e. scenes without moving objects), the
processing pipelines of RGB-D images are always very similar
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to each other and consist of three stages: In the first stage noise
reduction and outlier removal is applied on the incoming data.
In the following step, the camera position of the current frame
is estimated by calculating the best aligning transformation
to the previous frame. In the final stage, all frames are
transformed with their respective estimated transformation and
merged into a common model. [1]
The following sections summarize the basic methods and
problems of 3D reconstruction from RGB-D images, as well
as different solution and optimization approaches for each
stage. The publications cited for commonly used algorithms
or methods are only a few of many available examples.

relative transformation between the corresponding points of
two frames and iteratively computes the transformation that
minimizes the distance between the point pairs [6]. Instead
of finding correspondences for all points, some approaches
only use feature points. For feature extraction, several algorithms such as Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)
[11], [18], Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [17], [19]
or Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF (ORB) [8], [17] are
utilized. To achieve proper results, the initial alignment of
the ICP algorithm must be close to the optimal pose [20].
For computing these initial estimates, the Random Sample
Consensus (RANSAC) algorithm is typically used [6], [8],
[11], [17]. The advantage of RANSAC is its robustness against
outliers [21].
Tracking drift, which is reinforced by noisy input data,
poses a major challenge when scanning large environments
[13], [22]. Drift is caused by the accumulation of trajectory
errors over time, resulting in a distortion of the reconstructed
surfaces when frame-to-frame tracking is used. To reduce drift
errors, some approaches use keyframe-to-frame [23], [24] or
frame-to-model tracking [3], [6], [25] instead. Nevertheless,
small tracking errors can usually not be avoided. These errors
cause loop closure problems, so that parts of the scene that
have already been scanned are reacquired and thus integrated
twice. To counteract this problem, global pose optimizations
are applied. The two most common methods are Pose Graph
Optimization (PGO) [7], [17], [26] and Bundle Adjustment
(BA) [8], [15], [27]. A pose graph represents the constraints
between frames and consists of nodes and edges. A node
contains a frame and its transformation into the global space.
An edge represents a relative transformation between two
adjacent frames. Thus, without loop closures, the pose graph
would be a linear chain. Instead, loop closures are added as
constraints between non-adjacent frames. PGO is the process
of minimizing the conflict between the sequential and loop
closure constraints. BA uses feature points as constraints to
jointly optimize for feature point positions and camera poses
by minimizing the reprojection error. [5], [6]

A. RGB-D cameras and Depth Map Processing
Basically, there are two different sensor types for range
scanning: passive and active sensors. Passive range scanning
sensors are equipped with a stereo camera system. For depth
estimation, both images are used to calculate the 3D positions
of corresponding points via triangulation. Passive sensors are
only suitable for highly textured scenes, since only in this
case enough color and intensity features are available to detect
the correspondences needed for depth estimation. Active range
scanning sensors, on the other hand, illuminate the scene with
infrared light, allowing depth measurements even in featureless
regions. There are two different principles: Structured Light
and Time-of-Flight (ToF). While Structured Light cameras
project a known and unique pattern onto the scene to generate
artificial features for matching, ToF cameras emit an IR light
pulse and measure its round-trip time. As the sun’s infrared
radiation can affect the IR camera’s saturation, active range
sensors are more suitable for indoor than outdoor applications
[4], [5]. Hence, many publications [6]–[8] have focused only
on indoor reconstruction. Only a few [9]–[11] have tested
their methods for both indoor and outdoor environments. Dark
materials pose another problem when using active sensors, as
they do not reflect light [4], [5]. Another drawback of RGB-D
cameras is that the spatial positions of both lenses differ and
a calibrated relative pose is needed to align the color with
the depth image. Inaccurate calibration, as well as missing
hardware synchronization of the lenses, can lead to RGB-D
misalignments [5], [12], [13]. Compared to laser scanners,
RGB-D cameras have a smaller field of view, which covers
about 60 degrees and are limited in depth measurement to
typically less than 5 meters [6]. Furthermore, the color images
suffer from optical distortions that are not accounted by the
pinhole camera model [12], [13] and the depth estimations
suffer from noise [6]. For this reason, the noisy depth images
are usually smoothed with a bilateral filter in a preprocessing
step [14]–[16].

C. Model Representation and Fusion
Various dense 3D surface representations have been developed to fuse the RGB-D data into a common model. The most
frequently used representations are voxel- or point-based [1].
In a voxel-based representation, the model surface is stored
in a signed distance function (SDF). The SDF contains the
signed distance of each point to the nearest surface along the
sensor’s line of sight. If a point is in front of the surface and
thus outside the object, its value is positive. A point with a
negative value is located behind the surface. The surface itself
is therefore defined by the zero crossings. In addition to the
signed distance, an integration weight and the fused color is
stored for each voxel. [28]
Since in most cases only the voxels close to the surface
are relevant, the truncated signed distance function (TSDF)
is mainly used [3], [14], [15], [24], which updates for each
incoming frame only the voxels that are within a certain

B. Camera Pose Estimation
The goal of the Camera Pose Estimation is to determine
the transformation from the current to the previous input
image. The most commonly used method for this is the
Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm [6]–[8], [17] The ICP
algorithm starts with an initial alignment estimate for the
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threshold around the surface. However, this not only averages
noise, but also smooths surface details which are smaller
than the threshold [5]. A main problem when using voxelbased representations are GPU memory limitations and the
restriction to a predefined volume and resolution [2]. The
maximum voxel resolution for large scenes is approximately
4 to 10 mm. Thus, the depth and color resolution of the
sensors are undersampled [29]. To address this problem, voxel
hierarchies [10], [30], [31] or voxel hashing [29], [32], [33]
can be applied. Fusion of the model is achieved by per-voxel
weighted averaging of the TSDF values, colors and weights
in the voxel grid with the incoming ones [5]. The 3D mesh
can be extracted either by raycasting [3], [10], [25] or via the
Marching Cubes algorithm [8], [14], [24].
Another method is to represent the model by points or
surfels [6], [22], [23]. Here, the 3D points of the model
are stored in a list together with their associated attributes
such as position, normal, radius and confidence counter. The
confidence counter indicates whether the point is stable or
unstable. When merging the incoming points with the model,
correspondence points must first be found. If correspondents
are found, the most reliable point is merged with the new point
estimate using a weighted average. If no reliable corresponding
point is found, the incoming point is added to the global
model as an unstable point. Each time a point is merged with
other incoming points, its confidence counter is incremented.
Once the counter exceeds a certain number, the point becomes
stable. [16]

by geometric errors and camera drift [13]. While in [36]
matching SIFT features are used to apply deformations on
the images in order to fit them to the mesh, in [37] and [38]
the optical flow between projected texture images is used. A
popular approach proposed by Zhou and Koltun (2014) [12]
preserves sharp textures by optimizing camera poses and nonrigid warpings on the input images simultaneously. In [13], a
global-to-local non-rigid optimization method is proposed to
correct camera positions and compensate the geometric error
by texture coordinate warping to mitigate the seams between
textures. In [34] a global patch-based image synthesize system
is developed that generates aligned images from the input
images in order to compensate for misalignment caused by
geometric error and camera drift. Although these methods can
correct only small misalignments, large misalignments can still
lead to blur and ghosting artifacts [13], [34].
The latest publications employ neural rendering approaches
that use deep networks to generate novel image views [39]–
[41].
III. C ONCEPT
A. Problem, requirements and method selection
In the research area of virtual orientation and mobility
training for visually impaired people, several methods for
exploring virtual environments have been developed. For
example, users can either navigate through virtual indoor
and outdoor environments by using a keyboard [42], [43],
a controller [44], [45], force feedback devices [46], [47],
walk-in-place movements [48], [49] or by real walking [50].
Thereby, they receive spatial audio and haptic feedback. The
goal of these applications is to enable visually impaired people
to explore an environment independently and safely, and to
build a mental map in advance that they can, at best, retrieve
as a navigation aid during their real visit. However, these
applications can only be used if 3D models of the desired
environments are available. Unfortunately, this is rarely the
case. Often the 3D models are either highly simplified or they
have been modeled by architects or civil engineers and are too
detailed for VR simulations. In both cases, modeling by hand
is time consuming and requires the right (usually purchasable)
software, skill and experience.
The requirements that a 3D model must meet in order
to be used for VR simulations for visually impaired people
are geometric accuracy, real size scaling and - contrary to
what is probably assumed - accurate appearance. Since some
visually impaired people still have residual vision, it should
be supported with textures that are as sharp and detailed as
possible. Real-time reconstruction, on the other hand, is not
required at this point. According to the requirements, offline
3D reconstruction (SfM) from RGB-D images fits well as a
method to generate such models. Another advantage of meshes
created from RGB-D images is that only the surface of the
environment is reconstructed. Everything else is not accessible
for the user in VR anyway. Compared to detailed models
consisting of various individual objects, the reconstructed

D. Color and texture mapping
A photorealistic 3D reconstruction model should not only
possess detailed geometry but also high-fidelity texture. However, the generation and mapping of high-quality textures from
multiple input color images is a challenging problem. Noisy
input data, optical distortions, camera drift, synchronization
errors between captured color and depth frames, motion blur,
and view-dependent lighting effects contribute to blur and
ghosting artifacts as well as misalignments [12], [13], [34].
One method for calculating the color of a vertex is to blend
multiple images using a weighted average [3], [10], [14].
However, these method often results in blurry textures, since
geometric misalignments are not addressed.
Another method is projective texture mapping, where each
face or vertex is associated with a single view. In order to
mitigate visible seams between the boundaries of each face, a
discrete labeling problem is typically solved. For example, the
state-of-the-art method of Waechter et al. (2014) [35] proposes
a global color adjustment strategy that solves a conditional
random field energy equation consisting of a data and a
smoothing term. While the data term favors views that are
closer to the face and less blurry, the smoothing term penalizes
inconsistencies between adjacent faces. Nevertheless, these
approaches can still produce tearing artifacts when input
images have large misalignments [34].
Further approaches for color and texture mapping make use
of warping and are more resistant to misalignments caused
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meshes require less memory and computing power and are
therefore more suitable for VR applications.
As introduced at the beginning, there are a lot of research
papers dealing with reconstruction from RGB-D data. Most
of them [3], [6], [27], [33] have used datasets captured
with handheld cameras. However, this requires someone to
be on site with a basic understanding of data acquisition,
such as ensuring that important objects are scanned from all
viewpoints to avoid the generation of holes, that areas that have
already been scanned are re-scanned to provide loop closures,
or that attention is paid to slow movements to avoid motion
blur. For this reason, the aim of this work is to develop a semiautomated process for the reconstruction of environments. For
data acquisition, it is to be examined whether the human
on site can be replaced by a remote-controlled robot. The
reconstruction itself is performed automatically to achieve fast
and accurate results.

2) Use Case 2 - Segway Loomo robot: For the second use
case a Segway Loomo robot (Ninebot) is used. Segway offers
a SDK that allows the development of Android applications
for the Loomo. Functions are provided to directly access the
sensors, such as the RealSense camera or the ultrasonic sensor,
and to control the base and head movement of the robot.
Furthermore, connections to other Android devices can be
established via WiFi to send and receive data. Accordingly,
these functions will be used to develop an application to
remotely control the Loomo via an Android device. To do
this, the RGB image from the RealSense camera is streamed
to the connected device and interaction elements are provided
for motion control. For easy operation, different control modes
will be tested against each other, such as control via joysticks
(similar to a gaming controller) or via a simple motion
field. For safety reasons, the integrated ultrasonic sensor is
used to detect obstacles and to stop the robot if necessary,
independently of the remote commands. The captured RGB-D
images will be sent to and stored on the Android device. An
advantage of the Loomo is that its RealSense camera is located
at knee height and thus scans exactly the area that is important
for blind people to navigate with the white stick.

B. Data acquisition
In this work, two different use cases for data acquisition
will be compared. The first use case describes the classical
approach, where a human on site scans the environment with a
handheld camera. The second use case describes the alternative
in which a remotely controlled robot scans the environment via
its integrated camera.
1) Use Case 1 - iPad Pro: For the first use case, an iPad Pro
(Apple) with LiDAR sensor and the app Stray Scanner [51]
is used as handheld camera. The GUI of the app is similar
to a typical camera application and can be used to record a
RGB video. In addition, depth images, depth confidence maps,
camera position estimates for each image, and the camera
calibration matrix are saved.

C. 3D Reconstruction
For 3D reconstruction, the open source library Open3D
[52] for Python is used, as it is well documented and has
proven its performance in various publications [7], [20], [53],
[54]. In Figure 1 the reconstruction pipeline is visualized.
For the reconstruction, various parameters can be configured,
such as the ICP or global registration method, the number of
frames per fragment, keyframe number, voxel size, and many
more. These are marked with a blue diamond. The pipeline

Figure 1. Reconstruction pipeline of Open3D
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consists of four individual steps. In the first step, fragments are
created. For this, a defined number of synchronized RGB-D
images for each fragment and the intrinsic camera matrix are
read in and the odometries between neighboring frames are
calculated. In addition, a number of keyframes is specified. For
keyframes ORB features are detected and RANSAC is used
as initialization. The calculated frames and transformations are
then added to a pose graph. For each fragment, the pose graph
is optimized and the TSDF volume is calculated. The mesh is
extracted by using the Marching Cubes algorithm and a point
cloud is generated. After the fragments have been created, they
are aligned in the global space in the second step. First, the
point cloud of each fragment is imported and preprocessed.
After that, neighboring fragments are aligned with the ICP
algorithm and keyframes with a global registration method
(e.g RANSAC). Thereafter, the pose graph is updated and
optimized again. In the third step, the pairs detected in step
two are each registered using the ICP algorithm and global
optimization is performed again to refine the pose graph.
The last step integrates all RGB-D images into a common
TSDF volume and extracts the mesh by the Marching Cubes
algorithm. If necessary, a Color Map Optimization can be
performed afterwards. However, this is not integrated in the
pipeline by default. Once the reconstruction is completed,
the 3D model can be saved and imported into Unity3D, for
example, for VR simulations.
Both the RGB-D images from the iPad and those from the
Loomo will be processed with the reconstruction pipeline and
compared in terms of geometric accuracy and appearance.
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IV. C ONCLUSION
3D reconstruction from RGB-D images offers a solution
to quickly generate 3D models of real environments. This
is for example necessary when many customized models are
needed, such as for virtual orientation and mobility training
for visually impaired people. Many publications showed that
detailed reconstructions can be achieved with simple handheld
RGB-D cameras. In this work, a semi-automated process
will be developed, in which a human on site is replaced by
a remotely controlled robot for data acquisition. It will be
investigated whether accurate RGB-D images of indoor and
outdoor environments can be captured via the remote control.
For this, a Loomo robot will be used and different control
modes will be tested against each other. For comparison, the
same environments will also be captured with an iPad Pro
with LiDAR sensor. The data from both systems will then
be processed using Open3D’s reconstruction pipeline and the
resulting models will be compared in terms of geometric
accuracy, scaling, and appearance in order to assess whether
the robot can replace a human on site.
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of the audio takes place locally e.g. on embedded devices.
These solutions might not perform as good due to the lower
computing power. The whole pipeline of speech recognition,
processing and responses takes more time and is also more
error-prone. Nevertheless these disadvantages can be partially
compensated by the design of the VUI for example through
an additional spellchecker or a smaller dictionary of words
or intents that can be recognized. Another disadvantage of
online services is that these systems cannot be customized
independent of the provider. Especially for the proposed
approach of an customized offline VUI for BVI this property
is very deciding.
In order to make these smart home systems working offline,
the VUI operations in particular must run on a local device.
The VUI, defined as “a user interface that uses speech input
through a speech recognizer and speech output through speech
synthesis or prerecorded audio” [3], acts as an interface
between the user and the smart home system. Since interaction
with a VUI only relies on audio input and output (i.e handsand eye-free operations), they are especially suitable for BVI
people. This paper proposes a VUI specifically designed for
the needs of BVI people. This approach can subsequently also
be extended to a smart home system for instance through
additional interaction with IoT devices.
The following sections will put the approach into the context
of related work, compares different engines for each integrated
component, and summarizes the collected findings into an own
concept.

Abstract—Since Blind and Visually Impaired (BVI) people
lack a sensory channel to receive information, they often need
additional aids, in order to carry on with everyday life. This
work addresses the development of an offline Voice User Interface
(VUI) framework especially for BVI people. This system consists
of an Automated Speech Recognition (ASR), Natural Language
Understanding (NLU), Dialog Manager (DM) and Text To Speech
(TTS) component. To integrate the needs of BVI people, a
questionnaire was sent out to them that gathers information
about their previous experiences with voice assistants and further suggestions for new helpful features. The self determined
requirements include an intuitive use and navigation through
the menu with individual and barrier-free commands. It should
provide features for which online variants are not customizable
or suitable in terms of data security or adaptability. Additionally
the request and response system should be designed to be simply
expanded, changed and configured. Besides these specifications
also proven principals, design patterns and guidelines from online
VUIs and related studies were taken into account during the
developing process. A first prototype that works completely
offline has already been developed. However, after the gathered
requirements have been incorporated, the usability of the system
and how well the framework meets the needs of BVI people still
needs to be tested.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Todays common availability of technology makes our everyday life easier and easier. This is in part through the ever
growing availability of smart devices which in recent years
gained a significant traction in private homes and lay the
foundation for smart home. These smart homes can be defined
as a home that improves the comfort, convenience, safety
and entertainment of its occupants through being equipped
with computing and information technology [1]. They also
posses ambient intelligence and automatic control for example
through a set of sensors and responds to the needs and behavior
of its residents [2]. Devices, that enable the control of smart
homes are for example smart speaker like Google Home and
Amazon Alexa. The first impression and the features these
devices promise are on the one hand an increase in comfort
through hands-free operation from a distance and on the other
hand more safety through monitoring components like sensors.
However these systems are often criticized in terms of data
protection. This mistrust can be circumvented by making the
system offline in order to avoid sending the recorded voice data
to the provider’s server for processing. Instead the processing

II. R ELATED W ORK
Assistive technologies for BVI people is a research field of
large interest. According to investigations into the research of
the last two decades [4], the prior topics in this area address the
issues of accessibility, independent travel, information access
and indoor and outdoor navigation. Through evaluating recent
patenting and innovation trends, this study also indicates that
the annual growth rate in areas including ‘voice and sound
control associated with vision assistance’ are the highest.
In the following, prior research for offline systems, systems
designed for impaired people and also general design guidelines for VUI are discussed.
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A. Related approaches of VUIs

commands in a single transaction. Overall it was classified
as a usable and user-friendly device that shows promises for
international users.

The presented related approaches cover VUIs that are designed offline or especially for impaired people.
[5], [6] and [7] describe a home automation based on
acoustics for the use with physically challenged people. The
system works offline on a raspberry pi. A huge disadvantage
is, that it only contains a query processor that returns the
implemented output to a users input keyword. The multimodal
system of [8] combines a voice interface with tactile gestures
to allow a 2.5D representation of 3D artworks, that makes
the art accessible for BVI people. [9] presents an offline
and privacy-by-design speech assistant for seniors using the
frameworks Kaldi, RASA and MaryTTS. Besides these custom
developed systems for impaired people commercial services
like Amazon also offer features that focus on impaired people.
As [10] states, Amazon’s voice assistant Alexa will provide
better support for people with vision loss in the future. A new
feature is in cooperation with the Royal National Institute of
Blind People (RNIB) and establishes a direct connection to
the RNIB’s counseling center without using a smartphone.
The following developments were not published in a paper
format but also present implementations of offline speech
recognition and VUIs. [11] is named Sarah that runs on a
Linux-VM, except the Speech Input. This component works
with a raspberry pi 2 and a USB-Microphone (Jabra SPEAK
410). For speech recognition the service from wit.ai is used.
A special feature is that it also allows text as an input and
not only speech. PIPPA [12] is a completely offline smart
speaker based on the technology of neuronal networks, Mozilla
DeepSpeech and data storage on an private cloud. This system
is already very far in the development and can manage voice
control with some complexity. The project [13] introduces
into a very similar technical setting as the proposal of this
paper. The system is an open source voice assistant with
Rasa, Mozilla DeepSpeech, Mozilla TTS and the Rasa Voice
Interface. Limitation of this system is the pre-trained Speech
To Text (STT), as it is trained on generic data and is not yet
customized for the needed vocabulary. They also mentioned
to add a spellchecker to the NLU pipeline to compensate
for minor errors in the STT model. All of these approaches
named similar disadvantages of online VUIs. The first and
obvious topics are the voice data security and usage rights
[11] due to the permanent listening and analyzing of the
private conversations [14]. The second negative aspect is the
inflexibility of these systems and that they are only usable
as standalone solutions [11]. At least the dominant market
position of Google, Amazon and Microsoft in this area is also
criticized [12].
In order to give a reference for the offline approaches, the
results of [15] are also mentioned. This paper investigates
the usability and user experiences of the Google home smart
speaker to detect usability challenges of users when interacting
with it. Some issues that have been found are the dependency
on a reliable internet connection, the influence of background
noise while interacting with the device and capturing multiple

B. Design Patterns and Style Guides
[16] introduces design patterns for VUIs and [17] in general
audio navigation patterns. Both also provide examples implemented with VoiceXML https://www.w3.org/TR/voicexml20/.
The main challenge for an VUI is, to provide the user an
intuitive design for navigating through the required steps
to achieve their purpose. Under considerations of the user’s
short term memory it is very important to properly dose the
provided information during this navigation. The ear can not
browse a set of recordings the way the eye can scan visual
information. While information on screen is in most cases
available during the whole interaction, the information of VUI
is no longer available after being received. These problems
were elaborated:
1. Speech is transient. Once you hear it or say it, it is gone.
2. Speech is invisible. The user does not see the interface.
3. Speech is asymmetric. Speaking is faster than typing, but
listening is slower than reading
4. Speech is one-dimensional. The ear can not browse and
depends on the output timing of the system
5. Speech is flexible. The same issue can be expressed in
different ways, which affects the accuracy of the system.
To handle all these problems the following patterns are
provided:
• Scripted Interaction: Guide the selection of an option with
a limited vocabulary.
• Escalating Detail: Provide an error recovery strategy
when the recognizer does not return a recognition hypothesis
• Index: Present a menu of options to the user
• Decoration: Present the same choices to the user with
different background information.
• Detailed information: Deliver information with a different
level of detail. like footnote an available link to more
information
• Information Spreading: Divide the amount of information
being delivered to the user at once into manageable pieces
• Active Reference: help the user stay oriented
Besides design patterns there are also style guides and principles online available from established systems like Amazon
Alexa [18], Google [19] and Watson [20]. Some of these
guidelines are also used for the concept of this proposal (see
section III).
There are also some approaches that enriched or replaced
the verbal audio feedback with sounds. For example auditory icons instead of graphical components [21], earcons as
navigational cues (location) in a menu hierarchy [22], or
Spearcons (Speech-based earcons) [23] and Spindex [24] are
used. These extensions come with an improved usability that
could already be validated within studies. Due to sound cues
being shorter than spoken text, the speed of the system itself
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and therefore the users search time and accuracy through the
interface menu could be improved. Nevertheless for using
this earcons, their language has to be learned and it might
not be the same for every system. Another problem arises
when the menu is expanded at a later date, as this might
cause a lot of restructuring and reordering of the earcons.
To avoid this issue spearcons are more useable. They are
generated by speeding up the verbal menu phrase until it is
no longer comprehensible as a particular spoken word. This
makes them unique but also similar to similar menu actions.
For example spearcons of the menu items "save" and "save
as" sound similar. This characteristic contributes to a better
understanding of the system by the user. Due to the fact
that these cues are not related to the position in the menu
hierarchy but to the specific name of the menu item, a change
in the menu is a lot easier as with earcons. Spindex cues are
generated similar to Spearcons, but only with the first letter
of each menu item.

components: ASR from DeepSpeech [29] (german version:
[30]), NLU from spaCy [31], DM will be implemented with
RASA [32] and TTS with SVOX-pico-TTS (see. Figure 1).
The system runs on a raspberry pi 4 and for audio input a
ReSpeaker Mic Array v2.0 is used. The pipeline starts with
the users’ spoken input. The ASR component converts this
speech to written text. Further preparation for the DM are
then carried out by the NLU component. Through interpreting
the text, semantic connections, the meaning and the context
of the statement can be understood. The resulting data is used
as input for the DM, that generates the textual response. This
text is synthesized again to speech by the TTS component and
provided to the user.
In the following pros and cons of selected engines for each
VUI component are summarized. For the ASR component
DeepSpeech [29], [30] and pocketsphinx [33], snips [34] and
snowboy are compared (see Table I). For NLU spaCy, snips
and RASA [32] (see Table II), for DM RASA and VoiceXML
[35] (see Table III) and for TTS Mozilla TTS and Pico2wave
are compared (see Table IV).
Conclusive RASA with the SpaCy NLU backend and snips
perform very similar and both can keep up very well with
the online versions [37], [38]. In terms of readiness to use
and language variety the decision is made for RASA NLU
with SpaCy backend. This framework was also rated very
good in [26]. In general, more positive than negative ratings
were found, which makes the final selection much more
difficult. In order to determine a final combination, at least
the two DMs VoiceXML and RASA are both implemented
and compared. During the implementation and use of RASA,
further advantages and disadvantages could be identified. First
the docs, covering among other things general instructions,
examples, tutorials, best practices are very comprehensive and
useful. The training of the custom model with own defined
user intents, systems responses, stories and rules runs fast
and easy locally. Also some configs, endpoints, credentials
and further actions through python code can be added easily.
Another point to highlight is the ease of testing and debugging
of the trained model as performance metrics like accuracy and
F1-score are made available through the provided development

C. Executed Framework Comparisons
The following studies compare components that are part of
VUIs. The gained insights will be used to develop a concept
and select engines for a VUI specifically for BVI people. [25]
compares ten, at the time, different state-of-the-art dependency
parsers to support users of NLP applications when selecting a
parser. Therefore their accuracy and speed are evaluated while
covering a range of approaches, on a large multi-genre corpus
of English. The investigations revealed that for highest speed,
spaCy and ClearNLPg are good choices.
[26] compares six NLU services LUIS, Watson, API.ai,
wit.ai, Lex and Rasa. The authors give the advise to compare
the different services with domain specific data, before using
an NLU service. For the used corpora, LUIS showed the best
results, but the open source alternative RASA could achieve
similar results with their testing conditions.
[27] lists ten existing platforms for Conversational AI and
evaluates the levels of conversational maturity. Classes from
1a to 4b were defined, with 1a being the worst and 4b the
best class. Notable where DialogFlow and Amazon Lex, as
they were assigned with the best awarded class 3b, followed
by VoiceXML with 3a. RASA was also rated good with class
2b.
[28] compares dialog frameworks: RavenClaw, DialogStudio, Owlspeak (uses VoiceXML), Rasa, OpenDial, PyDial
and compared them with their own framework design. This
framework enables the user to effectively develop an intelligent
dialog system and provides a hierarchical argument structure.
The framework was tested through developers that were tasked
with developing task-oriented dialog systems. The framework
turned out to be easy to use and that it works effectively. But
if the system is incorrectly implemented problems occurred
by locating the responsible component.

NLU

ASR
speech

text

DM

TTS
SVOX PicoTTS
speech

III. C ONCEPT
Based on the in section II introduced literature a concept for the VUI was designed. It consists of the following

text

Figure 1. Concept and procedure for the VUI development
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Table I
P ROS AND C ONS OF ASR FRAMEWORKS
ASR

Table IV
P ROS AND C ONS OF TTS FRAMEWORKS

Pro

Con

TTS

Pro

Con

- open source,
- based on deep learning
- architecture is significantly simpler than traditional speech systems,
through laboriously engineered processing pipeline
- pretrained english and german models
- transfer learning
- training process with tensorflow or
local
- crowd-sourced approach
- low Word Error Rate (WER) [36]

huge modelsize and cpu
usage [36]

Mozilla
TTS

- 20+ languages

- six times slower than
real time

SVOXpico-TTS

- small
- sounds natural
- fast synthesis
- included into the 1.6 release of Android platform

- 5 languages

pocketsphinx

- works with Linux, Windows, on MacOS, iPhone and Android
- small modelsize

- uses Hidden Markov
Model
- high WER
[36]

snips

- online training, offline tooling and
machine learning pattern as download
- domain specific ASR

Deepspeech

snowboy

online training, offline tooling

tools (e.g. rasa shell). The only disadvantage is the needed
training after changing the files defining the rules, stories
and intents the model depends on. For using VoiceXML the
assistant has to run on a server that also stores the vxml files.
It is possible to link a phone number to the application and call
the implemented assistant. Whereas RASA comes with a NLU
component, the VoiceXML platform consists of the following
partially optional elements: the VoiceXML interpreter, ASR,
a TTS component, audio playback and a voice recognition
system. To use the additional components, the system needs to
be linked to der VoiceXML server. Since this VUI is intended
to run completely offline, these components can not be used.
In order to only use the standardized concept of the dialog
management based on the vxml files, an own interpreter for the
vxml files would have to be implemented. Since the advantages
of VoiceXML can not be used due to the offline design, RASA
seems to be more suitable for this application.
To adapt the VUI to BVI people, their individual experiences with existing voice assistants, suggestions for yet
missing helpful features and example dialogs for the DM
are gathered through a questionnaire. The questionnaire was
designed with accessibility in mind and can be filled out
online with a screen reader. In addition, a telephone number is
provided to go through it also by telephone in case of problems
or general preference.
Besides the user specifications, the general requirements are
set through online available design patterns and guidelines
from proven systems like Google Assistant, Alexa and Watson.
The following principle from Google (G) [19], Alexa (A)
[18] and Waton (W) [20] will be integrated during the development:
G: "Optimize for relevance: In conversation, saying too
much is as uncooperative as saying too little. Facilitate
comprehension by keeping turns brief and optimally
relevant from the user’s point of view."
A: Context carryover and pronouns: conversations often
refer to previous topics and replace nouns with pronouns
such as "it" or "that".
A: Handle over or under-answering: Skip questions or ask
for information again, if the user over or under answers.
A: End the prompt in a question: In order to guide the
user and show its their turn.
A: Keep lists under four items: "On average, humans can
only retain four objects within their working memory at
a time."

hotword detection

Table II
P ROS AND C ONS OF NLU FRAMEWORKS
NLU

Pro

spaCy

- high speed
- 49+ languages
- No vendor lock-in
- applies deep learning methods by using
tensorflow

snips

- open source

RASA

Con

only 6 languages

- open source
- 9 languages
- offers different pipelines (one with spaCy)
- can be used with a GUI
- pre-defined pipelines with sensible defaults which work well for most use cases
Table III
P ROS AND C ONS OF DM FRAMEWORKS

DM

Pro

RASA

- open source
- contextual dialogs
- memory for context
- short conversation with context and comprehension on a intermediate level
- easily competes with the other commercial
products
- based on machine learning
- combines NLU and DM

VoiceXML

- spelling correction
- small talk
- long conversation with context and comprehension on an advanced level
- shields application authors from low-level,
and platform-specific details

Con
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A: Always explicitly acknowledge a request: Repeat the
recognized text that the user can evaluate if everything
was understood correctly.
A: Proactively offer more when a goal is completed: Point
users to features they may not know about yet.
W: Recipient Design: Adapt the flow of the conversation to
the user’s approach and knowledge and do not prescribe
a single path
W: Minimization: "using the least number of words or
requiring the least amount of effort".
W: Repair: Relax the concern of minimization when recipient misunderstood for example by paraphrasing or
elaborating.
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IV. C ONCLUSION
In summary this paper presents a literature research to the
topic of VUIs, designed offline and/or for impaired people,
their components and proven guidelines and design patterns.
Based on previous research pros and cons for all components:
ASR, NLU and DM and TTS are summarized and one in each
category is selected for the proposed VUI. To decide which
DM to use, RASA (with SpaCy pipeline) and VoiceXML are
both implemented and tested. At the current time and state
of the project, the selection consists of Mozilla DeepSpeech,
SpaCy, RASA and Pico. Future work contains an evaluation
of the received questionnaires and clustering of proposed
requirements. Based on these specifications the DM will be
customized and the underlying models of ASR might be
trained on more needed words. After the system is developed
and passes first technical tests, it will be evaluated again by
BVI people.
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Abstract—This paper aims to identify requirements and
trends of modern Manufacturing Execution Systems that arise
in the context of Industry 4.0, based on a literature review. The
megatrend Industry 4.0 has arrived in factories several years
ago. Before this term emerged, Manufacturing Execution
Systems already existed. Nevertheless, heterogeneous software
environments that are not integrated can be found in many
factories. In addition, the demand for customized products,
which require small batch sizes and claim a maximum degree of
flexibility, is increasing. Thus, a Manufacturing Execution
System is necessary, which makes the complexity of the
production processes controllable. This paper highlights that
the three requirements of unified shopfloor connectivity, cloud
computing & advanced analysis and decentralization are
important for modern Manufacturing Execution Systems.
Furthermore, the trends of digitalization have an impact on the
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Fig. 1. Classification of a MES in the IT infrastructure of a company [1]

In recent decades, the operation and control of
manufacturing systems has changed significantly. Since 2013,
the concept of "Industry 4.0" has been strongly promoted by
the federal government in Germany. This fourth industrial
revolution subsumes the megatrend of digitalization in
industry. The concept focuses on the digital model of a real
factory in all areas and extends across the entire value chain.
Cyber-physical production systems (CPPSs) are created by
merging physical production processes with information and
communication technology [3]. This creates a "Smart
Factory" in which CPPSs collect information from physical
production processes to make decentralized decisions with
high flexibility. In addition, Industry 4.0 includes the
integration of the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), process
simulation and optimization, cloud computing, and artificial
intelligence (AI) [4]. Therefore, it can be assumed that the
future of MESs will be strongly influenced by the fourth
industrial revolution [5].

Digital

I. INTRODUCTION
A Manufacturing Execution System (MES) is a production
management system that operates close to the process. This
system supports the MES tasks defined in the guideline VDI
5600 [1], which was defined by the Association of German
Engineers (VDI). An MES monitors, plans and controls
production processes in discrete manufacturing as well as in
the process industry and provides relevant information for
decision makers and process managers [1].
Manufacturing Execution Systems are the link between
the corporate management level and the shopfloor (see Figure
1). This is referred to as vertical integration. At the corporate
management level, Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) maps
commercial processes and refers to a long-term time horizon
of weeks to months. The shopfloor, on the other hand, refers
to the operational machine and control level, where the time
horizon varies from minutes to seconds [2].

II. REQUIREMENTS OF A MODERN MES
The paradigm of the fourth industrial revolution is also
changing the requirements for MESs. Industry 4.0 assumes a
fully interconnected factory. In addition to the vertical
integration already mentioned, this also requires horizontal
integration. This is understood to involve a complete mapping
of all data that is generated during the manufacturing process.
It also refers to the processes within a company as well as
across company boundaries [6].
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Previous requirements for an MES do not fully consider
this change. Based on the concept of the Smart Factory, the
following new requirements therefore arise:

predominantly close to the process at the field level [11]. The
first signs of this requirement can already be seen in the
automotive industry. Necessary work steps are no longer
planned in the work preparation department, but at various
locations. This is done by collecting and aggregating data that
accumulates over the entire production process [7].

A. Unified Shopfloor Connectivity
In a Smart Factory, it is assumed that a large number of
different machines are involved [7]. For this reason, the use of
standardized communication between the machines and the
MES is necessary. UMCM (Universal Machine Connectivity
for MES) can be used to connect the machines and the MES.
UMCM is based on VDI Guideline 5600. In contrast to
standards such as OPC, UMCM describes not only the use of
a standardized transport layer (e.g. XML or OPC or OPC-UA)
but also the application layer and its logical structure. The
protocol of the application layer includes both the syntax and
the data contents and units. This ensures that the machines and
the MES speak the same language. UMCM can be used to
transfer data such as time stamps, process values, counter
readings and the machine status [8].

Fig. 2. Dissolution of the hierarchical automation pyramid to a
CPPS-based automation [11]

B. Cloud Computing & Advanced Analysis
A previous requirement for MESs was online capability,
which enabled short-term reactions to changes in the
production process. This was based on the real-time capability
of the production systems [6]. In the context of Industry 4.0,
the trend of cloud computing is emerging. This approach is
designed to extend or replace local factory software by using
software from cloud services. Both the company's own and
third-party hardware can be used. If third-party hardware is
used, data management and certain software logics and
functions can be outsourced. This opens up new business
models for MES providers. However, outsourcing the local
factory software also raises questions about data security and
privacy [9].

III. MES TRENDS
The tasks of the MES defined in VDI Guideline 5600
simultaneously describe its modules [1]. MESs typically have
a modular structure. These are, for example, data acquisition,
performance analysis, and resource and personnel
management. Companies using an MES can freely combine
the system according to their own needs [6].
Some trends that have developed within the modules in
connection with Industry 4.0 are presented below.
The module resource management aims to ensure that the
availability and technical functionality of the resources are
guaranteed on time and in line with requirements. A
distinction is made between different categories of equipment,
such as machines, lines, tools and NC programs. Frequently,
a conflict of objectives arises between high reliability and long
availability. Maintenance is thus a central aspect [1]. This
resulted in the trend of smart maintenance. For this, a
maintenance technician receives a message about a machine
failure on his smartphone. This message contains relevant
information of the affected machine. A maintenance order is
generated with the smartphone. After the maintenance
technician has analyzed the condition of the machine, he
enters any problems discovered in the maintenance order and
can also add images of the damage to the digital machine
history [7].

The networking of production plants to CPPSs creates
large volumes of data that must be processed and stored. This
data provides information about the status of the product and
the overall production system. A holistic view of
manufacturing processes is the vision of the Smart Factory. To
achieve this goal, there must be an integration of data from
different sources. Advanced analytics is used to gain a
complete understanding of the production processes. For this,
a real-time analysis of the data is mandatory, even before it is
stored. However, an offline capability of the MES is also
essential [5]. By using AI, structures of data streams in a
production line can be analyzed and anomalous behavior can
be identified. Early anomaly detection can prevent production
disruptions and thus increase the output of the CPPSs [10].

The aim of materials management is to supply production
with materials on time and as required and to manage
circulating stocks. The latter involves materials that are
outside the inventory-managed warehouses and are called
work in progress (WiP). The tasks of material management
include batch management, initiation of material transports
and management of the WiP [1]. In the context of Industry 4.0,
digital availability and networking of all information is
required to achieve an effective and efficient material supply
in real time. Companies often use different transport systems
equipped with various degrees of automation (manual
transports, driverless transport systems, etc.). In addition,
different production planning and control methods are also
used, e.g. supermarket, Kanban, push-pull principles.
Therefore, the trend is emerging for MESs to take on the role
of interoperability manager. This enables target-oriented
material flows through an adapted information flow for an

C. Decentralization
In order to achieve a certain degree of autonomy from
time-intensive, recurring processes, the fourth industrial
revolution envisions a flexibilization and decentralization
towards service-oriented architectures (SOA) [3]. This
dissolves the previous strict separation between the levels in
the IT infrastructure in companies (see Figure 2). In the future,
the existing automation hierarchy will be successively
dissolved by the introduction of decentralized, networked
systems. This means that the existing structures for hardware
and networking as well as for engineering and information
processing will no longer exist. With the possibility of
providing and using decentralized services in the various
nodes, the automation pyramid is gradually abstracted to its
functional structure by means of CPPSs. However, the realtime critical controllers will continue to be located
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efficient and dynamically adapted production flow in the
company and along the supply chain [12].
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IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the requirements and trends of new MESs in
the context of Industry 4.0 were shown. Existing requirements
are changing in the course of the fourth industrial revolution
with regard to unified shopfloor connectivity, cloud
computing & advanced analysis and decentralization. The
trends of digitalization also have an influence on the modules
of MESs. This is particularly evident in the modules of
resource and material management. It can be assumed that the
Industry 4.0 concept will also influence all other modules
according to VDI Guideline 5600. The requirements and
trends surveyed show that MESs are an integral part of the
Smart Factory.
This work serves as a guide for interested scientists and
engineers who want to understand the importance and the
connection between MESs and Industry 4.0. Due to the
increasing relevance of digitalization, there will be a high
demand in the future for specialists who can understand and
teach the connection between information technology,
automation and production technologies.
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prone to errors, because of their repetitive nature, and they are
also time and cost-inefficient, compared to automated tests.
By transforming these manual tests into automated ones, they
become more reliable, faster and it is possible to design them
according to the latest standards. Depending on the test, test
automation can become difficult and expensive.

Abstract—Vehicles went through a radical change from purely
mechanical constructs to now containing a multitude of Electronic Control Units(ECU). The security of those ECUs need to
be a priority to ensure cars stay safe. Since some automotive
networks can be interacted with directly from the outside today,
it is especially vital ECUs connected to these networks are secure.
Improving the security can be done in various ways, one of which
is education. Developers responsible for implementing software
on these ECUs are less likely to write vulnerable code, when
they know about these vulnerabilities. This can be achieved
by providing them with a prepared environment, where they
themselves are tasked with exploiting vulnerable code.

B. Side Channel Analysis
Side-channel analysis is becoming an increasingly important
topic in automotive security. Various aspects contribute to this.
On one hand, a side-channel analysis will be used more by
hackers and researchers to discovering vulnerabilities, compared to the past, since traditional vulnerabilities, like Buffer
Overflows, are becoming rarer.
Side-channel analysis however is not impacted the same way
traditional vulnerabilities are. It will still be possible to analyse
byproducts and get information about the inner working of the
system and use those to attack it.
Furthermore, side-channel analysis has applications in machine learning. By collecting side-channel information, certain
inferences can be drawn. For example, by analysing the power
consumption, certain faulty states can be detected.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Modern vehicles are fundamentally different compared to
their predecessors. Historically vehicles were mostly mechanical constructs, but their functionality was limited to their
primary use - driving. Today on the other hand vehicles
fulfil a multitude of tasks, like providing information and
entertainment for passengers, improve the safety of the passengers through technologies like emergency brake assistants
and others. Those modern technologies are implemented upon
a multitude of Electrical Control Units(ECU) with a combined
100 million lines of code [1]. Even though those technologies
provide a lot of upsides to the user, there are drawbacks as
well.
Since multiple of those technologies require communication
with the outside world, they are liable to attacks by hackers.
It follows, that if a safety-critical ECUs can be attacked, the
vehicle as a whole can no longer be considered safe.
Improving automotive security in general is a problem, that
can be approached in various ways.

C. Linking of Development Cycles
According to most widely used automotive electronic system development model, the V-Model [2], software testing is
typically done at the end of the software development lifecycle.
Figure 1 shows, that the left side of the V is considered the
design phase, while the test phase is on the right side, with the
actual implementation happening in the middle. To improve
the security, the test should already be performed continually
while implementing. This procedure increases the probability
that a bug will be found and also simplifies fixing the bug.

II. S TATE OF SCIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE
A. Test Automation
Software development, especially in an embedded or automotive environment, is often prone to bugs. ECUs often don’t
offer protection from hackers, like a memory protection unit,
due to their low cost. Furthermore the software often has to be
coded in a lightweight programming language, such as C/C++.
Possible security flaws include:
• Brute Force
• Buffer Overflows
• Format String Vulnerability
• Side Channel Attacks
To prevent those vulnerabilities, the software has to be tested
extensively. Manual tests have certain drawbacks, as they are

D. Education
A majority of security vulnerabilities stem from mistakes
the developer made while coding. Those include those presented in II-A.
Even tough there are resources available about secure coding
practices, it seems even third-year software development students don’t adhere to these practices [3]. Therefore programmers need to be shown in-depth, what effects not adhering to
these standards can have. Depending on the vulnerability, there
may also exist countermeasures the developer can implement
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time and account locking are discussed.
The challenge tasks the user with writing a script, that finds
the correct password for a service, that returns the amount of
correct characters to the user. This design choice was made,
because this challenge still acts as an introduction.
3) Buffer Overflows: In the Buffer Overflow section introduces hardware specifics, like memory in Flash and SRAM,
as well as Registers, like Program Counter, Link Register and
Stack Pointer and how they are saved on the Stack. A Buffer
Overflow can attack programs, that allows the user to write
over reserved array borders. Furthermore it is discussed, how
they can be prevented by using Memory Management Units,
Memory Protection Units, Address Space Layout Randomisation (ASLR), or Stack Canaries.
The goal of the challenge is to log into another service
without a password. To achieve this the user needs to find the
successful login function in the source code and the address of
the function in a screenshot of the corresponding disassembly.
He then can exploit the program with a Buffer Overflow and
jump to the correct address.
4) Format String Vulnerabilities: Topic 4 is about the
printf() function and how it can be exploited when used
incorrectly by a Format String Vulnerability. Again the first
step is to explain how the printf() function works on the
memory level and how memory can be read out by printf()
parameters. Preventing Format String Vulnerabilities is done
by using printf() and its parameters correctly. Using modern
IDEs warns users, in case it is used incorrectly. Format String
Vulnerabilities can be made harder to exploit by using similar
mechanisms like in III-A3.
In the Format String Vulnerability challenge the user is able
to read out the stack by using printf() parameters as input
for the program. Users can find the flag required to solve the
challenge on the stack.
5) Use-After-Free: The name Use-After-Free originates
from the C function free(). It can occur when an object is
deleted (free()’d) but a pointer to the object still exists, which
is called a Dangling Pointer. This can be exploited by an
attacker. Use-After-Free Vulnerabilities are prevented by using
programming languages with garbage collection, since unused
pointers are deleted at certain intervals. Exploiting them can
be made harder by enabling ASLR as well.
The challenge presents the user with an interactive database
based on a C struct. New structs instances can be created,
deleted, selected, displayed and updated. To solve this challenge a user has to be selected, creating a pointer, which
is dangling when deleting the struct afterwards. Creating a
new user with the address of the flag as a parameter and
dereferencing the struct by displaying it, outputs the required
flag.
6) Time-based Side Channel Attack: The final Embedded
Security challenge is about Side Channel Attacks. There are
multiple kinds of Side Channel Attacks, like Timing, Power
Consumption, Acoustic and Optical. As an introduction it
is explained how the time it takes a program to answer a
password input can be used to guess parts of the correct

Figure 1. V-Model life cycle for the automotive software testing [2]

to prevent the vulnerability or make the exploit more difficult.
Automotive network protocols specifically were not designed
with security in mind, since they were not intended to be
addressed from outside the car.
III. S ECURITY E DUCATION P LATFORM
To improve automotive security by education, a new platform is being developed. It consists of two equal parts, the first
dealing with conventional embedded security vulnerabilities,
such as those listed in II-A and more advanced vulnerabilities,
dealing with automotive networks.
The knowledge about the vulnerabilities is acquired by providing a prepared environment, in which participants themselves
are tasked with exploiting the vulnerabilities, just like a real
hacker would.
Vulnerabilities are built into so called Challenges, which
are inspired by Capture-the-Flag events. There are lectures
provided for each Challenge, introducing the topic, explaining
underlying concepts and giving suggestions on how to appropriately defend against such attacks.
Not only is it possible to work on the hardware platform handson, but also in a virtualised form, to allow their use during the
corona pandemic.
A. Embedded Security
The embedded security part consists of 6 different topics.
1) Python Introduction: Since the programming language
Python is easy to learn and it is suitable to the following tasks,
the first topic is a brief introduction to python. The main topics
are lists, and how to effectively manipulate them.
2) Brute Force: The second topic is Brute Force attacks
and their variations. A simple Brute Force attack aims at
guessing a password to a service by trying combinations of
a given alphabet. More sophisticated versions of Brute Force
Attacks include Dictionary and Rainbow Table attacks. Finally
countermeasures against such attacks, like prolonging response
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password. Another example for a Power Consumption Side
Channel Attack is given, which allows an attacker to extract
parts of the secret key, used in an Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) implementation. An effective countermeasure
to Side Channel Attacks is to introduce noise into the system
[4].
The challenge presents the user with a similar problem to the
the challenge in III-A2. This time, the key can be extracted, by
measuring the time it takes the program to answer a password
input with a single character. This process is repeated for each
element of the alphabet. The response of the program will take
the longest, when the correct character is input. To acquire
the whole password, this process is repeated, while taking the
previously guessed characters as the starting point.

or reprogramming ECUs, which can be protected by UDS
Security levels and Session Control. The protection is realised
with a seed-key algorithm, which, depending on the implementation, can be broken with some effort.
To solve this challenge, the user needs to change into a
different session first. Afterwards he can try using available
function. Since they are protected he can request security
access, which requires a security key. For simplicity sake, this
key can be brute forced, since it is only has a length of 2
byte. If the security access is successful, the user can use the
protected function, which completes the challenge.
IV. C ONCLUSION
Security is becoming increasingly important in automotive
software development. There are multiple measures, that can
be taken to increase the security in this field, one of which
is educating the developers. By confronting them with the
challenge to exploit those vulnerabilities themselves, they are
made aware of the vulnerabilities and are less likely to make
those same mistakes. A learning platform has been established,
which teaches users about conventional embedded security and
advanced automotive network vulnerabilities. Parts of the platform have already been offered to 6 & 7th semester students as
an elective course. The vast majority of students managed to
solve the initial challenges, the later challenges however were
solved less often. An exam at the end of the semester proved,
that students were able to identify vulnerabilities by analysing
source code and give suggestions on how the program can be
made secure. Further work on the platform include research
and subsequent implementation of new challenges. Especially
challenges dealing with Automotive Ethernet are interesting.
Individual challenges will also be expanded to include new
aspects, like cryptography.

B. Automotive Security
In the Automotive Security section of the platform there are
3 topics available. Each attack is based on the CAN protocol
in different OSI model layers.
1) CAN Man-in-the-Middle: The first topic deals with a
base data transfer via CAN-bus, which implements elements
of the Data Link- and Physical Layer [5]. A brief introduction
to other protocols, like LIN and Automotive Ethernet is given,
which is followed by an in-depth explanation of the CAN
protocol. In preparation for this and the following challenge,
Scapy is introduced, which acts as a package manipulation
tool. The term Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) Attack is explained
as well, since it is the attack users will need to perform in the
challenge part.
The goal of the challenge is to decrease the mileage of a
simulated car, in order to be sold at a higher price. The first
step is to read out the CAN messages on the bus and identify
the message containing the mileage. After it has been found,
the message can be intercepted and its payload decreased.
2) ISO-TP Relay Attack: Modern cars often use keyless
entry systems, which can be attacked by relaying the challenge - response authentication messages between the car
and key. Gaining access to a locked car can furthermore be
accomplished by sniffing the challenge - response message and
reverse engineering the algorithm and solving it without the
key present. This challenge utilises the ISO TP protocol as a
transmission method between car and key, which is located
in the transport layer. Finally, the ISO TP protocol, its frame
types, flow control and error handling are explained.
The goal of the challenge is to unlock the simulated car
by sending a self-crafted ISO-TP message. Again the CAN
traffic needs to be read out and the message containing
the lock/unlock signal has to be found by continually locking/unlocking the car. By examining the sniffed messages it
should be clear, that the message gets slightly altered after
each locking process. The solution is to apply the unlocking
algorithm on the string and sending that message to the
simulated car.
3) UDS Scanning: The final automotive security topic
is about the Application Layer Protocol Unified Diagnostic
Services(UDS). UDS provides functions, that allow reading
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A methodology is presented, encapsulating execution
of program code away from the HPS, running Linux or
Real-time Operating System (RTOS), into the FPGA, running
the stated soft core.

Abstract—Security in embedded devices is becoming more
crucial, as the number of edge nodes, connected to the Internet,
increases. To protect against attackers, security commonly makes
use of expensive and additional components, such as Trusted
Platform Module (TPM), crypto accelerators or secure memory.
In contrast, a security module is proposed, speaking of an
encapsulated unit for a System on Chip (SoC), located on
the Programmable Logic (PL), which is established as Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). Therefore, code execution is
separated away from the connected and hence vulnerable Hard
Processor System (HPS). The proposed module is supposed to
be customizable, based on the specific implementation demands,
realizing an efficient and suitable security level.
A soft core is the central element of the security module for
replacing existing solutions for cryptography, key management
or acceleration via additional hardware. On this account, the
current situation of RISC-V soft core implementations is analyzed
and sorted. To choose a suitable core, a filtering process is
presented by using defined, strict criteria and discussion-based
decision making.
In the end, only the PicoRV32 fulfills stated requirements.
Afterwards, the suitability of this specific soft core is evaluated
and the upcoming steps for a first prototype of the security
module are proposed.

Figure 1. Block diagram

The overall concept is shown in Figure 1. On the left
hand side, the HPS, consisting of a hardwired ARM [3] core,
running Linux. And, connected via a system bus and a kernel
driver module, the PL with the security module, running on the
FPGA. It also presents the idea of the security module, being
an additional part of an already existing implementation.
Encapsulation of security-critical processes into separate
hardware is a proven approach for security by design. Either by
additional external hardware, such as TPM. Or even a multicore approach of hardware design directly on the die, e.g. the
STM1-Series [2].
Unfortunately, both ideas demand extensive hardware or
silicon design effort and therefore is not to be done during
field operation. The presented security module can be freely
adopted to changes, e.g. by implementing new cryptography
algorithms. Furthermore, it is also possible to be a retrofit into
existing designs, realizing a more secure embedded device via
remote bitstream updates. Retrofit in this perspective means,
the proposed module can be added into existing designs and
therefore making use of the mentioned, so far unused logical
elements.
Hence, by enabling security features with the proposed
security module, connecting embedded devices to the internet
is more secure and updatable.
To achieve this encapsulated behavior in the security module, a soft core for code execution in the FPGA is needed.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As the performance gain of embedded devices stagnates by
increasing the number of transistors, other ways for performance gain are utilized [1]. Therefore, System on Chip (SoC)
are getting more common. Specifically speaking of a combination of Hard Processor System (HPS) and Programmable
Logic (PL), commonly implemented as Field Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA). To increase computing power, dedicated
designs for defined processes get realized on the FPGA and
therefore, accelerate the processing. But most of the time, not
the entire FPGA is being used, resulting in surplus logical
elements on the PL.
Detached of this development, security on embedded devices gets more important, as the number of connected devices
increases. To realize ’smart’ components, they commonly are
attached to the internet. Either directly or via a gateway, hence
are accessible and thus vulnerable via the connection.
To overcome this, state of the art development makes use
of additional components, such as Trusted Platform Module
(TPM), secure memory or assorted processor structures with
additional low-power cores [2]. The idea of the proposed
security module is to overcome the gap between, at a first
glance, independent developments and align the targets.
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This idea is preferred over a block design or bare-metal
implementation as existing software projects can be easily
migrated into the security module. Thus, no complete redesign
is needed and the extent for an implementation is lower.
Soft core describes the idea to embed a Central Processing
Unit (CPU) into the PL. This can be done in multiple ways
and configurations, mainly defined by the used Instruction Set
Architecture (ISA) and peripheral environment.
To run a CPU and connect software to hardware, the ISA is
key. The compiler translates high-level behavior into low-level
bitwise description, which can be loaded and executed by a
soft core. Recent developments in the field of soft core are
heading in the direction of open source ISA.
There have been multiple attempts to propose an open,
transparent and license-free architecture. Lately, publications
were made by Sun Microsystems with SPARC [4] or IBM
with POWER [5]. In scope of academic and industrial implementations in recent years, target moves to RISC-V [6].
It was first proposed in 2010 and is separated into different
base instructions and extensions. Security benefits from open
source ISA, as the code base can be reviewed and thus e.g.
reveals intended vulnerabilities. Furthermore, open source ISA
grants long-term support, standard language compliance with
the published compiler and is furthermore open source.
The proposed security module differs from security hardware components, as it demonstrates an implementation inside
of the SoC, overcoming demand of external components on
the Printed Circuit Board (PCB). In harmony of objectives,
the security module can be retrofitted into existing devices,
increasing security of remote devices, running in the field.
Coming along, the complexity in relation to a TPM is reduced
for implementing only symmetrical cryptography in a first
glance.
The contribution of this paper is a transparent selection
process for the identification of an open source RISC-V soft
core implementation that is suitable for a security module
implementation in an FPGA. Following up, the current market
situation around open source RISC-V soft cores gets extracted
and analyzed. Based on that, a selection process is presented,
to reduce the amount of cores down to the suitable owns.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II documents related work and following up, Section III examines
the selection process. Section IV documents first results from
the soft core implementation, before summing up the results
in Section V.

resource usage and performance. The present paper differs, as
no framework is supposed to be used for the proposed security
module. The decision against a framework is based on the
platform independence and long-term support. Furthermore,
Heinz experienced difficulties, implementing some cores without significant change in the code base.
The proposed idea of the security module is, to be published
open source, as soon as it reaches production-stable state. In
comparison, closed-source solution for an encapsulated execution on FPGA is available from the commercial developer
Intrinsix [11]. Their system is tape-out proven and also targets
a retrofit solution, but demands licensing and is restricted to
the dedicated scenarios.
III. S ELECTION OF RISC-V C ORE
As the selection process targets a soft core for the security
module, this publication presents the procedure to obtain the
most suitable core. Choosing an already implemented core is
recommended, as it accelerates development of the system.
Developing a dedicated core is possible but ensuring compliance to the RISC-V standard is not granted in first place
and delays development. As a result, an already published
and released soft core is obtained. During the process, multiple
sources are utilized. As starting point, two collections of cores
[6] and [12] are advisable. Höller [7] also quotes this as his
starting point of research. Furthermore, as RISC-V is an open
source ISA, many cores follow up the licensing and therefore
are publicly released on GitHub [13].
During research, around 45 suitable cores are localized.
To choose an appropriate one, requirements and demands are
defined. They get presented in the following key points as well
as some example cores and explanations why the specific core
was not chosen.
Starting with all 45 cores, the steps are separated into
strict criteria and a discussion-based selection. The number
of suitable cores gets reduced step by step, as a demand is
applied to the core and verified, if it is fulfilled. This process
is repeated, until only a few cores, meeting all requirements,
remain. These cores get inspected in detail and discussed, prior
to a final decision.
A. Proprietary Core
As already mentioned by Höller [7], there are commercial implementations of soft cores. Furthermore, there are
proprietary cores, released by the silicon manufacturer itself.
Namely, Intel proposes its ’NIOS II’ processor [14], Xilinx
the ’MicroBlaze’ and, as the third notable vendor, Lattice the
’LatticeMico32’ [15].
All three cores are available in different stages of complexity and capability. Starting with basic functionality and slow
performance with a free-to-use but proprietary license up to
complete licensing, including the code base. As all three cores
rely heavily on silicon-specific behavior and as the security
module joins the idea of generality, all of them get abandoned
during the selection process.

II. R ELATED W ORK
Höller et. al. [7] observed the RISC-V soft core market
in 2019 and implemented three cores on Xilinx hardware. In
comparison to their work, a recheck of the available cores is
done and the selection process is more specifically directed
into a concrete use case. In addition, the security module
implementation is targeted to different platforms, speaking of
Intel (Quartus) [8] as well as Xilinx (Vivado) [9].
Heinz et. al. [10] implemented multiple cores in 2019,
using the ’TaPaSCo’ framework and compared them, regarding
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B. Wrong ISA

H. Uncommon programming practices
As the number of implementations of dedicated components
in PL increases, new languages and approaches evolve. In the
last decade, VHDL and Verilog were the way to go, regarding
hardware description in software. In addition to that, High
Level Synthesis (HLS) evolved and new frameworks want to
gain market share. Namely, nMigen [26] or SpinalHDL [27]
are proposed. But they are not suitable for a hardware independent or retrofit idea of the security module from native source
files. Therefore, e.g. the cores VexRiscv [27] or Minerva [28]
are filtered out.

RISC-V ISA needs to be supported by the corer, resulting
in the exclusion of multiple cores. As alternative, open source
ISAs, such as the Microwatt core with the POWER architecture [16] or the LEON3 [17] with the SPARC V8 architecture,
are not suited. For instance, SPARC V8 got terminated by
Oracle in 2017 [18] and thus, making it obsolete.
C. Only an extension
The core needs a complete support of the ISA of RISC-V
regarding the official release in 2019 [19]. This is not achieved
by extensions, which only expand an existing implementation
of a Core, such as XCrypto [20].

I. GNU GPL
General Public License (GPL) represents an open source
standard of licensing [29]. As already ratified, this is welcomed
for the implementation of the security module. But as §6 in
the license mentions, keys are also to be supplied on the
publication. As the security module is supposed to handle
encryption keys and therefore protect this secret, it is in
contrast to the GNU GPL v3. Therefore, the cores representing
this specific license, were abounded. Namely, mor1k [30] and
ReonV [31] looked promising, but got voted out.

D. Non-32-bit architectures or bit-serial
A central design element of soft cores is the freedom to
choose the width of the used bus systems or architecture in
general. Based on the powers of the number two, multiple
widths are possible. The presented selection process on restricts the cores to 32-bit width. This examines the ideal tradeoff between performance and space demand on the PL.
Furthermore, most of the embedded systems running Linux,
rely on 32 bit. Two different data widths introduce conversion
processes and therefore decrease efficiency.
This also applies to some very specific implementations.
Namely, bitwise and non-parallel execution, as it is e.g.
proposed by the serv core [21], are dismissed.

J. General license issues
Apart from ’pure’ open source licensing, some cores are
available in source code and free to use for verification and
education. As it comes to an industrial usage, licenses have to
be purchased from the vendor. Therefore, RV12 [32] did not
fulfill the requirements.

E. Hobby projects

K. Discussion
After the execution of the proposed filtering process, six
cores remained. As no more fixed exclusion criteria was
involved, decision making from this point on might differ on
a personal perspective. In best knowledge, the judgment of
the cores is liable and therefore suitable for the final selection
process.

In contrast to the mentioned commercial implementations,
regarding professionalism and effort, multiple RISC-V soft
cores are available from single developers on a private project
base. As an example, Kamikaze [22] is developed by a single
person, not providing any documentation, licensing regulations
or support. The decision was made to abandon nearly all
of such cores, as the security module is supposed to be a
long-term and evolving project. An exception was made for
NeoRV32 as it is outstandingly elaborated, see section III-K3.

1) ParaNut: ParaNut is a soft core, developed at the University of Applied Sciences Augsburg [33]. It mainly targets a
multi-core approach, accelerating processing of algorithms via
multi-cache architecture. The core was declined because of the
usage of SystemC [34] as the programming language. Even
though, during the automatic workflow, generated Hardware
Description Language (HDL) code is human readable, the
additional step reduces compliance to a hardware independent
and universal idea.
2) Ibex: Ibex [35] is the RISC-V soft core used in Open
Titan [36]. This project represents a huge collection of PLModules for implementing a Root of Trust (RoT). This extends
the idea of the intended security module into a total utilization
of the PL for security mechanisms. As this core is more
powerful, it also demands more peripheral, to support all
features of the core. This enables it to be used in bigger
platforms, such as PULP [37]. But as this soft core is intended
for bigger systems, it lacks a minimal implementation, as
stated in the documentation.

F. Maintenance issues
Apart from being developed by a larger group, also bigger
projects lack a sufficient maintenance. Mainly in discontinuing
or deprecation the development. As a standout candidate,
ZPU [23] was looking appropriate, claiming to be the smallest
Core to consolidate GCC as compiler. In fact, development and
support was discarded 6 years ago, rendering the core obsolete.
G. Documentation issues
As the publication and ratification of RISC-V is not restricted to a single area or country, open source soft cores
are globally available. Pointing out the importance of the
documentation, again speaking of long-term support, readability is key. Unfortunately, some cores, such as Nutshell [24]
and Hummingbird [25] are mainly documented in Chinese
language, thus making it unusable for the security module.
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3) NeoRV32: The NeoRV32 [38] would have been supposed to be voted out under the category of a hobby project,
as it is solely developed by a single person. But it caught
the attention, as it is outstandingly elaborated in regards of
documentation. After contacting the developer and discussing
the long term support, the core is rejected as there was no
long term support granted and all knowledge about the cores
rests with one person.
4) CV32E40P and SCR1: CV32E40P [39] and SCR1 [40]
are soft cores, maintained by the OpenHWGroup respectively
SyntaCore. As big vendors, they supply the industry with
a wide range of different RISC-V cores. We discontinued
the implementation of those cores, as they are both written
in System Verilog and as no full support is given by some
Integrated Development Environment (IDE).
5) PicoRV32: As the last contender in this election process,
the PicoRV32 [41] remained. This core is widely used, both in
education as well as real silicon implementations for SoC on
sale. For example, the Raven SoC [42] utilizes the PicoRV32
as its core in silicon. Furthermore, the core follows the idea
of a single file approach, reducing complexity of the security
module and supporting the retrofit idea.

cores. Exclusion took place for the cores based on criteria such
as sufficient code and documentation quality, 32-bit width,
a suitable open source license and long term support. After
running this criteria, the remaining cores got inspected more in
detail, discussed and a final core was chosen. The soft core to
be utilized in the security module is the PicoRV32. It is widely
used and verified, well documented and guides are available,
supporting a quick implementation.
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Abstract— With the ever-increasing computational power of
modern computer systems, complex and fine-grained simulation
models can be applied to a wide range of application domains
such as Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). Until now, CFD
is mainly used for fluid problems but rarely used for acoustic
problems even though some methods are suitable for
aeroacoustics simulations. In this paper, the general possibility
of calculating acoustic waves with a CFD tool is evaluated. The
problem here lies in the huge difference of the atmospheric or
reference pressure compared to the pressure leading to an
acoustic significance. For a general understanding of the
simulation details for acoustics problems and validation,
Kundt’s tube is investigated in more detail. For calculation of
the physics including the speed of sound, the open-source tool
OpenFOAM will be used. OpenFOAM is capable of solving
smaller acoustics problems with the provided solvers. For more
complex problems and with the usage of hybrid methods,
external solvers are better suited. In this paper, the focus is on a
direct, laminar simulation of Kundt’s tube with OpenFOAM,
computed by the solver rhoPimpleFoam.

1) Mass balance
The Mass Conservation (or Equation of Continuity)
focuses on a specific control volume. Within this volume, the
creation and destruction of mass must equal the mass flow rate
on the surfaces of this volume. Shortening the equation by the
division of 𝑑𝑉 and writing out the mass flow rate, the
Equation of Continuity is defined as:
∂ρ 𝜕(𝜌𝑣1 ) 𝜕(𝜌𝑣2 ) 𝜕(𝜌𝑣3 )
+
+
+
= 0,
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥1
𝜕𝑥2
𝜕𝑥3

(1)

with 𝑣1 , 𝑣2 , 𝑣3 being the velocity in the 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧-direction.
Using the Nabla-Operator the generally known equation is:
∂ρ
(2)
+ 𝜌 ∇ ∙ 𝑣⃗ = 0
∂t
where 𝑣⃗ is the velocity vector. For incompressible fluids,
this equation could be simplified as the density does not differ
over time leading to the omission of the first quotient. The
density is also equal in all three dimensions, so it can be
written in front of the sum.

Keywords—CFD, Computational Acoustics, Kundt’s tube,
OpenFOAM

2) Momentum balance
The Navier-Stokes equations (NSE) are based on the Euler
equation, which itself does not include the viscosity of fluids
(inviscid fluids). This viscosity results in frictional forces,
which are part of the NSE. The NSE are known as

I. INTRODUCTION
For a general understanding of the simulation details for
acoustics problems, Kundt’s tube is used, which will be
described later in section III. This tube was named after the
German physician August Kundt, who studied sound waves
within a tube to identify the nodes of a resulting standing wave
and absorption characteristics of materials. The phenomenon
of standing waves is also known from musical instruments
like the flute or an organ, where the sound is generated by the
resulting waves. To validate the speed of sound calculated by
the simulation as well as the general principles applied within
the tube, the open-source tool OpenFOAM will be used. The
knowledge about fluid dynamics principles and the governing
equations will be applied to the Kundt’s tube by simulating the
speed of sound in the fluid air.

∂(ρ𝑣⃗)
+ ⏟
𝜌𝑣⃗ ∙ ∇𝑣⃗ = −∇𝑝
⏟
⏟𝜕𝑡
pressure
convective

local
acceleration

acceleration

force

−∇𝜏
⏟ +
frictional
force

𝜌𝑔
⏟⃗

(3)

body force

where 𝜏 is the second-order stress tensor and 𝑔⃗ being the
gravitational force vector. The last vector depending on the
simulation problem can also be a magnetic or electrical force.
For acoustic calculations and sound propagation, the bulk
viscosity has to be considered. In the stated NSE above, the
loss of compression and dilatation in the fluid is not included.
As the propagation of acoustic signals is in the longitudinal
direction, only the viscous stress in these directions needs to
be evaluated. The bulk viscosity 𝜆 is therefore the second
coefficient of viscosity and given as:

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
A. Fluid Dynamics
In this paper, the focus will be on Newtonian fluids such
as air. Newtonian fluids consist of simplifications and were
named after Isaac Newton, who described them with a linear
association between the stress and the rate of strain.

2
λ=− 𝜇
3
, where 𝜇 is the molecular viscosity.

The governing equations for simulations describe the
balance of mass, momentum, and energy with five equations
and six variables 𝜌,𝑢,𝑣,𝑤,𝑝,𝑒.

(4)

3) Total energy balance
The first law of thermodynamics states that the rate of
change within equals the sum of the heat transfer (in- and
outside) and the work (body and surface forces). For the
change of energy, it will be differentiated between the

For more information see the references [1], [2], [3], or [4],
where this section is based on.
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mechanical (kinetic) and thermodynamic (internal) energy.
The heat-transfer is described by the heat of the control
volume (absorption or emission of radiation) as well as the
transfer through the surfaces (temperature gradients like
thermal conduction). This thermal conduction has a linear
relation to the local temperature gradient and is given by
Fourier’s law for thermal conduction. The total energy balance
can be described with the formula:
D
𝑉2
𝜕
𝜕𝑇
𝜕
ρ (𝑒 + ) = 𝜌𝑞̇ +
(𝜅
)−
(𝑝𝑢𝑗 )
Dt
2
𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝜕𝑥𝑗

dense mesh is needed to resolve all small turbulences. The
second method is called large-eddy simulation (LES) and is
based on a mesh with fewer elements because very small
turbulences are modeled. The last approach, the Reynoldsaveraged Navier-Stokes method (RANS), defines the
equations for means of pressure and velocity and therefore
does not calculate the turbulences in detail.
The computing time increases from RANS, LES to DNS,
while the last one is more exact than the other methods.

(5)

2) Boundary Conditions
Besides initial values, it is also necessary to define
boundary conditions for the end faces of the simulation space.
These are mainly divided into no-slip, far-field boundary
conditions, or periodic restrictions with reference to [1].

𝜕
+
(𝑢 𝜏 ) + 𝜌𝐹𝑗 𝑢𝑗
𝜕𝑥𝑗 𝑖 𝑗𝑖

B. Computational Fluid Dynamics
Computer-based simulation is increasingly used for
solving fluid flow problems and is part of the term
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). Additionally, to
normal fluid mechanics problems, nowadays even electronic
or heat transfer problems can be solved. This leads to widespread usage of CFD, which is reflected in the many industry
sectors and companies using CFD.

The no-slip boundary condition has the restriction, that the
relative velocity between wall and fluid is zero, which often
results in a boundary layer. [8] The far-field boundary is used
in cases, where the simulation space is too small compared to
the real problem. In this case, it is necessary, that the boundary
has nearly no influence on the result. Periodic boundaries can
describe pressure or velocity and define a periodic change of
the value (e.g., sine). Sometimes even a displacement is used
as this boundary condition (e.g., membrane). Additional to
these boundary conditions, it is also possible to define a
specific value or normal gradient. A zero gradient is often used
when either pressure or velocity is defined so that the other
value can be extrapolated.

As explained in the last section, a flow of a fluid can be
described with equations. In more complex situations such as
turbulent flow, combustion, or even multiphase flows it is not
possible to solve these equations analytically, therefore a
discretization method is applied instead. Often the finite
volume (FV), finite element (FE), or finite difference (FD)
methods are used. For validation, it is necessary to compare
the results with experimental data, as concrete descriptions are
often not available.

3) CFD and Aeroacoustics
Acoustic is based on two main field sizes, the dynamic
pressure, and the velocity of the molecules (vector). The
dynamic pressure is defined as the subtraction of the total
pressure with the reference pressure.

For further information, see references [5] and [6], the
fundamental information for this part.

Another important value is the speed of sound 𝑎, which
depends on the fluid as well as the temperature and can be
calculated with the following equation [1]:

1) Laminar and Turbulent Flow
To identify a laminar or turbulent flow, the Reynolds
Number is normally considered. This number describes the
relation from the inertial force to the friction forces and results
in:
Re =

𝜌𝑣𝑑
𝜇

a = √𝛾𝑅𝑇,

(7)

with 𝛾 being the ratio of specific heats or isentropic
expansion factor, 𝑅 the specific gas constant, and 𝑇 the
temperature. For air at room temperature (293 K), the speed
𝑚
of sound is 343,1 [1].

(6)

where 𝑑 is the diameter of the sphere, which e.g., equals
the diameter for a cylindric flow. Depending on the value of
this Reynolds Number it is possible to differentiate between
laminar and turbulent flows and even say, that two flows are
physically similar. The dividing value of 2300 is often called
the critical Reynolds Number.

𝑠

4) Aeroacoustics Simulation Methods
The direct method for simulations with a very dense mesh
as well as high calculating times is the most exact
methodology. Without using any simplifications, the
governing equations are solved for every part of the model.

The laminar flow is determined by separate layers of fluid
with different velocities. Being above the critical Reynolds
Number, the flow gets irregular and often random with threedimensional turbulences.

In contrast to solving the governing equations in every
region of the simulation space, it is also possible to rely on
hybrids methods, especially when the simulation space is
comparable large. Here the regions are divided into a source
region, a near-field, and a far-field. Hybrid methods are based
on a control surface, against which the normal CFD is
calculated. Acoustic analogies describe the propagation from
the control surface in the near field to the far-field. More
information about these Integral methods can be found in [9].

The information about the Reynolds Number is based on
reference [7].
Centered on the critical Reynolds Number, the different
methods used for turbulent and laminar flow will be described,
which refer to [5]. The first approach is the direct numerical
simulation (DNS), where the NSE are solved for every volume
and every time without any turbulence models. As a result, a
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fluid flows, chemical problems, turbulence flow as well as
heat transfer, electromagnetics, and acoustics. For more
information about OpenFOAM, see their website [11].

C. Simulation Workflow
The workflow of a simulation can be easily split up into
different sections, which are defined differently according to
literature. Nevertheless, all of them combine at least three
steps, which are pre-processing, processing, or solving, and
post-processing. In this paper, two more steps will be
included. This leads to the following 5-tier simulation
workflow:
eneral
ettings

re
rocessing

rocessing

ost
rocessing

OpenFOAM offers a wide range of different solvers, in
total up to 100. These can be grouped into solvers for e.g.,
incompressible, compressible, or multiphase flow, heat
transfer and combustion. Another difference lies in the
capability to solve laminar or turbulence problems. All solvers
as well as a short description are listed in reference [12].

ocu
mentation

To view the results or the mesh generated by OpenFOAM,
additional programs can be used. ParaView is one possibility.

Figure 1: Simulation Workflow

2) ParaView
ParaView is an open-source data analysis and
visualization tool, which is capable of many different platform
inputs. It gives the possibility to quickly load in the data and
access is with different techniques. E.g., it is possible to
evaluate simulations over time, which are used in the CFD
simulation. This information as well as more detailed
explanations can be found on the website of ParaView [13].

This chapter is based on references [5] and [10].
1) General Settings
The first step is to identify the problem itself and the
resulting physical questions. This includes the identification
of the material or fluids, the geometry, which is used, and
general boundary conditions as well as an approximation of
the result, if possible. Also, the numerical method and
discretization method (FE, FV, FD) need to be selected.
Depending on this general information like stationary/nonstationary and laminar/turbulent, the solver can be chosen.

III. MODELLING KUNDT’S TUBE
Kundt’s tube is a famous example of the propagation of
sound waves. It exists of one long tube, where the diameter is
small compared to the wavelength. On the inlet side, a speaker
or membrane initiates a plane acoustic wave in the axial
direction, which is then propagated to the other side, where it
is possible to have a closed or open end (reflective or
transmissive). Setting the right input frequency, it is possible
to get a standing wave, which is a superposition of the forward
and backward travelling wave. Alternatively, the length of the
tube can be adjusted to the frequency.

2) Pre-processing
Preprocessing steps focus on the generation of all the
information needed to simulate the model by a solver. This
includes the geometry as well as mesh generation, with e.g.,
consideration of element types and mesh density. Then the
boundary conditions need to be defined as well as the initial
conditions for pressure, velocity, and temperature. The fluid
characteristics and optional turbulence treatment are defined.
As the last step, it is necessary to select the specific parameters
for the simulation (e.g., starting time, end time, time step).

wall

3) Processing
The solving is mainly characterized by the execution of
several iterative steps. This includes solving the system of
equations, which leads to calculated pressure, velocity, and
temperature. This is done for all elements as well as all time
steps, where the solution is found by iterative calculations
steps. The next step is made when the current step reaches a
specific convergence criterion.

inlet

outlet

x

Figure 2: Kundt’s tube

Kundt’s tube is often used to evaluate the absorption of the
material at the end of the tube. One big advantage lies in the
reproduction and steadiness of all environmental conditions.
With some restrictions, the tube describes the onedimensional propagation of sound waves. In general, the
resulting field containing the initial and reflected wave is:

4) Post-processing
After the simulation, the results can be displayed in
different ways: e.g., evaluation within one plane (distribution
of pressure, velocity), streamlines in a 3D or 2D-plot, or
colored plots like surfaces for pressure or velocity or
temperature, and more.

𝑝(𝑥) = 𝑝̅ (𝑒 −𝑗𝑘𝑥 + 𝑟𝑒 𝑗𝑘𝑥 ),

(8)

5) Control & Documentation
After plotting and displaying the results, it is necessary to
compare these results with the assumption made in the first
step and to verify, whether the result is realistic or not.

where 𝑟 is the pressure reflective coefficient. Because the
pressure 𝑝 and velocity 𝑣 are dependent on each, only one is
directly calculated during the simulation.

To save the outcome of the simulation and possible errors
for further investigations, it is useful to use a documentation.

The theoretical background can be found in the references
[14] and [15] in more detail, where this section is based on.

D. Software
1) OpenFOAM
OpenFOAM is a Linux-based open-source CFD software
with no direct graphical user interface. Having a large user
base, OpenFOAM offers many features including complex

A. General Settings
The fluid is air with the properties as described in section
III.B.2). As air is a compressible fluid, the general solver
rhoPimpleFoam is used. This is a transient solver capable of
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solving turbulent compressible problems. The finite volume
method will be used, where algebraic equations for each
element are used. The differential equations are integrated and
therefore lead to face fluxes. The calculation of the faces also
offers more boundary options. Both these advantages are the
reason the FV method is often used in CFD simulation. This
information and further details can be found in reference [6].

important to increase the default write precision to at least
twelve digits.
The thermophysicalProperties file was adjusted to air
parameters. The physical properties of air, the number of
moles, and the molecular weight [17], are:
nMoles = 1

(9)
g
mol
For the transport model, the dynamic viscosity 𝜇 and
Prandtl number will be needed. For the fluid air with room
temperature (𝑇𝐾 = 293 𝐾) the calculation is simplified due to
experimental data [18]:
𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = 28.965

B. Pre-processing
1) Mesh generation
For the simulation, a cylindric tube is needed. As
OpenFOAM is text-based it is necessary to understand the
parameters and syntax used to define a mesh. First, it is
necessary to define outer points (vertices), which will then
form a hexahedron, where it is also essential to define the
number of volumes in each direction. The outer faces can then
be divided into several boundary conditions sets. The tube will
have the dimensions 1 m × 0.02 m.

μ=

(11)

The specific heat 𝑐𝑝 and heat of formation 𝐻𝑓 are the
following [18], where the specific heat is calculated as an
empirical expression:
J
kgK

(12)

J
mol
Then the Reynolds Number has to be calculated:

(13)

cp = 1002.5 + 275 ∗ 10−6 (𝑇𝐾 − 200)2 = 1004.9

Hf = ∆𝐻𝑓𝜃 {02 } + ∆𝐻𝑓𝜃 {𝑁2 } + ∆𝐻𝑓𝜃 {𝐴𝑟} = 0

Re =

𝑠 was specified as 0.001 m for all simulations, as it is
perpendicular to the direction of wave propagation. For
comparison, three different values for 𝑠2 were used (in 𝑥 direction): 0.01 m | 0.005 m | 0.001 m . The mesh for the
general documentation is based on 𝑠2 = 0.001 m. The mesh
is generated by giving the command blockMesh.

𝜌𝑣𝑙
≪ 1.3
𝜇

(14)
m

where the velocity is lower than 10−3 as the simulation
s
will show. As the number is severely below 2300 for this case,
the flow can be assumed to be laminar. Consequently, no
parameters for turbulence modeling need to be set.
3) Boundary Conditions
The internal pressure field is set to the atmospheric
pressure. For the pressure inlet, a periodic condition was
chosen, which is implemented by the parameter
uniformFixedValue in combination with the sine function.
The frequency was set to 𝑓 = 343.1 Hz, which leads to one
complete wavelength within the tube. As the pressure leading
to acoustic realization is comparable small, the value for the
amplitude is set to 0.1 Pa. The outlet as well as the walls have
the zeroGradient boundary condition.

loc

loc

(10)

𝑃𝑟 = 0.68 + 4.69 ∙ 10−7 (𝑇𝑘 − 540)2 ≈ 0.7

For the x-direction (sound propagation) the tube will be
divided into several discs with a specific thickness. The
discretization of the frontal area is more complex. It is possible
to have a rectangular shape in the middle and triangles next to
the edges or to use wedges. Both versions are inconvenient for
this case, as they consist of triangle shapes and there is a huge
difference in the sizes of the volumes. Therefore, a grid
combining both advantages is taken. This includes rectangular
shapes in the middle and round shapes in the edges (see Figure
3). The usage of variables (e.g., length 𝑙 , radius 𝑟 ) was
implemented, so all points are generated automatically.

loc

1.458 ∗ 10−6 𝑇𝐾1.5
kg
= 1.8 ∗ 10−5
𝑇𝐾 + 110.4
m∙s

loc

loc

Figure 3: Frontal Area Mesh

As an internal field value, the velocity is set to zero. The
inlet is calculated regarding the definition of the pressure
leading to the pressureInletOutletVelocity boundary
condition. For the outlet, the inletOutlet condition is used,
where the velocity equals zero. The wall is described with a
no-slip boundary condition.

2) Control and fluid parameters
The start (𝑡 = 0 s) and end time (𝑡 = 6.6 ∙ 10−3 s) are
defined. The time step for a first calculation is set to
∆𝑡 = 3 ∙ 10−6 s , which can be calculated by a formula
recommended by OpenFOAM [16]. The Courant Number is
allowed to reach a maximum of 1, which is taken for the
conservative selection of the time step. With an approximate
mesh length from 0.001 𝑚 and the speed of sound, the time
step can be calculated.

The field temperature is set to 293 K, which equals room
temperature. All boundary conditions are set to zeroGradient.
This means, that the wall is adiabatic. In acoustic simulations,
there is a small heat transfer, but this is not significant for the
simulation.

The write interval is set to a different time interval
(∆𝑡 = 3 ∙ 10−5 s), as the time step used for the calculation
would lead to too many results for plotting. As the
atmospheric pressure is already stated with six digits, it is
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Figure 7 shows the node of the standing wave leading to
amplitudes close to zero, which is reached as soon as the
reflective wave meets the forward travelling wave.

C. Processing
Firstly, the mesh is created, and the initial values as well
as fluid data and control settings are loaded for the model.
While solving, the values for every time step and every key
variable are calculated. If the mesh is not dense enough to
dissolve the physical conditions or the time step is too big, the
iteration will reach the termination criterion and therefore exit,
as the convergence criterion cannot be met.

Kundt s ube at .
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D. Post-processing
Starting ParaView, it is necessary to load the model. Then
there are several possibilities to plot the calculated data.
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Figure 7: Point pressure over time (𝑥 = 0.25 m)
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Figure 6: Point pressure over time (𝑥 = 0.005 m)
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2) Line Plot
For analyzing the propagation of the wave, the time is
chosen, where the wave first reaches the outlet. This is at
approximately 𝑡 = 2.9 ∙ 10−3 s and should show a sinus
wave, which has the relative negative pressure next to the inlet
and the relative positive pressure next to the outlet.

,

,

,

Figure 4: Colored plot for 𝑡 = 0.0029 s
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1) Animation
In ParaView, it is possible to show the pressure amplitude
or difference with colors. Running through all times steps, an
animation will be seen. For one time step it can look like:
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Figure 5: Wave Propagation
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Figure 8: Point pressure over time (𝑥 = 0.995 m)

3) Point over time
Another possibility is to evaluate the values at one specific
point over time. First, a point close to the inlet is evaluated to
see, whether the correct inlet pressure is applied. Additionally,
the points at 25%, and close to the end of the tube are
evaluated to control the forming of a standing wave as well as
the speed of sound.

B. Change in Simulation Parameters
1) Differences in mesh density
While simulating Kundt’s tube, different mesh densities
were used. The size was only varied in the direction of sound
propagation (x-axis). The 1 m tube was meshed with an edge
length of 0.001 m (reference mesh density), 0.005 m
(reduced mesh density), and 0.01 m (further reduced mesh
density). The difference can be seen in the amplitude of the
progressing pressure wave (see Figure 9). As a result of these
simulations, the reference variant results in a simulation,
where the results sufficiently meet the expectations.

IV. VALIDATION
A. Reasonability and Control
Figure 6 shows, that the initial periodic pressure is applied
correctly, as the sin wave matches the period of 2.9 ∙ 10−3 s
as well as the amplitude of 0.1 Pa.

eference

Looking at the evaluation of the point next to the outlet
(Figure 8), the first increasing value is found at
𝑡 = 2.8 ∙ 10−3 s, which means that the speed of sound within
m
the simulation (351 ) differs with a relative error of 2.3%.
s
This can also be seen in Figure 5, where the value at the outlet
is above the atmospheric pressure. The higher value results in
the superposition with the start of the reflecting wave.
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Also, in Figure 8 the amplitude of the standing wave
approximately reaches the doubled value of the initial wave,
as the reflecting coefficient equals 1 (due to boundary cond.).
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Figure 9: Different Mesh Density
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An example is a specific solver for weakly compressible
flows with low Mach numbers, which is distributed by the
Swedish Chalmers University of Technology. This solver
(rhoPimpleAdiabaticAcousticFoam) is based on hybrid
methods and calculates the CFD problem for each time step,
then determines the acoustic source terms, which are then
evaluated by the acoustic solver. All this information as well
as a test case can be found in reference [20].

2) Differences in time steps
Additionally, the influence of the time steps was
examined. The time step was varied between 3 ∙ 10−6 s and
3 ∙ 10−5 s. In Figure 10 the results are shown as a line plot.
The time step has a huge influence on the resulting speed of
sound. For further research, an even smaller time step could
be used to achieve slightly better results. It must be considered
that reducing the time step has a huge impact on the computing
times. Therefore, an appropriate compromise between
accuracy and time efficiency has to be made.
ime te

e

s

ime te
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Simulating realistic domestic hot water consumption
of a complex apartment building in a dynamic
building model in IDA ICE
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Email: lovis1.toutouly@st.oth-regensburg.de
for ambient heating and hot water [4]. While energy losses
through the outer shell of newly built apartment buildings have
been under a process of steady reduction, the energy demand
of DHW has not changed significantly over the last decade.
Therefore, looking at a building’s total energy consumption,
DHW production, provision and its distribution, depending on
the users’ expectation of comfort, is going to be of greater
importance than ever before [5].

Abstract—This document describes the process of simulating
a hot water system used in an intricate multi-family housing
complex. At first a political motivation for the background of
this research topic is elaborated. After analysing state-of-the-art
heat generator and piping systems, the theoretical background
for calculating the most crucial aspect, their heat losses due
to domestic hot water (DHW) distribution, is discussed. This
knowledge is used for calculating steady-state heat losses of both
a novel advanced and a state-of-the-art piping system, using an
Excel-sheet. Then, the simulation software ’IDA ICE’ is used to
create a model of a demonstration building.
Looking at upcoming tasks the use of the innovative heat
generation and distribution system and the implementation of
a complex control system will be implemented into the model.
Subsequently, the pipe system’s heat losses will be analysed and
validated with the steady-state Excel-sheet calculation method. In
the last step, the control scheme is optimised in order to minimise
these heat losses.
First results using the steady state calculation already show a
reduction in distribution losses of 15 % from the advanced pipe
system, compared to state-of-the-art distribution systems.

B. State-of-the-art heat generators & distribution systems
The following figure was created by analysing date from
the German federal statistic office, regarding heating types
used in german buildings between the years of 2015 and 2019.
It shows, that since 2016, there has been a slow increase of

I. I NTRODUCTION
A. Political Statement
In order to counteract climate change, representatives of
all countries met at the 2015 World Climate Conference in
Paris, 197 of which committed themselves to limiting global
warming to well below 2 °C and if possible to 1.5 °C, and to
achieving greenhouse gas neutrality worldwide by the second
half of the century at the latest. Within this context, Germany
has set itself the goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions
by 55 % by 2030 compared to 1990 [1]. The long-term goal
for 2050 is to achieve the greatest possible greenhouse gas
neutrality. To achieve this, the building sector - like all sectors
- must make an appropriate contribution. With around 35 %
of the entire final energy consumption (in 2016), there is
enormous potential here to reduce energy consumption and
to use renewable energies for the generation of heating and
cooling in buildings in an energy-efficient manner [2]. The
German government, for example, plans to exploit this enormous energy-saving potential and reduce the primary energy
demand of buildings by a full 80 percent by 2050 compared to
2008 [3]. If this demand is examined closely, it can be seen that
through the application porposes of ambient heating, hot water,
air conditioning and lighting, over 90 percent is consumed

Figure 1. Completed buildings in Germany according to the type of heating
energy predominantly used ranging from years 2015 to 2019 [6]

environmental thermal energy being used and and equally slow
decrease in gas heating systems.
While there are a number of different heating generators,
distribution systems can be divided into three different basic
systems. Figure 2 shows systems in similar design, ranging
from two to up to four pipes being used for providing a threestorey house with DHW and hot drinking water. The 4-pipe
system has the most technical freedom of different party being
used and has generally the lowest energy losses but is also the
highest in building costs. Whereas the 2-pipe system has the
most energy losses but is the cheapest in acquisition.
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II. M ETHODS AND P ROCEDURES
A. Calculation using Excel-sheet
Following the analysis, we compare the calculated heat
losses from a basic distribution system to an advanced, ’pulsating’, novel system from the OTH Regensburg’s research
project ’MAGGIE’. Figure 4 shows a schematic of how the
system works: While DHW is produced in a high-tech heating
center, the distribution happens via a three-pipe system, entering each of the six houses. From here on a 4-pipe system feeds
the floor heating and, in combination with a 560 litre hot water
tank in each house, for hot drinking water [8]. The innovation
Figure 2. Basic distribution systems can be divided into three different kinds

C. Theoretical physical principles
As mentioned before, by distributing water from a heat
generator to the consumers tap always leads to heat losses.
There are no ideal heat generators. At the same time energy
is also lost during distribution. Although a distinction must be
made between the two conditions of standstill and operation,
the types of heat transfer remain the same. This is shown in
figure 3. Fluids, when in contact to a surface, transfer heat
Figure 4. Schematic illustration showing a novel system with intermittent
’pulsating’ operators from OTH Regensburg’s research projekt ’MAGGIE’

lies in loading these six hot water tanks in a controlled scheme.
This leads to times, where the distribution to the tanks is able
to be in a state of rest, hence leading to reduced heating losses
in these supplying pipes.
B. Simulating using IDA ICE
For the calculations with Excel, parameters such as pipelength, diameter, isolation-thickness and ambient temperatures
had to be entered by hand. The next step is to recreate the
distribution system as it is shown schematically in figure 5
using the simulation software IDA ICE.

Figure 3. Varying stages of a heat transfer between a flowing liquid inside
an isulated pipe

by convection Q̇convection , where αi is the inner heat transfer
coefficient between fluid and the pipe’s surface, Ai is the pipe’s
inner surface and T are present thermal conditions of the pipe’s
surface and the fluid [9].
Q̇convection = αi · Ai · (Tp − Tf )

(1)

[W ]

Through the layers of the pipe’s wall and the insulation
it travels using conduction Q̇conduction . This law is defined
by the fluids and the environment Te and the arising heat
conducting resistances Rth [10].
Q̇conduction =
Rth,αi

Tf − Te
n
P
+ (Rth,i ) + Rth,αo

[W ]

Figure 5. Demonstration building, rebuilt using IDA ICE with visualised
pipe-system

(2)

Figure 6 shows a portion of this model. The purple rectangle
represents one of the six hot water tanks as mentioned before.
To the right of it, the blue lines picture pipes leading to the
consumer’s tap. To the left of it, these lines form the inflow
and reflux of the water tank. All the other modules on the left
build up the control scheme for loading the tank.

i=1

From the outer surface of the insulation, it is delivered to the
environment by radiation Q̇radiation and convection [10].
Q̇radiation = αradiation · A · (Ts − Te )

[W ]

(3)
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be proven by calculating it’s heat losses using a steady-state
Excel-sheet. To validate this reduction, the distribution system
is being recreated in IDA ICE. Furthermore this simulation
method is able to represent real conditions more closely.
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Figure 6. Building model section from IDA ICE picturing one of the six hot
water tanks with consumer (right side) and controlling scheme (left side)

III. R ESULTS
For a detailed comparison of the advanced, novel 3-pipe
system with the state-of-the-art 2-pipe system, variations in
the pipe insulation coating where considered. Version 1 has
a standard insulation while version 2 has double insulation.
All other margin conditions were left unchanged. The chart in

Figure 7. Total heat losses as sum of a summer and winter day regarding the
advanced 3-pipe system and two versions of the 2-pipe system

figure 7 shows that total heat losses regarding the sum of a
winter and a summer day from the novel 3-pipe system, are
reduced by 15 %. In the span of a year this leads to an energy
equivalent of 3.5 MWh.
Furthermore, recreating the simulation of a pipe section in
IDA ICE showed a deviation of only 3.1 % between the two
simulation methods.
IV. C ONCLUSION
Recreating hot water distribution systems may become a
bigger share in designing buildings. While their outer shells
experience a steady process of reducing energy losses, the next
step is looking at the inside of buildings. One of the easier, but
on the other hand most promising prospects may be simulating
such models. An advantage of the novel system could already
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Cryptographic protection of High-Precision Clock
Synchronization
Andreas Schulitschenko
Deggendorf Institute of Technology
Autonomous Systems / Driver Assistance Systems
Deggendorf, Germany
Email: andreas.schulitschenko@live.de
undertaken to evaluate and improve the security of these
protocols. This section reviews some of the efforts in the
literature. The growing popularity of IEEE 1588 PTP for
synchronization in critical infrastructure has led to concerns
about its security [1] [2]. Threats to IEEE 1588 can be broadly
divided into data plane attacks (e.g., message modification)
and physical plane attacks (e.g., replay and delay attacks).
While cryptographic protocols are able to thwart data plane
attacks against realistic adversaries, some signal plane attacks,
such as those of delay attacks, remain open vulnerabilities.
In [3], the researchers conclude that time synchronization
can be either highly accurate or secure against delay attacks.
They encrypt PTP using IEEE standard 802.1AE (MACsec),
but can identify individual packets using statistical network
analysis. This allows PTP to be targeted with a message delay
attack. The researchers show that this delay attack can only
be prevented in trusted environments. Such an environment is
given in the vehicle, the topology and all device are known
and coordinated during installation.
Even in the recently published IEEE 802.1AS-2020 standard, no security functions are adopted from the IEEE 15882019 standard. For this reason, the standard is cryptographically secured with proprietary extensions in the course of this
work.
A possible way to secure the time synchronization protocol
is discussed in the paper [4]. The researchers show that all
possible one-way time synchronization protocols are vulnerable to replay attacks. Further, they demonstrate that with a
set of conditions, two-way synchronization can be protected
against this type of attack. [4]
Condition 1 Both communication partners must use an authenticated encryption scheme to prevent third
parties from generating valid messages.
Condition 2 Both communication partners must communicate via the shortest possible path.
Condition 3 The packet transmission time (path delay) must
be measured in advance and compared with the
currently measured time.

Abstract—Clock synchronization has become an essential feature for the autonomous vehicle, as many ECUs (electronic
control unit) depend on a precise idea of time. These ECUs
make objects with precise time stamps available to others, e.g.
via V2X communication. To secure these timestamps, the actual
protocol must be secured. This paper analyses security features
of existing IEEE standards to create a security concept, how the
IEEE 802.1AS standard can be secured. In addition, a proof of
concept is created and the time delays involved are measured
and evaluated.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The automobile of tomorrow is in a constant exchange of
information with itself and its environment. Data provided by
external communication partners is used in the vehicle for
safety-critical decisions, among other things. This type of information exchange is also referred to as V2X communication.
Furthermore, collected data is generated and evaluated directly
in the vehicle. Detected objects from a camera, for example,
are forwarded to a powerful control unit. This control unit
receives further messages with objects from other sensors,
such as RADAR and LiDAR. The algorithm used puts the
objects into a temporal relation and, based on this fused data,
makes a decision as to whether to display a warning message
to the driver or even intervene in the driving process itself.
The necessary temporal relation can only be calculated if the
control units used have been synchronized via a time synchronization protocol, such as IEEE 1588 or IEEE 802.1AS.
Due to the strong networking of different communication
partners, it is important that the common time base is trustworthy and has not been modified by third parties. To this
end, the source, content and sequence of the individual PTP
messages must be verified.
The focus of this work is to find methods to cryptographically secure the IEEE 802.1AS standard, to show the
feasibility with the help of a prototypical implementation, and
to show the delay caused. Different IEEE standards are examined and a security concept is presented that secures IEEE
802.1AS against certain attacks. The prototype implementation
is intended to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed
concept.

III. C ONCEPT OF IEEE 1588-2019

II. BACKGROUND

IEEE 1588 introduces a multi-pronged approach that leads
to a range of security mechanisms and configuration options
that meet different security objectives.

PTP is one of the most widely used protocols for time
synchronization. A number of research activities have been
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A. Integrated safety mechanisms of IEEE 1588-2019

A cipher suite is used to cryptographically secure the entire
message, starting at the first byte of the destination MAC
address and ending at the last byte of the ’Secure Data’.
The ICV calculated from this is inserted after the ’Secure
Data’. The ICV is also secured by this procedure. Such a
secured message has authentication, authorization, sequence
numbering and integrity protection as security properties.

The first method (Prong A) is directly integrated into the
PTP protocol and has been designed to be used by any
PTP system regardless of the underlying transport layer. It
provides both authentication of the PTP instance and integrity
protection of the PTP message. This approach does not aim to
protect the confidentiality of the PTP message itself, since the
timestamps it contains are not secret. The mechanism can be
processed in two ways. [5] Figure 1 shows the arrangement
of TLVs in a PTP message. In the first type, the PTP message
k is received and temporarily stored in a queue. Only after
receipt of another message k+x, which contains the associated
key for the message k, can k be checked for integrity. Only
when the integrity check passes may the PTP message be
passed to the PTP instance and processed. This approach is
referred to as ’Delayed Processing’ and is not considered
in the rest of the process. [5] In the second type, the PTP
message is checked immediately after receipt and processed
further in the PTP instance if the integrity check passes.
This concept is called ’Immediate Processing’ and requires
some preconditions. Before sending the PTP message, all
communication partners must be authenticated and have the
symmetric key. [5]

Figure 2. Concept of a cryptographically secured time synchronization
protocol [6] [5]

Condition 1 is satisfied by both concepts, E2E and P2P.
Condition 2 is ensured by a fixed defined topology of devices
and PTP instances. By using the IEEE 802.1AS standard, a
path delay (PDelay) measurement is performed cyclically by
each PTP instance and checked whether the threshold of 800
nanoseconds is met. With the help of the PDelay measurement
the (Condition 3) can be fulfilled.

Figure 1. PTP message with the TLV extensions for delayed and immediate
processing [5]

A. End-to-End (E2E) protection
B. External safety mechanisms of IEEE 1588-2019

The TLV authentication concept is used to secure the PTP
message from the grandmaster to the slaves. It does not matter
how many interconnecting partners sit between these two
entities and forward the PTP message. With E2E protection,
integrity protection is maintained over the entire transmission
path between master and slave.
The PTP message is processed and forwarded by every PTP
relay instance, but the ICV in the TLV Authentication may
only be generated and entered in a message by the master.
The receiving PTP instance verifies the message, caches the
ICV, generates the new message to be sent, and then reinserts
the cached ICV into the PTP message. The fact forwards the
PTP message is regenerated depends on the implementation
of the PTP instance and must therefore be taken into account.
Possible manipulation by third parties can be detected
by this mechanism. Only the previously defined master and
the authenticated slaves have the corresponding keys. Key
management and distribution are discussed in more detail in
the chapter V.
A vulnerability in this type of protection are the ’Correction
Field’, ’Source Port Identity’ and ’Sequence ID’ in the PTP
header (Figure 2). These fields cannot be secured with the ICV
because they are modified by devices such as bridges during
forwarding. These particular fields are secured using the P2P
concept.

The second method (Prong B) deals with security mechanisms that are outside of PTP but may already be present in
the system and therefore can also be used to improve security
in the time synchronization infrastructure. Currently there are
two options for this approach, MACsec and IPsec. IPsec is
not considered further because this protocol operates at OSI
Layer 3 and therefore cannot be used to deploy IEEE 802.1AS,
which is defined at OSI Layer 2. [5] The second approach,
IEEE 802.1AE (MACsec) [6], is specified for use in OSI
Layer 2. When using this mechanism, a secure connection is
established between two link partners. All exchanged data or
messages, including PTP messages, are provided with integrity
protection. It is also possible to encrypt the transmitted data
to obtain confidentiality.
IV. S AFETY CONCEPT
The mechanisms described above are combined in a security
concept. The ’Immediate Processing’ concept is used for endto-end (E2E) protection. IEEE 802.1AE (MACsec) is used for
peer-to-peer (P2P) protection.
Figure 2 shows how both concepts E2E and P2P merge. The
PTP message is first protected with the TLV authentication
presented. The resulting message is seen by MACsec as user
data. ’User Data’ and ’EthernetType’ form the ’Secure Data’.
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B. Peer-to-Peer (P2P) protection

the port there. This makes it imperative that a supplicant is
also present on the second bridge.

The P2P concept is implemented with the IEEE 802.1AE
standard. With P2P protection, the path between the individual
link partners is secured. Only the correct link partner can verify
the message and decrypt it if necessary. A third party that
is not registered in the defined network topology cannot reauthenticate or re-encrypt the data.

VI. L AYOUT OF PTP MESSAGES
The E2E and P2P concept can only be applied to certain
PTP messages. The authenticator listens for all packets that are
encrypted or secured. It checks if the PacketNumber (PN) of
the sent message is still in the set window. If the authenticator
determines that the PN of the message does not match its
stored PN or is not within the defined interval, it concludes that
the connection is faulty and terminates the CA (Connectivity
Association). As a result, the individual partners can no
longer communicate over a secure connection and must reauthenticate. This behavior applies in the time synchronization
context for some messages, as these are only exchanged
between the individual link partners and the authenticator
cannot receive them. Thus, these particular PTP messages
cannot be secured using the E2E concept. Table I shows which
messages are suitable for E2E protection.

V. K EY MANAGEMENT
Some form of key management is required to establish a
secure connection between the two ports. This can be done by
manual key configuration or by using the EAPoL (Extensible
Authentication Protocol over Local Area Network) protocol.
This protocol is used to distribute the necessary keys to the
devices and instances involved. It further authenticates the
devices and enables the corresponding port upon successful
authentication. The port can now participate in the secured
or encrypted communication. A RADIUS (Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service) server is used as the key server.
This generates the necessary keys, such as CAK (Connectivity
Association Key) and SAK (Secure Association Key). At least
one instance of a KaY (Key Agreement Entity) is required on
each device. Such a KaY controls the exchange and storage
of keys on the devices.
Figure 3 shows on which device and in which software the
required KaYs and their keys are located. Each PTP instance
has an E2E KaY which is used for E2E security. Each instance
of this E2E KaY has the same SAK, as this is used to authenticate the PTP message. Further, a P2P KaY is instantiated
in pairs on the directly connected devices. These P2P KaYs
provide the SAK for the encryption and decryption of the
time synchronization packets. For example, the grandmaster
P2P KaY and the P2P KaY of Bridge 1, form such a pair.
Bridge 1 and slave 1 are another pair. Bridge 1 has several P2P
KaYs, but only the KaY that is responsible for the respective
physical Ethernet port can decrypt the communication of the
remote station.

PTP
type

message

Applied
concept

PTP message length
unprotected

protected
144 Byte
(Special case)
114 Bytes
144 Bytes
100 Bytes
100 Bytes
100 Bytes

Announce

P2P + E2E

90 Bytes

Sync
Follow UP
Pdelay Request
Pdelay Response
Pdelay Response
Follow UP
Signaling

P2P + E2E
P2P + E2E
P2P
P2P
P2P

60
90
68
68
68

P2P

74 Bytes

Bytes
Bytes
Bytes
Bytes
Bytes

106 Bytes

Table I
PTP MESSAGES WITH APPLIED PROTECTION CONCEPT AND LENGTH IN
BYTES

A. PTP messages without E2E protections
The PDelay request message serves as an example for a
PTP message without E2E protection. This is only secured
with the P2P concept. Figure 4 shows the structure of the
PDelay request message. The ICV secures the entire message,
starting with the destination MAC address and ending with the
reserved bytes.

Figure 4. Example of a PTP message secured only via P2P concept

Figure 3. Storage concept of the keys used in the test system

B. Special case - Announce message

If a second bridge is required in the network, an authenticator is also installed and configured on it. It must be ensured
that the port which represents the connection to the first bridge
is not managed by the authenticator, but by a supplicant. Only
a supplicant can authenticate with an authenticator and enable

The Announce message must be considered as a special
case, because the TLV extension ’PathTrace’ (IEEE 1588 chapter 16.2) grows with each forwarding to the next PTP
instance. With this extension the route of the PTP message is
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recorded. Each PTP instance receiving this message can check
how many PTP instances have already processed and forwarded this message. The structure of the Announce message
is shown in Figure 5, other optional TLVs are not considered.
The offset at the bottom describes the current byte in the
message. The upper bar, which is marked ’Protected by ICV
(MACsec)’ and in orange color, marks the bytes protected by
MACsec. In this case MACSec protects every single byte of
the message. The bar below (red + ’Protected by ICV (TLV))
marks the bytes that can be protected by the E2E concept via
TLV. The individual elements of the PathTrace extension are
marked in purple.

RemoteDesktop connection. These ports are connected to a
dedicated switch. The bridge connects the grandmaster, slave
and key server (RADIUS) with each other. All protocols
required for the following tests are sent via this bridge.
There is a gPTP instance that has also implemented these
security features (P2P and E2E). This test setup, as well as
the test cases defined below, are only intended to measure the
additional time required to authenticate, encrypt and decrypt
individual messages. It follows that the security of the concept
is not evaluated.
B. Testcase Definition
For test cases 1 and 2, one measurement is performed on
the grandmaster and one on the slave. A measurement takes
about 2 minutes. In this time, enough measurement points
are generated to be able to make a representative statement.
Subsequently, two test cases are defined, which are again
divided into two measuring points. Each PTP message that
is sent or received is measured. Test case 3 is only measured
on the slave.
• Message generation
• Message verification
– P2P protection
– P2P protection
– E2E protection
– E2E protection

Figure 5. Special case: The Announce message with its components

Before sending, the PTP instance enters its own identity
(clock identity) into the so-called ’pathSequence’ list. This
list is represented by the elements ’clockidentitiy[0]’, ’...’ and
’clockidentitiy[N]’. Due to this behavior the sequence of clock
identities cannot be secured with the E2E concept. Only the
PTP master is allowed to generate the checksum (ICV) of
the E2E concept and this master cannot predict which PTP
instances will be traversed on the way to the PTP slave.
The PathTrace extension is not completely excluded from
the E2E concept, but only the static entries, ’tlvType’ and
’clockIdentity[0]’, are secured.

1) Testcase: Message generation: In this test case, the generation of the individual PTP messages is measured. Sending
of the message via socket is not measured. Two measurement
points are defined here. The first measuring point ’Tx_P2P’
measures the time required for P2P protection. This includes
tasks like preparing the socket to send a new message, memory
reservation of this, generating the whole Ethernet message, and
encrypting the whole message with MACsec.
Measurement point two is called ’Tx_E2E’ and measures
the time required for E2E protection. This measurement point
is a subset of the ’Tx_P2P’ measurement. The tasks measured include generation of the PTP header, generation of
the PTP payload, and securing the PTP message with TLV
authentication. These two measurements must be performed
in two different functions, otherwise not every PTP message
to be sent can be measured. The exact measurement points
and sequence of measurement points are shown in Figure 7.
2) Testcase: Message verification: In the second test case,
the time required for verification of the received PTP messages
is to be evaluated. Similar to testcase 1 a distinction is made
between the two types of protection. Measurement point one
(Rx_P2P) measures the P2P protection in the same way as
the first test case. Here, the reception of the message is
not measured, but only the verification of the message. This
includes the time it takes to perform tasks such as checking
the SecTAG of MACsec, decrypting the message, and copying
the decrypted data to the message store.
The verification of the PTP message is done at the second
measuring point ’Rx_E2E’. The verification time of the PTP
header and the attached TLVs, as well as the authentication
of the PTP message is measured. The exact measuring points
and sequence of the measuring points are shown in Figure 8.

VII. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Test setup

Figure 6. Test setup for the functional test of the safety concept

The grandmaster has a powerful CPU with 12 logical cores
and a network card with two 10GbE ports. A slightly lower
performance platform is used as the slave. These Ethernet
ports have the ability to capture hardware timestamps for
received messages. Each hardware component has an explicit
configuration port that can be used to establish a SSH or
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master. It can be seen that P2P protection is more timeconsuming than E2E protection. This can be justified by the
encryption of the message, as well as the larger number of
bytes that have to be processed. E2E protection also takes more
time to secure than generation without protection (Origin).
This can be attributed to the authentication of the PTP postrun and the generation of the ICV. The measurement covers
the P2P as well as the E2E protection.

Figure 7. Measuring points for the
Tx path

Figure 8. Measuring points for the
Rx path

3) Testcase: Residence time: In this testcase, the residence
time of the bridge is measured. The safety concept is also
implemented on the bridge and is activated for the respective
testcase. The residence time indicates how much time elapses
between receiving a PTP message on a PTP port and sending
the corresponding PTP message on another PTP port. This
measured time is added to the correction field of the PTP
message by the executing PTP instance.

Figure 9. Tx_P2P: Histogram of the measured times of the Announce message
at the grandmaster

2) Evaluation of the message verification (Rx_P2P): Only
the measurements on the slave are considered here, since the
slave does not send any announce messages to the master,
but only receives them. Figure 10 shows the results of the
measurement point Rx_P2P. It can be seen that the E2E
protection and the Origin case do not increase the delay in
this case. If the time required for P2P protection on the master
and slave is considered, it can be seen that encryption on the
master is more time-intensive than decryption on the slave.

VIII. D ISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
A histogram was created for each of the individual measurement scenarios, which shows the time required for execution
in microseconds. The X axis of the diagrams represent a
time slice. The Y axis indicates the frequency with which
the task could be executed in this particular time slot. Three
measurement series were measured in each case. Once with the
P2P protection active, this is labeled ’P2P’ and plotted with the
color red. On the other hand, only the E2E protection is active.
This case is called ’E2E’ and plotted with the color green.
’Origin’ is the case where neither E2E nor P2P protection is
active, i.e. no security features are active. This case serves as
a reference and is intended to show the actual difference to the
concept used. A distinction is also made as to which device
(grandmaster or slave) the measurement was performed on.

Figure 10. Rx_P2P: Histogram of the measured times of the Announce
message at the slave

In the Rx_E2E measurement, only the E2E protection
is measured. Compared to the master, the slave may take
about 5 microseconds longer on average to authenticate the
PTP message. This can be attributed to the slightly weaker
processing power of the slave. The effort for the generation and
verfication of the TLV should be on average be very similar.

A. Measurements of a P2P and E2E secured message
The Announce, Sync and FollowUp messages are available
for selection. The Announce message is chosen as an example
for this type of protection because it is the longest message.
This makes possible differences between the individual test
scenarios stand out better. When analyzing the message generation, the diagram (Tx_P2P) from the grandmaster is compared
with the corresponding diagram (Rx_P2P) from the slave.
Measurements were made for Rx_P2P at the grandmaster, but
since the slave does not send any announce messages, these
measurements, as well as the counterparts (Tx_P2P) at the
grandmaster, can be neglected.
1) Evaluation of the message generation (Tx_P2P): Figure
9 shows the measurement results of P2P protection on the

B. Measurements of a pure P2P secured message
The PDelay Request, PDelay Response, PDelay Response
Follow Up and Signaling messages are available for selection.
The PDelay Request message is selected as an example of this
type of protection. Measurements for E2E protection of this
message type were performed, but do not provide any relevant
information, since E2E protection is not used for this message
type. Furthermore, the measurements for which E2E protection
is active can also be neglected in the following diagrams.
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1) Evaluation of the message generation (Tx_P2P): In
Figure 11 it can be seen that the P2P protection has two larger
accumulations, range between 10 and 13 microseconds and the
range from 24 to 29 microseconds, in the time required. This
distribution of measurement results across these ranges can be
attributed to thread sheduling from the operating system.

IX. C ONCLUSIONS
The goal of this work was to find methods for cryptographically securing the IEEE 802.1AS standard, to create a
concept from this, and to demonstrate the execution of this
with the help of a prototypical implementation. The results of
this work show that an implementation is not only possible,
but can also be computed with a reasonable amount of time.
For example, a PTP message could be secured in less than
50 microseconds using the presented concept. The residence
time required by the standard of less than 10 milliseconds on
a PTP instance can be met. The disadvantages of this type of
protection are the high configuration effort and the partly rigid
network topology. These disadvantages could be reduced using
configuration tools such as NetConf. The concept protects
the PTP message against some types of attack, but not yet
against all. Here the further approaches (Prongs C and D) in
the ANNEX S of the IEEE 1588 standard could support and
further increase the security. Approach (Prong) D provides
for the use of monitoring and management methods. For this
purpose, each PTP instance stores relevant time synchronization parameters, which are then used as history and check the
current time synchronization. Architecture based mechanisms
such as redundancy are also proposed.

Figure 11. Tx_P2P: Histogram of the measured times of the PDelayRequest
message at the grandmaster

Compared to the grandmaster, the slave in the Tx_P2P
measurement takes on average 5 microseconds longer for
encryption. The weaker computing power of the slave may
be a reason for this.
2) Package verification evaluation (Rx_P2P): No particular
anomalies are visible when evaluating the reception path.
As with the previous measurements, the slave takes about
5 microseconds longer to decrypt the message. If the time
required for encryption and decryption is compared on the
grandmaster or slave in each case, it can be seen that encryption and decryption on the same hardware do not show any
major differences. Thus, it can be claimed that encryption and
decryption are equally computationally intensive.
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C. Residence Time measurement
For this measurement the FollowUP message is considered
more closely. When the message is sent from the grandmaster,
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the 10 millisecond limit for the residence time. However, this
circumstance cannot be linked to the security concept.

Figure 12. Histogram of the measured residence times of the bridge
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both detector noise and phase-shifting errors on the calculation
of the complex valued interference term is derived. The noise
suppression capability of the calculation methods will be
experimentally confirmed by measurements using a incoherent
holographic microscope.

Abstract—In this paper we give a comprehensive description
of the influences of both detector noise and phase-shifting
errors on the calculation of complex valued interference terms
in phase-shifting interferometry. To our knowledge, the theory
presented here is the first that addresses not only the noise
suppression capability in phase-shifting as reported in literature
but in addition is capable of quantifying the influences of phaseshifting errors. This is of particular interest in low cost phaseshifters such as home-built piezo-electric stages. Furthermore,
a computational efficient method for the calculation of such
interference terms is developed. Its noise suppression capability is
experimentally confirmed by measurements based on incoherent
holographic microscopy.

II. T HEORY
All interference based digital holographic methods have in
common, that real valued intensity distributions of interference
patterns, resulting from the superposition of two mutually
coherent light fields E1 and E2 , are measured:

I. I NTRODUCTION
Holographic imaging enables the compressed capturing of
three dimensional object information in a two dimensional
hologram [1]. Commonly this is done by measuring the intensity distribution of the interference between two optical fields
[2]. Digital holography systems have allowed for the convenient storage and processing of the 2D hologram [3]. However
in digital holography, the presence of incoherent background
as well as the twin image in the intensity measurements can
lead to artifacts being introduced into the reconstructed 3D
object. Further artifacts can be introduced by detector noise.
A common technique for the removal of the background, the
twin image, as well as detector noise suppression is phaseshifting [4], [5]. For this purpose one of the interfering fields
is shifted by global phase terms for at least three times
with intensity measurements being taken for each phase-shift.
From this set of measurements the background and twin
image free complex valued interference term can be recovered.
While phase-shifting is well documented [6], the influence
of phase-shifting errors has received little attention. These
influences are of particular interest in low cost phase-shifting
implementation, which make use of home-built piezo-electric
stages for example. In such systems the presence of friction,
the absence of position feedback and other adverse factors
can lead to significant phase-shifting errors, which in turn
negatively influence the calculation of the complex valued
interference term.
In this work a computational efficient method for the calculation of complex valued interference terms will be given. Next
a theoretical framework for the description of the influences of

I(x, y) = |E1 (x, y) + E2 (x, y)|2

= Ib (x, y) + IF (x, y) + c.c.

(1)

where I is the intensity of the interference pattern, x and
y are the lateral coordinates and c.c. denotes the complex
conjugate of the previous term. Ib is the combined intensity
of the two fields and does not contain any information about
the interference other than ensuring positive intensity values.
In the case of incoherent holography Ib can contain additional
background, resulting from the incoherent overlap of the fields
from neighboring object points. The amplitude and phase
information of the object is solely contained in the complex
valued interference term IF (x, y) = E2 (x, y)·E1 (x, y), which
is not directly accessible by intensity measurements. In order
to recover IF and remove its complex conjugate (its twin
image), the phase-shifting method can be used [4], [5]. For this
purpose one of the fields is shifted step by step by increasing
global phase factors α(n) :
(0)

(n)

E2 (x, y) → eiα

(0)

(n)

E2 (x, y) = E2 (x, y)

(2)

where n is an integer. Since the same phase-shift is applied
to each detector pixel, from here on out the coordinates x
and y will be dropped. Initially the phase-shifts are chosen to
uniformly fill the interval [0, 2π[:
α(n) =
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with n being an integer in the interval [0, Nα [ and Nα being
the total number of phase-shifts. The problem at hand is to
recover IF from a series of measurements I (n) with:
(n)

I (n) = |E1 + E2 |2

(n)

= |E1 |2 + |E2 |2 + E2

= Ib + IF · e

−iα(n)

(n)

+ c.c.

· E1 + c.c.

(4)

Equation 4 can be regarded as a linear system of n equations,
with every equation corresponding to a single measurement. It
can be seen, that the second term in Equation 4 is equal to the
discrete inverse Fourier vector corresponding to the relative
frequency of −1, except for the complex scalar factor IF . In
Dirac notation the discrete inverse Fourier vectors is written
as:
(n)
1
(5)
|mi = √ eiα m
Nα

Figure 1. Schematic depiction of the calculation of the complex valued
interference term. Upper left: Three exemplary measurements with phaseshifts in the range [0, 2π[. Upper right: Exemplary intensity modulation of
single pixels in the phase shifting data. Lower right: Amplitude A of the real
and imaginary part of the linear functional. Lower left: IF depicted as its
amplitude and phase image.

with the norm || |mi || = 1 and m being an integer corresponding to the relative frequency. By inserting Equation 5
into Equation 4, the linear system of equations representing
the measured intensities is rewritten to:
p
p
p
|Ii = Nα Ib |0i + Nα IF |−1i + Nα IF |+1i (6)

detector noise contributions can be combined to a single noise
component:
X
|N i =
Ñm |mi
(9)

with |Ii being a Dirac-vector containing all measurements.
The measured intensities can be fully described by three
frequencies with suitable amplitude and phase. Furthermore
it can be seen, that the frequencies |−1i, |0i and |+1i are
needed to represent any possible measurement. Therefore, at
least three measurements have to be taken.
In order to extract IF from the measured data, the linear
system of n equations in Equation 6 has to be inverted. The
solution to this problem is a linear functional
FIF . By use
P
of the standard scalar product ha|bi =
an bn the functional
FIF is found to be:
FIF

1
:= √
h−1|
Nα

where Ñm is the value of the noise amplitude spectrum
at frequency m and |N i is a vector containing the noise
contributions of each measurement. For the sake of simplicity
the noise is considered to be white uncorrelated noise, i.e.
the amplitude of the noise spectrum is independent of the
frequency:
N0 = Ñ (i) = Ñ (j)

(10)

with N0 being the constant noise amplitude and i and j being
arbitrary integers. As before FIF is applied to the measured
data in order to calculate IF . However in the present of noise
FIF is not only parallel to IF |−1i but also to Ñ−1 |−1i
leading to a noisy version of IF :

(7)

FIF is parallel only to the vector containing IF and is
orthogonal to the vectors containing Ib and IF . Thus, IF can
be recovered by calculating the scalar product of the functional
and the measured intensities:
1
FIF (|Ii) = √
h−1|Ii = IF
(8)
Nα

FIF (|Ii + |N i) =
p
p
p
= FIF ( Nα Ib |0i + Nα IF |−1i + Nα IF |+1i
X
+
Ñm |mi)
1
1
(11)
= IF + √ Ñ−1 = IF + √ N0
Nα
Nα

IF (x, y) is determined by applying the functional to each
pixel in the recorded data: in detail, IF (x, y) can be recovered by calculating a single inner product for each pixel in
|Ii (x, y). Compared to other methods, such as the Fourier
transformation methods by Morimoto and Fujisawa [7] or by
singular value decomposition [8], this method offers a reduced
computational complexity, resulting in shorter computation
times.
Up to this point ideal noise free intensity measurements
have been assumed. In real measurements however, there is
always additive detector noise present. It is introduced by
read-out noise, photon-shot noise and thermal noise. These

Even though noisy measurements always lead to a noisy IF ,
the detector noise in IF can be reduced by increasing the
number of intensity measurements.
Besides detector noise, error in the phase-shifting can introduce further noise. Therefore, the influence of randomly non
uniformly spaced phase-shifts is considered. In this case FIF
is no longer orthogonal to |mi for m 6= −1:
FIF (|mi) = m
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This leads to contributions of all non-orthogonal frequency
components in |Ii + |N i:
FIF (|Ii + |N i) =
= IF + 1 IF + 0 Ib + √

1
1 X
N0 + √
m Ñm (13)
Nα
Nα

The random nature
phase-shifting errors allow the
P of the √
introduction of:
m Ñm = Nα N0 , where  is the typical
value of the ensemble of all m . Thus, Equation 13 is rewritten
to:
1
FIF (|Ii + |N i) = IF + IF + Ib + √ N0 + N0 (14)
Nα
This formula gives a comprehensive description of the influences of both detector noise and random phase-shifting errors
on the calculation of IF , with the three key features being:
1) Errors in the phase-shifting lead to cross-talk between
IF , its complex conjugate and the background.
2) Errors in the phase-shifting lead to a constant noise term
which can not be reduced by taking more measurements.
3) The influence of the detector noise can be reduced by
increasing the number of phase-shifts.
III. M ETHODS
In order to demonstrate the noise suppression capability of
the scalar product method, measurements are taken with an incoherent holography microscope. Phase-shifting is performed
by a home-built piezo-electric actuator.
A. Optical setup
Digital holography with spatially and temporally low coherent fields, like those emitted by LED’s or fluorescent objects,
is challenging since no external reference can be found which
is mutually coherent with the object field. However, the object
field is always coherent to itself. Even though the object field
can interfere with an unchanged version of itself, no additional
information is contained in such interference patterns. This
problem can be solved by inducing a change between the
two versions of the object field while maintaining mutual
coherence. The highest degree of coherence can be achieved
by propagating the two fields against each other, i.e. inducing
an axial shear. In this way each object point is interfering
with a propagated version of itself. Some mutual coherence
is lost since neighboring de-focused object points can overlap
resulting in a non-coherent superposition. However compared
to other methods such as lateral shear interferometry [6] this
effect is small. One example of such a system is Fresnel
incoherent correlation holography (FINCH) [9]. Commonly
it is implemented in an in-line configuration by the use of
a spatial light modulator [10]. A low cost alternative is the
implementation as a Michelson type interferometer as demonstrated by Cossairt et al. [11]. A similar system is used for the
experiments presented here. The Michelson type interferometer is shifting the image planes of the two interferometer arms
axially by ∆z against each other, while keeping their optical
path lengths equal. A CMOS detector is placed between the

Figure 2. Schematic of the hologram formation in a focal shear interferometer.

two image planes as shown in Figure 2. The interferometer
is used as the detector in a telecentric microscope consisting
of a 4x 0.13 NA infinity corrected objective lens and a
200 mm tube lens. The theoretical transverse resolution of
the microscope is 2.41 µm. Phase-shifting is done by a homebuilt piezo-electric stage. For the low coherence illumination,
a consumer LED emitting at 515 nm with a spectral bandwidth
of 40 nm is used. Its Gaussian spectral intensity distribution
leads to a coherence length of approximately 3 µm. The light
emitted by the LED is coupled into a multimode optical fiber.
The output of the fiber is collimated onto the sample in a
transmission configuration by use of a fiber collimator.
B. Piezo-electric stage characterization
The piezo-electric stage introduces global phase-shifts into
one of the interferometer arms by shifting a mirror. To avoid
hysteresis, the phase-shifts are done in one direction only
and the stage is returned to its zero position after each
measurement cycle. Each cycle consists of 40 phase-shifts
with one intensity measurement after each shift. In order to
characterize the phase-shifts, measurements are taken without
an object in the microscope. The phase-shifts are quantified
on a pixel basis according to the method by Takeda et al. [12].
The initial phase of each pixel is set to zero, thus accounting
for slight tilts of the mirrors in the Michelson interferometer.
The mean phase-shifts of all pixels are regarded as the exact
phase-shifts of the piezo-electric stage in one measurement
cycle. This procedure is repeated for ten cycles. The mean
and standard deviation for all 40 phase-shifts across the ten
cycles is calculated. The results are shown in Figure 3. The
mean phase-shifts are used to choose the measurement interval
used for the calculation of IF when the object is introduced.
The interval boundaries are indicated by the two green dashed
lines in Figure 3.
C. Image reconstruction
If the object is situated in the front focal plane of the
objective lens, the propagation distances from the two image
planes to the detector plane are ∆z/2 but with opposite sign.
Thus, the two fields E1 and E2 are complex conjugates of
each other:
(15)
E2 (x, y) = E1 (x, y)
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Figure 3. Mean (blue dots) and standard deviation (red bars) of the phaseshifts introduced by the home-built piezo-electric stage. The interval used for
the calculation of IF is indicated by the green dashed lines.

Figure 4. Mean relative noise level of the complex valued interference terms
(blue dots) and their standard deviation (red bars), es well as a least mean
square error fit of a root function (green dashed line).

IF then becomes:

the number of measurements and the noise level, a root
function is fitted to the measured mean noise levels. The free
parameters are the initial noise level N0 and the order of
the root function. The order of the best mean square error
fit is determined to be −1.87 , which is slightly lower than
the theoretical value of −2, meaning that the achieved noise
reduction is nominally worse than theoretically predicted.
This however is to be expected and can be explained by
the presence of correlated noise and influences of phaseshifting errors. The initial noise is determined to be 10.5 %
of |IF |. The noise level in a single intensity measurement can

IF = E2 (x, y) · E1 (x, y) = E1 (x, y)2

(16)

By decomposing the field E1 (x, y) into its amplitude and
complex phase, IF (x, y) is written as:
IF (x, y) = (A(x, y) exp(−iΦ(x, y))2
= A2 (x, y)exp(−i2Φ(x, y))

(17)

with A(x, y) being the amplitude and Φ(x, y) being the
phase. IF (x, y) is thus equal to one of the fields but with
squared amplitude and twice its phase. Therefore, IF can
be treated as an ordinary light field. In a microscope the
angular magnification is one over the image magnification;
big angles in the object space are converted to small angles in
the image space. Since IF is captured in the image space, the
small angle approximation can be assumed. This allows IF
to be propagated using the Fresnel propagator [13] in order to
calculate the in-focus image.
D. Noise analysis
For the characterization of the noise present in IF , an USAF
1951 resolution test chart is placed in the front focal plane
of the objective lens and ten measurement cycles are taken.
In this configuration the proper calculation of IF can easily
be checked by digitally propagating it and visually inspecting
the in-focus image. Since the phase of IF is showing a 2π
ambiguity the noise in the phase is not easily definable. Thus,
only the noise in the amplitude of IF is considered. The
amplitude of IF is normalized to one and the amplitude noise
is defined as the standard deviation in a sufficiently large area
of uniform illumination. This value gives the amount of noise
as a fraction of the maximum amplitude of IF .
IV. R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 4 shows the mean noise level of |IF | for increasing
numbers of independent measurements. The noise is evaluated
in the green marked areas shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. A
decrease in the noise level is clearly visible. To validate the
theoretically derived inverse square root dependence between

Figure 5. Top left: |IF | of a USAF 1951 resolution test chart calculated
from four interferograms. The green rectangle shows the area for the noise
characterization. Top right: Digitally re-focused version of |IF |. Bottom left:
Intensity profile along the red arrow in |IF |. Bottom right: Intensity profile
along the red arrow in the re-focused |IF |. The effect of digital re-focusing
is clearly visible in the images as well as in the profiles. The limited noise
suppression leads to poorly defined small structures in the re-focused image.

be calculated from N0 by multiplying the initial noise with
the maximum visibility of the measured interferograms. The
maximum visibility is determined to be 54.3 % leading to a
noise level in the intensity measurements of 5.7 % which is in
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good agreement with the manufacturer specifications.
Noticeable is the high noise level for the reconstruction from
three interferograms. This is due to bad matching between the
global phase factors of the measurements and the functional.
As discussed before, such mismatches can lead to slow varying
modulations being introduced due to cross-talk between IF
and its complex conjugate. Because of this systematic error
this value is not used for fitting.
Figure 5 and Figure 6 show |IF | and its digitally re-focused
version calculated from four respective 33 interferograms. In
Figure 5 the presence of noise is clearly noticeable. In Figure 6
the noise reduction is apparent even by visual inspection. The

interference terms can be quantified for the first time with our
theory. In this work the detector noise and the phase-shifting
errors are described by white uncorrelated noise. However, the
theory can easily be modified to incorporate more accurate
descriptions of the detector noise, as well as non-linearities in
the phase-shifting.
Furthermore, a computational efficient way of calculating
the complex valued interference term from phase-shifting data
has been developed. By applying it to incoherent holographic
microscopy, its validity and detector noise suppression capability has been confirmed experimentally.
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Abstract—Formulas for the determination of mutual and selfinductances of coaxial loops are presentend in this work. The
described formulas are based on simplification of magnetostatic
fields. Due to this, exact solutions can be given for infinitely thin
conductors of any shape by the Neumann formula. However,
the evaluation of this solution is quite difficult and can only be
solved with high mathematical effort. Therefore, approximation
formulas are presented as well, which allow the determination
of mutual inductances in different applications, e.g. for large
and small distances between the coils. For the self-inductance,
a boundary value approximation of the Neumann formula is
performed which provides an overall exact solution. The basic
principles of these approximations are described as well. The
formulas are compared with the results of a field simulation and
analyzed regarding to their ranges of validity and accuracy.

May 06, 2021
I. I NTRODUCTION
One of the major problems of conventional wireless power
transmission systems is the reduced efficiency with increasing
distance. The method first presented in [1] can improve the efficiency at higher transmission distances by using an additional
oscillating circuit (resonator) on the transmitter and receiver
side. Accordingly, there is a resonator in front of the source
and load loop, Fig. 1 (a). The geometry of the resonators
is designed so that the coils have the maximum quality
(Q-factor) at the resonance frequency. This system is often
referred to strongly coupled magnetic resonance (SCMR). The
disadvantage of this technique is that twice the number of the
loops are needed and the resonators have to be placed at a
certain distance t in front of the source and load loop.

t

d

(a)

t

d

(b)

Figure 1: Comparision between (a) SCMR and (b) CSCMR

A related work [2] avoids the latter problem by placing
the resonant circuits around the source and load loop. Thus,
the loops on the transmitter and receiver side can be placed
in one plane, Fig. 1 (b). The authors call their method
conformal strongly coupled magnetic resonance (CSCMR).
Further analysis showed that additional resonators can increase
the transmission bandwidth. From the results of their study, the
authors conclude that the relative bandwidth of a system with
two resonators per transmitter and receiver side is about 23 %.
In contrast, with a comparable arrangement according to Fig.
1 (a) and (b), the relative bandwidths are about 2, 5 % and
12, 2 %. Because of this potential to increase the bandwidth
of an inductive coupling by additional resonators makes this
technology very interesting for wireless data transmission.
However, for an accurate description of the transmission
characteristics it is necessary to know all mutual and selfinductances of the system.
In this study, formulas for the determination of mutual and
self-inductances are presented and evaluated according to their
validity ranges and accuracy, which allows the development of
a transmission model for an arbitary number of coupled loops.
In particular, coaxial loops are considered here. Approximation
formulas are presented for different applications, e.g. for large
and small distances between the coils. Also, the exact solutions
to the problems are given for all cases. The formulas are
verified with the results of a field simulation. Therefore, the
finite element program Comsol Multiphysics is used.
II. D ETERMINATION OF M UTUAL AND
S ELF -I NDUCTANCES
A general expression for the determination of mutual and
self-inductances of an infinitely thin wire is given by the
Neumann formula
I I
µ0
d~sj d~si
Φij
=
.
(1)
Lij =
Ij
4π Ci Cj |~rj − ~ri |

Due to the restriction to very thin wires, the condition R  r
must be satisfied such that the approximation of a line integral
is approximately given, where R corresponds to the radius of
the loop and r to the radius of the wire. Thus, the volume of the
wire is negligible and equation (1) can be used to determine the
inductances of arbitrarily but closed guided wires. The vectors
~rj and ~ri of the integral are to be interpreted as follows. The
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vector ~ri points to the contour formed by the field generating
wire, ~rj to the enclosed area of the second wire.
However, a problem comes up when the Neumann formula
is used for the determination of self-inductances. In this case
the vectors ~rj and ~ri are identical. Thus, the paths of the
line integrals are equal as well and would therefore lead to a
singular integral value. So the Neumann formula can normally
not be used to calculate self-inductances. However, if the finite
but small thickness of the wire is taken into account, one of
the location vectors can be displaced by this thickness in the
z-direction [3]. In general, the mutual inductance close to the
wire is being calculated. But as will be shown in section III,
the deviations caused by this are negligible.
An important property of mutual inductances that can be
obtained from the Neumann formula is the reciprocity of the
magnetic coupling. For double integrals it is permitted to swap
the integration variables. Consequently, for mutual inductances
follows
I I
I I
d~sj d~si
µ0
d~si d~sj
µ0
=
4π Ci Cj |~rj − ~ri |
4π Cj Ci |~ri − ~rj |
⇒ Lij = Lji =: M.

(2)

Due to this theorem, the number of mutual inductances that
have to be determined for transfer networks consisting of an
arbitrary number of coupled loops is halved.
The Neumann formula is the exact solution for mutual and
self-inductances of thin wires of arbitrary shape. The solution
of the integral is explained shortly. In the following sections,
it will be shown which simplifications can be made in the
specific cases. For the general consideration of the solution,
one of the two location vectors is arbitrary at first, i. e. ~rj = ~r.
Therefore, the general solution is given by [4]



p
2
2
Lij = µ0 R%
− k K (k) − E (k)
(3)
k
k
with the module k according to
√
2 R%
k=p
.
(R + %)2 + z 2

(4)

K (k) and E (k) are complete elliptic integrals of the first and
second kind. For 0 ≤ k ≤ 1, the elliptic integrals provide a
real solution and can then be evaluated via a power series
expansion. However, for numerical calculations, algorithms
like the arithmetic-geometric mean (AGM) are prefered, since
they provide super-linear convergence [5]. Nevertheless, an
evaluation of these functions is difficult unless it is possible
to use algorithms that are already implemented. Therefore,
simpler approximation solutions for different applications are
presented in the following sections.
A. Formulas for Self-Inductances
In order to use the Neumann formula for the determination
of self-inductances, the finite radius r of the wire is taken into
account. Thus, z gets an offset by r. For %, the radius R of the

loop is chosen. With these definitions for z and %, equation
(3) and (4) become



2
2
L = µ0 R
− k K (k) − E (k)
(5)
k
k
with
2R
.
(6)
k=√
4R2 + r2
Generally, for the determination of the self-inductance, the
case r → 0 has to be considered. In the case r → 0, the
module k → 1. However, from the definition of K and E it
follows
lim K(k) = ∞

k→1

E(1) = 1.
Therefore, the complementary module k 0 can be introduced
p
k0 = 1 − k2 .
(7)

The introduction of the new module avoids the difficulties of
evaluating K when the module converges to one. The elliptic
integrals K and E can be developed into a power series of k 0
according to [4]
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4
0
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−
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This series converges strongly when k 0 is small, i.e. when
k → 1. With the module from equation (6) it follows
s
p
4R2
k0 = 1 − k2 = 1 −
4R2 + r2
v
r u
1
u
.
⇔
2R t
r2
1+
4R2
0
Since R  r, k can be expressed as
r
k0 ≈
.
(10)
2R
If k → 1 and consequently k 0 → 0, only the first term of the
series (8) and (9) provides a contribution [6]. For K and E
follows
 


4
8R
K = ln
= ln
k0
r
E = 1.
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These expressions can now be substituted into (5) and taking
into account that k → 1. Thus, the final solution is
 


8R
L = µ0 R ln
−2 .
(11)
r

Interestingly, Maxwell derived the same formula by geometrical consideration in his work „A Treatise on Electricity and
Magnetism“ [7] without dealing with elliptic integrals.
In general, a further distinction for self-inductances can be
made between an external Lo and internal inductance Li . The
total inductance of a geometrical arrangement is then the sum
of both components
(12)

L = Li + Lo .

The solutions presented so far consider just the outer inductance. Li takes all flux components into account that are
enclosed by the contour of the inner radius R, Fig. 2. However,
if the wire has a finite thickness, a field distribution also occurs
over the cross section. The flux components through the wire
are taken into account by Li . Depending on the thickness, this
makes a significant contribution to the self-inductance.
R

R2

z

z
~r

R1

~r 0

y

R2
R1

~r 0

y

~r
x

x
(b)

(a)

Figure 3: Two coupled loops at (a) different level (b) the same
level
coupling between two coils that are in the same plane, Fig. 3
(b). In both cases the exact solution is given by



p
2
2
M = µ0 R1 R2
− k K (k) − E (k)
(17)
k
k
with

√
2 R1 R2
p
.
k=
(R1 + R2 )2 + z 2

(18)

However, the evaluation of elliptic integrals is difficult,
as already mentioned in the previous section. Therefore,
alternative approximation formulas for different applications
are now presented.

2r

Rm
Figure 2: Illustration of the concept of the inner and outer
self-inductance
~ inside
Assuming that R  r, the magnetic field strength H
the wire corresponds to the field strength of an infinitely long
~ is known as
wire [8]. Therefore, H
~ = I % ~eφ .
H
(13)
2π r2
Thus, Li can be determined via the stored energy in the wire
ZZZ
1
1
W =
µ0 H 2 dv = Li I 2
(14)
2
V 2
µ0 l
µ0 R
⇒ Li =
≈
.
(15)
8π
4
Strictly speaking, to calculate the length l of the loop, the
mean radius, i.e. Rm = R + r, must be used. Since R  r,
the length of the wire can be given in a good approximation
as 2πR. Extending equation (11) by Li gives the following
solution
 


8R
L = µ0 R ln
− 1, 75 .
(16)
r
B. Formulas for Mutual Inductances

In contrast to the determination of the self-inductance, a
distinction is made here between two cases. The first case
considers the coupling of two coils that lie in different planes,
Fig. 3 (a). The first case thus considers the coupling between
transmitter and receiver side. The second case analyzes the

1) Mutual Inductances for loops at different levels: When
determining mutual inductances according to Fig. 3 (a), an
analytical evaluation via Biot-Savart’s law is often found in
the literature. In the one-dimensional case it is
Z
d~s 0 × (~r − ~r 0 )
~ = µ0
B
I(~r 0 )
.
(19)
4π C
|~r − ~r 0 |3

Misunderstandings can arise if it is not known which restrictions apply here. A simple analytical evaluation of the integral
is only possible under the restriction that the magnetic flux
~ only depends on z, i.e. B
~ = Bz ~ez . If the radial
density B
dependence is also taken into account, elliptic integrals must
again be evaluated. For the simplified case the solution is
Z 2π 0
dφ (zR1 cos φ0~ex + zR1 sin φ0~ey + R12~ez )
~ = µ0 I
B
4π 0
(R12 + z 2 )3/2
~ =
⇒B

µ0 πI
R12
.
2
2 (R1 + z 2 )3/2

Evaluating the flux through the second loop gives a final
expression for M
RR
~ a
Bd~
Φ
=
(20)
M=
I
I
⇒M =

µ0 π
R12 R22
.
2 (R12 + z 2 )3/2

(21)

As will be shown later, due to the neglect of the radial
dependence, this solution is accurate for very large distances,
only. Since at large distances the flux density is approximately
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constant at the second loop, it does not further depend on the
radius.
A simplified solution for mutual inductances at large distances can also be determined from the Neumann formula.
This can be done by an expansion of the integrand and taking
into account that the distance is large. Therefore, the following
solution is found [9]


15 2
R12 R22
315 4
µ0 π
1
+
γ
+
γ
(22)
M=
2 (R12 + R22 + z 2 )3/2
32
1024
with

γ=

2R1 R2
.
R12 + R22 + z 2

(23)

For large distances (z  Rmin ), the contributions due to γ 2
and γ 4 are neglectable. In this case, both equations (21) and
(22) are identical except for the radius of the second coil in the
denominator of equation (22). As the simulation results will
show, equation (22) thus converges faster against the simulated
curve than (21).
The approximation formulas presented so far are well applicable for large distances between the coils, since here a
radial dependence of the flux density is neglectable. However,
the smaller the distance becomes the more the flux depends
on the radial component. For this case, Maxwell presented a
series formula in [7] that provides very exact results if the
distance between the two loops is small


8R1
M = µ0 R1 ln
Λ + µ0 R1 Ω
(24)
r
with

c
c2 + 3z 2
c3 + 3cz 2
+
−
+ ···
2
2R1
16R1
32R13
c
3c2 − z 2
c3 − 6cz 2
Ω = −2 −
+
−
+ ···
2
2R1
16R1
48R13
Λ=1+

c = R2 − R1
and
r=

p

,

R2 > R1

c2 + z 2 .

inductance at the origin, i.e. z = 0, can be evaluated with
the already known equation (21). Consequently, the mutual
inductance is
µ0 π R22
, R1 > R2
(29)
M=
2 R1
or
µ0 π R12
M=
, R1 < R2 .
(30)
2 R2
When applying this formula it is important to note that
useful results can only be expected if one of the two loops
is significantly larger. In this case it can be assumed that
the flux density caused by the larger loop is approximately
constant within the smaller loop at the origin. Thus, to a
first approximation the radial dependence of the flux density
is negligible. However, this is only appropriate for radii of
strongly different sizes.
The same approximation just mentioned can also be applied
to equation (22). Here as well, useful values can only be expected if the radii are of different size. Thus, the approximation
for (22) is


15 2
R12 R22
315 4
µ0 π
1
+
γ
+
γ
(31)
M=
2 (R12 + R22 )3/2
32
1024
with

γ=

c3
c
c2
−
+ ···
+
2
2R1
16R1
32R13
c
3c2
c3
Ω = −2 −
+
−
+ ···
2
2R1
16R1
48R13
Λ=1+

(26)

(28)

The series formula is derived from the self-inductance of
a loop from equation (11). This relation can be seen by
considering the case that R1 = R2 and z → 0. Thus, only
the first term of Λ and Ω will contribute and equation (11) is
found again. The accuracy and the range of validity of the
formula can be extended as desired by adding more terms.
More terms for Λ and Ω can be found in [4].
2) Mutual Inductances for loops in the same level: For the
determination of the mutual inductance of two loops lying in
the same plane, a neglect of the radial component of the flux
density is in general no longer valid. In this case the flux
density is primarily dependend on % while a dependence on z
no longer exists. The validity range of the solutions explained
here is in general strongly limited. First, a solution with BiotSavart’s law is being determined. For this purpose, the mutual

(32)

The series formula by Maxwell can be used here as well.
In this case, even a simplified form can be given, since the
dependence on the z-component does not longer exist. Thus,
Λ and Ω are given by

(25)

(27)

2R1 R2
.
R12 + R22

with
r = c.

(33)
(34)
(35)

As already noted, the series formula is derived from the
self-inductance according to equation (11). Therefore, very
accurate solutions are given when the radii of the loops are
almost equal.
III. V ERIFICATION
A. Self-Inductance
The formulas for the determination of the self-inductance
of a coaxial loop are now compared with the results of a
field simulation. As an example, a wire with a radius of
r = 1 mm was modelled, while the radius R of the loop
has been stepwise increased up to 100 mm. Fig. 4 shows the
plots for the selected geometry. The solutions with the inner
inductance Li are practically identical to the simulation results.
The relative error δrel in Fig. 5 shows that the error is far below
1 %, as long as the ratio R/r is greater than 10. The error
without the inner inductance is much higher but decreases
with increasing ratio. At small ratios, the error is pretty high
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in both cases, since here, the approximation by a line integral
becomes no longer valid. The finite thickness of the wire must
then be taken into account and the Neumann formula must be
extended to a double volume integral over the current density.
The exact solution with the elliptic integrals and the formula
derived from it are identical. Therefore, an evalution of elliptic
integrals would not be necessary in this case to achieve reliable
results. Overall, equation (16) can be considered as an exact
solution, if the geometrical boundary conditions are satisfied.

Figure 6: Mutual inductance as a function of the distance z

Figure 4: Comparison of the simulation results and the formulas with and without Li

Figure 7: Relative error of mutual inductance at different levels

Figure 5: Comparison of the relative errors
B. Mutual Inductance
First, the dependence of the mutual inductance on the distance
is analyzed. Therefore, two equal loops with a radius of
R1 = R2 = 10 mm are assumed while the distance z has
been stepwise increased. The radius of the wire has been
chosen as 0, 1 mm. Fig. 6 shows the approximation formulas

in comparison to the simulation results. The solution with the
elliptic integrals has a nearly constant error below 5 %, Fig.
7. Both equations (21) and (22) showing a decreasing error
at large distances whereby (22) converges faster against the
simulated curve. Maxwell’s series formula shows nearly no
deviations from the exact solution with elliptic integrals for
small distances (z < R). The relative error is always below
5 % here, except for the deviations at very small ratios. With
increasing distance the error increases, since the series only
includes a finite number of terms. Six terms are included here
for the evaluation, since most of the remaining terms do not
contribute because c = 0. If R1 6= R2 , more terms can be
included for more accurate results at larger distances, whereby
here, the equation derived from the Neumann formula provides
reliable results.
Next, the mutual inductance of two loops that lie in the same
plane are evaluated. Therefore, the radius of the smaller loop
R1 has been increased up to the larger radius R2 = 100 mm.
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As before, the plot with the elliptic integrals is almost identical
with the simulation results, Fig. 8. The relative error is < 1 %,
Fig. 9. Maxwell’s series formula converges strongly to the
simulated plot for large ratios (R1 /R2 > 0, 6), i.e. when R1
approaches the size of R2 . The relative error is then less than
5 %. For small ratios, no useful results are obtained. In general,
for small distances and equally large radii the first two terms
of Λ and Ω are already sufficient to obtain satisfying results.
However, the range of validity can be increased by adding
further terms as can be seen in the error analysis. If the ratio
of R1 /R2 < 0, 45 the radial dependence of the flux density
seems to be neglectable and the approximation formulas (30)
and (31) obtain useful results. The error is less than 10 % in
this range.

Figure 8: Mutual inductance as a function of the radius

try of a circle with only one turn, an exact solution can only be
given with high mathematical effort. Therefore, it is important
to verify the validity of simplifications or alternative solutions
in order to avoid errors. With the error analysis worked out
here, it can be estimated under the given boundary conditions,
in which cases reliable results can be expected from these
formulas. When determining self-inductances, an evaluation of
elliptic integrals is not necessary. The limit value consideration
of the exact solution led to a simpler relationship, whose
courses do not differ much from each other. It is important
to note that all calculations here are based on the evaluation
of line integrals. If such an approximation of the geometrical
dimensions of the coil is not possible, i.e. R  r, major errors
are to be expected.
When determining mutual inductances, a distinction can be
made between two cases, if an evaluation of elliptic integrals
should be avoided. In the first case, the coupling between two
loops located at distance z was determined. Here, for small
distances the series formula by Maxwell should be used up
to the range z ≈ Rmin . At larger distances the approximation
of the Neumann formula is prefered, since it converges faster
than the formula derived from Biot-Savart’s law. Due to this
range splitting, the expected error should be always below 5 %.
The same separation can be applied to the second case as well.
However, the expected error is higher as in the first case, up
to 10 %.
Of course, the solutions with the elliptic integrals have the
highest accuracy but also a high implementation effort. If this
solution is preferred, it is recommended to choose ready-touse algorithms for elliptic integrals to ensure that K and E
converge, e.g. the function [K,E] = ellipke(m) in Matlab. It
must be noted that the argument m does not correspond to
the module k. The relation m = k 2 has to be applied.
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IV. C ONCLUSION
Various formulas for the determination of mutual and selfinductances have been presented. Even for the simplest geome-
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Abstract—The following thesis aims to develop a method for
spectroscopic investigation of titanium oxide materials. It is to be
used as a novel catalyst support in polymer exchange membrane
fuel cells (PEM-FC). For analysis of the band gap, powders were
prepared with three different preparation methods and measured
with diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) using a UV/VIS/NIR
spectrometer. It could be shown that band gap determination
on carbon-doped titanate nanotubes is possible with DRS. For
undoped titanate nanotubes, a value of 3,5 eV was measured
for the band gap of the titanium dioxide. For carbon-doped
titanate nanotubes, values of 3,12 to 3,35 eV could be measured,
depending on the carbon content.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The use of proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) is gaining more and more attention which is especially
important for automotive industry because it is one of the
interesting alternatives to combustion engines [1]. Hydrogen
powered fuel cell cars would enable zero emission and
reduce environmental and geopolitical impacts [1], [2]. Like
combustion engines PEM fuel cells need also some sort
chemical fuel as energy source [2]. They require the use of
hydrogen and oxygen as chemical fuel which is converted to
electrical energy and water [2], [3]. With almost 40 % the
efficiency of a fuel cell is higher than gasoline (22 %) or
diesel engines (25 %). Other advantages include lower noise
emission as well as less abrasion and a lower maintenance
interval because of the less moving mechanics [1]. The PEM
fuel cell consists of a proton exchange membrane with an ion
conducting electrolyte and an anodic and cathodic electrode
on each side. The electrolyte separates anode and cathode and
serves as barrier, through which only ions can migrate [2], [4].
The catalyst material supports the electrochemical reaction
of hydrogen and oxygen [4]. The hydrogen is dissociated
at the anode and oxidized by the release of electrons to
protons which then diffuse through the membrane. On the
cathode side, oxygen is reduced through electronic current
via the load [2]. Several researchers are trying to improve
the efficiency and lifetime of PEM fuel cells. According
to the current state of technology, the electrodes consist
of carbon black. During operation of the fuel cell carbon
black materials are degraded by carbon corrosion, which
is caused by two mechanisms [5]. On the one hand, this
could be caused by an uneven distribution of fuel on the

anode and transfer of oxygen through the membrane, which
can occur during startup and shutdown cycles of the PEM
fuel cell. On the other hand, insufficient fuel supply may
occur in individual cells due to ice formation if the fuel cells
operate at temperatures below freezing. In both cases, the
anode electrode is only partially covered with hydrogen. The
hydrogen depletion drives the anode potential negative until
water and carbon oxidation occurs. The corrosion of carbon
black as support for the catalyst results in agglomeration of
catalyst material as well as in reduction of the conductivity.
This has a negative effect on lifetime and performance of the
fuel cells and should be avoided. Due to the aforementioned
aspects, the requirements for catalyst support materials are
a high surface area, conductivity and chemical stability [5].
Since the discovery by Kasuga et al., titanate nanotubes are
tested and modified for different applications [6]. Doping
those titanate nanotubes with carbon [7], [8] has increased
in popularity. Especially carbon-doped titanate nanotubes
(C-TNTs) is a novel material that is expected to optimize the
function of fuel cell electrodes due to its high surface area,
conductivity and estimated stable incorporation of carbon
inside the nanotube structure.
To gain a better understanding of the conduction mechanism
we attempt to determine the band gap using diffuse reflectance
spectroscopy (DRS). The main objective of the following
thesis is to investigate the influence of carbon doping on the
band gap of titanate nanotubes in order to draw conclusions
on the effects of conductivity. For this purpose, a method
was developed which allows to determine the band gap of
high absorption samples. Three different sample preparation
methods, pellets and two different types of cuvettes, were
tested. Their advantages and disadvantages were worked out.
II. L ITERATURE REVIEW
A. Properties of titanate and carbon-doped titanate nanotubes
Titanates are a versatile family of titanium-oxygen modifications with one or more single-valued ions. They have
a layered structure, with the TiO6 octahedra arranged in a
chain in one spatial direction. The linkage of these octahedral
chains ensures a two-dimensional arrangement of the basic
units. Cations, protons and water molecules can be intercalated
between the individual octahedral planes, promoting ion and
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between one and three millimeters is required [14]. The
measured spectra is evaluated with the theory of Kubelka and
Munk.
C. Theory of Kubelka and Munk

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the formation mechanism of titanate
nanotubes after [9]

proton conductivity [9]. Titanate nanotubes can be synthesized
via hydrothermal route first described by Kasuga, who treated
TiO2 powder for 20 hours at 110°C with a 10 molar sodium
hydroxide solution [6]. The formation mechanism is still under
discussion. Dissolution of TiO2 , rearrangement to titanate
nanosheets and subsquent scrolling to nanotubes as shown in
Fig. 1 is widley accepted [9]. The nanotubes have an inner
diameter in the range of 4 - 10 nm and an outer diameter of
10 - 25 nm. H-TNTs as well as C-TNTs can reach specific
2
surface area up to 400 mg [8], [9]. The conductivity of the
S
and exceeds the conductivity of the
C-TNTs is about 10-2 cm
-6 S
H-TNTs with 10 cm by four orders of magnitude [9]. Since
their discovery, great efforts have been made to analyze the
properties of TNTs and to specifically improve them by doping
with various elements. The influences of doping elements such
as nitrogen [10] or carbon have been investigated [7], [8]. In
the case of nitrogen doping, the atoms can either occupy the
oxygen sites in the lattice or cause a lattice distortion due
to the corporation as interstitial nitrogen. Doping with carbon
has not been studied as thoroughly. Carbon can have both
negative and positive oxidation states and can be deposited
on interstitial sites as a result of its atom radius. Furthermore,
carbon can substitute the oxygen atoms on regular lattice sites
[11].
B. Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy
To gain better understanding of the conduction mechanism
we attempt to determine information about the band gap
using diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS). In this process,
the radiation reflected from a surface in terms of its spectral
composition compared to the composition of the incident
primary radiation is investigated [12]. Only the diffuse part
of radiation is relevant. When the beam hits the sample,
it is reflected by the material in all directions with equal
probabilities. Part of the radiation is absorbed and the rest is
reflected. The specular reflected part of the incident beam is
captured by a light trap. The diffuse reflected beam is sent to
the detector. The main factor for diffuse reflection is a mat
surface because a reflective surface would cause the extinction
to be too high and therefore falsify the measurement results
[13]. It is assumed that the angular distribution of the diffuse
reflection is isotropic [12]. In addition, the sample must be
thick enough so all incident light is absorbed or scattered
before it reaches the back surface of the sample. A thickness

The band gap can be determined via the Kubelka-Munk
method. This theory only applies to diffuse reflection and
even small amounts of regular reflection can cause deviation.
This problem can be avoided by diluting the powder under
investigation with a non-absorbing standard [13]. For example,
magnesium oxide (MgO), barium sulfate (BaSO4 ), or titanium
dioxide (TiO2 ) can be used [15]. The theory of Kubelka and
Munk is based on Eq. (1) [16].
F (R) =

(1 − R)2
2∗R

(1)

R represents the reflectivity and F(R) is proportional to
the extinction coefficient. The extinction coefficient is a
dimension for the attenuation of electromagnetic radiation by
a medium. The attenuation occurs by absorption [17]. Eq. 1
is usually applied to strongly light-scattering materials and
absorbing particles in a matrix. The basic Kubelka-Munk
model assumes diffuse illumination of the sample [18].
A modified Kubelka-Munk function can be obtained by
multiplying the F(R) function by hν, where the corresponding
coefficient n associated with the electronic transition [18].
(F (R) ∗ h ∗ ν)n

(2)

The coefficients h and ν represent Planck’s constant with
6,626 * 10-34 Js and the frequency of light with 300 m
s
dependent on the wavelength. By using this equation
as a function of energy, the nature of the band gap of
semiconductors can be obtained.
lA distinction is made between indirectly allowed with n=2,
indirectly forbidden with n=3, directly allowed with n= 12 and
directly forbidden transition with n= 32 . The use of n=2 for an
indirectly allowed transition is suggested for titanium dioxide
[18]. For graphic analysis, a straight line can be fitted on the
absorption band of the spectra. The so obtained values for
slope and intercept can be set into Eq. (3) to calculate the
band gap energy [18].
Eg =

1239, 84 ∗ m
−b

(3)

Eg is the band gap specified in electron volt (eV). The
parameter m is the slope of the straight line and the parameter
b corresponds to the y-axis intercept. The parameters m and
b are obtained by linear fitting y=m*x+b [18]. The value
1239,84 results from the multiplication of Planck’s constant
with the speed of light in vacuum in terms of electron volt,
consequently 1 nm wavelength has an energy of 1239,84 eV.
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D. TiO2 modifications and their band gap energies
Several researchers have already investigated the electronic
structure of various titanium dioxide materials [11], [14],
[19], [20]. The band gap energies of titanium dioxide as
well as carbon-doped titanium dioxide are influenced by the
charge properties, the electronic structure, the crystalline
phase, the composition as well as surface conditions [19].
For amorphous titanium dioxide, Valencia [19] determined a
band gap of 3,40 eV. Aronne [20], on the other hand, referred
to a band gap of 2,5 eV for the amorphous material. For
crystalline titanium dioxide the modifications anatase and
rutile were considered individually. Valencia [19] gave an
indirect band gap of 3,23 eV for pure anatase and 3,10 eV
for rutile. Jafry [21] published a band gap energy of 3,42 eV
for titanium dioxide (P25). Di Valentin and Murphy [11],
[14] only concidered carbon-doped titanium dioxide and not
titanate nanotubes. Di Valentin [11] reported for undoped
titanium dioxide 4,20 eV (anatase) and 4,20 eV (rutile),
respectively. Murphy [14] has analysed the band gap of
carbon-doped titanium dioxide. The band gap energies here
are 3,14 eV for anatase and 2,45 eV for rutile, respectively. Di
Valentin [11] additionally distinguishes between interstitial
and substitutional position of atoms. For anatase band gap
energies of 3,4 eV for the presence of interstitial carbon
and 1,9 eV for substitional carbon was measured. Other
results were obtained with 2,4 eV for both substitutionally
and interstitially incorporated atoms for the carbon-doped
materials of rutile [11].
At the current state, only band gap energies of undoped
titanate nanotubes were reported. Yoo [22] gave band gaps
between 3,3 and 3,5 eV and Mendez-Galvan [23] a value
of 3,3 eV for H-TNTs. For carbon-doped titanate nanotubes
band gap energies have not yet been published.
III. E XPERIMENTAL
A. Synthesis of C-TNTs and H-TNTs
1) Carbothermal treatment of precursor powders: Prior
to hydrothermal synthesis of the carbon-doped species the
TiO2 precursor powder was modified by incorporating carbon.
The precursor powder was prepared in a Carbolite HTR
11/75 rotary tube furnace using a fused silica reactor tube.
4,5 g of TiO2 Aeroxide P25 (Evonik® ) were heated under
acetylene/nitrogen (1:9) gas flow. A heating rate of 68°C/min,
a dwell time of 15 minutes at a temperature of 750°C and a
gas flow rate of 2 l/min were set. The resulting carbon-doped
precursor powder was used for synthesis of C-TNTs.
2) Hydrothermal synthesis of C-TNTs and H-TNTs: The
synthesis steps were identical for C-TNTs and H-TNTs.
For the C-TNTs, the previously prepared C-doped precursor
powder was used. The synthesis of H-TNTs was performed
using TiO2 Aerioxide P25 from Evonik® as precursor powder.
For the synthesis, 2,00 g of precursor powder was dispersed
in 277,5 g deionized H2 O and stirred with a magnetic stir bar
for two minutes at 500 rpm. Then, the suspension was treated

with ultrasonic for 15 minutes at 600 rpm with 64 W, which
corresponds to 80% of constant power of the ultrasonic. In
the following step, 120 g of sodium hydroxide beads (NaOH)
was added to the suspension, which was transferred into
a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) bottle together with the
magnetic stir bar, followed by two minutes of stirring. The
covered bottle was connected to a silicon hose and was
mounted inside a beaker filled with thermo oil. The mixture
was treated for a duration of 24 hours at a constant temperature
of 130°C. The temperature inside the bottle was measured
by a thermocouple. While the suspension has sedimented,
the supernatant were decanted and refilled with deionized
H2 O. The procedure was repeated until the supernatant
reached a conductivity below 50 µS/cm. For ion exchange of
the intercalated Na+ ions with protons, the supernatant was
decanted and refilled to 1977,2 g with deionized H2 O and
22,8 g of 32-% hydrochloric acid was slowly pipetted. The
suspension was gently stirred for 15 minutes with a magnetic
stirrer. Sedimentation and decantation were repeated until the
supernatant had a conductivity below 2 µS/cm. The sediment
filtered by vacuum and dried at 60-80°C in a incubator for
24 h or until constant weight. Finally, the product was crushed
using a mortar.
B. Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy
1) Preparation of the samples: C-TNTs are of a blackish
color. For that reason, the samples were diluted to improve
the signal to noise ratio. For dilution, TiO2 Aeroxide P25
was used. Different concentrations of C-TNTs 750, 1 wt.-%,
5 wt.-%, 10 wt.-% and 25 wt.-% C-TNTs respectively, were
prepared. The materials are mixed to a homogeneous powder
in the SpeedMixer DAC 150.1 FVZ-K from FlackTek Inc. To
ensure better homogenization, 20 ceramic grinding beads of
type ZY-S 3,0 - 3,3 mm from Sigmund Lindner GmbH were
added. The powder was mixed for 30 seconds at 1500 rpm
with three repetitions. After the mixing process, the ceramic
balls were removed. Three different preparation methods were
used. On one hand pellets were pressed, on the other hand two
different cuvettes were applied, a powder and a liquid one.
Powder cuvettes slightly compress the powder. Liquid cuvettes
only had to be filled with the powder and could be measured
without compression. Pellets were pressed with 2 g of powder
mixture in a matrix with a diameter of 32 mm and put into
manual press from Fluxana GmbH & Co. KG and compacted
with a pressure of 30 MPa. After that the sample was fixed
on a microscope slide and inserted into the sample holder. By
means of the steady decrease of the dilution medium, it could
be determined, that undiluted samples are also measurable.
Therefore, the pure powders were measured. For this, only
powder cuvettes were used. No special sample preparation was
necessary. In Table I all samples are listed.
2) Measurement:
For
measurements
UV/VIS/NIR
spectrometer Lambda 19 by Perkin Elmer was used
with an integrating sphere with a diameter of 60 mm. A light
trap was attached to cut off specular reflection to measure
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Table I
S AMPLES

Standard
TiO2
TiO2
TiO2
BaSO4
BaSO4
BaSO4
TiO2
TiO2
TiO2
BaSO4
BaSO4
BaSO4
TiO2
TiO2
TiO2
BaSO4
BaSO4
BaSO4
TiO2
TiO2
BaSO4
BaSO4
BaSO4
BaSO4
BaSO4
BaSO4
BaSO4
BaSO4
BaSO4

8

Preparation
Pellets
Powder cuvette
Liquid cuvette
Pellets
Powder cuvette
Liquid cuvette
Pellets
Powder cuvette
Liquid cuvette
Pellets
Powder cuvette
Liquid cuvette
Pellets
Powder cuvette
Liquid cuvette
Pellets
Powder cuvette
Liquid cuvette
Powder cuvette
Liquid cuvette
Powder cuvette
Liquid cuvette
Powder cuvette
Powder cuvette
Powder cuvette
Powder cuvette
Powder cuvette
Powder cuvette
Powder cuvette

F(R) [a.u.]

Dilution
1 wt.-%
1 wt.-%
1 wt.-%
1 wt.-%
1 wt.-%
1 wt.-%
5 wt.-%
5 wt.-%
5 wt.-%
5 wt.-%
5 wt.-%
5 wt.-%
10 wt.-%
10 wt.-%
10 wt.-%
10 wt.-%
10 wt.-%
10 wt.-%
25 wt.-%
25 wt.-%
25 wt.-%
25 wt.-%
70 wt.-%
80 wt.-%
-

Liquid cuvette
Powder cuvette
Pellet

6
4
2
0

1

2

3
4
Energy [eV]

5

6

Figure 2. 10 % C-TNTs 750 with reference titanium dioxide

25
20

Liquid cuvette
Powder cuvette
Pellet

F(R) [a.u.]

Sample
C-TNTs 750
C-TNTs 750
C-TNTs 750
C-TNTs 750
C-TNTs 750
C-TNTs 750
C-TNTs 750
C-TNTs 750
C-TNTs 750
C-TNTs 750
C-TNTs 750
C-TNTs 750
C-TNTs 750
C-TNTs 750
C-TNTs 750
C-TNTs 750
C-TNTs 750
C-TNTs 750
C-TNTs 750
C-TNTs 750
C-TNTs 750
C-TNTs 750
C-TNTs 750
C-TNTs 750
H-TNTs
C-TNTs 725
C-TNTs 750
C-TNTs 775
C-TNTs 800

10

15
10
5
0

1

2

3
4
Energy [eV]

5

6

Figure 3. 10 % C-TNTs 750 with reference barium sulfate

only diffuse reflection. Here the wavelength λ was plotted on
the x-axis and the function of reflection F(R) on the y-axis.
Sample and standard were fixed to the two corresponding
slots. On the standard slot P25 as well as barium sulfate were
tested. The spectra are recorded with scan speed 120 nm/min
and a slit width of 4 nm. Detector change is at 860,8 nm and
lamp change at 319,2 nm. All measurements were recorded
in a range from 200-2500 nm. The fitting of the straight line
for evaluation of the band gap energy was done with the
Gnuplot software. The straight line is plotted together with
the associated spectrum. The band gap energy is estimated
from the intersection with the x-axis.
IV. R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Diluted samples
1) Reference materials: First step was the investigation of
the influence of the standard. For the comparison between
Aeroxide TiO2 P25 and BaSO4 , an amount of 10 wt.-% CTNTs 750 was selected because the carbon influence can be
best seen here. Fig. 2 and 3 shows spectra using different

standards and sample preparation methods. It can be seen
that there is almost no difference in the spectra between the
types of cuvettes. In contrast, the pellets showed a much more
pronounced band in the low energy range. Furthermore, it is
clear that the increase in F(R) in the high energy range is
not present for all preparation types when titanium dioxide is
used as standard. A comparison of the two standards shows
that the slope in the higher energy range results from the
titanium dioxide. This curve is not visible in the measurements
with the titanium dioxide standard because these reflectance
values have been factored out by the standard. In summary
two conclusions can be taken from this experiment. On the
one hand, the measured peak in the high energy range fits the
documented band gap energies of the titanium oxide.
On the other hand, the measurements show that the peak in the
low energy range results from carbon. This is also confirmed
by the fact that the peak is visible with both standards.
2) Sample preparation: The next step was to investigate
the sample preparations. Both standard and samples were
prepared in the same way. Fig. 2 shows the three methods
of 10 % C-TNTs 750 referenced against Aeroxide TiO2 P25.
It was discovered that with increasing C-TNT content, it was
no longer possible to press pellets, because the compression
during the pressing process has significantly darkened the
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1%
5%
10%
25%
70%
80%
100%

40
35
F(R) [a.u.]

30
25
20

C-TNTs
C-TNTs
C-TNTs
C-TNTs
C-TNTs
C-TNTs
C-TNTs

Table II
BAND GAP ENERGIES OF DILUTED C-TNT S 750

750
750
750
750
750
750
750

C-TNT 750
content [wt. -%]
1
5
10
25
70
80
100

15
10
5
0

1

2

3
4
Energy [eV]

5

6

2. band gap
energy [eV]
3,52
3,50
3,49
3,47
3,17
3,25
3,11

Table III
C ARBON CONTENT AND BAND GAP ENERGIES OF PURE TNT S

Figure 4. Different dilutions of C-TNTs 750 prepared in powder cuvettes.
Standard: BaSO4

color of the sample, which made reflectance measurement
impossible. Fig. 3 shows the same samples measured against
standard BaSO4 . It can be seen that the method with the
highest compression of the powder results in the lowest
reflectance in the high energy range. The other way around
the most compressed powder shows the highest reflectance
in the low energy range. Additionally a higher content of
C-TNTs 750 results in a increased peak in the low energy
range. Fig. 2 shows that the peak in the low energy range
is most pronounced with the pellet method, followed by the
powder cuvette. During sample preparation, it was found that
the powder mixture became darker due to compression during
the pressing process. Because the powder cuvette also uses
a slight compression on the sample by screwing the stamp
into the holder, it is obvious that this also leads to darkening
of the sample. With the liquid cuvette, the powder is merely
filled in, but the sample is not additionally compressed. Fig.
3 shows that the plateau in the high energy range decreases
with increasing degree of compression. As already mentioned
in the previous section, this peak results from the titanium
dioxide. Because the compression makes the sample appear
optically darker, it is clear that the influence of the white
powder titanium dioxide is reduced and therefore also the
plateau becomes less pronounced. The plateau could also be
caused by the compression resulting in a smoother surface.
This could cause more specular reflection.
Already during sample preparation, it became clear that the
powder cuvettes offers several advantages. On the one hand,
very small amount of sample material is required, on the other
hand, the purity of the integration sphere can be ensured,
because unlike the pellet, no pollution of the measuring gap by
powder is possible. Therefore, the powder cuvette was selected
as the best measurement method. Because the influence of
carbon on the band gap structure of TiO2 is of interest in this
investigation, measuring against barium sulfate as a standard
was chosen. In the following figure the graphs of different
levels of dilution are shown (see Fig. 4). Tab. II shows the
band gap energies in the high and low energy range from the

1. band gap
energy [eV]
0,55
0,55
0,64
0,66
0,70

TNT
Carbon
1. band gap 2. band gap
sample
content [wt.- %] energy [eV] energy [eV]
H-TNTs
3,50
C-TNTs 725
4,88
0,69
3,35
C-TNTs 750
6,44
0,70
3,31
C-TNTs 775
7,92
0,70
3,28
C-TNTs 800
8,60
0,71
3,12
highest dilution with 1 % to the pure sample of 100 % C-TNTs
750. For the samples with 1 % and 5 % C-TNT content, the
peak in the low energy range is too small to be fitted with
a tangent over the linear area. Taking a look on the values
it became clear, that both band gap energies change with the
degree of dilution. Additionally, it was visible that it is possible
to measure pure C-TNT powder. To obtain information about
the pure material, following all C-TNT samples and the white
colored H-TNTs were measured without any dilution.
B. Pure samples
For pure samples, four different C-TNTs and undoped HTNTs were investigated. The carbon contents of the respective
TNTs are shown in Tab. III. The different contents result from
the production process of the precursor powder. The carbon
content increases with a higher treatment temperature. If the
band gaps of the diluted samples (Tab. II) are compared with
the pure samples (Tab. III), a difference in the band gap values
can be seen. For the first band gap, the value decreases with
increasing dilution. In contrast, the value of the second band
gap increases with increasing dilution. Because P25 is added
as dilution material, the proportion of carbon in the structure
changes, which results in a change of the band gap. When
looking at the spectra, two areas are of interest. First, a peak
in the range of 0,5 to 1,5 eV can be seen in all C-TNT samples.
In contrast, this peak cannot be seen in the spectra of H-TNTs,
which indicates that this peak is caused by carbon.
Fig. 5 shows the H-TNTs and C-TNT 725 samples plotted
individually as example. The other C-TNT samples can be
plotted simultaneously like the C-TNT 725 graph. By taking
a look at Tab. III, it can be seen that the 1. band gap with a
slope of only 0,02 eV has no significant dependence. It can
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2. Band gap energy fit H-TNTs
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Figure 5. Low energy fit C-TNTs 725

be assumed that even with a higher carbon content in the
C-TNT powder, there is no significant change in the band
gap. Second, for all TNT samples, a 2. band gap located
between 3,10 and 3,50 eV is visible, which is caused by
the titanium/oxygen back bone. The band gap energy is
determined to identify whether the carbon influences the band
gap of titanium dioxide. It indicates that the band gap energy
of the titanium/oxygen back bone decreases with increasing
carbon content. As more and more carbon is inserted, the
structure is probably also changing more and more. It can
be assumed that a distortion of the lattice has a significant
influence on the band gap.
V. S UMMARY AND O UTLOOK
In summary, the blackish colored C-TNT powders as well
as the H-TNTs can be measured with a suitable measuring
method via UV/VIS spectrometry. The samples are preferably
prepared by using a powder cuvette. The use of BaSo4 as
standard material has proven to be the most useful for this
type of application. It was found that the carbon in the CTNTs influences the band gap of the titanium dioxide to a
certain extent. The more carbon is in the sample, the smaller
the band gap energy becomes. The values for the C-TNTs
are located in a range from 3,12 to 3,35 eV. For the undoped
nanotubes, a value of 3,50 eV was determined. It is important
to mention that the band gaps were determined based on F(R).
The type of the band gap transition has not yet been considered
here. Further evaluations of the spectra with taking the type
of transition into account are necessary. This may cause the
bandgap values to change slightly. Also the band gaps of the
precursor powders have to be investigated in order to be able
to evaluate the influence of the carbothermal treatment.
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Abstract—This publication covers the development of a semiautomated tufting system for a tension rod supported hydrogen
vessel including the manufacture of first prototypes and ideas
for industrialization. It could have been shown that the tufting
process with the high structural-mechanical quality of the fiber
rod insertion could be verified. A first analysis show the high
potential of the tufting process for industrialisation.

of 3 to 8 mm. Also hand-tuft gun are used for individual
production. [6] One example for a rug tufting machine is
shown in Fig.1.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Due to the current shift in the automotive industry from
combustion engines using fossil fuels to renewable energies,
in particular electric mobility with batteries or hydrogen/fuel
cells, new space-optimized hydrogen composite tanks are
required. [1] These tanks have a cuboid shape to install it in
the battery housing of a car and tensile rods to prevent the tank
from buckling of the flat surfaces. Two different manufacturing
concepts for tension-braced hydrogen tanks are currently being
developed at the Munich University of Applied Sciences in the
scope of the BRYSON project. The integral design concept is
3D-weaving of the tank. Here, the tension rods and the woven
structure are built in one single process. [2] On the other hand
the discrete manufacturing concept is used. The winding of
the tank wall and the insertion of the tension rods using the
tufting process take place in two separate steps. In a final step,
resin impregnation takes place in both designs. Basically, the
development follows the requirements of DIN 17268 and SAE
2601 (700bar tank technology). In this publication the discrete
manufacturing method is presented. The basis is a 3D printed
core made of PLA. On top of this core the winded carbon
structure is built. [3] [4] Following this, the tufting process is
used to integrate the tension rods made out of aramid fibers.
A prototype machine has been developed for the manufacture
of these prototype tanks.
Tufting describes a textile process to insert thread loops in a
structure in the textile industry e.g. carbet production. The
loop is formed by the friction between the yarn and the
material base. For most of the tufting machine the sewing
thread that penetrates the base material is held with a tufting
foot to prevent the contraction of already manufactured loops.
[5] Another component of state of the art tufting machine is
the looper which align the loops. Tufting machines for rug
production offer more than 12 needle bars, witch results in a
total number of 900 to 2300 needles with a stitching length

Figure 1. Rug tufting machine Tuftco iTron 2.0 [7]

Tufting process is also know for composite materials for
out-of-plane fiber reinforcement. [8] State-of-the-art is the
tufting head from KLS, model RS 522 Fig.2.

Figure 2. Tufting head KSL RS 522 for composite materials [9]

This is developed to be mounted on a standard multiaxis robot arm [10] [9] or integrated in a gantry machine
to manufacture preforms with a 3D reinforcement. [11] Only
one needle can be used and the roving thickness is limited to
2K filaments. The stitching length is 3-18 mm and the max.
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material thickness is 35 mm for a needle size NM 250. [9] For
the preform the needle insert a yarn in z-direction to fix the
layers. The stitch can be free [12] or on a support material.
[13] [9] The loop can formed in the preform or outside the
fiber material. [14]The process can also used to build sandwich
structures. [15] Thickness differences of the material can be
specifically compensated by a variable needle stroke. [16]
In the scope of this work the prototype machine for the
tufting of composite material was develop using a multi needle
system (Fig. 3). The machine is used to manufacture specimens for new hydrogen pressure vessels. Actual is a semiautomated scale model tufting machine for a vessel thickness
of 33 mm. The machine works with 16 needles (size NM
250) in one needle bar including a guidance system to support
the needles. Actual the machine can perform rovings with 2K
Filaments. With this tufting machine, tensile rods and loop
deflectors can be integrated to the pressure vessel.

B. Boss
An aluminium tube with a flange fused with the core serves
as a tank nozzle (boss). The boss is firmly seated to the core
by a material-locking joint (temp. 200 °C). The boss is also
necessary as inlet for the liner integration and to perform
bursting tests.
C. Winding structure
Carbonfiber bandages are wounded around the core. These
carbon layers take the horizontally acting forces of the tank.
The carbon fibre used is: Type T700 from Toray, filament
count 24 k. The stacking of the winding layers:
[0°; 0°; 90° ;90°; -45°; +45°; 90°; 90°; 0°; 0°]
The +-45° are used to seal the corners. The circumferential
layers (0°, 90°) create a biaxial layer structure. The winding
process is not considered further here.
D. Tension rods
The aramidfiber (Twaron type 2200 from Teijin with 2k
filaments) tension rods are inserted using the tufting process
in a rectangular pattern with a spacing of 4 mm and start
directly at the rounding of the side walls. Two different loop
shapes are formed by the tufting needles, the sewing stitch
and the tufting stitch.
1) Tufting stitch: The needle is moved vertically to the prototype (z-direction). The needle pierces the prototype tank and
is then withdrawn a bit. Now the loop tunnel is formed, and
the metals deflector is inserted. During the upward movement
of the needle, the fibre pulls the deflector to the tank wall.
Fig. 4 a) shows the tufting stitch.
2) Sewing stitch: The feed in horizontal direction positions
the needle bar above the next tufting row. The deflector is
inserted after the feed movement and integrated firmly with
the next stitch. Fig. 4 b) shows the sewing stitch.

Figure 3. Needle bar from HM

II. TANK PROTOTYPE

Figure 4. Loop shapes of the tension rods

The hydrogen tank is developed on a scale model. The
dimensions of the finished prototype are 91 x 91 x 31 mm.
The rod spacing of 4 mm results in a pattern of 16 x 16 tension
rods. [17]

The tufting machine Fig. 5 is built using the following
components:

III. T UFTING MACHINE

A. Spindle drive

A. Core
The basis of the hydrogen vessel is a 3D printed PLA core
which consists of two parts (tub and cap). Girds on top and on
the bottom orientate the tufting needles and provide a guidance
of the needle. Support walls are inserted in the area of the grids
to prevent deformation of the core during the tufting process.
The core defines the tank volume and consists of one chamber.

The force- and time-controlled spindle drive of a tensile
testing machine (Zwick 1465) is used to realize the needle
feed. Automation is time-controlled and controls the path of
the needle bar. A force monitoring system is set up to control
the needle bar movement. The needle is advanced via the
transverse direction (z-axis). The setup is extended by further
components of a tufting machine.
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Figure 5. Tufting machine

B. Cross table with support for prototypes and measuring
system
A cross table is used to realize the feed in the x-yplane. The axes are moved with a hand wheel. The y-axis
is necessary for the prototype feed. The x-axis is only needed
for fine positioning of the prototype. The support devise for
the prototypes consists of two half’s and is mounted on the
cross table. The core is fixed by clamping the two halves
together using screws. For a precise position of the core a
glass measuring system with digital display from Heidenhain
is attached.
C. Needle, needle bar
An aluminium block with holes and clamping screws represents the needle bar and is mounted to the load cell of the
cross beam.
Two rails are attached to the sides of the needle bar to
stabilize the needles during tufting. The needles are guided by
a beam attached between the two rails. The needle currently
used is from company Schmetz (type: 1000H, size: NM 250)

D. Fiber feeding system
The complete fiber feeding system is shown in Fig.6. On
the left side are the creels and one fiber guidance to the fiber
tension system with one clamping system. Next is the fiber
tension system. In the middle is the process clamping system
with the fiber guidance for the needle bar. From here the fiber
runs to the needle bar on the right side of the figure. The
individual components are described in more detail below:
1) Fiber guidance: A central component of the tufting
machine is the fiber guidance. The roving is made available via
a creel. From the creel, the roving passes via a fibre guidance
to the rear clamping unit. From here, up to the needle bar the
fiber tension system is acting. The force of the tension system
can be unloaded by a clamping unit.
2) Creel: The roving for each needle is wound onto spools
and provide a roving supply for approximately five prototypes.
The 16 spools are held in place by bearing blocks and an axle.
3) Clamps: The clamps are made with horizontal toggle
clamps, metal rails and silicone strips. A pocket is milled into
the metal plates, in which a silicone strip is inserted. The metal
rail is also covered with silicone. For clamping, the horizontal
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Figure 6. Fiber feeding system

toggle clamps press on the metal rail and thus squeeze the
roving between the silicone strips. The silicone is needed to
avoid damages of the roving. For the rear clamping unit, the
roving spacing is 15 mm. For the process clamping unit,
4 mm to guide the rovings optimally to the needle bar.
4) Fiber tensioning: Individual fiber tensioning is implemented. Tensioning is supported with a deflection roller and
an attached weight (350 g). This tension system provide a fiber
reserve for one prototype.
5) Focusing: The correct spacing of the rovings is arranged
by two focusing devices, positioned near the clamping systems
(Fig. 6).

(a) Loop tunnel

(b) Closed loop with deflector

Figure 7. Loop tunnel to insert deflector

IV. T UFTING OF THE PROTOTYPE
Tension rods and deflector are insert through the tufting
process using up to 16 needles.
The needle bar moves to the lower position, the needles
pierce the core and the two carbon tank walls. The process
clamping unit is closed to unload the roving.
The needles are pulled back by 10 mm and the loop tunnel
is formed Fig. 7 a). The deflector is inserted into the tunnel.
By opening the process clamping unit, the rovings are loaded
again and the rovings are withdrawn, the loop tunnel closes
and the deflector is pressed against the needle Fig. 7 b).
The needle bar moves to the start position. The lower
deflector is pressed against the carbon tank wall.
A. Force monitoring
Based on the force monitoring, the process can be controled.
In Fig. 8 the force acting is recorded for one needle and a tank

wall thickness of 2 mm. The maximum force is 115 N recorded
for the penetration for the lower tank wall. Futhermore, the
data can be used for dimensioning the needles for the industrial
process.
V. L INER INTEGRATION AND PRESSURE TEST
Liner integration and pressure test are not part of this paper.
VI. I NDUSTRIALISATION
To manufacture larger hydrogen pressure vessels there are
critical technical points to be verified concerning the tufting
process (e.g. needle design, looper). Overall an assessment
of an economic production should be performed including
production speed, out put rate, machine costs etc..
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bismuth or Styrofoam. Salt is dissolved with water, bismuth
is melted out, and Styrofoam is dissolved with acetylene.
Washing out the cores is not inspected now and can cause
significant difficulties because the tank is pierced with tension
rods. The friction between the core and the needle still needs
to be investigated.
C. Tufting machine
One aspect concerning the tufting machine is the contribution of a looper. For a better creation of the loop tunnel, it
can be used a looper to perfectly open the loops. The looper
is state of the art in the rug production [20]. An other aspect
is the support feed, it can be done by a linear drive. [21]
VII. P ROJECT RESULTS
Figure 8. Force monitoring

Based on the actual status the tufting process itself and the
needle design can be assessed.
A. Final aramid fiber
The stress calculation shows that a 5 k aramid roving should
be used for the original vessel. The final yarn twisting of this
roving has to be defined. It can have a strong influence on the
needle design.

The developed semi-automated tufting machine is essential
for the quality of the insertion process of tension rods and
their mechanical strength. The quality was analysed by visual
inspection and microscopy: Solid integration of the tension
rods into the prototypes. The fibre pre-load provides that the
tension rods are stretched tautly and there is no fray along
the tension rod. The loop deflector fits exceptionally with the
wrapped carbon fibre layers. The prototype is shown in Fig.9.
A first analysis show the high potential of the process for
industrialization.

B. Needle
With an assumed tank height of 130 mm, a needle length
of approximately 180 mm is required. The needle length is
composed as follows:
Needle support (15 mm)
+ safety distance to the tank (5 mm)
+ installation height (130 mm)
+ max. piercing for loop formation (30 mm)
= minimum length of the needle (180 mm)

Figure 9. Prototype

The Euler buckling is critical for the stability of the needle. [18] The needle material is steel. Euler buckling case
1 (one side firmly clamped) and case 4 (one side firmly
clamped, second side displaceable mounted) were examined
in more detail. Relevant for further considerations is Euler
buckling case 4 with a possible needle cross-section (tube)
outer diameter 2.5 mm and inner diameter 1.5 mm. The finally
fiber for the tension rods is a 5K filaments aramidfiber. The
expected force acting on the needle comes from the experiment
Section IV-A.For multidimensional force measurement with
the tufting needle, the needle can be equipped with sensors.
[19] As a tuft needle with a length of 180 mm, a hollow shank
needle similar to utility model document
DE 203 10 571 U1 is conceivable. Like the actual system, the
needle must be firmly clamped on the piston and guided on
the shank. With such a tank height, the distance between the
grids of the core becomes larger. Therefore, it can be used a
washout core for needle guidance, as well as for stabilization
in the manufacturing processes. Core materials can be salt,
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Abstract — In this work, a 3D-printed bioreactor that is
imageable from both sides in a regular laboratory microscopy
setup is demonstrated. A biofabricated tubular vessel-like
cell construct containing human mesenchymal stem cells
embedded in collagen type I as extracellular matrix (ECM) is
inserted into the inner chamber. Ultimately, multi-photon
imaging is applied: Two-photon excited fluorescence (TPEF) for
the cells and second harmonic generation (SHG) for the ECM.
Subsequently, 3D reconstruction of a part of the cell construct is
performed via Z-stacking of consecutive focal planes (X/Y).
The bioreactor can be sealed and contacted with microfluidic
tubing, which is the prerequisite for leakage-free long-term
(7d+) perfusion experiments in an incubation chamber (37 °C).

microscope slide (76 mm x 26 mm). The Z-height (3.2 mm) is
kept as slim as possible while being wide enough to
accommodate the 3D cell construct (1.8 mm inner diameter)
fixed in a plastic holder (2.6 mm Z-height), see fig. 1A.
The main parts of the bioreactor are 3D-printed using a
desktop SLA printer (Form2, Formlabs, US). Clear resin v4
(prod.nr. RS-F2-GPCL-04, Formlabs, US) is used as material.
Long-term cytocompatibility of fully polymerized clear resin
was shown by Moreno-Rivas et al. [4]: In a live/dead assay
over 5 days, HeLa cells on clear resin performed significantly
better than on other resin types (e.g. Dental LT).
After the printing process, the parts are washed in isopropyl
alcohol for 5 min and post-cured with UV light (405 nm)

I. INTRODUCTION
Biofabricated three-dimensional (3D) cell constructs that
mimic only certain aspects of native tissue are suited as model
systems for clinical and pharmaceutical research to partly
substitute both 2D cell culture and animal testing [1].

A

To assess the quality of a 3D cell construct, the structure of
the extracellular matrix (ECM) can be visualized via multiphoton imaging. Two-photon excited fluorescence (TPEF)
and second harmonic generation (SHG) are powerful and cellfriendly multi-photon imaging techniques [2] that enable
visualization in the optical focal plane only. 3D reconstruction
is possible via Z-stacking of consecutive focal planes.
Stereolithography (SLA) is a laser-based photopolymerization 3D-printing process that can produce very fine features
in liquid resin (methacrylated acid esters + photoinitiators)
with a minimum feature size of 150 µm in X/Y and a
minimum layer thickness of 25 µm in Z direction [3]. For their
material properties to become hard and brittle, parts must be
fully polymerized under UV light. Using SLA, microfluidic
devices such as small-scale bioreactors can be produced.

B

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Design and fabrication of microfluidic devices
All 3D parts are designed using computer-aided design
(CAD) software SolidWorks 2020 (Dassault Systèmes, FR).
The design aims at the feasibility of sealed containing and
contacting to perform long-term vessel perfusion experiments.
Outer X/Y-dimensions of the main body match a standard

Fig. 1. CAD rendering of the SLA-3D-printed bioreactor core unit with
glued cover glass slides (blue) and inserted PLA holder (white), containing
a tubular vessel-like cell construct (red). (A) Assembly state. (B) Final state.
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neutralization buffer following the manufacturer’s protocol
[8]. Then, cells are counted, centrifuged and added to the
buffer solution to obtain an effective cell concentration of 5
million cells per mL casting volume. 900µL of the mixture
between collagen, buffer and cells is pipetted into the
sacrificial casting form. For full collagen crosslinking, the cell
construct is placed in 37 °C incubation for 1 h. Afterwards, 9
mL of DMEM is added and the construct is statically cultured
at 37 °C and 5% CO2 atmosphere. A complete medium change
for this specific construct was performed every 7 days.

using accessory devices (Form Wash and Form Cure,
Formlabs, US). Curing time for the bioreactor’s main body is
15 min at 60 °C, as according to the manufacturer, complete
crosslinking can only be ensured at 60 °C. Clear resin reaches
96% of its maximum elastic modulus after 15 min at 60 °C
[5]. Additionally, the bioreactor is exposed to more UV
radiation during the following assembly steps, which amounts
to a total of 35 min.
The plastic holder (white object in fig. 1A) which is used as
basis for the biofabrication of tubular cell constructs (red
object in fig. 1 and central white tubular structure in fig. 3),
is fabricated using fused deposition modelling (FDM) 3Dprinting. The part is printed using high-temperature polylactic
acid (PLA) through a 0.25 mm extrusion nozzle on a FDM
printer (Ultimaker 3, Ultimaker, NL). High-temperature PLA
(Volcano, FormFutura, NL) is used in this process for its
improved thermostability under long-term (14d+) incubation.

E. Final assembly of cell construct into bioreactor core unit
All bioreactor parts are sterilized in 80% EtOH for 5 min.
This specific hMSC cell construct was removed from
incubation at day 53 and fixated by soaking it in 4%
paraformaldehyde solution for 15 min. The stainless-steel
needle is removed from the PLA holder (fig. 3). Still within
the PLA holder, the vessel-like construct is inserted into the
bioreactor’s inner chamber (fig. 1A). The whole structure is
then embedded in cover medium with optimized refraction
index (Eukitt, O.Kindler, DE) for multi-photon imaging.

A stainless-steel nozzle with an outer diameter of 1.8 mm is
inserted in this PLA holder to constitute the central object that
the cells will form the ECM around into a tubular shape.

The chamber is sealed with liquid cyanoacrylate glue that has
been classified as biocompatible in contact with human
osteoblasts and fibroblasts by Damate et al. [9]. However, the
bioreactor’s design includes a minimized contact area
between glue and cell culture medium through a form-fitting
lid part (shown next to the white PLA holder in fig. 1A).

B. Assembly of bioreactor core unit
24 mm x 40 mm x 170 µm thin cover glass slides (Carl
Roth, DE) are integrated in the bioreactor’s design due to their
optimized refraction index for microscopy. They constitute
the walls of the inner chamber where the PLA holder
containing the cell construct will be placed in step (E). Clear
resin is used as adhesive in this assembly step. For optimal
adhesive distribution, the bioreactor’s design features grooves
next to the cover glass slides’ edges to help excessive adhesive
(i.e. clear resin) to be wiped off the edges. Curing time under
UV light for the gluing of the bioreactor’s glass walls is two
times 10 min at 60 °C (from each side). To avoid susceptibility
to fracturing due to inner tensions between glass slides and
gluing, heating and cooling must be conducted in a smooth
manner, meaning that the non-crosslinked glue should be
placed in the Form Cure device already during the heating
phase (25 - 60 °C) and should be left in the device after
crosslinking to cool down to room temperature slowly.

F. TPEF and SHG imaging
Using TPEF, the inherent GFP in these modified hMSC
can be excited and therefore made visible. GFP produces
fluorescence with an intensity maximum at λ = 485 nm in
response to excitation at λ = 515 nm. An excitation requires
the energy levels of two photons and therefore the chance of
fluorescence is primarily given within the focal plane. This
limits photobleaching and toxicity to cells in the focal plane
[10], making TPEF suited for live-cell imaging as well.
SHG is a non-linear and label-free imaging process that
highlights non-centrosymmetric structures (particularly
helices such as collagen). Unlike fluorescence, SHG does not
require exogenous labels and does not apply cell damage to
living cells [11]. It can be combined with TPEF in the same
microscopy setup using the same laser light source [2].

C. Cell culture
Human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSC) are used in this
experiment due to their high resilience, their low contractility
and the fact that this specific cell line (SCP-1) [6] is
genetically modified to produce green fluorescent protein
(GFP) in the cytoplasm and is therefore inherently labelled.
Cells were used up to passage 8 for this experiment. As cell
culture medium, Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium
(DMEM) is supp-lemented with 10% fetal bovine serum
(FBS) and 1% glutamine and 0.5% penicillin and 0.5%
streptomycin.

The microscopy setup for SHG+TPEF imaging features a near
infrared (NIR) (λ = 1030 nm) femtosecond pulsed laser source
with 100 fs pulse width and a laser power of 100 mW.
SHG signal is received by two detectors: one behind the
specimen to receive the transmitted SHG signal (“forward”)
and one reverted of the specimen (epidetection) to receive the
reflected SHG signal (“backward”). Channel 1 shows
backward directed SHG signal, Channel 2 shows SHG signal
in forward direction, Channel 3 shows TPEF signal (GFP).

D. Biofabrication of tubular cell construct
The poloxamer Pluronic F-127 (Sigma Aldrich, DE) is
mixed 1:4 in deionized water to produce a thermoreversible
hydrogel. With this hydrogel, a sacrificial casting form is
fabricated around the PLA holder mentioned in (A) via
extrusion-based bioprinting according to a standard protocol
[7]. A 0.5%-solution of bovine collagen type I (prod.nr.
50105, Matrix BioScience, DE) is mixed 4:1 with a

A water-immersed 20x objective with a numerical aperture
(NA) of 0.95 (Nikon, JP) was used in this experiment.
This aims at capturing only a part of the tubular structure but
at improved spatial resolution in the X/Y-plane due to the
20-fold magnification and good spatial resolution in Zdirection due to a balanced dimension of NA.
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G. Coloring of imaging channels and 3D reconstruction
Raw image sequences of all three channels are
separately added into stacks, using the software Fiji that is
based on ImageJ 2.1 (National Institute of Health, US).
An overlapping Z-area that contains relevant pixel values in
all three stacks was identified and saved as substack. The
maximum value of each histogram was set to ‘auto’ for each
stack, the minimum value and contrast curve were not altered.
Subsequently, the three spatially coherent substacks were
color-merged: Channel 1 in blue, Channel 2 in red and
Channel 3 in green. The volume of imaging voxels equals 0.36
µm x 0.36 µm x 5 µm in X-, Y-, and Z-direction.

Fig. 3. Biofabricated vessel-like cell construct in PLA holder. Image shows
the state after fixation with paraformaldehyde and after removal of the
1.8 mm stainless-steel needle (black arrow). Duration of static cultivation
was 53 days. Along cultivation, the Y-height of the tubular cell construct (as
seen from top view) decreased from 7.4 mm (orange bar) to 2.3 mm (red
bar). Hence, the wall thickness around the 1.8 mm needle is 250 µm in
average.

With the Fiji plugin “3DViewer”, a 3D reconstruction of the
spatial volume part of the tubular cell construct that was
captured in a certain Z-stack can be created. The resulting
graphics were rendered using the following settings:
[Image = Substacks-Colormerged & Display as = Volume
& Color = None & Threshold = 0 & Resampling factor = 1].

C. Multi-photon imaging and 3D reconstruction
Two spatially adjacent Z-Stacks were captured in the
multi-photon (TPEF+SHG) setup and processed into 3D
reconstructions, see fig. 5. The curvature of the vessel-like
cell structure was successfully visualized.

The procedure is repeated for each Z-stack that is captured.
III. RESULTS
A. Fabrication and assembly process
After all fabrication and assembly steps and after
disinfection with EtOH, the bioreactor was able to hold
deionized water in its chamber (tested under still condition,
i.e. no perfusion). Furthermore, the dimensions of the
interior space were large enough to accommodate the PLA
holder including the biofabricated vessel-like cell construct,
which – owing to the cell-anchoring grown around the PLA
holder – adds 0.3-0.6 mm to the required space in Z-direction.

The inside of the tubular construct (vessel lumen) is clearly
distinct from the outside area, textually labelled in fig. 4 / 5.
Overly bright spots occur due to cured resin residues on the
cover glass slide surface.
vessel
lumen

outside

Fig. 4. Single X/Y-plane of vessel-like cell structure imaged with
TPEF+SHG. Backward SHG signal (channel 1) is shown in blue, forward
SHG signal (channel 2) is shown in red and GFP signal (channel 3) is shown
in green. The outer vessel wall as a distinct boundary area is clearly visible.

Fig. 2. Cured and assembled state of the bioreactor’s core unit. The main
body was SLA-3D-printed using Formlabs clear resin. Cover glass slides
were glued with clear resin and cured with UV light (405 nm) as well.
The PLA holder, containing the 3D cell construct in the final use case,
was inserted into the inner chamber afterwards.

B. Biofabrication and cultivation of cell construct
The cell construct showed strong shrinkage, mostly along
the Y-axis (indicated with bars in fig. 3). From 7.4 mm Yheight of the sacrificial casting volume (orange bar) to
2.3 mm Y-height of the final state after 53 days of incubation
(red bar). The stainless-steel needle in the middle, which the
vessel-like structure wraps around, represents an unalterable
Y-height of 1.8 mm. Hence, when deducted from the values,
the actual shrinkage of the cell construct is from 5.6 mm to 0.5
mm, which corresponds to a shrinkage factor of 91%, leaving
the cell construct with 9% of its initial Y-height. This indicates
an average wall thickness of 250 µm.

vessel
lumen

outside

vessel
lumen

outside

Fig. 5. 3D reconstruction of two spatially adjacent Z-stacks. The volume
views are tilted towards each other for better clearness of view. Hence, the
front view plane is coherent. SHG signal (channel 1 and 2) is shown in red,
GFP signal (channel 3) is shown in green. Axis scales are in µm.
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IV. DISCUSSION

C. Biocompatibility
The biocompatibility of fully cured (i.e. crosslinked) clear
resin (Formlabs, US) has been shown prior to this work, but
only using HeLa tumor cells, however in direct contact [4].
Biocompatibility of liquid cyanoacrylate glue has only been
shown for fibroblasts and osteoblasts for indirect contact [9].
Ongoing live-cell experiments including incubated perfusion
with DMEM will yield further data on the performance and
live/dead quota of hMSC in collagen type I under indirect
contact with cured resin, partly cured resin and cyanoacrylate.

A. 3D-printing and fabrication process
The 3D-printing process of SLA is suited for fabrication
of delicate parts for microfluidics and microscopy. Using clear
resin as gluing for thin glass slides works well in this design.
The bioreactor is robust in the case of exposure to moderate
mechanical strain in form of pressure, whereas it is
not robust if exposed to mechanical strain in form of bending
and torsion along any axis.
A perfectly aligned rectilinear main body is essential for all
further assembly steps of the bioreactor, especially the robust
bonding of the 170 µm thin cover glass slides that have limited
bending capacity (i.e. they fracture easily or otherwise
produce gaps in bonding if bended after curing of the resin
if the main body’s surface is not completely planar).
This implies high risk of leakage if not handled carefully.

V. CONCLUSION
It has been shown that an SLA-3D-printed bioreactor
design with cover glass slides as walls can be fabricated and
sealed. Furthermore, it has been shown that multi-photon
imaging of a 3D cell construct located within the interior space
of this bioreactor is feasible and 3D reconstruction via
Z-stacking of consecutive focal planes (X/Y) can be applied,
which visualizes the curvature of the vessel-like cell structure.

B. Optical setup and light penetration depth
This work shows imaging of a fixated (i.e. dead) specimen,
but TPEF+SHG are suited for live-cell imaging as well,
which is going to be examined in further experiments.
Prerequisite for this are genetically modified cell lines that
produce and contain fluorophores (e.g. GFP) within the living
cells, in order to avoid cell-toxic manual fluorescent staining.
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Abstract—A pollution of the optical system of a laser powder
bed fusion machine has the potential to influence the quality of
the additive manufacturing process as well as to damage elements
of the machine’s optical system. Hence this work develops an
approach how to detect and identify such pollution automatically
in the EOSTATE Exposure Optical Tomography (Exposure OT)
monitoring data with an analytically developed decision tree.

and the energy it transports. However, relevant are only those
types of pollution which lead to a process instability. [17]

I. I NTRODUCTION
Alongside the collection and analysis of data of the laser
powder bed fusion process, the monitoring system of the
future should also provide a decision about the process quality
and ultimately about the part quality [4]. So far, over 20
process phenomena of the laser powder bed fusion process are
known. Each has its individual characteristics. Some are just
normal process behavior detected by the monitoring systems,
others are process instabilities caused by operator errors or
by coincidence. [20] In order to provide a decision about the
process quality, a process phenomenon must first be detected
and classified. This classification is already possible for three
relevant process phenomena [19, 21, 18]. Aim of this work is
to develop the decision tree for a newly appeared phenomenon.
It should be able to automatically classify the pollution of
the optical system process phenomenon in the Exposure OT
monitoring data.
II. M ATERIALS AND M ETHODS
The optical system of an EOS GmbH laser powder bed
fusion machine consists of multiple elements. From the laser,
the light passes trough the optical fiber, the collimator, the
beam extender, the F-theta-lens, one or two protection glasses
(which separate the optical system from the build chamber)
and through the atmosphere down to the powder. It must be
assumed that every pollution in the optical path of the laser
beam has the potential to influence the properties of the beam

Figure 1. Polluted protection glass of a developed machine from the EOS
GmbH (M290). Left: Normal image of the pollution of the glass. Right: Image
of the pollution taken under a microscope. The protection glass separates
the process chamber from the optical system. The pollution is caused by an
particle emitted from the process during parameter studies for a copper alloy.
[1]

A. Previous approaches to automatically classify laser powder
bed fusion process phenomena
Previous approaches mainly tried to find 1:1 correlations
between a part defect e.g. detected in computer tomography
monitoring data and process monitoring data of the laser
powder bed fusion process. While some of the approaches
were unsuccessful [14], others were more successful [3] [6].
Further approaches tried to identify and recognize the patterns
in the monitoring data which lead to defects in the parts.
Therefore, different machine learning methods were used. One
of the teams claims to be able to recognize defects such as
delamination and splatter with an accuracy of 96.80%. [5] [2]
Another possible approach is the simulation of the monitoring
data based on the information and parameters the machine
receives to build a part. The underlying machine learning
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method compares the real monitoring data to the simulated
monitoring data. So far, this works well for the standard
process. [14]
B. Approach of this work
With the approach of this work, a process instability must
first be detected and classified as a certain process phenomenon before its influence on the process and the part
quality can be evaluated. Therefore, an analytically developed
decision tree has proven to be a suitable method. However, it
also turned out that the classification only via the Exposure
OT data is not sufficient enough. Thus, if necessary, this
approach uses additional available job specific data to classify
a phenomenon. [19, 21, 18]
C. Decision Tree
There are various types of decision trees. In this approach,
a classification tree is used. According to the classic machine
learning method, a decision tree is trained by splitting up the
data branch node after branch node until a stopping criteria is
reached. The approach of this work deviates from the classic
decision tree. [16] It is built up analytically by describing
the characteristics of the perceptible and definable process
phenomena on the process and on the monitoring side. [21,
16]
D. Job-specific data and data sources
The job-specific data includes all data generated by the
monitoring systems as well as the information included in
the task file. There are multiple different data sources which
provide job specific data. Relevant for this study are the data
generated by EOSPRINT, EOSTATE Base, PowderBed and
Exposure OT [11].
EOSPRINT is a data preparation and process management
software for additive manufacturing. In it, the building
process of the job is prepared and sent to the machine
as a file. That file, the task file, contains all information
required by the machine to build the job, e.g. the layer
thickness, the exposure parameters such as the laser power
or the exposure type (inskin, downskin, upskin, contour,
edges, support) as well as the orientation of the stripes and
hatch vectors, etc. If required, information included in a task
file can be extracted and used later to classify a deviation. [12]
EOSTATE Base monitors all sensor data of the machine
by constantly checking their status, e.g. the build platform
temperature or the filter pressure. If a value deviates from a
predefined range, the manufacturing process is stopped. [11]
EOSTATE PowderBed takes an image of the powder
bed after each layering and exposure phase. It has a built
in algorithm to detect irregularities such as an incomplete
powder layer, groves or cavities. [11]
Exposure OT captures the entire build space and measures

the process light emission in the near infrared range. The
resulting gray value images contain information about the
emitted light in this range during the exposure of a complete
layer. There is one integrated gray value image created
per job layer. During the exposure stage of a job layer,
the camera of the system takes ten gray scale images per
second with a resolution of 2000 x 2000 pixels for an EOS
M290 machine. All the images taken during the exposure
stage of a layer are continuously stacked and the gray value
is integrated per pixel. The result is the integrated gray
value image. [11, 13, 15] The Exposure OT software has
built-in algorithms. ’Part Statistics’ calculates the mean gray
value per part layer and other statistical values. The ’simple
indications detector’ works similar to OpenCV’s ’Simple
Blob Detector’ [22]. With the help of various parameters, it
can be adjusted when to detect a bright or a dark spot as
indication. The indication is then listed on the indication list.
Additional information is added to the indication on the list.
e.g. the layer height, the part identification number, the x,
y position of the indication center, the indication area, etc. [11]
E. Method
Based on two use cases, the pollution of the optical system
phenomenon is described and characterised on the process
and on the monitoring side as well as delimited from other
phenomena. As a result, the branch of the decision tree is
developed.
F. Use case I, pollution of the protection glass by an ejected
particle from the process

Figure 2. Recorded Exposure OT integrated gray value images of the job in
which the protection glass was polluted by the ejected particle shown in figure
1. Left: Image of the layer 128. The affected area with the low gray value
intensity is relatively small in the bottom right part. Later, the affected area
with the low gray value intensity is relatively large in the bottom right part as
can be seen in the right image. Right: Image of the layer 137. (representation:
lower gray value = 0, upper gray value = 5.000, color map = red-yellow-blue).

During the build of a job, a particle was emitted from
the process and landed on the protection glass of the optical
system. The protection glass separates the process chamber
from the optical system. As can be seen in figure 1, the
protection glass is not only affected at the particle landing
spot but also in its surroundings. [1]
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In the Exposure OT images, the phenomenon is visible
for the first time in layer 114 as an area with low gray
value intensity in the bottom right part. From layer 114 to
layer 133, the appearance of the phenomenon is relatively
similar. However, there seems to be a dependency of the
size and shape of the affected area from the stripe direction.
The normally very bright areas of stripe overlaps are nearly
invisible as well. (see figure 2)
The size of the affected area increases from layer 134
on. The majority of the part surface has a lower gray
value intensity from layer 134 to layer 138 (=job end).
The appearance of the phenomenon is again quite alike. A
dependency of the affected area from the stripe exposure
direction is indicated. The normally very bright areas of stripe
overlaps are nearly invisible as well. Additionally, the area
with the low intensity is interrupted by smaller spots with a
higher gray value intensity.
Based on the evaluation of the Exposure OT data together
with the micrograph of the pollution, the following theory
results for describing the situation that led to the phenomenon
(compare figure 1 and 2). First, a particle was ejected from
the process and landed on the bottom of the protection glass.
The particle landed on the glass on axis with a part area and
was therefore in the path of the laser beam over multiple
consecutive layers. The particle is shading the laser beam in
the projected area. In this area the energy input into the part
layers is reduced. That leads to the lower gray value intensity
in the Exposure OT images (layer 114 – 133). Because the
particle is in the path of the laser beam, the particle and
the glass heat up over time. With the exposure of layer 133
or 134 a level is reached, in which the pollution spreads,
the glass is tarnished, melted or similar. With that, also the
surroundings of the particle are shading the laser beam in the
projected part area. That area is now larger as can be seen
from layer 134 on. (compare figure 2)

Figure 3. Left: Pollution of the F-theta-lens of an EOS M400-4 [8]. Right:
Integrated Exposure OT gray value image of the layer 249 of the job with
the pollution. With the exception of a smaller part area, the two parts in the
top right corner show a higher gray value intensity. The job was built in an
aluminium alloy. (representation: lower gray value = 0, upper gray value =
5.000, color map = red-yellow-blue).

known as z-shift. [10] As can be seen in figure 3, the two
parts in the top-right corner show areas with a very unstable
process behavior. There is a high density of different kinds
of bright spots. Also, the smaller of the two parts shows an
area with low gray value intensity (see figure 3). The affected
areas stay mostly the same over the full length of the job.
Similar to the first use case, the stripe orientation seems to
have an influence on the characteristics of the phenomenon.
The averaged image of the layers 150-250 shows a lower
gray value intensity in an area of the top right part (see figure
4).

G. Use Case II, pollution due to a dust particle on the surface
of the F-theta-lens
A pollution on the top surface of the F-theta-lens of an
EOS M400-4 influenced the process behavior (see figure
3) of the entire job (446 layers). Unfortunately, there is no
micrograph of the pollution available as in the first use case.
According to the service engineer who changed the polluted
F-theta-lens, it was a dust particle lying on the surface of
the lens. Once the laser hits the particle, the laser burns it
and soot is produced, which is deposited on the lens. The
heat generated due to the energy input of the laser can also
damage the coating of the lens. However, this is not visible
on the lens. In extreme cases, also the glass can be melted
and damaged. [9]
It is known that optical systems have a thermo-opticalfocus shift. The focal position moves with increasing thermal
load in the direction of the lens (= upwards). This is also

Figure 4. Averaged integrated gray value Exposure OT image of the job with
the polluted F-theta-lens from layer 150-250. The part in the top right corner
has an area with a low gray value intensity (representation: lower gray value
= 0, upper gray value = 3018, color map = blue-white-red).

H. Pollution of the Optical System Phenomenon
Although the pollution of the protection glass and the
pollution of the f-theta-lens did not lead to the exact same
process behavior, they share some common characteristics.
Hence for now, they are summarized as pollution of the optical
system phenomenon which summarizes all process phenomena
caused by a pollution of the optical system perceptible and
definable in the Exposure OT data.
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Derivation of the decision tree based on the characteristics of
the phenomenon
As described before, a process phenomenon of the direct
metal laser melting process can be classified by a decision
tree using its unique characteristics [21, 18]. However, it
should be mentioned that these unique characteristics can
also result trough comparison and differentiation from other
process phenomena.
III. R ESULTS
Based on the characteristics and demarcations, the branch
of the decision tree to detect the polluted optical system
phenomenon results (see figure 5).
Once an indication is detected by the Exposure OT
analysis algorithm, the classification process is triggered
(see section II-D). If a classification is not possible due to a
lack of information or the current level of knowledge, it is
classified as ’unknown’.
Currently only two other process phenomena are known
to have a spot-like appearance and a lower gray value
intensity at once [20]. The use cases show that one option to
distinguish the pollution of the optical system phenomenon
from the other two phenomena is by using the characteristic
that the spot with lower gray value intensity occurs in
multiple successive layers in the same area. Thus the process
behaviour is at least as long influenced as the pollution is
present or on axis with the laser beam. (see node 2 in figure 5)
There is a larger amount of process phenomena that
have a spot-like appearance with a high gray value intensity.
However, currently there are four other types of phenomena
known that could potentially influence the process behaviour
in the same area in multiple consecutive layers.
The first type are geometry-related overheatings. These
can either be excluded via the geometry of the part and the
exposure interval between the part layers or more clearly via
the exposure strategy in the layers below. A part overheats
over time if the energy input per time is higher than the
energy output per time [20]. So it is at first tested whether or
not there is a relevant thermal bottleneck below the affected
part layer. Then it is tested whether the exposure interval
is low enough for the part to overheat. (see node 9 and
10 in figure 5) Overheatings in the layers above downskins
are easier to distinguish. If a part has a geometry-related
overhang that is flatter than a certain number of degrees,
the first layers above this area are exposed with a special
exposure strategy called downskin. There is usually powder
or support underneath a downskin, so the heat conduction
is poor. The job-specific information can be used to check
whether there is a downskin in the layers below an indication.
(see node 8 in figure 5) [20, 18]
The second type is caused by ejected particles from the

process that have landed on a part area. Up to a certain
level, these emitted glowing particles are part of the normal
process behavior and are ejected randomly. Therefore it is
unlikely that they will end up in the same area over and over
again to a relevant extent over several layers. However, if the
powder layer is too thick in an area, the process becomes
very unstable and a large number of particles is ejected
in this area. [20] It is known that the process normally
levels out powder layer thickness variations automatically
within a couple of layers. If the powder layer is thick,
the part layer will also be a little thicker, because there
is more volume to melt. The next powder layers will then
be a bit thinner, till the powder layer thickness is back to
normal. [7] If the sensor of the machine responsible for the
powder layer thickness does not show a deviation and there
are spot-like areas with a high gray value intensity over a
certain number of consecutive layers, it is unlikely that the
spot is caused by a too thick part layer. (see node 7 in figure 5)
The third type are spot-like phenomena with a high gray
value intensity which is caused by an interaction between
the laser beam and substances ejected from the process.
They seem to be strongly dependent on the stripe exposure
direction. The exact position is also rather coincidental. As
long as the sensors responsible for the shielding gas flow do
not show any deviations, it is unlikely that the effect will
occur over several layers in the same area. [16] (see node 6
in figure 5)
The fourth type is caused if a part area does not receive
any powder during the layering stage. The consequence is a
high gray value intensity in the areas in which the powder is
missing. Because powder is missing, there is less volume to
melt. As soon as re-coating is back to normal, this results in
a higher layer thickness, which ultimately leads to the same
phenomenon as the too thick powder layer already described.
The phenomenon is a little easier to percept and define in the
EOSTATE PowderBed data. [21]
IV. D ISCUSSION
Before a process instability can be classified as a certain
process phenomenon with the developed decision tree, it must
be detected by the process monitoring systems. Although
it is not the focus of this work, the parameterisation of
the algorithms responsible for the detection should not be
disregarded.
Caused by the current nature of the tree, only unique
classifications are possible. In practice, however, it is possible
that various phenomena superimpose each other. A suitable
solution must be found for this.
Since the tree was developed through the characterization
and demarcation of known phenomena, there is a risk that
there is another unknown phenomenon with very similar
characteristics. For example it is not known how the pollution
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of the protection glass of the Exposure OT camera looks like
in the monitoring data.

[4]

The nodes 9 and 10 basically test the possibility of an
overheating of the part area in which the indication is
detected. This is similar to a process simulation. It is also
noticeable that the classification is more likely to result from
differentiation from other already known phenomena than
truly from its own characteristic. Whether those are a suitable
methods remains to be seen as soon as the branch of the
decision tree is implemented and tested in software.

[5]

A very small data set consisting only of two use cases
was used to characterize and develop the classification tree.
It cannot be excluded that other types of pollution lead to
process instabilities with different characteristics.

[9]

[6]

[7]
[8]

[10]
[11]

V. C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK
Even with a small amount of data, a method can be
developed to classify a process phenomenon of the laser
powder bed fusion process in Exposure OT monitoring
data. The better the characteristics of the phenomenon are
known and described, the better it can be classified. It is
also advantageous to know the characteristics of the other
existing phenomena and to incorporate further job-specific
information into the classification process. This for example
separates this approach from a classic pattern recognition in
images.

[12]

[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]

The next step is the software implementation to further
test, improve and optimize the developed tree. A suitable
quality criterion for the classification result must be defined
and a training data set as well as a test data set must be
created.

[18]

[19]
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Figure 5. Analytically developed branch of the decision tree to classify the pollution of the optical system phenomenon in the Exposure OT monitoring data.
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chamber and allowed to cool down to room temperature, the
grinding process was started. Owing to the specimen
separation method selected, a grit size of 600 could be used
from the start, followed by grit sizes of 1200 and 2400 after a
suitable period. As the material prepared was aluminium, no
further polishing was performed, to avoid the risk of
scratching the finely ground surface. After the preparation
steps the microstructure was investigated under the
microscope.

Abstract—This paper describes examinations on formation
kinetics of Fe-Al intermetallics in Al-Fe melt. Aim is to find
solidification parameters resulting in a new Al-FexAly metal
matrix composites (MMC).
Keywords—Intermetallics, MMCs, aluminium, iron, DSC
analysis, metallography

I. INTRODUCTION
Normally iron is regarded as a common impurity in
aluminium because of its ability to decrease the protecting
oxide layer of Al2O3 which develops on technically pure
aluminium. The lack of an oxide layer weakens the
aluminium’s corrosion resistance and reduces the level of
wear resistance typically offered by an Al2O3 layer. At first
glance, the iron’s negative impact on material properties does
not seem to merit a detailed study of aluminium-iron
intermetallic metal matrix composites. Its future technical
potential, however, is high, as are its application
opportunities. For example, the material could be used for
components where conventional intermetallic materials
would be too expensive. The advantages of combining of
aluminium and iron are a lower density and correspondingly
higher efficiency of the component in the installed condition.
In the following paper this intermetallic material is examined
regarding the development of the phase.

C. Specimen examination
After the preparation required for the respective
examinations, the specimens were analysed. Two different
approaches were considered for the DSC. The first hypothesis
was that the microstructure changes with the temperature the
specimen is heated to. So, the first set of investigations was
made with different maximum temperatures at the same
heating rate. The second hypothesis assumed a relationship
between cooling rate and microstructure and was therefore
also examined. All DSC analyses were made using the
Pegasus DSC 404 F3 by Netzsch. Its SiC furnace can provide
a heating rate of 50 K per minute. The specimen is positioned
on the sample table (as shown in Figure 2) and heated under
an argon atmosphere to minimise the influence of oxygen and
prevent the formation of an oxide layer. After these
examinations the specimen is prepared for subsequent
observations under the optical microscope. The microscope
used was the Axio Imager A2, from the Zeiss line of optical
stereo light microscopes, with associated software.

II. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
A. Specimen production
The material used contains 3.5 wt. % iron, about 1.0 wt. %
of Ni and also 8-12 wt. % silicon in an aluminium matrix. The
material for the creation of the specimen was heated in a
furnace to 950 °C and held there for about 30 minutes before
it was cast on a plate and then cut into pieces with a size of 2
mm x 5 mm x 2 mm. The specimens generated were then
subjected to differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis.

III. RESULTS
The analyses performed led to different results that are
presented in the following chapter. According to the
differences in the origin and treatment of the specimens their
respective results are separated in different sections for a
better overview.
A. DSC specimens with variable maximum heating
temperature
The first approach was to examine the effect of different
maximum heating temperatures on microstructure formation.
For this purpose, the specimens were placed in the DSC
instrument. The chosen temperatures were 750 °C, 850 °C,
950 °C and 1050 °C, and the heating and cooling rate was set
to 10 K per minute. Overheating was necessary to ensure that
the whole volume would melt. The differences in the set

B. Specimen preparation
After the first analysis in the DSC instrument the specimen
was embedded in a bakelite block using an Ecopress 100 press
by meltkon. The settings were adapted to the specific
parameters required for the Bakelite to melt and solidify
properly. The material was heated to 190 °C, the pressure was
increased to 270 bar and then these settings were held for
3:30 min. The stamp transferring the pressure was allowed to
cool down until it reached a temperature of 45 °C. After the
embedded specimen had been removed from the specimen
XXX-X-XXXX-XXXX-X/XX/$XX.00 ©20XX IEEE
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Figure 1: DSC diagrams with heating/cooling rates of 5K/min, 10K/min, 20K/min and 40K/min and a maximum melt temperature of 850°C

overheating temperatures were chosen because it was not
clear which temperature would be necessary to avoid impact
of nucleation history on the resulting microstructures in the
molten matrix. The diagrams of the DSC analysis show only
minor differences between all four of the analyses as far as
can be visualised in the graphs. When comparing the position
of the peaks they differ in a range of about 5 °C so the results
seem to be reliable and comparable. To complete the
observation these specimens were also investigated under the
light microscope to make sure that there were no visible
differences either. The optical images from the optical
microscopy show that the microstructure for a maximal
heating temperature of 750 °C differs from the other three
microstructures. The main difference consists in the plates
going through the matrix in addition to the more globular
phases, which are the only phases found in the other
specimens. The conclusion drawn from this series of
experiments was that plate formation ceases once the
specimen is overheated sufficiently, nor do further increases
in temperature result in any changes in the microstructure. All
following experiments was conducted at a heating
temperature of 850 °C.

differences in the diagrams correlate with changes in the
microstructure of the material. Therefore, the specimens were
prepared for optical microscopy.
All images shown in figure 2 were acquired using the
same magnification so that the sizes of the intermetallic
phases can be compared. Leaving aside the differences in the
shape of the phases for the moment, the first thing to note is
the difference in the size of the individual phases. The
possible explanation here is that with the lower cooling rate
the intermetallic phases have more time to form and because
of that the iron in these phases has more time to bond into the
phase. That would lead to the possibility of a purer aluminium
matrix with less impurities resulting from the iron. As the
cooling rate increases, the matrix solidifies earlier and more
quickly and the intermetallic phase forms within a shorter
period, crystallising in a noticeably different metallographic
phase. Another distinctive feature is the formation of
different shapes. The lower the cooling rate the more cubic is
the formation of the phase, and the higher the cooling rate the
more pronounced the formation of more needle-shaped
intermetallic phases appears to be.
Next, a DSC analysis was performed at the cooling rate of
1 K/min (as shown in figure 3). The DSC analysis of the
specimen examined at a cooling rate of only 1 K/min revealed
some very obvious differences compared to the diagrams in
figure 1. The underlaying course of the curve is caused by the
instrument not being calibrated for the heating rate used, so
the information on the heating energy cannot be used to draw
conclusions from it. The main focus lies on the position of the
peaks as they are reliable information. When comparing the
temperatures, it was noted that the crystallisation
temperatures decrease as the cooling rate increases. The
crystallisation temperature of the first peak starts at 587.6 °C
in the diagram of the 1 K/min cooling rate and continuously
decreases for the temperatures of 582.1 °C at 5 K/min,
579.4 °C at 10 K/min and 569.0 °C at 20 K/min, down to a

B. DSC specimens with variable cooling rate
The next parameter to be investigated was the cooling rate.
After finding out that the maximum melt temperature had no
significant influence on the microstructure, the next step was
to examine the heating and cooling rate. The parameter limits
were set by the DSC instrument used, as the furnace can only
provide rates between 1 K/min and 50 K/min. In the first
investigation four cooling and heating rates were examined:
5 K/min, 10 K/min, 20 K/min and 40 K/min, as shown in
figure 1. This overview indicates a great variance in the
individual graphs. The first peak in the diagram, in particular,
is a lot more pronounced in the 5 K/min graph than in the
40 K/min graph. The next step was to check if these
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Figure 2: Microscopic images of the microstructure related to the different heating/cooling rates

final temperature of 557.0 °C at a cooling rate of 40 K/min.
The same behaviour can be observed for the second peak,
where the temperature starts at 563.4 °C at 1 K/min and the
crystallisation temperatures drop to 557.0 °C at 5 K/min,
547.9 °C at 10 K/min and 536.0 °C at 20 K/min, until the
lowest crystallisation point is measured at 523.8 °C and
40 K/min. Another noticeable difference concerns the third
peak in the diagrams of figure 3 and figure 1. This peak is
only measurable in the graphs with cooling rates of 1 K/min,
5 K/min and 10 K/min. These third peaks show the same
decrease in temperature over the different cooling rates. The
lack of the third peak at 20 K/min and 40 K/min could either
originate in the higher cooling rate, where the small peak is
just not visible because the measuring points of the software
were set too far from each other, or the rapid cooling process
prevents this intermetallic phase from forming as it needs
more time to develop.

highest heating temperature of the specimen, with only the
slightest differences observed in the diagram. And with
virtually no visible differences in the DSC analysis the
expected similarities in the metallographic observations are
found. Therefore, it can be concluded that heating the melt up
to temperatures of 850 °C or higher removes possible melt
history nucleation effects. Contrary to the result from chapter
III.A, the experiments described in chapter III.B
demonstrated a connection between cooling rate, peak
temperature and formation of the intermetallic phase. For
these specimens, noticeable differences in microstructure
were identified. Apparently, the size of the intermetallic
phases is the larger the lower cooling rates are applied. Also,
formation of intermetallic phases starts at higher
temperatures for lower cooling rates. Finally, some indication
of suppression of intermetallics formation for higher cooling
rates is found. Further experiments will be carried out using
samples from furnace cooling to either confirm or question
comparability to the well-controlled and protected
environment of a DSC instrument. The parameters
influencing the possible formation of the microstructure
could completely change the outcome.

IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Having completed this set of experiments two main
conclusions can be drawn: Firstly, the lack of impact of the

Figure 3: DSC analysis of specimen AlFe3,5_950°C_01K_01
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Abstract— In order to be able to substitute the low-cost material aluminum for the significantly lighter but more expensive
fiber-reinforced plastics in the manufacture of aircraft panels,
the production of these composites must be optimized. Due to
the high proportion of manual activities involved, the production of these components from composite materials has so far
resulted in relatively high manufacturing costs. If the processes
can be designed in such a way that manual work is eliminated
as far as possible, profitability can be significantly increased. In
the course of this work, concepts are developed and evaluated
that can make this possible.

manual processes are required for the production of composite components in aircraft construction, which take up a lot
of time. To reduce production costs, the proportion of manual
manufacturing steps must be reduced in order to be able to
significantly shorten the manufacturing time. Only the resulting reduction in labor costs makes composite manufacturing
more economical than metal versions. The manufacturing
process for fiber composite components is described in more
detail below.
II. BASICS OF THE MANUFACTURING PROCESS
CFRP materials belong to the class of composite materials. These materials are composed of two or more bonded
materials. In the case of CFRP, these are unidirectionally
oriented carbon fibers embedded in a polymer matrix. CFRP
has the greatest mechanical strength in the direction of the
fibers. Accordingly, the fibers in CFRP laminates are
aligned along the main load direction. The A350XWB fuselage shell is composed of multiple layers of unidirectional
fiber matrix laminates, which are stacked and aligned at
individual angles according to mechanical load requirements
(see .Figure 2).

I. INTRODUCTION
High fuel consumption and the associated costs, but also
the ever-increasing pressure from the general public to reduce
CO2 emissions in order to protect the climate, are prompting
the aerospace industry to constantly explore and develop
ways to save weight. The focus is on innovations that enable
higher payloads to be carried with a lighter and therefore
more efficient design. To meet these requirements, the trend
is toward fiber-reinforced composite materials that combine
low weight with high load-bearing capacity. The use of components made of fiber-reinforced plastics has increased significantly in aircraft construction in recent years. For example, the current passenger jet of the European aircraft manufacturer Airbus, the A350XWB, has a 50% share of composite materials in its primary structure [1].

Figure 2: CFRP laminate structure with several unidirectional
fiber layers embedded in an epoxy matrix [3]

CFRP components can be manufactured with either a thermoplastic or a duroplastic polymer matrix. The fuselage
shell of the A350XWB has a duroplastic matrix.
The production of the fuselage shells is divided into the
following steps:
1. placing the pre-impregnated fibers into the tool
2. placing the stringers (longitudinal stiffeners)
3. creation of the vacuum structure
4. curing and demolding

Figure 1: Fuselage shell of the Airbus A350 made of carbon fiber
reinforced plastic [2]

Fiber composite materials such as carbon fiber reinforced
plastic (CFRP) are used, among other things, for the fuselage
shell (see Figure 1) and for the wings of the A350XWB. In
aircraft construction, various production methods are used to
manufacture aircraft components from fiber-reinforced plastics. Despite various partially automated processes, many

Before going into the development of a new vacuum setup,
the manufacturing steps are briefly described.
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A. Fiber placement process
Automated CFRP depositing processes are mostly used for
the production of aircraft shells.
The basic principle of fiber placement processes is the automated depositing of pre-impregnated textile semi-finished
products, so-called prepregs, along programmed tool paths
[4].
With the aid of the AFP process used here, the individual
layers are deposited in a concave mold, the so-called tool (cf.
Figure 3). The tool has the negative shape of the outer contour of the aircraft shell to be achieved.
Figure 5: Positioning the stringers on the aircraft panel (picture
PAG)

C. Vacuum build-up
In order to avoid air inclusions inside the laminate, which
reduce component quality and strength, a vacuum is created
above the panel, which compacts the laminate. So-called
auxiliary materials are laid on top of the laminate. The auxiliary materials consist of a layer of fleece and a layer of peelply. The release fabric ensures that the aircraft shell can be
detached from the overlying layers after curing and does not
stick. Excess resin is absorbed by the fleece layer above. The
schematic lay-up is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 3: AFP Process for Panel production (picture PAG)

B. Stringer placement process
At the next station, the "Stringer Placement Tool", the stringers, which are also made of CFRP and are sourced from a
manufacturer in the USA, are inserted (see figure 4).

Figure 6: Vacuum buildup for autoclave cycle [6]

A sealing tape is then applied around the laminate structure.
The vacuum film is applied manually to the sealing tape. To
ensure that the vacuum bagging film adheres to the laminate
everywhere without tension after evacuation of the sealed
area, the film must be draped into folds by hand at the stringer positions (see figure 7).

Figure 4: CAD model of the stringer placement tool (PAG)

After a protective layer has been removed from the so-called
omega stringers, an adhesive film is applied and heated. A
special film tube is then inserted into each one, which ensures that the pressure is distributed evenly to the last corner
during curing. This ensures that the stringers adhere strongly
to the laminate. For this reason, the tubes are even offset
with fine metal plates so that magnets in the setting tool can
hold the parts firmly together. [2]
Figure 5 shows how the stringers are placed on the laminate
using the stringer placement tool.

Figure 7: Aircraft shell with finished vacuum build-up (picture
PAG)
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During the following evacuation process, the air is almost
completely pumped out of the area to be vacuumed. To ensure that there are no leaks in the vacuum setup, a so-called
leak test must be performed. This involves disconnecting the
vacuum assembly from the vacuum pump. After several
hours, it is checked whether the vacuum is still present. If this
is the case, the panel can be taken further into the autoclave.
An autoclave is a heatable pressure vessel with precise control that allows reproducible temperature, pressure and vacuum cycles during the consolidation and curing of composites [7]. But if the vacuum has escaped due to leakage, the
complete vacuum assembly must be checked and replaced if
necessary, otherwise defective components will be produced
that can no longer be used. A leak test must then be carried
out again. This process is repeated until there are no more
leaks.

the new development. The following technical boundary
conditions must be fulfilled:
1) Temperature resistance of the materials used up to at least
200 °C for the autoclave cycle
2) Absolute tightness of the vacuum assembly
3) Easy detectability of occurring leakages
4) No inclusions in the vacuum buildup
5) Possibility of uniform pressurization of the complete
component geometry
6) No reduction in laminate quality, e.g. due to rough surface or sharp edges on the vacuum build-up
7) No damage to the laminate when creating and removing
the vacuum setup

Due to the complex manual processes, the vacuum process is
very error-prone. In addition, the elimination of leakages
significantly increases the production time. As a result of the
many manual operations and the long process time, high
costs are incurred in this manufacturing stage. In order to
make this production step more economical and reliable in
the future, alternatives to the current vacuum setup are being
developed in this work.

8) Good reproducibility of the vacuum setup
9) Use of certified materials for vacuum build-up
Each of the developed concepts must fulfill all technically
necessary framework conditions. If this is not the case, the
corresponding concept is excluded. In order to determine
which of the remaining concepts is most suitable, the various
processes must be evaluated on the basis of an analytical,
hierarchical process using evaluable requirements. This is
done by means of a so-called AHP diagram (see figure 8)

D. Curing and demolding
After the vacuum build-up is created, the duroplastic matrix
of the laminate is cured in an autoclave.
When the autoclave cycle is completed, the cured aircraft
shell is taken to the so-called "demolding" station. There, the
vacuum bag is removed and all auxiliary substances and
materials are removed. This finishes the CFRP manufacturing process.
The shell is then examined ultrasonically for inclusions in the
laminate. This is followed by the installation of transverse
stiffeners, so-called bulkheads, and other elements. All these
components, are connected to the aircraft shell by riveted
joints.
III. PROBLEMS WITH THE VACUUM BUILD-UP
Largescale structural components are manufactured in
the aircraft industry with the aid of flat tape layers and structural elements such as the stiffening profiles (stringers for
example). Both the joining of these elements and the following vacuum build-up currently involves a very high proportion of manual operations.
When considering manufacturing costs, this stage of production is the most labor-intensive and therefore contains approximately 2/3 of the total costs. If this process can be
automated for an industrial application, not only a more
economical production method,, but also a higher process
stability can be achieved. [7]
Before a new concept for an error-minimized and more
economical vacuum assembly can be created, it must first be
clarified exactly which requirements it must meet.

Figure 8: AHP-diagram

The AHP diagram compares all of the listed requirements in
pairs. Since many different departments and areas are involved in the production of aircraft shells, it is important to
evaluate the requirements from as many perspectives as possible in order to obtain an optimal solution. For this purpose,
the evaluation of the individual requirements was carried out
in close coordination between the people involved in this
project from Premium Aerotec and from the Augsburg University of Applied Sciences.
It turns out that recyclability is the most important requirement and the implementation of sensors in the vacuum buildup is the least important.
IV. ALTERNATIVE PROCESSES
In addition to the vacuum process described above, there
are already alternative processes currently used in composite
manufacturing. Due to the high quality requirements and the
enormous component size of aircraft shell components, it is
necessary to investigate in advance which of the currently

In addition to the qualitative requirements, the production of
an aircraft panel must also meet ecological, economic and
process-related demands.
In the course of a brainstorming session and scientific research, a list of various requirements was drawn up to guide
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widespread processes are suitable for aircraft construction.
To begin with, we will look at a process that has already been
used for aircraft panels in prototype status, the so-called
"AutoVac" process.
A. „AutoVac“ Procedure
The principle of this process is based on the scientific concept of preparing the vacuum buildup not on the real component, but in a preliminary stage prior to the actual production of the component. [7]

Figure 10: System view on the „PapaVac“ concept (PAG)

For such a process, the so-called "PapaVac" concept was
created (see Fig. 10). In this process, the vacuum bagging
film is draped into the desired geometry in advance with the
aid of a tool, while the stringers continue to be positioned as
is currently customary with the aid of the stringer placement
tool. However, when creating the vacuum assembly, the
time-consuming manual draping of the vacuum foil is
avoided by pressing it into an appropriate shape in advance.
In order for the tool to pass the film to the panel with the
stringers, it must be made of a flexible, silicone-like material.
This ensures that the flexible tool can be easily transferred
over the stringer. The flexibility allows the tool to be released
afterwards by simply bending it open at the edges. However,
this concept has never been pursued beyond the concept
level. The main reason for this is that no flexible material that
is both suitable from a technical point of view and certified
for aircraft construction has yet been found. Residual silicone, for example, can easily adhere to the CFRP component
and must therefore be removed at great expense after curing
before it diffuses into the component, thus impairing quality
[8].

Figure 9: Demonstrator with foil and auxiliary material (picture
PAG)

For this purpose, all components required for the vacuum
buildup must be positioned one process step earlier together
with the stringers on the previously deposited CFRP laminate of the aircraft panel. This is therefore to be done with
the aid of the stringer placement tool, which is first wrapped
with the vacuum bag. The vacuum foil is held to the tool
with small suction cups. The auxiliary material packages
(fleece and peel-ply) required to create a vacuum build-up
are then positioned above the vacuum film. The complete
vacuum build-up is then placed on the aircraft panel with the
stringers.
This process has already been tested using a smaller wood
model of the stringer placement tool (see figure 9). The same
components (stringers, auxiliaries, etc.) were used for the
implementation as for the components from regular production.
The complete structure on the wooden demonstrator is then
transferred to a prepared CFRP structure. The tests showed
that the stringers shift during the positioning process due to
the complex setup with the auxiliary materials. Therefore,
this process had proven to be rather unsuitable.

In order to be able to implement the "PapaVac" process in
practice in the future, many material and process-related
investigations must be carried out.
However, before a concept can be developed to the point of
series application, it must be examined in detail which of the
previous concepts are the most promising. In addition, other
concepts from other industries are considered which are also
suitable.
C. Vacuum film spraying
In order to dispense with the cumbersome draping of the
vacuum bagging film, a liquid elastomer is to be applied to
the prepared laminate and auxiliary material structure with
the aid of a spray gun (see figure 11).

B. „PapaVac“ concept
As the "AutoVac " process requires all the tools needed for
vacuum build-up to be integrated into the stringer placement
tool, this creates a complex system in which stringers can
easily slip during positioning. To avoid this, a process is
being developed in which the vacuum build-up is created
independently of the stringer placement tool in a separate
tool.
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luated taking into account the previously determined weighting factors. This is done with the help of the concept evaluation matrix (see figure 13).
To do this, the various requirements and the column with the
percentage weightings are first transferred to the new table.
Along the top row, all concepts with names are first lined up
next to each other. The concepts are now evaluated individually within the group with regard to all requirements.
The evaluation, the so-called rating, takes place in the team
after majority agreement of all participants. The concepts are
evaluated individually with regard to each requirement. The
rating is determined by a graduated point system. The concepts are rated with one point for insufficient fulfillment of
the requirement up to nine points for very good fulfillment
of the requirement. The points awarded are divided into the
following levels: 1 point, 3 points, 5 points, 7 points and 9
points.
In order to be able to take the importance of the individual
requirements into account in the overall evaluation, the
weighting must be offset against the rating. To do this, the
score assigned to the concept in the points field (Pkt.) is
multiplied by the percentage weighting of the evaluated
requirement. The result is entered in the adjacent field in the
"Wert" column. The value takes into account both how well
the concept meets the requirement and how important the
requirement is in the overall context.

Figure 11: Spraying vacuum film concept sketch

This technology is currently already used in boat building,
among other things. [9]
The advantages of the system are the short process time and
the reusability of the vacuum hood produced. A disadvantage
of this process is that liquid silicone elastomers have always
been used up to now. However, silicones may not be used in
the production of CFRP aerospace components. Alternative
elastomer materials must therefore be sought.
D. Use of a "Negative Tool form“
In this process, the vacuum bag is replaced by a tool which
reproduces the negative shape of the CFRP part to be produced. This negative tool is placed over the laminate and
auxiliary material structure (see figure 12).

Figure 13: Concept Evaluation Matrix

When the rating of a concept has been completed and all
values for the associated requirements have been determined,
the sum of the individual values can be calculated. The sum
of the values of the individual requirements is entered in the
sum field below. The higher the sum is, the better the concept
is. The ranking number in comparison to the other concepts is
stored in the field below the sum.

Figure 12: "Negative Tool form" concept sketch

In order to additionally visually emphasize the evaluation of
the concepts, the ranking list is highlighted with a graduated
traffic light color format (see figure ui). The best concepts are
shown in a green to yellow color range. The less suitable
concepts are highlighted in orange to red. This evaluation
system makes it possible to filter out the best from many
proposed solutions.

The advantages of this system are mainly the short process
time and the reusability of the tool.
The disadvantage of this concept is the high tooling costs
required. These are due to the fact that the negative tool must
be manufactured from very expensive metallic materials with
an extremely high dimensional accuracy, as well as being
equipped with connections and valves.

It can be seen that the concept with the "Negative Tool" performs best, followed by the sprayed vacuum build-up and the
"AutoVac" process.

V. EVALUATION OF THE INDIVIDUAL CONCEPTS
Since it is not possible in reality to develop concepts that
meet all requirements 100 percent, it is important to evaluate
all requirements quantitatively in terms of their relevance in
order to obtain a concept that best meets expectations. With
the evaluation of the AHP diagram, a weighting is defined
for the various requirements. The concepts are then eva-

The final solution selection can be directly taken from the list
as the evaluation winner. Alternatively, the participants can
decide to combine aspects of the best solutions, or, in the
case of a decision, to select the final solution concept by
means of a vote.
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shell is produced. After further successful investigations and
tests, the new process can finally be used for series production.

VI. SUMMARY
The production of aircraft fuselage shells from carbon fiber reinforced plastics is divided into various process steps.
First, the CFRP laminate is produced by an automated AFP
lay-up process. Stringers are then placed on the panel using
the stringer placement tool. Then, the vacuum build-up is
created and the prepared panel is transferred to the autoclave
for curing. Finally, all auxiliary materials are removed on the
"demolding" station. Due to the many manual operations, the
vacuum build-up offers the most potential for optimization in
order to make the manufacturing process more economical.
Before starting to develop new concepts for an improved
vacuum setup, it is first necessary to define which technical
framework conditions and requirements the new system must
fulfill. The requirements were compared with each other
using an analytical procedure within the AHP diagram. It
turns out that recyclability is the most important requirement.
Weighting factors are calculated from this. Four different
concepts were presented below. The "AutoVac" method was
already tested in the experimental stage, but had functional
deficiencies due to its high complexity. In the other so-called
"PapaVac" concept, an attempt was made to reduce the complexity by using a separately generated auxiliary structure.
However, this concept was not pursued beyond the concept
level. Therefore, some development work is still required for
this concept. The sprayed vacuum bagging process has been
used in other industries, but for this application the appropriate material selection still needs to be defined. The "Negative
Tool" offers many process advantages, but a large amount of
development and component costs are required for its introduction. In the concept evaluation, the concept with the
"Negative Tool" performed best. However, the final concept
selection has yet to take place.
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other raw materials. The reaction takes place as the following
[2]:

Abstract—In this work, the effects of modifying a standard
bone china formulation on strength and translucency were
investigated. 3 compositions were prepared, the standard
formulation for comparison, one with increased cornish stone
content and another with increased kaolin content. Test
specimens were pressed from each composition. They were fired
at 1230°C and tested for strength by 4-point bending,
additionally the Weibull modulus was determined. The
transmission was measured using a spectrometer. The strengths
of the standard composition were 87,7 N/mm², and 89,3 N/mm²
with increased cornish stone content. The transmission
increased from 4,20% to 5,06%. With higher kaolin content, the
strength decreased to 61,88 N/mm² and the transmission to
1,18%

[Ca(OH)2 • 3Ca3(PO4)2] + [Al2O3 • 2SiO2] →

(1) [2]

3Ca3(PO4)2 + (CaO • Al2O3 • 2SiO2) + H2O
The second reaction is called “the phosphate glass
equation”. In this all the calcium oxide in the bone ash is
provided for the formation of anorthite by reaction with the
alumina and silica from the china clay. It is assumed that the
actual amount of anorthite formed depends on the amount of
alumina in the china clay. All remaining calcium oxide in the
body that is not depleted is assumed to form β-TCP and all
other components, including the excess phosphorus pentoxide
from the bone ash, react to form the glassy phase. The reaction
is described as the following [2]:

Keywords—bone china, composition, strength, transmission,
translucency

3[Ca(OH)2 • 3Ca3(PO4)2] + 6[Al2O • 2SiO2] →

I. INTRODUCTION

(2) [2]

8Ca3(PO4)2 + 6[CaO • Al2O3 • 2SiO2] +P2O5 + H2O

In 1794 Josiah Spode Jr. started the production of bone
china as it is known today. The typical mass composition is
50% bone ash, obtained from calcining bovine bones, 25%
china clay (kaolin) and 25% cornish stone, a feldspar rich
mineral. Due to its small sintering range, sometimes small
amounts of quartz are added to reduce warping or shrinking
during the firing process. Bone china is mainly known for its
translucency and white color, but also has very high resistance
to impact and chipping. [1] These properties result from the
composition of crystalline phases in the sintered bodies. The
main phases are crystals of β-tricalcium phosphate (β-TCP),
anorthite and sometimes small amounts of quartz that can be
found in a complex glas-matrix. There is still no consent in the
literature to the formation of these crystalline phases, as some
studies were able to detect phosphorus in the glass matrix,
whereas others could not find any. There are two theses by
Roberts and Beech that describe the reaction between
hydroxyapatite of the bone ash and the kaolin to form β-TCP
and anorthite. It was mentioned that these reaction equations
are only simplifications. The actual reaction behavior takes
place somewhere in between those two. [2]

Due to these reactions, bone china shows a significant
crystalline content. It consists of 70% crystalline phases and
30% glass. Other porcelain types show the reverse: 30%
crystalline phases and 70% glass. This contribution would
explain the higher resistance to impact and chipping. [1] The
high translucency results from the low difference in the
refractive indices “n” of the different phases in the sintered
bone china bodies. Anorthite has a refractive index of 1,58,
the value of β-TCP lies between 1,59 and 1,62 and the of the
glass phase is 1,56. This results in a very low Δn of 0,07 at
most. Due to the small deviations, the incoming light is barely
scattered at the grain boundaries, loses hardly any intensity
and is therefore more translucent than conventional hard
porcelain. [3]
The goal of this study is to modify the typical composition
of bone china and therefore to influence the properties such as
translucency or strength. For the following experiments 3
mixtures are prepared. Series A is the typical recipe and serves
as a reference. Series B has an increased cornish stone content
by reduced parts of bone ash. Similar to series B, series C has
an increased china clay content due to a reduction of bone ash.
You can see the different compositions in Table 1.

The first hypothesis is called “the non-phosphate glass
equation”. It says anorthite is formed entirely from the excess
calcium in the bone ash surplus to the amount needed to
combine with the phosphorus pentoxide in the bone ash to
form β-TCP. The excess clay transforms into mullite, which
is believed to eventually be built into the glassy phase with the

Table 1:Planned Bone China Compositions
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Series

Bone Ash
[wt.-%]

Kaolin
[wt.-%]

Cornish stone
[wt.-%]

A

50

25

25

B

40

25

35

C

40

35

25
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prevented by the fact that the compositions stuck together in
the mixing container. The poor distribution of the raw
materials was clearly reflected in the strengths determined
(Fig. 1). Series A had an average strength of 25,9 N/mm². The
strength of series B was 26,5 N/mm² and series B was found
to have a strength of 24,4 N/mm². The similarly low strength
values prove that there was an inhomogeneous distribution of
the raw materials in all series. The low Weibull modulus
indicates the same result. Typical values for the Weibull
modulus for technical ceramics are between 10 and 20 [9].
From the strengths determined for the bone china series
resulted in a Weibull modulus of between 5,13 and 5,93.
Based on these results, a different route of homogenization
was selected. The formulations were newly prepared and
processed into slip with the addition of 50 wt.-% water. The
slip was poured into the mixing container with the ceramic
balls and rotated for 24 hours. The slip was then dried at 100°C
and ground up. The samples showed significantly better
values with this homogenization method (Fig. 2)The strength
of the A series increased to 87,7 N/mm². Series B went up to
a strength of 89,3 N/mm². The value of series C was slightly
lower at 61,9 N/mm². In addition to the increase in strength,
there was also an improvement in the Weibull modulus.
Series A increased to 12,62 and Series B up to 18,76. The high
values of series B could be due to the increased glass content.
As a result of the high cornish stone content, more glass phase
is formed during the sintering process and the residual
porosity is largely reduced. The Weibull modulus of series C
increased to 6,9, which is still relatively low by comparison.
The lower results of the C series can possibly be explained by
the increased kaolin content. The increased alumina content
should lead to a higher sintering temperature, since the
reaction between alumina, silica and highly reactive calcium
oxide requires a high temperature to form anorthite. [10] For
this reason, the specimens from this composition may not yet
be densely sintered and therefore have lower strength values
and Weibull modulus.

For a qualitative analysis of the crystalline phases, the raw
materials are examined with X-ray diffraction. The sample is
prepared by the backloading method. The measurements are
carried out on the powder diffractometer “XpertPro” from the
company “PANalytical”. A copper anode is used for the
measurement, the tube voltage is 45 kV and the tube current
40 mA. The measuring range is between 5° and 80°2θ.
For mixing and homogenizing the different batches A, B
and C were each placed in a container together with ceramic
balls of different diameters and rotated over a period of
24 hours. From the homogenized mixtures, beams are pressed
for strength measurement. A dry uniaxial press from “Weber”
was used for this purpose. 15 beams with a mass of 1,5 g are
pressed out of each composition under 15 kN. The beams are
sintered at 1230°C The heating rate is 5 K/min and the
maximum temperature is maintained for one hour. Testing of
the bending tensile strengths of the sintered specimens is
carried out according to the standard DIN EN 843 [4]. The
bending strength [N/mm²] of the specimens is calculated from
the mean values of the specimen dimensions [mm] and the
maximum test load [N] using the following formula:

𝜎 =






∗ ∗
∗

(3)

𝜎 : Stress in outer fibers at midpoint [N/mm²]
F : Maximum recorded force (N)
l : Quarter length of lower support rollers [5 mm]
b : Width of test beam [mm]
d : Depth or thickness of test beam [mm]

After measuring the strengths, the Weibull modulus of the
test series is determined to the standard DIN EN 843-5 [5].
From the Weibull distribution, the fracture probability of the
specimens can be interpreted.
In order to be able to make a statement about translucency,
samples are measured on the Lambda 1050 spectrometer from
the “PerkinElmer” company. Therefore, platelets with a
diameter of 40 mm and a thickness of 2,3 mm are prepared.
Through shrinkage during the sintering process, the thickness
of the specimens should be around 2,0 mm. To measure the
transmission of the samples, an integrating sphere is used. The
specimens are examined over a wavelength range from
350 nm to 800 nm. Using the standards DIN EN 167 [6],
169 [7], 170 [8] a mean transmittance is given.

Series A

Strength [N/mm²]

34,00

III. RESULTS
A. Raw material XRD analyses
The XRD spectra showed that the raw materials used are
of high purity. In addition to the main component oxyapatite,
small amounts of albite, an Na-feldspar, were detected in the
bone ash. The kaolin has a very high degree of purity, only
small amounts of quartz could be detected incidentally. The
cornish stone consists of albite, a Na-feldspar, biotite, a
layered silicate, microcline, a K-felspar and small amounts of
quartz. The results confirmed that with the selected raw
materials all conditions are met to be able to manufacture a
bone china ceramic.

Series B

Series C

Weibull
6
5,8

24,00
14,00

5,6
5,4
5,2

4,00

Weibull modulus

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

5

Fig. 1: Determined strengths and Weibull modulus of the dry
homogenised compositions

B. Composition preperation and strenght measurements
During the homogenization process, the high plasticity of
the Kaolin posed a problem. The homogenization was
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Serie A

Serie B

Serie C

Weibull
20

90,00

15

80,00

10

70,00

5

60,00
50,00

Weibull modulus

Stremgth [N/mm²]

100,00

0

Fig. 4: Translucency of a bone china lamp

Fig. 2:Determined strengths and Weibull modulus of the wet
homogenised compositions

IV. CONCLUSION
Compared to the standard formulation of bone china, the
strength and translucency could be increased with higher
cornish stone content. An increased kaolin content had a
negative effect on strength and transmission under the
conditions of this work. The results could possibly be
improved by increasing the sintering temperature. Another
way to improve the results overall would be to produce a spray
granulate from the formulations. However, the production is
very complex and requires certain equipment. Furthermore, a
density determination and phase analysis of the fired samples
would be interesting in order to be able to make a more precise
statement about the processes during firing.

C. Transmission measurements
Due to the different behavior of the formulations during
the sintering process, difference in the thicknesses can be
observed. The thickness of the specimens influences the light
transmission, but the results can be compared with each other,
as the deviations are only minor. Compared to the standard
composition, the translucency in series B could be increased
with a higher cornish stone content as described in [11]. Due
to the increased glass phase content, there should be less
residual porosity and fewer grain boundaries in the bone china
bodies at where the light is refracted. Series C shows by far
the lowest transmission. The reason for this could again be the
increased kaolin content. This is due to the fact, that the
ceramic my not yet be densely sintered at 1230°C and there
are still air pores left which provide locations for light
scattering. The kaolin additionally brings an increased content
of quartz into the ceramic. If the glass melt cannot dissolve the
quartz grains so that they cannot pass into the glass phase, the
grains also represent interfaces for light scattering. [12]Fig. 3
shows the recorded transmission versus the wavelength. The
graphs show that the ceramic absorbs almost all the light
intensity at lower wavelength. On higher wavelengths it
shows an increase in transmission. This would explain why a
warm light is emitted when a bine china ceramic is shined
through (Fig. 4).
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Abstract—The thermal optimisation of ceramic building
materials for electrically heated, dynamically storing steam
generators is to be carried out by means of thermal simulation
calculations. In particular, transient quenching processes with
different structural properties of the ceramic materials are to be
investigated with finite element simulations and thermal stresses
derived from them. For this purpose, a cuboid specimen with a
side length of 33.16 mm is simulated, which is quenched
abruptly at a temperature of 720 °C in water at a temperature
20 °C. The body was created with uniformly and non-uniformly
distributed pores in order to investigate their influence on the
thermal properties in more detail. It was found that ceramics
with pores can reduce the maximum main stress compared to
the zero sample without pores. The zero sample had a maximum
occurring main stress of 16.4 MPa. The spherical pore geometry
had the strongest effect reducing the maximum main stress to a
value of 11.5 MPa.

3rd Wolfgang Krcmar
Faculty of Materials Engineering
Georg Simon Ohm University of
Applied Sciences Nuremberg
Nuremberg, Germany
wolfgang.krcmar@th-nuernberg.de

sample is then abruptly placed in a defined volume of water
at a temperature of 20 °C and the temperature profiles and the
resulting stresses in the workpiece are analysed.
II. FINITE-ELEMENT-SIMULATION
The ANSYS 2019 R3 software from ANSYS was used
for the numerical investigations. The FEM is basically used
to solve differential equations. Here, the body to be measured
is covered with a grid. With so-called iterative equation
solvers, the displacement of the individual nodes of the grid
is calculated. Schematically, the real component is broken
down into many small virtual elements. Depending on the
simulation, this is followed by a mathematical description of
the interaction between these elements. The next step is to set
up and solve the resulting system of equations. Finally, the
results for each element are interpreted and read out [4].

Keywords— thermal main stress, pore geometry, FEM
simulation, thermal shock, cordierite

A. Modelling of thermal shock tests on porous cordierite
ceramics
Before the simulation of the thermal shock test of
cordierite can be started, some presettings have to be defined.
The first step is the creation of the virtual bodies. On the one
hand, the solid cordierite-sample body in the form of a cube
with a defined edge length of 33.16 mm and water as the fluid,
which surrounds the sample body with a volume of
127.35 litres. In addition, different types of pores are inserted
into the created test specimens. Subsequently, the created
bodies are defined as volume bodies and additionally the
contact surfaces are set. Finally, the solid and liquid bodies are
defined.

I. INTRODUCTION
Ongoing climate change is a major challenge for our
society. For this reason, the Federal Government of Germany
presented an energy concept in autumn 2010, which contains
the guidelines for future energy and climate policy [1]. The
energy concept is intended to fulfil the energy policy target
triangle of climate protection, price stability and, above all,
security of supply. By developing new and more effective
energy generation processes and energy storage systems,
Germany is to be led into the age of renewable energies in the
long term. A coherent overall strategy is to be developed by
2050 and replace fossil energy sources in Germany [2].
Thermal energy storage (TES) units in particular are needed
for heating and cooling from renewable energies. TES can be
heated by electrical energy or industrial waste heat. For this
purpose, surplus generated energy must be stored temporarily
so that it can be made available afterwards [3]. Heat storage
systems in particular offer potential savings at high
temperatures. However, the materials used as storage
medium must fulfil certain requirements at high storage
temperatures. In this work, cordierite ceramics are examined
with these requirements using simulations based on the finite
element method (FEM) and thus the best possible pore
geometry of the storage material is determined. For this
purpose, a thermal shock test is simulated on porous
cordierite ceramics. The ceramic is heated to 720 °C until
thermal equilibrium is reached at this final temperature. The

TABLE 1. Material Data of cordierite, water and air
Material
Data

Cordierite
Water
Air

Density [kg/m3]

Cp (Specific Heat
Capacity) [J/(kgK)]

Thermal
Conductivity
[W/(mK)]

2130
997
Ideal gas

1000
4184
1012

0.708
0.600
0.026

B. Pore Geometry
To investigate the influence of different pore geometries on
the thermal shock resistance, three different pore types were
chosen. The total pore volume of 20 % as well as the volume
of each individual pore was kept constant in order to
determine only the influence of the geometry. The volume of
each individual pore is 10 mm³. Spherical, cuboidal and
cylindrical macro pores were inserted into the body with the
ANSYS 2019 R3 software.

XXX-X-XXXX-XXXX-X/XX/$XX.00 ©20XX IEEE
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Fig. 1. Spherical (left), cuboid (middle) and cylindrical (right) pores aligned in their longest lateral expansion

For this purpose, the influence of porosity in general on the
thermal shock properties will be investigated. The porespecific influence and the orientation of the pores in the test
specimen will also be determined
Figure 1 shows the three different pore geometries. As an
example, these are only shown here in their longest lateral
extension. The cuboid and cylindrical pore cubes were not
only constructed in their lateral longest orientation, but also
in all three spatial directions (xyz) in order to simulate the
influence of the pore orientation. This was not necessary for
the spherical pores, as they have the same properties in every
spatial direction. A cube without pores was additionally
simulated as a reference sample.

Fig. 2. Temperature profile at the time step of 60 s of the cordierite zero
sample during the thermal shock test (720 °C)

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS OF THE FLUID MECHANICS
SIMULATIONS ON THERMAL SHOCK PROPERTIES

The simulation of the thermal shock treatment was carried
out in the Fluent sub-programme of the simulation software.
The temperature profile of the specimen was calculated as a
function of time. The temperature distribution was simulated
within 180 s in 1 s-intervals. The temperature profile of the
specimens over time and the average tensile stresses that
occur in the ceramic body during thermal shock were
investigated.
A. General influence of the pores
In order to investigate the general influence of pores on
the thermal shock resistance, temperature profiles of the
differently porous samples were carried out over time during
the thermal shock test. These were then compared with the
non-porous zero sample (Fig. 2). The zero sample and the
spherically porous sample are shown here as examples. A
plane cut was made through the centre of the sample to see
how the temperature profile inside the observed volume
behaves during quenching. Figures 2 and 3 show the
temperature profile inside the sample after 60 s. It is shown
that there is hardly any difference at this time step in the
temperature profile of the two samples.

Fig. 3. Temperature profile at the time step of 60 s of the spherically
porous cordierite sample during the thermal shock test (720 °C)

The maximum principal stresses in the workpiece were
considered in order to demonstrate the more precise influence
of pores. Figure 4 shows the maximum principal stresses of
the porous samples compared to the zero sample. The exact
maximum principal stresses can be found in Table 2. The
largest maximum principal stress occurs in the zero sample.
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TABLE 2. Maximum main tension of porous specimens with different percentages of orientation of the largest lateral expansion in each of the three spatial
directions
Sample

zero-sample

cyl_xyz33

cyl_z100

cyl_z100_rad

cub_xyz33

cub_z100

cub_z100_rad

sph

sph_rad

Max. main
tension [Pa]

1,64E+07

1,51E+07

1,56E+07

1,56E+07

1,18E+07

1,16E+07

1,15E+07

1,27E+07

1,28E+07

Percentage of
largest lateral
expansion
aligned in axis x
[vol.-%]

0,00

33,33

0,00

0,00

33,33

0,00

0,00

[-]

[-]

Percentage of
largest lateral
expansion
aligned in axis y
[vol.-%]

0,00

33,33

0,00

0,00

33,33

0,00

0,00

[-]

[-]

Percentage of
largest lateral
expansion
aligned in axis z
[vol.-%]

0,00

33,33

100,00

100,00

33,33

100,00

100,00

[-]

[-]

The difference in maximum principal stress between the
two specimens is 4.1 MPa and thus the cuboid pores
withstand 26.28 % more thermal stress. Compared to the zero
sample, they even perform better by 29.88 %.

B. Specific pore influence
In order to compare the three types of pores with each
other, they were each simulated with and without radiation in
the body.

The maximum main stresses occurring in the samples
with radiation over the time course of 240 s are shown
graphically in Figure 5. The zero sample has the highest peak
and thus the highest stresses in the workpiece. In addition, the
zero sample builds up and releases the stresses more quickly.
The greatest stress occurs here after only a few seconds. The
zero sample reaches this fastest after 8 s and the spherical
sample the slowest after 16 s.

Maximum main tension [Pa]

The samples with cylindrical pores have the highest value
of 15.6 MPa among the porous samples. The cubic samples
have the lowest maximum stress of 11.5 MPa. Figure 4 shows
that the samples with and without radiation hardly differ from
each other. Figure 4 shows all simulated results of the main
stresses graphically. Among the porous samples, the samples
with cylindrical pores generally have the worst properties.
The cuboid pores with the lowest measured main stresses
perform the best.
1,80E+07
1,60E+07

Maximum main
tension [Pa]

1,40E+07
1,20E+07
1,00E+07

8,00E+06
6,00E+06

1,80E+07

1,60E+07
1,40E+07
1,20E+07
1,00E+07
8,00E+06
6,00E+06
4,00E+06
2,00E+06
0,00E+00
0

4,00E+06

50

100

150

200

250

Time [s]

2,00E+06
0,00E+00

cyl_z100_rad

cub_z100_rad

sph_rad

0-sample

Fig. 5. Maximum main stresses occurring on the workpieces with radiation
over time
Fig. 4. Maximum main tension of specific pores and the zero-sample
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as heat storage materials and are thus constantly exposed to
high thermal stresses, the minimizing of thermal stress
through specific porosity is a suitable method. All pores
inserted into the ceramic result in an improvement of the
thermal shock resistance. However, there are also differences
between the individual pore geometries and their respective
orientation. The samples with cubic and spherical pores have
significantly lower stresses and are therefore more suitable
than samples with cylindrical pores considered within this
investigation. The radiation that only occurs in the pores is
very low and therefore negligible. In summary, it can be said
that pores in cordierite ceramics can lower the maximum
principal stresses in the thermal shock test and can therefore
be better suited as thermal storage materials than solid
ceramic bodies.

C. Influence of pore orientation
Porosification particles can arrange themselves in a
preferential orientation i.e. when extruding ceramic materials.
Due to a possible preferential orientation and a targeted
alignment of pores after firing, the material properties of the
ceramic sample can differ from a sample with randomly
aligned pores. For this purpose, only the cylindrical and cubic
ones were investigated. Therefore, the pores were not only
oriented in their longest lateral extension in one spatial
direction, but equally distributed in all three spatial directions
(Fig. 6 and 7).
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Fig. 6. Cylindrically aligned pores in all spatial directions

Fig. 7. Cuboidal aligned pores in all spatial directions

Due to the simulation results, there is no clear influence
of the pore orientation on their maximum main stress. The
differences in the resulting stresses due to the orientation of
the pores are negligible concerning the test conditions.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the simulations, it can be seen that highest main
stress during the thermal shock test occurs within the zero
sample without pores. High stresses in the sample can cause
cracks that can have a negative effect on the mechanical
properties of the ceramic. Since these ceramics are to be used
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Abstract—In laser processes, specific heat input into the
workpiece is required. The prediction of the process-determining
temperature field is helpful to estimate the influence of process
parameters and material properties on the process sequence.
The analytical calculation of the temperature distribution during
the laser process considering real geometries and boundary
conditions is possible only to a limited extent. Therefore, the
temperature field, which is mainly influenced by the energy input
due to laser radiation and heat conduction, is calculated using the
finite element method. In this article, a calculation using FEM
in COMSOL Multiphysics is compared to an analytical solution.

processing metals, the absorbed power is strongly reduced by
the reflectance at the workpiece surface. According to ISO
11146, the diameter of a laser beam is defined by the second
momentum of the beam profile corresponding to four times
the standard deviation (df = 4σ) of the intensity distribution
along the major and minor axis of the beam [2].

I. I NTRODUCTION
The knowledge of the spatial and temporal temperature
distribution in the workpiece is of central importance for all
laser material processes, which basically only differ in the laser
intensity used and the duration of laser material interaction.
Knowledge of the temperature field is fundamental for analyzing the physical correlations in the workpiece. Thus, residual
stresses, microstructure and distortion can be predicted and
favorable process parameters can be derived [1].
Since the interplay of process and material parameters in
laser processing is complex, the analytical calculation of the
temperature field considering real geometries and boundary
conditions is possible only to a limited extent. Therefore,
the temperature field is calculated using the finite element
method. In this work, the temperature distribution during
welding is calculated by FEM simulation and compared to
an analytical solution of the temperature field afterwards.
II. F UNDAMENTALS
The laser beam is defined in the global coordinate system
with the beam propagation in the z-direction and a constant
forwarding speed in the x-direction (see Figure 1). The workpiece is stimulated by the energy input of the laser beam locally, causing the material to heat up. The applied beam energy
depends primarily on the feed rate of the laser vx , the focus
diameter of the laser beam df , as well as on the absorbed laser
power Pabs , and the intensity distribution I. Especially when

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the laser process

The power density distribution Q̇ is calculated with the laser
power Pabs absorbed at the component surface by Equation 1.


(x − vx · t)2 + y 2
Pabs
Q̇(x, y, t) =
· exp −
(1)
2πσ 2
2σ 2
The heat flux arising from a beam source is dominated by
the heat conduction in the solid, which depends on the thermal
diffusivity with the thermal conductivity κ, the specific heat
per unit volume cp and the density ρ (see Equation 2).
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Neglecting thermal radiation and convection, the temperature distribution T in the material is given with Q̇ by the
following diffusion equation (see Equation 3) [3].
∂T
Q̇
− D∇2 T =
∂t
cp

(3)

Due to the simple geometry of the workpiece, a mapped
hexahedral meshing can be used. To be able to resolve the
energy coupling of the laser beam into the material with
sufficient accuracy, even for materials with high absorption
coefficients, a graded mesh is applied for a higher mesh density
at the surface region.
B. Material and Physics

III. A NALYTICAL S OLUTION OF THE T EMPERATURE F IELD
The laser focus position is located on the workpiece surface
(z = 0). With Green’s function for the diffusion equation at
the surface, the analytical solution of temperature distribution
(Equation 1 - 3) is simplified by integration over time and
volume (see Equation 4) [3].
Pabs
×
cp
h n
oi

−1
exp − (x − vx · t)2 + y 2 2σ 2 + 4D · t
+ z 2 (4D · t)−1
dt
√
π 3 D · t (2σ 2 + 4D · t)
(4)

T (x, z) =
Z

∞
0

Figure 2 shows the analytical solution of the temperature
distribution (Equation 4) in the x-z-plane for a moving laser
beam with the laser feed in x-direction and a Gaussian
intensity distribution. The material chosen is aluminum.

For defining the material properties of the workpiece, the
following values are assumed for an aluminum sheet:
•
•
•

W
Thermal conductivity: κ = 238 m·K
J
Specific heat capacity: cp = 900 kg·K
kg
Density: ρ = 2700 m3

The simulation approach of the temperature field inside
the workpiece is based on the physics "heat transport in
solids" combined with the material properties and its geometric
dimensions. Additionally, the initial temperature of the study
is set to a constant value of 293 K as a boundary condition.
By implementing the heat source as a surface boundary
condition via a generally valid source term (see Equation 1),
it is possible, to calculate the temperature for the focal laser
position on the workpiece surface. Due to the neglect of heat
radiation and convection at the component boundaries, all
planes were defined as "thermal insulations". For discretization
of the physical model, the biquadratic serendipity approach
was preferred ensuring a fast convergence of the solution.
C. Solution of the Simulation Model
Figure 3 shows the resulting half model of the simulation
study as a 3D temperature distribution of the laser process with
the laser feed in the x-direction and the Gaussian intensity
distribution.

Figure 2. Analytical solution of the temperature distribution (absorbed laser
m
power: Pabs = 150 W ; feed rate: vx = 18 min
; laser focus position:
z = 0 mm; spot radius: σ = r/2 = 0.5 mm; thermal conductivity: κ =
kg
W
J
238 m·K
; specific heat capacity: cp = 900 kg·K
; density: ρ = 2700 m
3 )

IV. FEM-S IMULATION OF THE T EMPERATURE F IELD
A. Geometry and Discretization
The simulation is based on a 3D model, since the temperature field depends on the x-axis, the y- and the z-direction. The
model geometry is given by the component thickness (z-axis)
assuming a weld specimen with a thickness of 2.5 mm. The
width (y-axis) and the depth (x-axis) of the three-dimensional
model are set to 2 mm, each.
Due to symmetry, only a half-model is simulated for more
efficient calculation, where the plane of the mirror symmetry
is defined by the x-z-plane and the optical axis of the laser
beam is located at the origin of the coordinate system.

Figure 3. Temperature distribution of the FEM simulation (laser feed in xdirection, beam propagation in z-direction)
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V. R ESULTS
Figure 4 gives the relative error of the calculated heat
amount compared to the analytical solution according to Equation 5 and shows that the simulation converges well against the
analytical solution. The convergence time strongly depends on
the choice of discretization, where the scaling factor sf is the
number of elements of the mesh per unit length of 1 mm.

rel. error =

|solutionF EM − solutionanalytical |
solutionanalytical

(5)

Figure 4. Relative error of the simulation as a function of the mesh size in
a semi-logarithmic plot

Figure 5 shows the normalized total amount of heat deposited
by the laser at the surface (z = 0). The biquadratic serendipity
method converges with the analytical result (dotted line)
already after the fourth iteration step of the mesh study. With
the 2nd order Lagrangian discretization, a comparable result is
achieved only after 12 iteration steps. This means that for the
Lagrange 2nd order method, due to the simpler discretization
approach, a much finer mesh is required to obtain comparable
results.

The temperature distribution along the laser feed direction
also corresponds well with the calculated solution if the
meshing is sufficiently accurate.
To compare the simulation result with the analytical solution, the temperature distribution at the component surface
in the laser feed direction was evaluated for different levels
of mesh discretization and plotted in comparison with the
analytical solution (see Figure 6). Particular attention was paid
to the temperature distribution at the surface of the solid,
since this is the area where the process of heat coupling into
the material takes place. In the remaining part of the body,
only heat conduction takes place, which results in much lower
temperature gradients compared to energy coupling. Analytical and simulation-based results coincide well for volume
elements above 28000.

Figure 6. Temperature of the plane from laser propagation and laser feed at
the specimen surface (discretization: Lagrange 2. order)

VI. S UMMARY AND O UTLOOK
To predict the spatial and temporal temperature distribution
in laser material processing, a 3D FEM process simulation
was set up. The computed temperature field coincides well
with the analytic solution. For further verification, the surface
temperature will be compared to pyrometer and infrared camera measurements, qualifying the model for simulation-based
process layout.
By evaluating the simulation results at different feed rates,
findings relating to the temperature gradient in front of the
focal spot and the course of isotherms in the material can be
obtained in the future. In addition, the model will be enhanced
to develop a computer-aided method for process design and
optimization for laser-based hot-melt bonding to allow a
systematical identification of suitable process parameters with
minimal experimental effort.
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Abstract—It was tried to improve the solid-liquid separation
of an energy crop based biogas digestate. The aim was to get a
dry matter (DM) rate ≤ 1.5 % (w/w) in the liquid fraction by a
simple press separation. Without optimization, the liquid fraction
had an average DM rate of 3.6 %. To improve this result, the
separation pressure was reduced from 10 to 3 bar and a cationic
polymer flocculant based on pea starch was added. A very high
amount of 85 g polymer per kg DM was needed to sufficiently
lower the DM rate. More preferable results were obtained at a
dosage of 100 g polymer per kg DM. The previous addition of a
Ca(OH)2 solution lowered the electrical conductivity from 23 to
< 10 mS/cm but did not improve the flocculant efficiency. The
diminution of the separation mesh size from 0.5 to 0.3 mm led to
clogging and hardly affected the DM rate of the liquid fraction.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Biogas digestate is the remaining from anaerobic digestion
of manure and plants. Due to its partial resemblance to
mineral fertilizers, especially regarding the amount of nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassium it contains, it is often spread on the
fields [12]. But since the plant availability of the nutrients
is difficult to calculate, mineral fertilizers are additionally
applied. In consequence, unused nitrogen is converted into
nitrate and pollutes the groundwater [18], [11]. The excess of
nitrogen also increases greenhouse-gas emissions, particularly
nitrous oxide (N2 O), nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide (NOx )
and ammonia (NH3 ) [15]. According to the German Federal
Environmental Agency, these emissions increase not least
because of the increasing storage and spreading of biogas
digestate [14]. Besides, if nitrate is leached out of the soil, it is
no longer available to neutralize the protons of the nitrification
[1]. As a result, the buffering capacity of the soil decreases
until, finally, the soil is not able to resist pH change any longer
and turns acidic.
With the amendment of the Fertilizing Ordinance from
2017, which entered into force on May 1st 2020 [2], the
agricultural application of fertilizers, especially nitrogen and
phosphorus, has been more severely restricted to prevent
further groundwater pollution. In order to still agriculturally
apply manure and biogas digestate, it is now often necessary
to previously remove nitrogen.
Another problem is the uneven local distribution of manure and digestate. While animal farming leads to a high
amount of manure and digestate in certain regions, areas
where cultivation predominates depend on the application of

mineral fertilizers. The base chemical for nitrogen fertilizers
is in the main ammonia, which is gained from atmospheric
nitrogen with the energy-intensive Haber-Bosch-process. But
due to the high water content of > 90 %, the transport of the
digestate overage from one region to another is uneconomic
as well. The nitrogen should therefore not only be removed
from the digestate but also be recovered as a concentrated
and better manageable mineral fertilizer. This way, it could
be used in cultivation regions and the nitrogen cycle within
the agriculture could be closed. Moreover, the energy for the
Haber-Bosch-process could be saved.
II. D IGESTATE PROCESSING TREATMENTS
There are already some treatments to remove nitrogen
from manure and digestate, the most established of which
were analyzed in the research project ’GÄRWERT – GÄRprodukte ökologisch optimiert und WERTorientiert aufbereiten
und vermarkten’ [8], [9], [5]. All regarded treatments have the
first step in common: a screw press separation. This leads
to a fractionating not only of solid and liquid phase but
also of nutrients: most of the phosphorus and the organic
nitrogen remain in the solid fraction while the ammoniumnitrogen can be found predominantly in the liquid fraction
[4]. The results of this study show that hardly any treatment
is economically feasible. Technologies that require heat, e.g.
drying and vacuum evaporation, are only profitable if the
heat is free. That means the biogas has to be used in a
local thermal power station and the resulting heat is not used
otherwise. Ammonia stripping is financially attractive only if
the processing objective is to remove nitrogen but not to reduce
the volume. Moreover, the stripping process is here assumed
to work at low pressure conditions and a temperature about
80 ◦ C and is therefore also dependent on thermal energy. The
volume reduction and nitrogen removal of the liquid phase by
membrane technology (i.e. ultrafiltration and reverse osmosis)
is the only process that is independent of heat. However, it is
only profitable for high transport and distribution costs of the
digestate because of the extremely high energy consumption
of the ultrafiltration.
The development of a new membrane treatment that manages without ultrafiltration is assumed to improve the profitability of digestate processing. To ensure a high mass transfer and to prevent the membrane from fouling and scaling,
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their preparation requires acrylamide which is environmentally
harmful. For that reason, the flocculant Emfloc® ECG 750 by
the Emsland Group® used in this case is based on pea starch.
The polymer was received as an approximately 25 % solution
that was diluted to a 2.5 % solution with purified water.

Table I
PARAMETERS OF THE DIGESTATE
Parameter

Digestate

Liquid fraction

1,025

1,001

7.7

7.8

22.7

22.7

DM rate

6.6

3.6

TNb

4.9

4.6

g/l

–

2.31

g/l

70.5

47.0

g O2 /l

ρ
pH
σ

NH4 – N
COD

Unit
kg/m3

D. Flocculation process and press separation

mS/cm
% (w/w)

however, the DM rate of the liquid fraction must not exceed
1.5 % (w/w). The aim of this work is to optimize the solidliquid separation mechanically as well as chemically provided
that the DM rate of the liquid fraction does not exceed 1.5 %
and both fractions can basically still be used in agriculture.
The reduction of the DM rate should ideally be obtained by
screw press separation, since it is a simple, cheap and already
current treatment method for biogas plants in Germany [19].
III. M ATERIALS AND M ETHODS
A. Substrate analysis
To determine the DM rate referring to [3], the analyzed
substrates were dried for 24 hours at 105 ◦ C. The electrical
conductivity of the liquid fraction and the pH value were
measured with a WTW measuring station inoLab® Multi 9620
IDS using the TetraCon® 925 measuring cell and the SenTix®
980 electrode, respectively. The total nitrogen concentration
(total nitrogen bound, TNb ) was measured in a 1:100 solution
by cuvette test (Hach® LCK 338 LATON and DR6000 UV-VIS
Benchtop Spectrophotometer). Likewise the ammoina-nitrogen
(NH4 –N) was determined with the cuvette test LCK 303 and
the chemical oxygen demand (COD) with LCK 014.
B. Digestate
The digestate was collected from a mesophilic energy crop
based biogas plant and was removed between secondary digester and storage tank. It is mainly composed of maize silage
(85 %), whole-crop cereal (WCC) silage (12 %) and whole
grain (3 %) and does not contain manure or biowaste. It has
a fibrous consistency and a DM rate of approximately 6.3 %.
A simple press separation with a mesh size of 0.5 mm and a
pressure of 3 bar leads to a DM rate of still 3.6 % in the liquid
fraction. The collected samples were kept in a refrigerator at
4 ◦ C. For the experiments, the samples were warmed up to 20
◦
C in a water bath. Table I shows the relevant parameters of
the raw digestate and the separated liquid fraction at 20 ◦ C.
C. Flocculant
The majority of preliminary findings related to the flocculation of manure and digestate are based on polyacrylamide
flocculants (PAM) [16], [10]. Although the biodegradability of
these flocculants allows the application on agricultural fields,

The mixing process took place in a 2000 ml beaker filled
with 600 g digestate at room temperature. The polymer was
stirred in for 15 seconds with a near-wall, trapezoidal stirrer
(EKATO HOLDING GmbH) to achieve a high contact rate.
The stirring speed for the mixing process was 350 rpm, which
corresponds to a torsional moment of approximately 4 Ncm.
For the flocculation process itself, the mixture was stirred
for 15 minutes with a speed of 30 rpm and a corresponding
torsional moment of approximately 1 Ncm.
Between 200 and 250 g of the flocculated digestate were then
separated in a laboratory Jar test press from Afmitech Friesland
B.V.™ with a mesh size of 0.5 mm and a pressure of 3 bar,
maintained for 10 minutes. For comparison, a mesh size of
0.315 mm and a pressure of 10 bar were also tested. To further
examine the impact of the separation mesh size, the digestate
has been screened with different mesh sizes. Therefor, the
sieve stack was shaken for 5 minutes on a screening machine
with an amplitude of 0.3. This was done for the original
digestate and a sample that was flocculated with 50 g of
polymer per kg DM. 100 g of sample were taken for each
screening.
E. Pretreatment with lime slurry
Since the flocculant efficiency was much lower than expected, it was tried to increase the efficiency by decreasing
the electrical conductivity σ [7], [10]. This was achieved by
adding a 10 % (w/w) lime slurry (Ca(OH)2 ) solution, which
was stirred in for 90 seconds at 350 rpm before the flocculant
was added. The calcium was assumed to precipitate CaCO3
and thus reduce σ. The electrical conductivity could also be
reduced by acidification. Since this would lead to foaming on
the one hand and would on the other impair the conditions for
the further membrane treatment of the liquid fraction though,
this option was not tested.
IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
A. Flocculant dosage
As it can be seen in Figure 1, a reduction of the DM
rate ≤ 1.5 % by means of a polymer flocculant and press
separation is basically possible with at least 85 g polymer per
kg DM. But despite this already high amount of flocculant, the
liquid fraction was still opaque and contained visible particles
that did not noticeably sediment within 24 hours. When
98 g polymer per kg DM were added, an obvious separation
of solid and liquid fraction could already be observed during
the flocculation process. The specific values for viscosity and
turbidity of the liquid fractions have not been measured so far,
but the liquid fraction was visibly sheerer and less viscous
than for the former dosages. This could also be the reason
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Figure 1. DM rate of liquid fraction dependent on polymer dosage

Figure 2. Dependence of σ on lime dosage

why particles that remained in the liquid fraction settled down
quite quickly. The DM rate decreased to 1.13 % and could
probably have been further reduced by sedimentation. The
severely different liquid fractions have to be further analyzed
and compared.
A further increase of the polymer dosage up to 122 g polymer
per kg DM again lowered the DM rate to 0.9 %. Higher
dosages have not been tested. The plot in Figure 1 implies that
this may have been the highest dosage before the flocculation
results get worse with increasing dosage. Even disregarding
the costs for the flocculant, however, the required amount of
at least 85 g polymer per kg DM leads to an excessive volume
increase (55 l of 2.5 % polymer solution per m3 digestate).
Furthermore, polymer flocculant remaining in the liquid phase
will quite likely have a detrimental effect on membranes [17].
A reduction by press separation after a simple flocculation
with Emfloc® ECG 750 is therefore not recommendable.
B. Calcium addition
As predicted, the addition of Ca(OH)2 decreased σ. However, to remain under the value of 10 mS/cm that is mentioned
as a threshold in [7], a high amount was needed. As Figure 2
and Figure 3 illustrate, a dosage of 7.7 g Ca2+ per liter
digestate decreased σ to about 10 mS/cm and raised the pH
value up to 10.3. But despite the much lower conductivity, the
efficiency of the flocculant was even worse when Ca(OH)2 was
added. This could perhaps be explained by the high amount
of Ca2+ which may already have changed the surface charge.
In this case, an anionic flocculant would have been needed.
With increasing lime dosage, a decline of the water content in
the solid fraction was observed.
The high amount of Ca(OH)2 needed to decrease σ and
increase the pH value is explained by the extremely high
buffering capacity of the digestate. Due to the anaerobic milieu
during the digestion, the digestate is saturated with carbon

Figure 3. Dependence of pH on lime dosage

dioxide and has therefore a bicarbonate buffer. Since the carbonate was precipitated by calcium, the buffer was eliminated
which can explain the flat incline of the pH-curve until the
addition of 5 g Ca2+ per l digestate and the steeper increase
afterwards. The ammonia-ammonium-equilibrium acts as an
additional buffer because of its dependence on the pH value.
C. Separation parameters
The pressure increase up to 10 bar reduced the water content
of the solid fraction, but it had negative effects on the DM
rate of the liquid fraction. The separation with a mesh size
of only 0.315 mm led to clogging and thus a high weight
proportion caused by a high water content of the solid fraction.
When separating with both, a 0.500 and a 0.315 mm sieve
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in succession, clogging could be prevented and the smaller
sieve restrained few additional solids, but the flocculant dosage
could not be distinctly reduced to get similar results.
Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the results of the screening
experiment with different mesh sizes. With the same mesh
size, the DM rate of the fine fraction – original as well
as flocculated – is about 1 % higher than that one of the
liquid fraction after press separation. This can be explained
by the missing pressure. A large part of the liquid did not
pass the sieve but was held back in the coarse fraction so
that the solids in the fine fraction are less ’diluted’. The
absence of pressure also explains the low weight proportion
of the liquid fractions in Figure 5 which is not even half of
the liquid weight proportion after press separation. Figure 5
illustrates that there seem to be at least two ’peaks’ for
mesh sizes in the original digestate: one for d = 1 mm and
one for d = 0.25 mm. Varying the mesh size in between
these values did not particularly affect the weight proportion
of the separated fractions for the original digestate. This is
explained by the degradation processes in the biogas reactor
that leave decomposition products of certain similar sizes. A
strong impact of the flocculant could be regarded for the mesh
sizes 2 and 0.25 mm. In both cases, the weight proportion of
the flocculated digestate was about 15 % lower than for the
untreated digestate. It is assumed that loose flocks with a high
water content were built and held back by the sieve. It is not
clear, why the flocculated digestate passed the 0.125-mm-sieve
better than the untreated substrate. Maybe, particles in this size
have been agglomerated by the flocculant and did not retain
the water any longer. Since the difference is only about 7 g,
it could also be due to the heterogeneity of the digestate that
makes it difficult to always take similar samples.
In general, the impact of flocculation is higher than the impact
of the mesh size. Probably the press cake acts as an additional
filter that approximately corresponds to the tested smaller
mesh size of 0.315 mm. With a sieve of this mesh size, the
press cake became so dense that a part of the digestate could
not pass and was therefore not separated.

Figure 4. DM rate of fine fraction dependent on mesh size

V. C ONCLUSION
The demanded reduction of the DM rate of digestate by
flocculation with a starch based flocculant and subsequent
press separation is possible, but can not be recommended
because of the high amount of polymer solution. The addition
of Ca(OH)2 decreases the electrical conductivity but simultaneously impairs the flocculant efficiency. A smaller mesh size
would either hardly cause any improvement or cause technical
problems such as clogging. Therefore, a two-step-separation,
as it was performed for example in [6], may be necessary to
preprocess the digestate. If the first separation step focuses
on dewatering the solid fraction, the addition of lime could,
on one hand, improve the separation and even remove some
phosphorus from the liquid fraction. On the other hand, this
addition may impair the flocculant efficiency and therefore the
separation result of the decantation as second step. To clarify
these presumptions, the impact of lime on several separation

Figure 5. Weight proportion of fine fraction dependent on mesh size

factors has to be further examined. Another approach could
be a combination of anionic and cationic flocculants as it is
proposed in [13].
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Abstract—The heat-resistant material 16Mo3 was investigated
with respect to its strength at room temperature, 300 °C and 500
°C. The microstructure and chemical composition were evaluated.
Fracture surfaces of all test samples were observed by using
SEM. The tensile tests showed embrittlement at 300 °C, which
can be explained by the formation of blocks at strain-induced
dislocations. The blockages are caused by the sufficiently high
diffusion rate of nitrogen at elevated temperatures to dislocation
sites of the microstructure. Fracture surfaces present a reduction
of dimples at 300 °C. In addition, the Portevin-Le Chatelier
phenomenon was observed. The effect of dynamic strain ageing
was discussed and related. Especially for heat exchangers and
steam generators, the embrittlement range of 300 °C can be
relevant, as embrittlement can reduce the service life.

table. The microstructure can be seen in fig. 1 where clearly
the ferritic und bainitic grains can be seen. Due to low
carbon content bainitc grains occur more less than ferritic.
Furthermore appear large and small ferritic grains which were
measure from 10 to 50 µm in size. It is suspected that a poor
manufacturing process is the cause of this. Due to high ferrite
content this steel is highly prehastinated for welding processes.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The ferritic steel 16Mo3 1.5415 is commonly used for heat
exchangers and steam generators. The temperature loading
conditions for these applications typically range from 200 to
500 °C. Since the low-alloy steel is low-cost, it is widely used.
In addition, wall thickness allowances are very conservative
and are often simply assessed. This shows the demands of the
steel, which are very low. Nevertheless, fatigue failure due to
cyclic temperature changes has become increasingly apparent
in recent years. The behaviour of 16Mo3 is largely unexplored
in comparison to higher-grade high-temperature materials such
as P91, which has been researched in detail in the context of
the matter project. One reason for the lack of information is
certainly the price of the material, as safety allowances can be
given very generously.
For the material 16Mo3, the cyclic behaviour at elevated
temperatures could be investigated. At 200 °C, an initial
softening and softening process is followed by a softening until
failure of the sample. At 500 °C, the steel shows a continuous
softening process after a short softening [1, 2].
In the further course of this work, the static strength at elevated
temperatures is to be verified. It is suspected that straininduced embrittlement takes place in the temperature range
relevant to practical use. For this purpose, the uniaxial tensile
test is carried out.
II. M ATERIAL AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The material investigated was analysed using optical emission spectrography, and the composition is shown in following

Figure 1: Ferritic-bainitic microstructure

Table I: Chemical composition of studied steel 16Mo3 in wt.%
C

Si

Mn

P

S

N

Cu

Cr

Ni

Mo

0,2

0,22

0,74

0,008

0,003

0,01

0,16

0,1

0,11

0,26

The heat treatment of high-temperature steels is mainly
aimed at the formation of a ferritic-bainitic structure. This
is characterised by a low carbon, solid solution, the bainitic
ferrite, in acicular or plate form. The transformation from
austenite produces a high dislocation density with an arrangement in dislocation cells. Furthermore, finely distributed
carbides are present, either between the needles of the bainitic
ferrite or within the plates [3].
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Figure 2: Ferritic-bainitic microstructure with detailed bainitic
grains

The tensile specimens were taken from a seamless tube
by machining. The orientation of the specimen is in axial
direction to the tube. The wall thickness corresponding to the
sample thickness was left in its original state. The following
studies refer to the material 16Mo3 (1.5415). The tensile
test was carried out according to DIN EN ISO 6892-2 and
was performed at room temperature, 300 and 500 °C. A
strain rate of 7 · 10−6 s−1 were used till yield point, after
1, 4 · 10−3 s−1 . For each experiment sample were 3 measured
and the mean value given. Finally, the fracture surfaces of the
tensile specimens are examined under the scanning electron
microscope (SEM). In particular, the fracture behaviour is
assessed.
In order to assess the fracture behaviour the tested samples
are examined by using SEM. The formation of dimples is
examined.

of the respective temperatures are marked accordingly. In
addition, detailed sections at 300 and 500 °C are inserted.
In the area of the elastic range, a decrease of the Young’s
modulus with increasing temperature can be observed, this is
in line with expectations and corresponds to the theoretical
principles [1, 2, 3].
The results show maximum strength at 300 °C. The lowest
tensile strength was found at 500 °C. Compared to room
temperature, the elongation at break decreased at 300 °C. The
lowest elongation at break was measured at 500 °C. From the
results, it can be concluded that embrittlement occurs at 300
°C, as an increase in strength and decrease in elongation at
break was observed. A closer look at the stress curves revealed
the Portevin-Le Chatelier effect at 300 and 500 °C, see detailed
sections. The stress oscillation occurs periodically on the graph
line after the yield point [4]. In the literature [5, 6, 7] , the
mechanism of plastic instability phenomenon associated with
the Portevin-Le Chatelier effect in Fe-Mn alloys at an elevated
temperature is generally attributed to a dynamic strain aging
effect.
The increase in strength in the range of 300 °C is known
as blue brittleness and can be explained as follows. If there
is enough dissolved nitrogen in the steel, it diffuses into
the dislocation areas and blocks the dislocations. The steel
becomes brittle. Between 200-300 °C, the diffusion speed of
the N atoms is so high that embrittlement occurs in such steels
during deformation. Nitrogen has been detected, see chemical
composition. This leads to an increase in tensile strength and
hardness with a simultaneous decrease in ductility. A further
increase in temperature also causes increasing softening here.
Furthermore the diffusion rate of nitrogen atoms in steel is
so high that they can immediately follow a deformation. Due
to their small size, the nitrogen atoms accumulate in the
tensile stress area of the dislocation and block it. The result
is increased strength with greatly reduced ductility [8, 9, 10,
11].

III. R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the tests carried out are presented and discussed in the following. The table below shows the results of
the tensile tests. Clear embrittlement at 300 °C was observed.
The increase in hot strength and the decrease in elongation at
break are the indicators for this.
Table II: Results of tensile tests
Rp0,2 [M P a]

Rm [M P a]

A [%]

20 °C

359,11

547,89

11,87

300 °C

402,11

623,32

9,58

500 °C

269,22

325,05

8,01

In fig. 3, the stress-strain diagram is discussed in which all
tests are shown for better comparability. The tension profiles

Figure 3: Stress-strain diagram at different temperatures.
Detailed cuttings are presenting the Portevin Le Chatelier
phenomenon.
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In the following, the results of the SEM investigations are
shown and discussed.

Figure 6: Fracture surface at 500 °C
IV. S UMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Figure 4: Fracture surface at 20 °C

Tensile specimens in the axial direction were taken from a
seamless tube of the material 16Mo3. Microstructural analyses, chemical composition and tensile properties were tested at
room temperature, 300 °C and 500 °C. The microstructure and
chemical analysis did not show any irregularities. The tensile
tests demonstrated the Portevin-Le Chatelier phenomenon.
Furthermore, an embrittlement in the range at 300 °C could be
determined, which can be described by the diffusion of nitrogen at disslocations. For heat exchangers and steam generators,
the range at 300 °C should be particularly limited. The tensile
tests demonstrated the Portevin-Le Chatelier phenomenon.
Furthermore, an embrittlement in the range at 300 °C could
be determined which can be described by the diffusion of
nitrogen at disslocations. Fracture surfaces of different test
temperatures were evaluated by using SEM. Test specimen at
300 °C indicate a decrease of dimples which accompanied
with decrease of ductile behavior.
For heat exchangers and steam generators, the range at 300 °C
is particularly relevant. In addition relevant components must
endure frequent changes in expansion. Embrittlement of the
material can lead to a reduction in service life with regard to
cyclic strain.
For future components made of 16Mo3 the temperature area
of 300 °C with cyclic strain behavior should be avoided.

Figure 5: Fracture surface at 300 °C
Fig. 4 presents the fracture surface at 20 °C. Numerous
and strong dimples formations can be seen which indicate
a ductile behaviour. Fig. 5 presents the fracture surface at
300 °C. There are significantly fewer dimples than in Fig.
4 and the formation is also less extensive. The result of the
embrittlement previously described in tensile tests can also be
observed here. Fig. 6 shows the fracture surface at 500 °C
which is accompanied by a strong decrease in strength, which
can be observed in the microstructure.
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Development of a calculation tool to support the
planning of the utilization of hybrid emergency
power generators
Danil Aleynikov
Faculty of Electrical Engineering
Augsburg University of Applied
Sciences
Augsburg, Germany
danil.aleynikov@hs-augsburg.de
Abstract — This paper describes a methodological
approach to the investigation of aspects of the isolated grid,
such as forecasting the power consumption, as well as the
analysis of important participants, which arise in case of
maintenances in the grid. This paper gives an input for the
creation of a calculation tool, which enables an operation of
an isolated grid in a more efficient way.

is necessary. An example of an emergency power generator
is a mobile generator, used when the public power grid is
not accessible to consumers, or when a failure of the power
grid would lead to supply problems for critical infrastructure
such as in hospitals or in nuclear power plants. The unit
usually consists of an internal combustion engine and a
generator. The engine draws fuel from a tank that is
permanently available and thus converts chemical energy
into kinetic energy. This kinetic energy in turn drives a
generator, which feeds the generated electricity directly into
the network of the system to be supplied. The schematic
representation of an isolated grid supplied by a power
generator can be seen in the Fig. 1.

Keywords—power generator, solar energy, standard load
profile, renewable energy, isolated network, efficiency, energy
consumption, forecasting, software, battery, state of charge.

I. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
During the LINDA project ("Local isolated grid supply
and accelerated network restoration with decentralized
generation systems in case of large-scale power outage"), a
concept was developed to set up a local isolated network to
supply critical infrastructures. With the help of a
decentralized generating unit, an isolated grid is built up
step by step, that also allows solar plant systems to feed in.
The principle of using solar plant systems during emergency
power operation (during troubleshooting or maintenance
work in the grid) is also to be applied in the LINDA 2.0
research project for emergency power generators in order to
reduce fuel consumption and emissions during emergency
power supply. In the LINDA 2.0 project, a hybrid power
supply unit, consisting of a battery storage system, a gridforming inverter and a diesel engine as "range extender" is
designed. Since the emergency power supply provides the
energy predominantly by the battery, it is important, to
determine the best possible state of charge of the battery for
the further deployment and thus to allow a usage of the
renewable energy for the network supply. It is necessary to
find out, whether there are possibilities to forecast the
amount of energy needed during the maintenance period.
the maintenance period.

Fig. 1. Isolated grid, supplied by a power generator

III. QUALITY OF SUPPLY
Ensuring a high quality of supply - in particular high
security of supply and low fluctuations in network voltage
and frequency - is technically much more complex in a
small isolated network than in a large interconnected
grid.[2]
Power generation and power consumption must be exactly
in balance at all times. The index for the quality of this
equilibrium and thus for the quality of supply for end
consumers is the network frequency. In Germany power
supply networks are operated - regardless of the voltage
level - at a frequency of 50 Hz. This means that the electrons
make 50 complete pendulum movements in one second. It
is very important that this frequency is always strictly
adhered to. If there is an imbalance between generation and
consumption, the grid frequency fluctuates, this would have
fatal consequences for households, since all electrical and
electronic devices are designed for these uniform voltage
and frequency specifications. In the case of large power
transmissions, frequency deviations can lead to undesirable
current flows, which can potentially also have a high
destructive power to the infrastructure.

II. INTRODUCTION
Electricity generation is the main cause of CO2
emissions in Germany. These emissions could be lowered
in the last years due to a growing share of renewable energy
sources. However, the use of renewable energy places new
demands on the structure and stability of the grid. [1] Today,
the issue of security of electricity supply is a very important
aspect for the consumer. To ensure the performance of the
network, it is necessary to carry out appropriate
maintenance or troubleshooting work on the system. Also,
municipal services must be prepared for accidents which
can occur unforeseen at any time. All these cases require the
disconnection of a certain area from the general power grid.
In these cases a connection to an emergency power system
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Usually, it is controlled by the frequency converter. This is
an electronic device that allows to regulate the speed of a
three-phase motor. Background: If electrical machines or
three-phase motors are operated directly on the AC voltage
network, only a fixed speed is available to them - depending
on the number of poles and the fed-in frequency of the local
electricity network. However, if an application or a
production process requires a variable AC voltage, i.e. a
controllable speed, frequency converters are used. From a
constant alternating voltage, these can generate an
alternating voltage with variable amplitude (level of the
output voltage) and frequency. A frequency converter is
therefore connected upstream with a motor in order to
generate a needs-based, changeable alternating voltage. The
power grid no longer generates the frequency and voltage
level with which the motor works, but the frequency
converter takes over this task and regulates the output
frequency and the output voltage.

There are two possibilities to switch of the solar panels:


Manual separation of solar panels



Changing of the generator frequency to 51.7 Hz.
This leads to an automatic, permanent separation
of the solar panels from the grid

Both of them lead to a loss of energy generated by solar
panels, which could supply the grid and, as a consequence,
increased fuel costs.
Generally, the usage of the conventional generator in an
isolated grid has the following disadvantages:

IV. PHOTOVOLTAICS IN AN ISOLATED GRID



Inability of usage of solar systems



Noise development, approx dB (A) 66 at 7 m



High CO2 emissions



High usage and maintenance costs
V. HYBRID POWER GENERATOR

In 2020, nine percent of the electricity generated was
generated by photovoltaics. The use of photovoltaic systems
became more and more important over the years. The share
of the energy generated by the sun, has increased
continuously since 2003. This also increases the total
number of small roof systems with a size of up to 30 kWp.
This means that when hybrid power generators are used in
an isolated grid, there will be not only energy consumers,
but also decentralized energy resources (DER).

For this reason, a hybrid power unit is being developed
by the University of Applied Sciences Augsburg and
Technical University of Munich. It consists of a battery as
the main energy source, a diesel generator, which acts as a
range extender in case of deviations from the predicted
energy consumption or generation, or when maintenance
has to be carried out for a longer period of time as planned
and inverter, that is responsible for correct charging or
discharging process of the battery. Fig. 3 shows, the isolated
grid supplied by the hybrid generator.

Fig. 3. Scheme of the hybrid generator connected to the isolated grid

A. Advantages of the hybrid generator:
 Ability of usage of generated energy solar panels
 It is a system in which the energy is drawn most of
all from the battery. This leads to a considerable
reduction in the operating hours of the diesel
generator set.
 Reduced fuel consumption leads to a reduction in
exhaust emissions and less pollution.
 Less maintenance costs and labor.
 Reduced noise development

Fig. 1. Isolated grid with connected DER

This generates some difficulties, since electrical energy
cannot be stored for a short time in interconnected networks,
it can only be distributed between generator and consumer.
[3]In the case when the generated energy exceeds the
consumption energy, the frequency increases. Nowadays,
only the old solar modules stop their production between
50.2 Hz and 51.5 Hz, whereas newer ones only gradually
reduce their production. From the new upper frequency
limit of 51.5 Hz, however, all solar systems switch off
without exception. [4]
Excess energy leads to a reverse power on the generator, if
the permissible reverse power of the generator is exceeded,
the protection unit is triggered, which can lead to a power
failure.
This forces a grid operator to certain measures, such as the
separation of the solar system from the network, to avoid
strong frequency fluctuations.

B. Hybrid generator functionality
The hybrid generator arrives at the facility and continuously
supplies the isolated grid uninterrupted with energy, while
there is no connection to the public grid.
During the maintenance period, energy in the required
amount will be taken from the battery. Produced solar
energy, covers at first an ownconsumption of consumers in
an isolated grid, all excesses of this energy have to be stored
by the hybrid generator and can be used later. If the charge
level reaches a predefined minimal value, the diesel
generator starts automatically, for topping up the battery.
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To avoid unnecessary starting the generator and ensuring
secure supply of the energy, it is important to determine the
state of charge of the battery before operating.
This value is very important to ensure that the hybrid
generator works in the correct ranges, as an incorrectly
estimated amount of energy can lead to a power failure, if
there is too little charge. If the battery is full, it can not store
any energy anymore. The produced energy will be lost and
at the same time it can lead to an undesired increase in the
frequency in the network and further shutdown of solar
systems and as well to possible network failure.
Since the battery is a very expensive part of the hybrid
generator, the further important aspect is, that the level of
charge should allways be on the optimum value, according
to the battery type. By a storing of the hybrid generators,
batteries should also have a charge level between 40% 80%. [5] Under no circumstances should completely
discharged batteries be stored. Otherwise, self-discharge of
the batteries can lead to deep discharge. All this factors can
lead to rapid battery wear, reducing battery life and capacity.

in reality. So it is important to know to forecast the energy
consumption.
TABLE I. ENERGY CONSUMPTION ACCORDING THE SIZE OF THE
HOUSEHOLD [6]

Number of people in the
Electricity consumption
household
per year in kWh
1
1500
2
2500
3
3500
4
4500
Since a typical maintenance in average is performed only
during one day, it is important to know the approximated
daily energy consumption in the grid.
For this purpose, there are so-called standard load profiles
(SLPs) which are used by the energy supplier for electricity
consumers without a recorded power measurement. These
SLPs replace the non-existent load profile curve of the end
user with a calculated, reasonably accurate forecast of the
electricity consumption for every 15 minutes.
SLPs are representative load profiles that are used for
different consumer groups for example households,
agriculture and retail, for each of which a similar
consumption behavior can be assumed.
There are several load profiles according to type and
activity, such as:
 H0 - Household, private consumption, possibly
minor commercial needs
 G0 - Industry in general, mean of the entire group
 G1 - Commercial, weekdays 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
(offices,
medical
practices,
workshops,
administrative facilities)
 G2 - Commercial, predominant consumption in the
evening hours (evening restaurants, leisure
facilities, sports clubs, fitness studios, solariums)
 G3 - Continuous business (refrigerated storage
building, pumps, community facilities, forced
ventilation ...)
 G4 - Commercial, all kinds of shops, hairdresser
 G5 - Commercial, e.g. bakery

VI. ENERGY BALANCE
Energy balance has an important role for determination of
optimum state of charge. To determine the balance, two
main factors must be taken into account, namely:
 How much energy will be consumed.
 How much energy will be generated.
For the beginning it is important to analyse energy
consumers and producers of the isolated grid.
A. Consumers
For the study case, in general, the private household that
needs to be supplied with electricity is considered to be a
consumer. The amount of energy consumed can vary
strongly. There are standardized values depending on the
size of the household (Table 1). The consumption data is
presented in terms of kWh per year. This gives an
understanding, that households with two adults, according
to statistics, will consume 2500 kWh per year. These values
show the average annual values, which of course will differ

Fig. 2. H0 standard load profile
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spring/autumn and winter. It can be seen that there is usually
no power feed-in from photovoltaic systems before 6:30
a.m. and after 9:30 p.m.. Similar to the case of an energy
consumption SLP, all values are standardized to a solar
panel power of 1 kWp per year, therefore it is necessary to
re-scale those values to the individual annual total power of
DER in the respective grid.

G6 - Business, weekend operations (focus) (e.g.
restaurants, tourist bars, cinemas, sports facilities)
 L0 - Agriculture in general, mean of the entire
group [7]
The standard load profile H0 is shown in Fig. 4. It displays
nine types of days: winter, spring/autumn and summer in
bundle with a typical working day, Saturday and Sunday. It
is noticeable, that each variant has a different load
consumption behaivior over the time. However the largest
differences are to be seen between working day, Sunday and
Saturday. The detailed values with the 15 - minute intervals
are provided by BDEW (Bundesverband der Energie- und
Wasserwirtschaft e.V.), which contains accurate values of
the forecasting.
All values are standardized to the consumption of 1000 kWh
per year, therefore it is necessary to re-scale those profiles
to the individual annual consumption of each consumer in
the network.

Power in kW

0,6
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0,4
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0,1

00:00
01:30
03:00
04:30
06:00
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09:00
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18:00
19:30
21:00
22:30

0

B. Generation (Photovoltaics)
In photovoltaics, the solar radiation energy is converted
into electrical energy by the usage of the photovoltaic
effect. Single solar cells generate only low voltages and
currents. Only when the cells are connected to form
modules and the modules are interconnected they produce
technically usable voltages and currents. [8]
There are several factors which influence the amount of the
produced energy by the solar panels. These are discussed
below.

Winter

Spring/Autumn

Summer

Fig. 5. Hourly load profile of the PV systems

C. Energy balance tool
More than 1.7 million PV roof systems with a nominal
output of up to 30 kWp had a total output of around 18.4
GWp at the end of 2020. [11] According to the population
in Germany there are 83 million people, that gives an
understanding, that the average value of performance of a
photovoltaic system per inhabitant equals 0,2216 kWp.
Let’s assume, that a household with four persons have an
installed PV power of 0,8864 kWp and will as well
consume 4500 kWh annually. With the SLP described
before it is possible to calculate, that in summer on a
working day, the daily consumption of the household
would be 12,6629 kWh and the generation is about 3,68
kWh. It means, that a usage of generated energy by the solar
panels can cover about 30% of a daily consumption. It is
important to mention, that these calculations are based on
generalized statistics and can not be applied for the usage
of the hybrid generators. For the more exact values, the data
about the isolated grid is to be provided by the distribution
network operator. This calculation can be anticipated
manually by utilizing load profiles.
Since a manual calculation is very time-consuming, and
should as well take into consideration a time period of the
planned maintenance there is a need to create a special tool
for calculating the energy balances depending on the season,
the connected loads and the installed power of the PV
systems. The tool contains the SLP for the housholds and
solar panels. Based on this data and detailed district
characteristics, the energy balance between consumption
and generation is to be calculated in following steps:

Season
In summer the days are longer and there are more hours of
sunshine. Therefore, the photovoltaic yield in summer is
significantly higher than in the winter months. In total,
around 70% of the yield of a photovoltaic system is
generated in summer and only 30% is generated in the
winter months.
Course of the day
Photovoltaic systems generate the most electricity in the
midday, since at midday the sun is highest in the sky and the
sunlight can hit the module surface perpendicularly.
However, considerable yields are also achieved at other
times of the day, such as in the afternoon or late morning.
When the sun has set, however, no more electricity is
generated. Since the electricity demand of a household does
not adapt to the electricity production of the photovoltaic
system and load peaks are reached especially in the morning
and evening hours, the combination of photovoltaic systems
and electricity storage can be appropriate. Electricity
storage systems simply store excess electricity generated at
for example midday and make it available for consumption
at other times in the evening or morning. [9]
For a detached house with a 4-person household and an
electricity consumption of 4,500 kWh per year, the typical
size of a photovoltaic system is around 6 kilowatt peak or
36 square meters. [10]
There is an opportunity to forecast the possible yield of the
solar panels during the day in a certain period of time. The
load profile of EnBW for photovoltaics is used to determine
the load contribution. In order to calculate the load
occurring at the respective point in time, it is necessary to
multiply the value at the respective point in time and month
by the total installed solar panel power. The following Fig.
5 shows the characteristic hourly load profile for a day in
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1.

The dataset of the isolated grid to be analysed shall
be selected by the user

2.

Number of energy consumers and producers will
be distinguished

3.

User have to choose a day type (summer, winter,
spring/autumn)

4.

The start and end time of the maintenance shall be
chosen.
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5.

After all necessary parameters are selected, the
tool calculates the sum of the consumption and
generation of the grid over the time period for the
selected type of the day.

6.

As result, the tool returns the energy balance
between generation and consumption.

According to meteorological data, cloud parameters will be
included:
 clearly
 cloudy
 overcast
The direct dependence of these parameters on the level of
electricity generation by solar panels will be studied in more
detail and introduced into the system as a coefficient.
In a future outlook, the functionality can be extended as
well, for example, that tool becomes an automatic planner
for a maintenance date, so-called “Smart planner”, which
can analyse input grid parameters in order to suggest the
best date for a maintenance of an isolated grid.
After determining of the type and capacity of the battery, it
could be another improvement to forecast the state of the
battery atomatically, by taking battery self-discharge rate
into consideration.
Last but not least, a possible increase in the complexity of
the tool, suggests utilizing a more powerful programming
languages, for example Python, since it is more flexible,
functional and has a large number of libraries.

Fig. 6. Energy balance tool
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Abstract—The German government’s goal of becoming
climate-neutral by 2045 will lead to a major change in the energy
market. At the moment, this is particularly noticeable in the
form of a rising CO2 tax as well as the increasing volatility
in electricity generation from renewable energies. In order to
ensure grid stability in the future as the expansion of renewable
energies continues, the European Commission is setting incentives
for companies to adapt their load to the respective generation.
Against this background, the research question is: "To what
extent can industrial companies benefit from the expected
changes in the energy market through dynamic energy management?"
This research question is exemplified by the analysis of a
medium-sized industrial company that processes raw materials.
The focus is on the development of an energy forecasting tool to
plan energy quantities for the production programme, under the
aspect of cost and CO2 emission optimisation.
The energy forecasting tool aims to achieve a prediction
accuracy of 10 percent for the expected performance curve for
the energy sources used for heat and electricity supply. Its goal
is to propose a production scenario, in which the economic
and ecological objectives are optimised while considering the
customer’s requirements.
The first investigations confirm that in the future companies
will be able to profit from the changes in the energy market
through dynamic energy management. Decarbonisation in the
production process and the flexible adjustment of the loads used
in the company, adapted to the renewable energies currently
available in the grid, can be a key for success.
Keywords— dynamic energy management, energy forecasting
tool, load management, load shifting potential, CO2 tax, decarbonisation

I. I NTRODUCTION
The growing consumption of our societies with the beginning of industrialisation and the continuously increasing world
population lead to a strong rise in the emission of climatedamaging greenhouse gases.
The associated anthropogenic temperature increase of the
earth is now generally seen as a serious threat to humanity.
Floods, droughts, famines, water shortages or the melting of
the polar ice caps and the resulting rise in sea levels are some
of the main problems of our time. Global warming and the
associated shift from fossil fuels to renewable energies has
now become the central challenge of the 21st century.
Four years after the Paris Climate Agreement, the
European Commission drafted the "European Green Deal".

This stipulates that Europe reduces its net greenhouse gas
emissions to zero by 2050 [1].
At an online congress of the CDU/CSU parliamentary
group, Angela Merkel recently affirmed that she wants to
achieve the goal of climate neutrality no later than 2045.
That would be five years earlier than currently planned. In
addition, 65 percent less greenhouse gases need to be emitted
by 2030 than in 1990, compared to the previous target of 55
percent. For 2040, a reduction target of 88 percent is set. In
2020, Germany was already able to achieve its climate target
of a 40 percent reduction in greenhouse gases compared to
1990 [2].
Due to the new, even more ambitious goals of the German
government, the energy industry is facing a serious change.
This is reflected on the one hand by a CO2 tax and on the other
hand by the increasing volatility of electricity generation due
to the expansion of renewable energies. Up to now, electricity
generation has been adjusted to the electricity load. This
is becoming increasingly difficult due to the expansion of
renewable energies.
Therefore, attempts are being made to adapt the load to the
generation as far as possible in order to ensure grid stability.
Due to the increasing volatility of electricity generation,
the exchange electricity price is subject to ever greater
fluctuations.
So far, these fluctuations have not been passed on to
the consumer. However, in order to control the consumption
behaviour of consumers, the European Commission is
presenting a new directive for the internal electricity market
[3]. This directive provides that price fluctuations are passed
on to consumers in order to give them an incentive to
consume electricity at precisely the time when there is a high
share of renewable energies in the grid.
The electricity price for industry is made up of electricity
generation, grid fees and state taxes/levies and surcharges, as
can be seen in Fig. 1.
State taxes/levies and surcharges are the fixed part of the
electricity price. Grid charges can be influenced by companies
themselves by trying to smooth their electricity consumption
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variable electricity consumption and the consumption of fossil
fuels such as gas and/or heating oil.
Strobel Quarzsand GmbH is the leading producer of
high-quality quartz sands in Bavaria and is an ideal company
to investigate the research question because of its energy
use. The medium-sized company with about 70 employees
is located in Freihungsand in the Oberpfalz. The core
competence lies in the processing of quartz sands, which
are used internationally as high-quality products, mainly in
the glass industry, construction chemistry and the foundry
industry. The products are defined by the different sand types,
essentially described by grain sizes and purity content. The
raw material is extracted by the company itself in various
open-cast mines in the Oberpfalz.

Figure 1. Average composition of the commercial electricity price

without significant peaks. The electricity generation sector is
variable, which is reflected in the exchange electricity price.
The electricity supplier sells the electricity to the customer
at a fixed agreed price. Therefore, the customer cannot profit
from price fluctuations on the exchange.
Electricity is traded on the intraday and dayahead markets.
These markets reflect the current ratio of electricity supply to
electricity demand. One of the main factors influencing the
exchange electricity price is the weather, which leads to even
higher exchange price fluctuations with the further expansion
of renewable energies.
Due to the high regulations and access requirements, lessconsuming companies cannot participate in these markets and
profit from the price fluctuations by adjusting their load.
This is to be changed by a new directive on the internal
electricity market. In the near future, industrial companies
will therefore be able to participate in this market. Against
this background, the research question is: "To what extent can
industrial companies benefit from the expected changes in the
energy market through dynamic energy management?"
May 17, 2021
II. M ATERIALS AND M ETHODS
The clarification of the research question is based on the
example of a medium-sized industrial company. It will be
analysed to what extent the company can benefit from dynamic
energy management.
The focus is on the development of an energy forecasting
tool to plan energy quantities for the production programme,
under the aspect of cost and CO2 emission optimisation. As
future energy costs increasingly change through a variable
electricity price and CO2 taxes, companies inevitably have to
decarbonise and try to adapt their electricity load to electricity
generation.
For the research question, a representative industrial company was chosen. The main requirements were a highly

The production in Freihungsand is roughly divided into the
process stages sand feeding, wet classification, drying, dry
classification, storage and loading. For about 10 years, the
company has already been using combined heat and power
to optimise the cost of energy supply. In wet classification,
the sand is cleaned of unwanted residues and divided into
different grain sizes. This process takes up most of the
electricity consumption. Drying takes place through water
pre-separation during storage of the sand followed by further
drying in a gas-fired drum dryer. This is a process stage that
is decisive in terms of process heat. During dry classification,
the various sands are further subdivided into different grain
sizes and then stored in silos for upcoming loading to
customers.
The energy forecasting tool has the objective of predicting
the company’s energy consumption based on the specific
production programme and making adjustments where necessary to optimise energy costs and emissions in the future. It
represents the basic element of the investigations.
In order to be able to make a forecast the sand types to be
produced must be assigned their specific energy consumption.
The consumption by sand type differs essentially in the process
steps used, which require the use of "energy consumers".
For the forecasting tool, the production process with the
required "consumers" must be described for each sand type.
Consequently, the production is divided into different plant
groups, which in turn contain the associated consumers. Each
sand type passes through different plant groups. For each
plant group, the power is calculated as a function of the mass
flow rate. In this way, conclusions can be drawn about the
power consumption according to the respective sand type.
The same applies to natural gas consumption in drying.
To check the validity of the energy forecast tool, the production programme and the energy data recorded and stored
at the company are compared with the forecast. This quickly
reveals the extent to which the energy consumption forecast
matches the available energy data.
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IV. C ONCLUSION
The study shows that in the future, companies will be able
to benefit from the changes in the energy market through
dynamic energy management. Essentially, companies must try
to decarbonise and adapt their load to electricity generation
from renewable energies.
Studies show that many companies have load shifting
potential, which is already being used to some extent as
balancing power [4].
Figure 2. Electrical power curve over one week of Strobel Quarzsand (no
real power data)

III. R ESULTS
Fig. 2 shows the company’s real electricity power curve
over a production week that includes a public holiday on
Monday. The red characteristic curve represents the total
power demand. The blue characteristic curve is the power
curve of the electricity purchased from the grid and the green
characteristic curve is the power curve of the company’s own
electricity production through a block-type thermal power
station.
The high volatility of the entire power curve is immediately
apparent. This is due to the different production methods of
the sand types as well as production changes and respective
maintenance work.
It is planned that the energy forecasting tool which is
currently being developed will predict the power curve with
an accuracy of about 10 percent on the basis of a few key
figures and the production programme.
Through the precise prediction of energy consumption,
load peaks can be recognised at an early stage and shifted
through production interventions.

How big the profit for companies will be depends above all
on the extent to which the price fluctuations on the exchange
are passed on to companies.
The federal government could, for example, hold out the
prospect of tax relief in the area of electricity tax or the EEG
levy as an incentive to additionally motivate companies to
use variable electricity tariffs. Grid stability could thus be
significantly improved, which would allow a faster expansion
of renewable energies.
In the future, companies should use the right energy at the
right time.
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The load shifting potential is also clearly visible in Fig.
2. The company’s production flexibility plays an important
role here, because it determines the extent to which it can
choose between different production scenarios. In the company
examined, short-term delivery orders are mostly relevant (13 days); long-term production programme planning is only
possible to a limited extent.
Nevertheless, energy-intensive sands can be produced
precisely at the time when there is a high proportion of
renewable energies in the grid. If the price fluctuations on
the power exchange which are caused by supply and demand
in the grid are passed on to the consumers, companies can
benefit by adjusting their load.
The CO2 tax introduced in Germany in 2021 will make the
drying of sands with natural gas in drum dryers increasingly
uneconomical. In the medium term, alternative processes must
be examined. As a result, the energy forecasting tool will gain
additional importance and benefit.
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Abstract—This paper explores the effects of air-supply
parameters on low temperature polymer electrolyte membrane
fuel cells. To study in-vehicle performance, tests were conducted
in a laboratory. Additional tests in the student built ultraefficiency vehicle are planned. The change in fuel cell efficiency
and power caused by the variation of different air parameters
inside the vehicle are investigated. It was experimentally
determined that short time in-vehicle performance of the fuel
cell is improved when inside the fuel cell compartment within
the vehicle. Long-term effects have to be examined further, as
the causes for an incremental decrease in stack voltage at
constant power draw are not completely understood yet.
Keywords—fuel cell, PEMFC, FCEV, air, performance,
impact.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fig. 1 Components of a single PEMFC cell

Fuel cells are continuously supplied electrochemical
converters. The chemical energy of the reactants oxygen and
hydrogen is converted into heat and creates an electrical
potential between the fuel cell anode and cathode that can be
used to generate an electrical current. Polymer Electrolyte
Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFCs) are low temperature fuel
cells that are used in a broad range of application such as
backup power supply, in aerospace, powertrains of vehicles
and for portable power generation. Thanks to their compact
size, good dynamic properties including fast start-up and no
moving or fluid parts, PEMFCs are the fuel cells of choice for
the mobility sector [1-3].

Despite the big steps undertaken in PEMFCs development
and research in the last few years, the technology is still
advancing/evolving and the effects of various parameters on
fuel cell performance are not completely understood. A
significant factor pertaining to fuel cell efficiency is the inlet
air. Open cathode PEMFCs like the one described in this
paper, are mostly supplied with oxygen from the surrounding
air. The temperature, humidity and pressure of the air and the
control of these factors and their effects on fuel cell efficiency
will be discussed in this paper.

Fuel cells are made by building a stack of multiple cells in
series to reach desired voltage and power. The individual cells
consist of the eponymous polymer membrane, usually made
of Nafion [4], that lies between catalyst layers (CL) of anode
and cathode. The membrane-electrode assembly (MEA) is
constructed with the porous gas diffusion layers (GDL) on
both sides. The bipolar plates (BPP), the definition of which
often encompasses the GDL, supply the reactants, connect two
neighbouring cells and conduct the electric current. Fig. 1
illustrates the different parts of a PEMFC cell.

This paper was written in cooperation with the
Hydro2Motion (H2M) student team, focusing on developing
the most efficient FCEV possible, with the goal of competing
in the shell eco marathon efficiency challenge [5]. The fuel
cell powers supercapacitors that are used to supply an electric
motor. The fuel cell used in the laboratory and the efficiency
vehicle is a PEMFC from Baltic Fuel Cells “Susy 450” with
45 cells with 44 mm2 active cell area each and a peak power
of 450 W [6].
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II. STATE OF THE ART

B. Humidity
A wide range of papers and studies have focussed on water
management, since it is a major factor for fuel cell
performance and longevity, often focusing on flow channel
designs [13-15]. The product of the chemical reaction in the
cell is water:

The efficiency of PEMFCs is usually around 50 % [7].
This indicates that around half of the released energy of the
redox reaction is released as heat. Main losses are due to:
• Activation losses
• Ohmic losses

Anode: 2 𝐻2 + 4 𝐻2 𝑂 → 4 𝐻3 𝑂+ + 4 𝑒 − ()

• Mass transport losses

Cathode: 𝑂2 + 4𝑒 − + 4 𝐻3 𝑂+ → 6 𝐻2 𝑂 ()

The released heat has to be managed as Nafion membranes
can only be used below 90 °C [8]. The influence of
temperature on PEMFCs has been investigated by multiple
papers.

Resulting Reaction: 2 𝐻2 + 𝑂2 → 2 𝐻2 𝑂 ()

A. Temperature and cooling of PEMFCs
∆𝐺

The quotient 𝜂𝑡ℎ =
defines the thermodynamic energy
∆𝐻
conversion efficiency 𝜂𝑡ℎ . The molar free Gibbs Energy ∆𝐺
of the reaction and the molar free enthalpy ∆𝐻 depend on
temperature and pressure. In contrast to the efficiency of heat
engines undergoing the Carnot cycle, higher temperature does
not lead to higher theoretical efficiency in fuel cells. The
theoretical efficiency curve of hydrogen oxygen fuel cell
(H2/O2-Zelle) and of the Carnot cycle are depicted in Fig. 2.

This water is produced on the cathode side of the cell. But
water is required on the anode side, as “the proton formed in
the oxidation reaction of hydrogen gas at the anode adheres to
water molecules and forms provisional hydronium ions” [16].
A higher water content therefore leads to better ionic
conductivity. Since the Nafion used in membranes is
hydrophilic and permeable [17], Gittleman [18] examined the
ionic conductivity of Nafion at different humidity levels and
found a clear correlation. His results are listed in Table 1.
TABLE I.

MEMBRANE PROTON CONDUCTIVITY

Membrane Proton Conductivity
Relative Humidity [%RH]

Conductivity [S]

30

0.025

50

0.04

60

0.06

70

0.08

80

0.125

90

0.18

Table 1 Conductivity of Nafion membranes at different relative humidity

[18]
Fig. 2 Effect of temperature on efficiency [7]

Membrane drought or “dry out” leads to a disproportionate
increase of ohmic resistance [19]. Dry out is more likely at
higher temperatures which underlines the difficulty in
determining effects of temperature and humidity
independently [20].

To determine the effect of temperature on fuel cell
efficiency further factors beyond the thermodynamic
efficiency have to be explored.
The manufacturer of the fuel cell described in this paper
specifies an optimal operating temperature of 55 °C [5].
Similar results can be found in the study of the German
Aerospace Center, that showed an optimal operating
temperature of 52.9 °C for low temperature PEMFCs [9].

Lee and Hwang [21] looked at performance characteristics
at different cathode humidity levels and found the maximum
power density at around 60 % relative humidity. The reason
for this optimum to be lower than the relative humidity leading
to higher conductivity, is most likely due to effects in fuel cell
like flooding. Flooding describes the process of fluid water
forming in the gas channels of the fuel cell. This has adverse
causes, since especially in low temperature fuel cells, liquid
water can form and stop reactants, in this case oxygen from
the air, of reaching the place of reaction. Humidity cycling
between low and high humidity leads to degradation of the
MEA [22].

Some studies show an improvement of cell power at
higher temperatures through higher electrocatalytic activity
[10], although the studies do not explicitly show that this
effect is related to temperature and not caused by parameters
like relative humidity. Another study by Sahu et al. [11] found
higher cell voltage but lower efficiency. A higher cell
temperature leads to more evaporation of the water on the
cathode side which leads to a natural balancing effect of the
temperature since a higher power draw results in higher water
production and the evaporation of water is highly endothermic
[12].

Another factor that should be considered is the change of
oxygen concentration depending on humidity, since in dry air
the oxygen content is typically around 20.9 vol.-%, but at 100
% relative humidity the content is only 20.4 vol.-% oxygen.
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In Fig. 5 the experimental set-up in the laboratory is
visualized. The Baltic fuel cell is connected to an electronic
load. Multiple sensors for cell voltage, current, temperature,
relative humidity, hydrogen mass flow and others are read out
by an Arduino microcontroller. The microcontroller
additionally controls the hydrogen valves and the fuel cell fan.
A 12 V AC adapter provides power to fan and valves as well
as providing measurements for the calculation of system
efficiency. Hydrogen is provided by a 200-bar cylinder, this
pressure is reduced by a hydrogen pressure regulator (not
depicted) to 0.3 bar.

C. Oxygen
Optimal oxygen stoichiometry of the inlet air is crucial for
optimal fuel cell operation. Studies show that an air excess
ratio (AER) between 1.5 and 2.5 is to be desired [23-24]. This
is especially important as the oxygen reduction reaction
(ORR) is significantly slower compared to oxidation on the
cell anode [25].
D. Air pressure
Relevant literature determines that inlet air pressure
(cathode pressure) correlates positively with cell performance.
Löhn [3] finds an increase in air pressure from 1 to 1.5 bar at
constant current density of 0.6 A/cm2 resulting in a cell
voltage increase of 100 mV from 0.5 V to 0.6 V. The study
used a PEMFC with Nafion membrane and a similar active
cell area as the Baltic fuel cell, with a size of 45.16 cm².
Fig. 3 shows the results of Monem et al. [1] only observed
small increases from air pressure increase. A 18.2 % increase
in pressure resulted in 0.5 % cell voltage increase.

Fig. 5 Schematic view of the lab unit

Measurements were conducted by saving the sensor input
values to a SD card connected via SPI to the microcontroller.
For each measurement point the average of at least 15 values
was taken. The electronic load was set in constant current
mode (CC). Fan and purge control were held constant.
IV. ULTRA-EFFICIENT FUEL CELL VEHICLE
In the ultra-efficient vehicle, the fuel cell is located at the
back of the vehicle in a compartment separate from the driver
compartment, as well as the supercapacitor, the electric
engine, and the single rear driven wheel. To simulate invehicle operation, tests within a closed space with similar
volume of 0.105 m2 and similar opening size to the vehicle
drivetrain compartment were conducted in the laboratory.

Fig. 3 Cell characteristic curve depending on air pressure [1].

In summary different findings regarding the impact of air
parameters can be found in these studies, especially regarding
the effects of air pressure.

One defining factor in the geometric integration of the fuel
cell is the air flow. Depending on the positioning of the
compartment openings and the compartment size, the air flow
changes air parameters. Additionally, the necessary fan power
to cool the fuel cell and provide it with oxygen is impacted. In
Figure 6 the fuel cell compartment of the vehicle is depicted
in orange.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP
The fuel cell manufacturer is Baltic Fuel Cells. Two
identical fuel cells are used in the laboratory and the vehicle.
Fig. 4 depicts the fuel cell in the laboratory. The stack of
individual cells is visible, the electrical contacts at the bottom
of the stack as well as the valves and hydrogen pipe on the top
left.

Fig. 6 Rear isometric CAD view of the H2M vehicle

Fig. 4 Close up of the Baltic fuel cell stack
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The outlet air can impact the air parameters of the fuel cell
inlet air. In the small powertrain compartment of the ultraefficient vehicle a part of the air is recirculated as the
compartment openings are kept to a minimum for
aerodynamic reasons. As such the hotter and humid outlet air
causes these parameters to be higher in the inlet air and can
therefore improve fuel cell performance. As this air has a
lower oxygen content, the stoichiometry may be lower than
optimal lowering fuel cell performance.

The operation of the fuel cell in a closed environment leads
to minimally higher cell performance but worsens
performance on test with long constant loads. This timedependent effect has to be confirmed in longer measurements
of the fuel cell system.
Additional variables for fuel cell efficiency are the power
draw of further auxiliary devices, such as the normally closed
valves and the purge process. Purge interval timing and purge
duration determine the loss of hydrogen as well as the positive
effect of reducing gradual voltage drop caused by the
accumulation of impurities. Experiments were carried out
showing the possible improvement in hydrogen consumption
without fuel cell performance changes leading to higher
efficiency.

V. RESULTS
The characteristic curve of the fuel cell stack in Fig. 7 results
from measurements recorded with the fuel cell in the
compartment (orange curve) and outside of the compartment
(blue curve).

A new fan control was implemented and leads to improved
efficiency of the fuel cell in laboratory settings. Further
improvements and refinements of the fan control and air flow
will have to be developed to reach optimal efficiency of the
fuel cell system while powering the vehicle. As soon as the
construction of the vehicle is completed, a full vehicle test
should be conducted to validate the findings inside the vehicle
in “real-world driving” conditions.
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geometrical computing space. The air flow and the forces
acting on the geometries were calculated by one of the two
available computational fluid dynamics (CFD) solvers
OpenFOAM or TAU-code. Further evaluation of the flow
field was conducted using the open-source software
ParaView.

Abstract—Targeting a more efficient use of the air jet
induced by a traditional propeller – as used on helicopters and
quadcopters – different air guidance strategies were studied. By
means of computational fluid dynamics 4 significantly different
geometries were investigated and compared to a simple
propeller without air guidance. The strategies for an increased
lift are: 1) creating aerodynamic lift using a wing shaped body,
2) increasing mass flow, 3) increasing and decreasing air velocity
and 4) enlarging the area for momentum transfer. As for the
tested configurations, the lift force of a simple propeller was not
topped by any of these. A major advantage though is the
improved opportunity for passenger or cargo space without
disturbing the air flow any further.

A. Solvers
Both used flow solvers (OpenFOAM and TAU-Code) are
built around the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
equations describing the physical behavior of fluids. These are
solved in a stationary way iteratively for every configuration.
In case of the Solver used with OpenFOAM the RANS
equations were simplified for an incompressible fluid flow–
which is applicable for air in case of speeds lower than 30 %
of the speed of sound. With calculated velocities far below this
value, all simulated configurations can be treated as
incompressible. The turbulences of the flow were simulated
using the standard single equation Spalart-Allmaras
turbulence model.

Keywords—computational fluid dynamics (CFD), vertical
take-off and landing (VTOL), helicopter, propeller, ring wing,
bladeless fan, thrust nozzle, ducted fan.

I. INTRODUCTION
Except for lighter than air aircraft, almost any aircraft with
vertical take-off and landing capabilities produces its lift using
some sort of propeller. As a propeller pushes air from above
e.g. a helicopter underneath it, the flow gets very turbulent and
much energy is lost as vortices dissipate into heat.
Consequently, it can be assumed, that the efficiency of a
propeller can be significantly improved by guiding the air jet
in a suitable way.

B. Setup
1) Fluid
The operating fluid for all studied geometries is air
according to the international standard atmosphere (ISA) at
sea level. Consequently, the specific gas constant of air is
defined as R = 287 J/kgK, the temperature at sea level is
T = 288.15 K and the pressure p =  Pa. Using the ideal
gas low

In order to find an adequate method for the efficient air
guidance 4 significantly different geometries were created and
studied. All of them apply varying strategies of producing or
improving the lift created by the same propeller.

p=∙R∙T

The studied geometries are named:
•

ring wing

•

bladeless fan

•

ducted fan

•

ring nozzle

()

the density  results in 1.225 kg/m³.
2) Boundary conditions
For the simulations, all geometries are positioned with the
256 mm diameter propeller approximately in the center of a
cylindrical computing space with 2875 mm radius (22.5x
propeller radius), 2300 mm (18x propeller radius) above and
5750 mm (45x propeller radius) below the studied geometries
(see Fig. 1). The computing space was chosen this big to
minimize effects of the boundary definition of the outer
boundary – where all gradients are assumed to be zero [1] –
on the investigated geometry.

II. NUMERICAL SIMULATION
The study was performed by computational means.
Therefore, a digital model was created using CATIA V5. Then
a mesh – required for computing the flow field – was derived
from it with the program ICEM CFD to discretize the
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III. GEOMETRY DESCRIPTION
The investigated geometries and the corresponding ideas
of how lift should be created are described individually for
each air guidance strategy.

z

x

y

A. Ring wing
5 versions of the ring wing configuration (see Fig. 3 for
version 3) were simulated. They mainly differ by the way air
is guided to the ring wing.

Fig. 1. Qualitative overview of simulated computing space

propeller

All surfaces of the geometries are taken as “viscous walls”
with a fully turbulent flow on their surfaces to allow the
simulation of viscous effects on the boundary. Only the
propeller consists of two coincident discs that are defined as
“actuator inlet” and “actuator exhaust” respectively. The
forces transferred from the propeller to the air are calculated
by the solver according to the 2-dimentional blade element
theory based on predefined propeller parameters [1].

upper
guidance

3) Grid independency
To allow for a realistic simulation the discretization of the
computing space i.e. the mesh needs to be fine enough. Thus,
a grid independency study was conducted with a geometry
different from the models named before, but with similar
scales and the same propeller. Thereby a mesh with roughly
10 million elements turned out to be good in terms of accuracy
and duration of calculation.

lower
guidance

ring
wing

Fig. 3. Overview of simulated ring wing configurations (cross-sectional
view of version 3)

The idea behind this geometry is to produce aerodynamic lift
by a ring wing based on the Selig S1223 profile [2]. The
profile is logarithmically scaled in horizontal direction to
compensate for the radially increasing circumference of the
circular geometry. In order to make the flow approach the
wing in the usual horizontal way, the propeller sucks in air
from above the geometry and pushes it through the upper and
lower guidance bodies towards the wing nose. The upper and
lower guidance bodies were designed to keep the crosssectional area – through which the air flows – constant.

C. Validation of propeller model
The 5-bladed propeller used for every geometry was
modelled according to data derived from physical experiments
by the aerodynamics laboratory of Technische Hochschule
Ingolstadt. The total diameter of the physical propeller and the
modelled one is 256 mm and its hub diameter is 38 mm. Both
CFD solvers provide the possibility of simulating a propeller
disc using the 2-dimentional blade element theory of
aerodynamics. Therefore, pitch angle, cord length, lift and
drag coefficients (dependent form the actual angle of attack)
were defined for various sections of the blades from hub to tip
as well as the number of blades and the rotational velocity.

1) Version 1
The 1st simulated version is formed with a round shape on
the outer end of the upper guidance body. The lower guidance
body has a sharp edge guiding the air to the ring wing with an
angle of attack of 8°. The ring wing itself is defined with an
inner diameter of 221 mm and a cord length of 200 mm. This
results in the ring wing´s nose being positioned right at the end
of the guidance channel in the middle between upper and
lower guidance bodies.

As can be seen in Fig. 2 the modelled propeller matches
the real one good enough to allow for an appropriate
simulation of the air jet.
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2) Version 2
In this version the angle of attack of the ring wing profile
was increased to 14° to produce a higher lift. In addition, it
was moved up by 5 mm (relative to the guidance bodies) and
out by 30 mm to reach an inner diameter of 251 mm. This
should allow for an easier air outflow from the guidance
channel. Furthermore, the lower guidance body was caved to
keep the momentum transfer away from the surface and to
more evenly spread the higher pressure caused by the
propeller.

1) Version 1
Version 1 provides an internal shaft diameter of 260 mm
which is only slightly bigger than the propeller´s outside
diameter. The bladeless fan ring has an outer diameter of
2100 mm and a gap size of 2 mm resulting in a cross-sectional
area for the air to leave the bladeless fan ring of about
13000 mm². Compared to the larger propeller disc area of
50000 mm² a higher pressure inside the bladeless fan (between
propeller and gap) as well as an increased outflow velocity (to
keep the mass flow constant) should appear.

3) Version 3
Version 3 is almost equivalent to version 2 except for the
existence of a cave and the design of the guidance exhaust.
Here the upper guidance was adapted to form a nozzle with
the ring wing, which should result in a decreased static
pressure on the ring wing´s upper surface. The lower
guidance´s outer edge was formed to build a diffuser with the
ring wing to increase the static pressure underneath the ring
wing and thus create more lift.

2) Version 2
The 2nd version of the bladeless fan is very similar to the
1st version. Only the bladeless fan ring diameter was decreased
to 1217 mm while the gap size was increased to 6 mm. This
results in an outflow area of about 23000 mm² which should
allow for a more continuous airflow compared to version 1.
C. Ducted fan
The ducted fan is mainly a de Laval nozzle consisting of
two convergent shaped parts followed by a diffuser (see
Fig. 5). At the transition between the first (“nozzle”) and the
second (“jet”) convergent part of the de Laval nozzle, the
propeller is located. It is a sharp-edged transition, whereas the
jet continuously merges into the diffuser so that the guidance
allows the flow to follow its shape to ensure an adjacent flow.

4) Version 4
This version is based on the previous one but with sharp
edges on the guidance exhaust to prevent the flow from
following the guidance bodies. This should improve how the
incoming flow approaches the ring wing body.
5) Version 5
Version 5 is identical to version 4 but without the upper
guidance body.

propeller

nozzle

B. Bladeless fan
The bladeless fan was designed with the study by M.
Jafari, H. Afshin, B. Farhanieh and A. Sojoudi [3] in mind.
The propeller sits inside the shaft and sucks in air from above
the geometry as can be seen in Fig. 4. Then the flow is pushed
into the bladeless fan ring from where it leaves downwards
through the gap following the bladeless fan ring using the
Coandă effect.
diffuser
propeller

Fig. 5. Overview of simulated ducted fan configurations (cross-sectional
view of version 3)

Compared to the other investigated configurations, the
advantage of the design depicted in Fig. 5 lies in the fact that
no redirection of momentum takes place. Instead, favorably
generated forces that act on the geometric parts plus the lift
produced by the propeller fully contribute to the overall lift
force as no further losses occur. Design point for the shape is
7000 revolutions per minute (RPM). Thus, an adjustable de
Laval nozzle design may be required for propeller speeds that
differ from the above.

bladeless
fan ring
gap
propeller
hub

jet

shaft

1) Nozzle
As a reference, the geometry of a simple nozzle with a
curved guidance was analyzed. The total height measures
368 mm with the propeller located 45 mm underneath the
uppermost point. The diameter is 490 mm at the top and tapers
to 52 mm in the narrowest cross-section right at the bottom
end. Furthermore, it measures 349 mm at the point where the
propeller is situated.

Fig. 4. Overview of simulated bladeless fan configurations (cross-sectional
view of version 2)

The main idea behind this geometry is to increase the total
mass flow by not only emitting air through the small gap in
the profile but also a lower pressure in the center of the
bladeless fan ring due to the wing shaped profile (induced
flow) and entrained flow from outside the ring (see Fig. 9 for
reverence). Thereby the total momentum should increase and
consequently push up the bladeless fan.
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The ring nozzle should accelerate the flow velocity and as
a result increase the total momentum. Simultaneously the area
for momentum transfer is enlarged. This is achieved by
forming the cylindrical jet of a usual propeller to a ring with a
significantly bigger circumference to allow for an intense
interaction between air jet and the surrounding air.

2) Version 1
The 1st version of a de Laval nozzle has a total height of
220 mm which is divided by the parts nozzle, jet and diffuser
in sections of 50, 55 and 115 mm respectively. The nozzle is
designed with an angle of 50° to the vertical with the jet
following at only 5°. The diffuser continues with an edge
radius of 55 mm followed by a straight section at 45° to the
vertical. It ends orthogonally to the horizontal bottom of the
fuselage with an edge radius of 25 mm. The diameter is
389 mm at the top of the nozzle, 270 mm at the point where
the propeller is situated, 260 mm in the narrowest crosssection and 414 mm at the bottom end.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The simulations of the 4 geometries and all their versions
were conducted for various propeller speeds ranging from
2000 RPM up to 9000. The different resulting velocities affect
the production of lift according to the Bernoulli equation and
the law of conservation of momentum. Depending on the
applied lift creation mechanism the effective lift force varies
widely as shown in Fig. 7.

3) Version 2
Compared to version 1, the jet now shows an angle of 10°
to the vertical and is 165 mm high. The diffuser connects with
an edge radius of 65 mm followed by a straight section at 30°
to the vertical. Consequently, the diameter measures 210 mm
in the narrowest cross-section and 300 mm at the bottom end.
4) Version 3
Version 3 differs from 2 in that the jet has an angle of 15°
to the vertical and therefore, the diameter at the bottom end is
263 mm and 177 mm in the narrowest cross-section.
5) Version 4
Version 4 differs from 2 in that the diffuser is 345 mm
high. It connects to the jet with an edge radius of 260 mm
followed by a straight section at 10° to the vertical, ending
orthogonally to the horizontal bottom of the fuselage with an
edge radius of 375 mm. Thus, the diameter at the bottom end
is 290 mm and 204 mm in the narrowest cross-section.
D. Ring nozzle
The ring nozzle consists of an upper and lower guidance
body next to the propeller at the top of the geometry as Fig. 6
shows. The upper and lower guidance bodies are engineered
to keep the flow through cross-sectional area constant starting
from the propeller plane down till a nozzle facing downwards
in the last section of the flow tunnel. This nozzle is designed
according to the findings from the ducted fan geometries. The
outwards bending section of the upper and lower guidance
bodies is equivalent to the guidance bodies used for the ring
wing. The geometry´s outer surface is cylindrical with
673 mm in diameter.
propeller

Fig. 7. Lift comparisson of the simulated geometries and their versions

The TAU-code was used for simulating the ring wing,
bladeless fan and ring nozzle, while the ducted fan was studied
using OpenFOAM.

upper
guidance

A. Ring wing
The forces acting on the bodies of the ring wing geometry
spread in a similar way for versions 1, 2, 4 and 5 as shown in
Table I. Most of the air is pushed down by the propeller and
guided outwards by the lower guidance body resulting in it
being pushed down as the momentum needs to be conserved.
Upper guidance and ring wing in contrast produce lift. A
higher velocity on the upper guidance´s upper surface leads to
a lower static pressure compared to the slightly lower velocity
on its lower surface. In addition, the total pressure on the
body´s lower surface is increased by the propeller and thereby
leads to some lift. The ring wing works just like a normal wing
with its suction side being the upper surface and the pressure
side being the lower one.

lower
guidance
Fig. 6. Simulated ring nozzle configuration (cross-sectional view)
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TABLE I.

COMPARISSON OF LIFT PRODUCED BY INDIVIDUAL BODIES

velocity. This results in significantly higher viscous forces
than on any other geometry simulated.

OF THE RING WING GEOMETRIES

Produced
lift

Bodies of the ring wing geometry
Ring wing

Upper guidance

Lower guidance

Version 1

10,28 N

5,93 N

-24,37 N

Version 2

7,21 N

0,33 N

-15,97 N

Version 3

-4,65 N

-3,45 N

0,49 N

Version 4

3,79 N

10,26 N

-22,64 N

Version 5

5,56 N

–

-13,36 N

For version 2 the mass flow through a disc under the
bladeless fan ring with slightly bigger diameter was increased
to over 600 % – when compared to the mass flow through the
propeller disc in the shaft of version 2 at 6000 RPM – and to
over 800 % at 9000 RPM. This is achieved by sucking in air
from above and entraining air from the surrounding as it can
be seen in Fig. 9.
version 1

Version 3 of the ring wing geometry works differently
compared to the others (see Fig. 8). Here the air doesn´t flow
round the ring wing but follows the convex curvature of the
lower guidance body. There, an accelerated flow results in a
very low pressure on the outer convex part of the lower
guidance which significantly increases its lift compared to any
other ring wing geometry and even compensates for the high
pressure on the inner concave part.
version 1

version 2

version 3

version 4

version 2

Fig. 9. Overview of velocities of the studied bladeless fan configurations
(cross-sectional view)

Even though the downwards facing viscous force grows
with increasing propeller speed, the pressure force starts to act
in upwards direction starting from 9000 RPM at version 2.
This might be due to a bigger pressure difference between the
inside of the bladeless fan ring and the surrounding fluid.
Probably an even higher pressure inside the bladeless fan ring
and/or a bigger gap could help overcome the viscous force and
achieve a positive total lift force. However, this might require
an optimized impeller to efficiently increase the pressure.

version 5

C. Ducted fan
The pure nozzle causes a propeller lift which is 1.24 times
higher than the clear propeller´s one. As Fig. 10 shows,
positive static pressure is acting on almost all the inner area
facing upwards. Thus, the total lift force is just above zero.
Version 1 of the de Laval nozzle generates 80 % propeller
lift compared to the clean propeller but also negative static
pressure acting on the nozzle and jet parts as the flow induced
by the propeller increases the velocity above and below the
propeller plane. Therefore, the total lift reaches a value of
96.5 % of the clean propeller’s lift. The diffuser, however, is
not effective at all.

Fig. 8. Overview of velocities of the studied ring wing configurations
(cross-sectional view)

B. Bladeless fan
The effective lift achieved by the geometry depends on a
force resulting from the surface pressure on the bodies and a
viscous force dependent from the wall shear stress resulting
from the velocities close to the surface. In case of most
simulated configurations of the bladeless fan, the viscous
forces as well as the pressure part are sucking the geometry
downwards. The major viscous portion results from the thin
layer of air streaming downwards from the gap with high

The propeller of version 2 produces only 75.5 % of the
clean propeller’s lift, whereas Version 3 reaches 85.5 %.
However, the generated forces acting on the geometry effect a
total lift which is 99.3 % of the clean propeller’s lift at version
2, while version 3 lands at 88.9 % due to the excessive
constriction. Obviously, an optimum exists between nozzle jet
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effect on the one hand and static pressure distribution on the
other.
Version 4 reaches only 60.7 % propeller lift compared to
the clean propeller but generates the most lift force on the
geometry so that the total lift is the same as with version 2.
The core jet is not just passing through the diffuser but starts
to follow the contour now. Further optimization may lead to
hoped-for pressure recovery in the entire diffuser area which
makes it work more effectively.

nozzle

version 1

version 2
Fig. 11. Velocities of the studied ring nozzle configuration (cross-sectional
view)

version 3

version 4

V. CONCLUSION
When compared to the clear propeller, most of the
configurations produce significantly less lift. Only some of the
ducted fan geometries get very close. With further
optimization they could even produce more lift than the
corresponding propeller without air guidance geometry.
In addition, it should be noted, that a helicopter´s fuselage
disturbs a propeller´s air jet in a considerable way and thereby
reduces the effective lift. Thus, any results of the studied
geometries that are within reach of the clear propeller´s lift
indicate a promising strategy for producing lift. This is
because for all 4 geometries the fuselage could easily be
integrated into the air guidance bodies without disturbing the
air jet any further.

Fig. 10. Overview of static pressure relative to the reference state
(101325 Pa) of the studied ducted fan configurations (cross-sectional view)

D. Ring nozzle
At the bottom of the lower guidance body low pressure
that is induced by a big vortex ring (see Fig. 11) appears and
sucks down the body. Consequently, the conducted ring
nozzle simulations show a lower guidance body that
overcomes the lift of the upper guidance body by 23 to 29 %
but in opposite direction. As a result, the two bodies combined
produce a downwards force that first needs to be compensated
by the propeller before creating any lift.

In general, this study is by no means final and there is still
room for geometry improvements with all studied designs.
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Abstract — The heat demand for residential households in
cold-climatic environments such as high-altitude rural
Kyrgyzstan can be 300 kWh/(m2·a) or above. It has been
identified that leakages and a lack of insulation are the main
reasons for this high heat demand. Typically, insulation
materials, compounded of oil-based plastics and foams (like
extruded polystyrene or polyurethane foam), are mainly
industry processed and rarely exist in rural regions. The isolated
location and low-income scenario of Kyrgyz remote settlements
are considered as key hurdles for availability of such insulation
materials. In that case, sustainable fabrics like straw, reed or
sheep wool from agricultural activities can play a role. These
materials are widely and locally available and can be used for
insulation, too. In this paper, the effect of different materials and
their thicknesses on heat demand is analysed. Therefore, a
building simulation model of an uninsulated rural Kyrgyz house
was developed in the software EnergyPlus. Various
combinations of insulation material and thicknesses are
simulated in a study to optimize heat demand. Additionally, the
study was concluded by presenting the economic feasibility of
the presented sustainable insulation materials. The results
indicate that typical payback periods between 4 and 7 years can
be achieved.

be obtained that the lower the thermal conductivity of the layer
is, the less heat is going to be lost. In that context, insulation
is considered as a material with low thermal conductivity or a
high thermal resistance. Typically, insulation materials cannot
be used for structural applications due to their limited or
insufficient structural resistance. Therefore, additional more
rigid layers are required to provide stability. In the best case,
walls are capable of both, able to hold the roof construction
and creating a thermally sealed envelope. As a result, heat
losses can be minimized, and less heat is required to hold
temperature on a constant level. Unfortunately, typical
residential houses in Kyrgyzstan are built with poor or even
without insulation [3, 4].
Sustainable insulation materials are considered as byproducts from agricultural activities. Almost 55 % of the
Kyrgyz total land area are used for agricultural activities, so it
is one of the most important economic sectors in Kyrgyzstan
[5].. Especially pasture for livestock (mainly sheep, goats, and
cattle), which is the traditional profession of the Kyrgyz
people, is practiced. Due to the specific geographical
conditions of the country, most of the farms are located in
mountainous regions at high altitudes. Because of the active
agricultural and livestock activities, several materials are
available as a side-product and can be used as insulation
materials. On the one hand, due to their unstable income and
poverty in rural Kyrgyzstan, the application of thermal
insulation to their homes is not considered as being practical
by most rural householders [6, p. 3]. On the other hand, the
active agricultural and livestock sectors provide an
opportunity to use sustainable materials such as straw bale,
sheep wool and reed panel for house insulation. These
materials can be potentially considered economically feasible
as they are available locally from agricultural waste. Hence,
the presented study performed an economic evaluation on
locally available sustainable insulation materials to assess the
economic viability as well as the impact of such materials to
reduce high domestic heat demand of rural Kyrgyz houses.

Keywords—Central Asia, building technology, thermal
envelope, heat demand, insulation, sustainable material

I.

IMPORTANCE OF INSULATION FOR RURAL HIGHALTITUDE KYRGYZ RESIDENTIAL HOUSEHOLDS

Most rural houses in Kyrgyzstan are earthen buildings
typically constructed with soil, clay-straw, or adobe. The
majority of the building stock in Kyrgyzstan was constructed
during the Soviet period roughly 35-60 years ago [1]. So, age
and building characteristics lead to a high space heating
demand, particularly in rural regions where around 66 % of
the Kyrgyz population lives [2, p. 10]. Further to this, long and
harsh winters intensify space heating demand.
However, the most relevant factor for this high demand is
the lack of insulation in most rural Kyrgyz houses. The
widespread low-income scenario. The current buildings in
Kyrgyzstan are often poorly insulated, which results in a high
heat flow rate out of the building. Therefore, the application
of suitable insulation material is the most promising solution
to overcome this problem. From a thermal point of view, it can

II.

OVERVIEW OF THE AVAILABLE MATERIALS AND
TECHNOLOGIES

In the following sections, different insulation materials,
which are locally available in Kyrgyzstan, are analysed
regarding their origin and thermal properties. They are divided
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into two classes, non-renewable and renewable materials. Oilbased plastics and foams are considered as non-renewables.
Examples for renewable materials are sustainable fabrics like
wool, straw or reed.

[15] showed that its usage should not be exaggerated, and the
volume of production needs to be carefully considered to
ensure long-term sustainability of the operation.
Another widely available material is straw. Straw is an
often-unused by-product of agricultural activities. Around two
tons per ha of agricultural areas in Kyrgyzstan are currently
unused and could be utilized for different applications like
power generation or insulation [16]. Formed to bales, it can be
used for insulation purposes. There are two widespread straw
bale insulation techniques available. These bales can either be
used as filling material in a beam structure or as load bearing
structure itself. This benefits in a reduced demand of building
materials as [17]. Especially for the second option, straw bales
are applied in thicknesses of 45 cm or more to withstand the
loads. The high thickness turns out as positive outcome to
reduce the heat loss through the building envelope and
recommended to withstand extremely low temperature in
winters. Unfortunately, the comparability with other methods
is then rather difficult as the standard model (described in
chapter III) can no longer be applied. A low moisture content
(less than 15 %) is necessary to use straw as an insulation
material.

A. Oil-based plastics and foams
In Kyrgyzstan, “Penoplex” is a widely accepted material
for insulation [7]. Penoplex is an insulation material created
by extruding polystyrene. It is sold from a Russian company,
which has production lines in Central Asia, too [8]. According
to different sources, the price for a 40 mm thick insulation
layer of Penoplex is around 2.70 €/m2 [9, 10] 1.
Furthermore, a common technology for insulating a house
is polyurethane (PU) foam. This special kind of polymeric
material can be sprayed on various surfaces such as walls or
roofs and even around corners [11, p. 1]. It is very adhesive,
so that the structure where the foam is applied on is of minor
importance. The chemical reaction of two liquids is utilized
on site to create a foam which is then pumped through a pipe
to spray it on surfaces. This reaction is also called curing.
According to [12, p. 243] PU foam is toxic during the
manufacturing (mixing and installation) and curing process.
Spray application generates isocyanate vapours and aerosols
which are harmful to skin, eyes and respiratory tracts [13]
which can be considered as a huge disadvantage in this
context. The foam may appear hardened after a few minutes.
Nevertheless, for about 24 hours unreacted chemicals can be
detected which created toxic gases.

The third insulation material analysed in this study is reed
which is common construction material for roofs and walls
[18]. However, the use of reed panels is mainly dependent on
the availability of it in Kyrgyzstan. As reed especially grows
in swamplands or shores, the availability is not very
widespread. Similar to straw bales, reed can be either used as
the main construction material by forming bales or by creating
panels to put onto the existing wall made from e.g. bricks [19].

The technologies presented above can reduce heat demand
significantly despite comparatively low investment costs. But
these materials show disadvantages as well. On the one hand,
they are based on plastics derived from crude oil. Hence, such
materials are non-sustainable and finite. On the other hand, the
impact on health has not been fully investigated. In rare cases
buildings can get inhabitable after distributing such a
foam [14]. However, most important in this context is the lack
of availability of conventional insulation materials in Kyrgyz
remote settlements in the rural highlands. Alternatively,
sustainable insulation materials can be used. They are often
based on plants and fibres and will be described in the
following chapter.

To measure the effectiveness of the different materials on
heat demand, the material properties need to be analysed.
Tab. 1 offers a parameter overview of the three sustainable
materials which are considered in this study as sustainable
insulation materials for rural Kyrgyz houses.
Tab. 1. Overview of the selected sustainable insulation materials
Thermal and Mechanical Properties a
Material

B. Sustainable and renewable insulation materials
Previous research identified that sustainable insulation
materials can reduce domestic space heating demand
considerably [1]. This makes sustainable insulation materials
significantly more environmentally friendly. According to [1],
there are three most commonly available natural insulation
materials (sheep wool, straw bales and reed panel) in
Kyrgyzstan which are described in the following section.

Conductivity
in W/(m·K)

Density in
kg/m3

Specific Heat
in kJ/(kg·K)

Sheep wool

0.04

26

1.7

Straw bale

0.045

95

2.1

Reed panel

0.065

225

1.2

a.

All material properties are from [20]. According to this source, the data represent a conservative
average of common products. In any case, the installation process has an influence, too. The
determined values are in accordance with other sources used in this paper, e.g. [21].

III.

METHODOLOGY

To determine the effectiveness of the presented insulation
materials, it is necessary to identify heat demand of an
uninsulated rural Kyrgyz house.

Sheep wool is a lightweight by-product of the sheep
pasture. The quality of wool, which often plays a role in the
textile market, does not affect the material performance for
insulation applications [15]. Shorter wool yarns are also
suitable as the material is not woven. So, for insulation
purposes wool can be used, which is not suitable for the fabric
industry. The wool can simply be stuffed into prepared cutouts in the facade construction. Nevertheless, a pilot study

One approach to determine a building’s heat demand is the
open source software EnergyPlus [22]. In a simplified
description, a local weather profile and a target temperature
are required to determine the temperature difference between
interior and exterior. Heat losses are derived by multiplying
the temperature difference with the surface area of the

1

In the sources, the Kyrgyz currency KGS (Kyrgyz Som) is used (270
KGS/m2). 1 € equals 100 KGS.
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building and the U-value of the area. The used model of the
building is based on a literature review [1, 3, 23, 24]. The
simulation is based on the model from the “American Society
of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers”
(ASHRAE). For a precise simulation result a weather file
based on data from the software Meteonorm is imported into
EnergyPlus. In this case weather data from the city of Naryn
is used as these are the closest available to rural areas in
Central Kyrgyzstan.

Rural Kyrgyz houses often have an open roof construction
(no sidewalls to close gables), which has an negative impact
on heat demand (up to 300 kWh/(m2·a)) [1]. Previous
investigation showed that closing the sidewalls of the roof
construction can reduce heat demand by about 20 % without
any need of insulation materials [1]. Before thinking about
insulating building components, it is recommended to close
these open gables due to the low investment costs and benefit
of this measure. However, this is not considered in the
framework of this paper. The standard model already uses a
closed roof, which results in a heat demand of
207 kWh/(m2·a). Nevertheless, this is still high for a
residential home. The following chapter evaluates different
measures to reduce heat demand. Furthermore, these actions
are related to their investment costs. Due to their possible
implementation in older existing buildings, wall and ceiling
insulation is the focus of this study.

To develop a base case scenario, a standard rural
residential Kyrgyz house model was created in EnergyPlus,
which is briefly described in the following paragraph. The
house is built with adobe bricks, a common wall material.
Often, multiple generations share one building which is
represented by an occupancy profile with high fluctuation of
inhabitants over the day. The size the building is considered
10 meters (length) and 10 meters (width), therefore yielding
100 m2 floor area, which can be considered as typical value.
An estimated room height of 2.3 meters and a total building
height up to the ridge of 6.5 meters is applied. This is
necessary to define the surface sizes of walls and roof as
surface is part of the calculation for the heat flow. The window
configuration is kept simple (three larger windows, see also in
floor plan in Fig. 1), but they must be included to generate
reasonable and realistic results as they need to be considered
as heat bridges due to their poor conditions (U-value of the
window including frame is around 3 W/(m2·K)). But even
more important, these windows lead to solar gains in the heat
balance of the building. General inaccuracies by aging and
weathering of the building leads to additional heat bridges.

IV.

EVALUATION OF THE SUITABLE SUSTAINABLE
MATERIALS IN ENERGYPLUS

A. Wall insulation
Insulating walls is a common method to insulate the house
as it is probably the most known approach. According to the
material analysis in chapter II, an additional layer is placed on
all four outer walls of the model. The insulation material is
attached on the outside of the wall.
A parametric study is performed by varying materials and
thicknesses. The three materials sheep wool, straw and reed
with a thickness of 3 to 15 cm (increment of 3 cm) are
projected. Of course, the thicker the layer of insulation
material, the less heat demand is evaluated (see Fig. 2).
Depending on material and thickness, the building’s heat
demand can be reduced by 9 to 23 % compared to the
reference design (displayed in red as uninsulated house, which

Fig. 1. Floor plan of the model used for the standard house (calculating
uninsulated heat demand)
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Fig. 2. Simulation results for various thicknesses and different insulation
materials when insulating the four outer walls of the standard house
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equals the standard base case model). As expected, a
correlation to the conductivity of each material is noticeable,
i.e., the lower a material’s heat conductivity, the higher its
contribution to minimizing the building´s heat demand.

components wall and ceiling. In this scenario, a minimum heat
demand of 126 kWh/(m2·a) can be reached. However, taking
European standards into account this value is still high [25].
This may be due to poor building conditions and poor window
quality.

Using sheep wool with the lowest thermal conductivity
will reduce heat demand further than using reed panels or
straw bales with the same thickness.

V.

The aim of this section is to find the most economically
reasonable level of sustainable thermal insulation of a rural
building in Kyrgyzstan. Therefore, costs for materials and
installation processes must be defined. Tab. 2 shows estimated
rough numbers for material cost in m3 without any installation
efforts. Moreover, this shows the raw material price per
volume. This is necessary to display the different amounts of
material needed to cover the whole surface with insulation
material. As an example, assuming an insulation thickness of
3 cm, 1 m3 of material is enough for around 33 m2 of surface
area. But when using a thickness of 15 cm, the same amount
of material would only be sufficient for around 7 m2. In some
cases, calculations were necessary, to determine a value for a
volumetric unit. Considering different thicknesses is only
reasonable if the material costs are significant. Otherwise, the
costs for the installation process define the investment of these
measures.

When using whole (straw) bales as insulation material, the
bricks used for the structural support of the building are not
necessary anymore. Due to the complexity of such
applications and poor comparability to the other analysed
insulation configurations, such constructions are not
considered here.
B. Ceiling insulation
In a second step, the ceiling insulation is observed to
evaluate the effectiveness of the selected materials on the
ceiling surface. Generally, the procedure is similar to the wall
insulation. The thickness of the insulation is again varied in
steps from 3 cm to 15 cm. According to their material
properties, again reed brings the lowest decrease in heat
demand considering the same thickness for all materials
(c.f. Fig. 3). In comparison to wall insulation, the energy
savings are generally lower. A reason here is the smaller
surface of the ceiling (100 m2) compared to the sum of all
outer walls (129 m2).

Tab. 2. Overview of the selected sustainable insulation materials
Material

C. Combination of wall and ceiling insulation
Combining insulation of wall and ceiling will reduce heat
demand further. A maximum of 35-40 % reduction can be
achieved by using the maximum thickness on both

24%

205

20%

195

16%

185

12%

175

8%

165

4%

155
3

6

9

12

Sheep wool

60

Straw bale

15

Reed panel

25

Remarks
chance to open a new market for
shrinking fibre processing market;
fibre quality less important; based on
[26]
hard to validate; straw as waste
product; comparable low price; based
on own evaluation
Only building material;
based on [27]

To identify the time until the investment has returned, the
total costs for installation are divided by the cost savings of
each year, which describes the break-even point or short BEP.
In this case, these cost savings equal the amount of money,
which can be saved by a reduced heat demand as for
generating heat a fuel is needed. In this study, average fuel
costs of 0.055 €/kWhth are estimated. Unfortunately,
estimating these costs for one kWh is difficult, especially for
the rural Kyrgyz region due to a lack of information.
Nevertheless, for urban areas approximations for the levelized
cost of heat, as this price per kWh is also called, exist 2 .
Possibly these levelized costs of heat are higher compared to
rural regions due to the unequally split of wealth in the country

0%
0

Cost in € per
m3

It can be estimated that the installation price is
approximately 9 €/m2. Own evaluations showed that these are
roughly costs for insulating a house with sustainable
insulation material in an urban context. This value can be
considered as a careful (and probably to high) calculation for
rural regions.

Reduced heat demand in %

Heat demand in kWh/m2

Fig. 3. Simulation results for various thicknesses and different insulation
materials when insulating the ceiling of the standard house
215

ECONOMIC EVALUATION BASED ON PAYBACK PERIOD

15

Insulation thickness in cm

2

Around 0.065 US$/kWhth are stated for a house boiler powered with coal
for an individual household in the urban environment [28, iv]. This equals
around 0.055 €/ kWhth.
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Analysing the BEP of insulating the ceiling, the results
differ (see Fig. 4). In this case it is a horizontal area, which
makes the installation process easier. The material can just be
placed on top of the existing roof structure, which is required
to withstand load-bearing forces from roof. This results in
lower installation costs. So, material costs have a bigger
impact on the BEP when insulating the ceiling. Consequently,
it is more interesting when planning to insulate existing
houses. If the space in the attic is not needed for any other
purpose, the material will be simply laid out on top of the
existing structure. In this case no special constructions or tools
are required, which makes it possible to implement without
help of any third party. Hence, installation costs can be
neglected, which impacts the economic evaluation in a
positive way. Nevertheless, this study assumes a price of
4 €/m2 for installing the ceiling insulation. Otherwise, this
would lead to a distortion of the result as for material costs a
significant price is estimated.

Fig. 5. Break-even point (BEP) for various thicknesses and different
insulation materials when insulating the four outer walls of the standard
house
10
9
8

BEP in years

7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Combining the measures for ceiling and wall shows that
from an economic point of view insulating the wall is more
expensive as there is more material necessary and the
installation costs are higher. But even when considering all
256 combination of the four materials (none, straw, sheep
wool and reed) in six different thicknesses on two different
building components ((4×6)2 = 256), the BEPs are reasonable.
Nearly 80 % of the combinations have a break-even point
within less than 7 years, around 15 % of the possible
combinations in less than 5 years, which is considered as an
attractive payback period [30]. But it is questionable if the
poor income of rural Kyrgyz households is sufficient for such
measures as the cold climatic conditions and snowfall in the
mountain regions slow down the agricultural activity during
the winter in Kyrgyzstan. Grazing animals cannot find enough
fodder in the snow-covered terrain. Therefore, the rural
population struggles to generate a constant income from their
occupation in agriculture. This is one of the reasons for the
high poverty rate in rural Kyrgyzstan [31, p. 459]. Appropriate
governmental funding schemes can be helpful here.
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[29]. In absence of any more precise data, 5.5 KGS are
considered as price for one kWhth even in rural areas.
When plotting the BEPs over thickness (see Fig. 5), it is
visible, that installation costs are the driving component of this
investment as utilising more material by increasing thickness
is beneficial. However, for reed panels due to low material
costs, the BEP is still decreasing with an increasing thickness.
Hence, an even thicker insulation layer can make sense, if
increasing the thickness does not affect the installation costs.

Fig. 4. Break-even point (BEP) for various thicknesses and different
insulation materials when insulating the ceiling of the standard house

VI.

This parametric study showed the economic potential of
sustainable materials for rural Kyrgyz houses. When
upgrading the thermal shell of the building, material and
insulation costs can be considered as key parameters. If the
insulation material can be used free of charge, the time until
break-even will be reduced or, in case no extra costs for
installation occur, the measures will pay off from the first day
onwards. This key lesson should be disseminated among rural
communities in Kyrgyzstan to increases the awareness.
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Unfortunately, all the listed insulation materials in the
paper are still not acknowledged as insulation materials in
Kyrgyzstan. Hence, it is necessary to make the local
residentials aware of the enormous potentials by using such
materials. As an additional positive outcome, greenhouse gas
emissions from households will decrease due to a low heat
consumption.
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A further heat demand reduction can be achieved by
optimizing the windows and frame material or thermal sealing
of the roof construction but require a higher investment. A
case-by-case decision is necessary here. It is recommended
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[16]

that heat demand reduction measures can be implemented
sequentially by considering the income scenario of rural
Kyrgyz settlements to make them viable.

[17]
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Abstract—Due to its low efficiency, condensation with a high
amount of inert gas is not very well investigated. However, as
the demand for efficiency rises, this phenomenon gets more
interesting. The goal of this paper is to evaluate the predictability
of the heat transfer coefficient during condensation of flue gas
in corrugated tubes. For this, corrugated tubes with 3 different
diameters were investigated. 3 different initial dew points were investigated to match industry relevant applications. For every dew
point and diameter combination a range of Reynolds-numbers
were investigated. The measured heat transfer coefficients are
compared with a correlation found by Gundermann [1] in a
previous work for smooth tubes. The used correlation showed
a good fit for the measured corrugated tubes, however not
all questions regarding the comparability between smooth and
corrugated tubes could be answered.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Figure 1: Process flow sheet of the experimental setup

Highly efficient use of energy in industrial applications gets
more critical as the demand for the reduction of greenhouse
gases rises. Therefore previously less interesting potential
energy savings become more interesting. One such energy
saving potential is the use of condensing boilers. Contrary
to conventional boilers, condensing boilers not only use the
heat generated by burning fuel, but also utilize the latent
heat trapped in the generated flue gas. The most interesting
component regarind latent heat in flu gas is water, which
is formed during the bruning of any hydrocarbon such as
Methane:
CH4 + 2O2
2H2O + CO2
(1)

Corrugated tubes in heat exchanger are used when the
naturally induced turbulence in smooth tubes is not big
enough. This is either the case when the fluids are highly
viscose, which is often found in the food industry, or when
the available space is not sufficient for smooth tubes. However,
in addition to the heat transfer, the pressure drop is also
increased compared to smooth tubes. As both effects can not
be described analytically and not much literature on the topic
is available, this paper aims to partially fill this gap.

While the condensation of single substance gases is well
investigated and understood, the condensation of gas mixtures
with a large share of non-condensable gas is not. Therefore
empirical approaches are commonly used. For smooth tubes,
Gundermann [1] was able to generate a correlation using such
an empirical approch. With this correlation he was able to
describe the heat transfer during condensation of wet flue gas
based on the corresponding heat transfer without condensation,
as well as the flue gas parameters. This Paper will investigate
weather the correlation found by Gundermann is suitable for
corrugated tubes as well.

II. E XPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Experimental apparatus
To investigate the heat transfer, a double-tube heat exchanger with countercurrent flow setup was used (W01). The
flowsheet of the used heat exchanger is shown in figure 1. For
the inner tubes, different corrugated tubes were used, while
smooth PVC-tubes were used for the outer tubes. The diameter
fo the outer tubes were adjusted for each diameter of the
different inner tubes.
The measurements were done with synthetic flue gas. The
synthetic flue gas consists of ambient air and water vapor. The
water molar fraction and thus dew point of the flue gas can
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III. DATA REDUCTION
A. Heat transfer without condensation
With the used experimental setup, temperature changes of
all involved fluids are measured. From this measured temperature change, a total heat flux is calculated using the change in
enthalpy of the flue gas as well as the produced condensate:
(2)

Q̇ = Ḣgas,in − Ḣgas,out − Ḣcondensate,out
Figure 2: All three used corrugated tubes for the experiments

be adjusted by setting the Water pump (P02). The ambient air
and water vapor are both heated separately and before mixing.
The temperature of the synthetic flue gas is monitored before
entering the inner tube. The synthetic flue gas flows through
the inner tube. Water flows trough the annular gap of the heat
exchanger. The total amount of flue gas flowing through the
inner tube can be set by adjusting the ambient air fan (V02)
, as well as adjusting the bypass valve (H01). The cooling
water is supplied via the laboratory cooling water loop. The
temperature can be adjusted and the flow rate is controlled by
valves at the shell side of the heat exchanger.
B. Data acquisition
Control and monitoring of the heat exchanger is done
via a LabView interface. To evaluate the heat transfer, the
temperature of the flue gas and the cooling water is measured
at the beginning and end of the corrugated tube segment using
thermocouples (TRC 101, TR 103 - 105, TRC201, TR 202). To
asses the temperature of the exiting gas, the method described
by Mac Nelly et al. [2] is used. According to their findings, the
mean temperature can be measured at the radial coordinates of
ri · 0.25 and ri · 0.75. In addition, the temperature at the center
of the tube is also measured. The condensed water vapor is
collected at the end of the measuring length and collected in a
container. The flow rate of the condensed water is calculated
by measuring the change in mass of the container water in a
given time (FI103).
To ensure accuracy, the measurements are only started
when the heat exchanger shows a stationary state. To further
minimize any error, 10 measurements over a span of 10
minutes are taken for each data point.
C. Corrugated tubes
Corrugated tubes are tubes with augmented surfaces. The
tubes used in this paper are spirally corrugated tubes. They are
produced by cold forming smooth tubes with specialized tools.
Three different spirally corrugated tubes of different initial
smooth diameter were used to investigate the heat transfer. The
original outer diameters of the Tubes were 18 mm, 22 mm and
28 mm. The Tubes were selected to fit industrial applications.
The used corrugated tubes are shown in figure 2.

From this heat flux, a overall heat transfer coefficient can
be calculated:
kA =

Q̇
∆Tlog

(3)

Where ∆Tlog is the mean logarithmic temperature difference. This can be used to calculate a mean inner heat transfer
coefficient
αi,mean =

Ai ·



1
∆Tlog
Q̇

−

1
Ao ·αo,mean

−

s
Am ·λW



(4)

Where s is the wall thickness of the used tube, Am is
the average surface area of the Tube and λW is the thermal
conductivity of the tube material. To further increase comparability, the heat transfer coefficient αi,mean is converter to
the corresponding Nusselt number:
Nu =

αi,mean · di
λgas,mean

(5)

To calculate the mean inner heat transfer coefficient from
equation 4, the mean outer heat transfer coefficient αo,mean
must be known. While the heat transfer in the annular gap
of two smooth tubes is well known, the heat transfer in the
annular gap within an corrugated inner tube and a smooth outer
tube is not. However, as the outer heat transfer coefficient
gets bigger, its influence in equation 4 decreases. Therefor,
the outer heat transfer coefficient is increased by increasing
the flow rate of the cooling water and the outer heat transfer
coefficient is calculated with equations from the literature for
smooth annular gaps.
IV. VALIDATION WITHOUT CONDENSATION
To validate the experimental setup, measurements with
predictable results are done. Two such measurements were
done. The first experiment was measuring the Nusselt number
without any condensation. APROVIS generated specific equations to calculate the Nusselt number for each of the tested
tubes. The equations were evaluated for two diameters with
22 data points in total. The comparison of measured Nusselt
numbers and calculated Nusselt numbers is shown in figure 3.
A second validation was done on the measured pressure
drop over the measuring length. To validate the measurements
a correlation for the fanning friction factor by Vicente [3] was
used.
0.91
−0.54
f = 1.47 (h/d)
(p/d)
Re−0.16
(6)
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Table I: Measured tubes and thermodynamic conditions - 71
Measured points in total

Measured dry Nusselt number N u

130
110

do = 22 mm, ϑin = 120 ◦ C

+ 10 %

90

L
- 10 %

1.85 m

70

30

1.85 m

30
50
70
90 110 130
Calculated dry Nusselt number N u

ϑKW
10 ◦ C
35 ◦ C
45 ◦ C

Ṁ

ϑτ

ϑKW

2.5 g/s
g/s
3.9 g/s
4.6 g/s

◦C
◦C
◦C

25 ◦ C

a 3.2

L

0.025

5
7
8.5
10

Ṁ

ϑτ

ϑKW

g/s
g/s
g/s
g/s

◦C
◦C

35 ◦ C

L

0.017

42
48
54 ◦ C

a:Dieser Massenstrom wurde beiϑτ = 54 ◦ C
do = 18 mm, ϑin = 120 ◦ C

+ 10 %

0.021
0.019

42
48
54

a:This point was not measured for ϑτ = 54 ◦ C
a:Dieser Massenstrom wurde beiϑτ = 54 ◦ C
do = 28 mm, ϑin = 120 ◦ C
1.85 m

Measured friction factor f

ϑτ
42 ◦ C
48 ◦ C
54 ◦ C

L

do = 18
do = 28

Figure 3: Comparison of the measured Nusselt number and
the calculated Nusselt number without condensation

0.023

Ṁ
g/s
g/s
g/s
g/s

a:This point was not measured for ϑτ = 54 ◦ C
do = 22 mm, ϑin = 120 ◦ C

50

10
10

2.5
3.5
4.5
5.5

1.89 m
- 10 %

1
2
3
4

Ṁ

ϑτ

ϑKW

g/s
g/s
g/s
g/s

◦C

35 ◦ C

42
48 ◦ C
54 ◦ C

A. Condensation in corrugated tubes

do = 22mm
do = 18mm
do = 28mm

0.015
0.015 0.017 0.019 0.021 0.023 0.025
Calculated friction factor f
Figure 4: Comparison of the measured fanning friction factor
and the calculated fanning friction factor without condensation
Where h is the depth, and p is the distance between the
grooves. The measured friction factor and the calculated
friction factor are shown in figure 4. Both validations show
a good fit.
V. R ESULTS WITH CONDENSATION
To evaluate the heat transfer during condensation, the heat
transfer in three different corrugated tubes were measured.
To include the influence of the Reynolds number in the
measurements, 4 different mass flow rates (Ṁ ) were investigated for each tube. To further increase the coverage of
different industrial applications, 3 different dew points (ϑτ )
and 4 different cooling water temperatures (ϑKW ) have been
investigated. However, not all combinations have been tested.
Figure I shows all the measured points. In total 71 data points
have been generated.

Figure 5 shows the mass flow rate and cooling water
dependent measured heat transfer coefficient. The measured
heat transfer coefficient in corrugated tubes showed the same
behavior as known from smooth tubes. The heat transfer
coefficient increased with higher mass flow rate and with lower
cooling water temperature. The effect of the cooling water
temperature decreased with lower temperatures.
B. Test of the Correlation
No analytical method to calculate the heat transfer during
condensation with a high volume of inert gas is known in the
literature. However, trough a large a amount of measurements,
Gundermann [1] was able to generate a correlation to describe
the heat transfer during condensation in smooth tubes:
fc =

αi
= 20.22 · y 1.093 · Gz 0.0193
αi,dry

(7)

Where y is the molar fraction of water vapor and Gz is
the Graetz number, both at the beginning of the measured
length. With this correlation, the heat transfer coefficient with
condensation can be calculated as a function of the flue gas
parameters and the dry heat transfer coefficient.
The goal of this paper is to evaluate the fit of this for
corrugated tubes. So far this correlation has only been tested
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10◦ C
25◦ C
35◦ C
45◦ C
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3

4
Mass flow rate /

5
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400

+ 10 %
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do = 22mm
do = 28mm
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Calculated Heat transfer coefficient /

g
s

Figure 5: Measured inner heat transfer coefficient at do =
22 mm, and ϑτ = 48 ◦ C at 4 different cooling water
temperatures (ϑKW )

W
m2 K

Figure 6: Comparison of the heat transfer coefficient calculated
with correlation 7 and the measured heat transfer coefficient.
Sorted by outer tube diameter
VII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE W ORK

for smooth tubes. The heat transfer coefficient is calculated
with the correlation found by Gundermann. The dry heat
transfer coefficient needed to calculate the heat transfer with
condensation is calculated with the equation provided by
APROVIS. Figure 3 shows sufficient fit of this equation. The
measured and calculated heat transfer coefficients are shown
in figure 6. The measured data scatters evenly around the
correlated data. 89% of the measured Data is within 15% of
the correlated data. This is in line with what Gundermann
found for smooth tubes, where 95% of the measured data was
predicted within an uncertainty of 15%. Therefore, the factor
fc calculated by equation 7 is sufficient in describing the effect
of condensation with high amounts of inert gas.

The experiments done in this paper show, that the heat
transfer coefficient during condensation in corrugated tubes
can be described with the correlation found by Gundermann.
However, the reason why the correlation developed for smooth
tubes also fits corrugated tubes could not be fully answered.
Further work will tackle this problem.
In addition to the here investigated heat transfer, pressure drop is a necessary parameter when designing a heat
exchanger. Future work will address this problem with the
goal of describing the pressure drop during condensation in a
similar way the heat transfer coefficient was described in this
paper.

VI. D ISCUSSION
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The measurements show, that condensation is not influenced
by the corrugation of the tested tubes. The difference between
the smooth and the tested corrugated tubes is manly in the
dry heat transfer. This result is unexpected, as the higher
turbulence induced by the corrugation increases the radial mass
transport inside the tube and should therefor lower any water
vapor fraction gradient inside the tube.
A possible reason for this result was stated by Ren et al.
[4]. There it was found that the main heat transfer resistant
is in the liquid condensate film. As the corrugation does not
induce much turbulence into the liquid film, this might be
the reason for the similarity. However, as Ren et al. used a
minimum initial vapor fractions of 60 %, these results might
not be applicable to experiments done here, as the maximum
initial vapor fraction used is only 15 %. As the vapor fraction
for the experiments done by Ren et al. is much higher, the
amount of condensate is likely higher as well.
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Abstract—As part of the development of the AC/DC-Dual
Active Bridge, an efficient, fast and structured test procedure
is required. It is important that as many relevant aspects of the
system as possible are covered by the tests. This paper deals with
different test design procedures that could be considered for this
process.
At first the specifications of the AC/DC-Dual Active Bridge will be
shown. Afterwards the different planning methods are compared
and the decision for “Design of Experiments” (DOE) is explained.
In addition, it is explained why the extensive tests of the converter
are required.
At the end of the paper, it is shown how the method “Design of
Experiments” is applied to the AC/DC-Dual Active Bridge.

Figure 1. Topology of the AC/DC-DAB [4]

I. T HE AC/DC-D UAL ACTIVE B RIDGE
The development of electric vehicles is increasingly important, as they form the link between the sectors "mobility" and
"electricity". In contrast to combustion vehicles, "refueling"
is not quite as simple for an electrical vehicle and complex charging systems are required. The AC/DC-Dual Active
Bridge (AC/DC-DAB) represents such a system. The choosen
topology is shown in figure 1.
The converter features inbuilt galvanic isolation, while the
transformer can be kept very compact due to the high switching frequency of the two full bridges. This is an essential
feature, especially for use as an onboard charger, because
it means that the vehicle does not become unnecessarily
weighted.
The power is bidirectionally set to single phase 7.5 kW, with
connection to the low voltage grid [1]. This means that the grid
voltage has a nominal effective value of 230 V and a nominal
frequency of 50 Hz. A total charging power of about 22 kW
is thus achieved with three converters, as it is usual in many
charging solutions ([2], [3]).
Furthermore, a power factor (cos(φ)) of 0 overexcited to 0
underexcited is specified. The converter can thus be operated
in a grid-supporting mode. The DC-voltage is in the range of
300 V to 400 V, and the switching frequency of the two full
bridges is set to be 100 kHz.
These specifications serve as the basis for the test planning,
as they provide the corresponding parameters for various tests.
In addition, the specification defines the operating limits of
the system. For example, looking at the AC-side, there is a
normative range in which operation must be possible. While

the nominal frequency is 50 Hz, the frequency could drop to
47.5 Hz. The maximum frequency is 52.2 Hz. This is specified
in the grid connection specifications for the low voltage grid
[5]. It is also possible that the voltage can differ slightly from
it’s nominal value. In the low voltage grid, a tolerance of the
voltage amplitude of ±10% is allowed [5].
Based on these maximum and minimum operating limits, a
test plan can be designed.
II. T HE N EED FOR S TRUCTURED T EST P LANNING
As mentioned at the beginning, an experimental design
will be created to test the functions of the AC/DC-DAB. This
chapter will explain why a design of experiments is necessary
at all.
The scope of influencing factors, disturbance factors and
output variables is very large for a complex system such
as the AC/DC-DAB. Examples of influencing factors are
the AC-voltage, the DC-voltage and the operating point
itself. In addition, there are influences such as the ambient
temperature, air humidity, material differences, disturbances
in the AC-voltage or ripple in the DC-voltage and many
more.
As output variables, the efficiency is a good quantity, but
there are other variables here, such as the current waveform
(harmonics, etc.).
In addition to these static values, there are also dynamic
values. Since the converter must also handle load steps,
voltage changes or voltage errors (e.g. short circuit) correctly,
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this should also be included in the tests.
Here, the main focus is on dynamic tests, which make the
input variables even more diverse. It is possible, for example,
that an input factor does not remain constant permanently,
but changes suddenly. Here it is important how fast the value
changes and to which value this value rises or falls. So
there are numerous additional factors that can influence the
experiment.

A. Try and Error

The large number of parameters shows, that a structured
test sequence is required. At the same time the test should
offer the possibility to draw conclusions from the measured
values.
It is also extremely important to have a traceable test
procedure so that changes to the system can be tested in the
same way each time. Another point is that the scope of the
tests must not be too large, so that not too much time is lost
with the system test.

The advantage of this method is the little preliminary work,
since no detailed planning of the process is needed. This is
mainly caused by the "looking for an error" method, where
it is not clear from the beginning at which factor settings an
error will occur. It is not possible to plan the complete tests
in advance.
A major disadvantage is, that individual aspects can be
forgotten during testing. In addition, it is difficult to introduce
an end criteria, which defines at which point enough test
runs have been carried out, if no error occurs. This decision
is therefore up to the persons performing the test and not
necessarily up to the developers of the system.

Once this test plan has been created, it can be used within
an automatic test sequence so that the entire test plan can be
executed automatically and evaluated at the end. This saves
additional time and gives the possibility that even smaller
system changes can be tested in the same full test-plan like
bigger system changes.
III. O PTIONS FOR A T EST D ESIGN
After the need for a systematic experimental design was
explained in the previous chapter, this chapter will present
various tools and procedures for creating an experimental
design.
Relevant aspects are mainly the required time, which can be
represented by the number of necessary experiments, and the
added value that the corresponding measurement results will
provide.
This is valid for any system test regardless of whether it is
a hardware or a software test. There are certain input factors
for each test that are specifically adjustable. In addition, there
are disturbance factors, whereby these are factors that can not
be controlled. The results are corresponding output variables.
In the following, the input factors are simply referred to as
factors.

Figure 2. System structure [6]

The first and simplest method for executing the necessary
experiments is the so-called "Try and Error-method". The
various influencing factors of the system are changed in a
more or less structured way. These changes are continued
until an error occurs. Further tests are then conducted around
the working area of this error so that the reason for the error
can be identified and resolved.

The most important disadvantage is the cost factor. The test
equipment, prototypes as well as the time for the evaluation
of the test results are expensive and should therefore be used
very efficiently [7, p. 28]. Especially in the case of suddenly
necessary retesting, there is a big cost factor.
With the "Try and Error-method" the number of required tests
can be very high, because it is not clearly defined when enaugh
tests have been performed.
B. One Factor at the Time
In contrast to the "Try and Error-method" explained above,
the "One Fator at the Time" (OFAT) method runs in a
more structured way. Nevertheless, it is also difficult to plan
the entire course of the experiment in detail beforehand,
since the execution depends in parts on the results of the tests.
In general, only one factor is changed at a time when
running the tests, while the other factors remain constant.
The point of this procedure is that the influence of this factor
is so easily recognizable. If the test results do not change at
all, even though one factor is changed, it is clear that this
factor has no impact.
If the entire test series has been performed, the next factor
is changed in the second step. For this step, the first factor
is set to the value that caused the best initial values. The
same procedure is then followed with the third factor until
all factors have been tested.
A short example, shown in figure 3, will show the procedure
accordingly.
For example, a system has two input factors (P1 and
P2), the input voltage and the output voltage of the system,
and the efficiency as output. First, the input voltage (P1)
is continuously increased, while the output voltage remains
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it is also clear how much time is required. In many areas this
is an important information, because especially for hardware
tests it is important to plan exactly when laboratories, test
equipment etc. are needed.
The key disadvantage is the large amount of time needed,
especially for complex systems that have many influencing
factors. Equation 1 shows that the number of necessary tests
becomes extremely large very quickly. While a test with two
factors and three stages each requires only nine runs, a test
with four factors and three stages each already requires 81
tests.
Figure 3. Possible test procedure with OFAT [8]

constant. In the next step, the output voltage is increased
continuously, whereby the input voltage is set to the value at
which the resulting efficiency is highest.
The optimum can now be easily read off. It is located at
the selected input voltage and the output voltage with the
corresponding highest efficiency.
The problem with this is, that it is not absolutely necessary
that this value really represents the optimum. It is quite
possible that this value only represents the optimum of the
tested factor values and that the absolute optimum of the
system is somewhere else. As shown in the figure it is not
possible to reach the real system optimum with the selected
values.
So, in order to really recognize the system optimum, several
iterations are needed. This leads to a larger experimental
workload as soon as the system has more than about three
input factors. In addition, the changes of the factors have to
be adjusted more and more finely, so that an approximation
to the optimum can be ensured.
In general with OFAT it is not possible to get conclusions
about the relations of the factors to each other ([7, p. 30]).
Only the influence of each factor on the system behavior will
be recognized.
C. Full Experimental Plan
The most complete way to test a system is the “Full
Experimental Plan”. Here all factor levels are combined so
that in the end every possible combination is tested.
The number of tests (nTests ) can therefore be calculated in the
planning phase using equation 1. It depends on the number of
factors and the number of factor levels.
nT ests = levelsf actors

(1)

The great advantage of this procedure is that at the end
it is sure that no effect has been missed. In addition, it
is possible to determine exactly how many tests must be
performed before the start of the experiment. This means that

In addition, it is difficult to cover input ranges such as the
DC-voltage of the AC/DC-DAB. There are no clear values
here, but everything in the range from 300 V to 400 V is
a possible value. So, theoretically, there would already be
an infinite number of stages in this case. Since this is not
possible, intermediate stages, such as 5 V steps, would have
to be introduced.
By doing this, a complete test plan is theoretically not 100%
reached. Nevertheless, the results would probably be sufficient.
D. Design of Experiments
Each of the three methods shown above have advantages,
but all of them have also significant disadvantages. Especially
with regard to the development of the AC/DC-DAB, it is
necessary to use the test times as efficiently as possible, since
these are recurring tests that are intended to validate system
modifications.
The fourth method is “Design of Experiments” (DOE),
a statistical test design. Basically, statistical methods are
used to reduce the experimental effort without losing
relevant knowledge. In addition, a randomized experimental
sequence is used to ensure that disturbance factors have as
little influence as possible on the system and thus on the
experimental results.
In contrast to some other methods, DOE allows correlations
between different influencing factors to be identified.
Basically, there are different types of test plans used in
DOE. Depending on the knowledge of the system parameters,
so-called screening plans are initially created, which serve to
identify individual influencing factors and to make an initial
estimate of the direction in which these factors influence the
target variable.
Basically the following two types of experimental design are
possible. One is a full factorial design and the other is a
fractional factorial design. In the last case, the correlation of
individual factors is used to reduce the number of experiments.
1) Factorial Design: First, the full factorial experimental
design will be examined. In a full factorial experimental
design, all possible corner points of the experimental field are
tested.
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Figure 4 shows an example of an experiment with three
influencing factors.

is higher that unknown correlations between factors are
forgotten.
In principle, the corner points are used again in a fractional
factorial design, but only half of them. Figure 6 shows the
used measuring points again in blue.

Figure 4. Three factor factorial design with center point [9]

The blue points are the corner points resulting from the
minimum and maximum of the different factors. The "cube"
lies in a coordinate system with three dimensions, the three
factors.
In this example, each of the three factors has two levels, so
it is a so-called 2k -experiment. The number of tests can be
calculated according to equation 2.

Figure 6. Three factor fractional factorial design with center point [9]

Also in this case it is possible to introduce the central point
additionally.

The red point in the middle is the so-called central point,
which can be introduced optionally, so that nonlinearities in
the interrelations of the factors can be recognized better. For
this measuring point all parameters are set to a mid value
(between maximum and minimum). By using the central
point the needed tests are increased by one.

With the choice of the corner points to be excluded it is
important that furthermore each factor is varied.
In the example (figure 6) it is not possible to test only the
right side of the cube, which would mean, that the first factor
is never changed. Instead it is necessary that every factor
is changed at least once. The result are exactly the shown
measuring points in figure 6. Alternatively, it is of course
possible to choose exactly the other four corner points.

In principle, it is also possible to use more than two levels
per factor, as figure 5 shows with three levels each. Here, the
number of tests increases accordingly, as already shown by
equation 1. The figure shows again a central point, which this
time is shown in blue. The reason is that this measuring point
does not act as a central point, but results automatically from
the three levels of factors.

The presented fractional factorial experimental design is a
so-called 12 -factorial experimental design, since the number of
experiments was reduced to half. As the number of influencing
factors increases, 14 -factorial experimental designs can also be
used. Similarly, there are other levels.
Nevertheless, it must be clear that as the number of tests
decreases, the risk of overlooking effects increases.

nT ests = 2f actors

(2)

IV. A PPLICATION OF DOE FOR THE AC/DC-DAB
After presenting different tools for experimental design,
this chapter will describe the specific application of DOE to
the AC/DC-DAB.

If the levels are increased until all possible values are
covered, this is again a complete experimental design, as
presented in section III-C.

First, the different factors have to be identified and defined.
A structure-model of the different factors at the AC/DC-DAB
is shown in figure 7.
Basically, there are different output parameters for a
converter, with the most common parameter being the
efficiency. In addition, the current shape will be analyzed,
whereby the focus is here on the current harmonics.
Both values are interesting and it may helps in the
development, if there are correlations with the input factors.

2) Fractional Factorial Design: As mentioned at the
beginning, correlations between the factors should help to
reduce the number of experiments. For this it is necessary,
to know the system in more detail, because the probability

The two voltages are obvious as input factors. On the
one hand the secondary voltage, the DC-voltage, can be
varied and on the other hand the primary voltage can change.
Since the primary voltage is an AC-voltage, it can change

Figure 5. Three factor factorial design with different value steps [9]
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on the time that has already been tested. A further influence
on the system temperature is probably given by the actual
operating point, since the current increases at high power and
with this also the losses in the semiconductors increase. This
leads to a higher heat loss.

Figure 7. Different input and output factors for the AC/DC-DAB

in frequency as well as in it’s amplitude. It is important that
the voltage specification is always within the low voltage
standards that apply to the European grid (chapter I).
Both voltages can additionally have disturbances. In case of
the DC-voltage, this is primarily a possible voltage ripple
while for the AC-voltage, e.g. harmonics can also cause
a kind of ripple. This is indicated by the so-called “Total
Harmonic Distortion” (THD). For the system tests, both
voltages are assumed to be ideal, since effects arising from
this will not be investigated until a further step.

To minimize these two interferences it is possible to randomize the test order.
When creating the test plan, the factors are changed by default
one after the other, so that, for example, the frequency of the
AC-voltage remains constant for some runs at the beginning.
Supposing that all the runs are made one right after the other,
it can be assumed that the system temperature will be much
higher in the second half of the experiments than in the first
tests. The influence of the frequency can in this way hardly be
differentiated from the influence of the system temperature.
If, on the other hand, the tests are performed in random
order, all parameters are also changed at the beginning and
the influence of the system temperature plays a minor role.
Table I
F ULL FACTORIAL TEST PLAN FOR THE AC/DC-DAB
Run
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Other factors are the active power (P) and reactive power
(Q), which are relevant for the momentary operating point.
A converter, like the AC/DC-DAB, is usually designed for a
maximum apparent power (S), which results from both values
according to equation 3.
p
(3)
S = P 2 + Q2

To ensure that this apparent power can not be exceeded
during the test planning, the operating point must be expressed
differently. Otherwise, a measuring point at which the active
and also the reactive power is at a maximum may occur. This
would lead to exceeding the maximum apparent power of the
system.
Here the apparent power in combination with the power factor
(cos(φ)) is suitable. The calculation of the active power in
dependence of these two values is shown in equation 4.
P = S ∗ cos(ϕ)

(4)

In addition to the intended values, there are other factors, as
already shown in figure 7. Above all, the ambient temperature
and the system temperature can be identified as disturbance
variables.
The ambient temperature can not be specifically adjusted
at the actual test set-up for the AC/DC-DAB, so that the
temperature is dependent on the laboratory temperature.
Nevertheless, it is measurable and can thus be included in the
test protocol.
The system temperature is also difficult to influence and
depends on the one hand on the ambient temperature but also

A
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

B
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

C
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

D
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

E
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

Run
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

A
+
+
0
+
+
+
+
+
+

B
+
+
+
0
+
+
+
+
+
-

C
+
0
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

D
+
+
+
0
+
+
+
+
-

E
+
0
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Table I shows the two stage full factorial experimental
design of the AC/DC-DAB, with the influencing factors
generally represented here as A, B, C, D and E. The values
of the individual factors are represented by + and - each,
representing the maximum and minimum values, in each
case.
It can be seen that the factors are changed randomly, so
randomization has already been performed here.
In addition, in run 21 a line with only zero can be seen,
which increases the number of tests to 33 instead of the 32,
which would be expected according to equation 2. This is
the central point. This central point is supposed to help to
recognize nonlinear properties better, because otherwise only
two levels would be set for each factor (compare section
III-D).
In principle, it would be better to set three levels directly for
each factor, but the number of necessary tests would be 243
(equation 1), which is much higher than with two levels. This
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case would be less practicable.
In addition to the full factorial experimental design, a fractional factorial experimental design was also created, which is
shown in table II.
Table II

F RACTIONAL FACTORIAL TEST PLAN FOR THE AC/DC-DAB
Run
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

A
+
+
0
+
+
-

B
+
+
+
0
+
+
+

C
+
0
+
+

D
+
0
+
-

E
+
+
0
+

Run
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

A
+
+
+
+
-

B
+
+
-

C
+
+
+
+
+

D
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

E
+
+
+
+
+
-

This experimental design has also a central point in run
number six.
It is a 12 -factorial experimental design, which means that the
number of runs can be reduced to the half (central points are
not considered). The required number of runs is therefore 16
plus the additional central point.
For the AC/DC-DAB the full-factorial experimental design
is used first, since the AC/DC-DAB system is known in
principle, but individual correlations are still open and can
thus be better analyzed. The number of experiments is also
moderate with this experimental design, so that it can be
executed.
V. C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK
The paper has shown the topic of designing experiments.
Different methods for the experimental planning have
been explained and compared to each other. Especially the
application of DOE on the AC/DC-DAB was taken up in
chapter IV.

In addition a kind of benchmark of the two systems can be
made out of the test results. This helps to detect weaknesses
of the AC/DC-DAB, which then could be eliminated.
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In the further course of the project, the experimental
designs will be implemented in practice and applied to the
AC/DC-DAB. The results obtained from this can then be
used for further development.
The first step will be that the test set-up is taken into
operation with the help of a conventional inverter. This has
the advantage that the focus is on the test set-up and the
converter itself is already functional.
The next step will be to perform the tests on the AC/DC-DAB,
initially observing the time required for one test. This can
be used to calculate whether 33 necessary test runs are a
reasonable value in practice. Depending on the result, it is
possible that the effort for 33 tests is too great or that far
more tests would be possible.
At the end, the measurement data should be evaluated and
analyzed according to the DOE-methods.
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The load data for households and charging stations are
simulated with own programs. The not present load-profiles
of the PV-Systems will be attained through the conversion of
an existing load-profile of a known PV-System.

Abstract—When there are multiple PV-Systems in a low
voltage network, but not all load profiles are available, they
must be determined. This is done using a python-program which
takes an existing load-profile and converts it according to the
respective orientation angle and insurrection angle. This is
necessary so that network simulations, in the Networksimulation-program “Digsilent Powerfactory”, can be carried
out.

II. PREPARATIONS
First all PV-Systems in the network under consideration
must be located and noted.
Secondly, the respective orientation and elevation angel
must be found out. Due to lack of accuracy, those are largely
estimated using 3 dimensional maps.

Keywords—nonexistent load-profile, PV-Systems, conversion
of load-profiles, python program, powerfactory

Third, the grid model is searched PV-Systems with
existing load data. Since in this case there weren’t any, another
PV-Systems load-profile was used. It is necessary that there is
a geographical proximity to the network under consideration.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Research-work was carried out in the framework of
the Project “Netzdienliches integrales ElektromobilitätsEnergiemanagementsystem
für
dezentrale
Energieversorgung” (short: NiEMob, eng.: Grid-serving,
integral electromobility energy managementsystem for
decentralized energy supply systems) in cooperartion with the
„OTH-Regensburg“ and „Consolinno Energy GmbH“. Here
Consolinno deals with the measurement-hardware (Energymanager) and the OTH-side is responsible for the networkmodelling and the associated computing and simulation
tasks(Network-manager). The endgoal of the project is the
intelligent use of the grid so that a grid expansion is delayed
as much as possible. To accomplish that it is planned that
Consolinno provides the real-time load data of the
corresponding network resources (Household loads, PVSystems, Charging stations, Voltage, Current) via database, so
the OTH-side can use those in the network-simulations. The
results coming from the simulations will then be sent back to
the database so the Energy-manager can adjust the respective
loads. Since there is no real-time measurement-data available
yet, the respective load data must be determined otherwise.

Fourth, a csv file with the “source” load data and one with
the names and angles of all the PV-Systems in the network
must be created, so the python-program can “read” its input
information.

III. GENERAL IDEA AND FORMULA-DETERMINATION
Owing to the fact that no load profile data is available for
the PV-Systems located in the grid area, existing load profile
data from other PV-Systems located in the vicinity are used.
Due to the improbability that all PV-Systems have the same
orientation and elevation, a conversion factor is required,
which can convert the respective angles into the respective
PV-Systems position independently of each other. It should be
noted that an orientation of 0 degrees (south orientation) and
an elevation of 20 degrees was chosen as a reference.
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To generate a conversion factor there are four steps
necessary, as shown in the following example.
At the beginning there is a load profile of a “spring”-PVSystem with an orientation of 45 degrees (south-west) and an
elevation of 13 degrees. A load profile for a PV-System with
-23 degrees (south-southeastern) orientation and an elevation
of 30 degrees is to be generated.
Step 1: A conversion factor for the elevation to
reference-elevation is determined. After multiplication of the original load profile with the gained
factor, a load profile for 45 degrees orientation and
20 degrees elevation exists.

Figure 1: Graph of the relationship between the elevation
under consideration and the reference elevation
Using Matlab one can recrate the Graph. The formula of
the enveloping parabola is:

Step 2: Now the load profile for the reference-PV-Systems
is calculated. Here first the conversion factor for
orientation is calculated and then multiplied with the
previously determined load profile. The result is load
profile of the reference system at 0 degrees
orientation and 20 degrees elevation.

𝑓𝑃𝑟𝑏𝑙 (𝑥) = −4,57 ∙ 10−5 ∙ 𝑥 2 + 0,073 ∙ 𝑥 − 19,81

For 𝑥 in “(2)” the respective minutes of the day must be
inserted (0-1440).
To get the ratio in the middle one has to use the following
Equation:

Step 3: Now Step 1 and 2 essentially have to be repeated,
just backwards. The new conversion factor for -23
degrees orientation is calculated. Then the reference
load profile is divided with said factor. As an
intermediate result there is the load profile for an
orientation of -23 degrees and an elevation of 20
degrees.

4

𝑓𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 (𝑥) = 𝑝1 ∙ (

(𝑥 − 794)
) + 𝑝2
1440

(3)

For 𝑥 in “(3)” again the respective minutes of the day must
be inserted. But since the result of “(3)” depends on the
original elevation of the “source”PV-System, the two
parameters “𝑝1 ” and “𝑝2 ” must also be reproduced as a
function of the angle using Matlab. Since the roof pitch in
Germany is a maximum of 60 degrees, the elevation angle has
been limited to between 0 and 60 degrees. The respective
formulas are:

Step 4: To get the final result the conversion factor for 30
degrees elevation is calculated. The load profile from
Step 3 is then divided by that factor which results in
the final load profile of the PV-System with -23
degrees orientation a 30 degrees elevation.
The total conversion factor therefore consists of the for
factors from steps 1 to 4.
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐹𝑐𝑡𝑟 = 𝐹𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑆𝑡1 ∙ 𝐹𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑆𝑡2 ÷ 𝐹𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑆𝑡3 ÷ 𝐹𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑆𝑡4

(2)

(1)

𝑓𝑃1 (𝑥) = 0,1619 ∙ 𝑥 2 + 1,6 ∙ 𝑥 − 100,7

(4)

𝑓𝑃2 (𝑥) = 2,658 ∙ 10−06 ∙ 𝑥 3 − 7,992 ∙ 10−05 ∙ 𝑥 2
− 0,003445 ∙ 𝑥 + 1,08

(5)

In “(4)” and “(5)” the desired elevation angle has to be
inserted in 𝑥.

With the total conversion factor all that has to be done is
to multiply the source load profile with that factor from “(1)”
and the load profile of the desired PV-System has been
calculated.

B. Conversion factor for the orientation angle
Here the same procedure as in “A” has to be repeated.
IV. DETERMINING THE CONVERSION FORMULAS

𝑓𝑃𝑟𝑏𝑙 (𝑥) = −4,4 ∙ 10−5 ∙ 𝑥 2 + 0,06989 ∙ 𝑥 − 19,13

Now it is shown how the conversion factors are
determined. The conversion requires two different factors for
the alignement and elevation according tot he 4 Steps above.
How the necessary formulas were determined shall be briefly
discussed. More detailed information on this can be found in
L. Gegaj’s project work entitled “Verteilung von ElektroautoLadesäulen und Umrechnungsfaktor-Bestimmung für PVAnlagen entsprechend ihrer Ausrichtung undAufständerung”
(eng.: Distribution of electric car charging stations and
Conversion factor determination for PV-Systems according to
their orientation and elevation) from March 2021.

𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒
𝑓𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 (𝑥) = −0,6 ∙ (
)
90°
(𝑥 − 794 − 𝑝2)
∙ tan (𝑝1 ∙ (
)) + 1
1440

(6)

(7)

In “(6)” and “(7)” the respective minutes of the day must
be inserted for 𝑥.
𝑓𝑃1 (𝑥) = 5,05 − 0,2972 ∙ (

𝑥 4
𝑥 2
) − 0,4417 ∙ ( )
90
90

(8)

𝑥
))
180

(9)

𝑓𝑃2 (𝑥) = 90 ∙ sin (2,658 ∙ (
A. Conversion factor for the elevation angle
If a graph is drawn over the relationship between the
elevation under consideration and the reference elevation, one
recognizes that the course is similar to a straight polynomial
function, which is limited bay a parabola, as shown in Figure1.

In the parameter functions of “(8)” and “(9)” the desired
orientation angle (+90 degrees (west) to -90 degrees (east))
must be inserted.
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Once the conversion factors have been determined (See
“IV”), they must be placed in python program so that all load
profile values are converted automatically in Powerfactory.

profile is calculated using the 4 conversion parameters as
described in section III. Finally the now fully calculated new
load profile is exported into a new csv file. This is
automatically repeated for each necessary PV-System.

A. Preparation of the csv files
The goal of the python program is the creation of load
profiles for the required PV-Systems, therefor the respective
csv file layout has to be identical to the one of the “source”
load profile.

C. Execution of the program in powerfactory
The program is executed in powerfactory, so the new csv
files are actualy calculated. In figures 4 and 5 the respective
load profiles from one day can be seen.

V. EXECUTION OF PROGRAMMING

Additionally a new csv file must be created which includes
the names of all PV-Systems in the network and their
respective orientation and elevation angles.

B. Python programming
The calculations are carried out using functions as seen in
Figure 2.

Figure 4: load profile of the source PV-System
In Figure 4 the load profile of the source PV-System with
0 degrees orientation and 20 degrees elevation on 01/01/2019
is shown.

Figure 2: Functions of the conversions described in
Section IV
The functions in Figure 2 take the respective angle and a
point in time as input and return a result for each point in time.
In lines 22 and 39 the functions are defined. In lines 25 and
respectively 42 the enveloping parabolas are calculated. In
lines 26, 27 and respectively 43 and 44 the necessary
Parameters are calculated. The mentioned calculations must
be calculated first. At last the ratios are calculated in line 28
and respectively line 45. In the if querys in lines 30 and 47
those results that are not enveloped in the respective parabolas
are discarded. Those functions then return a result for each
considered minute of the day.

Figure 5: new calculated load profile of a PV-System
In Figure 5 the calculated load profile of a PV-System with
64 degrees orientation and 30 degrees elevation on 01/01/2019
is shown.
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Figure 3 shows the usage of the previously created
conversion functions. In lines 140 to 143 each conversion is
calculated, in lines 148 and 151 each point of the new load
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Abstract—This paper deals with the establishment of basic
conditions for a seasonal heat storage for single-family houses.
For this purpose, the heat demand of a single-family house in
Regensburg is considered, as well as the possible yield from a
solar thermal system at the same location. A storage application
is implemented to compensate for the temporal discrepancy
between demand and solar availability. After the description of
the basics, the process parameters are presented in detail. In
addition to the consideration of an ideal system, different heat
loss rates of the storage unit and their effects on the solar
coverage rate, the necessary collector area and the necessary
storage capacity are estimated and discussed.

II. CALCULATION AND INPUT PARAMETERS
One of the most important elements in designing a
seasonal storage unit is to take a close look at the heat demand
of the building and the supply of heat that is available. In the
following section properties of the building and the solar
thermal system are presented and the made assumptions are
explained.
A. Building properties
The building is a detached single-family house located in
Regensburg, Germany. The living space is 137 square meters
divided over two floors with a floor hight of 2.60 meters. The
outer shell of the building includes a window area of 20
percent of the living space which is equivalent to 27 square
meters. The heat demand of buildings mainly depends on the
thermal losses to the environment. The driving source of these
losses is the temperature difference between inside the
building and the ambient. The losses are countered by the
thermal resistance of the building components such as walls,
windows, the roof and so on. Equation (1) shows that the
thermal resistance is a combination of the layer thickness d
and thermal conductivity λ of the different layers. A wall for
example is built with several layers. On the outside some kind
of finish like exterior plaster followed by insolation, the
structural element like brickwork and the interior plaster. Each
part has its own thermal resistance which, when added
together, results in the total thermal resistance of the wall. In
addition, the effects of convection on the inside Rsi and on the
outside Rse are also part of the total thermal resistance [2,3].
Fig. 1 shows an example of a structural construction of a wall
with three layers with different thicknesses and thermal
conductivities and the temperature curve through it.

Keywords—seasonal heat storage, heat demand, solar
coverage rate, solar thermal system

I. INTRODUCTION
The biggest challenge of our time is global warming and
accordingly its unpredictable consequences if we do not react.
Besides the use of renewable energies, increasing the
efficiency of energy usage is the most important tool in the
fight against climate change. Alongside industry and
commerce, private residential buildings are an important part
of energy consumption. In Germany, the fraction of space
heating in the overall demand of residential buildings was
almost 68%, in 2018 [1]. This fact shows a high potential for
savings in this area. In the field of sustainable heating of
residential buildings solar thermal systems are well known
and frequently used. The biggest issue with solar heating is the
temporal discrepancy between solar supply in and heat
demand of the building. A long-term storage system could
transfer the excess heat gained during summer into the high
consumption winter months. This increases the energy
efficiency of the building significantly [2]. This paper
addresses the boundary conditions for seasonal heat storage in
single family houses with the main energy supply by a solar
thermal system. These boundary conditions include primarily
the heat load of the building. The possible heat generation of
a solar thermal system is also important. These two main
factors result in a heat comparison over a period of one year,
from which the properties of a storage tank can be derived.
Furthermore, different efficiencies of the storage process and
their influence of factors like solar coverage rate, solar
collector area and needed storage capacity were considered.
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=
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The reciprocal value of the total thermal resistance of a
construction part is called heat transfer coefficient or U-value
whose unit is W/m²*K as seen in (2). This value gives the
amount of heat which transfers per square metre and Kelvin.
temperature difference.
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Temperature difference is the key parameter of the
calculation.
=




As seen in (3) the transmission heat loss Φ is the result of
the outside touching surface area A and the U-value of the
respective construction element depending on the temperature
difference between inside Tin and ambient Tamb. The room
temperature is set to 20 °C. The outside temperature depends
on the temperature data. This calculation has to be done for
every building element with a different thermal resistance and
therefore a different U-value. The sum of all results in the total
transmission heat loss [2,4].
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B. Solar thermal system
The heat to cover the demand caused by transmission and
ventilation is generated by a solar thermal system. Solar
collectors are able to collect the solar radiation and transform
it into thermal energy. A heat transfer fluid is heated inside the
collectors. The heated fluid links the collectors with the
building's heat distribution system via pipes and a pump. The
amount of generated heat depends mostly on the incoming
solar radiation and the collector area. The efficiency of the
collectors is determined by the ambient Tamb and the collector
temperature TCol as well as product specific characteristics α1,
α2, and η0 as shown in (6). E is the value of solar radiation [8].

Fig. 1. Temperature curve through a wall with different layers with
different thicknesses and thermal conductivities. [2]
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The model collectors are flat plat collectors with an optical
efficiency η0 of 0,81 and the factors α1 of 3.8 W/(m²*K) and
α2 of 0.009 W/(m²*K) [8].



Buildings are divided into different categories based on
their thermal properties. The recent standard for highly
efficient residential buildings is the passive house standard. It
is assumed that the simulated building was built according to
this standard. In order for a building to achieve this, limits for
the U-values of construction parts must be complied and
thermal bridges must also be avoided. The U-value for walls,
the roof and the base plate are set to 0.10 W/(m²*K). For
windows and doors the U-value is set to 0.80 W/(m²*K) [6].
These buildings are suitable for seasonal thermal storage
because its overall heat demand is already relatively low. This
results in a smaller amount of storage heat [6,7].

III. PROPERTIES OF THE SIUMULATION MODEL
In this section the properties of the simulation model are
described. At first the structure of the building and solar
system part and after that the storage unit.
A. Simulation structure of the building and the solar system
As mentioned before many parameters such as the
transmission and ventilation heat losses but also the
efficiency of the solar collectors depend on the ambient
temperature. The used temperature data are from 2010 for
Regensburg and contains hourly measured values of the
entire year [9]. The hourly basis enables to consider not only
the difference between months but also the difference
between day and night. Which makes the model more
detailed. Fittingly, the radiation data is also from 2010 from
the nearest available radiation measurement station in
Weihenstephan, Germany and also based on hourly
measurements [10]. The year 2010 was chosen because of the
high quality of both data sources. In the event of an error, the
data errors are corrected by averaging directly preceding and
following measured values.
During the simulation, every value that is based on the
ambient temperature or the radiation data is calculated for
every hour in the period of the year. This means the heat
demand of the building with both parts transmission and
ventilation is known for every hour. The solar heat supply by
the thermal collectors is determined based on the collector
efficiency which is also calculated for every temperature and
radiation value. The result is a comparison of heat demand
and heat supply for every hour.

Alongside transmission heat losses there are also
ventilation heat losses that have to be considered. To preserve
the air quality in living rooms it is necessary to exchange the
air on a regular basis. The easiest way is to open a window
again and again. But this is neither energy efficient nor does it
ensure sufficient ventilation. A better solution is a central
ventilation system with heat recovery. These systems
guarantee the right amount of fresh air according to the air
change rate n (4). This exchange rate determines how much of
the total air volume of the building must be exchanged every
hour. It is set to 0.5 1/h for residential buildings [4]. This
system uses a heat exchanger to heat up the incoming fresh air
with the outgoing air. Although this works very well there is
still some external heat needed, depending on the efficiency
of the air heat exchanger ηhx. According to the passive house
standard which the building is built after, the heat exchanger
has a heat recovery efficiency of 80 percent [7]. This heat is
also part of the total heat demand of a building. The required
heat to compensate the ventilation heat losses is calculated as
shown in (5) [2,4]. The heat demand Qair depends on the
Volume Vair and the properties of the air ρair (density) and cair
(specific heat capacity). As at the transmission heat the

B. Simulation structure of the Storage Unit
The storage Unit in this work is not tied to any particular
storage technology. It is just a unit which stores heat if there
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is only possible if there is enough heat available in the
storage. These calculations are made for every hour of a year.
The result of each hour is the starting point and thus the
current storage status for the following hour. The storage heat
calculation first starts at zero and is not able to be negative.
Fig. 2 shows a simply process flow chart for the storage unit.
This leads to a diagram of heat surpluses and furthermore to
a maximum point of stored heat. This maximum amount of
stored heat is equal to the storage capacity needed in the
considered situation. The heat supply and thus the storable
heat depends highly on the solar fraction. This fraction is
determined by the percentage of solar energy used to meet the
demand. The demand also includes possible heat losses.
IV. PARAMETRIC SIMULAITONS AND DISCUSSION
A. Building heat demand and solar heat supply
The upper part of Fig. 3 displays the development of heat
demand values over the period of the year. The fluctuations
are caused by the hourly data especially by the temperature
difference between day and night. As expected, the heat loss
reaches its hight in the winter months. During summer there
are some negative heat losses which means there is heat entry
into the building. This happens when the ambient temperature
exceeds the nominal inside temperature of 20 °C. Depending
on the amount of incoming heat this could require some kind
of house cooling. The bottom part of Fig. 3 shows the heat
supply from one square meter of solar thermal collector
surface. As before, the expected results are visible here. The
heat yield increases form the beginning of the year until July
and then falls down till the end of the year. In May and June
there are some events with lower values. The reasons for
smaller heat generation are for example cloudy days with little
sunshine. The comparison of these two graphs clearly shows
the temporal discrepancy between demand and supply which
was mentioned before Especially in July when the heat

Fig. 2. Basic process flow chart for the storage unit

is a surplus and releases heat if the demand is higher than the
supply. The storage capacity is not fixed. In fact there are the
three following operating cases. First, the heat delivery from
the solar thermal system and the heat demand are equal. In
this case, the storage tank has no task, the supplied heat is
used directly to cover the demand of the building. Second, the
heat supply exceeds the demand. Here, the surplus energy
that is not directly used is added to the storage. Third the heat
demand is higher than the heat supply. In this case the missing
heat to cover the demand is used from the storage. The latter

Fig. 3. Heat loss curve of the building during a year (top part) and solar heat supply over the year (bottom part).
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Fig. 2. State of charge throughout an entire year with different heat loss rates from loss-free to 30 percent of storage heat losses.

demand is negative and at the same time the heat supply
reaches its peak. In contrast, the opposite is the case in the
December, when demand is highest and supply lowest.

ideal assumed storage unit is markedly different from the
others. Especially in the further course of the year when the
storage level continues to grow the maximum of 3959 kWh is
significantly higher than the others. For example, the curve
which represents heat losses of five percent has a maximum
value of 2364 kWh. The remaining heat at the end of the year
enables to cover the heat demand of the first few months of
the following year and therefore the entire heating period. Just
the loss-free application has heat remaining at the end of the
year. The others are getting to zero before the end of the year
which means there is no heat left in the storage.

The total amount of heat losses of the considered year is
6553.8 kWh. This is divided into transmission heat loss of
5309.9 kWh per year and 1244.8 kWh of ventilation heat loss
per year. The proportion of transmission is therefore
significantly bigger than ventilation. There is a negative
energy balance on 7852 hours which means that there is a heat
demand for the most part of the year. The overall heat
generation of one square meter of collector surface is
722.68 kWh per year. The comparison of these two results for
heat demand and heat supply shows that it is theoretically
possible to cover the whole heat losses of the considered
building with 9.08 square meters of solar collector area. This
results in a 100 percent solar coverage.

The data in Fig. 4 are based on collector area for an ideal
system to reach 100% solar coverage. The solar fraction with
storage heat losses decreases to 79.7% with 5% losses and
70.8% with 20% losses. This results in a bigger need of
collector area to cover the losses. The needed collector areas
to reach 100% solar fraction with the different storage heat
loss rates are summarised in Table 1. As seen on the curves in
Fig. 4. The step from without losses to five percent is quite
big. A loss-free system needs 9.08 m² of as mentioned before,

Based on the difference between heat demand and heat
supply a storage unit is calculated. The total storage capacity
needed to cover all surpluses and give the opportunity to cover
the overall demand completely is 3402 kWh. This result is the
maximum value of the storage unit over the period of one year.

TABLE 1 COLLECTOR AREA AND STORAGE CAPACITY AT
DIFFERENT STORAGE HEAT LOSS RATES.

B. Considering storage heat losses
The previous calculations were made for an ideal system
which means apart from the efficiency of the solar thermal
collectors and the ventilation system heat exchanger there
were no consideration of efficiency rates. The storage unit
offers a high potential for energy losses due to the increasing
storage content and the long storage period. In Fig. 4 the
curves of the storage level over the considered year are
displayed. Each of the seven different lines stands for a heat
loss rate from 0% up to 30% heat losses over a period of one
week. The calculations were made with a solar collector area
of 10 square meters which is approximately the needed area
for a 100% solar coverage. The start of the calculation was
with a storage level at zero. About at the middle of march the
solar heat excesses the heat losses of the building and the
storage level increases. It becomes clear that the curve of the
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Heat Loss Rate

Collector Area
m²

Storage Capacity
kWh

0%

9.08

3402.7

5%

16.64

4417.3

10%

27.72

5510.0

15%

39.69

6253.2

20%

48.83

6360.3

25%

56.40

6236.1

30%

61.68

5928.0

ARC 2021
with five percent the needed area increases to 16.64 m². The
required area becomes larger and larger with increasing losses.
If the storage has a loss of 30% per week, 61m² are needed to
achieve a solar coverage rate of 100%. With an unlimited
storage capacity in this case.





Table 1 also gives a look at the storage capacity which is
needed in every heat loss scenario. The capacity needed
increases with bigger heat losses, too. In contrast to the
collector area the capacity reaches a maximum and decreases
afterwards. The capacity to cover all heat surpluses and reach
a complete solar coverage is in an ideal system 3402.7 kWh.
With 20% losses it is 6360.3 kWh and then at 30% it is
5928.0 kWh. The peak is around 18% with about 6384 kWh.



The used calculation model has some opportunities to
improve. The model of the building will be more detailed. For
example, the heat storage ability of construction parts or the
gain of heat due to solar radiation on parts of the building or
through windows could be considered. Furthermore, this
work only looks at one particular year. Average climate data
would make the results more reliable. In the next phase, the
model will be further developed and a thermochemical storage
technology will be integrated.

This happens because of the increasing collector area. If
the solar fraction is fixed and the storage heat losses are
increasing as it is in this scenario, the heat source must
generate more energy. This means the collector surface must
get bigger. At some point the heat supply is so big that the
directly used heat gets a bigger impact. When this state is
reached, the heat storage gets less important. With a big
collector area there is even with low solar radiation enough
heat generation to cover most parts of the demand. With
enough collector area it is theoretically possible to reach a full
solar coverage without any kind of heat storage. But this is
very inefficient and and very expensive.
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V. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a single-family house located in
Regensburg, Germany and its thermal balance. Including the
heat demand and the yield of a solar thermal system over the
period of one year. The passive-house building with a living
space of 137 square meters has a transmission heat loss of
5309 kWh and a ventilation heat loss of 1244 kWh per year.
To compensate the losses the solar thermal system is able to
deliver 722 kWh per square meter collector area and year. The
storage capacity to enable a fully solar heated building
depends strongly on the storage losses and ranges from 3402
kWh under ideal conditions to about 6384 kWh at the
maximum. The following conclusions can be drawn from this
work:




In a loss-free storage even a collector area of 9.08 m²
is enough to reach full solar thermal coverage in a
passive house building with 137 m² living space.
Increasing the heat loss percentage from 5% to 30%
results in increasing the required collector area from
16.64 m² to 61.68 m² to maintain a 100% solar
fraction.
With increasing heat losses the storage capacity
increases, too. With a loss percentage of about 18%
the increasing collector area causes a higher heat
supply and thus a lower demand for storage
capacity.

Buildings with high efficiency standards are better
suited for seasonal storage due to the already lower
heat losses.
There is a temporal discrepancy between the peaks
of solar heat supply and heat demand of a building.
This requires a long-term heat storage system.
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estimates of future BEV penetration rates come from the
“integrated action program for the promotion of
electromobility in Munich". This program is maintained and
financed by the city of Munich’s Department for Climate and
Environmental Protection. The data basis for modelling the
charging demand is taken from 40 BMW i3 60 Ah electric
vehicles with a usable battery capacity of 18.8 kWh, a
maximum AC charging power of 7.4 kW and a DC charging
power of 50 kW. The data was collected using a data logging
system from January 19 to November 14 in 2015 inclusive,
and thus covers a period of 300 days. 17 of the 40 vehicles
were equipped with a range extender (REX). The mobility
behaviour of the vehicles is discussed in the publication [1]
and [2]. Entry and exit data representing parking behaviour are
taken from a parking garage in Munich’s city centre and from
a P+R facility, 11 km away from the city centre.

Abstract— The aim of this paper is to estimate the charging
requirements of BEVs in parking garages and P+R facilities.
For this study, real entry and exit data from parking facility
providers in Munich are evaluated. The parking behaviour of
the customers derived from this data, is used to evaluate the
customer charging demand. For the investigation, the parking
behaviour was combined with estimates of the city of Munich on
future penetration rates of BEVs. These penetration rates are
used to assess the number of BEVs in parking facilities. The
charging requirements were calculated with the electric vehicles
data currently available on the market.
Keywords—Parking garage, Park+Ride, BEV, Charging
infrastructure, Urban mobility

I.

INTRODUCTION

The shift towards electromobility can bring opportunities
for parking facility operators to expand their business
activities. Through this transformation, customers who
previously only wanted to pay for the parking space offered,
can turn into customers with an interest in charging offerings.
But how large can this share of new customers become in the
next five to ten years and what does this mean from today's
investor perspective? An investment in charging infrastructure
should be based on prior research, preferably in the context of
an economic and technical study. Key questions such as the
expected demand from customers and aspects regarding the
selection of hardware should be answered. It is essential to
answer these questions, to ensure a profitable business
development in the future. In this work, the methodology and
data used to answer the mentioned issues are described. The
results presented in this paper are part of a guideline for
parking facility operators that is being developed during my
research at the University of Applied Sciences in Munich.

II.

METHODOLOGY

The data of the facilities are used to reflect a customer
behaviour in the parking areas. This mobility behaviour,
produced by conventional cars, is combined with findings and
assumptions from studies in the field of electromobility. First,
the difference in the customer behaviour of both parking
facilities is described.
A. Parking behaviour in city centre parking garage
Figure 1 shows the parking behaviour of customers in the
city centre parking garage. It shows the distribution of the
parking times for the defined periods. 18.662 parking
processes were evaluated for this analysis. All operations
come from the months of August to September 2020.

To evaluate the behaviour and requirements of drivers of
BEVs, simulation models in MATLAB were used. The
models combine available and validated data on penetration
rates and charging demand of BEVs with real customer
behaviour in parking garages and P+R facilities. Primarily,
these surveys are intended to evaluate the charging needs
regarding quantity, timing and required infrastructure. The
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4500

B. Customer behaviour in Park+Ride facility
Representing P+R, the customer behaviour of the facility
in Fürstenried-West was examined. The linear distance to the
city centre of Munich (Karlsplatz Stachus) is 11 km. The
“Ride” factor for this facility is ensured by a connection to the
line U3 of Munich’s public transportation network.
The distribution of parking durations shown in figure 3
represents 19.041 parking operations from the months May to
December 2020.
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5,6%
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Figure 1 Duration in city centre parking facility

4,8%

4,9%

4,2%
2,8%
500

The largest share of parking processes has a duration
between one and two hours. Parking between two and five
hours represents more than one third of all parking processes.
Just under 15 percent of transactions last longer than 12 hours.
On the other hand, the proportion of short-term parking, i. e.
less than one hour, is 19%. Figure 2 shows customer
behaviour regarding entries and exits over the course of the
day.

0,8%

0,4%

0

Figure 3 Parking durations of P+R Fürstenried-West

There are significant differences compared to the innercity parking garage. Short-term parking has a share of nearly
13%, compared to 19% in the city centre facilty, of which the
largest part consists of 1-10 minutes. Parking times of more
than 12 hours represent slightly more than 5% of the total. Just
over 40% of the parking actions have a parking duration
between 6 and 12 hours. Figure 4 represents the entries and
exits over the course of the day.
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8,00%

6,00%

4,00%

2,00%
16,00%

0,00%

14,00%
12,00%
10,00%
8,00%
6,00%
4,00%

Figure 2 Entries and exits over the course of one day

2,00%
0,00%

This graph shows the highest percentage of entries
between 11 and 12 am. A peak of exits is shown in the period
between 4 and 5 pm. Time periods that stand exclusively for
entries or exits cannot be seen in this chart. In short, it can be
concluded for this urban parking garage, that entries and exits
occur in every time slice with minor deviations in percentual
distribution. With a maximum difference of 3.7% between 11
and 12 am. This behaviour is reflected in the results that follow
later in the paper.

Figure 4 Entries and exits Fürstenried-West

The behavioural patterns of customers also differ in this
diagram. At P+R, there is a concentration of entries in the
morning, with a peak from 7 to 8 am. In the evening, from 4
to 7 pm, there is a peak in the number of exits. The presented
analyses regarding customer behaviour are fundamental for
calculations of charging requirements of the customers. The
parking duration influences the customer requirement for
charging in terms of time available for a charging process. The
distribution of entries and exits places demands on the
charging infrastructure with respect to the number of chargers
and the required power at the same time.
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The patterns will be needed to develop economic viable
recommendations for parking facility operators, moreover, to
promote the expansion of charging infrastructure in the urban
sector.

which are needed for every charging operation. Each of the
vehicles declared as BEVs are classified according to table I.
For the investigations in this paper, 68 BEVs were classified
into the four segments. In this, vehicles with net capacities
from 16.7 up to 95 kWh are represented. A randomised chosen
vehicle with an associated net battery capacity, serves as the
basis to calculate the charging demand. A value for SOCstart
according to the distribution from figure 5 and the BEVs net
capacity are used to generate the charging need in kWh.

C. Assumptions of Munich’s authorities
At the current state, the evaluated parking activities are not
linked to a certain vehicle, neither conventional nor battery
electric. To enable this distinction, assumptions from the
"integrated action program for the promotion of
electromobility in Munich" are accepted. Within the
framework of this work, estimations regarding penetration
rates of BEVs within the whole vehicle fleet are taken on.
Those are available for the years 2020 to 2027 and charted in
table I. Four defined segments from the Kraftfahrt-Bundesamt
(KBA) allow a classification of the BEVs on the market.
Factors such as the battery capacity or the vehicle range are
considered. A deviation into segments allows to implement
categories of BEVs with different needs, concerning charging
demand resulting from battery capacity. The share of the
segments in the entire BEV fleet can be seen in this table as
well. This distribution is also an estimation of the municipal
authority.
TABLE I.

Figure 5 Distribution of SOCstart from BMW i3 fleet [2]

2027

2026

2025

2024

2023

2022

2021

Years under consideration

2020

IHFEM
forecast

IHFEM FORECAST

E. Modelling of charging processes
The required amount of energy, that is calculated
individually for every vehicle declared as BEV, according to
the chapters C. and D., is charged when the driver places his
car in the lot. The charging process of the BEVs lithium-ion
battery was modelled according to the formulas and
parameters of [4]. The SOC value 75% was defined as the
charge changeover point. This changeover point is used for
lithium-ion batteries. The required low end-of charge voltage
can be achieved by this exponential reduction of the charging
power. Figure 6 represents a randomly chosen charging event.

Share of BEVs (entire vehicle fleet)
[%]

0,8

small

30%

30%

27%

28%

28%

27%

28%

29%

compact

30%

30%

31%

31%

30%

30%

30%

30%

mid-size

30%

30%

31%

31%

30%

30%

30%

30%

large

10%

10%

12%

11%

13%

14%

12%

11%

2,5

4,1

6,0

7,9

10,0

12,3

15,1

KBA segment (share in BEV fleet)

Publication [3] is dealing with these estimations in detail.
The average growth rate between the years is 2%. Beginning
with an increase of 1.7% from 2020 to 2021 and rising to 2.8%
from 2026 to 2027. Based on the BEVs shares in the entire
vehicle fleet, it is possible to implement prospects into the
MATLAB simulations. Combined with the gateway-data
from parking facilities of last year, estimations are made for
customer charging needs in the near future.
D. Approach for estimating the charging demand
The penetration rate used, according to the year chosen,
enables to classify certain vehicles entering the parking garage
as BEVs. However, it is not known how high the charging
demands of the individual customers are. The data base used
for assigning the customer needs, is taken from the publication
[2]. Around 11.000 charging processes of 40 vehicles were
analysed. The SOCstart of each charging process was
documented, the resulting distribution can be seen in figure 5.

Figure 6 Exemplary AC charging process

The distribution in figure 5 is implemented into the
MATLAB simulation and reproduces values for the SOCstart
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TABLE III.

All simulated charging events used for the investigations
and results in this paper are not limited by available power or
chargers from facility side. The required energy and charging
infrastructure were given at any time during the simulation. If
the required charging time is longer than the cars parking
duration, the process is interrupted when the customer leaves
the car park.

Type of charging method
AC
Charging Number of
BEVs

2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027

It should be noted that the calculated charging needs are
based on a dataset from the year 2015. The low battery
capacity of these first-generation electric vehicles influences
the SOCstart and therefore the calculated needs used for the
simulations. An SOCstart of 50% from the study can be equated
with an SOCstart of 84% for a state-of-the-art BEV like the VW
ID 3 Pro. The calculated charging needs have therefore to be
critically assessed.

Max. output power

BEVs

Type of charging method
AC
DC
22 kW
50 kW
90%

SOC changeover point
Min. parking duration
for charging

75%

75%

30 min

30 min

38%
35%
34%
38%
36%
39%
37%
37%

3.623
9.956
19.484
24.080
32.270
43.965
52.289
63.903

2.230
6.427
11.506
15.727
20.460
27.969
33.079
40.542

CITY PARKING DC

Type of charging method
DC
Charging Number of

90%

actual
charged
quantity
[kWh]

TABLE IV.

CHARGING PARAMETER

ηcharging process

theoretical
charging
demand
[kWh]

DC charging with a maximum power output of 50 kW
reduces the required charging time. The influence of this
advantage is reflected in table IV.

To understand the customer requirements mentioned, the
customer charging need and the parking duration is compared
to the required duration for charging processes. Thereby takes
place a division between charging technologies, whether AC
or DC charging is in the focus of evaluation. Table II shows
the parameters used for the charging processes.

Charging parameter

165
415
750
1.039
1.292
1.813
2.179
2.640

Share of
completed
charging
processes

The simulation shows that only 37% of the charging
instances end with 100% SOC. This is also reflected in the
actual charged quantity. Around 63% of the theoretical
demand was charged in the simulation runs. Decisive factors
are the charging durations that go along with AC charging and
the mostly short parking durations shown in figure 1.

III. RESULTS
The acquired parking data will serve as a real-life basis to
estimate charging requirements of future car park customers.
At this state, requirements from the customers in charging
quantity and infrastructure can be evaluated.

TABLE II.

CITY PARKING AC

2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027

A. Inner-city parking facility
Table III represents charging with AC in the city centre
facility. The results come from a period of two months and
18.662 parking operations. The actual charged quantity is the
amount that could be charged during the simulation. The
theoretical demand is the sum of the energy amounts
calculated according to chapter II, before the charging
processes started.

149
433
755
1.020
1.378
1.811
2.113
2.608

Share of
completed
charging
processes

theoretical
charging
demand
[kWh]

actual
charged
quantity
[kWh]

63%
65%
63%
63%
64%
62%
63%
61%

3.729
10.392
18.482
23.425
34.369
42.180
51.854
63.866

3.345
9.264
16.423
20.794
30.796
37.778
46.282
56.896

The average share of charging processes completed in time
is 63%. Overall, 89% of the customer demand was charged
within the simulation runs. The shorter charging times favour
an earlier end of the charging process, resulting in a higher
chargeable amount of energy.
B. Park+Ride facility
Table V represents charging with AC in the P+R facility.
The results come from a period of eight months and 19.041
parking operations.
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TABLE V.

P+R AC

C. Demand per customer

Type of charging method
AC
Charging Number of
BEVs

2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027

113
442
643
1.071
1.287
1.799
2.016
2.554

36,7

Share of
completed
charging
processes

theoretical
charging
demand
[kWh]

actual
charged
quantity
[kWh]

65%
66%
69%
67%
68%
69%
69%
68%

2.873
10.625
17.354
26.000
31.469
43.302
48.538
62.816

2.364
9.051
14.813
22.400
27.276
37.041
42.346
54.484

30,6

14,2

KBA small

IV.

Type of charging method

BEVs

2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027

120
412
661
1.030
1.300
1.693
2.080
2.538

theoretical
charging
demand
[kWh]

actual
charged
quantity
[kWh]

92%
91%
92%
92%
91%
91%
92%
92%

3.216
9.912
15.740
25.909
31.651
43.040
49.294
62.039

3.100
9.514
14.903
24.676
30.166
41.139
46.950
59.092

KBA large

all BEVs

CONCLUSION

The results presented for both facilities and charging
technologies (AC and DC) make it clear, that a general
recommendation for parking facility operators can’t be given
at the current time. Big differences concerning the customer
behaviour require a separate analysis of the circumstances. An
outlook towards creating profitable business models is not
possible at the actual state. But it can already be said that
various charging technologies might be suitable to meet
customer need.

P+R DC

Share of
completed
charging
processes

KBA midsize

Figure 7 shows the average charging demand per segment
and for all BEVs entering the parking facilities during the
simulation. The simulated vehicles from the segments have
different charging needs, significantly influenced by the size
of the batteries. The SOCstart values from figure 5 apply for all
the segments without any adjustment The average demand of
the customers is about 24.4 kWh.

Longer durations of parking leads to a high chargeable
amount with AC charging technology. Also in this
consideration, a change of technology to DC was
implemented in the simulation.

DC
Charging Number of

KBA
compact

Figure 7 Average charging demand per segment [kWh]

The results clearly reflect the customer behaviour from
figure 3. Charging with AC reaches a share of completed
charging processes of 68% in average. The proportion of
actual charged energy is around 86%.

TABLE VI.

24,4

22,9

For the city centre facility, a major task will be, to figure
out if it could be profitable to sell more energy with DC
chargers, despite its significantly higher CAPEX and OPEX
costs. A focus on AC charging might not meet the customer
requirements in this context, if it is the customer request to
charge up to 100% SOC. In any case it must be evaluated if
the available power from facility site prevents or limits the
usage of DC or AC charging. Fundamentally, the actions for
P+R facilities are the same. Also, for this case, investigations
to figure out the right number of chargers are needed, to give
parking operators recommendations if investing in charging
infrastructure makes sense from an economic perspective.

The share of completed charging processes rises to 92%.
Also, the actual charged amount goes up to an average value
of 95% with respect to the theoretical demand. The different
charging technologies have a smaller influence on the
chargeable quantity of energy, compared to the city centre
facility. This is favoured by the parking behaviour shown in
figure 3.

V.

How far the share of completed charging processes serves
customer requirements cannot be answered at this point. So
far, there is no information on how the state of charge at the
end of the process influences the customer satisfaction. From
the investor's point of view, the focus is most likely on a high
energy turnover, that would result in a higher turnover in sales.
This assumption must be weighed against the additional costs
of a DC infrastructure, which is characterised by higher
CAPEX and OPEX costs.

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]
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Abstract—For different applications different voltage and
power levels are needed. Therefore power electronics are used to
control and supervise the desired voltage levels. Also for different
environments the operating conditions are changed. Because of
this the need for a modular power electronic architecture is
needed. For this purpose, the structure of various common con/inverter topologies are examined in more detail. Afterwards the
electrical stresses of each con-/inverter component is compared
against each other. As result modules are proposed. With these
it is possible to build up most power electronics. To maintain
efficiency with the opposing physiology of the components for
different voltage and power levels the parts has to be reevaluated.

Figure 1. synchronous buck-converter topology
Table I

VOLTAGE AND CURRENT RATING OF BUCK - CONVERTER COMPONENTS

[3]

I. M OTIVATION
Power electronics today are used in many applications
like smartphone chargers, electric kettles, audio amplifiers,
electronic control units, traction systems of cars and trains. All
of those controlling their power output by switching currents
of one ore more phases, which afterwards get filtered. For
each application the electrical stresses have to be considered
individually. For household application in Europe the mains
voltage is 230 V [1]. In North and South America it is mostly
110 V. Besides private households the industry widely uses
three-phase systems to power the devices to minimize losses.
The three-phase system voltage also differs across the world.
The power consumption of private household devices reaches
up to 15 kW, whereas the industrial power consumption
reaches MW to GW. To create a universal kit for power electronics architectures, the electrical stresses will be analyzed
for different converters and the B6-inverter. Since household
appliances are produced for the masses, cost optimisation is a
relevant point. The advantage of a modular system is therefore
not given.
II. A NALYSIS OF POWER ELECTRONICS ARCHITECTURES
Modern power electronics utilize switch-mode converter
instead of linear regulators. Switching converters chops the
current instead to continuously decrease it. Because of that
the transistor is in its fully turned-on state and has a much
higher conductivity against the transistor in the linear voltage
regulator and therefore a higher efficiency. Also it is possible
with inductive components to boost the voltage. For motor
control inverters are used as variable speed drive. To find
common parts between different power electronic architectures

voltage rating
Component: C1
Vin
Component: M1 , M2
Vin
Component: L1
max(Vin , |Vin − Vout |)
Component: C2
Vout

[2],

current rating
iout

s

Vout
Vin



1−

Vout
Vin



iout
iout
∆iL

√

3
6

following voltage converters are analyzed beside the B6inverter:
buck-, boost-, buck-boost-, cuk-, flyback, and full-bridgeconverter.
A. buck-converter
The buck converter steps the input voltage down to a lower
level. It can be built in two main topologies. The difference
between the synchronous and the asynchronous topology is,
that an active half-bridge instead of a combination of an active
switching device, like a transistor, and a diode is used as a
switch. In figure 1 the synchronous buck converter is shown.
It consists of an input capacitor, a half-bridge, an inductor and
an output capacitor. The voltage and current ratings of each
component is listed in table I
B. boost-converter
Like the buck-converter, the boost converter also exists in
a synchronous and asynchronous topology. The synchronous
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Table III

VOLTAGE AND CURRENT RATING OF BUCK - BOOST- CONVERTER
COMPONENTS [3]

voltage rating
Component: C1

current rating

Vin
Component: M1 , M2
Vin
Component: M3 , M4
Vout
Component: L1
max(Vin , |Vin − Vout |)
Component: C2

Figure 2. synchronous boost-converter topology
Table II

VOLTAGE AND CURRENT RATING OF BOOST- CONVERTER COMPONENTS

voltage rating
Component: C1
Vin
Component: M1 , M2
Vout
Component: L1
max(Vin , |Vin − Vout |)
Component: C2
Vout

[3]

Vout

current rating
∆iL

∆iL

√

3
6

iout
iout
iout
iout

r

Vout
−1
Vin

√

3
6

iout
iout
iout

r

Vout
−1
Vin

Figure 4. Ćuk-converter

topology (figure 2)consists also of an input and output capacitor, a half-bridge and an inductor. Opposite to the buckconverter the boost converter increases the input voltage to a
higher level. The corresponding ratings are listed in table II.
C. buck-boost-converter
The buck-boost-converter (figure 3) is a concatenation of
the buck- and boost-converter. It can decrease as also increase
the voltage. Likewise the previous two it also can be built in
a synchronous and asynchronous converter. But different than
the buck and boost converter the buck-boost-converter can also
be built in an inverting architecture, so that the output voltage
is negated. The benefit of the inverting architecture is that it
needs fewer components, but with higher stress limits.
D. Ćuk-converter
The Ćuk converter (figure 4) can also decrease as increase
the input voltage. The Ćuk-capacitor blocks the input current
to flow to the output. Also this topology has a continuous
input current flow, which leads to lower distortion on the input
network. Since the output current has to flow over the Ćukcapacitor, the synchronous variant of this converter is rarely
used.

E. flyback-converter
The flyback converter (figure 5) consists of just one active
switching component. The main differences between different
topologies are the snubber network around the transformer
(e.g. RD-snubber) and the rectifier on the output side (active,
passive, half-wave, full-bridge).
F. phase-shift-converter
The phase-shift converter (figure 6) is a full-bridge converter, which makes use of the phase delay of an additional
inductance to enable low voltage switching.
G. B6-inverter
The B6-inverter consists of an input capacitor and three
half-bridges. The input or dc-link capacitor reduces the current
ripple on the input, if the source is far away. Whereas the halfbridges serve either as rectifier or inverter.
Table IV
Ć UK - CONVERTER COMPONENTS [4]

VOLTAGE AND CURRENT RATING OF

voltage rating
Component: L1
Vin

current rating
iout

Vout
Vin

Component: M1 , D1
Vin − Vout
iL1 − iL2
Component: Cuk
Vin − Vout
max(|iL2 |, |iL1 |)
Component: L2
Vout
iout
Component: C1
Vout
∆iL2

Figure 3. Non inverting buck-boost-converter
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Table VI

VOLTAGE AND CURRENT RATING OF PHASE - SHIFT- CONVERTER
COMPONENTS [6]

voltage rating
Component: M1 −M4
Vin

iout +

Component: L1 , T
1,prim

iout +

2 Vin

Component: T1,sec
2 Vout

Figure 5. flyback-converter

current rating
∆iLout
2
∆iLout
2




∆iLout
2

iout +

∆iLout
2

Component: C2
Vout

Table V

VOLTAGE AND CURRENT RATING OF FLYBACK - CONVERTER COMPONENTS

Nsec
Vin Dmax
+
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2 L1 fsw

iout +

Component: D1 , D2 , L2
Vout

Nsec
Vin Dmax
+
Nprim
2 L1 fsw

∆isec

[5]

voltage rating
Component: T1,prim
Vin

Vin

Component: T1,sec
Vout
Npri
Vin + Vout
Nsec
Component: D1
Vin
Component: D2
Nsec
Vout + Vin
Npri
Component: C2
Vout
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u
u
tD

v
u
u
tD 0



Vout iout
Vin D



VOLTAGE AND CURRENT RATING OF

D
Lpri fs

iout +

Component: M1

Table VII
B6- INVERTER COMPONENTS

current rating

Vout iout
Vin D0

voltage rating
current rating
Component: M1 − M6
max(Vin , VU V W )
iout
Component: Clink
Vin

∆iLsec
2
2

(KL ILM )2
+
3

!

2

(KL ILM )2
+
3

!

iout
∆isec

Figure 6. phase-shift-converter

III. S TRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF POWER ELECTRONICS
ARCHITECTURES

Every converter shown above consists of capacitors, inductors and switching devices, which can be active or passive.
First the electrical stresses will be analyzed. Afterwards common modules are derived.
A. Capacitor stresses
As shown in the tables I - VI the input capacitors have
to be rated for the input voltage as the output capacitors are
rated for the corresponding output voltage. The current ratings
are proportional to the inductor ripple current or the output
current. For different voltage and power levels the capacitors
have to be adjusted. Higher voltage rated capacitors can also
be used in lower voltage applications, but their build volume
is higher. The same assumption and correlation is valid for the
current rating. [7]
B. Transistor stresses

Figure 7. B6-inverter

Each transistor has the same ratings in current and voltage.
it has to be rated for the maximum of the input or the output
voltage and has to carry the whole inductor current. As in
figure 8 shown, the higher the voltage the higher the onstate resistance of the transistor. Also it is visible, that The
higher the on-state conductance, the higher the gate charge
of the transistors. The higher voltage rated transistors may be
used for lower voltage operation, but with disadvantages in
efficiency. For synchronous topologies also half-bridges are
commonly used.
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Figure 9. proposal of powerelectronics modules

IV. C ONCLUSION
Figure 8. Correlation on-state-conductance to gate-charge in different voltage
levels [8], [9]

C. Inductor/transformer stresses
The voltage rating of the inductors must fulfill the maximum
voltage difference across them. Mostly the input or output
voltage. Critical is here the insulation between the windings.
The build volume is not getting that much greater with rising
voltage. The situation is different for the current rating of the
coil. With rising current the windings need a wider crosssection to handle the current. Therefore their volume rises.

To conclude the architecture of power electronics can be
partitioned in smaller modules, which can or must be replaced
for other voltage and power classes. The first module is the
capacitor module, which can mostly be found at the input
and the output of a converter. Depended on the requirements
(e.g. size, voltage and allowable ripple) this module must be
exchanged. The coils or inductances are the second module,
which depends on the carried current and the allowable current
ripple of the converter. Also a half bridge module was introduced, which must be paired with a driver module. With these
four modules nearly every converter type can be reassembled.
Also are these modules universal and can be arranged to match
different other topologies like n-phase inverter. This allows to
create a universal and basic plattform for all power electronics.

D. Driver stage stresses

R EFERENCES

The gate driver, as shown in figure 9, for the active switching device only need different voltage ratings. To minimize
the switching losses the source and sink current of each driver
should be maximized to reduce the switching duration of the
switching device.
Two types of gate drivers exists. The galvanic non isolated
driver uses a bootstrap circuit consisting of capacitor, diode
and resistor to supply a floating voltage for the high side
switch. The galvanic isolated driver uses an isolated supply
for the high and low side switch. Both driver stages, isolated
and non-isolated, need a supply voltage. In low voltage applications the input voltage of the main converter can be used.
At higher voltages the input voltage has to be stepped down
to match the requirements of the driver. This can be handled
with isolated or non isolated step-down-converters. An other
possibility is to use an auxiliary voltage source.
E. Proposal of power electronic modules
If the same topology is used for different voltage and
power classes, capacitors and switches need to be changed.
Transformers may be changed if the winding turns ratio is not
matching any more. For different current classes the inductors,
switches and transformers need to be changed, whereas the
capacitors may remain the same. The driver stages for the
active switching devices may remain the same, if the switch
type stays the same.
This concludes to different independent modules, which are
shown in figure 9.
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a detailed literature review will focus on e- mobility in rural
areas to identify gaps and potentials.

Abstract— In order to reduce the greenhouse gas emission in
the transport sector, electric vehicles and electric mobility
concepts were developed and driven forward by industry,
research institutes and governments all over the world within
the last years. But there are still challenges in the transition
process of mobility sector. This paper aims to focus on the
opportunities and barriers of e- mobility especially in rural
areas and show the benefits that can be achieved, if e- mobility
development considers regional impacts.

It has been observed from the carried-out literature review
that there are growing number of research publications in the
field of electric mobility, in the last ten years (cf. Tab. I). To
evaluate the recent theoretical and practical development in
the electric-mobility field, key words were collected and
research articles were searched using key words linked by
Boolean operators, for instance: electric mobility AND urban.
Regarding the last ten years, it is visible that more than 80 %
of the research articles containing the analyzed key words
were published since 2015. In order to show the impact of the
Paris Agreement and the Paris Declaration on ElectroMobility and Climate Chang, and since most publications
were published after 2015, the considered time period for a
further literature review ranges between 2015 and April 2021
(cf. Tab. II). As a result, following conclusions can be drawn
from the literature analysis:

Keywords— e- mobility, individual transport, rural, urban

I. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
The effect of climate change from greenhouse gas
emissions is diverse and has a global footprint. To combat
climate change, most countries have signed the Paris
Agreement since 2015 [1]. The Paris Agreement aims to keep
the increase in average global temperature below 2 °C (cf. Art.
2.1a). In addition, it aims at pursuing efforts to limit the
temperature increase to 1.5 °C in order to reduce the risks and
impacts of man-made climate change. This includes a low
greenhouse gas emission development and a reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions as soon as possible (cf. Art. 4.1).
The mobility and transport sector was responsible for
approximately 15 % of global greenhouse gas emissions in
2020 [2]. This corresponds to around 22 % of the current
global energy-related greenhouse gas emissions worldwide. In
comparison to emissions in 2015, they decreased by only 1 %
[3]. Additionally, the transport sector is growing faster than
other end-energy-use sectors. In order to reduce the
anticipated rise of emissions from transport by almost 20 %
until 2030, several changes must be initiated. These contain
the development of an integrated (electro-)mobility system
including different modes of transport as well as low-carbon
electricity production. The International Energy Agency
(IEA) is more precise in its requirements. According to the
IEA it is necessary that at least 20 % of all road transport
vehicles must be driven by electricity by 2030, in order to keep
global warming below 2 °C [3]. Consequently, governments,
businesses, research institutes and others have to increase their
activities to accelerate the development of electro-mobility
(further e- mobility) to enable a large-scale roll-out.

•

Electric-mobility related research projects are mainly
focused on urban areas, compared to rural regions

•

Only 30 % of electric-mobility projects in both urban
and rural areas are dealing with public transport as a
mode of transportation, the rest is mostly directed at
individual e- mobility

Tab. I Yearly amount of research articles in Science Direct containing
“electric mobility AND urban/rural”
Year

‘11

‘12

‘13

‘14

‘15

‘16

Amount

258

352

392

503

564

798

Year

‘17

‘18

‘19

‘20

‘21

Amount

880

1,029

1,338

1,827

1,236

Tab. II Science Direct literature review results regarded period 2015 to
2021
Research articles containing the
following key words

Public transport

Electric mobility
Urban

Rural

5,516

2,072

1,809

636

Furthermore, a lack of research addressing electric
mobility in rural context can be identified. This paper lines out
reasons why it is important to focus research projects
concerning e- mobility more on rural areas.

This paper is intended to cover current gaps regarding the
development of e- mobility. In a first step, the gaps will be
identified with the help of a literature study. In the second step,
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II. DEFINITION OF SCINTIFIC TERMS
A. Rural and urban areas
Depending on the region, various definitions are available
to cluster areas based on their population density. The present
article follows the definition recommended by the United
Nations , which is briefly explained as follows [4]:
•

Urban areas are densely populated areas with at
least 1,500 inhabitants per km²,

•

Suburban or peri-urban are a moderate density
area with at least 300 inhabitants per km²,

•

Rural areas are low density areas with mostly less
than 300 inhabitants per km².

•

Individual transport like two- or three-wheelers,
bikes or cars,

•

Public transport such as trains or buses,

•

Shared mobility like car-sharing or large capacity
taxis.

III. LITERATURE REVIEW - POTENTIAL OF E- MOBILITY IN
RURAL REGIONS

This section provides an overview regarding the potential
of e- mobility based on selected surveys and research papers
considering the different aspects of e- mobility (cf. Tab. II).
This bundle includes socio-economic analysis of potential
users [6, 7], a technical assessment of electric vehicles [8] as
well as research project results which focus mainly on
clustering e- mobility in rural and urban application fields [9–
13]. Almost all data within this review was based on studies
in the European context.

B. E- mobility
E- mobility will be referred in the presented paper to
vehicles that rely on electricity for their primary energy
consumption [5]. E- mobility is not limited to cars, but
embraces different kinds of transportation:

In a first step, opportunities and barriers of e- mobility are
considered from a general perspective. In the next step the
focus is placed on these aspects in the context of rural areas.

Tab. III Literature overview
Author
(year)
Agerskov, M. et al.
(2014)
[13]

Title
Lessons Learned from the
Danish EV Living Lab

Aim

Method
Case study
including a living
lab in Denmark

Electric vehicles cover demand of
users mostly, but range of EV’s is
important for potential users

European case
study

Mobility is a key stone to develop
rural areas,
Electromobility combined with new
information technologies can support
the sustainable revitalization of rural
regions
92 % of daily travel distance
< 60 km,
user required range ≥ 200 km,
necessary to popularize e- mobility
projects
Potential buyers: male, highly
educated, middle-aged
Higher feeling of dependency on car
 early purchasers
Interim results:
Urban population used shared EVs
as an alternative to biking or
walking not to private car
Semi-urban population replaced
private car with shared EVs
Acceptance primarily takes place in
(sub)urban regions, EVs are used in
rural environments

Breuil, D. et al.
(2016)
[9]

Electromobility in rural and
peri urban areas

Chachdi, A. et al.
(2017)
[7]

Socio-economic Analysis of
Electric Vehicles in Morocco

Investigation of possible
options to integrate
e- mobility in Morocco

Survey in
Morocco

Dütschke, E et. al.
(2013)
[6]

Who will use electric vehicles?

Identification of possible
private users of electric
vehicles

Results of studies
in model regions
in Germany

Gautama, S. et al.
(2015)
[12]

Cohousing and EV Sharing:
Field Tests in Flanders

Investigation of potential of
electric vehicles in Belgium

Pilot test in small
communities

Kester, J. et al.
(2020)
[11]

Rethinking the spatiality of
Nordic electric vehicles and
their popularity in urban
environments: Moving beyond
the city?
Urban, sub-urban or rural:
Where is the best place for
electric vehicles?

Exploration of the perception
within rural-suburban-urban
categories by users and
potential users

Surveys,
interviews, in
Denmark, Finland,
Iceland, Norway,
Sweden
Case study in UK

Newman, D. et al.
(2014)
[10]
Wilken, D et al.
(2020)
[8]

Multidimensional assessment
of passenger cars: Comparison
of electric vehicles with
internal combustion engine
vehicles

Key findings

Identification of problems
faced during usage and
benefits of electric vehicles,
investigate potentials of
e- mobility in Danish
municipalities
Point out aspects of
e- mobility that can satisfy
some aspects of the specific
demand in rural and peri
urban areas

Questions the assumption that
urban setting is most
appropriate for electric
vehicles
Build up a base to identify
specific aspects influencing
the overall performance of
each vehicle technology
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Combination of
existing studies

In urban areas difficult to match
electric vehicle characteristic with
functional user trips and behavioral
preferences
Electric vehicles charged with
renewable electricity are more
sustainable than internal combustion
engine vehicles, electric vehicles
charged with electricity from current
mixed sources are even worth

ARC 2021
residents. In general, urban environments space is becoming
an increasing issue as city centers get more dense, therefore
also affecting other future mobility concepts [11].

A. Opportunities and barriers of e- mobility
This part is dealing with ecological, technical, economical
as well as infrastructural aspects connected to e- mobility.
They are described and illustrated with examples
subsequently.

B. Opportunities and barriers of e- mobility in a rural
context
While analyzing several studies, it became clear that it is
necessary to subdivide the evaluation of results depending on
the population density of a region. However, the different
countries, where these studies were conducted, have no
influence the main results.

Due to the fact that a reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions is forced in the transport sector as mentioned
before, e- mobility seems to be a suitable solution, as electric
vehicles have zero emissions at least from an operational
perspective [10]. This aspect is not referring to global
emissions in general. In particular, it can have a positive effect
on highly populated areas by reducing traffic causing local air
pollution. While political frameworks mainly support
e- mobility due to its low emissions, the ecological factor
additionally motivates potential users to buy an electric
vehicle [7]. However, as outlined in the assessment of [8], it
is also necessary to consider the energy source for power
production. Accordingly, power has to be generated
completely or at least mainly by renewable energies,
otherwise e- mobility just shifts its emissions from transport
into the energy sector. Furthermore, in regard to densely
populated regions with a high traffic load, electric vehicles
operate less noisy than conventional powered vehicles.
Moreover, they do not require power in a stationary mode, e.g.
within congestion [10].

As mentioned in the previous part, the range of electric
vehicles is a major issue for potential users. Regarding the
technical aspects, a limited real range does not affect the daily
life of rural inhabitants. With reference to this, the typical
daily traveled distance in sub-urban or rural areas is between
25 km and 30 km [10–12]. Therefore, the range of the current
electric vehicles should be sufficient to meet the requirements
of rural users. Furthermore, longer distances in rural regions
require more energy than shorter rides in urban regions. Thus,
a higher state-of-charge difference is recognized which allows
a more effective usage of discharge-charge cycles[10].
Additionally, due to the high travel demand in rural areas,
lower operational costs of electric vehicles can compensate
higher investment costs after a shorter time period compared
to electric vehicles used in urban regions [10, 11].

Regarding the user demand, the limited range of electric
vehicles is often criticized [6–8, 10, 11]. Besides, this can be
connected to psychological thoughts like fear of an empty
battery. Due to this, e- mobility is considered most suitable for
operation in urban regions, hence people travel mainly in
limited areas and are not imperiled by range issues [6, 10].
Depending on their living conditions users require real ranges
between 150 and 200 km if they own a second conventionally
powered car [13]. According to the analyzed studies, in case
only one car is available in a household a range of least
200 km is necessary to cover the mobility demand [7, 13]. In
addition to the limited range, the limited speed is also a
disadvantage mentioned by potential users [7, 12].

Criticism of potential users about the limited speed of
electric vehicles represents may be no major obstacle for the
potential of e- mobility in the countryside, as the most
common national and regional roads in sub-urban and rural
areas have speed limits compared to motorways [10, 14].
Regarding the road network on the countryside, it is more
essential to consider local road conditions as well as weather
conditions, that may affect the road properties [11].
Concerning the necessary infrastructure, living conditions
in rural areas offer more flexibility as well as possibilities to
kick-off regional e- mobility as compared to urban areas. For
example, in 2019, more than 80 % of the European rural
population lived in single-family detached houses. On the
other hand, in urban areas the major part (70 %) of population
lived in flats [15]. The private house arrangements may result
in more frequent opportunities to install private charging
infrastructure in rural areas [11]. Furthermore, private
charging stations can be supplied by the electricity grid or by
a private photovoltaic system. This reduces emissions during
power production process and is an important point to reduce
the greenhouse gas emissions [16]. Moreover, an ownership
of a private charging infrastructure can contribute to buy an
electric vehicle for remote areas where the next service station
is far away [11]. The charging option at home also allows
electric vehicle owners a high degree of self-sufficiency.
Additionally, with an increasing number of private charging
stations, the demand for public charging infrastructure may
decrease and thus enable the deployment of e- mobility more
independently of local authorities.

To stay in the user’s perspective, another barrier has to be
mentioned: Investment costs. Referring to survey results high
investment costs are the main obstacle for buying an electric
vehicle [7, 10, 12, 13]. Comparing different Volkswagen Golf
types from 2019, the electric Golf costs almost 7,000 € more
than the diesel engine Golf and around 9,500 € more than the
gasoline-powered Golf [8]. Moreover, people are mostly not
aware of lower maintenance and fuel costs [7, 8, 12, 13]. But
maintenance costs are an important aspect, as depending on
the daily driving distance an electric vehicle can be described
as “a more expansive car to buy and a cheaper car to drive”
[11, p. 10]. Hence, it can be assumed, that for a daily driving
distance of 50 km or more higher investment costs are
equalized by lower operational costs like fuel and
maintenance costs.
Furthermore, the availability of infrastructure is also an
important aspect influencing the acceptance of e- mobility
[11, 12]. This includes, inter alia, the availability of reliable
charging infrastructure providing energy at the moment the
demand for energy arises. In densely populated urban areas,
public charging infrastructure is necessary to push forward
e- mobility, due to a lack of private parking spaces for

Another point connected to infrastructure in many rural
regions is a higher dependency of citizens on individual
mobility due to a lack of public transport [9–11]. This gap can
be an opportunity for electric vehicles, because potential users
with a high environmental awareness prefer more sustainable
modes of transport like bikes, public transport or even
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(+), barrier (-) and motivator as well as barrier (o) for a general
perspective as well as focusing on urban and rural areas. The
synthesized observation of the results from the considered
literature of the aspects that influence the development of
e- mobility is presented in Tab. IV.

alternative vehicle technologies [6]. Moreover, there is no
competition between individual mobility and public transport,
if there is no reliable public transport existing [11].
The literature review shows that e- mobility has high
potential for rural areas compared to urban areas due to several
reasons. First of all, the inhabitants of rural areas are
dependent on individual mobility due to a lack of alternatives.
As a result, they are more willing to invest in their individual
mobility, e.g. in a car. In addition, the distances to be covered
are greater than in urban areas, which means that the average
distance travelled is higher. This puts the high acquisition
costs and low maintenance costs, as well as the benefits of the
vehicle, into relation. Secondly, the mobility needs and
requirements of a vehicle fit with the technical aspects of an
electric vehicle. In addition, private charging options for
electric vehicles create even more independence from the
local infrastructure.

Tab. IV Assessment of the considered literature regarding the influence of
the attributes on e- mobility

Factors
Emissions

7

General
8 12 13

Urban
10 11

+

+

Range

+

+

+

+

-

-

-

o

Investment costs

-

Maintenance cost

-

Private charging
infrastructure
Public charging
infrastructure

As outlined in the previous chapter, the development of
e- mobility involves different opportunities and challenges
depending on the regional context. However, the influencing
attributes are similar between rural and urban areas, but their
impact has to be evaluated separately. Hence, as a result of this
article, the potentials of rural e- mobility are identified as well
as the most important factors influencing e- mobility are
derived.

-

-

Speed

IV. CONCLUSION

9

-

-

Rural
10 11
+

+

+

o

+

-

-

+
+
+

-

Public transport

+
-

-

In order to visualize the influence of the factors
considered, the findings of the relevant papers are processed
and compared against each other. Therefore, it is essential to
consider: If two paper identify high investment costs as an
obstacle, but a third paper concludes that investment costs can
be a driver, these are subtracted, following the overall
influence is reduced. The result of the processed data is
illustrated in Fig. 1. The positively assessed influences are
displayed as motivators above the black axis. In contrast, the
rather negatively classified factors are shown as barriers.

The presented work attempted to structure the influencing
factors in the major categories such as environmental aspects
(emissions), technology requirements (range, speed),
economical aspects (investment/maintenance costs) and
infrastructure (charging infrastructure, public transport).
Further to this, the impact factors are divided into motivator

Fig. 1 Aspects influencing the development of e- mobility, divided into drivers and barriers
based on the articles considered as part of the literature review
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It can be observed from Fig. 1, from a general and urban
perspective, both motivators and barriers have to be
considered, while in a rural context, more motivators can be
identified. One common aspect independent of the regarded
area is, that reduced greenhouse gas emissions are the main
driver for e- mobility.

[3]

[4]

Regarding the economic aspects, on the one hand, the
main barrier mentioned in a general context are investment
costs. On the other hand, in rural areas, this effect is not
present anymore, due to different results within the considered
papers. Thus, it is balanced. Consequently, the impact of
purchasing cost on the development of e- mobility can be
estimated as minor.

[5]
[6]

[7]

Moreover, the influence of charging infrastructure appears
to be dependent on the regarding perspective. From a general
point of view, it is categorized as a barrier, while in an urban
and rural context it is classified as motivator. This illustrates
the importance of considering regional conditions. Whereas
public charging stations promote the expansion of e- mobility
in urban areas, private charging stations are a driver in rural
areas. Due to the fact, in rural areas, there are more
possibilities available to install private charging stations
individually at home. Additionally, the availability of a
reliable public transport has an effect on the potential of
e- mobility, as it can provide an ecological alternative for
private vehicles. However, if there is no public transport
existing, as in most rural areas, more individual ecological
alternatives will be necessary, for instances, electric vehicles.

[8]

In order to support the development of e- mobility in rural
areas, it is primarily important to create awareness for
alternative mobility options. Furthermore, rural living
conditions offer in some aspects a higher potential for
e- mobility compared to urban areas. To wrap it up, rural areas
should be given more consideration by research, local
authorities, investors as well as legislators to utilize their
potential.

[12]
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Abstract—In this paper an induction machine control strategy
for six-step operation is proposed. Six-step operation, also called
block-commutation provides one major advantage compared to
the more commonly used modulation techniques(2), by making
use of the maximum output inverter voltage. Especially in the
field weakening region, six-step operation provides a higher
torque and power output of the machine. Modulation techniques
like SVPWM, DPWM have a lower reactive power in the linear
operating region, where field oriented control is widely used for
example. The proposed control strategy is verified by a simulation
model in Matlab/Simulink.
Index Terms—Induction motor, six-step operation, block commutation, slip control, field weakening control

Chapter III comprises a simulation model in Matlab/Simulink of the proposed control technique and its results.
Finally, chapter IV gives a conclusion.
II. SIX-STEP OPERATION
A. Basic configuration
Figure 1 shows the three phase inverter hexagon with its
space vectors A-F in the stationary α-β frame.
usβ
(0,1,0) C

I. I NTRODUCTION
Combustion engines are creating environmental problems
due to the generation of carbon dioxide during the fuel burn
process [1]. Not only because of global warming but also by
reason of rising prices of petrol owing to the exhaustion of
resources an eco-friendly alternative are hybrid and electrical
vehicles. Required are electrical machines with a high starting
torque, constant torque over a wide speed region and a high
power factor at low costs.
Due to its high performance the permanently excited synchronous machine is majorly used in electrical or hybrid drives
[16]. However, there is a huge ambition to use squirrel cage
induction machines due to its lower production costs, its higher
robustness and fewer safety problems [1]. The output torque of
the induction machine drops in the first field weakening region
proportional to 1/n and in the second field weakening region
by 1/n2 [17]. There is huge interest to increase the output
torque in this operation area by operating with the maximum
dc-link voltage.
Three-phase voltage-source pulse width modulation (PWM)
inverters are used for dc/ac power conversion since they can
produce a variable voltage and variable frequency power [3],
[4] . Six-step operation increases the output voltage by 10
percent and the electrical torque by up to 20 percent compared
to conventional modulation techniques assuming a maximum
modulation factor of 1 [3]. In this paper a six-step operation
slip-control structure is proposed for induction machines.
In chapter II basics of the six-step operation and its control structure for induction machines are presented. Required
formulas to validate the torque increase are considered.

B (1,1,0)

(0,1,1) D

usα
A (1,0,0)

0

(0,0,1) E

F (1,0,1)

Figure 1. Three phase inverter hexagon (5)

The modulation factor M is used to measure the dc-link
voltage utilization of PWM inverters and is defined here as
[3], [5]
M=

√

U∗

3
3

· Udc

(1)

U ∗ is the phase voltage reference and Udc is the inverter
input voltage.
Commonly used modulation techniques can reach a maximum modulation factor M of 1 in the overmodulation region
II [3] for the desired fundamental voltage.
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usβ
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B
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Sector III

Sector II
γ

Sector IV
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D

usα
r1 r2

0

A

0

Figure 2. Three phase inverter hexagon with inscribed and circumcircle radius

Sector V

√
√
According to [5], [8] r1 = 3/3 = 1/ 3 is the radius of the
inscribed circle, r2 = 2/3 the radius of the circumcircle. The
fundamental wave of r2 = π/3.
In the linear modulation regions and overmodulation regions
I and II , the voltage vector remains in the inscribed circle of
the hexagon [3], [5]. During the switching periods between
the vertices zero vectors are switched [10], [3]. For example
symmetrical distributed on the beginning and on the end of
a switching cycle at SVPWM. During six-step operation the
voltage vector jumps from one vertice to the other [18]. No
zero pointing vectors are used during this operating mode [5].
The modulation factor during six-step operation results from
the fundamental wave:
M=

2·Udc
π
3
3 · Udc

√

= 1.10

E

F

Figure 3. Six space vector sectors in the three phase hexagon

Figure 4. Six-step operation inverter output voltages

(2)

Required on and off times for the upper half bridge Mosfets
are calculated by the duty cycles of the phase voltages. These
are transformed from the rotating d,q-frame to the stationary
α,β-frame to the phase voltages. The rotating angle in the
α,β-frame is calculated by integrating the stator field angular
velocity ωs . Depending in which sector of the hexagon the
vector currently is and on the vector components in the dand q- axis [2], [5], on times and off times of the Mosfets
are calculated by modulation techniques like SVPWM. The
Mosfets which are on in which sector are defined by the
vertices: for example B (1,1,0), so the upper Mosefet of the
1st half bridge is switched on and the other half bridges are
switched off [11].
Since no zero vectors are being switched during six-step
operation, an angle has to be calculated in which sector of the
hexagon the output voltage vector in the α,β-frame is currently
located. Sectors in the hexagon have to be defined in which
angle, which vertices have to be switched on [2], [5].
Six sectors with an angle of π/3 radian have to be defined
around the vertices. -pi/6 to pi/6 is sector I, pi/6 to pi/2 is sector
II and so on [5], [15]. Depended on the requested torque, a
slip frequency

Sector VI

ωr has to be calculated. Block commutation voltage looks
like shown in figure 4.
B. Theory of induction machine field weakening operation
The stator voltage equations in the d,q- reference frame are
defined in [4]:
usd = Rs isd − ωe σLs isq + σLs

Lm dλr
disd
+
dt
Lr dt

(3)

usq = Rs isq + ωe σLs isd + σLs

disq
Lm
+ ωe
λr
dt
Lr

(4)

where usd , usq are the stator voltages and isd , isq the stator
currents in the d,q-frame. Rs is the stator resistance, Ls , Lr
and Lm the mutual stator, rotor and main field inductances. σ
is the stray factor, defined as: σ = 1 − L2m /(Ls Lr ). ωe is the
angular velocity of the rotating stator field, λr the rotor flux.
The output torque equation with d,q-currents is defined as
[2], [4], [12]:
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Figure 5. Block diagram of the proposed torque controller [6], [7]

where σr = Lr,σ /Lm is the rotor stray factor. Assuming
stationary operation and by neglecting the stator resistance
Rs at high frequencies, the stator voltage equations can be
simplified in [5]:
usd = −ωe σLs isq

(6)

usq = ωe σLs isd

(7)

The voltage dependent torque equation results then to:
Tel =

usd usq
3
· p · L2m ·
2
σLr L2s ωe2

(8)

The stator voltage constraint for the d and q voltages is
given as [11], [14]:
u2sq + u2sd ≤ u2s,max

(9)

Increasing the modulation factor M, the maximum available
dc-link voltage is also increased by the factor M.
2

2

(M · usq ) + (M · usd ) ≤ (M · us,max )

2

(10)

C. Proposed control structure
Figure 5 shows the proposed voltage angle control structure.
The torque reference T ∗ is compared to the current estimated
torque T E . The torque error is fed to a PI-Controller with the
machine slip or the fundamental wave of the rotor frequency
ωr as its output. To ensure a stable operation, the slip has
to be limited to the break-down slip [6], [7]. By adding the
mechanical angular velocity, measured by a speed sensor, to
the slip, the transformation angle between alpha and beta
coordinates is obtained. Applying sin and cos functions to
this angle, the maximum dc-link voltage is split up to these
parts. The power stage including the inverter applies the phase
voltages to the machine.
D. Torque estimation
Torque can be estimated by measuring two of the threephase currents and transforming them with the stator angle to
d,q-coordinates. The torque equation with id and iq is given
in [4].
E. PI-Controller
An investigation about this control method has already been
made in [6], [7]. The required PI-Controller gain can be
calculated by the transfer function of the induction machine.

Substituting the voltage dependent torque equation by the
modulation factor increased d,q voltages, the modulation factor
squares:
Tel,M

3
usd usq
= · p · L2m · M 2
2
σLr L2s ωe2

KP I (s) = Kc · (

(12)

with ωc as the desired closed-loop bandwidth:

(11)

Assuming a modulation factor of 1 in the linear control
region [3], [13] and a modulation factor of M = 1.10 during
six-step operation, due to equation 9 the torque increases
by the square of the increased modulation factor M. In this
example by 21%. In practical a modulation factor of 1 is
barely reachable regarding current measurements and other
death time causing components in the overall system. The
benefit of the torque gain is even higher at this point.

1
1
+ )
ωc
s

ωc =

ωb
2Trpu

(13)

and Kc as the regulator gain to reach it:
Kc =

ωb (σLr,σ )2 2
ω
2ks Trpu (V ∗ )2 el

(14)

ωb is the base speed of the machine, Trpu = ωb · σ · Lr /Rr
the rotor transient time constant in [p.u] and ks = Lm /Ls the
stator coupling coefficient.
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III. SIMULATION RESULTS
To validate the control structure a simulation model in
Matlab/Simulink was implemented. The machine model was
created in Dymola/Modelica. In order to verify the increase
of output power during six-step operation a comparison with
SVPWM has been made. The modulation factor M of SVPWM
can ideally be assumed as 1. In this paper one operating point
is validated at 5500 rpm. A DC-link voltage of 48V is used.
Block-commutation should only be utilized by torque required,
which is higher than torque reached by using modulation
techniques in the inscribed circle. A high reactive power is
produced due to the maximum voltage inverter output and a
high slip frequency is provided to the machine. Primarily, the
machine is controlled by a time discrete field oriented control.
The d-current is kept at a constant level, whereas the q-current
is rised by a ramp to its desired value. Figure 7 shows the dand q-currents. A maximum electrical torque of 19Nm can
be generated by the machine during field oriented control,
no matter how high the q-current is rised. Figure 6 shows
the electrical torque generated by FOC, figure 7 the torque
dependent q- and q-currents.

Figure 7. d- and q-currents FOC

The voltage utilization is saturated, so no matter how high
the q-current for a higher torque is set, the output torque
maintains the same. Figure 8 shows the generated torque by
a q-current of 870A and a d-current of 35A. Figure 9 shows
the currents with its oscillations.

Figure 6. 19Nm motor torque with field oriented control

Figure 8. 19Nm maximum torque with field oriented control
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results and the proven theory. Measurment results will be
obtained in summer with a prototype machine.
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Figure 9. Saturated d- and q-currents with field oriented control

To validate the torque increase by 21 % at this operation
point, 23Nm torque should be generated by the machine.
Figure 10 shows the torque generated by slip control during
six-step operation.

Figure 10. Slip control 23Nm output torque
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Abstract— Silicon-containing anodes have been in demand
in lithium-ion battery technology for many years. Using silicon
on the anode side, significantly higher capacities can be achieved
compared to commercially used materials. The choice of binder
is highly significant to solve the problems associated with
capacity fading observed along cycling. In this work a novel
water-based fluorothermoplastic binder was investigated that is
combined in four different formulations with a commercially
used carboxymethyl cellulose binder and the prepared
electrodes characterized in half cell technology. The resulting
capacity characteristics are analyzed. Comparing the results
with the previously used binder system of SBR and CMC, the
capacity of the half cells was significantly improved.
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II. THEORETICAL BASIS
A. Lihtium-Ion batteries
1)
Contruction: A lithium-ion battery consists of at
least one Li-ion cell. In principle, this cell consists of two
electrodes. These electrodes consist of a current conductor,
which is coated with corresponding active materials. Between the two electrodes there is an ion-conductive electrolyte and a porous membrane as separator. The electrolyte,
which contains a dissociated lithium salt, ensures a flow of
ions between the electrodes during charging and discharging.
The separator ensures electrical insulation between the two
electrodes [3].
2)
Function: If the electrodes are now connected between the current collectors by means of an external electrical
connection to a current sink (discharging) or a current source
(charging), individual positively charged lithium ions move
back and forth between the electrodes. In addition to the flow
of ions in the electrolyte, electrons move between the electrodes via the external wiring, thus completing a circuit. In
the process, the lithium ions are deposited in or removed from
the active materials, taking up or releasing an electron. Figure
1 shows the basic structure of a conventional lithium-ion accumulator and its processes in the discharge direction. As

April 26, 2021
Keywords—Lithium-Ion batteries, silicon-containing anodes,
binder materials, THV, CMC, SBR

I. INTRODUCTION
To enhance the suitability of electric cars for everyday use,
higher ranges as well as fast-charging capabilities are to be
realized. This requires an increase in the energy density of
fast-charging rechargeable accumulators is required [1]. A
great potential is offered by the use of alternative anodes (traditionally graphite) in today's lithium batteries. Especially the
use of water-based silicon/graphite composite anode (theoretical capacity Li22Si5 with 4200 mAh·g-1 approx. eleven times
higher than commercial graphite) could enormously increase
the energy density and environmental compatibility of the anodes [2].
Challenging in this regard is that the load capacity of the
cells decreases with increasing energy density and the use of
Si anodes leads to disadvantageous properties especially volume expansion during cycling and subsequent capacity fading
compared to the traditionally used graphite anodes [2].
To reduce the volume expansion and increase cycle stability, novel binder materials are to be used and their suitability
and combination with conventional binder materials will be
investigated. The following work deals with with an initial
electrochemical characterization of a novel flour thermoplastic binder (THV 221). This is processed in combination
with a commercially used binder (CMC) to form a silicon/graphite composite anode and analysed under different
current rates in half cells. The results are compared in the
second part of the work with those of a silicon/graphite anode
based on a conventionally used binder system (SBR-CMC) in
order to determine a possible improvement in cycle stability
and service life due to the novel THV binder.

Fig. 1. Basic structure of a conventional lithium-ion accumulator and its
processes in discharge direction [4]

shown in the example, lithium ions are removed from the
negative electrode (deintercalation) when the battery is discharged. Graphite or amorphous carbon compounds are usually used for this purpose. The electron flow that takes place
starts from the active material of the negative electrode via its
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rester foil. Secondly, the binder holds the coating particles together and ensures good adhesion of the coating to the surface
of the arrester [8]. This is of great importance for the lifetime
of the cell. Especially when using silicon-containing anodes,
a suitable binder is important to counteract the problem of
volume expansion described above.
In order to reduce volume expansion and increase cycle stability, a novel binder material will be used in this work and
their suitability and combination with conventional binder
materials will be investigated.

current conductor (copper) and the external electrical connection to the positive active material, again via its current conductor (aluminum) [3].
B. Silicon as anode material
Silicon offers enormous potential for increasing the energy
density of future lithium-ion batteries. Compared to commercial graphite, the theoretical specific capacity of silicon is
4200 mAh·g-1, about eleven times higher [2]. This large difference in capacitance compared to commercial graphite electrodes (372 mAh·g-1 [5]) results from the fact that silicon is
capable of binding more lithium ions per atom than carbon.
Around one silicon atom can intercalate up to about four lithium ions.
𝐿𝑖𝑥 𝑆𝑖 ↔ 𝑥𝐿𝑖 + + 𝑆𝑖 + 𝑥𝑒 − , 𝑥 ≲ 4

III. ELECTROCHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION
A. Assessment criteria
For the electrochemical evaluation of the anodes, the Coulombic efficiency and the performance in terms of the specific
capacity related to the weight fraction of the active material
are considered in this work. Good performance of the anode
means that the specific capacity during discharge/charge is
close to the theoretical specific capacity of the active material.
In addition, the capacity should be maintained as far as possible over several charge and discharge cycles. The Coulombic
efficiency (CE) describes the specific discharged and charged
capacity ratio. Due to parasitic reactions, the discharge
capacity is lower than the charge capacity. For lithium-ion batteries, the Coulombic efficiency after several initial cycles is
above 0.99 [9].

()

In graphite, on the other hand, six carbon atoms are needed to
bond one lithium ion.
𝐿𝑖𝐶6 ↔ 𝐿𝑖 + + 6𝐶 + 𝑒 −

()

In addition to its electrochemical potential, silicon, as the
most common element in the earth's crust, offers enormously
high availability and is correspondingly more environmentally compatible than other alternatives. In addition, the production of silicon-containing anodes is solvent-free. However, the use of silicon-containing anodes also entails disadvantageous properties. In particular, the problem of extreme
volume expansion during cycling has preoccupied researchers for decades and has so far hindered commercial use. Lithiation of silicon in the charging process causes a silicon atom
to expand in volume by 400 percent in all spatial directions.
Delithiation in the discharge step reduces the volume again to
different sizes [6]. Due to the extreme volume expansion in
the charging process, extreme stresses are generated, which
result in contact losses, pulverization of the silicon particles,
and/or unstable solid electrolyte interfaces (SEI) [7]. On the
one hand, this reduces the capacity and cycle stability of the
cells and, on the other hand, creates safety risks.

B. Test procedures
• Wetting process: During the wetting process, the cells
are stored without current load so that the electrolyte
can be homogeneously distributed between the porous surfaces of the electrode and the separator. If the
electrolyte is incompletely distributed, there is a risk
of dendrite formation during cycling, which in the
long term can lead to an internal short circuit and thus
increased self-discharge of the cell [10].

C. Binders
Binders must perform a variety of tasks in the electrode
material of a Li-ion battery. On the one hand, binders help
with the processability of the anode materials by ensuring
good particle dispersion in the solvent or water. This contributes to a good distribution of the electrode material in the
coating process, enabling homogeneous coatings on the ar-

•

Cell formation: The cell formation is performed at
low currents to build the Solid-Electrolyte-Interface
(SEI). This is a layer built up on the active material of
the negative electrode in the first cycles of the cell.
This layer protects the active material from direct contact with the electrolyte. Direct contact would lead to
decomposition of the electrolyte. To build up the
layer, some of the lithium ions in solution in the electrolyte are irreversibly consumed. This leads to initially low capacities in the battery during the cell formation process [3].

•

C-rate test: To test, analyse and evaluate the electrochemical reaction of the cells two test procedures are
applied. On the one hand a C-rate test is performed.
In this, the cells are charged and discharged under different current rates (C-Rates). The C-rate is the normalization of the charge and discharge current (I) related to the nominal capacity (Cn) [11]:
𝐶-𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 𝐼 / 𝐶𝑛

•

Fig. 2. Effect of Binder to avoid Silicon cracks
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Cycling stability: On the other hand a cycling test is
applied to analyse the long-term performance of the
cells. In this, the cells are charged and discharged
from 0 percent state of charge (SOC) to 100 percent
SOC.
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Both steps are performed in CCCV charge. Here the
charging step is split up into two phases. The first phase is
the constant current (CC) phase: Charge at a given current
rate to a specific maximum voltage Umax.
This is followed by the constant voltage (CV) Phase:
Keep the cell on floating condition at Umax until a fixed
cut-off value is reached (typically current drops to C/20)
[9].

C. Measurement setup
The T-Cells are linked to a battery cycler (BaSyTec) in a
measurement chamber. Three cells are manufactured and
measured for each formulation. The measuring chamber is located in a closed room with a temperature control at 25 °C.
The cells are measured according to a test plan. It consists of
charge and discharge currents, cycle numbers, time parameters and the voltage range. The maximum voltage is implemented to the test plan with 1.2 volts [V] and the minimum
voltage with 0.01 V. Based on the nominal capacity of the
anode the current is calculated by the software according to
the set C-rate. The nominal capacity here represents the theoretic specific capacity of the anode. This is calculated from
the theoretical capacity of the active material silicon (3600
mAh·g-1 for Li15Si4 [12]) and the weight proportion of the active material of the anode. The test of the C-rate stability is
completed by charging and discharging with the C-rates: 0.2,
0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 and 5.0. Each C-rate is tested three times.
Before the test procedure begins, a 12-hour break is scheduled to ensure complete wetting of the electrolyte. A formation step is also scheduled between the pause and the test
run. In this step the cells are cycled five times at 0.1 C.
After the c-rate test, a cycling test is performed to analyse the
cycling stability of the cell. The cell is subjected to 100 cycles
at 1C.

C. T-cell measurement setup
The measurement is performed in a 3-electrode half-cell
measurement setup using Lithium as counter and reference
electrode. This allows the exclusion of disruptive effects from
cathode materials such as aging. The anode to be tested (10
mm circularly punched out) is placed opposite the lithium
metal counter electrode (12 mm circularly punched out) in the
T-shaped setup. The anode and counter electrode are separated by an electrolyte impregnated (100 μl) separator (12 mm
circular punched out). A mixture of 98 wt. % LP57 and 2 wt.
% vinylene carbonate is used as the electrolyte. The lithium
metal reference electrode placed upright on top is also separated from the other electrodes by an electrolyte-impregnated
(60 μl) separator (10 mm circular punched out).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
A. Chemicals
TABLE I.

LIST OF USED MATERIALS

Material
SUNROSE® MAC200HC
3M™ Dyneon™ THV 221AZ
xGnP® Graphene Nanoplatelets M25
XGSciences™
NMSiΩC99@75 Nanomakers SA
Cu-ETP / E-Cu58
LP57 Selectilyte BASF
Vinylene carbonate BASF
VWR™ Fiberglass tissue

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Function
Conventional Binder I
Novel Binder II
Conductive additive

A. Formulation 1 CMC24/THV6:
In the test series of the first Formulation 1 (CMC/THV
proportion 24/6 percent), one of the three half cells built partially failed. In the C-rate test, this only responded to high
current flows (3C and 5C). In the cycling test, the cell only
reacted from the 65 cycle. Therefore, it is not considered further in the evaluation. The SEI formation of the other two
cells can be clearly recognized in the cell formation by the
asymptotic course of the Coulombic efficiency. The Coulombic efficiency increased from 57 to 91 percent on average
over the first five formation cycles in the two cells. Since the
formation of the SEI layer consumes lithium ions, solvents
and salts during formation and the cell resistance increases
during this process, the observed cell capacity losses and thus
reduced Coulombic efficiencies occur [13]. These losses decrease with the formation of the SEI layer, resulting in the
asymptotic curve. From the begin of the C-rate test the Coulombic Efficiency is above 0.99 for all functional cells in each
formulation.
In the following C-rate test, the cells reached a specific
capacitance close to the theoretical capacitance of silicon under moderate conditions (Li15Si4 3600 mAh·g-1 [12]) at C/5.
An overview of the specific capacities during the C-rate test
is shown in Table III for all formulations. With increasing
current rates, the capacities of the cells dropped. After the
high current loads, the initial capacities of the cells could be
provided again under C/5 and even slightly exceeded (compare Table III).
In the subsequent cycling test under a current rate of 1C,
the capacities of the two cells behaved very similarly. An
overview of the specific capacities during the cycling test are
shown in Table IV for all formulations. Within the first approximately 20 cycles, the capacities increased slightly and
then dropped over the remaining cycles (compare Table IV).

Active material
Collector foil
Electrolyte
Electrolyte
Seperator

B. Production of the anodes
The anodes are prepared and manufactured in four formulations. In a first step, the materials consisting of water, binder,
conductive additive and active material (Si-C) are mixed and
dispersed in a dissolver (Dispermat CV3 Plus). The total mass
fraction of active material (30 wt. %), conductive additive (40
wt. %) and binder (30 wt. %) remains the same for each formulation. The proportion of the binder itself is determined by
the ratio between the novel binder and the commercial binder.
This quantity ratio is varied for each batch. The gradually
changed mass fractions of the binders in the total solids mass
are listed in Table II. Subsequently, a thin film (140 μm coating gap) of the dispersion is applied by means of a casting tool
(Doctor Blade) onto the arrester foil (Cu). Then the coating is
step-dried in a drying channel with four temperature chambers
(drying temperatures: 80 °C, 90 °C, 110 °C and lastly 100 °C).
TABLE II.

OVERVIEW OF THE BINDER FORMULATIONS
Proportion novel
binder [wt. %]

Proportion conventional
binder [wt. %]

Formulation 1

6

24

Formulation 2

12

18

Formulation 3

18

12

Formulation 4

24

6
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Overall, the capacities of the two cells faded by 10 percent
(cell 1) and 14 percent (cell 2) over the 100 cycles.

Coulombic efficiency. This increased over the first five
formation cycles of the cell from 62 to 90 percent.
In the following C-rate test, the cell reached a specific capacitance beyond the theoretical 3600 mAh·g -1 by far. With
increasing current rates, capacities of the cell dropped (compare Table III). After the high current loads, the initial capacity of the cell under C/5 was again slightly exceeded.
In the subsequent cycling test, the cell's capacity curve
behaved quite stably. The capacity of the cell faded over the
100 cycles by 15 percent (compare Table IV).

B. Formulation 2 CMC18/THV12:
In the test series of the second Formulation 2 (CMC/THV
proportion 18/12 percent), none of the three cells failed, but
the measured capacitances scatter considerably more here.
The Coulombic efficiencies, on the other hand, are close to
each other and the typical asymptotic curve has again been
observed. The Coulombic efficiencies increased over the five
formation cycles averaged from 58 to 89 percent.
In the C-rate test the specific capacities of the cells are
scattered around the theoretical 3600 mAh·g-1. The scatter of
the values is a problem for reproducibility. Since the measurements and the production of the half cells are quite time
consuming, the evaluation will continue at this point with the
existing values. For good reproducibility, further measurements should be made in any case. As the current rate increased, the capacities of the cells dropped and after the high
current load, the initial capacities of the cells could be provided again under C/5 and in some cases slightly exceeded
(compare Table III).
TABLE III.

TABLE IV.

Specific capacity in mAh·g-1
Cycle 1
Cycle 100
Alteration
CMC24/THV6

CMC18/THV12
CMC12/THV18
CMC6/THV24

Cell 1

3019

2711

-308

Cell 2

3202

2765

-437

Cell 1

1652

1882

230

Cell 2

3815

3169

-646

Cell 3

3024

2784

-240

Cell 1

3900

3322

-578

Cell 1

3228

2568

-660

Cell 2

3596

2629

-967

SPECIFIC CAPACITIES DURING C-RATE TEST

D. Formulation 4 CMC6/THV24:
In the test series of the fourth Formulation 4 (CMC/THV
proportion 6/24 percent), one of the three half cells built
failed. Therefore, this is not considered further in the
evaluation. The SEI formation of the other two cells can again
be seen in the cell formation by the asymptotic course of the
Coulombic efficiency. Coulombic efficiencies increased
from 54 to 93 percent averaged over the five formation
cycles.
In the C-rate test the capacities of the cells scatter slightly
above the theoretical 3600 mAh·g-1. As the current rate increased, the capacities of the cells dropped. After the increased current load, the initial capacities of the cells were
again slightly exceeded under C/5 (compare Table III).

Specific capacity in mAh·g-1

CMC24/THV6

CMC18/THV12
CMC12/THV18
CMC6/THV24

SPECIFIC CAPACITIES DURING CYCLING TEST

C/5

1C

5C

C/5a

Cell 1

3372

2510

743

3743

Cell 2

3782

2940

947

3894

Cell 1

2671

1608

511

2625

Cell 2

4320

3526

1112

4369

Cell 3

3414

2192

618

3941

Cell 1

4441

3599

1161

4463

Cell 1

3627

2696

669

4090

Cell 2

4071

3323

848

4146

a.

after increased C-rates

In the subsequent cycling test, the capacity curves of cell
2 and 3 behaved quite stably. The capacity of cell 1, whose
capacity was measured to be significantly lower in comparison, was less stable and fluctuated slightly up and down between cycles. Compared to the other two cells, there was also
a slight increase in capacity over the 100 cycles. The capacities of the other cells dropped over the cyclization (compare
Table IV).
Overall, the capacity of cell 1 increased by 14 percent
over the 100 cycles and the capacity of the other cells faded
by 17 percent (cell 2) and 8 percent (cell 3).
C. Formulation 3 CMC12/THV18:
In the test series of the third Formulation 3 (CMC/THV
proportion 12/18 percent), one of the three half-cells built
failed partially, a second failed completely. Therefore, these
are not further considered in the evaluation. This is again a
problem in terms of reproducibility of the results. For good
reproducibility, further measurements should be made at this
point as well. The SEI formation of the third cells can again
be seen in the cell formation by the asymptotic course of the

Fig. 3. Overview of the averaged lithiation capacities during C-rate test

In the subsequent cycling test under a current rate of 1C,
the capacities of the two cells behaved very similarly. The
capacitances dropped fairly consistently over the cycles
(compare Table IV).
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Overall, the capacity of the two cells faded by 20 percent
(cell 1) and 27 percent (cell 2) over the 100 cycles.
An overview of the averaged courses for the C-rate test
and the cycling test are shown in Figure 3 and 4 for the four
formulations. The Coulombic Efficiency is about 90 percent
for all formations after the five forming cycles and then continues to increase at the start of the C-rate test. From a load
of 1 to 2 C, the Coulombic Efficiency of the cells is then
above 99 percent. This is an indication that the SEI layer is
not fully formed after the five formation cycles and more formation cycles possibly should be scheduled for future testing.
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However, the five formation cycles are still justifiable at this
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Figure 4 additionally shows the course of another anode
produced according to the above-mentioned conditions. For
this anode a mixture of 12 wt. % CMC-MAC 200 and 18 wt.
% SBR (Zeon BM-451B) was used as binder system.
VI. CONCLUSION
Overall, it can be summarized that the use of the novel
THV binder, instead of conventional SBR, in combination
with the CMC binder tends to slightly increase capacity fading about 10 to 20 percent. But in return significantly higher
capacities by a factor of 2 to 3 can be achieved. The combination of CMC6/THV24 achieved the most unstable capacity
curve in the comparison and tended to the highest capacity
fading while cycling. Nevertheless, an evaluation of which
formulation achieved the most stable capacity curve cannot
be clearly determined at this point, due to the very poor reproducibility in particular for the formulations 2 and 3. Further tests are necessary to gain a representative statement concerning the formulation in this respect.
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Abstract—Because of their high flexibility, robustness and
longevity, vanadium redox-flow batteries are accounted as a
highly promising alternative for stationary electrical energy storage. However, there is still little knowledge within the industry,
and most of the existing models are prototypes or have been
built as part of scientific projects. This study aims to increase
knowledge and to give recommendations and guidelines in how
to make this technology more accessible to students. A vanadium
redox-flow battery has been designed that can be used for
demonstrational purposes within laboratory experiments. Single
components have been tested for their applicability within this
set-up. This paper sums up the project work and retrospects the
results regarding prospective flow battery system design.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Along with the increasing use of volatile renewable energy sources, the need of shifting energy amounts in spatial and time dimensions rises. Therefore, energy storage
technologies have experienced a growth in attention lately,
both entrepreneurial and academic. Because of the efforts in
these fields, the existing storage technologies improve and
diversify. Different energy storage applications can have a
variety of different requirements in terms of power, capacity,
reaction time, weight, costs and durability. For usage within
the energy transition, namely for storing varying amounts of
energy, redox-flow batteries (RFB) have a high potential due
to their long cycle life and their high flexibility. They can
be scaled up to a power of 10 MW and several hundred
MWh in capacity without self-discharge or a significant loss
of efficiency, [1] with comparatively low investment costs
[2] and extraordinarily low operation costs [3]. This is not
possible when using common battery technologies. Currently,
RFB mostly exist in the form of prototypes or integrated
in long-term scientific projects. For a wide commercial and
industrial use, one of the main challenges to overcome is
the difficulty of an integrated system design, because of
a lack of consciousness and expertise with RFB systems.
This study sums up a project work at Munich University of
Applied Sciences, which aims to increase knowledge and to

Department of Applied Sciences
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give recommendations and guidelines in how to make this
technology more accessible for students.
II. T ECHNICAL BACKGROUND
A. Electrochemical basics
Because of their similar cell structure, RFB are often classified as fuel cells. In both technologies, the electrodes do not
participate in the electrochemical reaction, and active elements
can be stored spatially separated from the cell. Regarding
the chemical system, RFB rather resemble secondary battery
elements (accumulators), because in their chemical systems,
the same electroactive material is used in multiple charging
and de-charging cycles. RFB differ from both fuel cells
and batteries in that they cyclically pump the electroactive
substances, which are dissolved in electrolytes, through the
cell. Overall, they can be classified as in between battery
(closed system) and fuel cell (open system) technology (figure
1).

Figure 1: Classification of RFB within different electrical
energy storage technologies.
A variety of different electrochemical combinations can be
used within RFB. The most common cell chemistry uses allvanadium active elements, dissolved in a sulphuric acid and
water solution [4]. As can be seen in the equation below, the
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Table I: Durability of some storage technologies [3].

main advantage of using vanadium for the redox reaction is
that it is chemically stable in oxidation states II to V, and
anolyte and catholyte consist of the same chemical elements.
Therefore, cross-contamination and small leakages within the
cell can be tolerated as they only effect short-term loss of
efficiency, instead of long-term loss of capacity [5].

Power storage technology:

cycle life (cycles)

RFB, all-vanadium:

12000-14000

RFB, zinc/bromine:

> 2000

Lithium-ion Carbon Anode:

> 1000

Lead-acid accumulator:

500-1000

V 2+ + V O2+ + 2H + *
) V 3+ + V O2+ + H2 O
The composition of a typical all-vanadium RFB (VRFB)
is shown schematically in figure 2. Core elements of the
VRFB are the membrane-electrode-assembly (MEA) where
the redox-reaction takes place, two tanks as well as two
hydraulic pumps. As a particularity of RFB systems, the
electrolyte is stored externally and cyclically pumped through
the cell halves. Anode and cathode in the MEA only serve
as electron collector and conductor and often are made out of
graphite felt in combination with graphite and copper plates.
In most cases, a cation exchange membrane is implemented,
where H+-ions pass through for equalisation of state of charge.
[5]

Figure 2: Composition of a typical all-vanadium RFB [4].

it is cheaper to produce electricity in a conventional way
(e.g. with coal-fired steam power plants) than to temporarily
store it [6]. Therefore, costs of battery systems have to be
lowered, and technologies that are already industrialized are
at an advantage [7]. Depending on the application, either the
power-related or the capacity-related costs (in $/kW or $/kWh)
are decisive, whereby these two are interconnected in normal
battery storage systems. With flow cells, performance and
capacity are not dependent on one another and can be freely
scaled based on the requirements, which is one of their most
important characteristics [1]. In addition to this flexibility in
investment costs, VRFB have comparatively low maintenance
costs because of their high durability and reliability [3].
Another important indicator for characterizing batteries is
their energy density. It is either defined by capacity per weight
(which is important for mobile applications) or by capacity
per volume (which is often used for stationary applications).
At 10-50 Wh/L, the energy density of VRFBs is rather low
compared to other RFBs (e.g. V/Br), see Table II. This
means that more electrolyte has to be pumped through the
cell than with other RFBs in order to achieve comparable
performance. Other electrochemical energy storage devices
also have significantly higher energy densities, so that the
space required by VRFBs is comparatively high. [8]
Table II: Energy density of some storage technologies.

B. Comparison to other power storage technologies
In the field of stationary energy storage, there are severeral
technologies that are already in use. Comparing to conventional power storage devices like pumped hydroelectricity,
electrochemical energy storage technologies like those shown
in figure 1 are considered as more mature because they are
known for a high level of modularization, rapid response,
flexible installation and short construction cycles [3]. In this
chapter, some of these technologies and their performance
indicators will be compared to those of VRFBs.
The main criteria for evaluating large-scale energy storage
devices are rapid response time, long cycle life and low costs
[3]. Response time is within milliseconds for almost all battery
types, which makes this kind of energy storage eligible for
stationary applications. With its favourable electrochemical
configuration (as explained in the previous chapter) and, associatively, the high chemical durability and robustness against
misusage, VRFB exceed many other batteries regarding cycle
life (see Table I).
When regarding costs of battery applications, the whole
industry is struggling with one major competitor: Currently,
electricity can be produced very cheaply, and in many cases

Power storage technology:

Energy density

RFB, all-vanadium:

10-50 Wh/L [3]

RFB, vanadium/bromine:

35-70 Wh/L [1]

RFB, Li-based slurry electrolyte:

up to 500 Wh/L [9]

Lithium-ion Carbon Anode:

> 200 Wh/L [10]

Lead-acid accumulator:

40 Wh/kg [11]

C. Advantages and disadvantages of RFB technology
Overall, flow cell technology, especially the all-vanadium
flow cell, complements the solutions that are currently on
the market for stationary energy storage. The decoupling of
energy and power, as well as the many possibilities of creating
them in a modular design, are the ones most mentioned. The
system can therefore also be adapted for installation at a later
date. These factors make the flow cell a very flexible energy
source [1]. The outstanding longevity of VRFBs makes them
interesting for long-term investments and further extends the
range of applications. The safe and straighforward handling
and operating processes make it accessible to many different
industrial sectors. Because the materials used are widely
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available and do not form unresolvable chemical compounds
within parasitic side reactions (contrary to many other battery
technologies), VRFBs can easily be recycled [3].
Despite these advantages, VRFB technology has not yet
been intensively used in industrial context. Contrary to LiIon technology, the energy density is not very high and can
only be increased in nuances. Therefore, RFB with electrolytes
that are known today will not be eligible for standard mobile
applications. In addition, many components from other battery
applications are used (e.g. membrane) that have to be and are
currently further optimized for flow cell technology. Another
disadvantage is the lack of profitability that is still valid for
most applications. However, due to an increased order volume,
there will be a price drop for several components, especially
those also used in other applications such as membranes. Even
though the material costs are very low compared to other
power storage systems, operators still have to put a relatively
high effort in designing VRFBs to their needs. The interactions
within the cell structure as well as the influence of different
component combinations have to be further investigated. So
far, there is little experience with the design of entire systems,
which is not least due to the low level of awareness of the
technology within the industry. This study aims on improving
knowledge of this technology through education. [12]
III. P REPARATIONS
A. Aim of this study
This study comprises designing a prototype flow cell battery,
procuring the parts needed and testing single components
and, if possible, the assembled battery altogether. The socalled "demo-RFB" should serve as a demonstrator for the
functionality of this type of energy storage and can be used in
laboratory exercises. This structure can provide an introduction
to the topic of stationary energy storage for students working
on it. The demonstrator can then serve as a basis for further
laboratory exercises, project works or theses. In parallel to the
construction of the flow cell battery, a practical experiment
can be designed in which the students can put the battery
into operation and examine it. In addition, charging with the
help of renewable energies should be discussed (e.g. photovoltaic modules of the Laboratory for Energy and Process
Engineering at the Department of Mechanical, Automotive and
Aeronautical Engineering) and the importance of stationary
energy storage systems for the energy transition should be
emphasized.
B. Constraints and preliminary considerations
The main requirements of the demonstrator differ from
requirements of usual RFB because of the focus on pedagogic
value and are namely:
• safety of operators
• safety of components
• transparency and appropriate presentation of RFB technology
• illustration of flexibility of RFB systems
• reliability of the test setup

Because of the critical electrolyte material in terms of
acidity, the main priority was laid on the first two requirements
regarding safety. For the construction of conventional flow
cell batteries, metals are widely used for different parts (e.g.
steel screws for screw connections of the MEA, or copper for
collector plates). Since the electrolyte of the RFB is based on
sulfuric acid, the use of metals is only possible to a limited
extent, or it must be ensured that there be no contact between
the electrolyte liquid and the corrosive media. The latter is
not possible in this project due to the special set-up (see
next chapter). Therefore, materials that do not react with the
electrolyte liquids must be used.
Corrosion can have various causes. The most common
corrosion reaction, which is also known as “rusting”, is the
so-called oxygen reaction. Free electrons in the electron gas
of non-noble metals react in a neutral environment (e.g. H2 O)
with water and oxygen [13]:
4M e + O2 + 2H2 O * 4M e+ + 4OH −
Another form is acid corrosion, which occurs mainly in
solutions with a low pH value. The hydronium ions present in
the acid take up free electrons from the metals and are reduced
to hydrogen. The metals are oxidized and form salts. If salts
are already present in the acid, this reaction is accelerated
as they increase the conductivity of the liquid and can even
override the passive corrosion protection of the metals. [13]
In principle, both corrosion reactions can occur in the RFB
when electroactive liquid comes into contact with metals, since
the electrolyte fluid is an aqueous and acidic solution. The
vanadium ions can further accelerate this effect. Therefore,
materials that are used should either have no free electrons
or already be in an energetically favorable state so that the
corrosion reactions do not take place under normal conditions.
Out of these considerations, acrylic glass was chosen for
structure components because of its high chemical resistivity
and because it is transparent, so the students will be able to
examine the inside of the demonstrator. Also, the electrode
design was adjusted, so that no metal components would come
into contact with electroactive substances.
C. Design
From previous research and interviews with experts, it was
concluded that the aspects sealing, flexibility and transparency
should have the greatest relevance for this project. A leakage
of electrolyte fluid is particularly critical for this demonstrator
setup, since there is a risk of injury from chemical burns
for inexperienced participants. Therefore, a set-up with least
possible leakages was constructed. A sealed container is used,
that is made out of glued acrylic glass and was fabricated by
an experienced manufacturer. The container consists of one
chamber for the MEA and two chambers for two electrolyte
tanks. By this measure, hose connections were reduced from
twelve to eight. An additional advantage of this set-up is that
the flexibility of the RFB can be highlighted, because MEAs
can be exchanged very easily and safely.
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To make use of this flexibility, two types of MEAs were
designed. The main challenge was that the whole MEA would
be submerged into the container, and every part would be
exposed to the corrosive electrolyte fluid. As explained in
the previous chapter, metal materials (which are commonly
used in battery current collector plates [12]) would trigger
oxidation reactions and therefore de-charge the electrolyte.
In one version, electrones are collected and transported by
a graphite electrode plate. This leads to a higher electrical
resistivity compared to conventional cell design (see figure 3).
The other version copes with that by implementing graphite
bars that directly lead the current upwards to metal current
collectors outside the battery case (see figure 4). This comes
with the disadvantage of a more complex assembly process.

Figure 3: MEA with electrode plate.

Table III: Graphite felt thicknesses and compression rates.

CR = 1 −

tc
ti

where tc represents the compressed, and ti represents the
initial thickness of the carbon felt. The compression rate CR
is given in percentage. The CR for the two different MEAs
can be seen in Table III.
The hydraulic periphery of the battery consists of two
peristaltic pumps with direct current motor. Those can be

tc

ti

CR

5 mm

6 mm

83 %

Electrode bars

3,8 mm

4,7 mm

81 %

adjusted precisely, also to low volume flow rates, and are
economically affordable. Also, peristaltic pumps are lowmaintenance, and the highly corrosive electrolyte is not in
contact with any critical parts, only with the silicone hose.
For completing the electrical circuit of the cell, a laboratory
power supply for charge mode and an electrical load for decharge mode are provided. In a first step, the peristaltic pumps
are controlled by the programmable power supply. For further
investigations and when more measuring devices are to be
integrated into the system, it could be beneficial to replace
this power supply by a microcontroller-based control unit.
To sum up, the demo-RFB consists of the following setup: Two different pumps can be connected to the acrylic glass
container via a total of four hose connections, which ensure
that the electrolyte circulates. Between the two inner walls
separating the tank from the cell area, varying MEAs can be
inserted. As an example, two different MEAs are designed,
which consist of different components and have different
electrical resistances. The amount of exchangeable MEAs can
be expanded as required, as long as the dimensions for length,
width, height and the connection holes are compatible. The
MEAs do not have to be sealed individually because of similar
electrolyte composition in both cell halves. Figure 5 shows the
acrylic glass container as well as one of the MEAs.

Figure 4: MEA with electrode bars.
Another large influence on the overall ohmic resistance
is the compression of the graphite felts, and the resulting
resisitivity of contact areas. The more the components are
pressed together, the higher is the contact area and the bigger
is the current transfer from felt to electrodes. This can be
described by the compression rate [14]

MEA version
Electrode plate

Figure 5: Container (left) and one MEA (right).
IV. P ROOF OF CONCEPT- EXPERIMENTS
A. Peristaltic pump throughput
Because of the high variety of flow cell designs and the
low awareness in the industry, there are no clear directives yet
to be followed when dimensioning the electrolyte throughput.
Even for one single design, electrolyte flow rates could vary as
much as in between 200 ml/s and 200 ml/min [15]. However,
it is important to know which range is possible within each
setup. The peristaltic pumps chosen for this demo-RFB have a
maximum flow rate of 396 ml/min, but because of other design
constraints, connecting hoses have a smaller core diameter
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than recommended. Therefore, the maximum flow rate is
expected to be lower.
In order not to exceed the maximum nominal voltage, 23 V
was specified as the maximum input voltage during operation.
The actual maximum volume flow was to be determined
in a tube with a 4 mm inner diameter for this voltage. In
addition, further measuring points were recorded to assess the
behavior of the pump at lower voltage values. At the maximum
operating voltage, a volume flow of approx. 310 ml/min was
measured. Applied to the flow cell structure with the MEA,
this means that the pump would be able to exchange the
electrolyte within the cell about 3.5 times per minute (without
taking into account the flow resistances in the cell and in the
container).
B. Ohmic resistance
In contrast to standard RFB applications, the demo-RFB
uses plastic parts instead of metal elements for assembling the
MEAs. Due to a possibly insufficient contact pressure when
using plastic parts, the electrical resistance for current transfer
between graphite electrodes and felts could be very high. That
would lead to a low current flow and very long charging
times, which would be inconvenient for a live presentation.
To prevent this, an experiment was conducted, in which the
electrical (ohmic) resistance of the electronic components of
the cell should be roughly estimated in the dry state.
The measurement setup basically followed an indirect resistance measurement using a current-voltage measurement.
During the measurement, the voltage was specified and the
current was measured. According to the assumption of an
ohmic resistance, the I-U characteristic curve would have to
be a straight line through the origin so that one point would be
sufficient to define the curve. In order to rule out measurement
errors, fluctuations or other deviations with certain voltages,
several current-voltage pairs were recorded. The measurement
was repeated several times in the same setup and the values
did not differ significantly from one another. The situation was
similar when the measurement was started with the highest
voltage, so no hysteresis could be observed.
Figure 6 shows the course of the current as a function of
the specified voltage. In the range from 0.3 V upwards, the
resistance levels off as expected with an ohmic resistance
which is around 1.3 Ohm in this set-up. In the case of
lower voltages, a different behavior is observed that cannot be
explained by Ohm’s law. This has to be due to another effect,
whereby there is a high resistance at low voltages and the flow
of electric current is prevented. Contact resistance is generally
influenced by the three parameters surface quality, contact
force and pollution layers. The resulting ohmic resistance is
the sum of the foreign layer resistance and the so-called narrow
resistance, which describes the contact areas. It is likely that at
the measuring points with low voltage, the foreign layers cover
a large part of the contact areas and only a very low current
flow is possible. If the current flow continues and a certain
voltage is reached, the potential barrier between the conductor
and the foreign layer can be broken and the foreign layer

Figure 6: Measured current-voltage curve.
resistance drops to a significantly lower value RS (see figure
7). This behavior is called "contact fritting", and the transition
voltage is called "fritt voltage" UF . This would explain the
initially high resistance in the presented measurements. [16]

Figure 7: Ohmic resistance during fritting [16].

Figure 8: Current-voltage curve of a Schottky diode [17].
However, this behavior should only occur during the initial
build-up of the current flow. Starting over at higher voltages, a
current according to Ohm’s law should be observed. This could
not be examined within the first measurements. A mechanism,
in which an initially high resistance becomes small at higher
voltages, could also be explained by a diode characteristic,
where reverse current faces a very high resistance [17]. It is
possible that a kind of Schottky contact occurs at the transition
between the graphite surfaces and the foreign layers. The
characteristic curve of such Schottky diodes also shows a very
low current flow at the beginning (see figure 8). Then the
current increases exponentially until the resistance of the diode
contact is very low, which could explain the subsequent ohmic
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course. However, the occurrence of Schottky diodes within
VRFBs is not well documented yet. For a final explanation
of the observed behavior, further research and a repeated and
more precise measurement in the range of 0.2-0.3 V would be
necessary.
C. Argon as oxidation protection
Because the MEAs should be interchanged easily, the demoRFB will not be sealed to be completely gas-tight. In order to
prevent oxidation of the anolyte with atmospheric oxygen, a
medium must be inserted that prevents it from mixing with air.
In usual test stands, nitrogen is often used for this matter. The
problem is that it has to be constantly refilled because of its
high volatility. For this demo-RFB, experiments were carried
out in order to investigate the applicability of argon for this
sealing purpose.
With a density of around 1.7kg/m3 , argon is a particularly
heavy inert gas and almost 50 % heavier than air. In this
study, preliminary tests were carried out to determine whether
it can remain permanently in the acrylic glass structure during
the duration of the live experiment (too rapid volatilization
would lead to high costs and more refilling steps). It was
tested with a glowing splint test, because the heavy gas is
able to displace air and oxygen which is needed for the splint
to smoulder. The result was that there was no high volatility of
argon within a duration of two hours, even with enforced air
circulation around the experiment set-up. Therefore, argon can
be investigated further as an oxidation protection for VRFBs.
V. C ONCLUSION
A vanadium redox-flow battery has been designed that
can be used for demonstrational purposes within laboratory
experiments. Single components have been tested for their
applicability within this set-up. The premises and the derived
constraints for design and experiments are described in this
paper.
The difficulties encountered while building this RFB for
demonstrational use partly represent the main drawbacks of
this technology. The hydraulic circuit of flow batteries requires
mechanical components that are more complex and need more
maintenance than the ones that are used for conventional
electrochemical battery systems. To cope with that, more
pilot projects will help gaining experience and recognizing
optimized configurations for different use cases. Along with
more research activities regarding optimized hardware and
electrolyte materials, resistances can be minimized and efficiencies maximized. Enhanced RFB technology with optimized parameters could therefore become an important asset
in the market of stationary energy storage.
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normal conditions (0.003 kWh/L H2 [2]) is the real problem.
Which is why different technologies have been developed to
increase the volumetric energy density (for example, storage of
compressed hydrogen). With the current state of the art, it is
not yet possible to store the entire gravimetric energy density
of hydrogen. Currently, hydrogen is stored either physically,
in pure form, or chemically, with a storage carrier. Chemical
storage systems can store the largest proportion of hydrogen.
However, they have the disadvantage that high temperatures
are required for storage and retrieval. Therefore, an intelligent
thermal management system for these technologies is necessary
I. I NTRODUCTION
to make them suitable for the drives of the future. The question
Most ships are powered by heavy fuel oil or marine diesel. is therefore to what extent the technology can be used efficiently
These fuels emit carbon dioxide (CO2 ), sulfur oxides (SOx) and in the mobile sector. Furthermore, it will be a challenge to
particulate matter when burned, which can lead to increased make the thermal management both efficient and compact to
lung and cardiovascular disease. [1]. In particular, residents be able to use it for the mobile sector. The most promising
near coastal regions are severely affected. For example, in the technologies are discussed below.
North Sea, up to 90 percent of ship emissions escape within just
II. H YDROGEN STORING METHODS AND MECHANISM
90 kilometers of the coast [1]. Therefore, researchers conducted
a study to investigate the effect of aerosol particles from a
In physical storage, the hydrogen is stored in its pure form
ship’s diesel engine exhaust on human lung cells. The result in different phases. In this process, the hydrogen is either
showed that heavy fuel oil is richer in organic compounds, compressed in its gaseous state or liquefied by cooling it
sulfur oxides and metal oxides than marine diesel, which in down (temperature at - 240 °C), which has a detrimental
turn is richer in elemental carbons (soot). As a result, the effect on the overall storage. For example, the liquefaction
international Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from of hydrogen requires about 46 percent of the stored energy of
Ships (MARPOL) created Annex VI, a directive that sets hydrogen [4]. Likewise, physical storage is not loss-free, since
stricter air pollutant requirements for ocean-going vessels. Since hydrogen in its pure form can diffuse through all conceivable
January 1, 2020, the global sulfur limit has been reduced from materials. Chemical storage does not have this disadvantage,
3.5 percent to 0.5 percent. Even this significantly reduced since the hydrogen is stored in a storage medium. As a result,
sulfur content is still 500 times higher than the permitted the hydrogen can be stored safely and without loss. However,
sulfur content in road traffic of 0.001 percent [20]. Furthermore, the high temperatures for storage and retrieval are to be seen
filters are only occasionally installed on seagoing vessels and as a disadvantage.
can cause additional environmental pollution by cleaning the
filters if they are not disposed in accordance with regulations. A. Compressed hydrogen
[1, 19]. Due to the economic burden of reducing emissions by
The most proven storage technology for hydrogen is gas
burning fossil fuels, for example CO2 -taxes, as well as political storage in pressure tanks. According to the current state of the
measures to reduce emissions, a restructuring of ship propulsion art, pressure tanks up to 700 bar are commercially available.
is inevitable. Hydrogen, with its high gravimetric energy density Compression to seven hundred times atmospheric pressure
(33.33 kWh/kg H2 [2]) and with its global accessibility, is a increases the energy density of hydrogen to 37 kg H2 /m3
suitable substitute for fossil fuels (11.95 kWh/kg and 10 kWh/L [4], which corresponds to a volumetric energy density of 1.2
[2]). Furthermore, hydrogen can be produced with renewable MWh/m3 . However, the energy requirement for compression
energies and does not produce any CO2 during combustion. consumes by about 13% from the stored energy by 700 bar
However, the volumetric energy density of hydrogen under [4].
Abstract—Fossil fuels such as marine diesel can be replaced
by emission-free energy carriers without losing performance. A
suitable substitute is hydrogen with its gravimetric energy density
of 33.33 kWh/kg H2 [2], which has an energy density three times
higher than marine diesel (11.9 kWh/kg [3]). However, the low
volumetric energy density of hydrogen is a consistent challenge
for the mobile sector to overcome in today’s world. In addition,
the high thermal energy input needed for chemical storage is
another challenge that needs to be solved to pave the way for the
emission-friendly energy carrier to achieve a breakthrough in the
mobile sector. In this work, four storage concepts are disscussed
and modeled that could be considered for ocean shipping.
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B. Liquid hydrogen

hydrogen atoms are stored in the intermediate lattices of the
In this storage variant, the hydrogen is cooled down to metal lattice. The compounds include binary, ternary (complex
a very low temperature (-240 °C) and stored in vacuum- metal hydrides) and quaternary (e.g. potassium hydrogen
insulated cryotanks. Using the Linde process, the hydrogen carbonate) hydrides, with binary hydrides receiving the most
is liquefied by expansion [22]. With these methods, high attention in the literature reviewed [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. This
volumetric storage densities of 70.8 kg H2 /m3 are possible, is due to their high thermal as well as electrical conductivity,
corresponding to a volumetric energy density of 2.36 MWh/m3 . but they can also be brittle. Light metals such as lithium
However, achieving the high volumetric storage density is (Li), sodium (Na), magnesium (Ma) and aluminum (Al) are
associated with a disadvantage. The process requires almost particularly interesting and allow a wide variety of metalhalf of the stored energy (46%) for hydrogen liquefaction and hydrogen mixtures. One of the advantages is that two hydrogen
temperature maintenance. The evaporation effect (1%) and the atoms are stored or rather adsorbed on one metal atom [14].
cooling during a refuelling process (5%) increase the total
The charging can be done with molecular hydrogen gas or
loss to 52% [4]. Although the losses are high, liquid hydrogen hydrogen atoms from the electrolytes. Molecular hydrogen
storage is preferred for transport.
is dissociated on the surface before adsorption, i.e. two H
atoms recombine during the desorption process to form H2 .
C. LOHC - Liquid organic Hydrogen carrier
The thermodynamic aspects of hydride formation from gaseous
Liquid organic hydrogen carriers (LOHC) store hydrogen hydrogen are described by pressure-composition isotherms
reversibly and store it safely in liquid form under normal (Fig.2). The host metal initially dissolves some hydrogen as a
conditions. This compound is characterized by high specific solid solution (α phase).
storage densities of 5.7% - 7.3% or 50 -60 kg H2 /m3 [2].
When the hydrogen pressure is increased along with the
Storage (hydrogenation) occurs through a chemical bond
H
concentration in the metal, interactions between the local
between the hydrogen and the organic carrier. The hydrogen
hydrogen
atoms begin. This leads to nucleation and growth of
is stored (hydrogenated) in the storage medium at moderate
the
hydride
(β-phase). In the pure β phase, the hydrogen
temperatures (up to 220 °C) and high pressure (up to 50
pressure
increases
steeply with concentration. The phase
bar) and is expelled from the storage medium again by
transition
range
ends
at a critical point Tc (concentration
means of dehydrogenation under atmospheric pressure and
temperature),
where
the
transition from the α-phase to the
high temperatures (up to 330 °C). [5, 6, 7].
β-phase shows a continuous course. The plateau or equilibrium
pressure is strongly temperature-dependent and is related to
the changes in enthalpy H and entropy S, respectively. The
operating temperature (up to 350 °C) of a metal hydride
system is determined by the plateau pressure in thermodynamic
equilibrium (up to 10 bar) and by the overall reaction kinetics.
The highest storage densities are achieved with complex
metal hydrides in combination with light elements, such as
MgH2 FeH6 with 150 kg/m3 [16], but their strong bonds to
each other are a major disadvantage for their use as hydrogen
storage.
Figure 1. Reversible storage of hydrogen with liquid organic hydrogen carriers
using the example of the dibenzyltoluene/perhydro dibenzyltoluene substance
system [4]

A chemically reversible process includes an exothermic and
an endothermic process (Fig.1). For example, in a vehicle/ship
transport, only the expulsion process is of interest and thus
only includes the endothermic process step, which increases
the thermal energy demand of the process. In addition, the
process requires a catalyst and the expelled hydrogen must
be purified before it can be converted into electricity in the
fuel cell. These aspects cause costs and have a negative effect
on the energy balance, but the high storage densities are an
enormous advantage when choosing a suitable storage medium.
D. Metal hydride
The reversible storage of hydrogen in metals takes place
partly via physisorption and chemisorption. In this process, the

Figure 2. Pressure–concentration–temperature plot and a van’t Hoff curve
(logarithm of the equilibrium or plateau pressure against the reciprocal
temperature) [9]
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E. Metaloxid
The redox process usually consists of a two-stage process
[16]. In the first stage, the metal oxide is heated to high
temperatures (up to 800 °C, atm) and wetted with hydrogen.
In the process, the lattice oxygen in the metal is reduced by
hydrogen. Vacancies are created in the host metal and at the
same time the hydrogen binds with the dissolved oxygen to
form water vapour. In the reverse process, the hydrogen can be
dissolved from the vapour again by the water vapour wetting
the pure metal. The oxygen then replaces the oxygen vacancies
in the metal and dissolves from the steam. The hydrogen that
is released again is conducted out of the system. The process
can be expressed with the following chemical formula.
M en Om + mH2 ↔ nM e + mH2 O

(1)

The advantages of this process are the purity of the
hydrogen obtained and the exothermic process during oxidation (hydrogen production). Due to the increase in thermal
energy during oxidation, the operating temperature can be
reached partly through the exothermic process. Likewise, high
volumetric storage densities are achieved, as in the case of
Cu0 , 5 Co0 , 5 Fe2 O4 with 73.25 g/L.

Figure 3. Concept 1 - storage system of a hydrogen pressure tank (700 bar)
with thermal management and PV system

hot water or heating supply, the hydrogen burner can help out
thermally. The burner is also supplied from the pressure tank.
B. Concept 2 - LOHC

III. C ONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

The substance dibenzyltoluene is used for modeling because
The following concept will be simulated in Modelica. For it has good global availability (it is also used as a heat carrier in
the chemical storage technologies, the distribution of thermal heating technology) and high gravimetric energy density (2.07
energy will play a relevant role, since the processes require MWh/tonH18 −DBT (H18 -DBT → hydrogen loaded dibenzylhigh temperatures and the energy input for out-storage should toluene) [5]. Furthermore, the simulation will be based on the
be kept low. Furthermore, in all concepts, the storage tanks LOHC plant engineering data from H2 − Industries DBT is
have been defined for 100 kW gross power to make them applied as the storage medium. The LOHC vessel is labeled
scalable for different power classes.
"H2 − release" in the model (Fig.??) and has a hydrogen flow
In the chemical storage concepts, a pressure tank is also taken of m˙H2 = 43 kg/h [18]. The H2 − release contains the loaded
into account to bring the reactor tank to operating temperature H18-DBT (hydrogen-loaded dibenzyltoluene) and is heated
in the event of a cold start. A hydrogen porous burner is used to a temperature of about 280 °C at atmospheric pressure.
for this purpose. The amount of energy stored in the pressure After purification the hydrogen mass flow is split in the system
tank is limited to heating the reactor tank or until the start using a 3-way valve. Part of the mass flow is required for the
of a constant hydrogen flow, so that the system can operate
independently.
In all concepts using the PEM fuel cell, the waste heat from
the PEM fuel cell is used for the hot and heating water supply.
The product water from the fuel cell is to be used in part
for the drinking and hot water supply, with the product water
being temporarily stored in a water tank. A photovoltaic system
on the ship is also being considered in order to charge the
accumulators on board with electricity.
A. Concept 1 - Compressed hydrogen
Starting from the pressure tank (700 bar), the hydrogen feed
runs directly to the PEM fuel cell (Fig.3). The initial product
water, from the power generation of the fuel cell, is partly
stored in a water tank and partly directly transferred to the lake
water. The stored water in the tank will be used for drinking
water and hot water supply. The waste heat from the power
generation is to be used to heat the water in the buffer tank. If
the waste heat from the PEM fuel cell is not sufficient for the

Figure 4. Concept 2 - LOHC - storage and with thermal management and
PV system
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continuous heat supply of the reactor tank (H2 − release), the
remaining hydrogen is fed directly into the PEM fuel cell.
C. Concept 3 - Metal hydride

supply. This will also be fed from the waste heat of the SOFC,
as will the hot and heating water supply. If the plant requires
additional steam, the steam generator will be thermally supplied
by the porous burner.
IV. C ONCLUSION

Figure 5. Concept 3 - Metal hydride - storage and with thermal management
and PV system

The simple metal hydride magnesium (MaH2 ) is chosen
for this concept. It has a good gravimetric energy density of
2.00 MWh/tonM gH2 and is available worldwide. In addition,
5% natural graphite to increase thermal conductivity and
a chromium-titanium-vanadium alloy (to improve sorption
kinetics) are added to the magnesium [11]. The loaded
magnesium hydride (MaH2 ) is heated at a temperature of
340 °C under atmospheric pressure (Fig.5). The dissolution of
hydrogen from the magnesium is an endothermic process and
extracts additional energy from the system. Therefore, some
of the released hydrogen is used to power a porous burner.
The porous burner is intended to contribute to temperature
continuity in the reactor tank. The remaining hydrogen is fed
directly into the PEM fuel cell.

In this work, the best-known hydrogen storage systems were
presented and discussed. The most promising hydrogen storage
systems will be simulated for use in maritime shipping to
form a driving scheme in the area of storage. The described
concept will serve as the basis for a subsequent simulation. In
the simulation, it is to be investigated to what extent thermal
management can be optimised, especially in chemical storage
systems, in order to find the optimum efficiency for power
generation. In the following simulation, for example, the extent
to which the efficiency can be optimised by equipping the
systems with a solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) will be investigated.
So far, the SOFC is only intended for concept 4, as very
high operating temperatures are used. In addition to thermal
management, space utilisation and the maximum cargo weight
of the ship will also play a decisive role, as the volumetric
and gravimetric storage densities of the systems are only about
one sixth of the storage densities of marine diesel. It will also
be examined whether a combination of two different hydrogen
storage systems is more efficient. A combination of metal oxide
and LOHC or metal hydride is conceivable due to the different
temperatures, as metal oxides have an operating temperature
between 600 °C and 800 °C. It is therefore conceivable to
use the waste heat from the metal oxide process for the
dehydrogenation of the LOHC or metal hydrides.

D. Concept 4 - Metaloxid
For the last concept, iron oxide Fe3 O4 is used as the
oxygen carrier. Due to its worldwide availability and its good
gravimetric energy density 1.60 MWh/tonF e , the material is
ideally suited. The iron oxide is used in the form of brittle
iron pellets which have a volumetric energy density of 2.60
MWh/m3 Bulk [17]. The fourth concept is a combination
of physical storage and iron Fex (Fig.6). The pressure tank
(700 bar) is used to supply the Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC)
with hydrogen during a cold start of the ship. As soon as the
reactor tank with the iron pellets (Fex - Pellets) has reached
its operating temperature (up to 700 °C) due to the waste heat
from the SOFC. By directing the water vapor from the SOFC
into the reactor tank, with the reaction between the iron and
the water vapor, iron oxide and hydrogen are produced. The
hydrogen is fed directly into the SOFC, whereupon new heated
water vapor is produced as feedstock for renewed hydrogen
production. Furthermore, a membrane desalination plant is
planned to compensate for possible bottlenecks in the water

Figure 6. Concept 4 - Metaloxide - storage and with thermal management
and PV system
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The main purpose of this research work is to find out
whether thermoelectric modules can be cooled economically
and sufficiently well with water coolers. In addition, it is to be
determined whether the different cooling structures differ
significantly in their properties with regarding to heat transfer
and pressure loss. As shown in the first phase of the research
work, the connection type of the coolers for a series
connection poses a problem in terms of space management
and pressure loss [1]. A further goal is therefore to
quantitatively estimate how great the influence of the
connection type is on the performance of the coolers.

Abstract— The efficient cooling of thermoelectric modules
(TEM) is very important for the yield of electrical energy. In this
research work, water coolers with different cooling structures
are investigated. The examined coolers can basically be divided
into the categories single cooler and multiple cooler. The aim is
to find out whether water-guided cooling is suitable for
thermoelectric modules when they are exposed to a heat flux
density of 10 W/cm². For this purpose, the operating parameters
are defined by the thermoelectric modules and used for an
initial, theoretical design in the first phase of research. The
surface temperature on the cold side of the thermoelectric
modules must not exceed a maximum temperature of 80 °C. The
water coolers and the thermoelectric modules are used to equip
a gas condensing boiler in order to convert it into a nano
combined heat and power unit (CHP). The coolers are therefore
supplied with heating water, which is circulated by the
integrated heating pump. Another aspect of this research work
is thus the investigation of the pressure loss generated by the
water coolers. This additional pressure loss must not exceed
20 mbar per cooler to avoid reinvesting the gained electrical
energy in the system via the heating pump. To verify the
theoretically designed water coolers, they are manufactured
using the selective laser melting process (SLM) and mould
casting. This paper summarises the findings from two previous
project works and presents the measurement results for the
cooling water mass flows of 26.9 g/s and 42.1 g/s. It turns out
that the surface temperature is not the limiting factor. In the
worst case, this is 80 °C for cooler V5oR and in the best case
29 °C for cooler V1. The maximum estimated pressure loss of 20
mbar can only be maintained if the lowest cooling water mass
flow of 26.9 g/s and a straight type of connection are selected.
For the single coolers, the best solution is the cooler V1M with a
pressure loss of 19 mbar and a surface temperature of 58 °C. In
the case of the multiple cooler, the variant V5mR is the best
solution. This variant causes a maximum pressure loss of
20 mbar and a surface temperature of 66 °C.

For the reasons mentioned above, the water coolers are
made from aluminum AlSi10Mg using the SLM process and
mould casting. The manufactured coolers are then examined
on a test stand.
A. Boundary conditions of the system
The TEMs are subjected to a heat flux density of 10 W/cm²
and thus absorb a heat flux ̇of 160 W per TEM over a
surface ATEM of 16 cm² during operation. This heat flux must
be taken up by the cooler so that the TEM does not overheat.
In the research work, it is specified that the temperature
difference between the cooling water inlet ϑin and the cooling
water outlet ϑout should only be 1 K. With (1), this results in a
design cooling water mass flow ̇ of 42.1 g/s.
To avoid damage, the surface temperature ϑsur of the TEM
on the cold side must not become too high during operation.
Based on empirical values from the involved project partners,
a maximum value of 80 °C results for this temperature [1].
The water coolers represent an additional flow resistance,
which would not be existent with a conventional gas boiler. In
order not to reinvest the electrical energy gained by the TEMs
via the heating pump, a pressure loss ∆p of 20 mbar per water
cooler must not be exceeded [1]. This pressure loss is
calculated in (2) via the roughness of the inner surface of the
coolers λl, the hydraulic diameter dhyd, the pressure loss
coefficient of the flow path deflections ζd, the density of the
cooling water ρcw and the velocity of the cooling water wcw.

Keywords— water cooler, thermoelectric generators,
thermoelectric modules, TEM, TEG, CHP-unit

I. INTRODUCTION
In the research project "Development of a nano-CHP unit
based on thermoelectric modules (TEM) for combined heat
and power generation in single family homes", a condensing
gas boiler is modified. In addition to the hot water and heating
water that is normally produced, it is also possible to obtain
electrical power. The combined use of gas as a fuel for heat
and electricity turns the gas condensing boiler into a nano
CHP-unit. The compact system aims at an electrical output of
300 Watts and uses therefore 20 TEMs. This classifies the
system as a nano-CHP unit [1]. In this research work, water
coolers are designed for the cold side of the thermoelectric
modules. These designs are based on the approaches of the
“VDI-Wärmeatlas” [2] and served as an initial assessment of
the properties of the various cooler structures.

With the boundary conditions set, it is possible to
determine the geometry of the coolers. For this it is necessary
to establish a second relationship between the transferred heat
flux and the surface temperature of the TEM, see (3). The heat
transfer capacity of the water cooler is represented by the
product k·A in (4). The heat transfer surface Aht and the heat
transfer coefficient αcw of the cooling water are influenced by
the hydraulic diameter. The geometric determination of the
coolers is thus an iterative process that continues until all
boundary conditions are met.
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To state out the small size of the flow channels Table I
shows the geometric data of the water coolers. In this table the
wetted surface describes the contact area between the cooling
water and the aluminum body of the water coolers. Therefore,
the wetted surface equals the heat transferring surface Aht.
The concept of cooler V5 differs considerably from the
others. To demonstrate the functioning of this cooler more
clearly, Fig. 4 shows the path of the cooling water. The cooler
V5 seals directly on the TEM with a gasket. Therefore, the
cooling water is in direct contact with the TEM. This means
that great care must be taken when mounting the cooler V5,
otherwise the cooler will leak. This is a major disadvantage of
the multiple cooler concept. The required seal takes up surface
area on the TEM and thus impairs heat transfer compared to
the single coolers. However, thermal expansion and stress can
be absorbed by the seal, which is again an advantage. The
attachment of the cooler V5 to the gas condensing boiler can
thus be kept much simpler.

The thickness of the cooler base sCB, the thermal conductivity
of the aluminum λAL and the contact surface ATEM of the TEM
also play a role in heat transfer but are not directly related to
the pressure loss.
II. STRUCTURE OF THE EXAMINED COOLERS
During the design phase in the first project work, six
different cooling structures were created, see Fig. 1. These
structures can be divided into the main categories of single
coolers and multiple coolers. The water coolers V1, V1M, V2,
V3, V4-3D and V4 are single coolers. This means that only
one TEM per cooler can be cooled. The single coolers can be
described as aluminum cubes with an internal cooling
structure. The cubes have an average edge length of 50 mm.
As an example of the dimensions, cooler V1 is shown in
Fig. 2. The cooler V4 is the only non-printed cooler with a
copper helix cast in aluminum. The cooler V4-3D also has a
helix structure on the inside and was printed, but a
manufacturing error occurred here, which meant that this
cooler had to be eliminated for investigation. The cooler V5
in its original form is a multiple cooler that can cool five
TEMs simultaneously, see Fig. 3. For the measurement
experiments, the cooler V5 is modified so that it only cools
one TEM. This makes it easier to handle and increases the
comparability to the single water coolers. With the cooler V5,
the TEM can be supplied with fins (mR) or without fins (oR).
The fins are increasing the heat transferring surface of the
TEM and achieve a better cooling effect. The single water
coolers can only be operated without fins on the TEM.

Fig. 2. Sectional view of cooler V1

Fig. 3. Original design of the cooler V5
TABLE I.

SUMMARY OF THE GEOMETRIC DATA OF THE WATER
COOLERS

channel
width

channel
depth

[mm]

V1
V1M
V2
V3
V4
V5mR
V5oR

Fig. 1. Different cooling structures
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3
8
2
3
30
30

[mm]

20
10
20
20
4
4

flow cross
section
[mm²]

60
66.3
184.4
180
19.6
72
120

wetted
surface
[mm²]

70.9
29.1
94.9
67.0
58.2
1350
900
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Fig. 4. Sectional view of cooler V5mR

III. DESIGN OF THE TEST STAND
To be able to correctly measure the pressure loss generated
by the water coolers, the hydraulic circuit of the test stand in
Fig. 5 is set up according to the specifications of DIN EN
1267:1999-11. The cooling water flows through a coriolis
sensor to determine the mass flow. The valves are used to
regulate the flow continuously. A pressure measuring point
and a temperature measuring point are located before and after
the respective water cooler. This allows the measurement of
the absorbed heat flux of the cooling water and the generated
pressure loss. To create a high confidence basis for the
measured values, class A PT100 sensors are used for the
temperature measurements in the cooling water. The pressure
loss is recorded by a diaphragm differential pressure meter.

Fig. 5. Design of the test stand
TABLE II.

DEFINITION OF THE TESTS

connector

[-]

90°-bow; straight

[°C]

22; 50

mass flow cooling water

[g/s]

26.9-57.3

heat flux cooling water

[W]

160

contact force min/max

[N]

320/2000

inlet temperature
water

The heat source is temperature controlled and operated
with two 160 W heating cartridges. A measuring block is
connected between the heat source and the water coolers to
even the resulting temperature profile. This ensures that the
water coolers are exposed to a homogeneous temperature over
the entire TEM contact surface [4].

cooling

IV. RESULTS
A. Surface temperature TEM
Fig. 6 shows the surface temperature of the TEM for two
different cooling water mass flows and connection types for
the respective water cooler. The surface temperature of the
TEM at the design mass flow of 42.1 g/s is well below 80 °C
for all investigated coolers. It can be stated that the basic
temperature level is raised by increasing the cooling water
temperature. It is noticeable that the different cooling
structures have only a minor influence on the surface
temperature of the TEM. However, the variants of the cooler
V5 are an exception here. Due to the special sealing of this
cooler, the heat transferring surface of the TEM is reduced.
This results in a higher surface temperature compared to the
single coolers.

A. Definition of the tests
The measurements are carried out at two different cooling
water temperatures, 22 °C and 50 °C. At first, a cooling water
temperature of 22 °C is assumed, which corresponds to the
room temperature of the laboratory. This will limit heat losses
from the cooling water to the environment. The temperature
of 50°C represents the typical averaged level of a heating
return in a single family household [1]. The way the coolers
are connected to the cooling water supply is also changed. On
the one hand, a 90° plug-in bow and on the other hand a
straight plug-in connector is used. This makes it possible to
point out the influence of the way the coolers are connected.
The cooling water mass flow is varied around the operating
point of 42.1 g/s in 12 % steps. The variation enables the
measurement data from this work to be used for later
interpolations. By varying the cooling water mass flow, it is
also possible to determine if the operating point has been
correctly selected. The temperature of the heat source is
adjusted during the measurements so that a heat flux of 160 W
is absorbed by the cooling water. Due to thermal length
expansions, the contact pressure changes during the
measurements. It is ensured that the surfaces relevant for heat
conduction are pressed together with a minimum force of
320 N [4]. The average contact force during the measurements
lies between 500 N and 550 N. However, the maximum
contact force of 2 kN is caused by the limit of the load cell and
must not be exceeded. The conditions of the measurement
tests are summarized in Table II.

The type of connection also has only a small influence on
the surface temperature of the TEM. If the cooling water mass
flow is reduced to 26.9 g/s, the surface temperature rises.
Here, the maximum permissible temperature of 80 °C is
reached by the water cooler V5oR.
Regarding the surface temperature of the TEM, the single
cooler V1 with bows performs best. Here, a maximum surface
temperature of 29 °C is achieved at a cooling water mass flow
of 42.1 g/s and a cooling water temperature of 22 °C. In the
case of the multiple cooler, the variant V5mR with bows also
performs best at a cooling water mass flow of 42.1 g/s and a
cooling water temperature of 22 °C. In this case, the surface
temperature does not exceed 37 °C.
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V. COMPARISON OF THE PREVIOUS CALCULATED
DATA WITH THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The water coolers are designed for a cooling water mass
flow of 42.1 g/s. The question now is how well this design
reflects the measurement results. The error calculation during
the evaluation of the measurement data showed that the
measurements have a very high accuracy. The measured
surface temperature of the TEM can be given with a maximum
uncertainty of ±0.19 K. The measured pressure loss has a
maximum uncertainty of ±0.42 mbar. Due to this high
measurement accuracy, the recorded measurement data
should be considered as a true value.
Fig. 8 shows the deviation between the calculated and the
measured surface temperature of the TEM. The surface
temperature can be predicted to an average of ±3.5 K using
the relevant calculation methods. For a first rough
interpretation, this deviation can be rated as very good. With
the data now available, the calculations can be adjusted. The
main causes of the deviations of the surface temperature of the
water cooler base lie in the assessment of the flow in the
respective water cooler. For more precise results, the
calculation should take a closer look at whether laminar or
turbulent flow is present.

Fig. 6. Surface temperature of the TEG at a cooling water mass flow of
26.9 g/s and 42.1 g/s

B. Pressure loss
Fig. 7 shows the pressure loss generated by the water
coolers for two different cooling water mass flows and the
different connection types. It turns out that the different
cooling structures have little influence on the pressure loss.
The change in the type of connection has a far greater
influence. The pressure loss is also reduced at a higher cooling
water temperature. This effect is due to the reduced viscosity
of the cooling water and is relatively small compared to the
change of connection type.

Fig. 9 shows the calculated and measured pressure loss of
the water coolers. Most of the deviations between the
calculated and measured data are in the range of ±8.7 mbar.
This is a very good result. The pressure loss of the single water
coolers tends to be calculated too high. The reason for this
could also be the wrong estimation of the present flow
characteristics in the fluid. The narrow dimensions of the fluid
channels lead to the flow being assumed to be laminar in the
calculation. The inflow and outflow conditions are also taken
into account when calculating the pressure loss. These inflows
and outflows are considered with too much turbulence.
However, this assumption is incorrect according to the
measurement results.

Even with an optimal configuration of 50 °C cooling water
temperature and straight connection plugs, the maximum
pressure loss of 20 mbar is exceeded at a cooling water mass
flow of 42.1 g/s. Only with the smallest investigated cooling
water mass flow of 26.9 g/s it is possible to maintain the
specified maximum pressure loss. The cooling water mass
flow of 42.1 g/s was chosen to ensure that the TEM does not
overheat. Since a maximum surface temperature of the TEM
is maintained on the cold side even with a much lower cooling
water mass flow of 26.9 g/s, this can be permanently reduced.
In the case of the single coolers, the cooler V1M with
straight connections performs best in terms of pressure loss.
At a cooling water mass flow of 26.9 g/s and a cooling water
temperature of 50 °C, this cooler causes a pressure loss of
19 mbar. With the multiple cooler, the V5oR variant has a
slightly advantage compared to the cooler V5mR. At a cooling
water mass flow of 26.9 g/s and a cooling water temperature
of 50 °C, the cooler V5oR produces a pressure loss of 20
mbar.

Fig. 8. Calculated an measured surface temperature at a cooling water mass
flow of 42.1 g/s

Fig. 9. calculated and measured pressure loss at a cooling water mass flow
of 42.1 g/s

Fig. 7. Pressure loss at a cooling water mass flow of 26.9 g/s and 42.1 g/s
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connections they require, here the concept of the multiple
cooler clearly has an advantage. The multiple cooler offers the
greatest potential for reducing the pressure loss and ensuring
energy-saving operation of the nano-CHP unit.

VI. LATER CONFIGURATION OF THE SYSTEM
During the research work, it became apparent that the
limiting factor is not the surface temperature of the TEM but
the pressure loss [4]. In the future nano CHP-unit, 20 TEMs
will be used. The coolers are connected in parallel and in
series for later use. Five coolers are connected in series to form
a cooling row, resulting in 4 rows. To emphasize the
advantage of the multiple cooler, the pressure losses of the
final configuration are shown in Table III at a cooling water
mass flow of 26.9 g/s. The measurements with straight
connectors were not carried out for every cooler. For this
reason, not all coolers are listed in Table III. The individual
pressure losses of the single coolers can be easily added up, as
they are in series. The multiple cooler in its original form can
supply 5 TEMs. The research work shows that the pressure
loss is mainly generated by the joints of the water coolers. In
their installation situation, the single coolers have ten
connection points, the multiple cooler only two. This means
that the pressure loss can be reduced even further.

Through the results obtained, it turns out that there is no
perfect cooler. The ratio between cooling capacity and
pressure loss should therefore be balanced. For the individual
coolers, the best solution is the cooler V1M. In the case of the
multiple cooler, the variant V5mR is selected.
The cooling water mass flow can be reduced from the
design point of 42.1 g/s to 26.9 g/s through the results of this
research. With this lower mass flow, a sufficient cooling effect
is achieved and the required electrical energy input for the
heating pump is reduced.
The measured and processed data in this research work
have a very high accuracy due to the use of DIN EN
1267:1999-11. The measured surface temperature can be
given with an uncertainty of ±0.19 K, the measured pressure
loss with an uncertainty of ±0.42 mbar. These small
inaccuracies contribute to a very high confidence level of this
work. This research also shows that the methods from the
“VDI-Wärmeatlas” [2] are suitable for an initial design of
water coolers with a complex cooling structure. For the next
step, the water coolers should be examined regarding their
inlet flow conditions. This is where the greatest potential lies
to reduce the pressure loss and thus the operating costs for the
nano-CHP unit.

The cooler V1M has the lowest pressure loss of the
individual coolers and falls below the maximum permissible
pressure loss of 100 mbar. For this reason, the V1M cooler is
the best solution for the nano CHP when it comes to choosing
a single cooler. Since there is no significant difference in the
pressure loss of the variants V5mR and V5oR, the lower
surface temperature is used as the decisive criterion. The
variant V5mR is therefore selected for the category of the
multiple coolers. The cooler V5mR also falls below the
maximum permissible pressure loss of 100 mbar.
TABLE III.

· thermoelectric modules can be operated with waterguided coolers without exceeding a maximum pressure
loss of 20 mbar per cooler.

PRESSURE LOSS AND SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF A
COOLER ROW WITH STRAIGHT CONNECTORS

Mcw = 26.9 g/s
V1
V1M
V5mR
V5oR

The key findings are:

∆p5

ϑsur

[mbar]

[°C]

98.7
89.2
77.6
77.6

· The different cooling structures of the water coolers
have a negligible influence regarding surface
temperature of the TEM and generated pressure loss.

55.8
58.4
66.3
74.6

· The type of connection to the cooling water supply has
a major influence on the pressure loss.

VII. CONCLUSION

· Single coolers achieve a better cooling effect but
generate more pressure loss

One of the most important results of the two project works
of this research is the influence of the different cooling
structures on the surface temperature of the TEM and the
pressure loss. Regarding the surface temperature, the cooling
structure and the way the water coolers are connected have
only a slight influence. The surface temperature is
significantly influenced by the cooling water mass flow and
the temperature level of the cooling water. The best cooling
effect is achieved by the single coolers. The investigated
variants of the multiple cooler V5 are also significantly
influenced by the cooling water mass flow and the
temperature level of the cooling water, but here it also plays a
very important role whether the TEM is equipped with or
without fins. Considering the pressure loss, the different
cooling structures and cooling water temperatures have only a
minor influence. The situation is similar for the multiple
coolers. It is almost irrelevant whether the cooler V5 is
operated with or without fins on the TEM. It has been shown
that the connection type of the water cooler has a very large
influence on the pressure loss. Therefore, care should be taken
that the water coolers are connected with straight connectors.
The single coolers cannot be reduced in the number of

· The multiple cooler produces less pressure loss, but
causes a higher surface temperature on the TEM.
· The methods of the “VDI-Wärmeatlas” are suitable for
an initial design of complex flow geometries.
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Abstract—This electronic document describes the basic control
strategy for the heating system in the MAGGIE research project,
which is responsible for an efficient and reliable operation of this
heating system. The functionality still has to be validated during
normal operation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Germany just reached its climate goals for 2020. With a
decrease of 8.7% in greenhouse gas emissions compared to
2019, the reduction in comparison to the year 1990 is 40.8%.
However without the corona pandemic, Germany would have
probably missed its 40% goal [1]. The constitutional court
also put the German government under pressure claiming that
the climate goals are not sufficient. In reaction to that the
government tightened the climate protection act. The new
goals are as follows [2]:
•
•
•

2030: Reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 65% in
comparison to 1990
2040: Reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 88% in
comparison to 1990
2045: Climate neutrality

Essentially this means that the reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions must be accelerated. This is only possible if the use
of fossil fuels is drastically reduced. Apart from the industrial
and the transportation sector, which are highly dependent on
fossil fuels and thus offer opportunities for reduction, the
building sector in Germany has also huge potential for a
decrease in greenhouse gas emissions. This is due to the
rather poorly insulated building stock. On the other hand the
regulations for new buildings are rather strict. The goal for
old buildings now is to reach the high efficiency standards of
new buildings. For further improvement in the use of energy,
the use of new technologies for heating systems is currently
being researched in the MAGGIE project. To reach a higher
efficiency, the control strategy of such complex systems must
be matched to perfectly fit the requirements. The aim of this
paper is to present the developed control strategy of the heating
system which represents the basis for further improvements
and additions, such as the implementation of an artificial
intelligence.

II. T HE MAGGIE RESEARCH PROJECT
MAGGIE is a building refurbishment project. The building
itself is shaped like a „U“, located in Regensburg, Bavaria,
Germany and belongs to the building cooperative Margaretenau EG. It essentially consists of six linked houses. What
makes it special is the variety of technologies being used.
With MAGGIE the aim is to drastically increase the energy
efficiency, decrease energy losses and thus decrease the running costs which effectively will lower the warm rent.
The project started with a structural stocktaking followed by
conversion measures. These measures included the renovation
of the basement, the first and the second floor whereas the
attic was completely rebuilt. Thereby the first and second floor
reached a KfW efficiency house standard of 70 and the attic
even reached 55.
At first glance the technology seems rather basic due to
the fact that most of the components are well known. The
challenge is to combine everything to one system. The roof
has a photovoltaic system installed which generates electric
power for the residents. The hybrid heating system consists of
three heat generators. The heat pump provides heating water
at lower temperatures up to 62°C. The combined heat and
power plant (CHP) simultaneously produces heating water at
high temperatures of at least 80°C and electric power for
the residents. The gas boiler is mainly used for emergencies
in case that one of the other two heat generators is being
maintained. In this case the gas boiler has enough heating
power to supply the whole building with heating water up
to temperatures of 95°C. The artificial intelligence combines
data from the electricity market forecast, the user forecast and
the weather forecast to find the most cost and energy efficient
operation point for the MAGGIE system. Figure 1 shows the
building after refurbishment.
III. T HE CONTROL STRATEGY
The hybrid heating system is responsible for the provision
of heating water. On the one hand this water is used for the
heating of the building. On the other hand it is also used to
generate hot drinking water in the fresh water station of each
apartment. The aim of the control strategy is to guarantee a
reliable as well as a efficient operation of the system.
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enters the heat exchanger on one side and transfers its heat
to the drinking water, which enters the heat exchanger on
the other side. After the heat exchange the heating water
leaves the heat exchanger at a lower temperature whereas the
drinking water leaves at a higher temperature of 50°C. Figure 3
displays the hydraulic scheme for the fresh water station in an
apartment.

Figure 1. The U-shaped building for the MAGGIE research project after the
refurbishment [3].

A. System requirements and structure of the hybrid heating
system
Figure 2 shows a very simplified hydraulic scheme of the
hybrid heating system. The heating water is heated in the
heating center. For the heating of the building the heating water
is directly transported to the radiators or the underfloor heating
system. For the hot water generation the heating water is
first transported to the house heating center, which essentially
consist of a buffer and a couple of valves, and then transported
to the fresh water station. The system can be described as a
three pipe system since it has one supply pipe for the heating
of the building, one supply pipe for the hot water generation
and one joint return pipe. In total there are six house heating
centers and thirty fresh water stations.
Building heating

Hot water

Fresh
water
station

Heating center

House
heating
center

Figure 2. A simplified hydraulic scheme for the hybrid heating system with
one of six house heating centers and one of thirty fresh water stations.

For the generation of hot drinking water in the fresh water
stations, a heating water temperature of 70°C is required. The
drinking water will be heated with the flow-through principle
in a plate heat exchanger. This means, that the heating water

Figure 3. The hydraulic scheme for the fresh water stations [4].

The apartment heating consists of two different systems.
Five out of the six houses have underfloor heating systems
installed whereas one house has radiators. The heating water
for the heating of the building needs temperatures up to 55°C.
This temperature is required to supply the radiators. The
underfloor heating system only needs temperatures up to 42°C.
While lower temperatures are better for the efficiency of the
heat pump, the purpose of the radiators is to investigate the
behavior of named heat pump at higher temperatures.
The control strategies can be separated into three different
modes. Each mode can be again separated into three partial
states. The heating mode requires the least heating power
whereas the combined heating and hot water mode requires the
most heating power. Figure 4 displays the simplified hydraulic
scheme for the heating center. The components are:
• Heat generators: Heat pump, CHP, Gas boiler
• Mixing valves: M1, M2, M3
• Pumps: Building heating pump P_HZ, Hot water pump
P_PWH
It should be noted that even so one pump is named hot water
pump, this pump still only circulates heating water for the
fresh water stations in the apartments and not the hot drinking
water itself. The different control strategies and their partial
states including the operating status of each component are
summarized in Table I. For simplicity the heat generators and
the pumps are only described as „on“and „off“.
For the mixing valves on the other hand the valve position or
the temperature according to which the control is performed
is indicated. Only exception is the mixing valve M2 during
the partial state A2 in which the valve is controlled according
to a special table. This is necessary to avoid oscillations in the
control circuit. The possible positions for a mixing valve are
shown in Figure 5. The mixing mode is a controlled operation
in which a temperature target value shall be reached. The
passageway positions let water path through to gate AB from
only one gate, either A or B.
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The target temperature TVLCsoll is the required temperature
for the heating water to heat the building. TVLCsoll is
regulated according to the heat curve in Figure 6. TVLAsoll
is the target temperature for the heating water to generate hot
drinking water. TVLAsoll thus corresponds to a temperature
of 70°C. Table II summarizes the most important technical
data.

Table II
M OST IMPORTANT TECHNICAL DATA
Heat pump power
CHP heating power
Gas boiler power
Building heating load
Hot water heating load
TVLCsoll: Supply temperature heating
TVLAsoll: Supply temperature hot water

20 - 40
34.7 - 51.2
37.3 - 200
72.5
141

Unit
kW
kW
kW
kW
kW

Heat curve, max. 55

°C

70

°C

T5_PS_HT

T2_PS_WP_NT

T4_PS_HT

T3_PS_HT

34,7 - 51,2 kW

T1_PS_WP_NT

Passageway A-AB

T2_PS_HT

WP-Puffer
500l

Passageway B-AB

Mixing mode

T1_PS_HT

Figure 5. Valve positions of a three-way mixing valve

37,3 - 200 kW

B. Heating mode

Figure 4. The simplified hydraulic scheme for the heating center [5].

Table I
OVERVIEW OF THE CONTROL STRATEGIES
Component
Heat pump
CHP
Gas boiler
P_HZ
P_PWH
M1
M2
M3
Component
Heat pump
CHP
Gas boiler
P_HZ
P_PWH
M1
M2
M3
Component
Heat pump
CHP
Gas boiler
P_HZ
P_PWH
M1
M2
M3

A Heating mode
2
3
on
malfunction
on
malfunction
off
on
on
on
off
off
TVLCsoll
TVLCsoll
table
B-AB
B-AB
B Hot water mode
1
2
3
on
on
malfunction
on
on
malfunction
off
on
on
off
off
off
on
on
on
TVLAsoll
TVLAsoll
TVLAsoll
C Combined heating and hot water mode
1
2
3
on
on
malfunction
on
on
malfunction
off
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
TVLCsoll
TVLCsoll
TVLCsoll
B-AB
B-AB
B-AB
TVLAsoll
TVLAsoll
TVLAsoll
1
on
off
off
on
off
TVLCsoll
A-AB
-

The heating mode is denoted with the letter A. In general
only the heat pump and the CHP is operating during this
mode. The gas boiler is only in operation as soon as there
is a malfunction with one of the other heat generators. The
heating mode is activated as soon as the average ambient
temperature falls below the heating limit temperature which is
set at 12°C. Then the supply temperature TVLCsoll is being
regulated according to the heat curve meaning that at higher
ambient temperatures, the supply temperature is lower and at
lower ambient temperatures the supply temperature is higher.
The heating water is being circulated by the building heating
pump P_HZ. The hot water pump P_PWH is not in operation.
During the partial control state A1 the heating power of the
heat pump is higher than the required heating power for the
building. Therefore only the heat pump is in operation. The
heating water temperature is measured with a temperature
sensor in the supply pipe. As soon as TVLCsoll is no longer
reached for about 15 minutes the system changes to the partial
control state A2.
Now in addition to the heat pump, the CHP unit is also in
operation. With a combined heating power of 91.2 kW the
two heat generators are powerful enough to cover the heating
load of 72.5 kW. In case of a malfunction there is also the
control state A3.
Now the gas boiler takes over the entire supply with heating
water. For a simpler control of the system the other two
heat generators are no longer providing heating water for the
building. This means that even if only the heat pump has a
malfunction but the CHP could be operating, all the CHP unit
is doing is heating the CHP buffer. If the buffer is fully heated
the CHP unit is switched off. The same goes for the heat pump
if the CHP has a malfunction. The mixing valves are controlled
according to Table I.
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Heat curve

80

Supply temperature
Return temperature
Heating limit temperature
Average room temperature

Heating system temperature [°C]

70
60
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40
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20
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0
-15
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0
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10

15

20

Ambient temperature [°C]

Figure 6. The heat curve for the hybrid heating system.

C. Hot water mode
The hot water mode is denoted with the letter B. During
this control states the heat pump is never operating on its
own due to the fact that it is impossible to heat the heating
water up to 70°C. The maximum possible temperature with
the heat pump is 62°C. Therefore, in the B1 control state, the
heat pump and the CHP unit are operating simultaneously. The
building heating pump P_HZ is not in operation. The heating
water for the hot water generation is being circulated by the
hot water pump P_PWH. The mixing valve M3 is regulated so
that at gate AB the temperature of the heating water conforms
with TVLAsoll. The heating water temperature is measured
with a temperature sensor in the supply pipe for the hot water
generation. As soon as TVLAsoll is no longer reached for
about 15 minutes the system changes to the control state B2.
This means that the heating power needed for the hot water
generation exceeds the heating power provided by the heat
pump and the CHP unit.
In addition to those, the gas boiler is now also operating.
The combined heating power of all three heat generators is
sufficient to cover the hot water heating load. The system only
goes into the control state B3 if there is a malfunction with
the heat pump or the CHP unit.
In B3 the gas boiler covers the whole hot water heating load.
Just as in the heating mode the other two heat generators are
no longer providing heating water for the hot water generation
but the one without a malfunction can still heat up its buffer
until it is fully heated.
D. C: Combined heating and hot water mode
The combined heating and hot water mode is denoted with
the letter C. In these control states both pumps are operating.
The mixing valves are controlled according to Table I. Just
like in the hot water mode the heat pump is never operating
on its own since the heating water temperature needs to reach

70°C.
So during C1 the heat pump and the CHP unit is in operation.
The temperature of the heating water for the hot water generation is again measured with the temperature sensor in the
supply pipe for the hot water generation. As soon as TVLAsoll
is no longer reached for about 15 minutes the system changes
to the control state C2. Since the temperature for the heating
of the building TVLCsoll is lower than TVLAsoll, it is not
decisive for the change of the control state.
For C2 the gas boiler goes additionally in operation so that
this control state is the only one in which all the components
are operating. The hybrid heating system is now capable to
provide the building with enough heating power for both
heating and hot water generation. If the heat pump or the CHP
unit now has a malfunction the control state C3 is activated.
Now the gas boiler has a good chance to operate at its highest
possible power. Just like in the control states before, the other
two heat generators are no longer providing heating water for
the system other than for the heating of its own buffer. This
is of course only possible for the heat generator without a
malfunction.
IV. C ONCLUSION
The control strategy for the hybrid heating system can be
broken down into three categories. Each of these categories
has three control states so that a total of nine partial control
states can be defined. For the programming each component
has its own flow chart so that the control states can be set.
The control states form the base for the operation of the hybrid
heating system and for further additions or changes.
Firstly the artificial intelligence will be added so that the
running cost can be minimized.
Secondly the temperature of the heating water for the hot water
generation will be reduced so that a better efficiency can be
reached whilst maintaining a high hygienic standard for the
drinking water. What temperature for the heating water this
corresponds to must still be investigated.
Last but not least the remaining radiators will be replaced with
an underfloor heating system so that the temperatures for the
heating of the building can be reduced and the heat pump can
operate at a higher efficiency.
While simulations promise a very successful operation the real
system still needs to be tested with this control strategy.
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drivetrains, their operational costs will also further rise with
this tax increase [7]. This will make alternative propulsion
systems more attractive, not only in terms of environmental
protection, but also economically.
Especially fuel cell applications in shipping have already
been investigated in various studies and projects as there is
a range of benefits, e.g., zero local emissions, high energy
and power density and low noise pollution [15]. The most
promising fuel cell technologies are high and low temperature
polymere electrolyte membrane (PEMFC), solid oxide (SOFC)
and molten carbonate (MCFC), depending on the circumstances
of the application. Currently the main challenge of these
technologies is to increase their lifetime and make them
economically competitive with conventional drives [12, 15].
At present, the production of green hydrogen† is more
expensive compared to conventional fuels [13, 8]. Furthermore
I. I NTRODUCTION
the hydrogen processing components including fuel cell and
The growing demand for energy and the increase in interna- storage are high-priced compared to combustion engines and
tional trade are leading to ever higher emissions of pollutants their components. Due to the currently high costs of green
and the associated global warming. In international contracts, hydrogen, the system must be as efficient as possible in order
such as the Paris Climate Agreement, almost 190 countries to save fuel or rather costs and to be economically competitive
have committed to reducing their pollutant emissions in the with combustion engines.
next decades keeping the global warming below 2 ◦ C [5]. In
This paper presents the theoretical basis for the creation of
addition to substituting conventional energy production with a ready-to-use simulation model for various investigations of
renewable energies in the electricity sector, greenhouse gas power flows in the driving system. The model will enable an
emissions in the heat and transport sectors have to be reduced energetic and economic evaluation of a hybrid ship driving sysas well.
tem that includes fuel cell (FC), battery pack and photovoltaics
It is mandatory to reduce the environmental impact of all (PV) as energy sources. Based on the work of Bassam et al.
energy sectors. This decarbonisation is leading to a seek for [4] different energy management strategies will be used to find
alternative driving systems in the transport sector. While it is a minimum of energy consumption and energy costs. Also the
relatively easy to electrify automobiles, planes and vessels turn dynamics of the driving system referred to load bank level
out to be more difficult as there is a huge demand of power and variations will be considered. Subsequently, various fuel cells
energy. To reduce global emissions in shipping the International and accumulators available on the market can be embedded in
Maritime Organisation (IMO) stipulates that certain regulations the model.
for emission-reduction must be complied with [1]. Furthermore,
First of all, the considered ship and the routes to be
the incentive for substitution of conventional fuels is the investigated are presented. Afterwards, the procedure for
ongoing increase in the CO2 tax per tonne emitted conducted creating the model, including the selected components and
by the German government, which continuously drives up their characteristics, are presented in section III. Based on the
the price of diesel and heavy oil [16]. Since 80 % of all
† hydrogen obtained from renewable energy sources without CO emissions
seagoing vessels are equipped with so-called diesel-electric
2
Abstract—In order to achieve the international goal of minimising the environmental impact of energy production, the transport
sector must also look for an alternative to burning conventional
fuels such as heavy oil and diesel. Hybrid drive systems containing
fuel cells, accumulators and photovoltaics are a promising way to
achieve this in inland waterway shipping. Since green hydrogen
is still more expensive compared to fossil energy sources, a
major goal is to reduce fuel respectively energy consumption
as much as possible. For the recent investigation, the inland
push boat ELEKTRA, a project by e4ships, is considered. The
methodological procedure of generating a MATLAB® /Simulink
model to investigate different combinations of energy management
strategies and components already available on the market, is
presented. In this paper a concept of a hybrid drive system,
comprising fuel cells, photovoltaics and a battery pack is presented,
and the theoretical background necessary for the modelling is
described.
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work of Bassam et al. [4] the best fitting energy management
systems (EMS) for this model will be chosen in section IV.
The theoretical basics for embedding the datasheets of these
components will be given in V. Finally, in chapter VI an
overview of the following actions in preparation for the model
is shown.
II. D ESCRIPTION OF THE CONSIDERED SHIP
The inland push boat ELEKTRA of the e4ships project
RiverCell will be used for this examination, as an emission
free driving system has already been designed for it. Also load
profile data has been collected for the two main modes of operation: a regional operation in the area of Berlin/Brandenburg and
a supraregional operation from Berlin to Hamburg with ranges
of 65 km and 520 km. RiverCell was a pilot project to define
framework conditions in the use of hydrogen or methanol as
fuel. An inland waterway vessel was developed that contains
a lithium-ion battery to mainly supply regional operations. For
longer voyages, a polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEMFC) is
used for additional power supply, while a photovoltaic system
has the task of maintaining the state of charge (SOC) of the
emergency battery at 100 %. In Table I an overview of the main
components and their specifications is given. This represents
Table I
S PECIFICATIONS OF THE ELEKTRA PUSH BOAT
Component
PEM Fuel Cell
Li-ion Accumulator
Photovoltaic
Electric Motor
Hydrogen Tanks

Specifications
2 x 96 kW
2 x 1.250 kWh
2,5 kW
2 x 200 kWp
250.000 kWh /
750 kg H2

Weight [kg]
3.600
35.000
—
2.400
15.500 kg

Figure 1. a) Power demand as a function of cruising speed; b) measurement
of linear driving speed and engine speed of a canal cruise in the area of
Brandenburg, Germany (translated from German) [6]

III. M ODEL DEVELOPMENT

Figure 2 displays a parallel hybridisation of the driving
the fundamentals for the investigation and will be adapted to system for the MATLAB® /Simulink implementation. The
the model set up in section III. [6] As shown in Tab. I, the arrangement of the components for building the model is
components were dimensioned considering a real existing push slightly different to the RiverCell study. Instead of using the
boat carrying non-motorised barges with 1,400 tonnes of cargo photovoltaic power solely for the on-board power supply busbar,
it is for the propulsion supply. The quick-charge plug (I) and
at an average speed of 8 to 8.5 km
h . This results in an average
power requirement of 165 kW. However, the maximum speed to the on-board power network (II) are not part of the simulation
model, but the last named is included in the data of the drive
compensate for delays is set at 10 km
h , resulting in a maximum
power requirement of 400 kW. The vessel is equipped with load bank. Both the fuel cell and the propulsion battery are
DC/DC converters to stabilise the output voltage of the fuel connected to a DC/DC converter to adjust their output to
cell and three-phase inverters to adjust the energy of the DC a suitable voltage level. The two three-phase inverters are
necessary to convert the direct current (DC) into alternating
busbar to supply the two asynchronous electric motors.
Since the exact load bank curve of the ship under consid- current (AC).
eration has not been published, a performance curve of the
At the beginning the fuel cell block represents the PEMFC
electrical power demand must be reproduced. Figure 1 a) shows technology. As SOFC and MCFC are considered to be the next
the electrical power demand by the motors depending on the generation technologies, at first the focus is on the PEMFC
vessels speed. Figure 1 b) shows the measurements of the ships’ technology as it is technologically sophisticated and offered
speed in regional operation. In order to develop a continuous by many manufacturers already, e.g., Ballard Power Systems,
time- function, that approximates the regional operation as PowerCell and Plug Power Inc [12]. The main advantages
precisely as possible, distinctive points in Fig. 1 b) are worked of the PEMFC system are high efficiencies regardless of the
out and approximated with a polynomial of the n-th degree. size of the system, low system complexity and high reliability
Subsequently, the power value is assigned to each of these [2, 14]. Nevertheless, MCFC and SOFC technologies have
approximated velocities according to Fig. 1 a). This results many benefits in terms of applicability, as it is possible to
in a power characteristic curve over time, which can later be directly use short-chain hydrocarbons as an alternative such as
integrated into the simulation model.
methane without the need for reforming to high purity hydrogen.
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energy consumption, the multischeme and the classical PI EMS
strategies are the most efficient ones. In terms of minimising
hydrogen consumption, the CDCS was remarkably better than
the others.
Therefore, three EMSs to be implemented and investigated
in this study were chosen. The classical PI-EMS for the most
efficient driving mode and the CDCS for minimising hydrogen
consumption. Also a modified form of the state-based EMS,
in which the ship’s power curve is divided horizontally into
three ranges (low-power, cruising and high-power mode) will
be examined. Figure 3 shows the different parameters which
have to be monitored and given to the EMS algorithm.
Figure 2. Template of the hybrid driving system for implementation

As this option is not CO2 -free, it may be a possibility for the
transitional phase of the decarbonisation of energy systems to
reduce emissions, or to generally use green methane instead,
which offers storage advantages over hydrogen and still is
CO2 -neutral.
Lithium-ion battery technology will be used for implementation. Due to the increasing demand for lithium-ion batteries
(e.g. through their use in e-cars), production costs have fallen
in relation to the number of units produced. The electrical
connection between the busbar and the battery is bidirectional
to allow charging and discharging of the battery. For example,
if the energy demand is low and there is a high proportion of
surplus energy, this energy can be temporarily stored in the
battery.
The photovoltaic system is examined in an external software
called PV*SOL®. In this simulation programme, the energy
generated is calculated using Meteonorm’s meteorological
database. The result is a detailed database of energy production
with hourly values depending on the time of day and season.
It is possible to export the data for a following input as load
profile data into the simulation model. Instead of assuming a
PV system with 2.5 kWp installed power only on the roof of
the push boat, which is just sufficient to supply the emergency
battery, it is presumed that the space on the pushed barge can be
used. Assuming the surface is 35 m by 10 m, an area of 350 m2
results. The specific power density of mono-cristalline pvp
modules is about pP V = 223 W
m2 [17]. Therefore, an installed
capacity of about 78 kWp is considered.
IV. E NERGY MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
For a further optimisation in energy use Bassam et al. [4]
investigated four different energy management systems and
their combination (multi-scheme EMS) using the example
of the hydrogen and battery-powered passenger ship FSC
Alsterwasser. The realised EMS of the ship is state-based.
Depending on the power demand of the system Pload and the
batterys SOC the fuel cells output power level is set.
The EMS considered were equivalent fuel consumption minimisation strategy (ECMS), charge-depleting charge-sustaining
(CDCS) and the classical PI EMS. In terms of minimising total

Figure 3. Basic scheme for monitored parameters of the EMS

V. T HEORETICAL BASICS FOR IMPLEMENTATION
For the implementation the model in section III is consulted
containing a fuel cell subsystem including DC/DC converter,
a battery subsystem, a photovoltaic subsystem as inserted load
bank and a load bank subsystem. These are embedded in each
case and filled with information from the previously mentioned
data sheets.
A. Fuel cell
A model of a fuel cell stack was developed by Njoya et al.
[10] and implemented in MATLAB® /Simulink as presented
in figure 4. The prefabricated fuel cell block, included in
MATLAB® /Simulinks Simscape toolbox, was designed to be
handled both in a simplified and a detailed version. For both
of them a preset of different fuel cells (PEMFC, SOFC and
alkaline fuel cell AFC), peak powers and operating voltages
exist. For editing, the simplified version offers the possibility
of adjusting the following parameters:
V0A , V1A
Inom , Vnom
Iend , Vend

Voltage at 0 A and 1 A
Nominal operation point
Maximum operation point

Therefore, this data must be extracted from the fuel cell data
sheet. For example Horizon Fuel Cell Technologies provides
the characteristic curves of power and voltage as a function of
current, which can be used.
The detailed model can additionally be fed with the following
parameters:
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and the energy for charging the battery back to initial SOC
(Ebattcharge ) is calculated as follows
Ebattcharge =

(SOCini − SOC) · Q · Vbatt
ηcharge

(3)

where SOCini is the initial state of charge (by default 100%)
and SOC is the actual state of charge. [9]

Figure 4. Detailed model of the fuel cell stack [10]

ncells
ηF C
ϑ
V̇O2
pH2 ,O2
σH2 ,O2 ,H2 O

Figure 5. Model of the battery system in MATLAB® /Simulink environment
[9]

Number of cells
Nominal stack efficiency
Operating temperature
Nominal air flow rate
Nominal supply pressur
Nominal composition

C. DC/DC converter

In the detailed version, the parameters for the signal variation
are shown in the lower left corner of the figure 4.
This model itself was validated by experimental measurements and real data sheets with an error of ± 1 % by Njoyah
et al. [10].

A boost type DC/DC converter regulates the output power
and voltage of fuel cell an battery. To adapt the voltage of
the fuel cell and battery subsystem to the busbar level, the
operating voltage ratio (k) is used and calculated as follows:

B. Lithium-ion Battery

kf c =

Vbusbar
Vf c

(4)

kbatt =

Vbusbar
Vbatt

(5)

Four different types of batteries can be simulated with the The current provided by the fuel cell after the DC/DC converter
battery block by the Simscape toolbox: Li-ion, lead-acid, nickel- (If cbusbar ) depends, besides the current generated by the fuel
cadmium, nickel-metal-hydride. Also temperature and aging cell (If c ), on the operating voltage ratio (kf c ) and the efficiency
effects can be considered. Figure 5 shows the implementation of the converter (ηconv ): [3]
of the battery system in MATLAB® /Simulink environment.
If cbusbar = If c · ηconv · kf c
(6)
This battery model was experimentally validated in [11].
Regarding the input parameters the following specifications for The batteries current output behaves analogously as shown in
equation 7.
a lithium-ion battery can be submitted:
Vbatt
Qbatt
SOC
tresponse

Ibattbusbar = Ibatt · ηconv · kbatt

Nominal voltage
Rated capacity
Initial state-of-charge
Battery response time

VI. C ONCLUSION

The power delivered by the battery (Pbatt ) is calculated
from the product of voltage (Vbatt ) and current (Ibatt ) which
is required by the system:
Pbatt = Vbatt · Ibatt

(7)

(1)

The energy consumed by the model (Ebatt ) is calculated with
the integral of the power over time
Z
Ebatt = Pbatt · dt
(2)

Hybrid fuel cell driving systems are gaining increasing
attention as they offer many advantages such as no pollutant
emissions by using green hydrogen, low noise and high
efficiency. Their use in maritime applications is a muchdiscussed topic where there is still much to be explored. The
push boat ELEKTRA and the e4ships project are a example of
the feasibility of fuel cells in shipping that can be built upon.
Further research is needed to improve this technology and to
prepare a wide range of application fields for emission free
hybrid drive systems. For the decarbonisation of the transport
sector, more research is mandatory to quickly find alternatives
to burning fossil fuels.
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In this paper, the theoretical background and the methodology
for implementation in a simulation environment were presented.
The model includes different energy sources that can be utilized
and investigated. The energy management strategies are also
implemented in order to increase the performance of such
hybrid driving system.
VII. F URTHER RESEARCH
The next step is to contact some manufacturers to get detailed
information about fuel cells and accumulators. Then the model
is built and validated using the data sheets. Once this effort is
done, different components can be compared and the energy
management strategies can be applied to find an optimum in the
operation of this model in terms of efficiency, fuel consumption
and costs. As part of this research, scalability to larger power
classes of vessels will also be investigated.
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Abstract—The demand for renewable energies in the last few
years increased significantly, in order to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions in the energy sector. As a result, especially volatile
energy generators such as photovoltaic (PV) and wind power
plants have skyrocketed. To stabilize the grid, flexible power
generation is necessary. Solid biomass combined heat and power
plants (CHP) are used for baseload operations nowadays. For a
more flexible operation, the steam generation and consumption
must be decoupled. Therefore, a prototype storage system
consisting of a concrete storage and a steam accumulator will be
built in the biomass CHP plant in Pfaffenhofen, Germany. This
paper focuses on the discharge valve of the steam accumulator.
Three different calculation methods, which are used to calculate
the discharge mass flow from pressurized vessels, will be
compared concerning their mass flow trend as a function of the
valve position. This will give a first impression about the mass
flow in the test bed in Pfaffenhofen.

Wilfried Zörner
Institute of new Energy Systems
Technische Hochschule Ingolstadt
Ingolstadt, Deutschland
wilfried.zoerner@thi.de

a.

Generating steam at high pressure and temperature
through conversion of heat released from
combustion of wood chips.

b.

Generating electrical power through expansion of
steam through a turbine.

c.

Condensation of the exhaust steam from the turbine
in a heat exchanger.

There are different solutions for increasing the flexibility
of biomass CHP plants, following the aim to expand their field
of application within the electricity supply.
One solution is the storage of steam, in order to decouple
the steam generation and consumption. In times of low
electricity demand (high availability of PV/wind power), the
steam can be stored in a storage system and the turbine in the
CHP plant produces less electricity. During periods of high
electricity demand, the stored steam can be used to generate
additional electricity in the turbine. As part of the research
project “KomBio” (Fachagentur Nachwachsende Rohstoffe;
22025517), a prototype storage system will be implemented
in the biomass CHP plant in Pfaffenhofen, Germany. It
consists of a steam accumulator, which will store most of the
steam’s energy latently and a concrete storage, which will
store some of the steam’s heat sensibly.

Keywords— flexible power generation, steam accumulator,
solid biomass, steam storage, CHP

I. INTRODUCTION
In the last few years the amount of volatile renewable
energy generators such as photovoltaic and wind power plants
have increased. For balancing demand and supply in the
electricity grid constantly, flexible power generation is
necessary to compensate the volatile power generation of PV
and wind [1]. Due to the extensive installation of renewable
generators, this especially applies to the German electricity
grid and three main approaches to overcome those difficulties
are:

This paper focuses on the discharge valve of the steam
accumulator. Therefore, three different calculation methods
will be compared concerning their mass flow trend as a
function of the valve position. In a first approach, the valve
position and its corresponding output area are specified over
the discharge period. Additionally, the mass flow is calculated
for each calculation method. In the second approach the mass
flow is determined and the valve position is calculated. This
approach provides information of howthe valve must be
opened over the discharge process to keep the mass flow
constant. Overall, the calculations will give a first impression
about the expected mass flow trend as a function of the valve
position of the prototype in Pfaffenhofen.

(1) Demand
side
management
of consumers
(optimisation of consumers’ energy consumption).
(2) Implementation of energy storage technologies [1].
(3) Flexible operation of power plants [2].
Compared to other renewable energy technologies,
biomass and biogas plants can generate electricity
independently from weather conditions, which represents a
major competitive advantage. While biogas plants can be used
to produce electricity dependent on the electricity grid
demand, biomass CHP plants can not, due to slow load change
dynamics [3]. This paper focuses on biomass CHP plants with
steam cycles, which have three main processes.

II. OPERATION MODE OF STEAM ACCUMULATORS
Steam from the power plant is injected into the liquid
phase of the accumulator. They do not store steam directly and
rather store the energy in form of water. Accordingly, 50 to 80
percent of the volume of the storage system is filled with
water. The operating range of the investigated steam storage
is 5 to 30 bar.
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The characteristics of steam and water, e.g. evaporation
temperature or density are dependent on the pressure of the
steam accumulator. The evaporation temperature of water is
higher, when the pressure inside the steam accumulator is high
(max. 30 bar). As the steam accumulator is discharged, the
evaporation temperature drops from about 234 °C (30 bar) to
152 °C (5 bar). The steam accumulator is charged in times of
low energy or rather low steam consumption. The steam
parameters in the investigated power plant are 470 °C and 60
bar. Steam with these parameters is called ‘superheated steam’
and is needed to produce electricity in turbines. During times
of low consumption, the superheated steam heats a before
installed concrete storage and afterwards is injected into the
steam accumulator.

𝑥=

𝑥 ∗ 𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥 2
𝐴=(
) ∗𝜋
2

Different valve positions over the discharge period will be
tested in Pfaffenhofen. There are two different approaches for
the calculations. Considering the first approach, the valve
position is given, which allows the calculation of the
corresponding cross-sectional area. In this approach, three
different cases will be tested. In case 1 the valve position x
remains constant over the discharge period. In case 2 and 3 the
valve is opened linear and exponential over the discharge
period. The pressure p0 at the beginning of the discharge
process is known. Thereby, the evaporation temperature Ts,
the isentropic exponent κ, the sonic velocity ws and the density
ρ can be determined. These parameters are determined by
using the Excel Add-in “FluidEXL” [4]. This Add-in accesses
the thermophysical-properties-library LibIF97, where the
parameters named above and many other variables are stored
in steam tables. The steam mass inside the steam accumulator
at 30 bar, which can be extracted from previous simulations
inside the project framework, amounts to 280.56 kg. This
value applies for a charging efficiency of 80 %. Through
discharge with a constant mass flow of 1 t/h, the steam mass
inside the storage is reduced to 52.78 kg at 5 bar. Assuming
that the pressure and steam mass inside the steam accumulator
are directly proportional, a linear equation can be set up,
which results in (4), where m is the steam mass and p the
pressure inside the steam accumulator.

Tab. 1. Overview of the reviewed results
Approaches

Constant

2

Linear

3

Exponential

(3)

1) Approach 1: Calculation of the mass flow

To estimate the mass flow behaviour of the steam
accumulator in Pfaffenhofen, theoretical calculations are
necessary in advance. The mass flow depends on parameters
like pressure, density and cross-sectional area. The flow area
can be changed by opening the valve. Three different
calculation methods will be reviewed and compared in the
upcoming chapters. All calculation methods will be used in
two different approaches. The first approach includes three
different cases (constant, linear, exponential) and the mass
flow is calculated based on given valve positions. The second
approach includes only a constant case (constant mass flow),
where the valve position will be calculated for a given mass
flow. In Tab. 1, an overview of the reviewed results is shown.

1

(1)

𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥 2
(2)
𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑥 = (
) ∗𝜋
2
The maximum cross-sectional area Amax for the given pipe
diameter is 10.12 cm². By transforming (1) to the diameter d,
the cross-sectional area A is obtained as a function of the valve
position x according to (3).

III. THEORETICAL CALCULATION OF THE VALVE CONTROL

Approach 1: Valve
position given

𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥

The maximum pipe diameter dmax is given at 35,9 mm. The
valve position x can take values between 0 and 1, where 0
defines the valve as fully closed (no flow diameter) and 1 as
fully opened (flow diameter equals pipe diameter)

When the consumption is high, the stored steam is
extracted through a control valve. When the control valve is
opened, the pressure in the accumulator decreases and
therefore the evaporation temperature drops. Thus, the water
temperature inside the accumulator rises above its evaporation
temperature and water evaporates into saturated steam.
Saturated steam is not usable for electricity generation. Hence,
the saturated steam is routed through the concrete storage. Due
to the heat stored inside the concrete storage, the steam
overheats into superheated steam, which is suitable for
electricity generation again.

Cases

𝑑

Approach 2: mass flow
given

𝑝 = 0,11 ∗ 𝑚 − 0,79

(4)

The result of this equation is followed by an iterative
calculation of the steam mass inside the accumulator.
Considering the mass flow at time n-1 mn-1, the steam mass
inside the accumulator at point n mn can be calculated at any
given time step t.

Constant

A. Definition of the valve position
Goal of the following calculation methods is the
determination of the mass flow trend as a function of the crosssectional area. The cross-sectional area depends on the valve
position. The wider the valve is opened, the higher the area
where the steam escapes the accumulator is. In this chapter the
valve position as well as the linear, exponential and constant
opening characteristics are defined. This definition of the
valve position applies to all calculation methods. The valve
position x depends on the flow area A. As the steam flows
through a round pipe, the maximum cross-sectional area Amax
can be calculated with (2). Therefore, dmax as the pipe diameter
is needed. When closing the valve, this can be interpreted as a
decrease in diameter as defined in (1).

𝑚𝑛 = 𝑚𝑛−1 − 𝑚̇𝑛−1 ∗ 𝑡

(5)

After the calculation of the remaining steam mass inside
the accumulator through (5), the pressure at point n can be
determined. Following, parameters mass flow, steam mass
inside the accumulator and pressure until the lower pressure
limit (5 bar) can be calculated in an iterative procedure.
Considering case 1, valve position x is defined as constant.
In case 2 (linear) and 3 (exponential), the valve position can
be considered as a function over time. The time until the final
value is reached influences the incline of the opening
behaviour. The linear opening (case 2) is calculated with (6).
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𝑥𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 =

𝑥𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑥𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡
∗ 𝑡 + 𝑥𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡
𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡

By decreasing the pressure ratio, the mass flow increases
until the maximum point at the critical point (0.546 at 5 bar).
In theory, the mass flow should increase, when further
decreasing the pressure ratio.

(6)

tstart is the time at the start of the discharge process and
defined as 0 seconds. The values xend (end value of the valve
position), xstart (start value of the valve position) and tend are
given as input parameters and are variable. With the help of
time step t, the valve position at any given time can be
calculated.
The exponential valve opening (case 3) can be determined
with (7) and (8).
𝑥𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝑥𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 ∗ 𝑒 𝑘∗𝑡

(7)

𝑥
𝑙𝑛( 𝑒𝑛𝑑 )
𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑
𝑘=
𝑥𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡

(8)
Fig. 1. Correlation between pressure ratio and mass flow [6]

2) Approach 2: Calculation of the valve position

However, experiments showed, that the mass flow remains
the same, when decreasing the pressure ratio after the critical
point has been reached. The pressure ratio falls below the
critical point, if the starting pressure p0 is high enough. In this
case, the velocity of the steam at the valve equals the sonic
velocity [6]. Equation (9) can therefore be transformed after
p0, which results in (10).

In the second approach, the mass flow serves as an input
parameter and the valve position will be calculated. The
equations for the calculation of the mass flow (dependent on
the respective calculation method) are transformed after the
cross-sectional area A. After the determination of the flow
area, the valve position can be calculated with (3). With (4)
and (5), an iterative calculation can be carried out until the
lower threshold (5 bar) is reached.

𝜅+1 𝜅
(10)
𝑝0 > (
)𝜅−1 ∗ 𝑝𝑎
2
To create a supersonic flow out of the accumulator under
the conditions stated in this study, the pressure p0 needs to be
at least 1.83 bar (for κ at the lower pressure limit of the
accumulator – 5 bar). This criterion is guaranteed, because the
range of steam usage within the accumulator lies between 30
and 5 bar. Concluding that, in any case the steam flows out of
the accumulator in supersonic condition. In [5], the ideal gas
law (11) is assumed.

B. Calculation Method 1: Schmidt [5]
The first method was published by [5]. The investigation
was prompted by a safety concern in the nuclear power plant
in Grundremmingen. It had to be clarified, how fast a gas filled
vessel with high pressure can be discharged through a given
opening. The calculations in this literature were done with air.
However, a calculation with different gaseous mediums is also
possible. Input parameters are the volume V of the vessel (in
this case of the steam accumulator), the starting pressure p0
(max. 30 bar; depends on the state of charge) and the crosssectional area of the output valve A. The equations are based
on the ideal gas law. The specific gas constant Rs and the
isentropic exponent κ are constant in the calculations of [5].

𝑝 ∗ 𝑉 = 𝑚 ∗ 𝑅𝑠 ∗ 𝑇

Through transformation of (11), the steam mass at the start
of the discharge period m0 can be calculated with (12).
𝑝0
𝑚0 = 𝑉 ∗
(12)
𝑅𝑠 ∗ 𝑇0

A distinction has been made between a discharge in
supersonic and a discharge in subsonic conditions. The
distinction can be made with the critical pressure ratio in (9).
If the pressure ratio is lower than the critical pressure ratio,
steam flows out of the accumulator in supersonic condition.
𝜅
𝑝𝑎
2
( )𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 = (
)𝜅−1
𝑝0
𝜅+1

(11)

Through discharge of steam over time, while the valve is
opened, the mass inside the accumulator decreases (13).
𝑝
𝑚=𝑉∗
(13)
𝑅𝑠 ∗ 𝑇

(9)

As the amount of steam inside the accumulator decreases,
the pressure and evaporation temperature diminish, too. The
change of steam mass over time is defined in (14).

The back pressure pa equals the ambient pressure and may
be considered as constantly 1 bar, as the steam is routed to the
environment while discharging. The pressure p0 depends on
the state of charge of the steam accumulator and can take
values between 5 bar and 30 bar. The isentropic exponent is
subject to the pressure of the accumulator and varies between
1.27 (30 bar) and 1.30 (5 bar). This results in a critical
pressure ratio between 0.551 at 30 bar and 0.546 at 5 bar.
Because the back pressure pa is constant, the distinction
between supersonic or subsonic flow is contingent upon the
pressure p0 inside the accumulator.

−

𝑑𝑚
2
= 𝐴 ∗ 𝛹𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∗ 𝑝 ∗ √
𝑑𝑡
𝑅𝑠 ∗ 𝑇

(14)

with (15)
𝛹𝑚𝑎𝑥 = (

1
2
𝜅
)𝜅−1 ∗ √
𝜅+1
𝜅+1

(15)

ψmax is the outflow function and summarizes the isentropic
exponent κ. Because κ is pressure dependent, the values for
this outflow function vary between 0.468 for 30 bar and 0.472
for 5 bar.

Fig. 1 shows the correlation between the pressure ratio and
mass flow. In case, the pressure inside the accumulator equals
the ambient pressure (pressure ratio = 1), the mass flow is
zero, because no pressure difference exists.
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The mass flow in supersonic outflow condition according
to [6] is illustrated in (20).

C. Calculation method 2: TLV [7]
The second used source is from the company TLV Euro
engineering. Equations for the calculation of the steam flow
rate through valves and screens are published by the company.
For those equations, a case distinction is necessary (16).
𝑝1 − 𝑝2
≥ 𝐹𝑦 ∗ 𝑥𝑇
(16)
𝑝1

𝑚̇ = 𝜇 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝛹𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∗ √2 ∗ 𝑝 ∗ 𝜌

As above, A is the cross-sectional area, p the current
pressure inside the accumulator, ρ the current density
depending on the pressure and ψmax the outflow function.
Additionally, the outflow coefficient μ, which includes the
velocity factor and the Poisson’s ratio, are required to
calculate the mass flow. As described in the chapter before,
the correction factor (in this method µ) will be set to 1 for a
better comparison between the methods. A value of 1 equals a
loss-free discharge.

The differential pressure ratio xT is assumed with 0.72 and
has to be experimentally determined for each armature [8]. xT
only applies to air, which has a κ of 1.4. For different
mediums, a conversion with (17) or rather the scaling factor
Fy is necessary [8].
𝜅
𝐹𝑦 =
(17)
1,4

IV. RESULTS
Following, the results of the three presented calculation
methods are compared in this chapter. All shown results
represent a discharge of the steam accumulator from 30 bar to
5 bar, as this will be the most used discharge strategy for the
test bed in Pfaffenhofen.

The product of Fy and xT lies between 0.653 (30 bar) and
𝑝 −𝑝
0.669 (5 bar). The pressure ratio 1 2 is minimal at 5 bar with
𝑝1
a value of 0.800. Thereby, p2 corresponds with the ambient
pressure and p1 the pressure inside the storage. Over the whole
pressure range of the accumulator, the here considered
pressure ratio is higher than the product of Fy and xT. In this
case, the mass flow is calculated with (18).
𝑚̇ = 0,66 ∗ 2,73 ∗ 𝐶𝑉 ∗ √𝐹𝑦 ∗ 𝑥𝑇 ∗ 𝑝1 ∗ 𝜌

A. Approach 1 – Case 1: Results for a constant valve
position
First, the results for a constant valve position will be
presented. As an example, Fig. 3. shows the mass flow over
time for a constant valve opening of 25 %. All three
calculation methods show the same pattern in their trend.
Method 2 has the shortest discharge period, which is about 200
to 300 seconds lower than the other two methods.

(18)

Because (18) gives no conclusion about the cross-sectional
area A and for the determination of Cv, the mass flow must be
known beforehand, the equation for the mass flow of screens
according to (19) is used.
𝑑 2
𝑚̇ = 0,66 ∗ 2,73 ∗ 𝐶 ∗ (
) ∗ √𝐹𝑦 ∗ 𝑥𝑇 ∗ 𝑝1 ∗ 𝜌
4,654

(20)

(19)

C is defined as the flow coefficient and is a correction
factor, which represents occurring losses during discharge. As
method 1 uses no correction factor, C will be set to 1 to make
the results between the calculation methods more comparable.
D. Calculation method 3: Bohl/Elmendorf [6]
In chapter 5.6 from [6], the mass flow out of pressure
vessels is defined. The derivation of the theoretical mass flow
out of pressure vessels, results from the continuity equation,
the isentropic relation and the inviscid outflow velocity after
Saint-Venant and Wantzel. The equation from [6] uses the
same outflow function ψ as [5]. In Fig. 2, the outflow function
over the pressure ratio is plotted. The graph shows similarities
to Fig. 1. The outflow function is maximized, similar to the
mass flow, at the critical point and stays steady, even when the
pressure ratio decreases further.

Fig. 3. mass flow with correction factors set to 1

Method 1 and 3 are almost identical in their discharge
period. Reason for this behavior may be, that the equations
used in those methods are both based on the same outflow
function. Each method has its own simplification. Method 1 is
based on the ideal gas law and uses a fixed value for the gas
constant. In contrast, method 2 uses the equations for screens,
whereas in reality a discharge valve is applied. In the tests in
Pfaffenhofen the accuracy of the methods for this specific
application will be assessed.
Overall, a decrease of mass flow over the discharge period
can be seen. This is caused by the changing steam parameters.
While steam is released from the accumulator, the pressure
and with it the density and evaporation temperature of the
steam inside the accumulator lowers. Due to the correlation
𝑚̇
𝜌 = ̇ , either the mass flow must be decreased or the volume
𝑉
flow has to increase, when the density declines due to a
pressure reduction inside the accumulator. The volume flow
is defined as 𝑉̇ = 𝑤 ∗ 𝐴. The area A varies as a function of the
valve position. Nevertheless, in this case it is constant, thus
the velocity w during discharge must increase.

Fig. 2. Outflow function ψ plotted over the pressure ratio [9]

For outflow in supersonic condition, ψ is maximized and
can be calculated according to (15).
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Because the steam flows out of the accumulator in
supersonic condition, the velocity equals the sonic velocity
and a further increase at the discharge valve is physically not
possible [6]. Therefore, a heightening of the volume flow is
not feasible. Consequently, the mass flow must decrease while
discharging due to a density decline. At certain points
(depending on the calculation method), the mass flow
decreases abruptly to 0. At this point, the steam accumulator
reached its lower pressure limit (5 bar). In theory, a further
decrease would be physically possible, but lower pressures are
not intended at the prototype and therefore are not investigated
in this paper.
Fig. 5. mass flow – exponential valve opening

B. Approach 1 – Case 2 and 3: Results for a linear and
exponential valve opening
The second and third presented case includes a linear and
exponential opening of the valve for a chosen example. The
given input parameters are the start and end values of the valve
position as well as the time until the end value is reached
(corresponds to the incline). For the chosen example, the start
and end values are set to 10 % and 60 % respectively and the
time until the end value is reached amounts to 1 hour. The
trend of mass flow in comparison to the constant valve
opening is different. The mass flow in the constant scenario
decreased continuously, while in the exponential and linear
case, which is shown in Fig. 4. and Fig. 5., it increases at the
begininng.

The discrepancies between the methods is independent
from the type of valve opening. The discharge period for
method 2 is 100 – 150 seconds lower in the linear and
exponential case than the other two methods. The order of the
methods in the discharge period is similar to the simulation
result of the constant valve position

Fig. 6. Comparison of the valve position - exponential and linear

C. Approach 2: Results for a constant mass flow
In the second approach, the mass flow is given as an input
parameter. The flow area A is calculated for a specific mass
flow. The equations for the calculation of the mass flow for
each method are transformed after the cross-sectional area.
Goal of this approach is to identify, how the discharge valve
must be controlled, so that the mass flow remains unchanged.
In the test bed in Pfaffenhofen, a discharge mass flow between
250 – 500 kg/h is planned. Higher mass flows would result in
exponential higher losses, as the velocity of steam would
increase significantly with higher mass flows and the pipe
diameters used at the prototype are small. The chosen example
in this paper has a mass flow of 250 kg/h. The resulting valve
position trend can be seen in Fig. 7.

Fig. 4. mass flow - linear valve opening

The reason for this is, that the flow area increases, which
counteracts the physical principle, that is responsible for the
decline of the mass flow described in the chapter before. The
flow area increases faster than the pressure and its
corresponding density decreases, which raises the mass flow
up until the turning point. Because the mass flow increases,
the accumulator is discharged faster, which results in a faster
decline of pressure and density inside and reduces the mass
flow increase or rather the incline of the graph over time. After
the turning point, the incline of the graph is negative and the
mass flow decreases. At this point, the raise of the flow area
is too slow to counteract the mass flow reduction.
When comparing the exponential and linear graph, it is
noticeable, that the exponential graph looks drawn-out and has
overall higher discharge periods. Fig. 6. compares the linear
and exponential opening directly. A linear graph is the shortest
way between two points, in this case the start and end value of
the valve position. Due to the exponential behaviour, the
exponential graph has lower values between start and end
value and therefore a lower mass flow due to a smaller flow
area. The peak mass flow is approximately 100 – 150 kg/h
lower than in the linear case.

Fig. 7. Resulting valve position for a constant mass flow of 250 kg/h
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The trend for each method over the discharge period is
identical. The difference lies in the magnitude. The deviation
between method 1 and 2 lies approximately at 2 – 3 %.
Method 2 has the lowest valve position. In the results before,
method 2 had the highest mass flow for given valve positions,
which resulted in the shortest discharge period. Conversely,
method 2 must have an overall lower valve position for a given
mass flow. At around 3.200 to 3.300 seconds, the valve
position remains the same. At this point, the steam
accumulator is considered as fully discharged (5 bar). At first
glance, the valve position for a fixed mass flow is similar to
an exponential opening. In Fig. 8., an exponential trend line
for method 1 is illustrated. Discrepancies occur especially at
the end of the discharge period.

reduction, that is caused by a decline of the density of steam.
The incline of the mass flow decreases over time. At the
turning point, the incline is negative and the mass flow falls
off like in the constant case. In the second approach, the valve
position over time conditional upon the mass flow was
calculated. At first glance, the resulting valve position was
similar to an exponential opening. However, especially at the
end of the discharge period, deviations could be seen. To
remain a constant mass flow, the valve had to be opened
rapidly at the end of the discharging phase.
The results of all three calculation methods are similar
even though they all have their nuances in their calculation.
This leads to the assumption, that the measured mass flow in
the tests in Pfaffenhofen is not too far off the theoretical mass
flow. Every calculation method has its own simplifications. In
the tests, the accuracy of the methods must be evaluated for
the application at hand. As the correction factor for methods 2
and 3 were set to 1, the calculated mass flow is expected to be
higher than in the tests. The correction factor has a huge
impact on the results and can only be assumed beforehand.
Method 1 does not include any correction factor and has
similarities with method 3. Therefore, it is recommended to
include the same correction factor in method 1.
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ABSTRACT — In future energy systems with high shares of
fluctuating renewable energies the power-to-gas (PtG, P2G)
technology will become increasingly important for the
utilization of surplus energy. Usually, such a conversion would
be tied to a specific location, since a reliable CO₂ source such as
the emission from an industrial facility is needed to produce and
store the methane (CH₄). The focus of this research work is
about an emission-free decentralized power-to-gas technology
for the energy supply of buildings. With this technology the
carbon dioxide produced during combustion is not released into
the environment but is returned to the system cycle to produce
methane. In this way, the power-to-gas plant functions as a cycle
and is therefore environmentally friendly across the board.
Thus, the carbon dioxide is transformed from a "climate killer"
into a raw material for energy supply. Based on building
performance simulation, using the software IDA ICE, a thermodynamic simulation model is created to analyse the power-togas system in terms of potential for seasonal storage and flows
of energy and material within the plant. As IDA ICE does not
contain any useable modules for the PtG components, the
methodology of how a possible implementation of the PtG
components in the simulation program can take place, by using
Neutral Model Format (NMF) modules and existing IDA ICE
modules, is described.

efficiency, reducing greenhouse gas emissions, and storing
energy in the future.
2. FUNDAMENTALS
The company Exytron Ltd. developed the SmartEnergyTechnology (SET), which is a decentralized carbon-based
power-to-gas system. The fundamentals of the PtG technology and an CO2 supply circle, which is used in the SET, are
described below.
2.1. Alkaline electrolysis (AEL)
The splitting of water with excess electrical energy to
produce hydrogen and oxygen is done by water electrolysis.
Three different electrolysis technologies are of interest for
PtG process chains: alkaline electrolysis (AEL), polymer
electrolyte membranes (PEM), and solid oxide electrolysis
(SOEC). Hydrogen by itself also offers good potential as a
regenerative energy carrier and storage. As part of the
German energy transition, a very strong expansion of
installed electrolysis capacity in double digit gigawatt range
is expected for Germany by 2050 [2]. The SET operates with
an alkaline electrolyser, which is the most proven and well
understood technology out of the three types of electrolysis
considered for PtG plants [3].

Keywords: Power-to-Gas, long-term energy storage, methane,
IDA ICE, Neutral Model Format (NMF)

The separation of hydrogen and oxygen runs under the
following chemical reaction:

1. INTRODUCTION
In view of declining oil reserves and increasing environmental problems caused by emissions of greenhouse gases,
the reduction of energy supply by fossil fuels in favor of
regenerative fossil fuels in favor of regenerative energies is a
major challenge for building and challenge for building and
energy supply planners. In addition, the climate policy of the
European Union aims to reduce greenhouse gases by 2050 by
80% compared to 1990 levels [1]. Already today, the electric
power supply system is characterized by a high share of
renewable energies, which is expected to increase further in
the future. However, fluctuating renewable energy generation
is also creating more and more unused electricity surpluses
and the associated energy curtailments. The concept of
power-to-gas offers considerable potential in this regard and
could make a promising contribution to increasing energy

2H2 O → 2H2 + O2 , ∆HR = 285.9 kJ/mol

(1)

The AEL electrolyser can be operated between 20 and 100%
of its design capacity with an electrical efficiency up to 82%
[4]. This operation window makes the AEL a good choice for
PtG systems as they are tied to a fluctuating and intermittent
power supply.
2.2. Methanation
For the production of regenerative methane, the methanation
or catalysis is necessary as an additional process step after the
electrolysis. Especially as an energy storage medium, the
production of methane has a great advantage, as the
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volumetric energy density (calorific value in relation to
volume) is three times greater than that of hydrogen (table 1).

Hydrogen
Methane

Calorific value
[MJ/m³]
10,80
36,00

Table 1 - Calorific value of hydrogen and methane at 1 bar and 0 °C
[5]

Sabatier reaction:
CO2 + 4 H2 → CH4 + 2 H2 O ∆HR = −165 kJ/mol

(2)

CO-Methanation:
CO + 3 H2 → CH4 + H2 O

(3)

∆HR = −206 kJ/mol

Inverse water-gas shift reaction:
CO2 + H2 → CO + H2 O
∆HR = 41 kJ/mol

Figure 1 - Behavior of different catalyst materials towards
𝐻2 𝑆 during methanation. Reaction conditions: 100 kPa; 400 °C [7]

(4)

For this reason, high requirements are necessary for upstream
gas treatment and purification of the reactants before the
reaction.

From the Sabatier reaction, an H2 /CO2 ratio of 4/1, i.e. 80%
hydrogen and 20% carbon dioxide, is derived as the ideal
ratio for an optimal reaction process. A direct reaction of
hydrogen with carbon dioxide occurs in rather rare cases,
since the CO2 is only weakly reactive. However, in most
chemical methanation plants, gases with a very high CO2
content or even pure CO2 , as in the SET, are available.
Hence, a separation into carbon monoxide (CO), which is
described by equation (4) the water-gas shift reaction, takes
place in order to set optimal conditions for the reaction.

2.3. CO2 supply
In the case of power-to-gas, CO2 is used as a raw material for
methane production and is converted to the more reactive
carbon monoxide by the water gas shift reaction. The product
obtained via the Sabatier reaction has at most the same
concentration of methane as the CO2 concentration from its
source [8]. Consequently, it is important that the supplied
CO2 has a high degree of purity as well as a reliable
availability. Also, to ensure a temporal independence in
CO2 use, storage facilities are required. The SET uses a CO2
recycling, which is a form of the so-called oxyfuel process.
This process is based on very clean combustion with only
carbon dioxide and water as the end product. The water can
be easily separated and pure CO2 remains, which can then be
stored. Since combustion with pure oxygen involves
extremely high flame temperatures, CO2 must be added to the
oxygen to achieve a cooling effect. As this mixed gas is free
of nitrogen, no nitrogen oxides are formed during combustion
and the highest possible CO2 concentration can be ensured in
the recycled exhaust gas. Consequently, the reaction equation
(5) is obtained for combustion in the combined heat and
power (CHP) plant:

For the methanation of CO2 , catalysts are necessary, by which
the activation energy is lowered, and the inhibited reaction is
accelerated. The SET uses a nickel-based catalyst, which is
an optimal catalyst material for methanation due to its high
selectivity to methane. In addition, nickel is very well
researched and has a very low material price, which is why it
has gained good acceptance in practice [6]. However, nickelbased catalysts require very pure reactant gases to avoid
poisoning. Catalyst poisoning is the strong adsorption or
chemical binding of reactants, products or impurities on
active sites that are otherwise available for catalysis.
Catalysts are highly sensitive to sulfur or sulfur compounds
(e.g. H2 S or COS) [7]. A single strongly adsorbed sulfur atom
can thereby block access to several active sites of the catalyst,
which ultimately leads to a deactivation of the catalyst. The
data in Figure 1 indicates that the materials nickel (Ni),
ruthenium (Ru), cobalt (Co), iron (Fe), suffer a loss of activity
of about 3 to 4 orders of magnitude at a concentration of 15100 ppb. Consequently, their tolerances to hydrogen sulfide
are extremely low.

CH4 + 2 O2 + CO2 → 2 CO2 + 2 H2 O

(5)

A storage facility is necessary to ensure that a supply for
methanation and combustion is provided as needed. In
addition, storage can completely prevent the release of the
climate-damaging gas. To achieve a high density and suitable
conditions for loading and unloading, the CO2 must be
compressed and liquefied. For the liquefaction of a gas with
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90% CO2 concentration using a multi-stage compression with
intercooling, an energy input of 0.12 kWhel /kg CO2 is
required [9].

When methane is compressed to 200 bar, about 2% of the
energy content is lost during the gas compression.
2.5. Efficiency

2.4. SNG-Storage

Figure 2 below shows the operating principle or the SET with
its theoretical efficiencies given by Exytron Ltd. The amount
of generated PV power that is not required for direct use and
consequently fed into the PtG system is 40%. An additional
7.5% of the remaining 40% is required for the power supply
of other components such as the reactor and the compressors.
This ultimately leaves 32.5% of the electricity generated to
operate the electrolyser. The efficiency factors of the PtG
components are 0.69 for the electrolysis, 0.78 for the catalysis
are also given by Exytron and coincide with the literature.
Assuming an electrical efficiency of 0.36 for the CHP unit
that will be used results in a rather poor overall efficiency for
a re-conversion into electric power of only 15.74%.

For decentralized energy supply, storage facilities, usually in
the form of pressure tanks, must be provided. If Synthetic
Natural Gas (SNG) is stored under compression at the usual
pressures of 200 and 300 bar, it is referred to as Compressed
Natural Gas (CNG).
State

Methane
CNG
(Methane)

1 bar
200 bar,
25 °C

Calorific
value
[MJ/kg]
50
50

Calorific
value
[MJ/m³]
36
8105

Table 2 – Energy densities in comparison. Conversion with 1 MJ/m³
= 2.778 ∙10−4 kWh/l [10] [11]

Figure 2 - Operating principle and efficiency of the SET (Source of the data: [12])

3. IMPLEMENTATION IN IDA ICE

3.1. Methodology

To create an optimal simulation model, all the abovementioned key parts of the PtG process have to be
implemented in the building simulation software IDA ICE
in order to analyse the potential for long-term storage. The
initial goal of the simulation is to see how much methane
can be produced and how much methane is consumed by
the CHP unit in one year. IDA ICE is an equation-based
software in which the source codes of the modules can be
adapted or rewritten as desired. However, the standard
modules in IDA ICE do not offer any suitable modules for
the PtG components illustrated in figure 2. For this reason,
the approach to the simulation is a complete re-creation or
re-programming of existing modules.

For the implementation of the components, a combination
of existing modules and new NMF modules is the optimal
approach. Mathematical IDA ICE modules are used to
visualize the energy and material flow by using a
calculative approach. Based on the degrees of efficiency,
the amount of energy contained in the various substances
can be calculated. Subsequently, the enthalpies given in the
reaction equations (1) and (2) can be used to calculate the
amount of substance produced. For instance, with an
enthalpy of 285.9 kJ/mol for the separation of water, an
energy of 571.8 kJ (≈ 0.16 kWh) is required to split water
into two mol hydrogen and one mol oxygen. With a molar
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mass of 2 g/mol for H2 , a minimum of 143 kJ is required
for 1 g H2 .

between input and output is described by mathematical
equations. For example, in electrolysis, water and PV
electricity are considered input links whereas hydrogen and
oxygen are considered output links. The variables of the
code do not have to be created. They are existing variables
from the software, which are necessary to describe heat
flow and power flow in the module. Ultimately, any factor
that appears in the equations of the source code has to be
defined with the respective numerical values in the
parameters section. The following are excerpts from a
source code that may be part of a possible solution for the
electrolysis module at the current time. In the equation, the
correlation between incoming PV electricity and outgoing
hydrogen is shown via the efficiency degree:

In this way the amount of produced hydrogen and methane
based on the generated surplus PV power can be calculated
and analysed. Also, the calorific value from table 2 can be
used to calculate the amount of methane produced and
stored in m³. At last, the CHP unit with its associated
control logic is then simulated over the same simulation
period to see how much methane is consumed in one year.
This is primarily existing IDA ICE modules and the
generated methane can be described via a calculatory
assessment.
3.2. Neutral Model Format (NMF) Modules

EQUATIONS

Another approach which will be pursued is the creation of
new modules in IDA ICE via the Neutral Model Format
(NMF) modules. This path is more complex than a
calculative approach, however, after successful programming, usable modules for the representation of the
components can be integrated into IDA ICE. The creation
of NMF modules is done via text files, in which the source
code is entered and are structured according to the
following main sections: Equations, links, variables,
parameters. Each NMF module must be designed with one
or more input and output links, where the relationship
LINKS
/* type
ELPROD
TQ
TQ
PARAMETERS
/* type
Factor
Factor

name

variables

Term_a
Term_b
Term_c

Tpa, POS_IN
Tpb, POS_OUT
Tpb, POS_OUT

Qa = Qb
Qa = ELPROD*0.69
Qc = Qa/(cvH2*convMJ)

All terms that appear in the equation are defined in the link
and parameter section shown in figure 3 below. In the
description column the respective link or parameter is
described in words. Qa is defined as the input “PV
production” whereas Qb and Qc are the outputs “hydrogen
in Wh” and “hydrogen in m³.”

description */
Qa
Qb
Qc

name

role

def

cvH2
convMJ

S_P
S_P

12.70 SMALL
0.2778 SMALL

min

"PV Production [Wh] surface A";
"Hydrogen [Wh] surface B";
"Hydrogen [m³] surface B";
max

description */

BIG
BIG

"calorific value H2 [MJ/m³]"
"conversion kWh/m³"

Figure 3 - Excerpt of a first approach possible source code for an electrolysis module

As mentioned above, the module is defined with one input,
the PV power, and two outputs, hydrogen as energy content
in Wh and as quantity in m³. With a planned maximum
electrolyser power of 320 kW and the conversion of 1
MJ/m³ into 0,2778 kWh/m³ the hydrogen production rate is
determined with the above equations as follows:
Qc =

320 kW ⸱ 0.69
= 62.50 m3 /h
MJ
(12.70 3 ⸱ 0.2778)
m

a building model to analyse correlation of solar gains, the
building with its heat capacity, heat and power loads, the
SET system and energy storage. The purpose of the
simulation will be to form a basis for economic
considerations of the SET in the future with the intention to
provide an initial analysis of how much methane is stored
and consumed over a year. The results of the efficiency
analysis show that only a relatively poor efficiency of
15.74% with a re-conversion into electrical power and
27.11% heat usage is achieved at the end of the process
chain. Whether it is worth working with this degree of
efficiency will be shown in an economic efficiency
calculation in further steps of the research. However, the
power-to-gas technology should certainly be further
developed for the future. A rising CO2 price and rising
natural gas costs are essential prerequisites in this respect,

(6)

4. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, the basic principles and two approaches for
incorporating the power-to-gas concept into IDA ICE in the
future were described. The realisation of the simulation
model will be addressed in the next steps of the research
work. Also, the SET simulation model will be connected to
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Abstract—In the course of climate change, energy suppliers
worldwide are under pressure to abolish fossil fuels and develop
the technical usability of renewable energies. This change places
particular demands on new storage technologies. In recent years,
processes have been developed to temporarily store renewable
energies in gases. One product of this CO2 neutral conversion
is hydrogen, which can be stored in large quantities and be
reconverted to electricity, if required. As an application of the
"Gas to Power" concept, the combustion process in a sparkignited single cylinder engine with a variable mixture of natural
gas and hydrogen is investigated. In this paper, special attention
is given to the influence of hydrogen on the rate of heat release
and further combustion parameters.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Due to the abolition of fossil fuels in the future, renewable
energies will become more and more important [1]. With the
potential of a sustainable production, hydrogen is an ideal
alternative to conservative sources. Furthermore hydrogen is
suitable for most internal combustion engines and has the
potential to significantly reduce emissions [2]. Within the
scope of this work, the effects of hydrogen on several combustion parameters will be analyzed. Based on the in-cylinder
pressure, a real time calculation of the energy release in the
closed combustion chamber will be analyzed. The test engine
is a spark-ignited single cylinder gas engine fueled with a
variable mixture of natural gas and hydrogen, which is mixed
in the intake manifold. This allows a first investigation of
the burn process and based on this the influence of different
hydrogen ratios can be carried out. The ignition timing is
adjusted to keep the center of combustion (AI50) constant.
However various hydrogen ratios are suitable to compensate
the disadvantages from the natural gas combustion, such as the
slow burning velocity and the relatively large cycle-by-cycle
variations. This work will enhance the understanding of the
influence of different hydrogen ratios on the energy release.
II. M ETHODS
The specifications of the engine are shown in table I. The
high pressure cycle lasts as long as both the inlet and the
exhaust valves are closed from -134 degCA to 125 degCA. The
hydrogen fraction can be adjusted between 0 % and 100 %.
The cylinder pressure is recorded by a piezoelectric transducer
for every 0,5 deg and triggered with the crank angle (CA)
signal. Every recording comprises 200 complete cycles and
the averaged values of these cycles are evaluated.

Table I
ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS

cylinder bore / stroke
con-rod
combustion ratio
inlet valve closed (IVC)
exhaust valve open (EVO)
rated speed and power

90 mm / 91 mm
155,5 mm
13
-134 degCA
125degCA
2500 rpm / 6 kW

To calculate the rate of heat release for the high pressure
cycle, the first law of thermodynamics for closed systems
(valves closed) is written as follows [3], [4]:
∆U = QB − WV − QL − QW

(1)

∂V
∂p
∂T
+V
= mR
∂φ
∂φ
∂φ

(2)

For the real time investigation of the combustion process,
both the loss of leakage through the piston rings QL and the
wall heat QW are neglected. As a result of this simplification
the absolute value of the rate of heat release is lower by
this amount. Nevertheless the curve of the energy release,
especially the center of combustion (AI50) can be investigated.
The variation of the gas-state equation with the crank angle
is:
p

With reference to equations 1 and 2 the rate of heat release
QB with the simplification mentioned at the beginning can be
derived:
1
∂Vi
∂pi
∂QB
=
[κpi
+ Vi
]
∂φ
κ−1
∂φ
∂φ

(3)

The measurement system delivers both the cylinder pressure
pi and the current volume of the combustion chamber Vi .
III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows the in-cylinder pressure for 0, 10, 60 and
100% hydrogen related to the supplied energy. The further
calculation takes place when the valves are closed. Variations
in the curve of cylinder pressure are near the top dead center,
because the ignition timing is adjusted with rising hydrogen. The maximum pressure decreases with higher hydrogen
fractions because the volumetric lower heating value of the
mixture decreases and it can be seen, that the late ignition
timing avoids a large rising of the pressure. With a hydrogen
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fraction less than 10%, the influence of the heating value
has a smaller impact than the effect of the increasing flame
propagation speed, so that the cylinder pressure of this curve
is higher [5].

Figure 3. Released energy at 2500 rpm
Table II
ENGINE OPERATING PARAMETERS

Figure 1. In-cylinder pressure for different hydrogen fractions at 2500 rpm

The rate of heat release (ROHR) is the differential curve
of the energy conversion versus crank angle. With regard
to equation 3 the ROHR for the in-cylinder pressures are
displayed in figure 2. Due to the retarded ignition timing, the
AI50 (the crank angle of 50% energy release shown in figure
2) remains stable. The hydrogen combustion takes less time
than the combustion of natural gas and so the rate of heat
release in the center of combustion is higher.

H2 rate
0%
10 %
60 %
100 %

ignition CA
-22
-10
-7
-3,5

∆ AI50 %
0
3,5
3,8
2,9

deviation pressure
3,00 %
1,120 %
0,983 %
0,958 %

λ
1,6
1,6
1,8
2,0

The deviation of the in-cylinder pressure decreases, because
the responsive burn characteristics and higher mass heating
value of hydrogen stabilizes the combustion.
IV. C ONCLUSION
The real time analysis of the burn process for a first
investigation of the rate of heat release with different hydrogen
fractions was carried out. Hydrogen has a significant influence
on the combustion time and the ignition delay, although the
ignition timing has to be retarded with increasing hydrogen ratios. Hydrogen combustion achieves a high degree of constant
volume even under retarded spark ignition timing conditions
because of the short combustion period. The accumulated
energy release gets steeper with increasing hydrogen fractions
and so the loss due to real heat releases is lower. Hydrogen
stabilizes the combustion so that the (cycle-to-cycle) deviation
of the in-cylinder pressure decreases with increasing hydrogen
fractions.

Figure 2. Rate of heat release for different hydrogen fractions at 2500 rpm
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Abstract—Since conventional large-scale power plants provide
a considerable share of reactive power, but are being eliminated
in the course of the energy transition, a new concept for the provision of reactive power must now be developed. Within the scope
of the Q-Integral project, a holistic view of the topic "reactive
power" is to take place in order to analyze and evaluate the
potentials of the various reactive power provisions with regard to
economic and technical aspects both on the distribution level and
on the transmission level. Industrial plants, whose reactive power
potentials should contribute to voltage maintenance and thus to a
grid- or system-serving behavior, are considered as one possibility
of reactive power provision. In this paper, the determination
of the restriction-free reactive power potential is presented. In
this context, the term "restriction-free" describes the exclusion
of limits resulting from the maximum utilization of operating
resources. The procedure is applied to an industrial operation
with three installed industrial compensation systems (ICS) in the
distribution network to investigate the reactive power behavior
on weekdays and weekends. From this, the secured potential
is to be determined and day dependencies shall be identified,
which provide information about the occurrence of inductive
and capacitive potentials. The aim of the further project is to
determine the secured restriction-related reactive power potential
with consideration of the resource utilization in order to develop
adequate regulation strategies for the internal reactive power
management.
Keywords—Voltage Maintenance, Reactive Power, Industrial
Operations, Energy Transition

A. Motivation
Within the project Q-Integral, the topic "reactive power"
is investigated holistically. For this purpose, various options
for the provision of reactive power are being examined with
regard to their technical and economic potential, which will
be incorporated into a functional and efficient reactive power
management system. The approaches to the investigation are
both cross-voltage level and cross-grid operator. One approach
of the project is the consideration of the reactive power supply
of industrial operations [2]. For this purpose, the potential
of plants connected to the distribution grid that can provide
reactive power through industrial compensation systems
(ICS) or generation plants is investigated. The objective is
to determine the secured and maximum inductive as well as
capacitive potential. The secured capacitive potential can be
used to make statements about the extent to which the voltage
drop in the upstream grid can be counteracted at times of
heavy load. The secured inductive potential can be used to
compensate for a voltage increase during off-peak periods. In
order to be able to make statements about the reactive power
potential, measurements must be carried out at relevant points
on the industrial operations and considered over a period of
time that allows dependencies on seasons, days of the week
and times of day to be taken into account.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the course of the energy transition, a change in the
structure of the electricity supply network is taking place.
The shift of generation capacity in the higher grid levels by
conventional large-scale power plants to the lower grid levels
to decentralized renewable energy plants has resulted in both
bidirectional load flows and fluctuating feed-in characteristics.
Hence, new challenges have emerged regarding a safe
and reliable operation of power grids. Since conventional
large-scale power plants provide a considerable amount of
reactive power, a new concept for the provision of reactive
power has to be developed now. Therefore, the reactive
power potential of industrial plants in the medium-voltage
grid is investigated as a possibility for voltage maintenance [1].

B. Objective
The aim of the paper is to present the determination
of the restriction-free reactive power potential. In this
context, the term "restriction-free" describes the exclusion of
limits resulting from the maximum utilization of operating
resources. The determination of the reactive power potential
is shown using the example of an industrial plant in the
distribution network on which measurements are carried out.
The reactive power behavior on weekdays and weekends
is to be investigated. From this the secured reactive power
potential is to be determined as well as day dependencies
are to be recognized, which give information about the
occurrence of inductive and capacitive potentials. In this
work the reactive power potential of ICSs is discussed. Other
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potentials, provided by generation plants such as generators,
are not considered further in this work.

Table I
I NPUT PARAMETER FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE REACTIVE POWER
POTENTIAL

II. T ECHNICAL BASICS
A. Fundamental reactive power
Since the ICSs used in the industrial plant have an influence
on the fundamental oscillation, the fundamental reactive power
is considered for the calculation of the reactive power potential. The fundamental reactive power results from the phase
shift of the fundamental oscillations of current and voltage
and can be determined by (1) [3].

Since harmonics are measured in addition to the fundamental
oscillations when measuring voltages and currents, the fundamental oscillations must be calculated using the total harmonic
distortion factor (THD), which is specified via the producer of
the measuring equipment and is defined according to (2) [4].
s
U 2 − U 12
(2)
T HDU = 100% ·
U 12

U
T HDU
100%

2

(3)
+1

In the same way, the RMS-value of the fundamental phase
currents can be calculated (4).
I 1 = s

I
T HDI
100%

2

(4)

QICS,i (t)

Provided compensation power of the ICSs dependent on time

QICS,inst,i

Installed compensation power of the respective ICS

Q1,i (t)

Reactive power behavior of the potential-relevant station

Qfull-uncomp =

n
X
i=1

T HDU
100%

2

+1

· s

T HDI
100%

2

=−

n
X

(7)

n
X

Q1,i (t)

i=1

(8)

QICS,i (t)

n
X

n
X

Q1,i (t)

i=1

QICS,inst,i −

n
X

(9)
QICS,i (t)

i=1

A graphical illustration of the inductive and capacitive reactive
power potential can be seen in Figure 1. The two types of
reactive power potential are indicated by black arrows and
describe the extent to which the reactive power behavior can
be changed around a given operating point.

B. Reactive power potential of industrial compensation systems
For each ICS, the input data shown in Table I is needed to
calculate its reactive power potential. For the industrial plant
considered in this work, there are three stations with one ICS
connected.
Based on the full-uncompensated and full-compensated operation, the inductive and capacitive reactive power potential of

QICS,inst,i

The inductive potential represents the step powers of the
respective ICSs that were switched at the corresponding points
in time.
2) Capacitive reactive power potential: By switching on
all stages of the ICSs a capacitive behavior is achieved. The
maximum capacitive potential is thus retrieved and can be
determined according to (9) [5].

=

+1

(6)

i=1

Qpot,capacitive = Qfull-comp −

· sin(ϕ1 ) (5)

n
X

Qpot,inductive = Qfull-uncomp −

+1

I

QICS,i (t)

i=1

1) Inductive reactive power potential: By switching off all
stages of the ICSs, the maximum inductive potential of the
operation is retrieved and determined according to (8) [5].

i=1

U

n
X

i=1

The fundamental reactive power can be calculated with (5):
Q1 = s

Q1,i (t) −

Qfull-comp = Qfull-uncomp +

From (2) the RMS-value of the fundamental voltage can now
be calculated:
U 1 = s

Description

the individual stations with a connected ICS can be calculated
and thus also of the entire industrial operation [5].

(1)

Q1 = U 1 · I 1 · sin(ϕ1 )

Notation

III. D ETERMINATION OF THE R EACTIVE P OWER
P OTENTIAL
A. Reactive power potential of the individual potentialrelevant stations
1) Reactive power potential at station S1: Figure 2, in
which the inductive and capacitive reactive power potential of
station 1 is shown, shows that there is a minimum inductive
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Figure 1. Reactive power behavior of the operation for normal (green), fulluncompensated (blue) and full-compensated (orange) operation at Station S2
for the month of November 2020 in second-resolution

reactive power potential unequal to 0. This fact results on
the one hand from the consumer at station S1, which draws
inductive reactive power, and on the other hand from the ICS,
whose first stage is permanently switched in.

Figure 3. Distribution of inductive and capacitive reactive power potential at
station S1 for the month of november

minimum inductive reactive power potential unequal 0, which
results from the inductive consumer and from the operation
mode of the ICS, whose first stage is permanently switched
on (Figure 4). The secured inductive potential is 25 kvar. This
means that a total of 375 kvar of the installed compensation
power of 400 kvar can be considered as the maximum inductive change potential. Furthermore, here it is also evident that
there is no secured capacitive potential.

Figure 2. Inductive (blue) and capacitive (orange) reactive power potential at
station S1 for the month of november

Since at least one stage of the ICS is switched at any time,
the secured inductive change potential is 50 kvar. This means
that the maximum inductive change potential is 750 kvar,
or 93.75 % of the total compensation power at station S1.
The maximum capacitive potential that can be retrieved is
-850 kvar. The minimum inductive potential and also the
maximum inductive and capacitive potential can be retrieved
both on working days and on weekends. As the distribution of
the reactive power potentials in Figure 3 indicates, there are
more inductive and capacitive reactive potentials on working
days during heavy load times than on weekends during low
load times.
2) Reactive power potential at station S2: For station S2
the same conditions apply as for station S1. There is a

Figure 4. Inductive (blue) and capacitive (orange) reactive power potential at
station S2 for the month of november

The secured inductive potential can be retrieved during working days and weekends. For working days and weekends, the
maximum capacitive potential of 375 kvar can be retrieved.
The distribution in Figure 5 shows that the inductive and
capacitive potential is lower on weekends than on weekdays
3) Reactive power potential at station S3: For station S3,
Figure 6 shows that the first stage of the ICS is permanently
switched in, as in the two stations S1 and S2 mentioned above,
and thus a secured inductive change potential of 25 kvar can
be retrieved out of a total compensation power of 400 kvar.
The maximum retrievable inductive potential is 375 kvar.
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Figure 5. Distribution of inductive and capacitive reactive power potential at
station S2 for the month of november

Figure 7. Distribution of inductive and capacitive reactive power potential at
station S3 for the month of november

Figure 6. Inductive (blue) and capacitive (orange) reactive power potential at
station S3 for the month of november

Figure 8. Entire inductive (blue) and capacitive (orange) reactive power
potential for the month of november

Comparing the inductive change potential of station S2 with
that of station S3, to each of which a load and an ICS
are connected, the differences can be seen especially in the
distributions on weekends, since especially two stages (25 kvar
and 200 kvar) are used at station S2, while more stages are
used at station S3 as shown in Figure 7. It can be seen further
that the step power of 150 kvar at station S3 is not activated
on working days and weekends. The maximum capacitive
potential is -375 kvar and can be accessed on weekends and
weekdays. As with the previous stations S1 and S2, there is
no secured capacitive potential.

of the total secured inductive potential. The total available
compensation power of all ICSs is 1600 kvar. Out of this
power, a maximum of 1500 kvar can be retrieved as maximum
inductive reactive power potential. The secured capacitive
potential is -250 kvar on weekends. This situation is shown
again in Figure 9. It shows for each reactive power compensation system the maximum switched compensation power, the
permanently switched compensation power and the average
switched compensation power during normal operation, which
were taken from the time series of the individual ICSs.

B. Reactive power potential of the entire industrial operation

IV. S UMMARY AND C ONCLUSION

Figure 8 shows that a minimum non-zero inductive reactive
power potential is present and can always be retrieved, since
at all the above stations the first stage of the ICSs is always
switched during the period under consideration. The secured
inductive potential is 100 kvar. Thereby station S1 with a
secured inductive potential of 50 kvar has a share of 50 % and
stations S2 and S3 with 25 kvar each have a share of 25 %

The calculations of the reactive power potentials have shown
that the inductive potential and the capacitive potential as well
are larger on working days than on weekends at all potentialrelevant stations. Moreover, it has been shown that the first
stage is permanently switched on at all ICSs, resulting in a
secured inductive potential equal to the sum of the first stage
powers of the ICSs (total 100 kvar).
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Table III
M AXIMUM INDUCTIVE AND CAPACITIVE REACTIVE POWER POTENTIAL OF
STATIONS S1, S2, S3 AS WELL AS THE SUM OF THE EXAMINED
POTENTIAL RELEVANT STATIONS FOR WEEKDAYS AND WEEKENDS .

Figure 9. Average switched compensation power, maximum switched compensation power and permanently switched compensation power of the
individual compensation systems for the month of November 2020



min Qpot,inductive,Si (t) 6= 0,

i = {1, 2, 3}

(10)

Furthermore, it has been shown that there is no secured
capacitive potential on working days, since for each potentialrelevant station the following applies:


min Qpot,capacitive,Si (t) = 0, i = {1, 2, 3}
(11)
In the investigated industrial plant with the existing inductive
loads, an inductive reactive power potential can be provided
at any time by always providing compensation power through
at least one ICS.
Table II and Table III show the minimum and maximum
reactive power potentials. They are divided into the individual
stations and the sum of the stations as well as into weekdays
and weekends.

Max. ind. Potential in kvar

Max. cap. Potential in kvar

Station

Working days

Weekend

Working days

Weekend

S1

800

800

-750

-750

S2

400

400

-375

-357

S3

400

400

-375

-375

S1 + S2 + S3

1600

1350

-1500

-1500

to be determined on the basis of the load profiles in addition
to the restriction-free potential. This is to be realized with
the help of a simulation in which the utilization of other
resources such as lines and cables can be calculated. Based
on the calculation, statements can then be made as to whether
the restriction-free potential can be retrieved or not.
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Table II
M INIMUM INDUCTIVE AND CAPACITIVE REACTIVE POWER POTENTIAL OF
STATIONS S1, S2, S3 AS WELL AS THE SUM OF THE EXAMINED
POTENTIAL RELEVANT STATIONS FOR WEEKDAYS AND WEEKENDS

Min. ind. Potential in kvar

Min. cap. Potentia in kvar

Station

Working days

Weekend

Working days

Weekend

S1

50

50

—

—

S2

25

25

—

—

S3

25

25

—

—

S1 + S2 + S3

100

100

—

-250

The next step of the project is to determine the restrictionfree potential of further measurements in order to investigate
the dependence on times of day as well as on seasonal
influences and also on public holidays or bridging days.
Furthermore, the restriction-related reactive power potential is
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Abstract—This paper gives a short overview of the GaNinverter project of the Institute ELSYS. The wide bandgap
material as well as the chosen design aims at high efficiency and
a desired peak output power of 25 kW. The inverter is designed
for grid application, like solar grid feed-in.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the course of the energy revolution, DC power is gaining
in importance due to photovoltaic and battery systems. Inverters are needed to feed excess power into the AC grid. For the
development of inverters, efficiency is a crucial point. New
semiconductors and circuit designs are frequently researched
to improve efficiency. Following, the development of an inverter on a GaN semiconductor basis, with a peak output
power of 25 kW is presented. The first chapter will explain
the topology and how it affects an inverter. A short insight
into the development of hard- and software is given later on.
The section of the hardware is limited to the difficulties in
the design process and how they are overcome. To explain
the software, UML diagrams are used. This section is mainly
focused on the hardware-dependent part of the software.
II. 3L-ANPC B RIDGE T YPE AND G A N HEMT S
1) GaN HEMTs: GaN is a semiconductor, which is currently advancing in power electronic products. It is capable
of switching fast and efficiently. The transistor type HEMT
is a special type of field-effect transistor whose structure is
optimized for fast switching. An additional advantage of GaN
is the capability of reverse conduction, which eliminates the
need for a reverse diode. The reverse voltage drop behaves
resistive, but with an offset of the inverse gate voltage. While
switched on, the GaN HEMT acts solely resistive in both
directions. Switched off, it is acting as a diode. [1]
2) 3L: three level design: A three-level bridge type is
capable of setting the output to three different voltage levels.
Usually DC+, DC- and a neutral-level are used. The neutrallevel can be created by splitting the intermediate circuit voltage
over two serially connected capacitors.
The first advantage of this design is a smaller ripple of
the output current, as the difference between the voltage
levels is lower. In addition, the maximal voltage every single
transistor has to block is only half of the complete DC voltage.
Especially the GaN MOSFETs profit from this advantage,
as they are currently only available with up to 650 V rated

Figure 1. 3L-ANPC Topology [3]

blocking voltage. With the 3L design the GaN inverter can be
used in an 800 VDC system. This voltage level is important
as large batteries operate at this level. Therefore the possible
uses for the inverter get extended to Battery to Grid and
Vehicle to Grid (V2G). Furthermore, the control of the whole
inverter by the space vector modulation method is getting
more precise with three possible output levels per phase [2].
The disadvantage is the need for more parts compared to
the traditional two-level design, resulting in higher production
costs.
3) The ANPC topology: The active neutral point clamp
(ANPC) is a certain structure to realize a 3L design. It is
shown in fig. 1. This topology has two possible ways to clamp
the neutral-point to the output as well as one way for each,
positive and negative. The similar neutral point clamp (NPC)
topology has diodes in place of Q5 and Q6, which slightly
reduces the cost for parts but also increases losses due to the
diodes forward voltage.
III. H ARDWARE DESIGN
1) Difficulties with GaN: The low threshold voltage, as
well as the low gate capacity, lead to the fast switching
capability of the GaN HEMTs. But on the other hand, it also
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creates the problem of a higher risk for parasitic turn-on. To
ensure safe operation, the switching time could be increased,
which would be contra-productive, as this leads to increased
switching losses. Another option is to improve the turn-off
path of the drivers. This is achieved by a low resistance as
well as a low inductance. Therefore the parasitic values of
the PCB traces must be taken into account. Minimizing the
current commutation loop from gate to source has the highest
priority when designing a layout with GaN HEMTs. This rule
is based on experience gained from tests of the preceding
project theses in which the gate circuit was optimized. It is
contrary to the recommendations from the manufacturer, who
gives the power commutation loop a higher priority than the
gate loop. In general, it can be expected that these two loops
are of similar importance. [4]
Figure 2. Data-flow diagram for the inverter control

A. Inverter design rules
Furthermore the usual aspects which have to be taken care
of must be considered like in a conventional inverter. This
includes e.g. the parasitic inductance in the power commutation loop, which can cause significant over-voltages if it is
too high. Therefore, a short path with a high cross-section to
the intermediate circuit capacitors is necessary [5]. To prevent
interference, the routing of the AC output lines should be
routed separately from the control signals. This is usually
posing no problem in the design process of a conventional
inverter, but with six bridges and six transistors per bridge on
a single PCB, the separated routing gets more challenging.
B. Output quality improvements for grid feed-in
To feed power into the European 50 Hz grid, the transmission grid provider specifies minimal quality requirements
for the current. The main requirement is a good interference
immunity and therefore a small amplitude of the harmonics
(EN 61000-6). A simple solution is to use a mains filter, which
can be very space inefficient. Most space is usually occupied
by the cooling system of an inverter, but with higher efficiency,
there are fewer thermal losses that have to be cooled. Therefore
the whole inverter is more space-efficient and should not be
enlarged with a big filter circuit.
To archive a more compact design, three components are
used to minimize the harmonics: Firstly the already mentioned
3L design, which produces lower amplitude harmonics than
a 2L design, is used. For the next step, two bridges are
used per phase. They work in parallel but are not switched
simultaneously. Rather they are offset by half of the duty cycle
to one another. This leads to different current ripples, which
are opposing each other and therefore cancelling themselves
partially out. This is called interleaved operation [6]. As the
current ripple, which is occurring in switching frequency, is
the largest share of the harmonics, the reduction increases the
output quality significantly. The last step is also a current filter
circuit as a mains filter, but after the previous steps, it can be
designed much smaller.

IV. S OFTWARE STRUCTURE
The control of the inverter structure is split among three
devices. The time-precise control of the 36 transistors per
inverter is done by an FPGA, whereas the macro control for
the desired output is calculated by a DSP. The FPGA and DSP
are capable of controlling two inverters at once. Furthermore,
the general settings can be changed over a CAN connection
to the DSP, but this connection is not mandatory.
A. Control flow
The data flow is visualized in fig. 2. The diagram is
structured as the highest level is the closest to the user
and the lowest level is closest to the single transistors. The
highest control level is the CAN connection, where the user
can access measurement data and set general settings like
desired output power and frequency. The next level is the DSP,
which receives the measurement results from the inverter. They
include phase currents and voltages as well as the intermediate
circuit voltage. These are used to calculate the output PWM
patterns for the bridges, which are then sent to the FPGA.
Moreover, the DSP controls the speed of the cooling fans
according to the temperature of the heat sinks. The FPGA
on the lowest control level uses the bridge output PWM
information from the DSP to translate it into input PWM
patterns for the transistors.
B. FPGA code structure
The VHDL code is structured into three entities. Entities
can be considered equivalent to classes in object-orientated
programming. The dependencies of the entities are depicted
in fig. 3. The DSP Connection handles a 16 bit parallel
bus connection between DSP and FPGA. One bit is for
differentiating the two inverters that can be connected. The
remaining 15 bit are handed over to the Inverter entity. Here,
the message gets decoded to change the settings of one of the
inverters 3l-ANPC Bridges. The message contains three bits to
determine the destination 3l-ANPC Bridge, four bits to define
the variable for which the payload is meant and eight bits
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NPC neutral point clamp
UML Unified Modeling Language
PWM puls width modulation
VHDL VHSIC hardware description language
PCB printed circuit board
CAN Controller Area Network
V2G Vehicle to Grid
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Figure 3. Structure of FPGA Entities

for the payload itself. Some synchronisation settings can be
changed for all bridges at once. Every 3l-ANPC Bridge Entity
processes its settings to switch its six transistors accordingly.
This entity is also responsible for keeping the bridges in safe
states. This is achieved through intermediate switching steps
and short dead times to ensure, that there is always at least
one transistor turned off between two DC voltage levels.
As there are two ways to switch the neutral-level to the
output, various switching strategies can be used to alternate
the output voltage level. The different switching orders of the
transistors can affect the switching-losses. Therefore, some of
the strategies from J. Dodge (UnitedSiC) [3] are implemented
and will be tested with the GaN setup.
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V. C ONCLUSION
The currently developed GaN inverter of the Institute
ELSYS uses several hard- and software elements to aim for
high efficiency. As a side effect, the design is getting more
compact. With the designed peak output power, a mid-scale
photovoltaic system can be connected to the grid. As a next
step, a prototype has to prove the theoretical advantages
in practice. The effects of the software are important to
be investigated with the prototype. Moreover, the maximal
continuous output power and the optimal switching frequency
have to be investigated with testing.
L IST OF ABBREVIATIONS
GaN gallium nitride
HEMT high-electron-mobility transistor
ANPC active neutral point clamp
3L three level
FPGA field programmable gate array
DSP digital signal processor
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Abstract—In 2017, the European Parliament published the
"European Green Deal," which describes a gradual reduction
in net greenhouse gas emissions down to zero by 2050. The
more ambitious Federal Republic of Germany target implies
achieving climate neutrality by 2045. These targets require
a significant increase of renewable energy production within
the entire energy production market. This will increase the
volatility in their supply and will result in growing fluctuations
in the exchange electricity price. Against this background, the
research question at hand can be formulated as "To what extent
industrial companies can profit from the expected changes in
the energy market through dynamic energy management?”.
The research question is illustrated based on a medium-sized,
raw material processing industrial company. The focus is on
the development of an energy forecasting tool for the forward
planning of the energy demand required because of the partly
dynamically changing production, taking into consideration
the aspects of cost and carbon dioxide emission optimization.
The goal of this research project is to propose the production
scenario for an average production day, which will then be
optimized to meet customer requirements as well as economic
and ecological objectives. As a first step essential production
data, and framework conditions such as sales, energy demand,
energy supply contracts, energy load profile data, production
key figures and mass flows had to be reviewed and analyzed, to
allow for a dedicated mapping of the production processes.
Initial analyses indicate that in the future, it will be possible
for companies to benefit from short term changes in the energy
market through dynamic energy management. This will be
economically feasible as soon as energy price fluctuations are
going to be passed on to the end customer. Decarbonization in
the production process and flexible adjustment of the loads used
in the company, adapted to the renewable energies currently
available in the grid, can be a recipe for success here.
Keywords– dynamic energy management, energy forecasting
tool, load management, load shifting potential, Carbon dioxide
tax, decarburization

I. I NTRODUCTION
Climate change is one of the most important challenges of
the 21st century. Due to the growing energy consumption of
our society and the increasing world population, the emission
of climate-damaging greenhouse gases is rapidly increasing,
which causes an anthropogenic temperature increase [1].

Therefore, by means of long-term regulations, the emission of
carbon dioxide must be regulated by transnational regulations
to reduce global warming. Consequently, a joint action plan
is needed.
On 12 December 2015, it was agreed at the international
climate conference in Paris that global warming must be
limited to a maximum of two degrees by 2100, compared
to pre-industrial levels. For the first time in history, this
agreement requires the signing nations, based on international
law to combat climate change and mitigate its effects [3].
Four years after the Paris Climate Agreement was signed, the
European Commission presented a new concept for combating
climate change, the "European Green Deal". This stipulates
that Europe must reduce net greenhouse gas emissions to
zero by 2050 [2]. Following the ruling of the German Federal
Constitutional Court against the proposed climate protection
law, the government is struggling to amend the law in a
timely manner.
The law, recently drafted by Federal Environment Minister
Svenja Schulze (SPD) now includes stipulations on how much
greenhouse gases are to be saved each year, starting in 2030.
In addition, the targets for the period prior to 2030 have been
increased in the various energy sectors. The energy sector is
required to save one-third of the current energy consumption
by 2030 than what was stipulated in the previous climate
protection law. Accordingly, by 2030 it will be necessary
to emit 65 percent less carbon dioxide (CO2 ) compared to
1990. By 2040, the reduction has to be 88 percent, and from
2045 on, only the amount of climate-damaging gases are to
be emitted that the environment can reabsorb [4].
The ambitious target is to be achieved by means of a
significant increase in the expansion of renewable energies
and an increase in the CO2 tax. The CO2 tax was introduced
in Germany on January 1, 2021 and taxes the emission of
climate-damaging CO2 . The CO2 tax is currently 25 Euros
per ton of CO2 . Annually, the price increases by 5 Euros per
ton of carbon dioxide [5].
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Due to the legally required increase of renewable energy
in power generation, the volatility in the supply is constantly
increasing. Renewable power generation is largely dependent
on environmental factors.
Increasing fluctuations in the exchange electricity market
price are the result, because the exchange electricity price
reflects the relationship between supply and demand. The
power exchange is divided into two markets, the forward
market, and the spot market [6]. Due to the feed-in obligation
for renewable energies, existing generators, such as coal-fired
power plants and gas-fired power plants, must be switched on
and off to keep the grid frequency balanced. Currently, the
generation of electricity follows the load-following mode. In
this process, power plants adjust their electricity generation
to meet electricity demand.
Against the backdrop of increasingly unstable grids, the
European Commission is trying to develop solutions for adjusting the electricity demand to the generation. As a result, the
European Commission will continue to liberalize the internal
electricity market by removing regulations so that end customers can benefit from fluctuating electricity exchange prices.
Soon, industrial companies will therefore be able to participate
in this market. Against this background, the research question
is: "To what extent can industrial companies, through dynamic
energy management, benefit from the expected change in the
energy market?"
May 17, 2021

II. M ATERIALS AND M ETHODS
To answer the research question, a quantitative field study
will be conducted in cooperation with a medium-sized
industrial company. The cooperation investigates to what
extent it is possible for industrial companies to profit from
the expected changes in the energy market through dynamic
energy management.
For the field study, a representative industrial company was
chosen, which has a highly variable electrical consumption
as well as a high thermal energy consumption. Quarzsand
GmbH is the leading producer of high-quality quartz sand in
Bavaria. The potential of a dynamic energy management at
the company Quarzsand GmbH is estimated as high, since
for the cleaning, preparation as well as drying of sands high
energy quantities are necessary. The core competence of the
company is the preparation of quartz sands, which are used
internationally in the construction, chemistry as well as in the
glass industry. The product portfolio is defined by different
sand types, which are essentially defined by the grain size
and their purity content. The raw material extraction takes
place in different opencast mines in Bavaria.

The production is divided into the process stages sand
feeding, wet classification, drying, dry classification, storage,
and loading. The Strobel Quarzsand GmbH has already been
using a combined heat and power plant for about 10 years to
optimize costs. To enable an exact allocation of the energy
consumption, the consumers with their load curve data are
recorded for each plant group. In the wet classification, the
sand is separated from impurities and sorted into different
grain sizes.
Drying takes place via water pre-separation during storage
of the sand and subsequent drying in drying kilns, which
are operating with natural gas. Drying is largely responsible
for the company’s high natural gas consumption. In the
dry classification, the dried sand is further sorted, based on
specific composition, and then stored in silos, with a view to
upcoming loading to customers.
For a possible optimization of the energy purchase, it is
necessary to be able to forecast the energy demand by means
of an electricity consumption forecasting tool, based on a
specific production program. The goal is to allow for proper
adjustments, if necessary, to achieve the most economical
and ecological production scenario. In order to be able to
forecast the energy consumption, it is necessary to define the
specific energy consumption rates based on the different sand
types produced. Since the respective sand types differ in the
processing steps and consequently in the energy consumption
incurred by each sand type, it is first necessary to record
and analyze the required production steps with the individual
machines operated for each sand type. Each sand type passes
through different groups of equipment during the course
of the production. For each of these groups of equipment,
the output can be determined as a function of mass flow
and capacity utilization. This makes it possible to draw
conclusions about the power consumption in relation to the
respective sand types. The same applies to the natural gas
consumption in the drying process.
Based on the aforementioned parameters, it is possible to
draw conclusion about the respective energy demand with
an underlying production program. In order to verify the
predicted data, a comparison is made utilizing an underlying
production program using historical data. In addition, it
will then be possible to allow for factual statement about
the extent to which the forecasting tool can actually help
forecasting the energy demand for Strobel Quarzsand GmbH.
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III. R ESULTS
Figure 1 illustrates the electricity power curve of the company Strobel Quarzsand GmbH over an exemplary week. The
blue curve illustrates the electricity purchased based on a one
week production cycle. The green line represents the power
provided by the internal combined heat and power plant and
the red graph illustrates the overall power consumption of the
company.

Figure 1. Electrical power curve based on a one week production cycle from
Strobel Quarzsand GmbH

The very low electricity demand on Monday and Sunday
is due to the fact that production has been paused. The
fluctuations in the total electricity demand suggest that
different sand types entail different energy demands. It is
assumed that the energy forecasting tool under development
will have an accuracy in consumption forecasting of over
90 percent based on a few key parameters, given knowledge
of the production program. This can only be determined
exactly after completion of the program. In order to achieve
an increase of the prognosis quality, the prognosis tool could
be amended by means of artificial intelligence.
The consumption forecast model, will enable the company to
recognize load peaks at an early stage and to also implement
load shifting potentials. Unfortunately, because Strobel
Quarzsand schedules the production programs at a relatively
short notice (one to three days in advance), a permanently
optimized production program is not possible. However,
the production program can be designed in such a way
that sand types with a high energy demand are produced at
times when the share of renewable energies in the grid is high.

However, this will lead towards an increase of the electrical
demand, which amplifies the importance of the electricity
forecasting tool. Thus, the electricity forecasting tool allows
to effectively and efficiently design the production scenario
in the best possible ecological as well as economical way.
IV. C ONCLUSION
The study shows that companies can benefit from the
change in the energy market through dynamic energy
management concepts. For this, it is necessary that companies
prepare for the upcoming change and optimize the production
processes towards a high percentage of decarbonization. A
company’s cost savings depend largely on the degree of
decarbonization and the extent to which price fluctuations
on the energy exchange market are passed on to industrial
companies. For companies to adapt to the change at an early
stage, it is necessary for the government to continue to create
incentives for change and rethinking.
For companies, this means using the right type of electricity
at the right time in the future.
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As soon as the price fluctuations in the electricity grid
are passed on to the end customer, the price decreases at the
times when the share of renewable energies is high. Thus,
it is possible to partially adjust the electricity demand to
the electricity generation. Due to the increasing CO2 tax,
drying, using natural gas is deemed not to be economically
feasible in the long term. The natural gas consumption can
be significantly reduced by substituting the gas burners with
low-temperature heat exchangers.
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Abstract—Reducing CO2 -emissions is one of the major goals in
development of most vehicles and construction equipment as well
as any other kind of self-propelled devices. Since battery powered
electric motors are not suitable for every application, CO2 -neutral
alternatives to fossil fuels have to be found. One candidate
as an alternative t diesel fuel is oxymethylenether (OME). It
is potentially CO2 -neutral and also has other advantages in
terms of combustion and emissions behavior like very low soot
formation[1]. To develop an engine running on diesel as well
as OME, a lot of injection test bench measurements have to
be carried out. The problem is, that injection systems like a
pump-line-nozzle type system are very sensitive to influences
like pre-supply pressure. Furthermore the design of the high
pressure pump needs to be adapted for OME operation. All
these influences would require a new mapping of the injection
characteristics of the whole system, every time components
are adapted during a development process. This leads to long
development cycles and produces high costs. To solve this issue,
a simulation model has been developed, that represents the fuel
injector by itself. This model is able to predict injection rates of a
previously investigated fuel injector using only the pressure signal
of the high-pressure injection line, the engine speed as well as the
pre-supply pressure. With this, the simulation model is the link
between injection test bench and engine test bench. The model
developed in this paper shows very good correlations between
measured and simulated injection rates for diesel operation. The
correlation for OME operation is slightly worse but still usable.
The reason for the worse performance in OME operation is
most likely the very limited knowledge of fuel properties like for
example viscosity at different temperatures and pressures. Future
additions to this model will be the modeling and calibration of
the high pressure pump to aid and simplify the development of
an optimized fuel injection system.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Reducing global CO2 emissions is one of mankind’s greatest
goals in the 21st century. To achieve this, new technologies
and regulations are necessary in all areas. One example is the
electrification of all possible types of drives. These are then
to be operated with regeneratively produced electricity in a
CO2 -neutral manner. The most prominent example of this is
probably the electric car, but other areas from aircraft and
ships to construction machinery and tractors also need to be
electrified. The problem for aircrafts is that batteries cannot
provide the energy density required for aviation. Commercially
available kerosene for example has an energy density of about
42 MJ/kg [2], while the latest batteries developed by Tesla
have an energy density of 0.936 MJ/kg [3].

Another problematic area is construction equipment, such
as excavators. Becuase they often operate in areas without
access to the power grid combined with the low energy density
of batteries, they probably wont be battery-powered in the
foreseeable future.
So-called power-to-liquid (PtL) fuels, also known as eFuels,
provide a solution for these examples. They are synthesized
from water and CO2 using electrical energy. That makes them
CO2 -neutral, as long as renewably generated electricity is used.
This means that fuel-based drive systems can be indirectly
electrified. For this reason, countries such as Germany are
investing in research and development of PtL based fuels[4].
But it is not only aviation that needs eFuels. Construction machinery and tractors for example, most of which are
powered by diesel engines, wont be CO2 -neutral without a
CO2 -neutral power source. One candidate for a PtL diesel
replacement fuel is oxymethylene ether, or short OME. This
eFuel is not only potentially CO2 -neutral, but also features
very low-soot combustion, wich also enables further NOx emissions reduction.[1].
In general, internal combustion engines can be operated
with a wide variety of fuels. Nevertheless, the engines and
the combustion processes ust be adapted to the respective
fuel. OME, for example, has a significantly lower calorific
value than diesel and thus requires a higher injection quantity
to achieve the same performance values. The investigated
engine in this study is an air-cooled, single-cylinder diesel
engine with an electronically controlled, cam-driven pumpline-nozzle injection system. Tests already carried out on this
engine at the engine test bench and injection test bench of
the OTH Regensburg have revealed various problems. On the
one hand, different examples of the same injection system
have different volume behavior. The reason for this may be
manufacturing tolerances of the injection nozzle and highpressure pump. Secondly, the injection system itself reacts
sensitively to changes in the pre-feed pressure. This opens
up a multidimensional investigation space that cannot be
satisfactorily investigated on a test bench, without a massive
effort.
The aim is therefore to make measurements of the injection
rate curve on the injection test bench transferable to a running
engine on the engine test bench. Both in diesel and OME
operation. The OME used in this study is a blend of the
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Table I: Comparison of Diesel and OME properties
Lower heating value
Density @ 15◦ C
Boiling point
Cetan-number
Lubricity @ 60◦ C
Kin. viscosity

Unit
MJ/kg
KG/m3
C
microm
mm2 /s

OME-Mix[5]
19.21
1057.1
145-242
68,6
320
1.082

Diesel EN590
42.6
0.82
170-390
>51
<460
2@25 ◦ C

Figure 3: Moehwald HDA Injection rate analyzer[7].
Figure 1: Chemical structure of OMEn [6].
•
•

The injection line delivers the fuel from the high-pressure
pump to the injector
The injector: As soon as the pressure built up by the
high-pressure pump exceeds the opening pressure of the
injector, fuel gets injected into the engine. Injection continues until the injection pressure falls below the opening
pressure again. This is usually achieved by opening the
solenoid valve in the pump, which allows the fuel to flow
back into the low pressure system, wich consequently
drops the pressure in the injection-line below the injector
opening pressure.
III. I NJECTION TEST BENCH MEASUREMENTS

Figure 2: Virtual injector functional scheme
OMEs with n 3-5 (see figure 1). The tool to link these two test
benches is 1D simulation. A schematic of the workflow can
be seen in Figure 2. Here, a simulation model of an injector,
which has been tested on the injection test bench, is created
and calibrated. This simulation model makes it possible to
calculate the injection rate using only the engine speed and
the measured pressure in the high-pressure fuel line. Provided
that the same injector that was initially measured is also used
on the engine test bench. The advantage is, that the injector
only has to be measured with a handful of loadpoints, even
though the simulation model will be able to display all normal
operating points, independently from the high-pressure pump
design or pre-feed pressures that are being used.
II. S TRUCTURE OF THE INJECTION SYSTEM
The injection system under investigation is a so-called
pump-line-nozzle system and thus consists functionally of
three parts:
• The high-pressure pump: Here, driven by a cam, the fuel
is sucked in and compressed to injection pressure. Normally the solenoid valve that connects the high pressure
and low pressure side of the fuel system is open. As soon
as the solenoid valve closes,the pressure rises and the fuel
can only flow towards the injector under high pressure.

The measurement of the injection system took place at
the injection test bench of the OTH Regensburg. Here, the
engine and the associated injection system were driven by an
asynchronous machine. Instead of injecting into the engine,
the injector thereby injects into a closed fuel filled chamber
of an injection rate analyzer from Moehwald GmbH(see figure
3).
This works according to the hydraulic pressure rise method.
The volume Vc of the aforementioned chamber is known. As
soon as fuel is introduced into it, the pressure ∆p changes.
In addition to the chamber pressure, the sound velocity of the
fluid c is determined via ultrasonic measurements. From this,
the injection rate ∆m is calculated using equation 1.[7]
∆p
(1)
c2
In addition to the injection rate and the quantities required
for this, such as the pressure or the engine position, the pressure in the injection line and other relevant engine parameters,
such as the oil temperature, were also measured.
∆m = Vc ∗

IV. S TRUCTURE OF THE SIMULATION MODEL
The fuel injector is simulated using the 1D multiphysics
simulation platform GT-Suite. The developed model describes
everything from the center of the injection line - where the
rail pressure sensor is located - to the tip of the injector or the
connection of the leakage pipe. The goal with this model is
to keep it as simple as possible and as complex as necessary.
This allows sufficient accuracy to be achieved with acceptable
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Figure 5: Distribution of injected mass deviation simulation
vs. measurement for diesel operation.

Figure 4: Structure of the simulation model
computational time. The structure of the model can be seen in
figure 4. It consists of the second part of the high pressure line
after the pressure measuring point (green box), the leakage
path (yellow box), as well as the nozzle needle with valve
seat and spray holes itself (blue box). Furthermore, the spring
that preloads the nozzle is modeled (marked red), a mass that
represents the mass of the needle (pink box) and two pistons
(orange box) that represent the surfaces of the nozzle needle.
If a pressure acts on these surfaces and the valve seat, a force
is generated in the opposite direction to the spring force. If
this force and thus the injection pressure is high enough, the
injection valve opens.
V. C ALIBRATION AND MODEL PERFORMACE
A. Calibration
The model is calibrated using several diesel measurements.
The goal is to calibrate the model with one fuel, based on
a few measurements and then predict the injection rates in
Diesel and OME operation without any change, except for the
fuel properties.
The model is adjusted using the following three set screws:
• Length high pressure path
• Spring pretension
• Nozzle hole diameter
First of all, the length of the high pressure line is varied around the measured value to compensate for possible
measurement errors in the length of the high pressure path.

Errors of this type can be caused by inaccurate measurement
of the position of the pressure measuring point, or inaccurate
specifications of the lengths within the injector.
If the simulated injection rate is within the range of the measured one, the spring preload can be varied to set the correct
injection duration. Differences in preload between different
nozzles are due, to material and manufacturing defects and
tolerances, as well as errors in the assembly of the nozzle. An
example of this would be incorrect spring compression due to
incorrect torque when assembling the nozzle.
As soon as this corresponds to the measurement, it may be
necessary to correct the length of the injection line once again
so that the start and end of injection match the measurement.
Finally, the diameter of the nozzle holes is adjusted. Any
differences can be easily seen in the maximum flow rate of
simulation and measurement.
B. Diesel operation
After the model was calibrated, it was checked with 110
measured diesel load points. The model was found to have
satisfactory accuracy. The injected mass was represented with
an error of -6.5% to +5.5% in about 86% of the load points
(see Figure5). The injection start was predicted, in about 97%
of the load points, with an error in the range -0.57◦ to +0.48◦
degrees crankangle. The maximum deviation is 2◦ crankangle
and the mean deviation is 0.14◦ crankangle. Thus, the accuracy
of the injection start can be rated as very good. The duration
of injection has also been predicted very good. In 90% of the
investigated loadpoints, the error is between -0.8◦ and +0.51◦
crankangle. The maximum error is 0.5◦ crankangle and the
mean error is -0.24◦ crankangle.
An example of a simulated and a measured injection rate
can be seen in figure 6.
C. OME operation
For OME operation, only the fuel was changed and the
data from the 71 OME measurements was loaded into the
simulation model. No other changes were made to the model.
This showed that the model calculates the injected mass with
a lower accuracy compared to diesel operation. The injected
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Figure 6: Comparison of simulated and measured injection rate
in Diesel operation.

Figure 7: Distribution of injected mass deviation simulation
vs. measurement for OME operation.
mass was represented with an error of +6% to +18% in
about 66% of the load points (see figure 7). On average,
the error is about +8%. This shows that the model generally
overestimates the injected mass for OME operation. The
calculation of the start of injection has an error range of 0.75◦ and +1.2◦ crankangle in 91% of the loadpoints. The
maximum error is 2.2◦ crankangle and the mean error is 0.48◦
crankangle. Generally the model presents a good performance
in calculating the start of an injection event. The duration of
an injection pulse has been simulated with an error range of
-2◦ to +0.7◦ crankangle in 85 % of the cases. The maximum
observed error in injection duration is 2◦ crankangle and the
mean error is 0.73◦ crankangle.
An example of a simulated and a measured injection rate is
shown in figure 8.
VI. C ONCLUSION
The developed simulation model can represent, both in
operation with diesel and with OME, all the load points
investigated in good approximation. It is noticeable that the
model is significantly more accurate in diesel operation than

Figure 8: Comparison of simulated and measured injection rate
in OME operation.
in OME operation. This can be attributed to the low availability
of OME properties at the time of the study. For example, the
database supplied with GT-Suite has 136 map points for the
relationship between density, temperature and viscosity for
diesel, whereas only one single point was available for this
relationship for the experimental OME fuel used here, which is
not included in this database. The situation is similar for other
relevant fuel characteristics. Even though the injected mass is
overestimated most of the time for OME operation, the start
and duration of injection seem to be fitting. Therefore it might
be applicable to scale the injection rates of the simulation to
the measured amount of fuel injected on the engine test bench
to create a more accurate result. Considering the limitations
in terms of OME properties, the simulation model works very
well.
VII. O UTLOOK
The next step is to extend the model to include the highpressure pump. This will allow the injection system to be
perfectly adapted to the use of OME and diesel in conjunction
with a predictive combustion model.
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Investigation of acoustic absorbing material in
an impedance tube
Yunus Ahmet Acikgöz
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“Additive Manufacturing Center” a process that produces a
material with a very good absorption coefficient in all
frequency ranges in which are noises in vehicles. The material
has a low weight and is absolutely geometry-free. The process
is like a 3D prototype printing process which is used [4].

Abstract— Acoustics in vehicles is becoming increasingly
more importance in today's world. The most important
parameter in acoustic is the absorption coefficient. To improve
the acoustics in vehicles, absorption material is used. For
example, under the carpets, seats and plastic trim this material
is used. BMW has developed a process to produce components
with excellent absorption coefficients. This paper includes a
potential investigation of the parts produced by this technology
and solving problems that came up in the course of the project.
The project is divided into two areas. A fault analysis on the
Kundt tube is discussed. In the second part a potential
investigation is carried out. Geometrically different parts are
measured for acoustic properties by different measurement
methods. The results are evaluated and compared.

II. CONTEXT
The acoustic behavior of materials in a measurement
environment, has been analyzed in various works. The testing
of Polymer Compounds analyzed in the scientific work from
P. Allan. He uses acoustics test tubes from “Bruel&Kjaer” to
measure the absorptions coefficient[2]. A research project is
written by V. Wottstock and D. Sgriess. They researched on
acoustic insulating material made from renewables [4]. The
absorption coefficient of foams was measured in the work A.
Grebel, J. Bös and T. Melz. They used the 2-microphone
method for analytical models were created for modeling and
of foams [5]. This material is very similar with the material
which used from us. The absorption coefficient of some local
building materials is researched in the Kundt tube from M.
Sylvain, C. Houngan, M. Anjorin and A.Vianou. They
measured stabilized earth, mortar and concrete material[8].
The same test method is also used by A. Piana, B. Roozen
and C. Scrosati to measure glass wool [9].The difference
from other works is achieved by the first analysis of the
innovative material, which is manufactured by BMW. This
material has not been studied in any research project.
Reference values from the literature specifically for this case
cannot be used. After the literature review all results must be
compared with each other in order to make a statement about
the material at the end. The method used to measure the
acoustic properties has become clear through the literature
research.
With a failure analysis on a Kundt tube there have been
only a few publications so far. In a dissertation “Unsicherheit
bei der Bestimmung der Schallabsorption mithilfedes
Kundt’schen Rohres” [4], Grebel focused with the reasons for
uncertainty and describes how to proceed these methodically.
Furthermore Brunnader deals with the troubleshooting of
Kundt tubes in his dissertation “Aufbau und Programmierung
der 2p Messmethode im Impedanzrohr für die Messung

Keywords—acoustic, reflection, sound absorption, impedance
tube, BMW additive manufacturing

I. INTRODUCTION
Acoustic properties of compounds are an important
consideration application. Over the last years, addition to
driving dynamics, design and technical data, vehicle users also
pay attention to the acoustics in a vehicle. Especially in the
premium segment, it is therefore all the more important to
protect the customer/driver of the vehicle from disturbing
noises, such as a creaking noise, in every driving situation. A
large number of acoustics engineers carry out component tests
during development [1]. To improve the acoustics in vehicles,
absorption material is used. For example, under the carpets,
seats and plastic trim this material is used [2]. In vehicles,
fleece material is used to achieve the required sound
absorption. The exact name of this material is “Basotect”. But
the problem is that this material leads to additional weight in
the vehicle, and this is an important factor in today's electrified
vehicles. The classic combustion engine continues to be used
as a vehicle drive but manufactures like Toyota use hybrid
vehicles [3]. Noise becomes even louder because of the failure
of the combustion engine. The target of research and
development of automobile manufactures is light weight and
best possible acoustics. Another problem of this fleece
absorber material is the non-freedom of geometry. In vehicle
it cannot be completely involved in free spaces. This leads to
acoustic problems. The Company BMW has developed in the
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akustischer Materialparameter” [13]. At the University of
Applied Sciences in Munich, Mr. Wimmer worked on error
analysis and this was published in a thesis „Further
investigations on the impedance tube for the determination of
acoustical properties“ [12].

This formula is used to convert this:

The absorption coefficient 𝑎 is calculated like this:
𝑎=1–R

According to literature, the sources of error can be divided
into two categories. Systematic and random errors. Systematic
errors include possible errors due to either measurement or
analysis, such as effects due to incorrect sampling, leakage,
and errors in measuring length. But also, the measuring signal
causes such errors. These result from the random amplitude
and phase characteristics of the signal. Random errors result
from the measurement and are usually unavoidable. It may be
due to insufficient signal-to-noise ratio of the microphones. To
minimize the noise signal, it is necessary to have a high
coherence between the two microphones. Also, incorrect
installation of the sample in the tube can lead to errors. By
averaging and applying deterministic signals, random errors
can be kept small [12].

Sound absorption describes the reduction or loss of sound
energy by hitting objects. In case of complete reflection this
value is 0 in case of complete absorption equal to 1. In the
literature, porous materials are described with a value of 0.6
[4] [5]. The Basotect material has a value of approx. 1 [11].
About 800 test parts from BMW manufacturing with different
geometric properties are to be measured in the project. The
differences between these parts are recorded in an Excel list
and plot in diagrams, for a better/faster overview in the later
evaluation. To ensure reproducibility of the measurement,
each test is repeated three times and is archived.
IV. EXPERIMENTALS
First results show the absorption values of the different
parts. BMW's technology has very good absorption skills in
many frequency ranges, similar to the reference part called
Basotect. The results show that the acoustic values depend on
the material thickness and size and that very thin components
lead to incorrect vibrations in the result. In physics the effect
is named “plate oscillator”. The energy in the sound wave is
converted into kinetic energy and causes disturbing noise [11].
The values are in a good range like the Basotect material but
have some interferences. The measuring system has some
failures and was analyzed.

III. METHOD
To be able to carry out the measurements in the acoustics
laboratory at the Munich University of Applied Sciences, the
impedance tube method (also known as Kundt tube) according
to DIN EN ISO 10534-2 was used [9]. For other methods, an
acoustic room with large dimensions must be organized.
Because of vibrations the Kundt tube is coupled out from the
environment for determining the acoustic absorption
coefficient of a test sample. The data is recorded and evaluated
via LabView software. The excitation by sound waves is
performed by a loudspeaker at the end of the tube. The
absorption coefficient of an absorber depends on the angle of
sound waves. In the tube, it is measured under a 90-degree
sound incidence. In reality, the waves do not always hit the
materials in this way [6].
Speaker

PA

PB

C

Fig. 1: AcoustiTube® AED 1000 [8]

Fig. 2: Impact hammer test - Air and structure-borne sound excitation

The material sample which will be measured is located in
position C to see on the Fig.1. The sound pressure at two
positions (PA/PB) is measured by calibrated microphones from
“Bruel & Kjaer”. It is also possible to use a four-microphone
method but for our use the two-microphone method is enough.
The speaker at the end of the tube generates a constant noise
signal. The measured sound pressure is overlay at microphone
positions. Because of reflections it comes to a reduction of
amplitudes of the signal. Based on these values, the reflection
coefficient R is determined at the measurement location.

There are two possible types of excitation of the system,
airborne and structure-borne sound. An impulse hammer
measurement was performed using three accelerometers and a
microphone. The method of moving hammer and
accelerometer was used. Here, the structure-borne sound
excitation by the loudspeaker, the Basotect rings and the
sliding plunger. As shown in the figure 2, the system was
disassembled piece by piece in order to filter out the influence
of the individual elements.
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V. RESULTS

After checking all components of the system, a satisfactory
result was achieved. The test bodies manufactured by BMW
can be measured in the next section, without the influence of
errors, and a safe result can be achieved.

Through a fault analysis, the following fault causes could
be determined.
Microphone slots
Placement of the Basotect-rings
Legs of the System
Sliding Plunger
Bolting and model of Speaker
Preparation of the Sample

VI. FUTURE WORK
A combination of Basotect and test material could lead to
an improvement of his acoustic properties. It would combine
the advantages of both materials to create a unique final
product. The Basotect material leads to better acoustic
properties the innovative material for the lightness and
stiffness of the parts. To exhaust the full potential, the
innovative material must first be analyzed for all its
characteristics. For this purpose, a complete analysis of the
components will be carried out in the second part of the project
and any unusual findings will be documented. A table could
therefore be drawn up for the absorption behavior with
different geometric properties for different frequency curves.
The material could then be used specifically for each specialist
area in vehicle development.
The implementation with the software LabView is only
conditionally suitable. Although results are delivered, the
measurement is time-consuming, and many errors could
occur. The PAK measuring software is with a license key fully
automated and works with the Kundt tube as well. This system
change would lead to time and cost savings. Finally, the
measurement could be carried in a calibrated reverberation
room (acoustic room).
The measurement can no longer be carried out at the
university, but this would achieve further optimization. For
external influences are excluded in the room. External
influences are excluded in the room.

After performing the test series. The following can be said
when considering the different frequency ranges:
Basotect rings in Kundt's tube have an influence in the
range 200-1600Hz
The legs in the range in the low-frequency range up to
200-300Hz
The sliding plunger in the range of 600-700Hz
All other defects of Kundt's tube mentioned had no
influence on this case or were no reason for the unsteadiness.
However, they can occur with great probability in other cases.
The exact improvement of the curve of the absorption
coefficient over the frequency of the measured components
cannot be shown here because of the blocking notice from
BMW. However, the improvement of the measurement
system during the project is easily seen in the figure 3. The
absorption behavior of a Basotect sample from the beginning
of the project (orange curve) and the current result (black
curve) were placed on top of each other in the figure. The
improvement in the range of 600-700Hz and 2600-2700Hz is
quite obvious here. These areas are the proof that the points
described above have a structure-borne sound (vibrations)
influence on the entire system. The tube is excited, and this
leads to defects in these areas.
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Abstract—Innovative mobility concepts for rural areas are
increasingly urgently needed. The use of automated on-demand
shuttles could be one way to implement such. The purpose
of this paper is to discuss the connectivity requirements for
communication between an automated bus operating in a rural
area and a provisioning server. Especially for the use case of a
booking app for getting information as well as providing data
the needed requirements are defined. This will include a look
at existing related research projects. An overview of a possible
model for communication is given. Based on measurements
performed in previous work, the defined requirements for the
selected test track are evaluated. Finally, an outlook is given on
how the project will proceed.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As recent studies show, the rural exodus in Germany is still
an ongoing trend, which is unlikely to end by itself in the near
future [1]. On the one hand, one reason for this is that the
occupational field of the people living there is still changing
and it is therefore more practical to live in the city. The poor or
difficult to reach infrastructure also plays a role here. The low
density of shopping facilities, doctors, pharmacies and other
public facilities in combination with a poorly developed public
transport system usually forces the citizens living there to get
their own car, otherwise it is difficult to reach the mentioned.
Especially for older people this is a problem because they are
sometimes for health reasons no longer able to drive a motor
vehicle. Therefore, they also increasingly move to the city.
In order to stop or even reverse this trend, one way to make
life in the countryside more attractive again is to develop a
new form of passenger transport in these regions. The vision
here would be an automated bus which could be ordered on
demand by means of an app on the smartphone of the citizen.
The bus could act like a regular bus and drive along fixed
routes or, like a cab, stop only at the pick-up points booked
by the users.
This paper will focus on the communication of such a described autonomous bus and the providing server which is
needed for the booking app.
Hereinafter chapter II will take a closer look at the overall
requirements for the communication of a self-driving vehicle
to a server and presents related projects. Chapter III will
describe and present a model of the system architecture of the
communication. Section IV will than focus on measurements

of network coverage, throughput and other physical parameters
on a test track in the rural area which were carried out in
previous work and can be viewed in [2]. Also chapter IV
will evaluate and review the results of the measurements in
consideration of the use cases of communicating to a app.
Finally, chapter V gives a conclusion of the written and
presents an outlook how the project will continue.
II. OVERALL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE COMMUNICATION
OF A SELF DRIVING VEHICLE TO A SERVER

In this chapter the requirements for the communication
should be described. Therefore the use cases communication
to the booking app is explained and estimations about the
requirements are made. For each use case the requirements
are based on the following physical parameters.
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ASU: The ASU value, which stands for Arbitrary
Strength Unit, is a possible variant for representing
the reception level or signal quality of a mobile radio
signal. It provides a standardized, uniform representation
of the signal quality of a wide variety of mobile radio
standards. The value of the ASU is proportional to
the measured received signal strength and its output
is an integer value without a measurement unit. It is
possible to calculate the received signal level in dB from
the ASU. Therefore, in most standards, the conversion
is from Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) to
ASU. Only in LTE is the conversion based on the
Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) as shown in
the following equation.[3]
ASU = RSRP [dBm] + 140

•
•

•

(1)

Throughput: The throughput describes how much data
can be transferred in a given time.
Latency: The Latency regarding a mobile communication
describes the time which is needed to transfer data
packages from the source to the target.
Round Trip Time: The Round Trip Time, or RTT for short,
describes the bidirectional travel time of a data packet,
i.e. how long the process of sending and returning it to its
initiator takes. The RTT is not necessarily twice as large
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•

as the latency, since the travel time can vary depending
on the direction.[4]
Jitter: The variation in latency is described by the value
of the jitter.

A. Communication to booking app
Since the booking of the autonomous guided bus shall be
on demand, meaning that there is no fixed timetable for it
driving, a possible passenger has to be able to order the bus
via app on their smartphone. Thereafter the app has to send
and receive data from the bus about its status and availability.
During the ride communication is necessary for monitoring
the position of the vehicle. Status information about where the
bus is right now, how long the ride will take as well as other
general notifications for the passengers might be transferred.
For the mentioned predictions the information which has to be
provided by the vehicle are the geographic coordinates latitude
and longitude as well as the altitude. With this information
estimations on the remaining waiting time for the bus or the
left time to travel can be executed by the server and then be
sent to the user’s smartphone. In case of a booking not only
the estimated waiting time but the general availability of the
shuttle has to be ensured. Therefore the “status” of the bus
has to be communicated to the server which tells if the bus is
ready for an operation, the state of an ongoing operation or
that the service can not be provided at the moment. In the other
direction the bus also has to get information by the booking
app and therefore from the server. The information should
include the number of passengers who have to be picked up.
This is important in case more people are picked up during the
same ride at different places to calculate and tell if there are
still enough seats to carry another. To drive either to the current
pickup location or the booked destination these locational data
has to be transmitted. If there are more than only one booking,
stopovers should be able to be included. Since it must be
assumed that the service of the bus is not used continuous
a standby command to turn of the engine and other driving
relevant systems is necessary. The counterpart to this is the
wake-up message which reactivates all the needed systems.
Arrival and departure messages will be sent as well to the
server to inform the passengers that entering or leaving the
bus is now possible.
For all of the mentioned information which has to be transferred only a low amount of data should be required.
For the estimation of the size of the message which has to
be transferred between the server and the vehicle a closer
look is taken on the amount of the above mentioned data.
For the geoinformational data the accuracy and therefore
resolution of the recording GPS-Module used is decisive.
The GPS-Module which will be used in the planned bus is
the RT3000 v3 which is a high resolution inertial navigation
system (INS) with a positional accuracy of 1cm. Due to this
high accuracy also the amount of data recorded for longitude,
latitude and altitude in comparison to normal GPS modules
is high. Latitude and longitude are recorded with a 8 bytes
resolution and the altitude with 4 bytes. The other data which

has to be transferred should be very low in size. Shuttle
status should be describable with 1 byte and the status of
the infrastructure with only 2 bits. The request for the next
action and information about orders is estimated with 6 bytes
for locational data for start and stop location, because this is
enough to match the actual accuracy of regular GPS modules
like they are built into smartphones the app will run on [5].
So for a rough estimation a total of around 27 bytes is needed
to be send from the shuttle to the server. The transferred data
also has no time critical aspects, therefore the periodicity of 1 s
should be enough to keep the server and the app updated. Thus
the resulting needed throughput would be 27 B/s. Latency,
RTT or Jitter can also be fairly high but the overall delay
shouldn’t extend the generation time of the data elements, so
that packages received by the server stay in the correct order.
This could be important for estimation of travel and waiting
time. Therefore the overall latency including jitter shouldn’t
extend one second.
B. Related Projects
In other similar research project communication is done
with different technologies.
For instance the joint projects “KoMoD“ and its follow-up
project “KoMoD next” define in their interface documents
two standards used for communication[6], [7]. For the use
case of "V2X" (vehicle to everything) communication to a
server is done via the mobile network[8]. Via this connection
emergency call information is transmitted at the moment, but
also traffic light switching forecasts, information about tunnels,
parking information or traffic sign information could be sent
via this connection. In an other documents the used mobile
network standard is defined as the LTE-standard [9]. For the
communication between road side units and the vehicle ITS
G5 (IEEE 802.11p) a WLAN standard is used [10].
In the project U-shift the communication approach is a so
called "Multi-access Edge Computing" where the communication to the vehicle is done via the roadside units which then
communicate to the global backend. Communication between
vehicle and roadside unit is planed to be done over G5 like
in the before described projects. The connection between
global backend and road side units can then be realized via
fiber optic or 5G the newest mobile network standard. Also
it is mentioned that a different approach could be a global
communication for booking and routing like in the use case
described in chapter II-A. For this communication where no
realtime capability is needed U-shift would tend to try LTE
as the communication technology and plans to upgrade to 5G
when the availability of it is given [11].
"ICT4CART" is a project to develop versatile ICT infrastructure to enable the transition towards higher levels of automation with the help of it. In this project the communication
is also done over the two technologies, WLAN and cellular
network communication. Not all use cases of this project need
both technologies but communication between vehicles and
infrastructure and among themselves is done via G5. Services
like the OEM backend or other service providers are connected
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– Ready
– Not ready
•

Order request:
–
–
–
–

Number of passengers
Pickup location
Destination
Standby instruction

B. Process of transfer

Figure 1. High-Level Overview of the communication between vehicles and
the cloud, according to the project ICT4CART [12].

via LTE or 5G with the vehicles and the infrastructure [12],
[13]. A Overview of this approach can be seen in figure 1.
As the communication to the infrastructure shall not be
discussed in this paper no technology is chosen for this use
case. Like in the other shortly mentioned research projects,
for the communication to the server in the first steps LTE is
the technology of choice. A upgrade to 5G is considered if
mobile network provider can provide this technology over, for
the later in chapter IV-A described, track. A more detailed
discussion of the anticipated technology for data transfer is
done in chapter III-C.

The next step was the description of the procedure of
communication. Here customer, application(app) and bus are
the three instances which have to be considered in the communication process. A exemplary process can be seen in figure
2. Here the rough process from booking the service by the
customer till reaching the destination is shown. This includes
also passing the data of the route to the bus, the boarding and
deboarding of the passenger as well as a description of the
needed communication while driving. This last point is done
in a loop because data has to be sent periodically here the
also already in chapter II-A described data like position and
the status of the vehicle is transferred constantly to keep the
app and therefore the customer updated. Also it can be thought
of transferring a heartbeat from vehicle to server to let each
other know that the connection is still active.

III. M ODEL OF A COMMUNICATION ARCHITECTURE
BETWEEN VEHICLE AND SERVER

A. Data for transfer
The model of the communication architecture describes
detailed how communication works between vehicle and the
other parts of the system needed to provide the service of the
self driving bus. One of them is also the server or respectively
the application which runs on the smartphone of the user. The
definition of the data which has to be transferred was done in
the first step of architecture development. Which data has to
be transferred is already mentioned in chapter II-A for data
size estimations but shall be listed clearer here.
• Position of the bus:
– Latitude
– Longitude
– Altitude
• Status:
– Shuttle bus is ready for operating mobility service
– Shuttle bus is no longer available for mobility service
– Trip status:
∗ Wake-up
∗ Arrival
∗ Departure
∗ Stand-by
∗ End of service
• Status of infrastructure:

Figure 2. Exemplary process of communication between the three instances,
bus, app and customer from ride booking to the pickup driving and arrival at
the destination
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C. Anticipated technology for data transfer
As already mentioned in chapter II-B the used technology
for data transfer should be LTE. Long Term Evolution short
LTE is technically a collection of standards out of the third
and fourth generation of mobile communication[14]. Looking
deeper into the Open Systems Interconnection model (OSI
model), Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) will be the
transport technology, and IP the used network protocol. What
comes along with using this protocol stack shall be discussed,
it can be seen starting with TCP and therefor layer 4 in
Figure 3. Also the overhead data from needed headers of
these protocols are mentioned and added up to calculate the
additional needed throughput.

Figure 3. Overview of the last OSI model layers of the anticipated technology
for data transfer from TCP over IP and LTE-Stack for data transfer to the
physical layer

Going through the Layer the first is TCP. TCP is a reliability
orientated transport internet protocol, where connection is
established and terminated via three way handshakes[15].
These handshakes were also used while measuring the Round
Trip Time. For the protocol the reliability of the connection
and package delivery is highly important, therefore the positive
acknowledgement function ensures that. The header size for
TCP is normally 20 bytes[15]. In the next layer IP is used
as the network protocol, which performs the routing between
server and client. Here maximum header size is 60 bytes[16].
Layer two is defined by using LTE and three protocols PDCP,
RLC and MAC are carried out, it shall not be the purpose
of this paper to look deeper into what is concretely done in
this layer but it can be read in [17], [18] and just the header
size of the protocols will be considered. The sum of additional
header data from layer 2 is rounded up 17 bytes (PDCP: 12bit
[19]+ RLC: 10bit [20]+ MAC: 14bytes[21]). From the last the
physical layer no additional data is added, thus the maximal

additional data that is generated due to headers is 97 bytes
which is over three times the amount of data to be transferred
for the communication to the booking app. Therefore also the
plan like described in chapter III-B sending a heartbeat so that
not always the whole status message has to be sent is obsolete
because the headers are needed here as well and so differences
in size are negotiable.
IV. M EASUREMENTS OF NETWORK COVERAGE AND
THROUGHPUT ON A TEST TRACK IN THE RURAL AREA
A. Execution of measurements
The measurements used in this paper were carried out on a
test track in Neubäu am See, a district of the eastern Bavarian
town of Roding. Neubäu am See can be considered rural due
to its low population density as well as a low total population
of 950 inhabitants[22]. The investigated route has a length
of about 1.3km and extends from the train station slightly
outside Neubäu to the "Seepark Neubäu", a local recreation
area. Both at the beginning and at the end of the route there
are parking lots where the turning maneuver of the bus is
carried out. The route can be divided into different parts due to
the road conditions and the maximum allowed driving speed.
From the train station, the road is narrow and lacks median
lane markings. It ends in a well-built country road with a
maximum speed of 80km/h, which changes to 50km/h at
the official entrance to Neubäu. After one kilometer, a right
turn follows into a road with a lower speed of 30km/h hand
no median marking, which is followed to the destination. The
measurement data were taken on September 30, 2020 and
October 16, 2020 under different weather conditions which
were not noticeably reflected in the results. The data was
recorded by driving 10 laps each. The exact explanation of
the measurement results can be found in the previous paper
[2]. In this paper, only a summary of these will be presented
and the results will be used as well as to test the use case of
communication to the booking app for feasibility.
B. Summary of the measurements
The measurements which can be viewed in detail in the related work [2] showed the coverage, connection loss, throughput values, and RTT over the tested track. A clear difference
regarding the network provider showed up for the driven test
track, so results showed that a stable lossless connection can
be established with Vodafone, there the ASU value was in the
range of 21 to 57 this indicates a connection which should be
stable most of the time but critical weather condition could
lead to dropouts. This is completely different with Telekom
here on the first day connection couldn’t be established at all
and results of the coverage on the second day of measurements
indicated a bad connection. The ASU value for Telekom laid in
the range of 0 which occurred very often and 46. Connection
loss occurred as well just with Telekom as the provider. The
throughput measurements where after experiencing the bad
connection with Telekom just carried out for Vodafone. Results
in the throughput measurements ranged form 258 kB/s to a
partial maximum of 3.8 M B/s. But most of the values were
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between 1 M B/s and 2 M B/s. The round trip time had its
average value with 34ms and a maximum mean value of 51ms.
C. Evaluation for the Communication to booking app
The results from the measurements are now taken to evaluate if the communication to a booking app is possible in
that area at the moment. Even though RTT, like mentioned
in chapter II, is not necessarily twice the latency, this is now
estimated for the use case evaluation.
Because of the low requirements in that use case these are
more than fulfilled. The needed throughput was estimated with
27 B/s so still the lowest measured mean throughput is about
9000-times higher. But it has to be considered that additional
the size of the headers from the protocol stack needs to be
added. So absolute amount of data to transfer is 124 B/s but
also this is still extremely low. Therefore regarding the amount
of exchanged data no problems should occur. Latency was
defined with 1s which is also easily fulfilled when looking
at the maximum mean RTT which is 51 ms and results in a
latency of 25.5 ms.
V. C ONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In the beginning of the paper the topic of a communication
from a automated bus to a providing server was discribed for
the use cases of "communication to a booking app". There
was a look into this use case given and the requirements
needed to fulfill it were defined. Also three already existing
project were described and in conclusion LTE or in the future
5G was defined as the used technology for data transfer. A
overview of the transferred data for the communication as
well as the process how data transfer should look like in the
project was given. Measurements which led to the evaluation
if the defined use cases are achievable with the available
network infrastructure were carried out in a related work.
These measurements were shortly described and summarized.
In conclusion every requirement for communicating to a server
for a booking app is fulfilled.
Overall the results show that for the communication to a
booking app communicating via LTE on the given test track is
feasible. In the next steps the communication interface has to
be defined on basis of the data that has to be transferred and
the system architecture. For this communication also hardware
equipment like a LTE module which communicates to the
infrastructure of the bus research has to be done.
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Abstract—Firmware updates are a well-known practice to mitigate vulnerabilities in vehicles. However, firmware updates also
increase the risk that an adversary changes the firmware of an
Electronic Control Unit (ECU). Remote Attestation is a promising
security mechanism to detect altered firmware and unauthorized
equipment. Previous works have already investigated its deployment in vehicles. However, the proposed schemes do not address
the challenges of initial key distribution, firmware updates, and
ECU replacement sufficiently. Asymmetric attestation schemes
enable a practical solution to these challenges. Hence, this paper
explores their benefits and drawbacks in connection with their
deployment in vehicles. For this purpose, an asymmetric firmware
attestation scheme is proposed that constitutes a practical solution
to the named challenges. Afterwards, its evaluation suggests that
the asymmetric firmware attestation scheme simplifies software
updates and ECU replacement at the expense of performance.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Modern vehicles face a serious risk of cyber-attacks. In
order to address this risk, new standards as the ISO/SAE DIS
21434 [1] or the regulation on cybersecurity of the United
Nations (UN) [2] have been developed. They describe the
required processes and practices to ensure the security of
a vehicle throughout its life cycle. For instance, the UN
regulation on cybersecurity requires sufficient processes to
address vulnerabilities in vehicles [2]. Firmware updates are
a well-known practice to mitigate vulnerabilities [1]. For
this purpose, the firmware of an ECU must be stored in
modifiable memory, e.g. flash memory. However, this poses
the threat that an adversary changes the firmware. This might
be achieved by successfully exploiting a memory error or the
update process [2]. An ECU executing manipulated firmware
may harm people or properties. Therefore, the UN regulation
on cybersecurity requires techniques limiting the access to
the flash-memory [2]. But an adversary can circumvent this
measure, if he replaces the original ECU with equipment
running a modified version of the firmware. Hence, the UN
regulation on cybersecurity also requires measures to prevent
and detect the use of unauthorized equipment [2].
Remote Attestation is a promising security mechanism to
achieve the quoted requirements. Generally, Remote Attestation (RA) denotes the activity where a device – the prover –
provides evidence about some of its properties (e.g. loaded
firmware) over a network to convince another device – the
verifier – of its trustworthiness [3] [4]. RA is typically obtained

via a challenge-response protocol: The verifier initiates the
attestation by sending an attestation challenge. After receiving
the challenge the prover creates the attestation token. In
the case of a symmetric attestation scheme, this is often
a Hashed-Message-Authentication-Code (HMAC) calculated
with the symmetric attestation key over the concatenation of
the challenge and the measurement of the relevant properties
(e.g. a hash-value of its firmware). The verifier also computes
the attestation token. Hence, the verifier must know the symmetric attestation key and the expected measurement of the
properties. The prover is assumed trustworthy, if it delivers
an attestation token that is equal to the expected one. Thus,
RA is suitable to detect altered firmware, if the measurement
is a hash of the loaded firmware. Moreover, RA can be
used to authenticate the proving device, as only the prover –
besides the verifier – knows the attestation key. Consequently,
the quoted requirements from the previous paragraph can be
achieved with RA. [5]
Multiple works have already proposed attestation schemes
for ECUs [6]–[11]. But the author found out (cf. II-A) that
these works do not address initial key provisioning, firmware
updates, and ECU replacement sufficiently. Furthermore, all
these works require a database at the verifier that contains the
attestation keys and the valid measurements for all ECUs. Such
a database complicates the implementation of routines for
initial key provisioning, firmware updates, and ECU replacement. However, it can be eliminated by using an asymmetric
attestation scheme. It may also provide a practical solution to
the aforementioned issues. Therefore, this work explores the
benefits and drawbacks of asymmetric attestation schemes in
connection with its deployment in vehicles. All in all, this
work makes the following contributions:
• Asymmetric Firmware Attestation Scheme: In this work
an Asymmetric Firmware Attestation Scheme (AFAS)
for ECUs is proposed that simplifies firmware updates
and ECU replacement in comparison to the existing
attestation schemes.
• Evaluation: The evaluation of the design of the proposed
AFAS demonstrates some of its benefits and drawbacks.
II. BACKGROUND & R ELATED W ORK
The current section provides necessary background information about attestation schemes for ECUs (II-A) and asymmetric
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attestation schemes (II-B) by reviewing related works.

Table I

A. Attestation Schemes for ECUs
Oguma et al. [6], [7] are the first who suggest the use of RA
in the automotive domain. They use RA as part of a securityarchitecture, that guarantees authentic and encrypted communication between ECUs with authentic software configurations.
The authors suggest a symmetric attestation scheme similar to
the one described in section I, where a specific Master ECU
verifies the authenticity and integrity of all other ECUs in the
vehicle. The implementation of this concept is accomplished
with the help of a Trusted Platform Module (TPM). However,
TPMs – even when compliant to TPM 2.0 Automotive Thin
Profile [12] – increase the size, the costs and the complexity
of ECUs to a degree, that is not practical for most ECUs [9].
Therefore, researchers have developed attestation schemes that
do not require secure co-processors such as TPMs [8], [9]. The
solution proposed by Kohnhäuser, Püllen and Katzenbeisser
can even be implemented on commodity ECUs [9].
Recent works suggest new architectures for in-vehicle RA.
Rawat et al. [10] propose a decentralized RA scheme, that
enables each ECU in a vehicle to verify the others. This
approach is superior to the one with a single Master ECU, as it
offers more robustness, less latency and does not have a single
point of failure. In order to derive the required symmetric
attestation keys, the authors suggest the Double-Rachet key
derivation protocol. However, they do not explain how to
provision the initial root keys for Double-Ratchet. Alladi et
al. [11] present an attestation scheme where the authentication
and attestation of ECUs is conducted by an edge server and
Road Side Units (RSUs). The aim of this architecture is to
offload the task of attestation to the edge server and the RSUs.
Initial key provisioning, firmware updates, and ECU replacement appear as a major challenge for ensuring the security of an attestation scheme in practice. However, a closer
look revealed that none of the previous works elaborates
on all three issues (cf. Table I). It was further noted that
in all published RA schemes for ECUs the verifier has a
database containing the attestation keys and the valid states
of the attested ECUs [6]–[11]. This property complicates the
processes responsible for initial key distribution, firmware
updates, and ECU replacement. The reason is that an issuing
party must always update the ECU and the database at the
verifier(s). This must also include adequate error handling to
keep the vehicle operational, if one of the updates fails. This
paper aims to overcome the shortcomings of previous works
with the help of an asymmetric attestation scheme that does not
require a database at the verifier(s) and simplifies the processes
responsible for firmware updates as well as ECU replacement.
B. Asymmetric Attestation Schemes
The use of asymmetric cryptography for attestation is already suggested in previous works [4], [13]–[16]. This stems
from the insight that symmetric attestation schemes are not
suitable for use cases, where a device is attested by an
untrusted verifier [16]. The reason is that a symmetric key
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must not be shared with an untrusted verifier [16]. The main
difference of asymmetric attestation schemes in comparison to
symmetric ones is that the prover creates a signature with its
private key instead of a MAC with the shared attestation key.
Furthermore, an additional Certificate Authority must provide
a certificate that assures the authenticity of the associated
public key. Hence, any device possessing the public key of the
prover and the associated certificate can verify the signature
in the attestation token. Consequently, any device can verify
the authenticity and integrity of the prover without knowing
the secret attestation key. Unlike previous works, this paper
explores a new use case of asymmetric attestation schemes
by investigating their potential with respect to initial key
distribution, software updates, and ECU replacement.
III. A NALYSIS
This section defines the problem space of firmware attestation schemes for ECUs and provides the baseline for
the evaluation in section V. It starts with a description of
the system model (III-A) and the adversary model (III-B).
Afterwards the requirements for firmware attestation schemes
are presented in subsection III-C.
A. System Model
As explained in subsection II-B, asymmetric attestation
schemes enable any device with the public key to be the
verifier. This work wants to make use of this property by
aiming for an attestation scheme that can be adapted to
different architectures. This principle is captured as a requirement in subsection III-C and will be evaluated in section V.
Consequently, no specific network configuration or topology
is considered in the following. Thus, it is only for the sake of
clarity that the following graphics always depict a setup, where
the verifier interacts with the prover directly. Last but not least,
this paper considers the Original Equipment Manufacturer
(OEM) to be the certificate authority.
B. Adversary Model
In this work we assume an adversary with the following
capabilities:
(A1) Arbitrary Code Execution at Runtime: The adversary can execute arbitrary instructions at runtime. These
privileges might be gained via a successful exploitation of
software vulnerabilities. Because of this capability, one must
expect that the adversary reads and writes arbitrary memory
at runtime. However, it is not assumed that the adversary
can circumvent hardware protections or exploit the secure
bootloader in Read-Only Memory (ROM). [5]
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(A2) Arbitrary Load of Firmware: Furthermore, an adversary can load arbitrary firmware on an ECU. This privilege
might be gained when there is a vulnerability in the update
validation procedure as discovered in previous studies, e.g. in
[17]. However, it is worth noting that not all software of an
ECU is changed during a firmware update, e.g. the code of
the secure bootloader stored in ROM.
(A3) Control over Communication Medium: Moreover,
the adversary has control over the communication medium
(Dolev-Yao Model [18]). Consequently, the adversary can
eavesdrop messages, perform replay attacks, initiate new conversations or act as a man-in-the-middle.
On the other hand, it is assumed that the adversary cannot
access the private key of the OEM, that is used to sign the
certificates. This appears reasonable as the key is not stored
on any ECU and attacks against the factory of the OEM are
beyond the scope of this paper.

Prover

P KOEM is provisioned

has SKP
DCP is provisioned
F CP is provisioned

Property Measurement
m ← Hash(software)
Prover is ready for attestation
Attestation Protocol
nonce ← {0, 1}n

nonce

attest

C. Requirements
In order to get deployed in vehicles, a firmware attestation
scheme for ECUs shall fulfill the following requirements:
(R1) Hardware Authorization: A firmware attestation
scheme for ECUs shall allow a trusted verifier to assess
whether the firmware was loaded on authorized equipment.
This requirement is necessary in order to fulfill the equivalent
one stated in the UN regulation on cybersecurity [2].
(R2) Firmware Integrity: A firmware attestation scheme
for ECUs shall enable a trusted verifier to assess whether
an unaltered and updated version of the firmware has been
loaded into the RAM. Therefore, the verifier must be able
to detect firmware manipulated through a runtime-attack (cf.
(A1)) or an erroneous update (cf. (A2)). Moreover, it must
contain a mechanism in order to prevent an adversary from
loading obsolete firmware with known vulnerabilities (cf.
(A2)). This requirement is important to prevent the execution
of manipulated or obsolete firmware in safety-critical settings
and to fulfill the equivalent requirement in the UN regulation
on cybersecurity [2].
(R3) Performance: The performance impact of the
firmware attestation scheme for ECUs should be imperceptible
for the user [9]. This requirement is necessary in order to
achieve user acceptance.
(R4) Firmware Updates & ECU Replacement: The
firmware attestation scheme shall support firmware updates
and ECU replacement natively. In other words, the vehicle
shall always be operational right after a firmware update or
an ECU replacement. This requirement is necessary in order
to deploy firmware attestation in vehicles successfully.
(R5) Adaptability: The firmware attestation scheme for
ECUs should be adaptable to various architectures. An attestation scheme fulfilling this requirement has a greater chance
of being deployed in practice. However, this requirement
is optional, as a firmware attestation scheme may also be
deployed, if it only suits a specific architecture.
(R6) Commodity ECUs: The proposed firmware attestation
scheme shall be applicable to commodity ECUs with only a

Verifier
Key Management

sig ← SIGNSKP (nonce||m)
attest ← {m, sig, F CP , DCP }

P KP , dt ← V ERIF Y (DCP , P KOEM )
m0 , dt0 ← V ERIF Y (F CP , P KOEM )
vr ← V ERIF YP KP (sig, pm||nonce)
if ((vr) and (m == m0 ) and (dt == dt0 )):
return OK
return FAILED

Figure 1. Firmware Attestation Protocol with Asymmetric Attestation Key.

secure storage and a protected bootloader [9]. Thus, the attestation scheme should not require additional hardware such as
TPMs or Hardware Security Modules (HSMs). The attestation
scheme should also work without a Protected Module Platform
(PMA) such as Arm’s TrustZone. This requirement ensures
the suitability of the firmware attestation scheme for various
ECUs.
IV. A SYMMETRIC F IRMWARE ATTESTATION S CHEME FOR
ECU S
In this section, the AFAS for ECUs (cf. Figure 1) is
presented. It starts with a description of the key management
(IV-A) and the creation of the measurement for attestation
(IV-B). Then, the attestation protocol is specified in subsection IV-C, before we elaborate on initial key distribution,
firmware updates and ECU replacement (IV-D). Finally, we
collect all security assumptions underlying the proposed AFAS
in subsection IV-E.
A. Key Management
It is a major goal of this work to eliminate the database
at the verifier(s). Therefore, it must be possible to assess
the authenticity of the proving device (cf. (R1)) without
knowing the device-specific attestation key. The attestation
scheme of the Trusted Computing Group already provides
a solution to this problem [13]: The idea is that each ECU
has its secret attestation key SKP and a device certificate
DCP authenticating the associated public key. In this work,
we further demand that the certificate contains information
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regarding the device type dt, e.g. the part number of the ECU.
Each device certificate shall be signed with the private key of
the OEM. Hence, if a prover includes its device certificate
DCP into the attestation token, any verifier can check its
authenticity with the public key of the OEM. Thus, there is
no need to store the attestation keys of an ECU in a database
at the verifier.
In order to eliminate the database, the verifier must further
be able to assess the integrity of loaded firmware (cf. (R2))
without knowing the valid measurement of the properties m0 .
A solution to this issue is the use of a firmware certificate F CP
as suggested by Kohnhäuser and Katzenbeisser in [15]. This
certificate should contain a firmware identification number, the
valid firmware measurement m0 , the suitable devices types
st0 and a signature of the OEM, that ensures the integrity
and authenticity of the previous data. If a prover includes this
certificate in the attestation token, any verifier can assess the
integrity of the loaded firmware with the public key of OEM.
Thus, there is no need to store the valid firmware measurement
m0 for an ECU in a database at the verifier. All in all, the
proposed AFAS does not need a database at the verifier(s) at
all.

PMAs such as Arm’s TrustZone technology provide this
hardware support. Arm’s TrustZone technology [20] offers two
execution environments, specifically a secure and a non-secure
one. Hardware mechanisms isolate the two worlds from each
other. The TrustZone technology allows to store sensitive data
such as the secret attestation key or the firmware measurement
in the secure execution environment in order to protect it from
memory accesses by the regular applications running in the
non-secure world or the adversary. This shall be used for the
attestation of ECUs without an Operating System (OS) in the
following way: A bootloader stored in the ROM performs a
secure boot of the secure and the non-secure execution environment. At the same time the bootloader calculates a hashvalue over data in the flash memory that belongs to the nonsecure execution environment. Afterwards, this measurement
is stored in the secure execution environment. At runtime, the
attestation routine in the non-secure world calls a function in
the secure world that can access the attestation key as well
as the measurement and returns the attestation token. For the
attestation of ECUs with a Linux-based OS running in the nonsecure world, we refer the reader to the measurement approach
for advanced ECUs described in [9].

B. Property Measurement

C. Attestation Protocol

The goal of the proposed AFAS is to provide evidence
that an unaltered and up-to-date version of the firmware
has been loaded on suitable hardware (cf. (R1) and (R2)).
Generally speaking, the measured property is the firmware
loaded from flash memory into the RAM. Thus, the boot
process is the most reasonable time to measure the integrity
of the firmware. The corresponding security mechanism is
called authenticated boot or measured boot. One approach
for implementing authenticated boot is the use of additional
hardware modules such as TPMs [13] or Hardware Security
Modules [19]. However, as this work aims for an attestation
scheme applicable to commodity ECUs (cf. (R6)), their use
is not appreciated. Instead, the proposed AFAS builds upon
the work of Kohnhäuser, Püllen and Katzenbeisser [9], who
suggest two implementations to measure the firmware on
commodity ECUs (cf. (R6)) during the boot-process. The
first approach uses the bootloader kept in ROM to compute a Hashed-Message-Authentication-Code (HMAC) over
the hash-value of the firmware in the flash memory and the
previous attestation challenge with the symmetric attestation
key [9]. The authenticated measurement is then used as the
key to create a HMAC over the identifier of the ECU and the
current attestation challenge [9]. However, this scheme cannot
be reused with asymmetric cryptography, as the verifier(s)
cannot determine the authenticated measurement. Instead the
current attestation token must also be signed with SKP .
Consequently, SKP must be accessible after the execution
of the bootloader. However, if SKP is accessible for the
attestation routine at runtime, also the adversary can read it (cf.
(A1)). Therefore, the implementation of the proposed AFAS
requires additional hardware support in order to guarantee that
only the attestation routine can access SKP .

The verifier starts the attestation by creating an attestation
challenge or nonce (cf. Figure 1). The nonce is an arbitrary
number with a length of n bits. Its purpose is to prevent
replay attacks (cf. (A3)) by guaranteeing the freshness of the
attestation response. Consequently, n shall be sufficiently large
to ensure that nonces are not reused accidentally. The nonce is
send to the prover who concatenates it with the measurement
m and signs the result with SKP . Then, the prover creates
the attestation token that consists of the measurement m, the
signature sig, the device certificate DCP and the firmware
certificate F CP . Its worth noting that the attestation token
must be created in the secure execution environment of the
ECU. The prover then sends the attestation token to the
verifier, who checks both certificates with the public key of
the OEM P KOEM . Afterwards, the verifier can check the
signature that was provided by the prover. The attestation
succeeds, if the signature is valid, the provided measurement
m is equal to the expected one m0 from the certificate and
the actual device type dt is included in the set of authorized
devices dt0 . The attestation fails otherwise.
D. Initial Key Distribution, Software Updates, ECU Replacement
Initial Key Distribution: The device shall create the key
pair for device attestation itself. This requires appropriate hardware support to guarantee the randomness of the secret key.
Then the device sends its public key to the OEM that creates
the device certificate DCP and sends it to the device. During
the installation of DCP one must ensure that an adversary,
that may reside in the network or on the device, cannot act
as a man-in-the-middle. It is therefore recommended that the
installation of DCP is performed in a secure environment at
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the factory, where the device authenticity can be assured. The
public key P KOEM shall also be installed in the factory to
ensure its integrity and authenticity.
Software Updates: It is assumed that each firmware update contains its associated firmware certificate F CP . Consequently, the proposed AFAS is operational right after an update
and stays operational after a failed one.
ECU Replacement: A new ECU shall contain SKP and
the corresponding device certificate DCP when leaving the
factory. Hence, if the ECU has recent firmware installed,
the vehicle is operational right after the ECU replacement.
However, if the installed firmware is obsolete, then there must
be a firmware update before the vehicle is operational.
E. Security Assumptions
The proposed AFAS is based on the following security
assumptions:
(SA1) Secure Storage of SKP : This work is based on the
assumption that an adversary cannot access SKP . Therefore,
it must not be possible that an adversary can read memory of
the secure execution environment. This further includes that
the key is not leaked directly via registers or indirectly via a
side-channel.
(SA2) Secure Computation and Storage of m: One must
be aware, that the adversary can extract the valid measurement
from the firmware certificate. Therefore, the adversary must
not be able to modify the measurement of the firmware.
Therefore, the computation of the measurement must not
be interfered by the adversary. Furthermore, the adversary
must not be able to overwrite the original measurement.
Otherwise the adversary might be able to hide the presence
of manipulated firmware.
(SA3) Secure Storage of P KOEM : This work is based on
the assumption that an adversary cannot manipulate the public
key stored at the verifier(s). Otherwise an adversary may be
able to install his own public key. In this case, the adversary
will always be able to create valid attestation tokens by
creating messages (cf. (A3)) that contain valid measurements
with respect to certificates signed with the adversary’s private
key. An adversary may use this to evade detection after
introducing unauthorized equipment or manipulated firmware.
(SA4) Secure Storage of SKOEM : It is further assumed
that an adversary cannot leak the secret signing key of the
OEM. Otherwise the adversary may be able to create new certificates for unauthorized equipment or manipulated firmware.
V. E VALUATION
In this section the requirements from subsection III-C are
used to evaluate AFAS by comparing it to existing attestation
schemes for ECUs:
(R1) Hardware Authorization: The proposed AFAS fulfills (R1), if an authorized device only can create a valid
signature with a secret attestation key, whose associated public
key is authenticated by the OEM. This requires the secure
storage of SKP (SA1) and P KOEM (SA3). The design of
the proposed AFAS fulfills this requirements as it demands

that SKP and P KOEM are stored in the secure execution environment of the ECU. SKOEM must also be stored securely
(SA4). However, as it is stored on a device in the factory
of the OEM, its security is beyond the scope of this paper
and is therefore assumed as true (cf. III-B). Consequently, the
design of proposed AFAS fulfills (R1) likewise the existing
attestation schemes for ECUs [6]–[11]. In the future, it would
be further interesting to assess, whether (SA1) and (SA3) hold
in practice.
(R2) Firmware Integrity: The verifier checks the integrity
of the firmware by comparing the prover’s measurement m
with the expected one m0 from the firmware certificate.
This requires that the prover’s measurement is honest (SA2).
Thus, the design must assure that an attacker cannot interfere
with the computation of the measurement. The design of
the proposed AFAS acknowledges this as it requires that the
measurement is conducted by the bootloader, whose integrity
is ensured by a secure boot technology. Hence, one can assume
the calculation of the measurement as honest, if one trusts the
implementation of the bootloader. Afterwards, the measurement must be stored in memory that protects it from malicious
modifications, while it is not signed. The design of the proposed AFAS fulfills this requirement, because it demands that
the measurement is stored in the secure execution environment
of the PMA. Nevertheless, the design of the proposed AFAS
does not support the detection of obsolete firmware yet. The
reason is that the information regarding newer versions cannot
be obtained from the firmware certificate. A simple solution
would be the extension of the firmware certificates with a
maximum lifetime. A more precise solution would be the
introduction of a revocation scheme that enables the OEM to
revocate certificates for firmware with known vulnerabilities.
However, as the design of the proposed AFAS does not specify
such a solution yet, it does not fulfill (R2) requirement.
In contrast, existing attestation schemes can detect obsolete
firmware, if the database at the verifier is up-to-date. However,
only Rawat et al. present a procedure for updating the database
at the verifier [10]. In the future, it would be further interesting
to assess, whether (SA2) hold in practice.
(R3) Performance: The proposed attestation scheme has
not been implemented yet. As a consequence it is not possible
to compare its performance with the performance of existing
attestation schemes quantitatively. Qualitatively, one can expect that the AFAS offers less performance in comparison to
its symmetric counterparts. One reason is that the attestation
tokens are longer and therefore have longer transmission times.
Moreover, the creation of digital signatures is known to be
slower than creating an HMAC [4]. Last but not least, the
verifier must additionally verify two certificates. Thus, the
price of eliminating the database at the verifier is an increased
execution time and therefore less performance. However, without the quantitative measures it cannot be determined whether
the performance might still be acceptable.
(R4) Firmware Updates & ECU replacement: As illustrated in subsection IV-D the proposed attestation scheme
supports firmware updates and ECU replacement natively. This
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is a major advantage of the proposed AFAS in comparison to
existing attestation schemes for ECUs [6]–[11].
(R5) Adaptability: It is a major benefit of the proposed
attestation scheme that any device possessing P KOEM can
act as a verifier. This makes the scheme adaptable to different
architectures and is an advantage of the proposed AFAS in
comparison to existing attestation schemes for ECUs [6]–[11].
(R6) Commodity ECUs: The proposed AFAS requires a
PMA such as Arm’s TrustZone. Consequently, (R6) is not
fulfilled and its applicability is limited in comparison to the
attestation scheme for simple ECUs suggested in [9]. However,
Arm’s TrustZone is available for commodity micro-controllers
such as the Cortex-M23/M33/M35P. Hence, the proposed
AFAS is more or equally applicable than most of the other
attestation schemes for ECUs [6]–[10].
All in all, the evaluation of the design shows that the
proposed AFAS overcomes the shortcomings of previous
works with respect to firmware updates and ECU replacement.
However, the evaluation also revealed open issues that should
be tackled in the future. One aspect is the introduction of a
revocation scheme and its evaluation. This will show whether
a verifier can detect obsolete firmware. The other aspect is the
implementation of the proposed AFAS in order to compare its
performance to the performance of existing attestation schemes
for ECUs. Moreover, one can assess whether the security
assumptions (SA1), (SA2) and (SA3) also hold in practice.
VI. C ONCLUSION & F UTURE W ORK
This work reveals that initial key distribution, firmware updates and ECU replacement are a major challenge for firmware
attestation for ECUs. Moreover, an AFAS is proposed that simplifies firmware updates and ECU replacement in comparison
to the existing symmetric attestation schemes. The evaluation
of its design suggests that AFAS simplifies software updates
and ECU replacement at the expense of performance. Future
work will focus on improving and implementing the proposed
AFAS. Furthermore, the definition of a revocation scheme is
planned so that obsolete firmware can be detected in the future.
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Abstract—The current global megatrends, and especially digitalisation, are leading to a further increase in the complexity
of products and the development processes of manufacturing
companies, especially in the automotive industry. However, the
new digitalisation technologies also offer many opportunities to
master these challenges and to take product development to a
new level, making it fit for the future. The possibilities are so
diverse that a big picture first had to be created in order to
find the most important and promising points of attack. This
paper aims to present an overview of the challenges of data
networking in the context of digitalisation in the future of product
development. For a better understanding of the challenges to be
overcome, basics on the layer model of product data, the forms
of product information and the definition of non-CAx product
information are explained. Since the challenges and the associated
problems, also in relation to the amount of data, are only clearly
visible in many product development situations, mainly in large
companies, this paper also presents the factors influencing the
product development process in more detail with a focus on
large companies. Furthermore, the huge opportunities that arise
with intelligent data networking in product development will be
highlighted.

I. I NTRODUCTION
During the last few years, global megatrends such as
digitalisation, individualisation, sustainability and connectivity
have posed ever greater challenges to mobility and thus to
manufacturing companies [1, p. 21]. In the process, products
are to be developed ever faster and more innovatively. There is
also a demand to react more flexibly to constant changes and
external influences. This results in an increasing number of
new requirements that have to be met and thus also makes the
products, their components and their functions more complex.
Consequently, the product development process becomes more
extensive due to the data to be processed and thus also
considerably more difficult. It therefore requires companies
to bring the use of intelligent, computer-aided methods and
technologies to the next level. Only companies that are able to
deal with the enourmous and still increasing complexity of the
development process will have a chance in the international
competition. In order to be able to reduce and control this
complexity in product development, the use of networked
systems is playing an increasingly important role. The net-

working of data and information offers enormous potential
for the development process at a very early stage in product
development. The earlier access to all relevant development
data is possible and these can also be used and exploited,
the faster a high-quality development status of a component
is achieved. This allows designers to react more flexibly to
geometric changes at an early stage. In addition, development
loops are reduced through fast and early defect detection and
correction.
During the last few years, the term "digitalisation" in product development has also changed significantly. Nowadays,
digitalisation in particular has clearly brought its significance
and the resulting opportunities into focus as an essentially
important point. From IT innovations and the digitalisation of
products, development processes, services and data processing,
digitalisation is now seen as fully supporting the development
of new approaches for the future of product development. The
sophisticated and highly complex products in the automotive
industry in particular are increasingly difficult to realise in the
mass market. Technologies such as automated or autonomous
driving and communication between vehicles, as well as the
supporting technology provided by sensors, radars and special
cameras, play an enormously important role here. But that is
not the only thing that has made digitalisation possible. Big
Data stands for enabling the company, if desired even in real
time, to structure, analyse and process enormous amounts of
data consistently and correctly and to make quick decisions
on the basis of this [2, p. 25 f.]. As another important
point, this also includes data continuity for transparency and
facilitated processing of data. Furthermore, with the help
of information and communication technologies, the Internet
of Things enables unlimited possibilities for interacting and
networking physical and virtual information and objects [3,
p. 29]. Digitalisation enabled innovations, complete reorientations and designs of products, for example through disruptive
technologies, to gain enormous importance in international
competition. Digitalisation made these exemplary developments possible during the last few years. This is the beginning
of the potential and opportunities for the future, especially the
networking of data in product development.
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In the meantime, several methods and tools have been
developed to capture the relevant knowledge for geometric
design and integrate it into the CAD system. The so-called
"knowledge-based engineering" (KBE) supports the designer
in the product development process to meet the challenges
of increasing product requirements and the coordination of
the relevant data and information for the geometric design
of the product. Knowledge-based engineering is based on
VDI Guideline 5610 [4], which describes a procedure and
technical solutions for implementing the method. Furthermore,
the guideline describes information as structured and categorised data (relevance, relationships, temporal) that can be
used in a certain context. Knowledge is, in effect, networked
information that establishes links and relationships and enables
this knowledge to be used [4]. A contribution by Luft et al. [5]
from the Stuttgart Symposium for Product Development takes
another closer look at VDI Guideline 5610 and presents an
applied approach and concrete recommendations with the help
of an example. In addition to knowledge-based design, there
are many other approaches to networking data and information
in the literature, such as model-based systems engineering
(MBSE), connected engineering (CE), the use of AI and PDM
systems, and even graph databases.
In the following, the enormous potential in the product
development process through the early and continuous networking of data and information as well as the currently
existing problems and obstacles in large companies (OEM)
will be further discussed. First, the basics are explained in
more detail, which serve for a deeper and comprehensive
understanding of the topic.

must have comprehensive requirements and framework conditions at its disposal. For a better understanding of the
following relationships, an analogy was first formed based
on a representation of Gapingvoid [6] from psychology and
linguistics. The facts are presented in the context of the future
in product development and the challenges of data networking,
driven by digitalisation, as a level model related to product
data (see figure 1).
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II. BASICS
In the automotive industry, companies can basically be
divided into the two categories of hardware and software
companies. Especially the large OEMs such as BMW, Audi
and Mercedes-Benz, are referred to as producing hardware
companies, as their products are one of the most important access points for people’s individual mobility. However, today’s
products and vehicles are constantly becoming smarter, more
connected and more innovative, which means that software
development also plays a major role in this respect. Thus,
the geometry of a product is the main access point in every
phase of product development and in almost all business areas.
The reason for this is the unambiguity and consistency of the
geometry, data and information available.
A. Level Model of Product Data
Product description and geometry generation are among
the OEMs’ core tasks, which is also their greatest competence. These core tasks can be realised more productively, in
higher quality and, above all, in less time through the use
of knowledge-based CAD systems (Computer Aided Design).
In order to be able to react flexibly in this currently highly
dynamic competitive environment and to develop innovative,
intelligent and individualised products, product development

data

information

knowledge

insight

wisdom

impact

Figure 1. Level model based on [6]

At the beginning of every new vehicle project, the company
has a large amount of unorganised data. This can, for example,
come from a previous project or a project based on the same
vehicle architecture. The data can be essential for subsequent
product development if, for example, a bottleneck in the
installation space has been intelligently solved with a special
technical solution. However, the designer sees only limited
added value in the available data for his development work, as
he must first find this technical solution, based on the specific
framework conditions and compromises or decisions made, in
the unordered data set.
At the moment, the available data must be sorted, categorised and subsequently analysed. In this way, the designer
gains a deeper insight into the data and accesses the relevant
product information (reference information) for the project.
This can include specifications for defined driving situations,
the configurations in the vehicle as an overall vehicle plan or
standards and design guidelines. In order to be able to use the
available, structured information for the project, the designer
establishes the connections and dependencies between the
information. According to the current state of knowledge in
psychology and computer science, for example, as well as in
other interdisciplinary fields, this networking of information in
a specific context is referred to as knowledge. This facilitates
the understanding of the information at hand, which makes it
possible, for example, to establish correlations or conditions
through a vehicle configuration. This leads to the next step,
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knowledge. This way, the designer is aware of what information he has available at one point and what information he
still needs. This could be, for example, the configuration of a
vehicle door. In the present overall vehicle plan, for example, a
coupé is envisaged, so the question is whether it will be a 2 or
4-door. Accordingly, the designer knows what information he
needs for an initial state of geometry generation, for example,
the available installation space for the package. Wisdom then
describes the final aspect by finding the direct path from
the first information to the required information. With this
wisdom and insight, especially in product development, it has
an enormous impact on saving time in the search for the right
information and on the effectiveness of geometry generation.
B. Forms of Product Information
The product information is available in different forms due
to the complexity of the vehicle and the resulting extensive
amount of data to be processed. Three main categories can be
defined: product information in the form of objects, parameters
or values or in context. The triangle of product information in
figure 2 visualises these three main categories, making clear
that each category has a connection to and is dependent on
the other two categories.
ART DER INFORMATION.

object

x = 23,5
n=5
F(x) = n * 18 x

x

context

parameter

Figure 2. Triangle of product information

If the categories of the available product information are
examined more closely, it can be established that there is a dependency. Accordingly, an object is clearly defined by values
and parameters as well as the associated context information
in the application. A parameter is assigned to a direct object
and the context information defines in which use case this
parameter changes. The context information thus influences an
object in its geometric uniqueness with the help of parameters
and values that are defined in the context. At this point,
special attention also seems to be paid to the consumability
of information. For example, a 3D geometry such as a line
in space can be understood by a person much more quickly
and clearly than its mathematical description using parameters
and formulae. The choice of the information category that is
easiest for the recipient to understand represents a decisive
influence.
The product information required for vehicle development,
before it is transferred to a CAx system, can generally also
be referred to as so-called Non-CAx product information. A
detailed definition follows in the next section.
C. Definition of Non-CAx Product Information
"Non-CAx product information" is the term used to describe
data, information and values that are essentially required
during the geometry generation of a component and support
the designer in this process without there being a direct link to
a CAx system (e.g. CATIA V5). This information is available
in various document formats such as a PDF document, an
Excel spreadsheet or a PowerPoint slide set. The information
contained therein can be, for example, values from a standard
or a design guideline for installation and screw clearance of
a component. It can also be specified, for example, that a
clearance of a few millimetres must be maintained between
surrounding components in each positive and negative axis
direction of the coordinate system in order to avoid acoustic
noise generation due to vibrations of the components during
driving operation. In addition, further information is available
as context information in text form and as objects in geometry
form or as an image. This available information are conditions
and requirements that the geometry of the component must
fulfil. However, the information suitable for the application
cannot be accessed directly in CAD, except by manually
transferring and defining parameters and rules. Today, there is
still no compatible format for loading data or information from
a PDF document, for example, easily and automatically into a
CAD programme. This means that there is also no link to the
relevant data source. The up-to-dateness of the documents and
the information used from them must therefore be constantly
checked manually. This includes direct requirements on the
component such as material properties, load cases or objects.
But indirect requirements also have an influence on geometry
generation. These can be, for example, customer feedback on
the force required to open and close a vehicle door or the
acoustics in the passenger compartment.
Seite 13

An object is information that can exist as a geometric
element such as a point, curve or 3D geometry. For example,
the course of a seal or the trim edge of a side glas can be
clearly defined in this way. An object can be unambiguously
assigned in space through the pictorial representation and the
geometric definition. A parameter, on the other hand, is either
variable depending on the application or defined as a fixed
value. For example, standards or design guidelines usually
define which welding pinole and the associated spacing of
the welding points must be used for certain sheet thicknesses
and materials. But curves can also be variably changed by
parameters and rules. Context information is largely present
as a description of a use case or as information between
the lines. However, the correct understanding of contextual
information also depends strongly on the formulation of the
author and the level of knowledge of the reader or designer.
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III. C HALLENGES OF DATA N ETWORKING
A. Opportunities and Challenges of the Intelligent Use of
Connected Product Data in Large Companies
The challenges of data networking in product development
described below are transferable to almost all companies from
all branches of industry, with different product portfolios and
a variable company size. Since the challenges and associated
problems are only clearly visible in many situations in the
product development phase, mainly in large companies, the
focus of the research work is initially placed on this.
Due to the existing data and information, large companies
have a great treasure that can be used and turned into a
competitive advantage through intelligent networking against
the background of digitalisation. In the automotive industry in
particular, numerous companies have existed for almost more
than 100 years and have generated an enormous amount of
knowledge during this time. This industry is also dominated
by the OEMs. These are large companies whose size makes the
realisation of such complex products as automobiles possible
in the first place. Since their foundation, they have grown
steadily in terms of quality and quantity to their current size.
They have managed to grow by expanding and acquiring a
special core competence, by expanding their internal knowhow, their corporate and competitive strategy and by creating
popular, high-quality and individual products with special
characteristics. The OEMs differentiate themselves mainly
through their know-how in engine construction, vehicle design
and their corporate values as well as their positioning in the
market. The current highly dynamic market development and
the megatrends are driving the companies to expand their
competences and know-how, especially with regard to the new
digital possibilities, in order to be able to respond even more
individually to the needs of the customer. This requires an
enormous amount of data and information, such as customer
feedback on the force required to open the doors, target group
and competitor analyses, product data from similar vehicles
or previous projects, product requirements, the drive strategy
and framework conditions from standards and laws. But it also
offers enormous potential if this knowledge can be harnessed.
Computer-aided tools and PDM systems are already being
used to organise, structure and provide these data volumes,
which have accumulated over time and continue to grow, and
to link them together in the right places. A data backbone
was developed early on with the start of digitalisation and has
continued to grow. It comprises a large part of the company’s
internal know-how and would have the potential to offer
companies an enormous advantage in product development,
as this data is available in its entirety and can be used at any
time. However, this potential is currently not being used, or the
possibilities are only opening up with the current achievements
of digitalisation, such as the use of artificial intelligence or Big
Data, which is made possible by intelligent technologies for
processing and evaluating huge amounts of data. The PDM
systems used are already at their functional limits and deficits
have been found in the applications. Therefore, in some cases,

completely newly developed or already existing tools were
used only for the company or by various specialist departments
for special use cases, which support the developer and make
his daily business more effective. However, the use of new
technologies, methods and the IT infrastructure can only be
implemented slowly in companies of this size because the
decision-making paths are very long and clearly defined.
With the help of new tools, it was possible, for example, to
realise the workflows in the publication process of new components, extended communication methods with integrated data
storage, the control and organisation of daily business and the
respective task packages, as well as the initial networking of
design data. The tools have a great benefit for the companies
and provide individual solutions for use cases, departments
and different employee roles. Due to the constant growth of
the company and the requirements for the products, as well as
the advancement of digitalisation in product development, the
number of supporting tools is continuously increasing. Accordingly, problems are compensated and bridged for a certain time
by the use of further tools. Countless new documents, data
sources, access points and ways or possibilities to process a
workflow are created. A holistic solution is needed here, which
in turn requires a holistic approach to networking the data in
order to make it usable.
B. Data Networking to Support the Designer
There are several important reasons why the networking of
product and design information is so important for the large
companies. In product development, as mentioned before, the
main access point is the geometry of a product. The uniqueness
and consistency of the data and information lies in the product
design. However, a lot of information and geometric solutions
are also realised and mapped with the help of a designer’s
experience. This is why an experienced designer is much faster
in geometric design than a new employee, since he is not, or
only to a limited extent, dependent on the expert knowledge
of a colleague, for example. Viewed in the level model, he
is already on the wisdom level, since he knows exactly what
information he has available, what he still needs and how to
find it. However, it is not always immediately obvious where
to find the right information, which costs the designer a lot
of time during work. Currently, companies have all this data
and information available but do not use it or use it too little
because the current digital tools are still too inefficient. This
is either because the information sought cannot be found or
access to it is denied to a new employee, for example, or
because an experienced employee does not use the information
because it takes too long and may be too inconvenient to
find the information. In addition, there is the question of
the timeliness and usefulness of the available information, as
well as whether the benefit of the information justifies the
effort of obtaining it. An enormous increase in effectiveness
and efficiency in the future of product development in the
context of advancing digitalisation can be achieved through the
intelligent networking of product and design information. This
increase is achieved by providing every authorised employee
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with the information they are looking for at any time in the
correct, most up-to-date data in the shortest, most suitable way.
For a better understanding of the current difficulties of the
topic, the challenges of data networking are presented below.
C. Influencing Factors
1) Tool Landscape: Today, OEMs have countless different
tools. In an overarching view, these tools can be assigned to
different categories. Some of them, for example, are only used
by certain departments. These include various calculation and
simulation tools for a complete vehicle simulation under the
loads of the Euro NCAP as well as flow simulations to design
the vehicle outer skin or cooling systems according to defined
criteria. But tools for the design and visualisation of products
as well as PDM applications are also included. These and
countless other tools are available to the developers to support
them in the category of operative day-to-day business. Furthermore, control and organisation tools are used, for example,
for process handling and task distribution in the respective
project phase or the production release of components to the
supplier. For general communication within the company or
with external partners and to support the personal exchange
of employees, Skype for Business or tools from Microsoft
are used, for example. However, since some tools cannot
be clearly defined in which category they can be classified,
there are intermediate categories. Applications that are both
a communication tool and a control and organisation tool, or
that serve to support both control and operative day-to-day
business, are classified in these fields.
2) Data Sources: Non-CAx product information can also
be stored in different data sources. This can be, for example,
on the desktop, a file path on a server drive or in a cloud or
a SharePoint site. This creates many storage locations where,
for example, the information is not necessarily up to date. But
access to individual pieces of information is also made more
difficult if the path where the information is stored is moved
and can therefore no longer be easily found. Accordingly, two
essential questions arise: Is the right information from the right
data and at the most up-to-date level available at this location?
Where and how can the relevant information be found?
3) Roles and Access Rights: Especially in large companies,
there are countless different and clearly defined roles for
employees, which are assigned to them when they start their
employment or change their position. Depending on the department and function in the company, there are different roles,
which means that employees have different responsibilities,
accountabilities and task packages. In general, each role can
be assigned to a category: a department-specific role such
as a designer or a simulation specialist for aerodynamics on
the outer skin, a project-specific role such as the head of the
front light assembly, process partners from other departments
such as production or purchasing, or external partners as
development service providers or suppliers. As a result, each
individual role in the company only has limited access rights
to a small number of defined tools that are intended for
support in day-to-day business and support the employee in

the process flow. The consequence of this is that in some
places the employees are denied access to relevant nonCAx product information for the geometric design of the
product, and in some cases this information is only stored
in the tools. Accordingly, employees who have been assigned
a department-specific role, for example, cannot access any
information that is accessible to a person in a leading position.
4) Information Procurement: The geometric design of a
product often requires countless different non-CAx product
information and design information that is already available
in a CAx system. In order to be able to obtain and use this
information, the designer is forced to walk long distances due
to the large tool landscape, the lack of access rights or the lack
of empirical knowledge of where and in which access point
or on which interface the information is located. This costs
the designer an enormous amount of his productive working
time and also makes geometric design and day-to-day business
more difficult.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In general, from the present overview of the challenges of
data networking, it can be stated that there are several influencing factors from different perspectives that make efficient
networking of data difficult today against the background of
digitalisation, especially in large companies. A key factor for
success is the intelligent handling of data in product development. In addition to the increasing complexity of products in
the area of mobility, the tool landscape, the various roles and
access authorisations, as well as the different data sources and
the sometimes cumbersome ways of obtaining information,
make data networking enormously difficult. This takes the
complexity of product development to a new level. In order
to make this complexity manageable in many dimensions,
measures are needed to support the designer in geometric
design. Digitalisation in product development offers enormous
opportunities to overcome the challenges and, in particular, to
support the user in reducing complexity, while at the same
time making the development process more efficient. This can
be made possible, for example, through intelligent networking
of knowledge with the help of machine-readable interfaces,
the use of artificial intelligence and Big Data technologies, as
well as data consistency and information flow tracking with a
focus on the user. Many interesting approaches can be derived
from this for further consideration of the research topic. The
presentation of the challenges and the influencing factors on
data networking should make an important contribution to the
future of product development in the context of digitalisation.
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Abstract— To adapt the hydrogen tank design to modern automotive installation space architectures, i.e. the battery housing of
current battery electric vehicle a cuboid, tension rod supported,
type IV hydrogen vessel design is developed. The present work
addresses possible variations of materials and their properties
for the sealing liner and the tension rod. The interfacial area of
tension rod and sealing liner is considered critical in terms of gas
tightness. The ongoing research analyses this interface by using
a sensitivity analysis and additionally approach it with hardware
testing. The objective of this paper is to verify the analytic design
approach and give a design target corridor with respect to the
specific design of the pressure vessel.

Battery installations space

I. I NTRODUCTION
Due to climate change, political decisions are demanding
zero emission vehicles regarding the mobility sector [1], [2].
Rising battery electric vehicles (BEV) registrations may show,
that customers have a distinctive environmental awareness
without relinquishing their individual mobility [3]. Due to
long charging time combined with a short driving range of a
BEV, this technology can not substitute the market of internal
combustion engine vehicles (ICEV) when looked at the needs
of every customer [4]. Fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEV) are a
good zero emission alternative to BEV with its short refuelling
duration of 3-5 minutes and its minimum range of ≈450km
[5]. Therefore hydrogen, as carbon-free energy source, is at
the focus of research activities worldwide [6]. But in terms
of modern automotive mass production it is crucial to be able
to apply a modular design to manage the variant diversity
and complexity in order to be cost efficient. By using synergy
effects and economies of scale, the overall vehicle costs of
BEV and FCEV can be lowered effectively [7]. Therefore the
automotive industry is interested to define the cuboid battery
installation space of modern BEV in the vehicles under body
(s. Fig. 1) as storage compartment of its hydrogen storage
systems for FCEV.
II. D EVELOPMENT OF D ESIGN P RINCIPALS
A. Gerneral Design
The current state of technology for hydrogen tanks systems
are 700 bar type IV storage systems to achieve a sufficient energy density. These high pressure type IV tanks are
commercially available at a reasonable cost range [6], [9].
These high pressure hydrogen tanks are shaped cylindrical

Cell module
Battery housing

Figure 1. Battery installation space exemplified by the BMW i3 [8].

because it is favorable in terms of mechanical strength of
the tank structure. In addition its manufacturing processes,
i.e. winding of thermoset or thermoplastic matrix composite
materials are well developed. They are integrated into existing
ICEV architectures along the center tunnel and/or traverse
behind the back seats. But when modern BEV architectures
with a flattened vehicle floor are approached, limitations arise
with regard to an advantageous vehicle package nor can any
scale effects or synergies between BEC and FCEV be used to
reduce manufacturing costs [9], [10]. In order to make those
synergies viable and be able to make the battery housing (s.
Fig. 1) accessible for high pressure hydrogen tanks, a cuboid,
tension rod perforated design approach is applied. The overall
tank layout follows state of technology type IV tanks designs
(fully wrapped CFRP hull with polymer sealing liner) [9].
The ongoing research uses an exemplary design space of
1800×1300×140 mm3 (s. Fig. 2) with a minimum of 45%
usable volume of hydrogen [11]. Furthermore the design is
carried out under consideration of the UN ECE 134. The
standard sets the minimum burst pressure (BPmin ) to 1575 bar
and the nominal working pressure (NWP) of the hydrogen tank
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Figure 2. Cuboid, high pressure, tension rod supported hydrogen tank concept
study with exemplary design space dimensions and cut out.

to 700 bar. The proof pressure testing procedure according to
the UN ECE 134 requires certain load cycles within a range
of up to 180% of NWP. Therefore the ongoing research uses
cyclic loading within this range when it comes to hardware
testing. In this first approach temperature profiles as given
by the standard will not be taken into consideration during
hardware testing but is respected in terms of material choice
[12]. With regards to the boxed shaped tank layout, the large
plane parallel opposite layers need to be reinforced by tension
rods according to the load induced by the internal pressure, so
no deformation of the outer carbon fibre reinforced polymer
(CFRP) hull occurs. To provide a viable industrial feasibility
a textile manufacturing process like weaving or tufting is
necessary due to the high density of integrated tension rods
[13].
B. Analytic Design Approach
Via an analytical approach a tension rod diameter to spacing
ratio is determined (s. Fig. 3) for the force equivalent of BPmin .
For a rod density below 5 to 6 struts/cm2 the shear stress
within the outer CFRP tank hull exceeds the interlamniar
shear strength limit of ≈80MPa when BPmin (1575 bar) is
applied which may result in substantial structural damage [13].
The global properties regarding the tension rod must meet a
minimum breaking tenacity of 2600 MPa and a thickness of
≈1.5 mm resulting in a tension rod spacing a of ≈ 4mm (s.
Fig. 4, Eq. 3). Aramid can compensate different pre-tensioning
caused by manufacturing tolerances better than rods made
of carbon fibres due to their lower Young’s modulus [13].
The ongoing research sees industrial feasibility when textile
manufacturing processes (like tufting or weaving) are applied
(s. Chpt. II-A). Therefore the fibres are twisted for better
processability due to lower sensitivity to frictional stresses
as result of an optimized filament incorporation and an ideal
packaging format, which will result in less snagging while
processed.
Twisting of the fibers will also raise the elasticity and due
to compacting the tank capacity will rise accordingly [14],
[15]. But a twisted yarn is more difficult to fully saturate with

Figure 3. Detail tank concept study with tension rod diameter and pressurized
area elements with side length a.

matrix material to ensure full matrix penetration of the tension
rod and thus achieve gas tightness (s. Chpt. IV-B).
Arod × σf ibremin = Apressured area × pBPmin

(1)

a2pressured area
σf ibremin
=
d2Rod × 0.25 × π
pBPmin

(2)

arod spacing = 3, 6 ∗ drod

(3)

If a force equilibrium for a spacing of 4mm is set up
between the pressurized surface (minus the cross section of the
tension rod) and the tension rod a force equivalent of ≈ 2200
N is determined. A test campaign was performed to determine
the influence of the loop deflector with respect to the strength
determined for an industry standard aramid fibre, the tension
rod needs ≈5000 filaments to be able to withstand the load of
BPmin without breaking [16].
C. Impermeability Analysis
According to the UN ECE R134 regulation, the allowed
hydrogen discharge limit for a pressurized hydrogen vessel
is set to 46 mlH2 /h/ltank capacity at 55°C [12]. The ongoing
research is testing and analyzing liner made of epoxy resin
(EP) and castable polyamide (PA6G). Referring to the new,
cuboid and tension rod perforated design of the tank general
gas tightness is taken into account in terms of hardware testing.
Permeation is covered by an analytic approach regarding
the liner thickness. In the following the theoretic permeation
properties are compared and discussed.
Permeation is described as the penetration of solid bodies
by gases [17]. The permeation properties of the presented
hydrogen tank is determined by the liner material, the tension
rod fibre material and the interphase of tension rod and sealing
liner assuming complete roving penetration with sealing liner
matrix. The influence of the CFRP tank wall is not considered.
At a temperature of 55°C and an internal pressure of 805 bar,
the hydrogen permeation shall be less than 46 ml per hour
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Table I
H YDROGEN P ERMEATION R ATE FOR D IFFERENT L INER
M ATERIALS AND T HICKNESSES [10], [17]

8000

Rod spacing in mm

Materials
PA
EP

6

Ep a (kJ mol−1 )

P b at 55◦ C (m2 s−1 )

26
28

1.0 × 10−12
5.0 × 10−12

Resulting liner thickness at 50% storage volume
Materials

4

PA
EP

Target corridor

a
b

2

1,56
7,35

Permeation Barrier
Permeation Coefficient

kg/m3 at 700 bar [4]. The reduced tank volume results in a
PES of 3,22m2 excluding the surface area of the tension rods
which results in liner thicknesses shown in Table I.

0
Approximation datasheet values
Graph for datasheet values
Datapoints hardware testing [16]
Approximation hardware testing

D. Rod and Liner Interface

Figure 4. Overview rod spacing over filaments per tension rod.

per liter of storage volume [12]. Polyamide is current state of
technology in terms of liner material in type IV tanks due to
its high permeation barrier which results in a liner thickness
of 1.6mm as shown in Table I [9]. But EP shows a comparable
performance when used as liner material and assigned a factor
of ≈5 in terms of liner thickness. In addition the permeation
barrier of EP may be improved by adding silicate clay or by
using graphene EP [10], [18].
The leakage flow rate Q for flat surfaces is calculated
corresponding to Eq. 4, in which p is set to 805 bar as given
by the UN ECE 134 standard as permeation approval pressure.
The hydrogen exposed surface is described as A and t is the
liner thickness [10].

In terms of gas tightness the interface between tension rod
and sealing liner is identified as critical area. CFRP specimen
which are exposed to 80 bar on a pressure testing bench show
intralamniar cracks which will result in enhanced leakage rates
[13], [19]. To ensure gas tightness up to 180% NWP during
proof pressure testing loads must be transferred effectively
between the fibre and liner interphase which demands a strong
fibre-liner interface. The adhesion can be controlled via fibre
surface treatment and fibre sizing. Optimized adhesion can
also be achieved by modifying the polymer with functional
groups that will provide an improved bonding of fibre or fibre
surface coating to the matrix [20].
Loads induced by the internal pressure are not exclusively
transferred to the tension rods but will cause shear stress
to the interface along the tension rod (s. Fig. 5). The force
distribution can be expressed as follows.
F1 = F2 − Fliner − FCF RP − Frod def lector − Fdef lector (6)

A
(4)
t
In order to adapt it to the requirements of the R134 of 46 ml
per hour per liter of storage volume, the equation is modified.
Q = P (T ) × ∆p ×

A 3600 × 106
Q = P (T ) × ∆p × ×
t
VH2

d (mm)

Fliner = 2πrrod

With the given installation space (s. Fig. 2) the maximum
permeation effective surface (PES) is 4,916 m2 with a volume
of 314 l. The measurements are taken from a computer-aided
design model. As depicted in Fig. 2 the edges of the cuboid
tank are shaped as half cylinders and the corners are formed
as quarter spheres. The maximum tank volume is reduced by
60%, taking the outer CFRP hull, liner and fuelling connectors
and tension rods into account resulting in a tank volume of
≈ 138 l which results in 5,52 kg at a hydrogen density of 40

Frod def lector

τliner dx

Z

τCF RP dx
(7)
Z
= 2πrrod × rdef lector τrod def lector dϕ

FCF RP = 2πrrod

(5)

Z

The exact stress distribution along the tension rod can not
be approached analytically because the interaction between
the different material lay-up requires a finite element analysis
which is addressed in the ongoing research but is not part
of this paper since the final results are still pending. The
analytical approach (s. Eq. 6) gives the spectrum of adaptable
areas in the assembly of tension rod, loop deflector, liner and
tank wall. The load share indication shown in (Fig. 8) gives a
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The lowered Young’s modulus of the liner will increase the
decay behaviour affected area (s. Fig. 5) and will also lower
the maximum shear stress inflicted to the area. It is possible,
that this behaviour will interact with surrounded tension rods,
which can be tolerated if it ensures the adhesion between
tension rod and liner.

Figure 5. Schematic cross section of an embedded fibre loop.

better overall summary of the load transfer capacities regarding
the remaining adaptable areas.
But to have a better understanding for different hardware
testing the critical interface between rod and sealing liner is
approximated analytically to provide a sensitivity analysis and
get first results concerning pullout, cyclic loading and gas
tightness tests. Assuming that the elongation of the tension rod
is constant (s. Fig. 5), the shear stress in the critical interface
of tension rod and liner (s. Fig. 4) can be described as follows:

GLiner =

0,75

Figure 6. Influence of the decay behaviour and shear modulus on the
maximum shear stress.

F1

τ (y)max
Interf ace Liner =

0,5

10

Max. shear stress in MPa

ϕ

Decay behaviour (y) in mm

GLiner × F1 × tLiner
2
ERod × 2π × rRod
×y

(8)

ELiner
2 ∗ (1 − ν)

(9)

The decay behaviour of the shear stress is described by
y and is varied from 0,5 to 2 mm (s. Fig. 6). Due to the
described design criteria in Chpt. II-A the variations within
Eq. 8 are limited. Rod spacing and the direct proportional rod
diameter is limited by the shear stress within the outer CFRP
skin of the tank and is additionally linked to the hydrogen
storage volume. The rod force F1 is determined by the given
proof pressure load of 180% NWP and the liner thickness
by the permeation coefficient (s. Tab. I). The tension rod
Young’s modulus is also fixated referring to the use of aramid
fibres (s. Chpt. II-A). Only the shear modulus of the liner can
be varied significantly. The maximum shear stress must not
exceed 50 MPa to avoid interfacial failure between rod and
liner. This can obtained by lowering the Young’s modulus of
the liner material while maintaining its adhesion properties.

III. H ARDWARE T ESTING
A. Tension Rod Construction
As described in Chpt. II-B the tension rod needs to be
manufactured with a yarn consisting of ≈5k filaments of
industry standard aramid in order to withstand the mechanical
load of BPmin . In addition the tension rod construction needs
to be suitable for textile manufacturing processes therefore a
standard spin finish is applied. The yarn for the manufactured
specimen are twisted using two different configurations (s.
Fig. 7). Each is fabricated of three 2K rovings.
Type (A) is a cabled yarn which is also used for tire
manufacturing. This type of tension rod construction ensures a
parallel fibre orientation in the direction of the yarn axis thus a
very good utilization of the filaments substance strength while
its volume will remain constant [15]. The three filaments are
fixated on one end, the other end is then twisted with ≈123
turns per meter (T/m).
Type (B) is a flat twisted yarn which are used for weaving
or sewing processes. This yarn construction is suitable for
very high stresses during textile processing. In addition the
cabled yarn will have a higher strength, elasticity and a
higher density [15]. For this yarn construction each roving
is subjected separately to a rotation around the roving axis of
≈100T/m while one side of the yarn is bundled and fixated.
The twisted rovings are then rotated around the yarn axis until
the snarling tendency is subsided.
B. Epoxy Liner Characterization
The target range in terms of temperature occurring during
quick ventilation and refuelling is set between -40C◦ and
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Figure 7. Yarn construction: (A) Cabled Yarn (B) Flat twisted yarn
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1500

n=4
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Break-Away Force in N

a

n=2

1800

300

EP
EP
EP
EP
a
b

without Flexibilizer
with 20% Flexibilizer
with 30% Flexibilizer
with 40% Flexibilizer

Glass Transition
Temperature in °Ca

Elastic Modulus
in MPab

95,6
98,2
72,3
50,4

3186
2093
272
44

PA6G, 5mm, Liner Yarn (B)

Material

EP, 11mm, Liner Yarn (A)
EP, 5mm, Liner Yarn (A)
EP, 5mm, 30% Flexibilized Liner Yarn (A)

IV. R ESULTS

EP, 15mm, Liner Yarn (A)
EP, 15mm, 30% Flexibilized Liner Yarn (A)

Table II
L INER M ATERIAL C HARACTERIZATION

a

EP, 5mm, Liner Yarn (B)
EP, 5mm, 30% Flexibilized Liner Yarn (B)

fibres are impregnated with the same liner material the cavity
is filled with. All specimen are tempered at 60C◦ for 6 hours
in order to let the resin fully cure.

EP, 15mm, Liner Yarn (B)
EP, 15mm, 30% Flexibilized Liner Yarn (B)

+85C◦ given by the SAE J2601 standard [21]. As described
in Chpt. II-D the liner material is to be adjusted by the
shear modulus. To meet the criterion of 50 MPa shear stress
maximum within the interface of liner and tension rod (s.
Fig. 6) while burst pressure is applied, the shear modulus of
the EP liner needs to be adjusted to ≈400 MPa. The lowered
shear modulus is obtained by adding polyaminoamide in the
corresponding weight ratio to a mixture of room-cure epoxy
resin and hardener.
The presented test series (s. Tab. II) shows that a possible
target corridor for an optimized EP liner is to be found
between 20% and 30% added flexibilizer. The same batch of
epoxy material was tested using a dynamic mechanical thermal
analysis (DMTA) to analyze the influence of the modification
on the temperature behaviour. It can be stated that the Tg
matches the optimized target corridor for flexibilized EP liner
material between 20% and 30% added flexibilizer. The tension
tests to determine the Modulus of the specimen are performed
in accordance to ISO 527 at room temperature.

= for singular tension rod with 1.5mm diameter
with a rod spacing of 4mm

Figure 8. Results of pullout testing with different liner and yarn setups.

A. Pull-Out Test Series

n=1
n=3

C. Interphase Specimen
For interphase characterization of composite materials pull
out tests and their corresponding specimen become a standard. To test the influence of the two yarn construction (s.
Chpt. III-A) on the matrix/tension rod interphase and gas
tightness (described in [13]) specimen with type A and B yarn
constructions are manufactured. The test series is performed
with a flexibilized/non-flexibilized liner attachment. To be able
to vary the liner thickness a 3d-printed cavity (40×40×20mm)
is used. Dry fibres are then passed through a silicone layer.
The cavity is then clamped with an according aluminum cover
to seal the cavity. The liner material is then inserted and the

A pullout test series is performed to test the influence of the
different yarn constructions, flexibilized liner and thicknesses.
A corresponding liner is attached to the tension rod (s.
Chpt. III-C). A single tension rod pullout test is performed. It
should be noted that the presented testing results can not be
directly transferred to the entire tank (s. Fig. 5) since different
shear forces are acting along the rod (Eq. 6).
The determined pullout forces show, that the flexibilization
of the liner attachment has a relatively small influence on
the interfacial properties of tension rod and matrix. It can
be observed, that the influence of tension rod construction
will result in an increased break-away force this is due to
undercut sections of the flat twisted yarn (s. Fig. 7). In addition
the measure of dispersion with this tension rod construction
is higher, because the exact positioning within the liner is
not addressed while manufacturing the specimen. It can be
stated, that a target corridor for liner thickness and tension
rod construction is set-up to further investigate on.
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12µm (A)
Magnification factor: 322
Pull-out direction:

(A)

Magnification factor: 300
Pull-out direction:

(B)

Magnification factor: 136
Unloaded Fiber

(C)

12µm (B)

Figure 9. Optical microscope end face cut of industry standard aramid yarn
type (B) in (A) room cure EP resin (B) castable polyamide.

B. Penetration and Adhesion Analysis
In the following a morphological analysis of the fractured
surfaces and end face cuts are evaluated to analyse the adhesion and saturation of matrix and tension rods with respect to
permeation.
A penetration analysis of the tension rod is carried out using
an optical microscope. The cabled yarn type (B) specimen (s.
Chpt. III-A) for this analysis are extracted from the matrix
embedded areas of the interphase specimen. The circular areas
mark aramid filaments, the dark gray color represents matrix
saturated areas (s. Fig. 9). The specimen show good matrix
penetration (EP and PA6G) for this industry standard aramid
fibre despite the high compacting due to yarn processing. The
white marks within the PA6G matrix are still under investigation since it is not clear weather they are imperfections
due to manufacturing or due to processing of the specimen.
Additionally twisting of the fibre show some matrix saturation
imperfections of the yarn core. They may be caused due to the
hand lay-up laminating process which is used to manufacture
the EP specimen.
To evaluate the fiber/matrix adhesion a scanning electron
microscope (SEM) analysis is carried out in addition to the
pullout testing (s. Chpt. IV-A). As well as for the optical
microscope analysis the cabled yarn type (B) specimen are
extracted from the matrix embedded area. Specimen (A) (non
flexibilized EP liner) shows "hackles", a characteristic for
tough resin and shear failure which occurs due to tension
rod pullout (s. Fig. 10 (A)) [22]. Specimen (B) with 30%
added flexibilizer shows a ductile matrix behaviour as well, the
filaments are still very much embedded into the matrix. The
fiber matrix interphase seems to be stronger when compared
to the flexibilized matrix (s. Fig. 10 (B)). Specimen (C) shows
very good saturation with PA6G since the fibres are fully
integrated into the the polyamide. If the saturation level of the
end face cut is additionally taken into account PA6G shows

Figure 10. SEM fiber/matrix adhesion analysis:
(A) Pullout aramid yarn type (A) non flexibilized EP liner material
(B) Pullout aramid yarn type (A) 30% added flexibilizer EP liner material
(C) Pullout aramid yarn type (A) PA6G liner material

very promising interaction with aramid fibers. This would
allow very small liner thicknesses compared to EP as liner
material which will result in increased hydrogen capacity (s.
Tab. I).
C. Conclusion
Based on a general design analysis for a cuboid, tension
rod supported, type IV hydrogen tank the interfacial area of
tension rod and sealing liner was analysed to give a target
range in terms of material choice, and gas tightness. Interface
specimen with a single twisted aramid fibre (tension rod)
were manufactured and subjected to a pullout test series. In
addition a microscopic analysis was carried out to evaluate
fibre adhesion and roving penetration with matrix material.
The investigation yielded the following conclusions:
– Aramid fibres for the tension rods of this new hydrogen
high pressure vessel concept could be specified. A tension
rod consisting of ≈5000 filaments with a spacing of ≈4mm
is sufficient to mechanically withstand BPmin and reduce the
induced load on the tank wall.
– By applying a sensitivity analysis for the interface of
tension rod to liner the material variation for the liner narrows
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down to adjusting its shear modulus to maintain gaseous
tightness.
– Epoxy is a compatible liner material in terms of permeation barrier and coefficient and its sealing properties can be
optimized by adding resin additives. By using PA6G a standard
liner for type IV vessels could be validated for the sealing liner
in combination with aramid fibres.
- This approach was verified by hardware testing and a target
corridor to further optimize liner thickness with respect to the
hydrogen storage volume was obtained.

[20] A. Takaku and R. G. C. Arridge, “The effect of interfacial radial and
shear stress on fibre pull-out in composite materials,” Journal of Physics
D: Applied Physics, vol. 6, no. 17, pp. 2038–2047, 1973.
[21] SAE J2601, “Fueling protocols for light duty gaseous hydrogen surface
vehicles,” 2020.
[22] K. G. Schmitt-Thomas, Integrierte Schadenanalyse. Springer-Verlag
GmbH, 2016.
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Abstract— In the following project work, measurements of
fuel consumption, electric range and recharged energy were
carried out on a plug-in hybrid. The implementation of the
measurements is described in the legally prescribed procedure
WLTP. These were analysed and implemented from the
regulation (EU) 2017/1151. In particular, the calculation of the
utility factor and the measurements at full and flat battery,
which are necessary for each overall measurement, are part of
the implementation. Based on a load adjustment, the chassis
dynamometer was adapted to the test vehicle in order to
subsequently retrace a driving profile. The measurements led to
the result that the electric range and fuel consumption are
dependent on the temperature and the usage behaviour.
Keywords— vehicles, Hybrid, CO2, climate change

A. Worldwide light-duty test cycles (WLTC)
The cycle is part of the WLTP and specifies a driving
profile that must be reproduced on the chassis dynamometer.
A speed profile must be followed. Depending on the vehicle
mass (m) and power (P), the cycle varies. This is based on the
power-to-mass-ratio (PMR).
𝑃𝑀𝑅 =

The effects of climate change are affecting people and the
environment. The average temperature on earth is rising
continuously, and this increase is mainly due to the
greenhouse effect. This prevents part of the heat from
escaping into space, leading to a warming of the earth. The
greenhouse effect is due to the greenhouse gases, which
include carbon dioxide (CO2). In 2016, transport was
responsible for almost 30% of total CO2 emissions in the EU.
Of this, 72% is attributable to road transport. Cars accounted
for 60.7% of the 72% of CO2 emissions [1].

()

The PMR is subdivided into three classes. Class three is also
separated according to the maximum speed (vmax).
•
•
•

I. INTRODUCTION

𝑃
𝑚

Class 1: PMR ≤ 22 W/kg
Class 2: 22 W/kg > PMR ≤ 34 W/kg
Class 3: PMR > 34 W/kg
Class 3a: vmax < 120 km/h
Class 3b: vmax ≥ 120 km/h

Most vehicles are covered by class 3b. The driving profile is
determined by the class. The WLTC for class 3b has four
phases: Low3, Medium3-2, High3-2 and Extra High3, see Figure
1. The WLTC for class 3b lasts 1800 s and has a range of
23.266 km. The maximum speed is 131.3 km/h [3].

II. HYBRID ELECTRIC VEHICLES
Vehicles generate CO2 by burning fossil fuels (diesel,
petrol). Battery electric vehicles (BEV) are to be used to
prevent these emissions. Since electric vehicles have not yet
penetrated the mass market, hybrid vehicles are more in
demand than ever. Hybrid vehicles are defined as vehicles
that have at least two different energy converters (e.g.,
combustion engine and electric motor) and two different
energy storage systems (e.g., tank and battery) [2]. When the
drive is provided by the electric motor, no CO2 is locally
emitted. This means that CO2 emissions can be avoided
locally, e.g., in cities.
III. REGULATION (EU) 2017/1151 [3]
In order to measure vehicles certain procedures must be
followed. In Europe the WLTP (worldwide harmonized light
vehicles test procedure) is used. This procedure ensures equal
conditions for all measurements to provide comparability. It
is described in detail in the regulation (EU) 2017/1151. This
chapter is based on this regulation [3].

Figure 1: WLTC Class 3b [4]

B. Measurement of OVC-HEV
OVC-HEV (Off-vehicle charging hybrid electric vehicle)
are also known as PHEV (Plug-In-Hybrid-Electric Vehicle).
These vehicles allow the battery to be charged from the grid.
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OVC-HEV drive the WLTC several times. The entire
measurement is divided into two parts. The first part is the
CD measurement (charge depleting) and the second part is
the CS measurement (charge sustaining).

ranges to electrical discharge and charge conservation for
OVC-HEVs.
𝑖−1

𝑗

𝑈𝐹𝑖 (𝑑𝑖 ) = 1 − 𝑒

𝑑
( 𝑖)
(−(∑𝑘
𝑗=1 𝐶𝑗 ∙ 𝑑𝑛 ))

− ∑ 𝑈𝐹𝑙

(2)

𝑙=1

In the CD test, the power is provided by the electric motor,
unless the specified vehicle speed cannot be achieved. In this
case the combustion engine gets switched on. Several WLTC
are run until the electrical storage is exhausted. This is
followed by the CS test. Here, the propulsion is only provided
by the combustion engine. The WLTC is driven once. After
that, the electric storage tank gets completely charged.

Where:
UFi
Utility factor for phase i
di
Distance driven to the end of phase i
Cj
j coefficient (see table 1)
dn
Normalized distance (see table 1)
k
Number of terms and coefficients in the exponent
i
Number of the considered phase
j
Number of the considered term/coefficient
𝑖−1
∑𝑙=1 𝑈𝐹𝑙 Sum of the calculated utility factors up to phase (i1)

Figure 2 shows a measurement sequence adapted for
measurement in the vehicle laboratory.

The parameters Cj, dn and k are defined, see table 1. The
calculation is based on a database that mainly contains data
(e.g., daily distance driven) of conventional vehicles (diesel,
petrol). As soon as there are enough hybrid vehicles on the
European market and thus enough data on hybrid vehicles
available, the utility factor will be updated.

Figure 2: Measurement procedure

C. Measured values and calculations
Among others the regulation (EU) 2017/1151 sets the
framework to determine the following values for PHEVs:
•
•
•

C1

Defined parameters
Value
26,25

C2

-38,94

C3

-631,05

C4

5964,83

C5

-25094,60

C6

60380,21

C7

-87517,16

C8

75513,77

C9

-35748,77

C10

7154,94

dn [km]

800

k

10

Table 1: Defined parameters [[3], p. 634 – 635]

The utility factor depends on the range covered during the CD
test until the electrical storage is empty. It can be seen that
the first WLTC has a larger share of the utility factor than the
second WLTC, see Figure 3. This means that the following
WLTC has a lower proportion of the utility factor than the
one before it.

All Electric Range AER (km)
The utility factor-weighted mass emission of
gaseous compounds (e.g., CO2) (g/km)
Utility factor-weighted fuel consumption for
OVC-HEVs (l/100 km)

The utility factors (UF) for OVC-HEVs are particularly
important, as they play a key role in the calculation. They are
used for example for fuel consumption and CO2 emissions.
The utility factors are ratios based on driving statistics and
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If the combustion engine is not switched on during the CD
test, then both fuel consumption FCCD,j and CO2 Mi,CD,j
emissions during the CD test are zero.
IV. VEHICLE AND MEASUREMENT SETUP
The test vehicle was a BMW 745e. It is a PHEV with an
electric motor and a petrol engine. The petrol engine has a
power of 210 kW and a torque of 450 Nm. The electric motor
has a power of 83 kW and a torque of 265 Nm. The system
power is 290 kW and the system torque has a value of 600
Nm [5]. The official values such as fuel consumption and
electric range are shown in the table 2.

Figure 3: Utility factor [[3], p. 635]

The Utility factor-weighted fuel consumption for OVCHEVs is calculated according to equation 3. The utility factor
plays an important role here. The share of the Fuel
consumption from CS-test decreases as the utility factor
increases.
𝑘

All Electric Range AER [km]
The utility factor-weighted mass
emission of gaseous compounds
(CO2) [g/km]
Utility factor-weighted fuel consumption for OVC-HEVs [l/100
km]

𝑘

𝐹𝐶𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑 = ∑(𝑈𝐹𝑗 ∙ 𝐹𝐶𝐶𝐷,𝑗 ) + (1 − ∑ 𝑈𝐹𝑗 ) ∙ 𝐹𝐶𝐶𝑆
𝑗=1

()

𝑗=1

BMW 745e
Value
48 - 55
41 - 49
1,8 – 2,1

Table 2: BMW 745e technical data [6]

Where:
FCweighted

The measurement is performed on a chassis dynamometer.
The chassis dynamometer simulates real driving conditions.
For this purpose, the chassis dynamometer is adapted to the
vehicle and it’s driving resistances. Figures 4 and 5 show the
BMW 745e fixed on the chassis dynamometer.

Utility factor-weighted fuel consumption
(l/100 km)
Utility factor for phase j
Fuel consumption of phase j (CD-test)
(l/100 km)
Fuel consumption (CS-test) (l/100 km)
the index of the considered phase
The number of phases run until the end of
the transition cycle

UFj
FCCD,j
FCCS
j
k

The utility factor-weighted mass emission of gaseous
compounds (e.g., CO2) is calculated according to equation 4.
The share of CO2 emissions, which were generated during the
CS test, in the overall result decreases when the utility factor
increases. CO2 emissions correlate with fuel consumption. As
fuel consumption increases, so does CO2 emissions.
𝑘

𝑘

𝑀𝑖,𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑 = ∑(𝑈𝐹𝑗 ∙ 𝑀𝑖 ,𝐶𝐷,𝑗 ) + (1 − ∑ 𝑈𝐹𝑗 ) ∙ 𝑀𝑖 ,𝐶𝑆
𝑗=1

()

𝑗=1

Figure 4: BMW 745e on the chassis dynamometer

Where:
Mi,weighted
i
Mi,CD,j
Mi,CS

Utility factor-weighted mass emission
compound i (g/km)
Index of the considered gaseous emission
compound
Mass emission of the gaseous emission
compound i (CD-test) (g/km)
mass emission of gaseous emission
compound i (CS-test) (g/km)
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It is noticeable that the utility factor weighted fuel
consumption is higher than the official value and the electric
range is lower than the official value. Contrary to the
regulation the ambient temperature during the test was lower.
The test cell must have a value of 23 °C. Lower temperatures
have a negative effect on the battery and therefore on the
electric range. The utility factor-weighted fuel consumption
increases as a result. Furthermore it has to be noted that there
were also other deviations regarding the required test
conditions like humidity or measuring equipment.
VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The work done to measure a PHEV reveals the following
points. Fuel consumption, electric range and CO2 emissions
depend on:
• Environmental conditions (especially the temperature)
• Usage behaviour: how often and for how long is the
electric drive used? How often is the vehicle charged?

Figure 5: BMW 745e on the chassis dynamometer

V. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

If the required conditions are not met perfectly the changes in
the test results are astonishingly high compared to the official
values. This means in everyday driving consumption and
electric range will change just the same.

Tables 3 and 4 show the measured values and the
calculations for two complete measurements.
BMW 745e
1.Measurement
Temperature average/ start
temperature 1.CD-test [° C]
Temperature average/ start
temperature 2.CD-test [° C]
Temperature average/ start
temperature CS-test [° C]
All Electric Range AER [km]

Therefore it does make sense to check the measurement results
and test on the road. For this purpose, the RDE (Real Driving
Emissions) tests shall be carried out and critically analysed.
The aim of the project is to show the weaknesses of the
measurement methods and to find solutions to get realistic
measurement results.

19,3/18,1
20,1/19,9
18,2/17,2
41,79

Fuel consumption CS-test [l/100 km]

8,53

Utility factor UF Total
Utility factor-weighted fuel
consumption for OVC-HEVs
[l/100 km]
Recharged energy [kWh]

0,702

[1]

2,54

[2]

11,36

Table 3: BMW 745e - 1. Measurement

BMW 745e
2.Measurement
Temperature average/ start
temperature 1.CD-test [° C]
Temperature average/ start
temperature 2.CD-test [° C]
Temperature average/ start
temperature CS-test [° C]
All Electric Range AER [km]

[3]

15,6/14,2
17,5/17,1
17,6/16,1
41,33

Fuel consumption CS-test [l/100 km]

8,48

[4]

Utility factor UF Total
Utility factor-weighted fuel
consumption for OVC-HEVs
[l/100 km]
Recharged energy [kWh]

0,699

[5]

2,55

[6]

11,42

Table 4: BMW 745e - 2. Measurement
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Abstract—Use of environmental sensors in vehicles enable new
driver assistance systems and form the basis for automated
driving. In addition to comfort functions, information about the
vehicle environment is the basis for new safety systems. Today’s
safety systems work in the area of active safety (accident avoidance) and automatically intervene in cases where the driver no
longer reacts in time to avoid a collision with another road user.
But not every accident is avoidable. Further enhancing vehicle
safety is possible by linking active safety systems with passive
safety systems (reducing the severity of accidents). In the event
of an inevitable collision, based on information from predictive
sensor technology (radar, camera, and LiDAR), irreversible safety
actuators, such as new, larger airbags, should be triggered before
the collision time t0 , thus providing the best possible protection
for the vehicle occupants. The relevant crash parameters, such as
collision velocity, collision angle, and contact point are predicted
using special vehicle dynamics models. From this information,
an estimation of the expected crash severity can be made the
basis for this are various crash severity prediction models.
Since safety actuators are irreversible systems, the prediction
must be extremely reliable. By independently calculating the
crash severity using different approaches, the reliability and
fault tolerance of a system can be increased through redundant
prediction. This paper presents a method to compare the crash
pulse predicted use different models.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, the number of traffic fatalities has stagnated
at a high level. Around 3,300 deaths in Germany and 26,000
deaths in Europe are reported annually in road traffic [1].
These are mainly due to human factors, such as limited
performance in terms of perception and responsiveness. This
is compounded by driver misconduct and distraction [2]. The
proportion of fatalities and serious injuries is particularly
pronounced in frontal accidents. This can be attributed to the
combination of high speeds and high frequency of occurrence
of this type of accident. Driver assistance systems can detect
critical scenarios at an early stage. The triggering of safety
systems in the right time window in case of a collision
significantly reduces the consequences of the accident [3],
[4]. Here, the triggering time depends on the installed safety
actuators and the prevailing collision type. In order to be
able to determine the crash constellation and the time of
occurrence in advance, the parameters (e.g. width, length, and
direction of travel) are extracted for objects in the vehicle
environment using the environment sensor system. This makes

it possible to identify critical situations at an early stage and
to describe inevitable collisions. The parameters required for
a precise description are generated in an inevitability module
by special vehicle dynamic models. All physically possible
driving changes of both vehicles are taken into account at
the respective time step. Each combination of driving paths
is checked for contact. Thus, possible changes in the vehicle
dynamics between the prediction time and the collision time
t0 can be taken into account for the correct triggering of the
restrain systems. The relevant crash parameters are calculated
for the expected crash constellations. These include in particular the parameters collision angle, the relative position of the
vehicles to each other, and speeds. This forms the basis for
determining the crash severity. For a robust estimation of the
crash severity, different approaches for crash pulse prediction
are pursued. One approach is based on physical models and
uses them to model the crash pulse [5]–[8]. Furthermore, there
are approaches based on machine learning and AI, where
algorithms based on learned FEM crash simulations or real
crash data can output a crash severity prediction for the
corresponding vehicle constellation [9]–[16]. The combined
use of both methods allows an increase in reliability, since
the methods have different advantages and disadvantages depending on the scenario. For example, effects such as vehicle
sliding during crashes can be represented more accurately
in AI methods than in physical mass-spring-damper (MSD)
models [5]. Nevertheless, a physical computation can be used
here for validation.
II. S TATE OF THE A RT
Automated driving interventions are essentially based on
the perception and processing steps Sense, Think and Act.
The signal chain describing the sequence in the pre-crash can
be assigned to these. This is shown schematically in Fig. 1.
In the first step, the vehicle environment is perceived via the
attached environment sensors. This generates data on objects
in the vehicle environment. In this way, a detailed map of the
vehicle environment can be created in which the objects are
described with their respective position and driving speed. If
critical situations are identified, possible driving paths for the
ego and bullet vehicle are projected and the expected crash
constellation is derived from them.
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Figure 1. Generic system architecture for inevitability modelling and crash severity estimation in pre-crash safety systems

A. Vehicle motion and crash constellation prediction
The investigation of crash inevitability is carried out using
information from the environment model described above. The
parameters object type, velocity, position, size / geometry,
etc. are exchanged between the environment model and the
inevitability model in a defined cycle. These parameters are
determined within the environment model from the surrounding sensor data (distance, azimuth angle, radial velocity, and
intensity). This description is done either for the previously
identified most critical object or for several detected objects.
From this the current driving conditions are derived and
based on this the possible vehicle movements are projected.
This can be done by different methods, which in pre crash
applications are based on simplified vehicle dynamics models.
For example, such a model has been researched and published
by R. Lugner [17], [18]. In his approach, the resulting driving
paths (trajectories) are generated by the individual combination possibilities of steering and braking interventions. The
acceleration

ax
turn
left

a
ay

turn
right

deceleration
Figure 2. Representation of physically possible combinations of acceleration
based on circle of forces (Kamm’s circle).

boundary condition is formed by a vehicle dynamics model
and respecting the limitation by Kamm circle. This is shown in
Fig. 2. The bundling of the individual travel paths corresponds
to a trajectory fan for the vehicle. By considering two vehicles,
intersection-free trajectory combinations (collision-free) and
intersecting trajectories (with collision sequence) can arise.
For trajectory combinations which result in a collision, the

collision is described by crash parameters with their respective
tolerances. For a complete description of the crash situation,
the parameters collision angle, collision point, ego velocity,
bullet velocity, time-to-collision, and some others are generated [18]. These parameters are given as input to the crash
severity estimation module.
This forms the basis for the crash severity estimation.
B. Crash Severity Estimation
In crash severity estimation, predictive severity is to be
estimated for the previously determined collision scenario.
Based on the predicted collision and the respective driving
velocities at that time, the expected acceleration curves are
generated for the time period starting from the collision point
t0. Due to the time criticality in real pre-crash situations
and the limited computational power in the vehicle, models
that work under these constraints must be used. Classical
methods of crash analysis, such as FEM, cannot meet these requirements. Therefore, special methods have been researched
that can be used to model crash severity under the given
conditions in the vehicle. Two possible methods that have been
published by researchers is modeling by physical mass-springdamper (MSD) models or alternatively prediction by Artificial
Intelligence (AI) algorithms.
1) Physical MSD models: The absorbed energy in a vehicle
collision can be represented with mass spring damper models.
The input variables and the underlying structure are used to
model a realistic velocity reduction of the vehicles. The models
can have different numbers of springs, masses and dampers
and can also be combined with each other in different ways.
Thus, the complexity and the required accuracy can be adapted
to the respective application. Various crash severity estimations
based on physical models in different complexities have been
published [5]–[8].
2) Databased AI algorithms: Data-based models are based
on machine learning algorithms, applied on the data collected
through simulation, crash test, or real-crash. Based on a
broad scenario variance, machine learning methods can be
taught schematic correlations. The algorithm then generates
new output values for similar scenarios. Various approaches
from the field of AI can be considered for this purpose.
Comprehensive investigations regarding the current state of
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research and the performance of AI methods in the area of
crash severity estimation have been published [9]–[16].
III. M ETHODOLOGY
The crash severity can be described by the progress of the
acceleration. Plotting the integral of its curve over time, he
graph of velocity is obtained. Parameters exist for both the
acceleration curve and the velocity curve that classify them
according to certain criteria. For the description of the crash
severity, parameters like the Delta-V, ASI or A-32 Moving
Window are usually used. For example, the ASI represents
the maximum value of the moving average over a δ = 50 ms
time period. This value is normalized on a direction-depending
threshold abt with t = x, y, z. As an outcome, the ASI is a
unit-less value [19]. As shown in Fig. 3, the same ASI can
be assigned to different acceleration curves, provided that the
maximum mean value over 50 ms is identical. Furthermore, it
is also not evident from the value at which time the maximum
acceleration was applied and in which direction it acted.
Other parameters are applied according to similar principles

interpolated. The starting point for this is the signal with the
lower sampling frequency. This results in the same distance
between the acceleration values and the same step size for
both signals to be compared.
Subsequently, the crash pulse curves are normalized. This
enables the direction-independent consideration of the centroid
of area shift. Otherwise, a centroid of area shift in the time
dimension as a function of the unit would have a significantly
smaller influence than a shift of the centroid of area in the
direction of the amplitude values. The normalization is carried
out with respect to the time steps as well as with respect to
the maximum amplitude. For this purpose, two factors are
generated according to the principle shown in eq. 1. The first
scale factor is for the normalization of the time steps. Starting
from the last curve intersecting the zero crossing, the factor
is determined so that this point is equal to one. All further
values of both curves for the time axis are multiplied by this
factor. The same procedure is also applied in the value range.
Here the scale factor is selected so that the maximum of the
curve with the higher amplitude is equal to one.
scalef actor = 1/max(abs(value))

(1)

Based on the then normalized crash pulses, the centroid of
area and the area of the enclosed surface are calculated.
Under parallel execution for both curves to be compared, the
different positions of the centroid of area can be evaluated
individually in x- and y- direction or absolutely by the
amount of displacement. The described steps 1. resampling,
2. normalization, and 3. centroid of area and area calculation
are shown schematically in Fig. 4.
IV. T EST DATASET FOR C OMPARISON
Figure 3. Representation of different acceleration curvatures with the same
crash severity parameter ASI

and may show comparable problems. By describing the crash
pulse by a single parameter, certain information about the
pulse gets lost. In order to be able to compare the outputs
of crash severity estimations in the pre-crash, further information on the progress of the crash pulse shall be used.
The parameters described below make it possible to obtain
further information on the curve progression in addition to
the established crash severity parameters.
A. Crash Pulse Description with a Set of two Parameters
The time progression of the acceleration should be considered as the whole. This can be done by the area enclosed by
the curve and the x-axis. In addition to the area, the position
of the centroid of this area in x, y is used.
B. Make Pulses comparable through Normalization and Resampling
In order to make the crash sequences comparable with each
other, resampling is first performed. In this process, the time
steps are adapted to each other and intermediate steps are

A test scenario was used to evaluate and compare the introduced methods. The output of a spring-mass damper model
was compared with the crash data of the FEM simulation. The
scenario was a full-frontal collision of two equal vehicle at a
velocity of 50 kmh−1 each. There is no crash angle between
the vehicles. The collision point corresponds to an overlap of
100 % of the width of the vehicles.
For the FEM simulation of the described scenario, a Toyota
Yaris model provided for research was used. The boundary
conditions, as well as the model setup for generating the
data set have already been published in [20]. The sampling
rate used for sampling the acceleration signal corresponds to
10 kHz.
For the application of the method, a comparison data set was
generated using an MSD model. The operation of the used
model is based on publications by Kilian Schneider and is
described there [5]. As with the FEM model, 10 kHz was
selected for sampling the acceleration curve generated in this
process. Thus, no resampling is necessary in this case.
V. R ESULTS AND S UMMARY
For verification, the method shown was used to compare
the outputs of the FEM simulation and the MSD model.
The starting point is the scenario described in sec. IV. The
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Figure 4. Overview of steps for parameter extraction and comparison of the progressions

curves as well as their calculated centroids are illustrated under
fig. 5. The corresponding area enclosed by the curve as well
as the exact positions of the centroids are listed in table I.
Furthermore, the distance of the centroid of area to each other
is described with ∆CG.
The maximum amplitude is represented by the FEM accelerTable I
C ALCULATED SEVERITY INDEX PARAMETERS FOR THE TEST DATASET
Dataset
FEM
MSD-Model

Area

CGx

CGy

∆CG

0.3275
0.4566

0.3950
0.4294

0.3385
0.2896

0.0597

ation curve. This represents the basis for the normalization of
the value range. In the time domain, however, the acceleration
curve of the FEM model intersects the x-axis before the output
of the MSD model. Thus, here the MSD output is the basis
for normalization. The deviation of the curves from each other
becomes clear by the different area contents. The area of the
MSD curve is about 40 % larger compared to the FEM output.
The difference in amplitude becomes clear by the shift of
the centroid of area in x-direction by about 8.5 % and in ydirection by −14.5 %, starting from the FEM simulation. As
a single parameter, this can be represented by the normalized
distance of the centroid of area ∆CG = 0.0597.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Further it is to be examined whether the application of the
method in the velocity course in addition to the acceleration
course brings advantages. Finally, boundary parameters and
permissible centroid of area displacements shall be defined to
perform the comparison of different crash severity estimation
methods in vehicle pre crash safety systems. Finally an implementation on a prototype vehicle is planned to test and validate
this approach under realistic conditions.

Figure 5. Representation of acceleration graphs based on FEM (red) and
MSD-Model (blue) with its calculated centroid of area

In this paper, a method is presented, which allows to
describe the crash pulse during a vehicle collision in more
detail. The special conditions for the use in vehicle precrash safety systems are taken into account. In addition to
the already existing crash severity parameters, which consider
only the value level, the crash pulse can be described more
precisely by respecting the complete region. For this purpose,
the parameters area under the acceleration curve and its
corresponding centroid are used.
The described approach is to be verified with further data sets.
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Abstract—In the future, ECU manufacturers will be obliged
to develop according to the ISO/SAE 21434 security standard so
that their devices are protected against currently known cyber
attacks. Therefore, it is important to implement security measures
reliably and then test them for functionality.
The goal of this work is to show different approaches to
cyber attacks on a charge controller, how existing security
vulnerabilities are detected, and subsequently how they can be
avoided. Communication channels such as CAN, but also analog
inputs are analyzed and examined with every possible input.
The tests have shown that despite implemented security,
vulnerabilities still exist that can be exploited to cause physical
or economic damage. Vulnerabilities were found that made it
possible to gain UDS security access to get to the controller and
thus read out sensitive data.
This shows that penetration tests are indispensable for ensuring security. For this reason, long and intensive testing of every
function of an ECU is necessary to guarantee that gaps in the
system are closed before release.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Due to the steadily increasing digitization in automobiles,
more and more powerful control units are required, which
are responsible for the interaction between man and machine.
Today, there are up to 100 different control units in a modern
vehicle, which are connected with more than 1.5 km of cable.
This transforms the former mechanical transport construct
into a heterogeneous high-performance computer that makes
the journey as pleasant as possible for the driver and his
passengers with the help of comfort features.
Since the faultless operation of these devices is a prerequisite, it must not be possible for an attacker to impair the vehicle
and thus harm the occupants. For this reason, an automotive
security standard is being developed that will provide ECU
manufacturers with a guideline for implementing security,
ISO/SAE 21434. This standard is expected to be published
in the course of 2021, and some manufacturers are already
working with the early draft.
A major component of ISO/SAE 21434 is the Threat
Analysis and Risk Assessment (TARA). In this, all possible
points of attack on a system are to be analyzed to create a risk
assessment of each weak point in this regard. Depending on
how severe the risk turns out to be, a penetration test must be
performed on the associated object and, if vulnerabilities are
found, the software must be adapted.

II. ISO/SAE 21434
With ISO/SAE 21434 "Road vehicles - Cybersecurity engineering" a new standard for cybersecurity is being developed.
Committee Draft status was achieved in September 2018,
which means some details will be changed over time. Publication of the final standard was originally planned for November
2020 but was postponed until mid-2021. The designation
indicates that the standard is to be jointly developed by a working group from "Internationale Organisation für Normung"
(ISO) and "Society of Automotive Engineers" (SAE) and then
approved by both organizations.
As vehicles provide new attack surfaces due to the increasing risks of cyberattacks and as infrastructure for online
vehicle updates, fleet management, vehicle-to-vehicle (Car2X)
communications, and other requirements, the standard should
propose measures for development. The standardization is
related to the currently developed European Union (EU)
cybersecurity regulation. In coordination with the EU, the
United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE)
is developing a certification for a "Cyber Security Management
System" which, according to the current proposals, should be
mandatory for the type of approval of vehicles. With ISO/SAE
21434, a technical standard for automotive development is to
be created to be able to, at least partially, prove compliance
with the expected regulations[1].
This standard focuses on the definition of common terminology and the most important aspects of cybersecurity. The
application of the standard is intended to make it easier for
companies to demonstrate that they are acting responsibly and
carefully in the development of vehicles and the prevention of
cyber-attacks. The activities in product development according
to the standard are controlled based on a risk assessment, and
measures for organizational anchoring are required. Processes
are required, but the standard only describes the task of a
process and leaves the design to the users. Special technologies
or solutions are not suggested, and autonomous vehicles are
not given a special status in the recommendations of the
standard.
A. Threat Analysis and Risk Assessment
A central point of ISO/SAE 21434 is the Threat Analysis
and Risk Assessment (TARA). The concept phase consists
of the definition of the object of investigation, the finding
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of cybersecurity goals, and their bundling into a holistic
cybersecurity concept. Most of the process of identifying
cybersecurity goals is to rely on the procedure outlined in
Chapter 8 of the ISO/SAE 21434.
The main steps in performing an ISO/SAE 21434 compliant
TARA are pictured in Figure 1.

III. N ETWORKING
In vehicles, ECUs are currently interconnected via various
system buses. These include CAN, LIN, Ethernet, FlexRay,
and MOST. In this way, the device exchanges system-wide
information about the operating status and other related data
in the vehicle. In addition, on-board diagnostic or vehicle
diagnostic systems are connected via this bus type. This can
be used to communicate with ECUs externally via so-called
diagnostic equipment. The main query is to check whether the
control unit has detected and registered any errors in itself or
the sensors connected to it during the continuous self-tests.
Normally, a diagnostic protocol such as UDS is used.
Due to the complexity of the software and the increasing
demand for it and communication between ECUs, OSEK-OS
has established itself in Germany as a real-time operating
system and communication standard. Another measure is to
increase the standardization of the ECU architecture, for
example in the AUTOSAR development partnership[3].
A. CAN-Bus
To enable communication between several control units in
the vehicle and simultaneously to the outside world, physical
channels are required to transport each bit from one end to
the other to ensure the exchange of information. For this
purpose, a bus system is used, which is responsible for the
data transmission between several participants over the same
line. If an exchange of information already takes place, all
further participants must wait until the bus is free again, to
be able to send their data. However, reading data is always
possible, because the communication channel has to be read
permanently by each participant to find out the current state.
A very popular bus system is the CAN bus. It works serially,
which means that it transmits individual bits over a single
connection and can therefore only send in one direction at a
time. The idea behind this hardware protocol was to reduce
the cable harnesses in motor vehicles to save costs and weight,
since in 1986 without the CAN bus a cable length of over two
kilometers had to be installed[4].
B. Analog Inputs

Figure 1. Main steps of a Threat Analysis and Risk Assessment[2]

At first, assets have to be found. An asset could be data,
a device, or other components of a system that support
information-related activities. Assets generally include hardware, software (e.g. business-critical applications and support
systems), and confidential information.
Afterward, security attributes are derived from the assets,
such as confidentiality, integrity, availability, and authenticity.
The security goals can then be formed from the assets and
the security attributes.
On the other hand, the threats have to be determined from
the assets to estimate the probability of an attack.
Ultimately, the risk level of an asset can now be determined.
This knowledge can be used to define how much a component
needs to be secured. Further information can all be taken from
the ISO/SAE 21434 standard.

The majority of sensors work with analog signal values.
These include temperature, light, humidity sensors, etc. The
reason they do not return digital values is that in digital
technology there are only two states, on or off. Sensors on
the other hand, like the temperature sensor, normally measure
values between −40◦ C and 40◦ C and thus need a larger
unit range that can catch any value. For this purpose, the
device outputs different voltage levels, which the receiver
must interpret correctly again. The higher the voltage level,
the higher the value applied to the sensor and vice versa.
Analog to Digital Converters (ADCs) are used for the correct
interpretation of the applied voltage. These sample incoming
signals and convert analog values into digital ones so that they
can be understood by the processor, see Figure 2.
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it has been determined that a pentest should be carried out,
it must be decided how much knowledge the tester should
have[8]. There are three different types of pentesting, as seen
in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Sampling from Analog to Digital Values [5]

Figure 3. Different Knowledgelevel of Pentests

The higher the sampling interval of the incoming signal,
the more precise values can be determined. Nevertheless, in
most cases, it is not advisable to sample exactly, since pinpoint
values are not always needed and this operation also requires
more computing power. In the case of a temperature sensor
in a vehicle, updating every ten seconds would be completely
sufficient, since outside temperatures usually behave stably and
do not change every second.
IV. P ENETRATION T ESTS
A penetration test, or pentest, is the technical term for
a comprehensive security test of individual computers or
networks of any size. In information technology, a penetration
test is the test of the security of all system components and
applications of a network or software system using the same
methods that an attacker would use to penetrate the system
without authorization. The penetration test thus determines
the sensitivity of the system to be tested for such attacks.
An essential part of a penetration test is tools that help to
reproduce as many attack patterns as possible that arise from
the numerous known attack methods.
The type of security test is based on the risk potential of
a system, network, or application at risk, which means that
a web server, for example, has a higher risk priority than
a simple word processor. The auxiliary tools for penetration
tests are correspondingly numerous and accordingly, such
comprehensive security tests should only be carried out by
security researchers who know what they are doing, what
events they are causing, and what results they want to achieve
with them.
The term penetration test is occasionally used incorrectly
for an automatic vulnerability scan. While this is largely automatic, a real penetration test requires manual preparation in the
form of viewing the test item, planning the test procedures and
goals, selecting the necessary tools, and finally carrying out the
test. The security scan, in turn, differs from the vulnerability
scan in that it manually verifies the test results[6].
A. Types of Penetration Tests
After the risk level is known, it must be decided whether
a penetration test is necessary. This information can be found
in the automotive security standard ISO/SAE 21434[7]. After

Black-Box: With black box pentest, the inspector has no
internal knowledge of the device. The only thing he knows
is the data that can be found publicly, so he has the same
conditions as a malicious attacker. The advantage of this
method is that hidden vulnerabilities can be found that would
otherwise be overlooked. The disadvantage is that deep-seated
vulnerabilities are harder to find, and it takes a lot of time to
find them.
Gray-Box: With gray box pentest the tester has more
information than with black box. He has company-internal
access and knows, e.g., the connections of the ports to the
outside world. This has the advantage that weak points can
be found more quickly and easily since more information is
known about the control unit. However, it is not clear yet,
which functions the device has.
White-Box: With white box the tester has all the information that is available about the control unit. Both the
connections of the ports and the access to the firmware. This
way, the pentester can examine the code for weaknesses or
errors which could not be found with black/gray box. The
disadvantage here is that attack methods differ greatly from
those of a hacker, which is why some vulnerabilities may be
overlooked or not found.
B. Denial-of-Service
A Denial-of-Service-Attack (DoS) is an attack on the availability of a system caused by overloading the connection
medium. In this attack, a specific component in the system
is attacked in a concentrated manner to put it out of operation
and thus block other devices. This can lead to security gaps
an attacker can exploit to his advantage[9].
A Dos attack can look very different on various platforms
and therefore requires other methods of approach. A constant
message exchange must take place on the CAN bus so that
the entire channel is overflowed with packets. Since a CAN
connection has a certain baud rate, which determines the speed
of the data exchange of the bus, accordingly that number
of CAN messages must be sent so that the channel is fully
utilized. Assuming a CAN message is 120 bits in size and
the baud rate is 500 Kb/s, a total of 500Kb/s/120b ≈ 4167
messages per second must be sent to utilize the entire bus. If
more messages are sent now, it can result in lower priority
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messages being allowed to send infrequently, if at all. Thus,
a Dos attack was performed on low-priority packets.
However, if no messages should reach the recipient at all,
the easiest and fastest method is to overflow the channel with
at least 4167 own messages, which all have the priority ’0’.
Since ’0’ is the dominant bit in the CAN protocol and thus has
the highest priority on the bus, these are preferred. Therefore
the baud rate is overloaded to its limit and no more messages
arrive that have a higher priority than ’0’.
C. Bruteforce UDS-Security Access
Unified Diagnostic Services (UDS) is a diagnostic communication protocol in the ECU environment within automotive
electronics and is used in almost all new developments by
vehicle manufacturers and is not a company-specific standard.
The concept of the protocol is to be able to contact and
maintain all ECUs installed in a vehicle with the help of
UDS. Modern vehicles have a diagnostic interface for offboard diagnostics that allows a client or tester, to be connected
to the vehicle’s bus system. This permits the messages defined
in UDS to be sent to the ECUs, which must provide the
specified UDS services. This makes it possible, for example,
to query the fault memory of the individual ECUs or to update
them with new firmware.
So that not all services can be performed by everyone, a
security query can be performed with this service. For this
purpose, the tester sends a request to the control unit. The
control unit then generates a random number (seed) and sends
it back. The tester uses a secret function to calculate a key,
which it sends back to the ECU. The control unit checks
whether the number was calculated correctly and can then
enable security-critical services[3].
To gain access to this service, the correct key must be
calculated. This means that the random seed with the correct
password must be generated. Since the seed is random, bruteforcing is difficult, if not impossible. Through self-performed
tests, a vulnerability was found that the same seed is sent after
each restart of the existing load communication controller. This
made it possible to implement a brute force attack.
In the course of the test, however, it turned out that a delay
of ten seconds must be observed after each restart of the device
before a UDS request is allowed to be sent. With a further
waiting time of 200 milliseconds, until the control unit has
booted up, the combined waiting time is 10.2 seconds. With
a key length of 4 bytes, i.e. 32 bits, a waiting time of more
than 1000 years is required to find the correct keyword, see
Figure 4.

Figure 4. Bruteforce Attack Duration

For this reason, this attack was unsuccessful on this device.
However, this brute force attack can easily be performed on
other devices that do not have a waiting period after each reset.
D. Fuzztesting
Fuzztesting, or Fuzzing, is an automated software testing
technique in which the program under test is repeatedly fed
random data at different input interfaces. Random data can
usually be used to create situations in the operation of the
program that cannot be achieved with other testing methods.
Programs are often not designed for random input data and can
then crash unintentionally with non-plausible data and thus
also reveal vulnerabilities. Therefore, fuzzing is one of the
most important techniques to detect weaknesses in the system.
Fuzzing is usually performed in software development
projects and the IT security area as part of a black-box test to
check new software for error vulnerability as well as to detect
any security vulnerabilities. If the program reproducibly causes
a problem with certain data generated by the fuzzer, white-box
testing can be used to investigate the exact cause.
Fuzz testing is quite effective because the testing process is
usually automated and without a termination criterion, which
is why it is often used as part of the testing phase. Once a
basis for fuzzing exists, already implemented fuzz tests can be
extended very quickly and easily during development. Fuzzing
is a method for the quality assurance of software, especially to
uncover still unknown vulnerabilities and robustness problems
in software[10].
1) CAN-Bus Fuzzing: A fuzztest on the CAN bus can look
very different since either the black-box or white-box principle
is used. In a black-box test, the entire data bytes of the CAN
frame are randomly selected and then sent to the channel. This
has the advantage that data packets can be misinterpreted at the
receiver and thus the device delivers unpredictable events or
crashes. To test stability, a random black box test is sufficient.
However, the disadvantage here is that if an unpredictable
event occurs, tracing the error is very difficult or impossible.
In a white box test, on the other hand, not only random data
packets can be sent, but specific values of a CAN frame can
be changed. This is the case as all information of the device
is available and therefore all existing signals are present for
the tester. The data of the CAN frame are usually divided
into sections to assign a certain value range to each necessary
signal. These signals can then be individually adapted and
thus only one concrete system variable of the device can be
changed. Compared to the black-box test, it is possible to trace
why the ECU behaves incorrectly and then find out in which
value range these problems occur.
2) Analog Input Fuzzing: Fuzzing with analog inputs is
slightly more difficult than with a CAN frame since sensor
values must be manipulated here to change the state in the
ECU. The remedy here is the Hardware in the Loop (HIL)
method, in which the embedded system is connected to an
adapted counterpart via its inputs and outputs. This allows
any value to be applied to the analog input by software, for
example by adjusting the applied resistance.
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Here it is possible to test in different ways with the help
of the software. In the example of the temperature sensor,
it is useful to find out how the control unit behaves when an
exaggerated value is applied, such as +−100◦ C. If the device
shuts down or goes into sleep mode, it would be possible
for an attacker to create a Denial of Service and thus it is a
vulnerability in the system.
Another way of testing is the fuzzing of different inputs at
the same time. It can happen that by a certain combination of
applied values the device shows unpredictable events, which
were not considered in advance. This can also be done in
different ways because there is various combinatorics. The best
way would be to test x different signals with y different values.
However, the problem here is that a total of y x iterations are
necessary and thus the runtime is enormous. A good alternative
for this would be the pairwise method, which does not test
every signal with every value, but picks one signal and matches
it with others. Therefore, the runtime is only y · x and a good
mixture of values is caught.
V. C ONCLUSION
With ISO/SAE 21434, an automotive security standard now
exists that provides OEMs with a guideline for implementing
security. This allows vulnerable points in the system to be
found and assigned to a certain risk level. Depending on how
high the risk is, penetration tests must be carried out, which
reveal unexpected vulnerabilities so that these can be fixed
before publication. This is a major advance in automotive
security, as devices and systems are now protected from known
attacks, and thus safety in vehicles is increased.
Nevertheless, the tests show that even though security has
been implemented and tested, there are still vulnerabilities in
systems that were not known before. For this reason, it is
important to conduct further penetration tests even after the
release of the product to detect and close newly emerging
problems as quickly as possible.
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Abstract—Artificial Intelligence (AI) progresses to become
ubiquitous in our day to day life. New models are able to
solve ever more complex tasks. Simultaneously, new strategies and optimized hardware enable sophisticated machine
learning (ML) algorithms to be performed on mobile devices.
A new challenge arises by allowing these heterogeneous
smart edges to interact with each other. The subsequent,
highly adaptive edge clusters could anticipate problems
before they even come up. A smart city approach would
benefit immensely from this development. Each part of the
infrastructure could be mapped to one or multiple smart
nodes. This would enable precise traffic density estimations,
which could in turn efficiently circumvent bottlenecks. Cars
can be rerouted in a timely fashion, and the switching
times of traffic lights could be optimized for the momentary
demand. Necessary algorithms are directly processed on the
edge by distributing them as micro tasks to available smart
devices in the near vicinity. This in turn reduces latency and
computational overhead compared to conventional solutions
that utilize cloud servers. Realizing such an endevour requires a high degree of considerations and groundwork to
be build upon. In particular performance metrics, neccessary
for a smart task distribution, must be aquired.

I. Introduction
This paper considers the deployment and performance
of Deep Learning (DL) tasks for different types of smart
nodes. First of all, traffic density estimation is proposed
as a practical example for a decentralized AI task. The
following section provides background information on
how modern object detection models are being structured. This in turn provides the inside for the subsequent section were different state-of-the-art (SOTA)
object detection models are being introduced regarding
their origins and attributes. A benchmark was performed
for each object detector on different edge accelerators
in terms of loading time, inference speed and energy
consumption. The results are visualized and put into
perspective. Finally, a summary is drawn to point out
the key insights from this research.
II. Traffic Density Estimation
Technology is constantly evolving and the amount of
data generated is increasing rapidly. The missing link is
how this data can be directly processed at the source.
This section considers a data stream generated by traffic
cameras. Ideas are proposed on how the image sequence
can be processed. Furthermore, what insight can be

gained from the data and how this information can be
used for real time traffic optimization.
The data used in the following examples originates
from traffic cameras in Tampere City, Finland [1]. The
images were continuously scraped over a period of
several months from 2019 and 2020. A You Only Look
Once (YOLO) version three [2] model was used to detect
traffic specific objects within the images. The network
was used with the default weights and classes from the
Common Objects in Context (COCO) dataset [3].
Traffic density has to be derived by analyzing a camera
stream frame by frame. The number of objects of interest
divided by a time interval (e.g. sampling frequency) can
be used as an estimate on how crowded an intersection,
such as seen in Figure 1, is. Simply counting objects
can be misleading though, depending on the scenario,
additional post processing filters and case distinctions
could help to make the predictions more robust. Such
filters could sort out cars which are parking by defining
regions of interest and ignoring objects that are static for
a predefined time interval. Furthermore, the number of
cars could be set into context, depending on which lane
they are on. Such could be the rush hour traffic, having
cars moving city inwards in the morning and outwards
in the evening.

Figure 1: Detecting traffic specific objects inside a camera
frame.
Figure 2 shows the development of the car density
for the previously introduced intersection. A clear trend
can be deduced that shows few cars in the night hours
and a peak at around 14 o’clock for all graphs. Due
to the central position, a rush our trend is not visible.
Another phenomenon is the steep drop of cars between
February and March 2020. This can be traced back to
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the first Covid-19 counter measures (home office, contact
restrictions, etc.) which in turn caused people to use their
car less frequently overall.

in real time on embedded hardware. Hence, cameras
can be cheaply upgraded with computing units, which
self-sufficiently evaluate the situation and only pass the
result to a central server or other parts of the infrastructure.
III. Object Detection Models

Figure 2: Rolling average of car density over the time of
day for different months.
The number of vehicles alone is not a good indicator
on how well traffic is flowing. Here the dynamic behavior in terms of time and space has to be taken into
account. This can be done by taking the position of the
detected objects in each frame and building a weighted
average over a predefined time interval. This was done
for Figure 3 in form of a heat map. The deep red
regions indicate stagnant traffic or parking cars, while
dark blue implicate the absence of vehicles. Analyzing
this heat map suggests that the traffic lights causing
waiting periods, which could be reduced by optimizing
switching times or considering roundabouts.

Figure 3: Traffic flow heat map.
The quality of such a dynamic analysis could be
further increased by utilizing object tracking algorithms
such as Deep Simple Online and Realtime Tracking
(SORT) [4]. Provided, that the sample rate of the image stream is high enough to trace the movement of
individual objects, a gradient analysis can be applied.
By observing how the center of a moving object moves
between frames, it can be determined how fast and in
which direction it is moving. Such an analysis can be
especially interesting for highways to quickly detect a
traffic jam or dynamically regulating the speed ratings.
This in turn would improve safety and traffic flow.
All these practical examples serve the purpose to
demonstrate, how AI could be used to analyze and
optimize existing infrastructure in a smart way. The
proposed models and algorithms are fast enough to run

Developing an object detection model can be considered a challenging task. A naive approach would be
to use an established Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN) for image classification like ResNet [5] and utilize
a sliding window approach to detect possible object
within the frame. Additionally, thresholding and Non
Maximum Suppression (NMS) [6] can be used to find the
optimal boxes for each object. While this would work in
theory, the computational load would be very high and
the inference time particularly slow.
A more promising concept is the usage of a region proposal algorithm such as selective search [7]. This limits
the processing load to the proposed regions of the image.
Region Based Convolutional Neural Networks (R-CNN)
[8] incorporates this so called two stage network design.
Further improvements were made by Fast-R-CNN [9], by
using a CNN network as backbone to create a feature
map of the image. Faster-R-CNN [10] introduced an
even more significant speedup by replacing the region
proposal algorithm with a trainable Region Proposal
Network (RPN).
While Faster-R-CNN surpasses its predecessors in
speed and accuracy, it is still to large and slow for
real time application on embedded devices. Here, single
stage detectors come into play. Instead of dividing the
detection task into region proposal and classification, a
single network is used. Similar to modern two stage detectors, a backbone network is used to generate a feature
map of the input image. Instead of region proposals,
the feature map is divided into a grid. The network has
a defined number of default anchor boxes, which are
applied to each grid segment. The rest of the network is
then responsible to calculate a class, confidence score and
offset parameter for the anchor boxes. Finally, thresholding and NMS is used to determine the end result.
Most object detection models are based of Single Shot
Detector (SSD) [11] or You Only Look Once (YOLO) [12].
Both networks use the aforementioned structure. The
difference lies in the detail. SSD networks use common
CNN networks as backbone, while YOLO utilizes its
own Darknet architecture [13]. The second core distinction is the classification part itself. SSD only uses
convolutional layers to determine its output while YOLO
uses both convolutional and dense layers.
IV. Benchmark Candidates
Obtaining object detection models which work together with all edge accelerators proved to be a challenging task. Most models from the Open Neural Network
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Exchange (ONNX) model zoo had an issue running with
TensorRT (TRT), OpenVino or both. Adding compatibility for Google Coral products introduces additional
concerns. To alleviate the matter, models were manually
transferred from different repositories to the ONNX and
Tensorflow (TF) Lite format according to Figure 4.

accuracy. The models are provided in PyTorch format.
Scripts for transfer to ONNX and TFLite can be found
in the official repository [19]. Version "x", was not executable on the Edge TPU. The benchmark evaluates the
"s" and "l" model. Both using an input size of 640 pixels
squared.
V. Benchmark Methodology

Transfer
Learning
TensorFlow
Model Zoo
Base Model
(Arbitrary
Framework)

Inter Framework
Conversion

Platform
Optimization

Trained TensorFlow Model

TF Lite

Model
Deployment
TPU Model

Google Coral

VPU Model

Intel Movidius

GPU Model

NVIDIA Jetson

PyTorch
Darknet
...

Trained
Model

Trained
ONNX
Model

ONNX
Runtime
(OpenVino, TensorRT
or CUDA Provider)

Figure 4: Deployment pipeline for benchmark execution.
The following subsection describes the different models, where they originate from and which alterations had
to be performed. Table I shows the different models,
which were tested in regard of their size.
Table I: Size in bytes for tested models.
ONNX
TFLite

SSD
MobileNetv2
70.30MB
6.95MB

TinyYolov4
24.28MB
6.92MB

Yolov4

Yolov5s

Yolov5l

257.48MB
65.65MB

29.90MB
10.68MB

189.72MB
53.57MB

All measurements were executed on a NVIDIA Jetson
Xavier AGX platform. As energy mode 30 W with all
cores enabled was chosen. An Intel Movidius Neural
Compute Stick 2 (NCS2) and a Google Coral Edge TPU
were added via Universal Serial Bus (USB) port. The
benchmark itself ran inside a docker container. As base
image "l4t-base:r32.4.3" was used for the Nvidia Jetson
platforms. This sets the GPU library versions to Compute
Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) 10.2, TensorRT 7.1.3
and CUDA Deep Neural Network Library (cuDNN) 8.0.
Intel OpenVino 2020.4 was installed for VPU support. A
custom ONNX runtime (v1.5.3) was compiled to enable
multi provider support. Google’s Coral TPU can be
utilized with the tflite runtime in version 2.5 and the
libedgetpu-15.0-std driver.
UART

Obtaining a SSD model which is compatible with
all providers was not possible. For the benchmark a
MobileNetv2-SSD was used. As the name suggests MobileNetv2 [14] serves as the lightweight backbone for the
object detector. The base model for the ONNX model
was taken from the TF1 object detection model zoo
[15]. Running the model with the TRT provider was not
possible. Furthermore, a conversion to TFLite did not
work as well. Therefore, a model with the same label
was taken from the Coral Edge Tensor Processing Unit
(TPU) model zoo [16]. Both models have their input size
set to 300 pixels times 300 pixels.
YOLOv4 [17] is the newest model from the original
YOLO developers. It uses various micro optimizations
in the model design and the training process to outperform existing models in both speed and accuracy.
The benchmark considers both the full implementation,
which is taken from "PINTO0309/PINTO_model_zoo",
and the tiny version from "hhk7734/tensorflow-yolov4"
(version 3.2). It is worth mentioning that the tiny model
repository made additional modifications to the model
to perform better on the Edge TPU. The models have
perception field of 300 pixels squared for the full model
and 608 pixels squared for the tiny variant.
Contrary to the name, YOLOv5 is not related to original YOLO project. It was published by the Ultralytics
LLC company which as of now has not released a paper
disclosing the architecture and performance [18]. Hence
YOLOv4 can be considered SOTA, instead of being a
predecessor. YOLOv5 comes in four different version
(s,m,l,x) were each one is a compromise between size and

12V Coax

Ethernet
Raspberry Pi3

Jetson Xavier +
Movidius Stick +
Coral TPU

Energy Monitor

Figure 5: Test setup for benchmark measurements.
The benchmark considers time and energy measurements. Pythons perf_counter was used to determine
the execution time. Current and supply voltage were
recorded by a custom energy monitor. Figure 5 shows
how the measurement takes place. The energy monitor is
used as power supply for the Jetson Xavier. It constantly
measures current and voltage with a frequency of 20 Hz.
The data is transferred via Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART) to a Raspberry Pi 4, were
it is processed and cached. The Xavier can trigger the
Pi to start and stop the evaluation process. Once a
measurement is concluded, the data is retrieved from
the Pi and stored together with the timing data.
VI. Warmup Evaluation
The warmup period describes the time delay required
to load a model and run an inference for the first time. In
a deployment scenario, it can be considered the latency
to switch from one ML task to an other. Hence, a lower
time is necessary to realize a responsive system. During
the warmup, memory has to be allocated and hardware
is initialized. Therefore, it can take significant longer
than subsequent loads and inferences that are executed
within the same process.The benchmark script executes
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exactly one model load and one single inference. To get
a significant amount of measurements, the script was
called 250 times for each model provider combination.
Figure 6 depicts the warmup time in ascending order.

TinyYolov4 cpu
Yolov5s cpu
Yolov5s ov
Yolov4 cpu
Yolov4 ov
TinyYolov4 ov
SSDMobileNetv2 tflite
TinyYolov4 tflite
Yolov5l cpu
Yolov5s tflite
Yolov5l ov
TinyYolov4 cuda
Yolov5s cuda
Yolov4 cuda
Yolov5l cuda
Yolov5l tflite
SSDMobileNetv2 cpu
SSDMobileNetv2 ov
Yolov4 tflite
SSDMobileNetv2 cuda
TinyYolov4 trt
TinyYolov4 trt-fp16
Yolov5s trt
Yolov5l trt
Yolov4 trt
Yolov5s trt-fp16
Yolov5l trt-fp16
Yolov4 trt-fp16

283.16ms
750.42ms
779.01ms
2.04s
2.07s
2.10s
2.70s
2.72s
3.27s
3.86s

to a frame rate of 30 Hz which would be ideal for real
time video stream processing.
The benchmark was executed by running a warmup
at the beginning and after that repeating the inference
process for a thousand times. The object detection was
performed on two images of the intesection depicted
on Figure 1. They significantly differed regarding the
number of depicted objects. The camera shots were
chosen to determine if the number of objects in an image
has an impact on the models performance. However,
such an effect was not detectable. This is most likely
justified by the lack of an region proposal algorithm in
one stage detectors.

3.87s
4.12s
4.51s

TinyYolov4 trt-fp16 5.92ms

5.38s
5.92s

TinyYolov4 trt 9.94ms

6.09s

TinyYolov4 cuda 13.37ms
SSDMobileNetv2 tflite 14.51ms

11.44s
13.43s

Yolov5s trt-fp16 22.90ms

13.48s

TinyYolov4 tflite 24.24ms

20.09s

Yolov4 trt-fp16 29.14ms

20.47s
53.40s
98.87s
137.07s
162.69s
466.80s
596.20s
680.67s

Figure 6: Warmup time for different model and provider
combinations.
Small models profit from CPU inference due to memory locality. TFLite models have quick loading times
since they are roughly four times smaller than their
ONNX counterparts due to quantization. Additionally,
they were precompiled during creation which avoids
optimizations at runtime. TensorRT is the only provider
which modifies the model at loading. This leads to
a significantly increased warmup. Using 16 bit floating
point mode increases the delay even more. If a model
has to be load frequently, engine caching could be used
to alleviate this issue.
The SSDMobileNetv2 ONNX model has significant
longer load times for all providers compared to the
YOLO models. This could be an issue of the inter
framework conversion from TF1 to ONNX. Most modelprovider combinations spend the most warmup time
with the model load. However, some others perform
additional work during the first inference. This behavior
does not appear to follow any obvious pattern regarding
model type, size or provider.
VII. Inference Time Evaluation
The inference process is usually executed periodically
after a model is loaded. In case of a camera stream,
the inference time is directly related to the processing
frequency. A processing period of 33 ms would translate

Yolov5s trt

38.63ms

SSDMobileNetv2 cuda

51.57ms

Yolov5l trt-fp16

53.35ms

Yolov5s cuda

54.00ms

Yolov4 trt

75.86ms

Yolov4 cuda

123.56ms

Yolov5l trt

140.40ms

TinyYolov4 ov

177.24ms

TinyYolov4 cpu

182.46ms

SSDMobileNetv2 cpu

188.70ms

Yolov5l cuda

190.54ms

SSDMobileNetv2 ov

198.36ms

Yolov5s cpu

551.48ms

Yolov5s ov

558.72ms

Yolov5s tflite

947.71ms

Yolov4 cpu

1.55s

Yolov4 ov

1.55s

Yolov5l ov

2.79s

Yolov5l cpu

2.80s

Yolov5l tflite

2.91s

Yolov4 tflite

10.83s

Figure 7: Averaged inference time for different model
and provider combinations.
Figure 7 shows how the individual models perform on
image inference. The long warmup interval of TensorRT
pays of. TinyYOLO version four can achieve frame rates
of over 100 Hz and all models perform significantly better than with all other providers. Reducing the parameter
precision from 32 bit to 16 bit provides an additional
speedup due to the Xavier’s tensor cores. Larger models
with more parameters like YOLOv4 profit even more
than the smaller ones. CUDA is not as fast as TRT since
the models are not optimized. However the load time
is significantly faster (ref. Figure 6). In a scenario were
a model is only required a few times, this provider
could be worth preferring. OpenVino performs similar
to CPU, this could suggest that most operation are not
executed on the Movidius NCS2. It can be assumed, that
OpenVino provider is not yet ideally integrated into the
ONNX Runtime. It needs to be seen if future updates
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can improve the performance. The inference time of
TFLite depends on the size and optimization level of
the individual model. The Edge TPU has a memory of
roughly 8 MB. Therefore only TinyYOLOv4 and SSDMobileNetv2 can be mapped entirely to the device RAM.
Each incompatible instruction has to be run on CPU. This
requires the intermediate result to be moved from the
device to the system memory. Additionally, quantization
layer are being added to the model to allow the transition
between TPU int8 and CPU floating point operations.
The additional workload introduced by quantization and
memory transference results in a performance drop of
YOLOv4. A similar behavior can be observed for the
YOLOv5 models.

SSDMobileNetv2 tflite 7.83➭Wh
TinyYolov4 trt-fp16 12.42➭Wh
TinyYolov4 tflite 14.86➭Wh

∆Pin f = Praw − ∆Pboth + ∆Pdev

(1)

From the inference time and power consumption the
energy demand can be calculated according to Equation (2).
Ein f = ∆Pin f · tin f
(2)
The results in Figure 8 enable an estimation on battery
runtime as well as operating costs. GPU inference with
small models benefits the most from short inference
times. Generally, CUDA and TRT (especially with Tensor
Cores) execute models more efficient than the CPU
and OpenVino provider. TFLite performs well on small
optimized models.
IX. Benchmark Synopsis
There are four parameters which have to be considered when deciding on the execution provider for an
inference task. These are loading time, inference time,
energy consumption and model accuracy. The last point
was not explicitly analyzed in this report. However,
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VIII. Energy Consumption Evaluation
Measuring the power consumption for a single inference was not possible for the fastest model because the
sampling rate of the energy monitor was to slow. The
issue was circumvented by continuously repeating the
inference process and sampling over a time interval of
about 250 s (5000 points). In theory, the signal is not
evenly sampled if the sampling rate and the inference
time are integer multiples of each other. However, the
Linux scheduler should introduce enough random delays that the collected data points are distributed evenly.
The average power consumption for each model
provider combination was determined by removing the
idle power from the measurements according to Equation (1). Praw is the value which was directly measured.
∆Pboth is the idle power consumption of both USB accelerators. The value was removed since both devices
where connected during all measurements. At last ∆Pdev
was added which is 0.362 W for TPU inference 0.684 W
for VPU measurements and 0 W for everything else.
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Figure 8: Average energy demand for one inference of
different model and provider combinations.
when reducing the model parameters to 16 bit floating
point (TensorRT Tensor Cores) or 8 bit integers (TFLite
quantization) the accuracy will inevitably drop. How
significant this reduction is must be evaluated in a future
report. Regarding the other three points, TFLite performs
best. However, this only applies for small model that are
optimized to use TPU compatible operations. TensorRT
performs best in terms of speed especially when using
the devices Tensor Cores. This factor is bought by long
loading times. The only benefit from using the CUDA
provider over TRT is the quicker model load. Both CPU
and OpenVino are to slow for object detection tasks.
Whether the ONNX runtime is not optimized for VPU
inference can not be said with certainty.
Considering the model performance, (Tiny)YOLOv4
has the best overall solution. The models execute well
on all providers. Depending on the requirement, the
same pipeline can be used to switch between speed
(TinyYOLOv4) and accuracy (YOLOv4). Moreover, an
accessible API is available to integrate transfer learning
into a deployment pipeline. YOLOv5 has similar benefits
however, the inference speed is significantly slower. If
the "m" models would achieve a better accuracy than
the YOLOv4 it could be considered an alternative. SSDMobileNetv2 ONNX has an average performance but
the lack of TRT support is a big downside. The TF
object detection API can be used for transfer learning.
An other drawback is that the TFLite model uses custom
modifications to run that well on the TPU. This could
lead to issues when transfer learning is required.
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Combining the insights of provider and model performance, the following combinations are worth considering for an object detection application. TinyYOLOv4
with TFLite should be ideal for a real time application
where accuracy can be neglected. This could be the case,
when a platform (e.g. Raspberry Pi) should be upgraded
to perform vision tasks. This would only require adding
an Edge TPU to the device. The low energy footprint
would not require any modifications on the existing
power supply. For professional tasks that require both
accuracy and speed YOLOv4 with TensorRT would be
the optimal solution. Additional weighting between precision and frame rate can be achieved by the enabling or
disabling Tensor Core execution.
X. Summary and Future Work
Deploying object detections models on an edge environment entails a variety of different pitfalls. Both
deployment frameworks come with issues one has to be
aware of. ONNX suffers from incompatibility problems
regarding instructions from other frameworks. This can
in particular be problematic with networks that incorporate new methods or use algorithms that are based
of the fourier transform. Additionally, the provider support for TensorRT and OpenVino is still experimental.
Therefore, not all models will be executed properly. This
includes the ONNX model zoo were one would expect
full compatibility. TFLite on the other hand suffers from
a convoluted pipeline with a proprietary edge compiler.
Model conversion fails with meaningless error codes and
debugging is not possible due to the closed source nature
of the compiler. To actually benefit from the Edge TPU
the model has to conform with the device instruction
set and should be small enough to fit in the memory.
Otherwise the performance suffers immensely.
Of all the devices proposed only GPU and with restrictions TPU inference was usefully applicable with
regards to real time object detection. Similarly, only
(Tiny)YOLOv4 can be considered as the only universal model solution and under certain circumstances
YOLOv5 could be considered.
In a future report, additional benchmark results from
different edge platforms are going to be generated.
These empirical key figures are than be used to setup
a container based deployment pipeline. The goal of this
undertaking will be to determine how Deep Learning
task could be efficiently distributed and processed on
heterogeneous edge clusters.
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Abstract—The change of mobility to the electric vehicle is
ongoing. A critical aspect of it is to develop secure options
to recharge the battery after driving. This paper investigates
the security of the communication of charging systems while
a user is authenticating for billing. This includes using RFID
cards to communicate to the charging station and the backend
communication from the charging station to a backend server
over OCPP. It is partly a revisit to findings researchers made in
2017 and aims to look at the progress done till the end of 2020
by the manufacturers in terms of security.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Climate change forced people and countries to develop and
use new technologies to produce fewer emissions. One of the
first ideas was to change mobility to the Electric Vehicle (EV).
In EVs, a powerful battery is used to move the car, replacing
the need for burning fuel.
Because a battery does not have the energy capacity of
regular fuel, it needs to be charged after each drive. Charging
a battery currently takes hours, giving the need to develop
new technologies that can charge more quickly. If a battery is
charged rapidly, heat is produced that needs to be controlled
not to endanger the battery. Therefore different modes of
charging were standardized to ensure the safety of the user and
protect the battery. In these modes, the Electric Vehicle Supply
Equipment (EVSE) can communicate with the EV during the
charging process [1].
The long waiting time makes recharging a battery different
from getting fuel. Gas stations need to be replaced by places
with a charging station and with the possibility for the user to
charge for a longer time. Because the cars need more refueltime with a battery, this also leads to more people charging
simultaneously, so the number of charging places needs to
increase.
This development also influences billing. In a gas station,
one person could take charge from all customers, but with a
more distributed offer of charging stations, this is no longer
possible.
This led to the introduction of charging cards. A customer
can link his bank account to a provider’s user account and
then gets an RFID card linked to his user account. Before a
charging station of the provider charges a car, an RFID card
needs to be read out by the charging station and validated by
the provider’s backend system. No human cashier is required
with this approach.

The security of such payment systems is fundamental since
fraud of any kind can lead to finical impact for the provider
or the customer. This paper aims to present the results of
a security investigation that targeted the communication of
a 2020 manufactured charging station while such a billing
authentication process took place.
II. I MPORTANT TECHNOLOGIES
Radio-frequency identification (RFID) is a technology that
uses electromagnetic fields to transfer data. The transponder
can be built into cards or chips and carry authentication data
that allow the user access to different services, like open a lock
or starting the charging from a charging station [2]. Various
technologies and protocols are used internally to read and write
data, so some chips may not be compatible. NFC is a branch
of High-Frequency RFID and can be found implemented on
most smartphones. Today’s mainly used card type of charging
stations is the MIFARE classic RFID card, also operating in
High-Frequency. The MIFARE Classic card-type is a relatively
old but very cheap RFID card that uses the ISO 14443 Type-A
protocol [3]. It was introduced in 1994 by NXP [4].
The Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) is a protocol that
defines the communication between the charging station and
the backend server. It is maintained and promoted by the
OPEN CHARGE ALLIANCE, a global consortium with members from OEMs like BMW, energy providers like E.ON, and
charging station manufacturers [5]. Many services are defined
that can be communicated from/to the charging stations. One
of them is the authentication of a user. There are two different
Versions of OCPP used today:
• OCPP 1.5/1.6
• OCPP 2.0
OCPP 1.5 (release 2012) was the first widely used protocol for
charging stations. After more different functions were needed
for Smart Charging, OCPP 1.6 (release 2015) was built as an
extension with the same basic functions. After many findings
that decrease Cybersecurity, OCPP 2.0 (release 2018) was
introduced to address the issues.
III. R ELATED W ORK
RFID cards are the source of many publications from
security researchers. The MIFARE Classic RFID card was the
headline of multiple publications. In 2007 Karsten Nohl and
Henryk Plötz presented at the Chaos Computer Club (CCC)
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that the primary security feature of MIFARE classic was the
secret of the used algorithm [6]. This technique is called
security by obscurity because it is only a security feature as
long as an attacker does not know how it is implemented.
If the algorithm gets publicly available, the security of the
chip is no longer given. In March 2008, a research group
from Radbond University completely reverse-engineered and
published the used algorithm [7]. Since then, many tools have
become available to read out, write and even clone a MIFARE
Classic card. In 2014, Márcio Almeida held a talk about
Hacking Mifare Classic Cards at the Blackhat Conference,
with a detailed description of how to use the tools. It got so
much public attention that it is the search result #1 on googling
"Mifare Classic hack" [8].
In 2017 Mathias Dalheimer, a security specialist for charging stations, presented his findings on the CCC [9]. He
researched both the RFID and the OCPP protocol used by
public charging stations. For RFID, the MIFARE Classic
cards of 1994 are used to authenticate the user, which is
vulnerable to all the findings above. The OCPP protocol,
which communicates the RFID authentication to the backend server, was transferred unencrypted, sniffing the correct
user data or using a Man-in-the-middle attack (MITM) attack
the hole authentication was possible. Further, the update and
maintenance process of the charging stations was working over
USB-Sticks, which contained unencrypted files, and therefore
was also attackable.
IV. C HARGING AUTHENTICATION
In picture 1 the whole communication of a charging process
with RFID and OCPP authentication is shown. The process
takes three steps to charge a car:

V. RFID CARDS
The RFID authentication of the charging station in 2020
also works over RFID cards. At the start of the investigation,
the used card type had to be determined. This was done with
a smartphone with an NFC chip. Today most smartphones are
supporting RFID communication. The app stores feature a lot
of different tools to read or write data over RFID. On Android,
the "NFC Tools"-app [10] can be installed to read out the basic
RFID card information.

Fig. 2. NFC Tool Result

As seen in figure 2, the old MIFARE Classic card-type is
still used. The 1k stands for how much data can be written
on the card and ranges between 1k-4k-bytes, 1k in this case.
The usage of this card allows for an attack on all the public
finding of the MIFARE Classic card type.
The data on the RFID card is saved in sectors. A sector
contains four blocks of data. Each block has 16 Bytes. In
block 3 of each sector (The last block since counting starts at
0), the read and write access of the block is secured by keys,
KeyA and KeyB. The settings of which key is for reading or
writing can differ, but usually, one key is reading only, and the
other can read and write on the card. After an RFID card is
produced, the keys have a factory default value. It depends on
the manufacturer which value is given, but the list of possible
factory defaults is also available online (see [11]). It is in the
responsibility of the provider to change this defaults to a real
values.

Fig. 1. Charging an electric Vehicle

1. Plugin the car
2. Authenticate over a RFID-card
3. Charging Station asks backend over OCPP if the authentication is valid
For the billing authentication, only the reading of the RFID
card and the backend communication are relevant.

Fig. 3. NFC Tool Dump

As shown in figure 3, the RFID cards of the investigated
charging station do not have a key set. Instead, the factory
default 0xFFFFFFFFFF key is used for both KeyA and KeyB.
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That has as a consequence that the data is basically not
encrypted at all. With the default key used, anyone can read
out the card’s data or even write new data on it. This means
the public attacks on MIFARE Classic are not even needed.

but hard to get. The reading takes around half a second, so a
fast run-by is insufficient to get the needed UID.

VI. RFID C ARD DATA T HEFT
Despite the RFID card being already broken 13 years ago
and the card’s insecure key settings, there is a more significant
flaw in the RFID authentication for charging. The charging
station does not read the RFID-cards data for authentication.
Instead, only the so-called Unique Identifier (UID) is read out.
The UID is an identifier used to differentiate the communication between two or more RFID cards. Every RFID card has
a unique UID that is sent at the start of the communication.
After that, the UID is used to identify the communication, so
the receiver knows which message is from which RFID card.
Since the UID must be read out by the charging station
and no other data is used to authenticate, a cloned card with
the same UID is sufficient to get the same access as the
original. All MIFARE Classic RFID cards have their UID
written hardcoded in the factory, so it is impossible to change
a UID in an RFID card’s lifetime.
This makes it impossible to clone a MIFARE Classic card
with another MIFARE Classic card. A special card is needed
that allows to change the UID afterwards. Since it is not
permitted on the western market to produce a MIFARE Classic
card with such a design due to copyright, the cards are invented
and made in China. That gave the changeable UID cards the
official name "Chinese Magic Card". The magic of that card
allows sending a custom command to the card that can change
the UID. For 1-2$, the cards can be bought at a low price and
shipped to Europe.
Like mentioned before, many smartphones support NFC
communication, and many tools are available in the app
stores. The only limitation is that apple, despite supporting
NFC communication, does not support the MIFARE Classic
protocol, so an android phone is needed.
The challenge to clone an RFID card is to get the UID of
the victim’s card. The MIFARE Classic is a High-Frequency
RFID card that operates in a frequency range from 3 to 30
MHz (13.56 MHZ for MIFARE Classic). The read distance
ranges from 10 centimeters to 1 meter with no obstacle in the
way.
In the scenario that an attacker tries to steal the RFID card’s
data from a victim, the card is likely to be in a wallet. In our
case we also assumed, that the attacker will not have expensive
RFID reading equipment, which can extend the range and
instead uses a phone for the attack. This makes the practical
range of the attack significantly smaller.
There is also a difference in how filled the wallet is,
especially how much different cards and coin money is in
the way. By testing with an empty wallet, the attacker’s phone
had a range of 2cm to catch the data. With a full wallet, the
range got down to only 1cm. Figure 4 shows how close an
attacker (left) has to be to the victim (right) to get the data
out of a full wallet. It is still possible without direct contact

Fig. 4. Data Theft Progress

VII. RFID C ARD C LONING
After the UID is stolen from the victim, the process of
making an exact clone on a Chinese Magic Card is rather
easy. There are many different apps can clone an RFID card’s
UID, too. To clone our RFID card, the app "MIFARE Classic
Tool" [12] was chosen. It requires only three steps to clone a
card:
1. Typing the UID to write or input it from the recently read
list (Convenient usage for an attacker)
2. Press the Clone UID button
3. Hold the Chinese Magic Card on the Phone
After that, the Chinese Magic Card is an exact clone of the
victim’s RFID card in terms of authentication with UID. No
reader can tell the difference between them. This allows the
attacker to make purchases on the victim’s account and get
personal information.
Concluded everything needed to clone an RFID charging
card is:
• Proximity access to original card (1cm-5cm)
• Smartphone with NFC Chip (Android needed, Apple does
not support MIFARE Classic communication)
• Chinese Magic Card (Will be exact Clone of Alfen Card)
Since the proximity access is rather hard to get, a second
way of obtaining the required UID will be presented in the
following.
VIII. OCPP 1.5/1.6. AUTHENTICATION
After a charging station reads the RFID card, the data is
transferred to a backend server to validate if the user is allowed
to have access to the charging site. This is done with the
OCPP. There are different versions of the protocol (newest
2.0.1). Therefore it is essential to know which version is used.
The handbook of the charging station shows the following
supported versions: OCPP 1.5/1.6. These versions use the
same authentication with the central system.
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If you combine this with the weak RFID cards, sniffing
alone is also sufficient. It is possible to read out all pairs of
authorize requests, and authorize confirms that end up with
a "valid" answer by the backend system. A list can be built
that includes all recent users of the charging station with their
UID. To clone a valid card, one of the UIDs has to be written
on a Chinese Magic Card. The proximity access to the original
card is not needed if you can sniff on the communication.
Fig. 5. OCPP 1.5/1.6 Authentication

The charging station sends an idTag to the central system
(see figure 5). The idTag has up to 20 bytes. In the central
system, every user is saved combined with the corresponding
idTag. If the idTag is present in the database (no further check
if it is the correct user), the central system sends the authorize
command back to the charging station. After that, the power
transfer to the car is unlocked by the charging station. The
whole process uses the internet for communication. It can be
over a direct ethernet connection or Global System for Mobile
Communications (GSM) connectivity. The underlying protocol
is Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) or Hypertext Transfer
Protocol Secure (HTTPS).
HTTPS (HTTP wit TLS) would not be a problem if it is
appropriately used. The problem with the used charging station
is that HTTP is used by standard configuration. If a user
does not change this manually by flashing the software, the
communication relies on an insecure, unencrypted protocol.
That allows an attacker to read out all messages used to
communicate.
To set up the charging station with a central system, the
open-source server SteckdosenVerwaltung (SteVe) was used.
SteVe was developed at the RWTH Aachen University and
provides essential functions for the administration of charge
points, user data, and RFID cards for user authentication [13].
After the backend server was set up, the communication
was sniffed with a third computer on the same network. For
this, the free network protocol analyzer "Wireshark" [14] was
used. By filtering the IP address of the charging station, the
hole communication could be seen.

Fig. 6. OCPP 1.5/1.6 Authorize Request

Figure 6 shows a authorize request by the charging station
after reading an RFID card. The idTag, that the central system
is verifying, is the UID of the RFID card. The Man-in-themiddle attack (MITM) attack of 2017 would still be possible
if the direct channel between the two communication partners
is accessed.

IX. C ONCLUSION
Concluded, the charging station from 2020 also has substantial security issues like the presented by security specialists
three years ago. In this case, by using the factory default
keys on the RFID cards, an attack can be made even more
accessible.
It is possible to steal the identity of a victim and make
purchases in his name. Personal data will be displayed on some
charging stations after holding an RFID card on it, which an
attacker can also steal. This could be easily prevented by using
more expensive but secure RFID cards and using OCPP 2.0,
which has a secure version of the authentication process.
Seeing no change in nearly four years of development
is a bad sign from the manufacturers. Multiple points need
attention and fixing. It is only to hope that this developing
attitude will change in the upcoming years.
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While attacks on computer systems more often come with
a financial risk, the loss or abuse of critical data or technical
damages, the impact on road vehicles is the same as in the
medicine. In both cases, security weaknesses can cause severe
human damage, when safety-relevant systems malfunction.
Fortunately, the first alleged death involving a cyberattack on
a German hospital turned Germany’s health policy awoke to
increase cybersecurity standards in the health system [2]. The
automotive industry has to act similarly, since attacks and tests
show the influence towards human safety, like the famous
Jeep hack of 2015 [3]. The gear box of an electric Renault
Twizy seems unable to prevent i.a. bruteforce attacks, as
shown in [4, p. 5].

Abstract— Today, cars and other vehicles have become much
more than only a way to transport people and goods from one place
to another destination. After beginning to aim for more road-vehicle
safety in the early 60s with the crumple-zone, the passengers
demanded for more comfort and luxury: While today there is touchscreen navigation and driver assisting systems, in the near future, the
cars will become more and more automated, with implementation of
autonomous or teleoperated driving. But those new features also
require more and more interconnected electric control units,
communicating not only to each other, but also wirelessly to the outer
world. Testing those systems is usually done by hand, script-based or
semi-automated, but the complexity leads to an inability for the
human to cover all necessary tests, mandatory resulting in a securityissue with risk for the passenger’s safety.
This paper provides an requirements analysis and a basic concept for
a new hardware in the loop (HiL) testing system to finally help vehicle
developers in reducing security issues in their product under
development. This product is achieved by using a HiL as an approved
automotive testing system, and combining it with a suitable test
method, which is improved and automated by implementation of an
artificial intelligence system. It is focused for an initial test with a real
world teleoperated driving demonstrator, where attacks on the
external and internal communication can be tested. Therefore, an
analysis of a secure development process based on current standards
is an integral part of this concept. An exemplary system of the concept
is given.

To keep road vehicles safe, several test methods and
processes have been implemented over time. The importance
of HiL testing is already described in [5, p. 3] in 2006. The
author also demonstrates the difficulty to test every single
scenario of applicable variants in the example Scania truck
with only 21 electronic control units (ECU) [5, p. 8]. Today‘s
cars offer up to 150 interconnected ECUs [6]. Another
influence on driver‘s safety is the implementation of AI to all
kinds of driver assistance systems: [7] shows new safety
hazards due to advanced machine learning functions.
Yet, the introduction of AI to modern car functions may
not only be a security threat, but also a security chance. To
help engineers during the development of new vehicles, this
approach aims to introduce a new concept for a HiL testing
system. Therefore, a common test method shall be
investigated, that is suitable for expansion with AI methods.
Also, a secure development process for implementing this
concept is investigated, based on modern automotive safety
and security standards. An exemplary system, based on a
teleoperated driving demonstrator, shows the requirements for
implementing this concept inside a HiL.

Keywords— Artificial intelligence, Automotive Safety,
Automotive Security, Automotive, Autonomous Driving, Device
under test, DuT, Fuzzing, Hardware in the loop, HiL, ISO 21434,
ISO 26262, Penetration Testing, SAE J3061, SOTIF, Standards,
SuT, System under Test, Teleoperated driving, Testing,
Vulnerability Scanning, deep learning, machine learning;

I. INTRODUCTION
Current and future road vehicle features, like comfort
systems or driver assistance systems up to automation, like
teleoperated or autonomous driving, require more and more
connectivity of the embedded systems inside and outside of
the vehicles. This development from a simple vehicle for
transportation, to a convenient, fully interconnected
entertainment transport system comes with a strong threat:

This paper is structured as follows: Section II outlines the
methodology to develop a requirements analysis and a concept
for the testing system. Section III describes basic background
information as well as other approaches towards automotive
testing improvement. In Section IV the different test methods
are evaluated. Section V shows a development process based
on the current standards in automotive safety and security. In
Section VI the technical concept of the HiL testing system will
be drawn based on previously gained knowledge with an
example setup based on the concept. Finally, Section VII

The car2x communication, necessary for all kinds of
interconnected features, also is a welcome gateway for a new
kind of cybersecurity threats to road vehicles. The attacks on
the outer communication of cars are increasing rapidly [1].
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concludes this paper by evaluating its results with and a short
outlook to upcoming research.

5.

Finally, the previous steps will collectively result in a
concept for the testing system with an exemplary
setup of the components. Since this is a concept, it
allows interchangeability of all components and
further research and performance comparison.

Although the example shows a possible implementation of
this concept, it is not a target of this paper do define technical
details in software or hardware, as those are influenced by
details on the tested system. For example, the choice of a
specific AI is based on the used protocols in the tested system
or the hardware possibilities of the testing system and vice
versa.

III. RELATED WORK
To achieve this concept, general information about
addressed topics, as well as current research on similar fields
need to be explained. Therefore, scientific literature is
analyzed.

II. METHODOLOGY
The concept requires a gradual approach, where the focus
is laid on three important topics: First, the technical setup of
the HiL with this test system inside and the connection to the
demonstrator. Second, the most suitable test method in
combination with AI and third, the current safety and security
standards for a secure development process of the system. To
reach this approach, the gradual plan is presented in figure 1
and described in the following:

Fig. 1.

To meet the requirements for testing the hazards of new
automotive features, like autonomous and teleoperated
driving, new AI-based driver assistance systems or just
comfort systems, an overview over automotive testing in
general is necessary. Next, an insight on the teleoperated
system to be tested is essential for planning a testing system.
Afterwards, the different approved testing methods will be
explained and new ideas of combining them with AI methods
investigated. Finally, an overview over development
processes is given. At the end of each of these topics, the
current related work in the automotive sector will be
mentioned, to allow a comparison to this work.

Procedure for the concept design

The process shown in figure 1 can be described as follows:
1.

A. Hardware in the loop (HiL) testing
HiL testing is a proven concept for testing new hardware
components during their development. After its first
application in the military for flight simulation and missile
guidance system testing 55 years ago [8, p. 3194, 9, 10], it
became, among others, a common standard in testing new
automotive ECUs. Figure 2 shows the basic structure of a HiL:

Literature Research:
First, a literature research and analysis is necessary to
gain basic overview of test methods, development
processes, HiL testing and different approaches of
automotive testing improvements.

2.

Conclusion of HiL testing concept:

(AI-based) Test method evaluation:
Second, based on previous research, a decision matrix
is created, where special characteristics in regard to
AI-improvability for the test methods can be
evaluated. The evaluation results in the final test
method for this concept.

3.

Automotive safety & security standards analysis:
Third, for investigation of a secure development
process for the implementation of this concept,
current standards for industrial and automotive safety
and security are analyzed. The focus is set to recency
(towards new hazards of teleoperated driving) and
completeness (in terms of the development process
and the coverage of hardware and software
components). This shall fill gaps, that classical
software-based development processes cannot satisfy.

4.

Fig. 2.

Classic hardware-in-the-loop setup [11]

The advantage is, that device under development is not
tested on mathematical models, but as a real device with its
sensors and actors. Therefore, the HiL simulates the outside
world of which the device-under-test (DuT) is placed in the
final product. The output of the device is also captured by the
HiL system, which, in turn, – adapts the simulation output to
its new input from the DuT, what resembles the “loop” [8, p.
3194]. The HiL also executes predefined test scripts, usually
from a control system outside this HiL. The reaction (output)
of the DuT is then examinated by the testing system for any
anomalies, e.g., producing unwanted output, revealing
information or just breaking down. Yet, teleoperated driving
reveals additional hazards due to their communication setup.

Expert interview:
Fourth, interviews with two suitable automotive
suppliers will be given. First, the basics for the
teleoperated driving demonstrator have to be set,
based on proven and accessible components,
providing the necessary protocols for communication
that will be attacked.
Second, the integration into a HiL testing system has
to be planned, that matches with the demonstrator and
provides interchangeable access for either the testing
system (with the test method), as well as the
demonstrator.

B. Teleoperated Driving
Although the new concept is planned to be integrated or
used for different kinds of vehicles and automatization
systems, like autonomous cars, the implementation and
evaluation of the concept shall be based on a teleoperated
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driving simulator. Teleoperated vehicles are remotely
operated by a human. Therefore, a stable, highly encrypted
wireless network connection with low latency is necessary
[12, p. 18]. Those entities represent three possible attack
targets of this system, that need to be tested: Indifferently from
the implemented software or hardware basis, delaying [12, p.
18], dropping or manipulating the sent packets of the
communication between driver and vehicle, in both directions,
needs to be handled properly to avoid safety hazards or
comfort issues [13, p. 165]. One solution of reducing safety
hazards is through the implementation of minimized
autonomous driving functions [13, p. 172], demonstrating the
connection between teleoperated and fully autonomous
driving. Yet, testing those hazard-avoidance-systems is still a
challenge when using common test methods.

Yet, as most of them are classic software or project
management development processes, a security focused
development process for the needs of modern automotive
features is necessary for this concept. The SAE J3061 [23]
from 2016 may be outdated, but introduced a security
development process based on the classic V-model, which
benefits of risk treatment are discussed in [24]. This
encourages to find the answer for this target in current, or
newly developed standards.
IV. TEST METHOD EVALUATION
After gaining basic knowledge about HiL testing and test
methods in general, as well as the current progress of other
studies, one test method has to be chosen. For an evaluation of
the test methods towards the planned HiL and the combination
with AI, several characteristics have been defined and
selected:

C. (Automotive) Testing methods
Before car2x communication for more comfort became
important, testing offline vehicles mainly meant testing for
vehicle safety. Therefore, each ECU is i.a. integrated in a HiL
with an adapted environment and tested accordingly. As test
method, a mixture between two testing methods is usual and
implemented either by hand, script-based or semi-automated
[14]:

A. Comparison Features
• Enhancement:
Can the general deficit of the test method be improved
or eliminated by AI?
•

With vulnerability scanning, the ECU is tested
automatically for known vulnerabilities, or weaknesses, from
an existing database, like Mitre CVE for classic IT. The
success is influenced by the scope of the database used,
whereby specific automotive databases are still in
development [15, p. 50]. Yet, even usual databases and tools
find vulnerabilities, e.g. in the vehicles WiFi connection [16,
p. 246].

Exposure:
Will the usage of AI help to expose new weaknesses?

•

Implementability:
How can the AI be added to the test method? How
can the test method be implemented in the HiL or
adapted to other environments?

•

Penetration testing is usually executed by a professional
security engineer, who knows the weaknesses of the specific
system, software, hardware or the used protocols. Yet, it is a
predefined and continuous way of testing, divided in the four
states of planning, discovery, attack and report [17, p. 37].

Effectiveness:
How effective is the test method in general for
exposing new weaknesses or vulnerabilities?

•

Efficiency:
How efficient, in terms of computational time or
hardware resources, is the method in general?

Another test method is fuzzing. The testing system sends
intentionally invalid or manipulated data to the DuT, so that it
takes invalid states, crashes or reveals information unwillingly
[18]. In the automotive industry, fuzz testing still is seldomly
used, according to a survey [14, p. 4]. This is understandable,
since fuzzing is either time-consuming or requires targeted
input. [19] automates fuzzing of ECUs with oracle functions.

B. Test method comparison result
Characteristic

D. Artificial Intelligence improved testing
Improving test methods with AI becomes more relevant in
many fields. Especially the medicine benefits of it, as it
reduces costs and enables targeted diagnostic of illnesses [20].
For automotive, ZF developed a so-called AI-in-the-loop
HiL system, that allows testing of AI-based ECUs for
autonomous vehicles [21]. Also, [22] shows that AI can also
be used to improve security of wireless car connections by
learning from attacks.

Vulnerability
scanning

Fuzzing

Enhancement

Projectdependent
enhancement

Less to none
enhancement
through AI

Strong
enhancement in
efficiency

Exposure

Projectdependent
exposure

Research shows
less chance of
exposing new
vulnerabilities
Only protocol
adaption; less
research on AIcombination

Exposure of
vulnerabilities in
shorter (i.e.,
realistic) time
Only protocol
adaption; many
researches on
AI-combination

Effective only
towards known
vulnerabilities

Effective
towards new
vulnerabilities

Efficient,
working
targeted by
database input

Time-consuming
due to bruteforce-like
procedure

Implementability
Effectiveness (without AI)

E. Development Processes
There are several development processes available. They
all have in common to define a strategy for the development
of a product of any kind, while every process has its
advantages and drawbacks. In software engineering, examples
are, among others, the “Software development life cycle”, the
“waterfall model”, or the “V-model”, as well as “SCRUM” or
“Prince2” for general project management.

Efficiency
(without
AI)
Fig. 3.
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efficiency
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The comparison of all three common test methods in
figure 3 shows, that the most benefits are generated by the
enhancement of fuzzing with AI. New vulnerabilities can be
discovered at a higher rate with the effectivity of fuzzing. The
biggest weakness of this method – its efficiency - is reduced
by decrease of the test vector and AI-targeted attacks. Fuzzing
is comparably simple to implement and to adapt as e.g.
penetration testing.

B. Automotive Security
Since automotive safety is directly influenced by security
[23, p. 17], this concept concentrates more on the security of
the vehicle to human interface communication. A still under
development standard, the ISO 21434, offers not only the
necessary security guidance, but several other benefits. As the
direct successor of the SAE J3061, a toolset for modern
automotive security, it inherits several features from its
predecessor.

V. SECURE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Fig. 4.
Relationship of safety and security standards
including risk assessment

After evaluation of the test method, the next step is to
define a development process, that the implementation of this
concept can be realized on. Although most processes are not
described by them usually, the solution has been found by
analyzing current standards, based on the focus of automotive
safety and security during the development process. Figure 4
illustrates an (incomplete) overview of those standards that
were analyzed, including the relationship to risk-assessment
standards. The arrows illustrate the directions, from where
new standards evolved.

Fig. 5.
Cooperation of ISO26262
development process [27, p. 6]

and

ISO21434

The most characteristic feature is the retention of the
automotive V-development-process of the SAE J3061. The
advantage of this model is the strong cooperation through
parallel design of the safety and security, as described in
[27][28], by a parallel and similar development process of the
ISO 21434:2020-2 and the ISO 26262:2018, as shown in
figure 5.

The result shows an interaction of one current standard for
automotive safety and a still under development standard for
automotive security:

The current draft of the ISO 21434:2020-2 closes gaps,
that are not considered to this extend by other standards,
especially its predecessor. Apart from treating the problems
evolving from new autonomous and teleoperated features, as
described in A), its development process starts from
specifying security standards in the company before project
planning and covers the full process to decommissioning. This
also includes security requirements towards external suppliers
of hardware and software, as needed in this concept.
Additionally, continuous verifications of the security
requirements and agile adaption to the development, solve the
problem of a rigid V-model and ensure up-to-date security at
the product finalization.

A. Automotive Safety
For vehicles, the still up-to-date standard for automotive
electric system safety is the ISO 26262:2018 series, which
defines functional safety as “the absence of unreasonable risk
[…] due to hazards […] caused by malfunctioning behaviour
[…] of E/E systems […]” [25, p. 14]. An example for this risk
is personal damage (hazard) caused by an unintentional
explosion (malfunctioning behaviour) of an airbag (E/E
system). It is the adapted version of the industrial safety
standard IEC 61508 [25, p. vi]. Its distinctive feature is the
double-‘V’ development process, which allows parallel
development of the system in hardware and software.
However, the conclusions of [7] have to be reconsidered
when implementing this model, since machine learning of
tested components may negatively influence the possibility to
specify the function of those components. This again justifies
the implementation of fuzzing, as it reduces the drawbacks of
the rigid ISO26262 V-model.

VI. CONCEPT AND EXAMPLE OF HIL TESTING SYSTEM
With the previous results of the fuzz-testing system and
the development according to the ISO 21434:2020-2, the
technical specifications can be defined. For the
communication with the to-be-examined teleoperated
demonstrator and the technical integration of the testing
system in the HiL testing environment, interviews with two
experts of experienced automotive suppliers result in the
following technical concept.

Another remedy for this drawback is the additional usage
of the ISO/PAS 21448:2019, currently being converted into
the “Standard of the intended functionality” (SOTIF). This
standard treats hazards complementary, which result from
deviations of the intended function, generated by insufficient
performance, misuse, or intended security attacks [26].
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While figure 7 describes the concept of connecting the
testing system (industrial PC) with the HiL, controlled by the
control system, figure 8 visualizes the internal flow between
GammaV and Omnet++. Information is exchanged through
the use of commonly used process variables (PV).

A. Teleoperated driving demonstrator (communication)
For evaluation of the test method, figure 6 shows the basic
components of an exemplary demonstrator system. The
teleoperation (TeleOp) client is the control unit with monitor,
steering and pedals for the human driver. The TeleOp module
is inside the vehicle, controlling sensors and actuators. Both
are managed through the TeleOp server.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 8.

Teleoperated vehicle demonstration system [29, 30]

D. Fuzzing tool
For the fuzzing tool itself, there are several applications
accessible to build on. After research and tests, BooFuzz [33]
was selected for satisfying several requirements, that are:

As main protocol, the demonstrator communicates using
MQTT, as a lightweight protocol for open m2m
communication. Furthermore, for video streaming, UDP, TCP
and RTP is used. Still, those protocols are sufficient for full
demonstration and the MQTT provides fast integration in the
HiL.
B. HiL testing platform integration
Setting the HiL-test system up as a system under test (SuT)
allows the fuzzer to attack the whole system communication.
The possible HiL setup is shown in figure 7. The concept is
designed as a man-in-the-middle attack to manipulate
communication between TeleOp server and client. Note, that
other HiL-typical components, like sensor- and actuatorcontrols or voltage controls are not pictured for simplification.

Fig. 7.

GammaV communication with HiL and Omnet

•

Extensibility, for integrating and comparing
miscellaneous AI-methods and protocol-adaption;

•

Network protocol orientation;

•

Monitoring features;

•

Operational sequences, for building a defined flow of
(MQTT) packages and to target the communication of
the components in the SuT;

•

Logging, for gathering output information;

•

Failure detection and failure features, like DuT reset;

For implementation of the fuzzing tool on a hardware, two
main aspects have to be kept in mind. Most importantly, the
tool has to be installed on a real time operating system
(RTOS). Otherwise, the processing of the packets would
always have an unpredictable delay, resulting in falsifying the
results. Although there are several RTOS available, even some
Linux distributions offer real time (RT) features [34]. An
example is Debian10 with a RT kernel, allowing a greater
bandwidth of existing testing tools to integrate. Second,
depending on the choice of the AI, the OS, the testing tool and
the output generation of the SuT, the hardware basis for the
testing system has to be selected accordingly.

HiL communication inside SuT [31]

To allow the concept system to be adaptable to other HiL
setups or hardware, a middleware is implemented. For this
concept, due to further existing integration of external
software, like SimuLink [32] for visual preparation, the
GammaV middleware is used in the example. On the one
hand, it allows different testing systems on the HiL side, on
the other, the existing adaption to a tool for designing network
simulations is beneficial:

VII. CONCLUSION
This paper treats three of the main consideration factors
for defining a new concept of an AI-based HiL testing system.
In summary:

C. Network & protocol simulation
Omnet++, together with its framework inet, allows the
reproduction of protocols used in this concept. As a simulation
framework for designing networks and network protocols, the
simulation or emulation of hardware responses can be
implemented, as well as the integration of the GammaV
middleware. This allows the fuzzer to be developed or adapted
to the requested protocols modularly, without being inside the
HiL system.
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•

The paper proposes a methodology to design a
concept for an AI-improved HiL testing system;

•

The systematic comparison of test methods through
AI reveals great benefits for fuzzing;

•

ISO 21434:2020-2, together with ISO 26262:2018
implements a secure development process for this
concept;
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•

[15]

An example of this concept shows a possible
implementation for testing of a teleoperated driving
demonstrator;

[16]

Further work will have to demonstrate the effectiveness of
this concept by implementation. Therefore, a selection of one
or more AI techniques is necessary, based on the respective
protocols, the possible outputs of the demonstration system
and the actual performance of the testing system. Another part
is the test vector coverage and the risk assessment analysis or
final risk evaluation, former especially influenced by the AI
decision, which is also treated in the ISO 21434:2020-2.

[17]

[18]
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for Integrated Vehicle Safety Systems
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Abstract—To increase the safety of road users, robust environment perception is essential. Radar plays an important role
in this. Recent developments enable radars to provide highresolution detection and height estimation. To ensure proper environment perception, the antennas must be calibrated. This paper
presents an accuracy analysis focusing on azimuth and elevation
estimation, a calibration method based on 16 measurements, and
a method for observing accuracy over time. On the calibration
side, the aim is to improve an existing simple calibration.
Using the proposed method, systematic errors resulting from the
calibration parameters were reduced by an average of 68.5% for
azimuth angle estimation and 51.1% for elevation estimation. A
generalization test with two different targets was also performed.
Finally, the position estimation was conducted with an extended
object, a pedestrian, to evaluate whether the results are plausible
and applicable to real objects.

I. I NTRODUCTION
According to the World Health Organization, traffic accidents are the number one cause of death for people between
the ages of 5 and 29, with approximately 1.35 million deaths
per year [1]. The goal of automotive safety systems is to reduce
these numbers until Vision Zero is achieved. To accomplish
this, these systems must evolve and new approaches must be
found to successfully improve vehicle safety. Here we consider
three categories in automotive safety. The first are active safety
systems, which try to avoid the accident [2]. The second are
passive safety systems. Here, after an accident, attempts are
made to minimize the severity of the accident [2]. The final
category is integrated vehicle safety, which combines the two
previously mentioned. In a pre-crash scenario, these systems
predict whether an accident is avoidable or not. If not, passive
safety systems are activated at the optimal time to maximize
the protection of vehicle occupants and vulnerable road users
(VRUs) [2]. Robust environmental awareness is necessary
to ensure fully functional prediction. Cameras, LiDAR, and
RADAR are commonly used in these systems. These sensors
have different advantages and disadvantages. To take advantage of each, a fusion of all three would be beneficial. Radars
play an important role in such systems because they operate
on a physical principle that leads, among other aspects, to
robustness in adverse weather conditions [3]. Recent developments in radar technology enable high-resolution perception
and even height estimation [4]. For proper operation, radars,
like other sensors, require calibration of their antennas. Due

to manufacturing tolerances, they are calibrated before use. If
calibration is not performed, inaccuracies or errors in detection
can occur. Besides manufacturing tolerances, aging, hardware
errors and temperature drift must also be compensated [5].
This means that it is possible that a radar may need to be calibrated more than once in its lifetime. In [5], a self-calibration
method is proposed. The authors used a T-array radar. After
a fast Fourier Transform of each transmitter (TX) receiver
(RX) combination the unknown target is extracted from the
Range spectrum. Then the mean over all signal amplitudes is
calculated to estimate the incorrect amplitude gain of each RXTX combination. Then the error-free phases are estimated with
the help of least squares. In [6], the realization of direction of
arrival is described and a calibration method is presented. The
calibration is performed with a point like calibration object,
which circles around the radar, so that a angle dependent
measurement is conducted to determine the phase term. In [7]
the calibration is done using a reference measurement with a
corner reflector and a measurement with more targets. In [8]
a method for array calibration is shown. As target, a corner
reflector is used. It is placed at an azimuth angle of zero
degrees and the calibration parameters are determined. In this
article a two step calibration workflow using a LevenbergMarquardt optimization method is presented. This workflow
uses a total of 16 measurements with known positions to
estimate and optimize the calibration parameters. The first step
is the initial calibration based on the approach of [8] and the
second step is the optimization to achieve the final calibration.
A test protocol with a smaller number of measurements to
observe how the accuracy of a radar sensor changes over time
and to check if a new calibration is needed is also presented.
This paper is organized as follows. In the second chapter,
the materials and methods are presented. Here is shown how
the measurements were done, how the signal processing is
carried out, which steps are involved in the calibration, and
how the results are collected. In the third chapter the results
are presented, interpreted and discussed. In the last chapter a
short conclusion and an outlook is given.
II. M ATERIALS AND M ETHODS
A. Measurement Setup
The measurements were performed with three sensors simultaneously, a radar, a LiDAR and a camera. The radar is
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determining ground truth was that this creates the opportunity
for comparison and also a generalization test. The first test
was performed with a 3D-printed triple reflector with a side
length of 8 cm and sprayed with copper spray, and a ground
truth determination with the total station. The second was done
with a triple reflector, which has a side length of 12 cm and
the LiDAR was used to get the ground truth data.
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a RadarLog from the manufacturer INRAS. The front end
used has 2 differently polarized transmit antennas and 16
receive antennas. These are vertically polarized, serially fed
patch antennas set up as a Uniform Linear Array (ULA).
In our measurements, we used only the vertically polarized
transmit antenna. The antennas are shown schematically in
Figure 1. The first 12 receiving elements are used for azimuth
angle estimation and the last 5 for height estimation. The 12th
antenna is used in both cases. The configuration of the radar
can be seen in Table I. The LiDAR is an Ouster OS1 with 128
lines. The camera used is a Chameleon 3 from FLIR and has
a resolution of 1080 x 720 pixels, 8 bits and 45 fps. In the
first series of measurements, ground truth data was obtained
using a total station with millimeter accuracy. In the second,
LiDAR was used for this purpose.

0.5
y

Figure 2. Positions of the Target. Values are in meters

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the antennas

Table I
C ONFIGURATION OF THE R ADAR
Parameter
Center frequency
Bandwidth
Range resolution
Sampling frequency
Chirp duration
Samples per chirp
Chirp repetition interval
Sensor height
Azimuth 3 dB beam width (TX)
Azimuth 3 dB beam width (RX)
Elevation 3 dB beam width (TX)
Elevation 3 dB beam width (RX)

Value
77 GHz
3 GHz
0.05 m
10 MHz
51.2 µs
512
60 µs
0.35 m
51°
76.5°
13.2°
12.8°

B. Measurements
All measurements were conducted at the test and measurement center CARISSMA of the Technische Hochschule
Ingolstadt. Two series of measurements were carried out with
two triple reflectors of different sizes and different methods
of ground truth determination. The height of the targets was
50 cm and remained the same. The target positions can be
seen in Figure 2. The target was positioned on the circles for
each measurement. In addition, a measurement was made with
0 degrees in azimuth and elevation, preferably at a known
distance, resulting in a total of 16 measurements. A known
distance gives the opportunity to check if the correct target is
used for calibration in environments with other objects. The
reason for two different sized targets and different methods of

C. Signal Processing
1) Radar
After receiving, mixing and filtering the reflected signals
with a low-pass filter, the intermediate frequency (IF) signal
is obtained. Since the target and sensors are static, only range
processing with fast Fourier transform (FFT) is performed.
Then the Burg algorithm is used to calculate the azimuth
and elevation angles. The Burg algorithm results in improved
spectral resolution in comparison to a discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) [9], [10]. This step results in two power spectral
densities from which the positions with maximum intensities
are extracted. The first spectrum is obtained from the first 12
antennas and the second with the last 5. With them the data
point originating from the triple reflector with its Cartesian
coordinates is calculated.
2) LiDAR and Camera
The LiDAR and camera data are recorded using Robot
Operating System (ROS). After the measurements are taken,
the data are stored in rosbag files. During signal processing,
these are replayed and the LiDAR point clouds and camera
images are generated. The LiDAR point clouds are then
filtered with an intensity threshold to obtain only the data
points that are reflected from the actual target. To simplify
this, circular reflectors were attached to the corners of the
target to make them appear distinct from the other objects
in the environment due to their high reflectivity. The camera
images are used in the event that unwanted radar detections
occur to verify where they originated.
D. Accuracy Analysis
After the data was processed and all positions were estimated, an accuracy analysis was performed. The error between
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the radar detections and the ground truth data was determined.
This analysis showed a systematic error in our radar data. The
data points were shifted to the right in azimuth. The error
increased with increasing distance. Large errors in elevation
estimation were also observed in this analysis. These radar
detections and ground truth data are shown in Fig. 3 and 4
using the data from the first series of measurements. Similar
observations were made with other radar sensors. The explanation is an outdated or an inaccurate calibration of the antennas.
In addition, it is important to mention that the parameters
used in the calibration must be the same as those used in
the subsequent measurements.

Figure 3. Estimated x-y positions of the target with the original calibration

Figure 5. The calibration workflow

is done by estimating a parameter for each receiving antenna.
These parameters have complex values. The first step is to
make an initial calibration estimate based on the measurement
where the target has zero azimuth and elevation angle and a
known distance. The known radial distance is used to verify
that the correct target is used in the optimization since there
may be other objects in the environment. This step is based on
[8]. The second step is to optimize the estimated parameters
using a Levenberg-Marquardt optimization algorithm. The
optimization settings used can be found in Table II. The entire
radar signal processing is used as the objective function. The
radar points are generated from the 15 measurements and the
average deviation from the ground truth data is calculated. The
last calculated value is the error to be optimized. This step
is performed at each iteration of the optimization algorithm.
To fully optimize the calibration parameters, the real and
imaginary units were split before they were entered into the
objective function. The reason for this is that the objective
function only outputs a real value and therefore without this
separation only the real units are optimized. In the last step,
the accuracy is analyzed and the calibration file and the errors
with their standard deviations are saved.
Table II
O PTIMIZATION SETTING
Parameter
finite difference step size
step tolerance
function tolerance

Value
0.2
0.2
0.2

F. Test Protocol

Figure 4. Estimated z-y positions of the target with the original calibration

To check if the radar needs a new calibration at a later stage,
a test protocol was developed (Fig. 6). Four new measurements
are required for this. Therefore, the target is positioned at the
3 positions at a distance of 5 m as shown in Fig. 2 and on the
middle position with an x-distance of 4 m. The error to the
ground truth data is determined and the results are compared
to the errors stored after calibration. High deviations indicate
that a new calibration is necessary.

E. Calibration Workflow
To improve the calibration a workflow (Fig. 5) was developed based on the 16 measurements mentioned in the previous
chapters.
Due to the different length of the conduction paths, the
gain and phase of the antennas have to be corrected. This
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III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
In this chapter the results of the initial estimates and final
optimizations of the calibration are presented and interpreted.
After the initial estimation of the calibration parameters, the
shift of the azimuth angle of the target positions is largely
corrected. This can be seen in Fig. 7. The data visualized here
is from the first measurement series. The positions of the data
points on the left side show a shift to the left. The data points
directly in front of the radar and on the right side are more
aligned with the ground truth data. Fig. 8 shows the result
of the first estimation from a perspective where the elevation
information of the data points can be seen. Although the errors
have become smaller here, there are still differences to the
ground truth data. To improve the first estimate, a refinement
of the calibration parameters is performed in the next step.

The error in the height estimate has also been reduced, as
shown in Fig. 10.

Figure 9. Estimated x-y positions of the target with optimized calibration

Figure 7. Estimated x-y positions with the initial calibration

Figure 10. Estimated z-y positions of the target with optimized calibration

In Fig. 11 the errors and standard deviations of the individual steps are visualized for both series of measurements. The
data annotated with "Original" originated from the processing
with the calibration data received from the manufacturer,
the data labeled with "Initial" was received after the initial
estimation and "Optimized" is the final result. For comparison,
the results obtained with the two different triple reflectors
are shown. It can be seen that similar results were obtained
with the data from the second series of measurements. After
performing the presented workflow, the error was reduced by
an average of 68.5% in azimuth and 51.1% in elevation. Table
III shows the mean absolute errors and standard deviations
obtained after each step of the workflow for both targets.

Figure 8. Estimated z-y positions with the initial calibration

After performing the optimization, Fig. 9 shows that the
deviation of the data points from the ground truth data has
decreased again and that there is no longer a significant shift.

A. Generalization Test
To test the generalizability of the optimized calibration
parameters, the calibration performed with the first target was
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Error [deg]
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Original

Initial

Optimized

Figure 13. Estimated z-y positions of target 2 with the calibration done with
target 1

Figure 11. Comparison of the results achieved with both measurement series
Table III
E RRORS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS RECEIVED AFTER THE INDIVIDUAL
STEPS FOR BOTH TESTS

Parameter [deg]
Azimuth-1
Elevation-1
Azimuth-2
Elevation-2

Original
2.2˘1.3
1.7˘0.8
2.7˘1.5
2.0˘0.7

First Estimation
1.4˘0.8
1.5˘0.8
2.0˘1.4
1.2˘0.9

Optimized
0.6˘0.5
1.1˘0.9
1.0˘1.0
0.7˘0.5

remained stable in the test after optimization with a difference
of 0.05 degrees which is a difference of 4.6%, but the error
of elevation estimation increased by 0.4 degrees (56.6%). The
result in numbers for both angles is shown in Table IV. Certain
inaccuracies in the height estimation are to be expected due
to the small number of elevation antennas.
5
4
Error [deg]

tested with the second. In Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, the final position
estimate, the ground truth data, and the estimate with the
original calibration can be seen. Again, the rightward shift in
the azimuth angle estimate was corrected. The elevation error
was also reduced.

3
2
1
0

Azimuth
Original

Initial

Elevation
Optimized

Test

Figure 14. Comparison of the estimations of the generalization test

Figure 12. Estimated x-y positions of target 2 with the calibration done with
target 1

The errors and standard deviations of the individual steps
of the calibration and the test result with the other target
are shown in Fig. 14. The error of azimuth angle estimation
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Table IV
E RRORS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS RECEIVED AFTER THE
GENERALIZATION TEST

Parameter [deg]
Azimuth
Elevation

Error
1.1˘1.2
1.1˘0.8

ARC 2021

[2]

B. Test with an Extended Object
The last test was performed with an extended target, a
pedestrian. Since the calibration is performed with point targets, it was necessary to evaluate the results with a target that is
an actual road user. Figure 15 shows two point clouds obtained
from the test object. The one on the left was generated using
the radar manufacturer’s original calibration and the one on the
right was generated using the optimized calibration parameters. It can be seen that there are no anomalies in the shape
of the resulting point cloud and that the pedestrian remains
recognizable and the information plausible after applying the
presented calibration method.

[3]

[4]
[5]

[6]

[7]
Figure 15. radar point cloud originated from a walking pedestrian with both
feets on the ground estimated with the original calibration (left) and with the
new optimized calibration (right)

IV. C ONCLUSION
In this work a calibration workflow that requires a total
of 16 measurements was presented and was tested with two
different point targets. Generalizability was also investigated
with two different sized triple reflectors for optimization and
testing. The final test was performed with an extended target,
a pedestrian, which shows that the calibration results are
plausible. To show how the individual steps of the workflow
impacted the data, the results of each step were also presented.
In addition, a test protocol was also shown to help monitor
the calibration over time to see if a new calibration is needed.
The accuracy analysis and the calibration of the radar is an
important step towards a radar-camera sensor fusion. Tests
with different heights and targets, for example with cars, will
also be performed in future.

[8]

[9]

[10]
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Development and commissioning of a component
test bench for the operation of electrical machines
used in EPS Applications
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are radiated as structure-borne noise via the motor housing.
The alternating forces can generate dynamic torque
components which cause vibration excitation of the structures
coupled to the rotor [1].

Abstract—In this paper a brief overview of the acoustic
behavior of permanent magnet synchronous motors and
different test bench configurations will be given. This overview
is followed by a test bench design approach for the operation of
electrical machines, used in electric power steering applications.
The test bench design will be investigated in terms of natural
frequencies, to prepare the test bench for later acoustic
measurements. After that the findings from the first test runs of
the test bench are presented.

B. Test bench configurations
Simple test stand configurations consist of a drive
machine or the test specimen, a sensor system for measured
quantity acquisition, and a resistance machine for generating
counter torques. Shafts of electrical machines and measuring
devices are connected via couplings. As an alternative to the
resistance machine, hysteresis brakes or rotational
impedances can be used to apply counter or resistance torques.
Figure 1 shows a typical configuration of a component test
bench.

Keywords—NVH, acoustics, PMSM, EPS, power steering,
structure-borne sound, natural frequency, active noise
cancellation, test bench

I. INTRODUCTION
The increasing number of electrified or partial electrified
powertrains of modern passenger cars is leading to new
acoustic challenges. Operation without an internal combustion
engine or an operation with the combustion engine switched
off results in quieter passenger compartments, so that smaller
sound sources from auxiliary units come to the foreground or
noise from auxiliary units that were previously masked by the
sound of the combustion engine become audible. Usually
these noise sources were not part of an acoustic sound design
process, resulting in a rather poor sound experience for the
passengers. Auxiliary units such as the electric power steering
system – EPS – use permanent magnet synchronous motors –
PMSM – to deliver the needed assistance ratio for the steering
system and thus contribute to the problem. In order to be able
to analyze electrical machines in a laboratory environment, a
test bench is required for operation. In this paper a brief
overview of the acoustic behavior of electrical machines will
be given, followed by a summary of different possible test
bench configurations. After that the design and construction
of a new test bench for use in laboratory environments will be
presented. Finally, the results will be discussed and an
overview of future work will be given.

Fig. 1.

Simple test bench configurations

Resistance machines have established themselves due to
their good controllability. Additional advantages are the
possible operation in positive and negative direction of
rotation, as well as the possible drive operation of the test
specimen in addition to the braking operation. The advantage
of generator operation of the resistance machine is the
generation of electrical energy, which can be fed into the
power grid. Thus, a smaller amount of thermal energy must be
dissipated [1][2].
III. TEST BENCH DESIGN
In order to be able to investigate the acoustic properties of
the PMSM, a test bench for operating the motor is required.
For this the configuration with a drive and resistance machine,
to deliver the needed resistance torque, was chosen. Figure 2
shows the schematic view of the planned test bench.

II. CONTEXT
A. Acoustic behavior of electrical machines
Based on their generation mechanisms, the noises of
electric motors can be divided into three groups: mechanical,
aerodynamic and magnetic. The dynamic magnetic field
forces, which are supported in the air gap between the rotor
and the stator and are radiated as structure-borne noise via the
motor housing, are decisive for the generation of noise,
regardless of the motor design. In PMSM, a rotating field is
generated by the winding in the stator of the motor. The
induction of this magnetic field causes the previously
mentioned dynamic forces in the air gap of the motor, which

Fig. 2.

Schematic view of the test bench

The test bench requires mountings for the machines and
sensors for the measurement of parameters that are of interest.
The test bench to be developed is to be commissioned in the
laboratory for electrical machines at Munich University of
Applied Sciences. It will be operated on the machine bed that
is available there. The sensor that should be used is a tworange torque sensor type 4503A from Kistler mounted on a
prefabricated mounting. Since the maximum torque of the
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electric machine is 9.9 Nm, a sensor with a measuring range
of up to 10 Nm is selected [1]. The distance of the rotation axis
of the torque sensor, on the mounting, to the floor measures
approximately 113 mm. The rotation axis of the electric motor
must be aligned with the rotation axis of the sensor. Therefore
the distance of the rotation axis of the PMSM to the floor is
chosen with 115 mm to create tolerances. If the rotation axis
of the sensor is too low, the distance between the axes can be
readjusted with spacers under the sensor mounting. Clamping
irons are used to hold the mountings of the two PMSM and
the torque sensor in place. The motor mounting needs a base
plate with sufficient surface for the clamps to secure the
mounting on the machine bed. At the same time, a mounting
plate on which the motor is attached is required. In order to
reduce the use of materials and costs, the components are
made of separate steel plates and connected by screw joints.
To ensure stability, side plates are also required to connect the
base plate and the mounting plate. To enable torque
transmission from the shaft of the motor to the torque
measuring shaft, couplings are used. In this case, balanced
bellows couplings of type BKC15 from R+W were installed.
The high torsional spring stiffness of the couplings results in
higher natural frequencies of the test bench [1]. The torque
measurement shaft can be used to measure the static and
dynamic torque of the PMSM. Figure 3 shows the complete
test bench as a 3D model.

Fig. 4.

Calculation results

Figure 5 below shows the total deformation of the motor
mount at the first two natural frequencies. Areas marked in red
represent areas with particularly large deformation, while
areas marked in blue represent areas with particularly small
deformation. The darker the color, the larger or smaller,
depending on the color, is the deformation. As the base plate
was defined as a fixed bearing in the bearing conditions, there
is no deformation at the natural frequencies at that point, as

Fig. 5.

Total deformation

expected. Figure 5 illustrates that the greatest deformation is
to be expected primarily at the non-bearing end of the
electrical motor and the side plates, as well as the middle of
the mounting plate.

Fig. 3.

In order to identify optimization potentials and to be able
to assess their effects on the natural frequencies, various
experimental additional components were designed. These are
then assembled with the motor mount as a “CATproduct” and
simulated with respect to the natural frequencies with the aid
of Ansys. Following components were designed and
subsequently simulated:

Overview of the test bench as a .CATproduct

Straight crossbars with tubular profile
Uneven crossbars with tubular profile
Second support for the electric motor
A solid profile was initially used in the initial design of the
cross bars. However, the simulations showed a reduction in
the natural frequencies, which could be due to the additional
masses that were added as a result. Subsequently, the solid
profiles were replaced by tubular profiles, which brought
about the desired change, i.e. an increase in the natural

To minimize the influence of the test bench on future
measurements, it is essential that the excitation frequencies
during operation do not meet the natural frequencies of the
overall test bench to avoid resonance effects. Otherwise
resonance effects might falsify the results, making them
unusable, or could prevent meaningful measurements from
being made in the first place [3][4]. The natural frequencies
will be simulated in the first step. In the second step, after the
manufacturing process, the natural frequencies will be
measured with an impulse hammer and evaluated with a
special evaluation software.
IV. DETERMINATION OF THE NATURAL FREQUENCIES
A. Simulation
The simulated modal analysis is executed with Ansys. A
fixed bearing is selected as the bearing condition. Since the
motor holder fixes the base plate to the machine bed via
clamps, the base plate is defined as a fixed bearing in Ansys.
The calculation results are shown in tabular form and as a
diagram, as shown in Figure 4.
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frequencies. The design with the second support achieved the
best improvement in the simulation, as shown in Figure 6.

Fig. 6.

Calculation results with second support

B. Measurement
An impulse hammer with a metal tip and several 1-axis
accelerometers were used for the measurement. The sensor
measures the acceleration perpendicular to the surface of the
structure. Therefore the most significant wave type, the
bending wave, is taken into account. The transfer function,
phase and coherence were recorded during the measurement.
A maximum in the transfer function is an indication of a
natural frequency. The structural response of the motor holder
is of particular interest. Since changes for future optimization
are only possible on the motor mount or test bench, the focus
was directed to the motor mount when placing the
accelerometers. The measurement was performed with
different structural configurations, regarding the motor holder
with and without the electrical machine and the total test
bench. Several measuring positions were equipped with
accelerometers, e.g. to avoid measurements in vibration nodes
where the result could be distorted. The acceleration sensors
were first attached to the side plate. The side plate was then
excited with the impulse hammer. This was carried out on the
right and left sides in succession. The accelerometers were
then attached to the mounting plate with subsequent excitation
of the mounting plate by the pulse hammer. This was done
first on the coupling side and then on the motor side. The
frequency-dependent position of the maxima of the transfer
function differs between the side plate and mounting plate.
Therefore the results of the side plate and mounting plate will
be portrayed separately. Table 1 shows the data of the peaks
of the transfer function at a measuring point located at the side
plate. There is no difference between the left and the right side.
The peaks can be seen at the same frequency for each
measuring point.

Peak 1
Peak 2
Peak 3
Peak 4

Magnitude [𝑵𝒔𝟐 ]

52,5
179,5
339
1551,5

-116,2
-91,4
-145
-166,7

2,53
1,94
1,39
1,04

TABLE II. Peaks of the transfer function (total bench, mounting plate,
coupling side | motor side)

Peak 1
Peak 2

𝒎

Phase [deg]

Magnitude [𝑵𝒔𝟐 ]

93,5
174

-116,8 | -87
149 | -111,8

2,99 | 2,1
0,4 | 1,3

Transfer function and phase (mounting plate)

First, the assembly of motor holders, electrical machines,
couplings and torque measuring shaft took place. The
rotational axis of the torque measuring shaft was 1.5 mm too
low to be aligned with the rotational axis of the machines
when mounted. For this purpose, spacers were placed under
the holder of the torque measuring shaft to compensate for this
distance. Then the entire test bench was clamped to the
machine bed by iron clamps. A bidirectional voltage supply is
selected as the grid connection, since current can flow back
during generator operation. The system should supply the
machines with voltage, but also be able to receive voltage. The
control and regulation of the machine was carried out with the
real-time capable system "LabBox" from the company
dSpace, a self-developed motor control and power electronics.
A field-oriented control is applied. The current is detected
highly dynamically in the power electronics via the shunt
resistors. An incremental encoder is used to detect rotor
position and speed. For this purpose, phase A of the machine
is aligned by pulling the magnet towards phase A. This is
defined as the zero reference point. To minimize or
completely avoid effects due to misalignment, the components
were correctly aligned using a laser shaft alignment system
prior to commissioning.

Table 2 shows the data of the peaks of the transfer function
at a measuring point located at the mounting plate. The peaks
can be seen at the same frequency for each measuring point,
while the magnitude and phase differs.

Frequency [Hz]

Fig. 8.

A. Preparation

𝒎

Phase [deg]

Transfer function and phase (side plate left)

V. INITIAL OPERATION

TABLE I. Peaks of the transfer function (total bench, side plate left)
Frequency [Hz]

Fig. 7.

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the transfer function and phase
of a measurement point located at the side plate and mounting
plate respectively.
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B. Operation

was designed as a 3D model and was then manufactured. In
addition, a simulative modal analysis of the test bench was
carried out in Ansys and, based on the simulation results,
possible optimization measures were designed and simulated
again. Subsequently, a natural frequency measurement was
performed. Afterwards, the test bench was put into operation
and the observations that could be made were documented. It
turned out that the results from the simulative natural
frequency analysis and the natural frequency measurement
with the impulse hammer show strong discrepancies. Even
though it was possible to operate the electrical machine on
the test bench, it was noticed during initial operation that a
natural frequency of the test bench was possibly excited at a
rotational speed of 1100 rpm. This had a noticeable acoustic
effect on the operating noise. Electrical measurements were
also affected.

Figure 9 shows the test bench ready for operation.

Fig. 9.

Future work includes an error analysis in order to be able
to explain the discrepancy between measurement and
simulation and to optimize the test bench acoustically. Since
in the future, an active chain analysis concerning active noise
cancellation with electrical machines is to take place, no
additional excitation by resonance effects of the test bench
should take place. As for now the test bench is suboptimal for
this assignment. In addition, a force sensor is required for this
task. For this purpose, a construction for the integration of a
force sensor at the test bench should be made.

Test bench ready for operation

In the first test the drive motor is governed to 1000 rpm.
The test program foresees that for a given current in the qdirection, the entire range of currents in the d-direction is
swept. Then the current in q-direction is increased and the
entire range of current in d-direction is swept again. The
current in the d-direction should have little or no influence on
the moment, but a slight increase of torque can be seen when
the current in d-direction is increasing, which can be explained
by the reluctance moment. It is noticeable that at about 1100
rpm, abruptly higher amplitude fluctuations of the current in
the q direction can be observed. The operating noise from the
test bench increases at this rotational speed. If the rotational
speed is increased further, the observed effects decrease again.
The mechanical frequency at 1100 rpm is 18,33 Hz. Due to
the number of pole pairs, the electrical frequency is 5 times
greater than the mechanical frequency. The electrical
frequency is therefore 92 Hz. The natural frequency
measurement of the total test bench showed that the transfer
function of the mounting plate has a maximum with a large
magnitude at 93.5 Hz. Thus, the observed effects could
represent a natural frequency excitation of the test bench,
which would explain the increased operating noise at this
rotational speed. At the same time, the increase of the current
in q-direction could be favored by the test bench. However,
this would have to be investigated in more detail.
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Abstract—The gear noise problem that widely occurs in power
transmission systems is typically characterised by one or more
high amplitude acoustic signals. The noise originates from the
vibration of the gear pair system caused by transmission error
excitation that arises from tooth profile errors, misalignment
tooth deflections and gear blank deflections. The measures to
reduce noise emissions are divided into primary and secondary
factors. In this work, the secondary factors are analyzed in
more detail. In particular, the focus is on the geometric gear
blank design. The gear blank geometry can have a considerable
influence on the load-carrying capacity of cylindrical gears. This
is evident from the fact that spur gears have greater elasticity of
the face areas of the gearing, thus reducing the effect of contact
line deviation. However, in the case of helical gears, both the
web stress and the skewing of the gearing due to the acting
axial force must be taken into account. The investigated gear
blank geometries differ in the tooth rim thickness and in the
web thickness. One parameter are the focus of the work, firstly
the acoustically relevant transmission error. In addition to the
various gears, their design and influences on the transmission
error, the structure and settings of the calculation models are also
described in detail. Within the scope of this paper the influence
of different gear blank geometries on the transmission error were
analyzed. The gear blank geometries differ in the rim thickness
and the web thickness.

Fig. 1. Lack of masking by the combustion engine leads to increased
perceptibility of transmission noise [5]

in the lower speed ranges, the transmission noise in the vehicle
interior dominates. Due to the aforementioned targeted CO2
reduction, spur gears should on the one hand be as light as
possible and on the other hand still be able to transmit the
required power. However, it must be mentioned at this point
that lightweight construction has not only found its way into
transmission design and thus also into gear design since the
energy turnaround [3].

I. I NTRODUCTION

II. S TATIC TRANSMISSION ERROR

August 26, 2015
Due to constantly increasing competitive pressure in the development of modern gearboxes, increasingly higher demands
are being placed on the load capacity and noise behavior of the
gearing [1]. In the course of the continuously targeted CO2
reduction, these characteristic gearing objectives are already
in the foreground in the design phase [2]. This is particularly
true for electromobility, where the electrification of drive
technology is steadily advancing. The desire for sustainability
is reinforcing the trend towards electrification, also because
the environmental aspect is becoming increasingly important
to the public [3]. In the case of passenger cars powered by
internal combustion engines, many noise sources are masked
by broadband acoustic excitation from the internal combustion
engine. This masking of noise sources does not occur with
the significantly quieter electric motors. Consequently, the
optimization of the acoustic behavior of a powertrain and the
associated transmission faces new challenges [4].
Fig. 1 shows the effect of the lack of masking due to the
absence of an internal combustion engine. It is noticeable that

Studies on the influence of the gear blank geometry on tooth
root stress and on acoustic excitation behavior can be found in
numerous scientific papers. In addition to numerical analyses,
empirical studies also exist. Factors to reduce noise emissions
are divided into primary and secondary measures. Primary
factors reduce excitation at the source while secondary factors
affect the transmission of sound [6]. Primary factors include
changing the involute tooth flank shape by means of gear tooth
corrections. In this process, the transmission error and thus
also the acoustically relevant excitation behavior of a spur
gear stage are specifically influenced. The general purpose is
to equalize the transmission error, i.e. to optimize the peak-topeak characteristic to the lowest possible level [7]. In contrast
to the optimization of the actual gearing, which is assigned
to the primary factors [8], the geometric optimization of the
gear blank belongs to the secondary measures, since the gear
blank contributes to the vibration excitation and transmission
of the signals.The design of the gear blank geometry can
also have significant influences on the load-carrying capacity
of cylindrical gears[9]. This is noticeable in the fact that
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ridge gears have greater elasticity of the face regions of the
gearing, thus reducing the effect of contact line deviation. A
common way of assessing the excitation behavior of gears is
to calculate the rotational path behavior. To determine this,
the deformation of the gearing is calculated for different
rolling positions or meshing positions under load and the nonuniform portion of the motion transmission is evaluated at
the resulting angular positions. This proportion is referred to
as the rotary path deviation under load at the corresponding
meshing position or as the loaded transmission error [10].
This consequently describes the difference between the actual
position and the ideal position with perfect meshing conditions
. The transmission error is due to several effects. Firstly, due
to the force transmission and the resulting bending, there is
a geometrical deviation of the flank. On the other hand, the
manufacturing inaccuracies of the flank geometry are still
relevant, even with negligible deformation of the gearing.
Further effects are the assembly errors, which can be reduced
but can never be neglected. In addition, shaft and housing
deformations also have a relevant influence on the transmission
error. If the flanks of the gearing are ideal, i.e. manufactured
without any deviations, and also roll off each other without
load, the transmission error is zero [11]. The transmission error
can be described mathematically with the following equations,
depending on the reference gear.
T E = θ2 −

z1
∗ θ1
z2

(1)

T E = θ1 −

z2
∗ θ2
z1

(2)

θ1 and θ2 describe the angular position of the respective gear
and z1 and z2 are the corresponding numbers of teeth. To describe the excitation behavior, Gregory et al [12] recommended
the transmission error, the same suggestion was made by [14].
For the evaluation of the excitation ratio not a single value
of the transmission error is used, but the fluctuation range.
Based on the course of the rotational deviation as a function
of the rolling position, the difference between the maximum
and the minimum value is formed. This difference is called
the fluctuation width of the rotational displacement difference,
rotational displacement deviation or peak-to-peak transmission
error and is used to assess the excitation behavior [14].
Baethge compared measurements of the airborne sound level
with measurements of the rotational displacement deviation
and was thus able to establish a correlation [14]. Similar
investigations were carried out by Harris [13] with the aid of
experimental or computational considerations, which represent
a confirmation of Baethge. In the context of an optimization
study, in which mass reduction, gear efficiency and noise
behavior were the variables to be optimized, it was found
that no ideal gear blank geometry could be found between
these optimization variables and a compromise was always the
result. When the gearing was designed for mass and efficiency,
the peak-to-peak transmission error was very large. As early
as 1999, Chung, Steyer, Abe, Clapper, and Shah [16]found

out in a research project, that the design of the gear blank has
an equally relevant influence on the transmission error as the
profile modifications of the running gearing. With the optimum
design of the gear blank, the noise level could be reduced. This
order of magnitude alone shows the potential that this field of
research holds. Due to the complex interrelationships and the
sensitive overall system, optimum solutions cannot usually be
determined by linear calculation approaches.

Fig. 2. ransmission error for different gear blank dimensions[15].

This is shown in Fig. 2, where the course of the static
transmission error is plotted as a function of the meshing
time. It is striking that the optimum results (green graph)
were achieved with a gear blank geometry that was specifically
optimized with the gear rim thickness and the web thickness.
In comparison, the red graph represents the original gear blank
geometry, and the graphs with a gray background are the
geometric iteration steps for an optimum gear blank geometry.
This is also reflected in the sound power curve, as can be seen
in Fig. 3. Here, the optimized geometry (green graph) leads
to significantly lower resonance as a function of frequency.

Fig. 3. Casing sound power in a logarithmic scale. Original design (red),
optimized design (green) [15].

It can be seen clearly that the optimization of the web
thickness in 5 mm steps leads to a serious deterioration [15].
An apparent special geometry offers the best results. Due
to the many transverse influences, there are also differentiation possibilities for the rotary displacement deviation or
the transmission error, so in the context of this work, the
dynamic forces are not considered, so the static consideration
of the rotary displacement deviation, consequently the static
transmission error is in the foreground.
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III. B OUNDARY CONDITIONS AND SIMULATION MODEL

These two geometry parameters are varied in the different
sub-variants. Fig. 6 gives an overview of the sub-variants.

A. Gearing parameters and laod cases
In order to obtain a meaningful and reliable assessment,
several calculation models are set up and examined. Thus, in
the first step of this phase, the macro geometrie is defined.
Depending on the application, the transverse concact ratio
and the overlap ratio remain the same. This means that
macro geometries, which are typical for input stages, have
a transverse concact ratio of 2. and a overlap ratio of 2. By
fixing these two parameters, the practical relevance is also
given in this investigation, since these are typical parameters
of a macro geometry of a transmission, which is installed
in a purely electric-driven passenger car. The most important
geometry parameters of the macrogeometry, in addition to the
transverse concact ratio and the step overlap ratio, can be seen
in Fig. 4.

rim thickness SR

web thickness bs

3 * mn
2,75 * mn

1*b
0,75 * b

2,5 * mn
2,25 * mn

0,5 * b
0,25 * b

calculation models

20

2 * mn

Fig. 6. Overview of the geometry versions to be analyzed

Thus, a total of 20 calculation models were built and
analyzed with respect to transmission error. When defining
the load cases, the maximum load case was defined first.
Starting from the defined macro geometry according to ISO
6336, backward calculations were performed in order not to
N
exceed a tooth root stress σF = 860 mm
2 . It should be noted,
however, that the application factor and the dynamic factor
were defined with the value 1. According to this procedure, a
drive torque of 320 Nm was calculated.

Torque [Nm]
[Nm]
Drehmoment

Antriebsdrehmomente
Input Torque

Fig. 4. Macro geometry parameters

In the second step, sub-variants of the gear, previously
defined by the macro geometry, are generated. These subvariants differ only in the design of the gear blank. The
microgeometry of the gear is identical for all sub-variants,
so that all anomalies occurring during the analysis can be
attributed exclusively to the gear blank geometry. In the design
of the gear blank, there are essentially two parameters that can
be varied. One is the thickness of the gear rim and the other
is the web thickness. Fig. 5 shows the definitin of the web
thickness bs and the rim thickness SR .

350
325
300
275
250
225
200
175
150
125
100
75
50
25
0

Fig. 7. Used torque steps

Fig. 7 shows the torque levels used. A total of 17 drive
torques were used. Since lower drive torques result in lower
deformations and therefore the influence of the microgeometry
is increased, the torque steps are smaller than with the higher
torques.

Fig. 5. Representation of gear blank geometries
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B. Setup of the simulation model
The model structure and the framework conditions are
identical for all calculation models, which is why this chapter
deals with the structure and settings of the calculation models.
In addition to the meshing, the bearing arrangement of the
cylindrical gears is one of the most important framework
conditions, as these absorb the acting forces and torques.

Fig. 9 shows the final meshed gear blank. The symmetrically
evenly distributed elements should be emphasized. With the
computer program MASTA, it is often necessary to mesh the
gearing separately. MASTA then combines the stiffnesses of
the FE gear blank with those of the gearing.
IV. R ESULTS

Peak-to-Peak Transmision Error
0,79

web 0k75_rim_3
web 0k75_rim2

0,69

web 0k75_rim_2k25

Peak-to-Peak
Static Transmssion Error [μm]

web 0k75_rim_2k5
0,59

web 0k75_2k75
web 0k5_rim_3

0,49

weE 0k5_rim2
web 0k5_rim_2k25

0,39

web 0k5_rim_2k5
web 0k5_rim_2k75

0,29

web 0k25_rim_3
weE 0k25_rim2

0,19

web 0k25_rim_2k25
web 0k25_rim_2k5

0,09
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

web 0k25_rim_2k75
Vollrad_Steg

Input Torque [Nm]

Fig. 10. Results of the peak-to-peak transmission error of the different gear
blank geometries for the defined load cases

Fig. 8. Concept bearing of the spur gear

Each spur gear of the stage is realized by a concept bearing
which can be seen as a green ring in Fig. 8. This bearing
allows rotation around the axis of rotation and has a radial
and axial stiffness of 1 ∗ e12 N mm. This high stiffness value
is intended to ensure an ideally stiff connection of the spur
gear to the environment. In this way, the influences of shaft
and housing deformations can be filtered out. In addition
to the bearing, an input load is also attached to the pinion,
which serves to introduce torque. In contrast, an output load
is attached to the gear, which serves as a power output
and from which the output torque is taken. For meshing,
a quadratic approach function is used, since here nodes are
not only at the corners and ends of an element, as is the
case with linear approach functions, but also in the middle.
These centrally located nodes are called intermediate nodes.
The degrees of freedom of the additional intermediate nodes
result in additional parameters for the higher order of the
approach function. In this way, deformations can be calculated
with greater numerical accuracy. Furthermore, hexahedra are
used for the element shape, which have a size of 2 mm.
Macrogeometry was also taken into account in the meshing
of the gear blank. Fifteen elements were selected for the gear
width, 10 elements for the profile, 8 elements for the root fillet
and 8 elements for the tooth tip.

Fig. 9. FE-mesh of the pinion (left) and the wheel (right).

Fig. 10 shows the influence of the gear blank geometry on
the peak-to-peak static transmission error. The input torque
is shown on the abscissa and the peak-to-peak transmission
error on the ordinate. A clear trend can be seen. The red graph
shows the values of the peak-to-peak transmission error of a
solid wheel, which serves as the reference geometry. It can
be seen that the reference geometry shows the lowest values.
Furthermore, a clear tendency for the web thickness can be
seen. It can be stated that a thinner web thickness leads to a
higher peak-to-peak static transmission error. The gear blank
geometry variants with a web thickness of bs = 0.25 ∗ b
(yellow graphs) show the greatest peculiarity, since with these
variants the peak-to-peak transmission error from 200 Nm
input torque is significantly higher than the other variants.
The TE values of the gear blank variants with bs = 0.5 ∗ b
(blue graphs) and bs = 0.75 ∗ b (green graphs) are very
close to each other, relative to the other variants. For further
analysis, the gear blank variants with a web thickness of
bs = 0.25 ∗ b are not considered because the peak-to-peak
static transmission error values are too high. This can only be
compensated by relatively large values of the micro geometry.
However, this complicates the optimal design of the micro
geometry. This is because a compromise must always be
made between high loads and low loads when designing the
optimum micro geometry. With high loads, there is then a risk
that the slope will be overcorrected. As a result, the peak-topeak static transmission error is not uniform over the entire
torque bandwidth, which can lead to acoustic conspicuities
in certain torque ranges. In addition to noise, weight is also a
significant factor that must be taken into account in the general
design of a gear unit, since the gear blank variants with a web
thickness of bs = 0.5∗b entail a weight reduction of 59.6% and
60.5% (compared to the corresponding gear rim thickness), as
shown in Fig. 11. The solid gear geometry was used as the
reference geometry for determining the weight reduction.
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Fig. 11. Weight reduction for each version

For both acoustic and weight reasons, the gear blank variant
bs = 0.5 ∗ b is the preferred gear blank geometry in terms of
web thickness.

Fig. 14. Comparison of the peak-to-peak static transmission error of the
respective rim thicknesses for different input torques at a web thickness of
bs = 0.75 ∗ b for rim thicknesses of SR = 2.5 ∗ mn and SR = 2.75 ∗ mn

Nm and the minimum absolute deviation is 2.4 ∗ e−6 N mm
µm at a torque of 150 Nm.
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V. C ONCLUSION
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the peak-to-peak static transmission error of the
respective rim thicknesses for different input torques at a web thickness of
bs = 0.5 ∗ b

Fig. 12 shows the peak-to-peak static transmission error
values for the respective gear rim thickness. It is noticeable
that the gear rim thickness plays a subordinate role, since
the values differ only minimally. A closer look reveals that
at higher drive torques, the smaller rim thickness leads to
higher values. Thus, Fig. 13 shows the thicker rim thicknesses
and their values. A close look shows that a rim thickness
of SR = 2.5 ∗ mn and SR = 2.75 ∗ mn has no significant
influence. Thus, the maximum absolute deviation amounts to
for the torque 275 Nm, in contrast to the minimum deviation
of for the input torque of 25 Nm.
Peak-to-Peak Transmision Error web0k5
0,6
0,55
0,5

web 0k5_rim_2k5

Peak-to-Peak
Static Transmssion Error [μm]

0,45
0,4
0,35

It can be noted that for the analyzed input stage, a web
thickness bs = 0.75 ∗ b and bs = 0.5 ∗ b provide almost
the same results for the static transmission error. A web
thickness of bs = 0.25 ∗ b leads to relatively high values
of the static transmission error at the higher torques, which
makes it more difficult to design the optimum microgeometry.
This is because there is a risk that the tooth flank will
be overcorrected for a certain torque range. The gear rim
thickness has a negligible influence on the static transmission
error. The findings resulting from this work show that a gear
blank geometry with a web thickness of bs = 0.5 ∗ b and a rim
thickness of SR = 2.25 ∗ mn contains the optimum geometry
parameters or design parameters in terms of load capacity,
static transmission error and weight optimization.
In order to further substantiate the findings, further parameter studies are useful. The most relevant parameters would
be the gear ratio and the center distance, as these have the
greatest influence on the tooth forces. Furthermore, it would
make sense to consider a more detailed differentiation or
categorization of the gear rim thickness. One possibility would
be to distinguish between geometries with an internal bore and
ratchet gears. For example, geometries with an internal bore
are pinion shafts or planets of an epicyclic gear. With more
profound knowledge of the gear rim thickness and the web
thickness, it will be possible in the future to realize gear blank
geometries that are even more optimally adapted to the loads.
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Fig. 13. Comparison of the peak-to-peak static transmission error of the
respective rim thicknesses for different input torques at a web thickness of
bs = 0.5 ∗ b for rim thicknesses of SR = 2.5 ∗ mn and SR = 2.75 ∗ mn

This is also confirmed by the examination of the gear rim
thicknesses for the gear blank variant with a web thickness
of bs = 0.75 ∗ b , as can be seen in Fig. 14. The maximum
absolute deviation is 8.8 ∗ e−6 N mm µm at a torque of 250
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Abstract—In this paper the required sensor range for an
automated bus should be analyzed. The frame conditions are
an operation in rural areas including driving on country roads
and considerations regarding two official guidelines. The first
one is the ISO 15622 in which acceleration limits for automated
controlled vehicles can be found. The second guideline is the
RAL used because of its definition of the minimum visibility
ranges on country roads. In order to perform the analysis and
comparison between the to guidelines an iterative simulation was
programmed in Python.

show if these two perquisites are harmonizable is the main
goal of this work.
The further structure of the paper is shown in the following
paragraph. At first the section II will give an overview about
the chosen traffic scenarios for the simulation. The section III
explains the function of the written iterative simulation. The
following section IV will show the results of the simulation,
which are the necessary sensor ranges for the operation in
rural areas. At the end the paper will be concluded.

I. I NTRODUCTION

II. C HOSEN TRAFFIC SCENARIOS

In the last years there were many research projects regarding
automated vehicles. Most of them focused either on highway
scenarios or urban areas. Given that the infrastructure in cities
is mainly well developed and the biggest percentage of the
population is residing there it is a comprehensible trend. On
the other hand there are arguments to research the possible
usage of automated vehicles in a rural context. Average travel
distances to locations for the daily businesses, as shopping,
going to school or participating in cultural events, are wider in
areas with lower population density. For example the typical
travel time by car to the next doctor, which is in villages
about six minutes, while in urban resident areas just half
of the time is needed [1]. Another argument would be the
provision of an economical solution for the local passenger
transport in rural regions compared to line bus traffic. This
can be accomplished with the savings for the labor costs of
drivers in a fully automated vehicle of level four according
to SAE J3016, a better utilization rate due to on demand
distribution of passengers on the available vehicles and cost
reduction by using production vehicles, which are upgraded
to operate automated [2]. Because of these points the required
sensor ranges, as one challenge, regarding an automated bus
operating in rural areas should be examined. The comparison
between the two official guidelines RAL for the construction
of country roads and ISO 15622 for among other things FSRACC (Full Speed Range Adaptive Cruise Control) represents
the framework of this paper [3], [4]. The RAL contains
minimum required visibility ranges for country roads. The
ISO 15622 includes the definition of longitudinal and lateral
acceleration limits for vehicles controlled by a FSR-ACC. To

The area of operation of the fictive automated bus includes
country roads as well as driving in town. In order to define
the requirements for the sensor platform the different circumstances in both contexts have to be considered. Because of
the higher speed limits the country roads are the environment,
which provides more new challenges to the vehicle. These
routes combine higher driving speeds, than in urban scenarios,
with less structured roadway layouts, than seen on highways.
Since a research regarding other projects showed none of
them has considered such conditions yet, to the best of our
knowledge neither a off the shelf sensor platform can be
purchased nor a development focused on the requirements in
these scenarios could be found [5], [6], [7].

Figure 1. Example intersection with speed limit 80
branching street [8]

km
,
h

20 m radius and flat

To make well-founded statements different traffic scenarios
should be analyzed, but at first they have to be defined.
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In order to accomplish this the first step is to abstract the
driveway of the vehicle when crossing an intersection. As
a simplified assumption the bus drives a circular arc, if it
is necessary to turn, and then the rest of the driveway is a
straight line. The scenarios can be described with the help of
three parameters: The maximum permissible speed, the radius
of the curve and the angle that the vehicle passes during the
curve. Table I shows all the values considered for the variables.
The curve radii are intended to model, on the one hand,
small intersections in towns, such as the exit from a parking
lot onto a road, and, on the other hand, larger junctions on
country roads. The curve angles are intended for roads at right
angles to each other and for roads with shallow junctions. The
scenarios considered always assumed a turn to the left, since
this case is the one with the most right-of-way regulations to
be observed. A distinction is made between three operations:
• Driving onto a priority road without getting into the
traffic: Here, the vehicle turns onto a priority road and
the distance of road users on the left side or from the
front is considered. In this case, only the turn must be
completed in order to be out of the way of other vehicles.
• Driving onto a priority road with getting into traffic:
In this case, other vehicles are observed from the right
and after the turn, it is still necessary to accelerate to the
final speed without obstructing anyone.
• Driving from a priority road: This scenario intends a
turn from the priority road. Here, only traffic approaching
from the front must be observed and the situation ends
with the turn.

•

•

For the start conditions some considerations had to be made.
On the one hand the signs for the start speed and position must
correspond to the scenario, thereby the zero point is always
set for the own vehicle, but for the values of the other vehicle
it plays a role whether the two vehicles drive towards each
other or in the same direction. On the other hand, one of the
three following values must be used for the starting speed of
the automated bus:
•
•

Table I
L IST OF PARAMETERS FOR THE TRAFFIC SCENARIOS
vmax [km/h]
rcurve [m]
αcurve [°]

30
2
45

50
5
90

70
10
135

80
20

100
•

III. S IMULATION
For analysis, a simulation was written in Python that assumes constant values for the physical quantities in discrete
time steps and calculates their change for the next iteration
with the help of Newton’s laws. For the individual scenarios,
the distance is searched in which another road user must be
located so that the automated vehicle can perform the maneuver without obstructing it. The programming was carried
out taking into account the maximum longitudinal and lateral
accelerations according to ISO 15622 for vehicles operated
by an assistant for FSR-ACC [4]. In the following, the further
framework conditions and assumptions for the simulation will
be explained:
• Safety factor: The human driver in the other vehicle is
expected to be traveling at a speed twenty percent above
the speed limit.
• Get into traffic: A distinction is made as to whether
acceleration to the final speed in the same lane must be
taken into account for the considered encounter of road

users or whether the lane of the other vehicle has only to
be crossed.
Safety distance: Since the position of the vehicles refers
in each case to the front, different distances must also
be considered for the two cases distinguished above. If
it is necessary to get into the traffic, the distance is half
the numerical value of the speed limit in meters plus
the length of the own vehicle according to the rule of
thumb ”half speedometer”. If only a crossing of the other
lane is simulated, the distance is again calculated with the
rule of thumb, but at this point the safety factor is taken
into account and the vehicle length does not have to be
considered.
Termination conditions: If a lane change is to perform,
the entire distance of the curve must be covered and the
speed limit must be reached. When crossing the lane of
the other vehicle, it is sufficient to cover the distance of
the curve.

Standstill: When turning into a priority road, a complete
standstill is always assumed as a precaution.
Maximum curve speed: If you want to change from a
priority road to a lower priority road, you must select the
maximum curve speed corresponding to the permissible
lateral acceleration as the starting value if this is lower
than the speed limit.
Speed limit: If the speed limit is lower than the curve
speed, this can be used as the starting speed when leaving
a priority road.

In order to be able to determine the required value, a small
starting value for the distance between the vehicles is used and
whenever the distance falls below the safety distance before
the stop conditions corresponding to the scenario have been
met, a premature stop is made because the other road user
would be obstructed. Then the starting distance is increased
until the stopping conditions can be fulfilled without falling
below the safety distance. To save computing time, interval
nesting was implemented at this point. This starts with 64 m
steps at 64 m distance. If the simulation with these parameters
is successful for the first time, it must be assumed that the
searched value lies between the last and the penultimate
distance value. Then the step size is quartered and the same
procedure is performed for the relevant interval. This process
is continued until a step size of one is used.
The result for the required distance, accurate to the meter, is
then output and three additional diagrams are generated, one
for the acceleration, one for the speed and one for the distance
traveled. The diagrams for two different scenarios will now
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Figure 2. First example of a simulation result. The used parameters were: A
, an angle of 45 and 2 m as the curve radius.
speed limit of 50 km
h

Figure 3. Second example of a simulation result. The used parameters were:
, an angle of 90 and 10 m as the curve radius.
A speed limit of 80 km
h

be briefly examined and explained. The first traffic situation
considered is leaving a priority road at a permitted speed of
50 km
h . In this case, the other road users are expected head-on.
The junction is located at an angle of 45° to the initial road and
the radius is only 2 m, which is very small. Using 4 sm2 as the
maximum accepted lateral acceleration al and formula 1, the
maximum permissible curve velocity vc can be calculated to be
2.83 m
s . Here rc denotes the curve radius under consideration.

m
At velocities below 5 m
s , 4 s2 are allowed, then the linear
relationship becomes visible at velocities up to 20 m
s . This
continuous decrease in acceleration is interrupted when vc is
reached. After the turn is completed, the acceleration is further
decreased until 20 m
s is reached and the constant permissible
value of 2 sm2 is maintained until the 80 km
h speed is reached.
This two examples with both textual an visual sources to
explain the function of the simulation should be sufficient. The
following section will show the resulting requirements for the
sensor ranges.

vc =

√

al · rc

(1)

This speed is also clearly visible in the corresponding graph
in Figure 2, since this value is used as the starting value if it
is below the speed limit. The speed does not change during
the simulation, because the termination condition is reached
when leaving a priority road at the end of the curve.
The second scenario is the entry into a priority road with a
speed limit of 80 km
h . The radius of the curve to be driven is
10 m and the intersecting roads are perpendicular to each other.
In this case, the acceleration to the final speed must be taken
into account. The correct behavior of the simulation according
to ISO 15622 with respect to the longitudinal acceleration can
be observed in the diagram of acceleration in Figure 3 [4].

IV. S ENSOR RANGES
The simulation determined in total 180 ranges. This amount
is derived from the values defined in table I, which allow
60 different combinations, and the three various operations
simulated for each set of parameters. These results were stored
and processed in order to increase the usability of the output
data. Firstly statistical parameters for the results were derived,
which can be seen in table II.
Subsequently two graphical representations of the sensor
ranges were created. On the one hand the portion of ranges in
a certain interval in figure 4 was generated in order to provide
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V. C ONCLUSION

Table II
S TATITIC PARAMETERS OF SIMULATION RESULTS
parameter
minimum
maximum
mean
median

value [m]
24
348
119
104

a good impression of the distribution of the results. On the
other hand the aggregated share of ranges beneath an upper
limit in figure 5 is shown, because this representation enables a
better grasp on how many scenarios are covered with a certain
sensor range.

35
30

An iterative simulation based on the possible traffic scenarios found in rural areas, the acceleration limits defined
in the ISO 15622 for FSR-ACC controlled vehicles and
the precondition that other traffic participants must not be
obstructed, was programmed in Python to determine necessary
sensor ranges. The comparison of the simulation results and
the minimum visibility ranges specified by the RAL showed
that the necessary ranges are partly higher.
The reason for this is most likely that human drivers are
allowed to accelerate with higher rates compared to a vehicle
controlled by an FSR-ACC. A further conclusion of this
insight is that the automated bus operating in rural areas will
probably need some kind of support beside his own sensor
platform. This could be in the form of road side units equipped
with suitable sensors, which communicate with the vehicle in
order to extend its sensor range.
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Application of Lean Construction
Management to sustainably increase of
productivity in the construction industry
Identification of potentials to increase productivity in the construction industry
by reducing types of waste through the application of lean management and
analysis of possible applications in housing construction
Lena Kempf, B.Eng.
University of Applied Sciences Augsburg
An der Hochschule 1
86161 Augsburg, Germany
lena.kempf@hs-augsburg.de
Abstract – The construction industry still suffers from
comparatively low productivity compared to other
industries. The reasons for this are numerous. On the one
hand, there is unsatisfactory reliability with regard to
deadlines, and on the other hand, the value-added activities
in the construction industry are in the very low range in
terms of the total output and are characterised by waste.
Waste in this context refers to the inefficient use of
resources of any kind, such as money, material or energy.
The deficiency in the organisation of the different work
processes also often results in long waiting times and, in
turn, non-value-added rework. At the same time, the
construction industry is facing the challenges of our time,
like climate change and global competition, and has to meet
increasingly high demands in terms of energy and resource
efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION
Increasingly high demands on energy efficiency and
functionality place constantly rising demands on the quality of
buildings. At the same time, buildings are becoming more and
more complex, which means that an increasing number of
project participants are involved in their construction. While
productivity per working hour has increased by about 42% on
average in all sectors of the economy over the last 25 years, it
has stagnated at the same level in the construction industry for
years. This indicates that the development in terms of
productivity in the construction sector is problematic and
requires fundamental changes. [1] If the direct comparison is
made with other industries, the high proportion of waste in the
value-creating process becomes clearly visible.

Lean construction management could be a promising
approach to mastering these challenges. The basis for this,
is the analysis and standardisation of processes as well as a
cooperative partnership between all project participants. In
order to be able to identify the disruptions and problems
that occur within construction projects, it is important to
analyse reference projects and thus be able to identify weak
points and starting points for improvements. Using the
methods and tools of lean construction management, this is
possible so that problem points are ideally identified at an
early enough stage to avoid waste, costs and delays.

Lean construction has the objective of eliminating any kind
of waste in the construction process and significantly increasing
value creation. In addition to focusing on the value chain, lean
aims to improve cooperation by making processes more
transparent and thus establishing orderly and stable processes
on the construction site. For the successful application of Lean
Construction, it is first important to know the necessary
requirements and assumptions. Only in this way can the greatest
possible added value and optimization potential be achieved.

This research paper will first give an overview of the
origin, definition and basic idea of lean management.
Secondly, lean management will be discussed in relation to
its application in the construction industry. Furthermore,
the standardisation of process chains will be examined so
that a starting point for further research can be created.

Fig. 1 Comparison of waste in industrial manufacturing and in
construction. Own representation based on [1]

industrial manufacturing

Keywords – lean construction, lean management in the
construction process, optimization of the construction process,
avoidance of waste

value-adding activity
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the economy. The adaptation to the construction execution
process is called Lean Construction. [7] In 1993, the
International Group for Lean Construction (IGLC) was founded
to exchange knowledge on theoretical principles in the field of
lean construction management. In yearly conferences,
knowledge and practical experience is exchanged in this
context. [8] The topic of lean construction can be divided into
three main areas: cooperative work planning, production
systems and contract design. Cooperative work planning is
particularly characterized by the Last Planner System. This is
one of the most popular lean construction methods, which relies
on collaborative scheduling. The common creation of a
schedule with all project participants is intended to create
commitment and achieve greater reliability. Production systems
deal with the development of new methods for planning and
controlling construction processes. One example of this is the
method of takt planning, in which each building trade must
complete defined work packages at a fixed takt time in a locally
limited takt area. The contract design options are based on
partnership contracts between the client, planners and
construction companies. The division of responsibility among
all project participants is intended to promote solution-oriented
thinking. [9]

II. LEAN MANAGEMENT
Origins of lean management and the lean philosophy
The beginnings of lean management can be traced back to
assembly line production in the automotive industry at the
beginning of the 20th century. Within this framework, Henry
Ford introduced the division of labour in assembly line
production. [2] The idea was that each employee carried out a
limited sequence of work steps in order to achieve the greatest
possible degree of optimization. After the end of the Second
World War, some of the most important principles of lean
management that are still valid today developed in Japan from
Toyota's production system. The different elements of the
Toyota production principle are shown in the " Lean House"
according to Fuji Cho. The elements interact with each other in
complex ways and have a decisive impact on the production
flow. At the centre are the humans, who through their
knowledge and commitment contribute to the continuous
improvement of the system's processes. Through collective
action and learning, they should identify waste and in this way
contribute to improving quality. Fundamental principles are
also stable and standardised processes as well as clear, visual
management. In this context, the system can be understood on
the one hand as a management system and on the other hand as
a philosophy that needs to be lived. [3] Some of the main
methologies and tools resulting from the Toyota Production
Principle are:
§

Continuous Improvement (Kaizen)

§

Elimination of waste (Muda)

§

Just-in-Time (JIT)

§

Continual quality control (Jidoka)

§

Employee involvement

§

Visual management

B. Problems with transferability/ differences stationary
industry and construction industry
In the past, efficiency on construction sites has been
improved through the use of new machines, the development of
more efficient construction methods or the increase of the
degree of prefabrication. In view of this, today, the point has
increasingly been reached at which no further major
improvement is possible in these areas. In contrast, lean
management focuses on the analysis and optimization of work
processes and procedures. By adapting and adjusting lean
methods as they are applied in the stationary industry, lean
management approaches can also be transferred to the
construction industry. Nevertheless, the transfer encounters
some difficulties. The reasons are that the stationary
manufacturing industry and the construction industry differ in
the following respects:

In 1985, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology started a
research project comparing car production systems worldwide.
In particular, the Toyota production concept described above
was investigated. The researchers summarised the results and
called the concept Lean Management for the first time.
[2][12][13]

§

Changing workplace

For example, while automobiles are produced entirely in
stationary factories, a large part of the construction process
takes place on site. This results in different local conditions for
each new construction project, which can vary enormously.
Therefore, it is necessary to prepare individual plans for
logistics processes and construction site equipment for each
project.

III. LEAN IN CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
A. Origin of Lean Construction Management

§

In the 1990s, the term lean management was used to
describe the experience gained in improving production
processes in the automotive industry. The successful
approaches were subsequently adopted in many other sectors of

Changing workers

While in the stationary industry every employee usually
belongs to a fixed team, it can happen that workers on the
construction site only stay on one construction project for days
at a time and are also deployed on other projects, depending on
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staffing needs. For capacity reasons, subcontractors may have
to be commissioned, who in turn first have to be trained in
processes. This can lead to a loss of the so-called training effect
and thus to a reduction in the efficiency of the work.
§

§

Cooperative work planning is decisively shaped by the socalled Last Planner System®. This is one of the best-known
methods of lean construction management. The focus is on
collaborative scheduling of all project participants to generate a
solid workflow. [8]

Changing processes

It frequently happens that building owners' decisions are
made late and have to be flexibly incorporated into the
construction process. In addition, different conditions, such
as different terrain, require different measures and
workflows. For each construction project, it is therefore
necessary to react individually to the existing conditions
and adapt the work processes accordingly.
§

§

Outdoor manufacturing

§

High degree of manual production

IV. IDENTIFICATION OF DISRUPTIONS AND
CLASSIFICATION IN THE LEAN PHILOSOPHY USING
THE EXAMPLE OF A STANDARD WORKFLOW

Planning and execution of the work by various
companies

The conventional way of construction is characterised by
unsatisfactory reliability. Within the framework of the master's
thesis “Identifikation von Anwendungsfeldern für Lean
Management im Wohnungsbau”, a standard procedure for the
extension of a multi-family building was developed on the basis
of literature research and empirical values. In this research
paper, the approach and the most important findings have been
summarised. The objective was to identify all possible
disruptions in the construction process and to compare these
with the types of waste according to the lean philosophy in
order to identify solutions from the field of lean management
that can be used to support the value creation process in the
construction industry. The development and implementation of
standard workflows could be facilitated in the future through
the professional documentation of construction processes and
the disruptions they involve. On a significantly larger data
basis, it would therefore be possible to identify disruptions at
an early stage and avoid them in the future. [10]

The execution of the construction work is usually awarded
when the planning is already at an advanced stage,
although the early involvement of the executing companies
could considerably improve the quality of the planning. As
a result of the low level of cooperation among the
companies involved, there is a high loss of information. In
the stationary industry, on the other hand, planning,
production and delivery have been standardised at the
highest level to prevent information losses.
§

Contract design

The third type deals with new contract design options. The
content of these contracts is based on partnership between the
client, planner and general contractor. This should happen at an
early phase of the project if is possible. Responsibility is
distributed among all project participants, so that individual
interests should play a subordinate role. [9]

In contrast to the stationary industry, a lot of work in the
construction industry continues to be done by hand, with
only minor use of machinery.
§

Production systems

The design and control of production systems deals with the
development of new methods for planning and controlling
construction processes based on lean thinking. One of the bestknown examples of this is takt planning, in which each trade
performs defined work packages at fixed takt times in a locally
limited takt range. [9]

With the exception of prefabrication, production in the
construction industry takes place outdoors and is therefore
heavily exposed to the weather. Not only wind, rain, snow
and frost, but also above-average temperatures in summer
reduce the performance of workers and prevent them from
carrying out certain types of work.
§

Cooperative work planning

Individual production

Because of the common opinion that buildings have a
unique character, construction processes are not
sufficiently documented to make the knowledge acquired
usable for later productions. Series production, though, will
continue to increase in the future. With regard to this, it is
therefore important that similar processes are documented
in the best possible way in order to be able to standardise
and optimise them later. [4][5][6]

A. Approach to the development of a process workflow
First, a standard process workflow was determined, as it is
common for residential construction. The basis for this was
formed by six different example projects from which common
construction processes were filtered out. As a data basis for this,
schedules were compared, and recurring processes identified.
In addition, process steps described in the literature were used.
[9] Secondly, the process flows were illustrated by breaking
down the process into areas. The areas were divided into roof,

C. Main types of lean construction management
The unique character of the projects, however, is no reason
not to apply the lean philosophy in a modified form. This is
possible because the processes carried out in different projects
are repeated again and again. Lean construction can be divided
into a total of three main types of manifestation:
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balconies, façade, standard floor, outdoor area. By using this
classification, the processes were structured and a order was
created for them. Special dates were marked with milestones.
For clarity, different colours have been assigned to the different
crafts and a legend has been created for them. Processes running
consecutively are illustrated one after the other and processes
running simultaneously are arranged one below the other.
Following this, a timeline was developed for the designed
processes. An example building was generated for this purpose.
In order to determine the duration of the processes, various
sources were used. On the one hand, the times from sample
schedules of projects of the size of the study project were
analysed, and on the other hand, time requirement values from
the literature were used. In addition, assumptions from other
projects were used to complete the results. In order to determine
the operation durations, time requirement values were
multiplied by the quantities to be produced and divided by the
number of workers and their daily working time.[10]

philosophy, a total of seven/eight types of waste can be
identified:
§

Waiting times
Planned and unplanned waiting times

§

Defective products
Waste, post-processing and corrections

§

Unnecessary movements
Unnecessary movements of people and machines

§

Transportation
Unnecessary transport of materials

§

Over-processing
Unnecessary processes

§

Overproduction
Products without customer requirements

§

Inventory
Unnecessary stocks of intermediate and end
products

§

Unused creativity potentials
Unused knowledge of employees or lack of
support [11]

B Identification of disruptions in the construction process
In a next step, typical disruptions within the construction
process were analysed and identified. Problems that can result
in disruptions to the construction process can have a variety of
origins. Disruptions are especially critical when they result in
schedule deviations. In general, two main reasons can be
identified for this. These are, on the one hand, changes in the
framework conditions and, on the other hand, incorrect
scheduling. Changed framework conditions can result, for
example, if the client has subsequent change requests or fails to
give approval for the execution of certain processes. Delays can
be caused by inadequate or missing planning, but also by
insufficient capacity on the part of the construction companies
carrying out the work. In interviews, various construction
participants were first asked about their understanding of lean
management and then asked to describe disruptions on the basis
of a submitted process structure. In this context, the processes
were to be checked for their useful arrangement and possible
faults were to be identified. In addition, general disturbances
and problems should be named. Afterwards, the interviews
were evaluated by clustering the statements of the interviewees.
Categories were formed from this. In the table shown, the
frequency of the disruptions named in the interviews is listed
from top to bottom. [10]

Category

Description

Type of waste
according to the lean
principle

1

Insufficient
available
labour force

§
§

Waiting times
Over processing

§
§

Waiting times
Defective
products
Inventory

2

Low capacity

Missing
planning

Delay in the
production of
the planning
documents
Lack of sharp
details

C. Discussion of the problem categories in the context of
lean waste types

3

After the recorded problems had been assigned to the
different types of use of lean management, the next step was to
start finding methods and techniques from lean management for
their elimination. All the categories listed belong to avoidable
activities and are therefore classified as waste. Waste can also
be subdivided. These different types of waste can then be
assigned to the types of disruption. According to the Lean

4
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Missing or
insufficient
advance delivery

Defective
performance of
the
subcontractor

Continuous
control of stock
levels in buffer

§

§
§

Continuous
control of
material
consumption
data

§

Coordination
problems of the
stakeholders

§
§

§

Waiting times
Defective
products
unnecessary
movements
Inventory

Waiting times
unnecessary
movements
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§

Logistics
problems

5

6

incorrect cost
calculation

7

Decisions of the
client

8

Time pressure

9

Insolvency

10

Building
permission

Missing
coordination

§

Problems with
the delivery

§
§
§

lack of storage
space
incorrect
calculation of
the costs
Omission of
the client's
obligation to
cooperate
Change
requests of the
client
Deadlines that
cannot be kept
Solvency is no
longer
guaranteed
Lack of
planning
permission

§
§

Waiting times
Transportation
unnecessary
movements
inventory
Defective
products

§
§

Waiting times
Overprocessing

§
§

Waiting times
Defective
products
unnecessary
movements

§

After the categorised problems were assigned to the different
types of waste according to Lean Management, it was possible
to identify tools from Lean Management to eliminate the
problems. These are not explained in more detail in this paper,
but can be found in the literature. Other possible tools are not
excluded

Defective
products
unused creativity
potentials

§
§

Waiting times
Overproduction

§

Waiting times

Category

Lean principles

1

Low capacity

§
§

Create flow
Establish Pull

2

Missing
planning

§

Create flow

3

Missing or
insufficient
advance
delivery

§
§
§

Create flow
Establish Pull
Pursuit
perfection

4

Defective
performance of
the
subcontractor

§

Create flow

§

Map value
stream
Create flow

Fig. 3: Disruptions and problems in the construction process and types of
waste. Own representation based on [10]

V. MEASURES TO AVOID WASTE ACCORDING TO
THE LEAN PRINCIPLES
After the categories have been assigned to the types of
waste, the next step is to use the appropriate methods from lean
management to eliminate the problems.
§ Ident value
the definition of value depends on the client

5

Logistics
problems

6

incorrect cost
calculation

7

Decisions of
the client

§ Map value stream
The value stream is determined on the basis of the value
creation principle

§
§

Pursuit
perfection

§
§

Ident value
Map value
stream
Create flow
Establish Pull

§
§
§

§ Create flow
This flow does not include interruptions such as storage
§ Establish Pull
The flow is guided by the customer's needs according to
the so-called pull principle. This means that a process only
starts when the customer's demand is received
§ Pursuit perfection
The constant improvement of the realisation of the
principles is aimed at [11]

8

Time pressure

9

Insolvency

10

Building
permission

Map value
stream
Create flow
Establish Pull

Lean tools
§ Kaizen
§ Levelling of
production
§ Hansei
§ Jidoka
§ Kaizen
§ 5 whys
§ 5S
(methodology)
§ Poka yoke
§ Kaizen
§ Just-in-time
§ Visual
management
§ Genchi
genbutsi
§ Jidoka

§
§

Kaizen
Visual
management

§
§
§

Kaizen
Just-in-time
Visual
management
(Kanban)

§
§
§

Kaizen
Poka yoke
Jidoka

§
§

Kaizen
Visual
management

§
§

Kaizen
Visual
§
management
(Kanban)
§
§ SMED
Well-planned foresight for timely
identification of liquidity bottlenecks and
control of cash flows
§ Kaizen
§ Create flow
§ Visual
management

Fig. 4: Disruptions and problems in the construction process, lean principles
and tools. Own representation based on [10]
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VI. FURTHER RESEARCH TOPICS

[5] Stark K.: Baubetriebslehre – Grundlagen, 1. Auflage, Friedr. Vieweg &
Sohn Verlag, Wiesbaden 2006, pp. 22-24

The demand for building products continues to rise.
The construction industry therefore faces the challenge of
significantly increasing its productivity in the coming years.
This requires in particular a sharpening of the process thinking
of those involved in construction and significantly higher
planning qualities. In the continuation of the project, it would
therefore be interesting and promising to confirm the results of
the first research work by means of representative results. This
should be done using a holistic model. In addition, synergies
between methods of process optimisation, such as Lean
Management, in combination with planning methods, such as
Building Information Modelling principles, should be
investigated. In this context, suitable interfaces could be
identified and valuable synergy potentials highlighted. Since
the construction industry is still very far from recognising the
value creation potential in the individual construction
processes, an implementation of process management thinking
on the one hand and information-based planning on the other
could be promising. A closer look reveals that the approaches
of both methods are similar: Value management in Lean
Construction focuses on identifying the processes that create
value for the client and eliminating processes that do not. In the
use of Building Information Modelling, value creation
potentials are also specifically supported by different process
steps and predefined requirement profiles to query the fit of
process steps and delivery results. Both approaches are
therefore based on similar principles, so that it should be
examined where there is potential for sensible dovetailing of the
two methodologies.

[6] BWI-Bau: Ökonomie des Baumarktes – Grundlagen und
Handlungsoptionen: Zwischen Leistungsversprecher und Produktanbieter,
Springer Fachmedien Wiesbaden, 2013, pp.17-19
[7] Heidemann A.: Kooperative Projektabwicklung im Bauwesen unter der
Berücksichtigung von Lean Prinzipien – Entwicklung eines LeanProduktionssystems, KIT Scientific Publishing, 2011, pp. 12
[8] International Group for Lean Construction:
https://www.leanconstruction.org/about-us/ access source: 20.01.2020
[9] Fiedler M.: Lean Construction – Das Managementhandbuch. Agile
Methoden und Lean Management im Bauwesen, Springer Gabler, Berlin 2018
[10] Wierer L.: Identifikation von Anwendungsfeldern für Lean Construction
Management im Wohnungsbau, Augsburg 2019
[11] German Lean Construction Institute: Lean Construction – Begriffe und
Methoden, KIT Institut für Technologie und Management im Baubetrieb,
Karlsruhe 2019
[12] Ohno, T.: Das Toyota Produktionssystem. Unter Mitarbeit von
Wilfried Hof, Campus-Verlag, 3., erweiterte und aktualisierte Aufl, Frankfurt
a. Main 2013
[13] Womack J. P. et al.: The Machine That Changed the World: The Story of
Lean Production, Westview Press Inc; Reprint Edition, 1991
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states introduced several federalist higher education reforms.
It ensured both the strengthening of practice-oriented teaching
at the UAS and the establishment of application-oriented
research [3]. This development was reinforced by the decision
of the European Ministers of Education on the Bologna
Process in 1999. Not only did the policy reform envisage
creating a more unified higher education system in Europe,
but also achieving a higher output of highly skilled workers.
In general, the Bologna Process was designed to ensure the
harmonisation of the two higher education systems across
Europe. Application-oriented research at the universities
This article shows the most striking structural differences in of applied sciences has received a significant boost from
the research sector between the two higher education systems this reform. In contrast, the reform intended to invest in a
in Germany. Both types of higher education institutions are
analysed in terms of digitalisation, research output, study focus significant strengthening of the area of study and teaching at
as well as financial and human resources. In summary, it can be the universities [4].
stated that there are still major differences in terms of resources The plans for the implementation of the reform in the period
and developments in the research areas between those systems.
from 2000 to 2010 were perceived as an educational revolution
by many higher professionals across Europe [5]. Especially
Keywords: UAS, university of applied sciences, university,
the strengthening of higher education research at universities
research, development, differences, Germany
of applied sciences caused debates throughout Europe about
orientation and alignment between the two higher education
I. I NTRODUCTION
systems. At the state level, some of these discussions have
The development of higher education research at universities been continued to this day. Two different philosophies
and universities of applied sciences (UAS) is characterised emerged between the two higher education systems in Europe.
by their respective histories. The first universities in Germany While many countries focused on the convergence of both
were founded in the 14th century. At this time, they were systems, different ways of implementing the reform have been
geared towards administering and preserving knowledge. The observed, as in Switzerland or Finland. In these countries, the
establishment of research at German universities can be traced specialisation of the UAS research profiles was defined. This
back to Wilhelm von Humboldt in the 19th century. His idea targeted definition created a explicit characteristic distinction
of universities that focus on research is still considered to be between the two types of higher education institutions and
a landmark in the development of universities today. Thus, their activity profile in the field of research [6]. However, in
universities were the only type of higher education institution Germany, there has been a politically desired convergence
in Germany intending to conduct education through science in between universities and universities of applied sciences
the areas of teaching and research for a long time. As a result in recent years. This convergence had been generated by
of the expansion of student numbers in the 1960s, universities state-specific higher education reforms in the individual federal
of applied sciences were introduced nationwide in the early states. Higher education institutions were also given more
1970s as a further type of higher education institution [1]. autonomy to better obtain their ”freedom of science, research
Providing students with an application-oriented academic and teaching” [7]. The guideline of the Bavarian Higher
education was the aim of funding universities of applied Education Act confirms the expansion of research at the UAS.
sciences [2]. In the following decades, the individual federal The reinforcement of the research mandate should be ensured
Abstract—Research at higher education institutions has
undergone a structural change in Germany in recent decades.
While for a long time it had been the exclusive preserve of
universities to conduct research, it might be observed that in
recent years universities of applied sciences have also become
increasingly research-intensive. Even before the Bologna Process
universities of applied sciences had actively expanded their
research activities. Therefore, they were increasingly claiming
what was previously the unique selling point of universities.
This development is confirmed by the current amendment to the
Bavarian Higher Education Act. It provides further expansions
of research at universities of applied sciences.
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without equating it with the obligatory university research
mandate. Bavarian universities of applied sciences have to
be given the task of performing research and development
related to specific applications as a new assignment. In order
to maintain differentiation between the two types of higher
education institutions, application-oriented teaching should
remain the primary task of the UAS [8].

to the entire higher education sector and the research sector is
shown below by type of higher education institution in figure
1 [13].
Figure 1. Importance of digitalisation at German higher education institutions
by type of institution and sector. All data in percent. (Source: [13])

University total | Research sector

Developments in recent decades show an increasing
convergence between the two higher education systems in
Germany. Higher education research is being increasingly
expanded at the UAS. Thus, it is catching up more and
more with university research. This paper analyses and
highlights the existing elementary differences in higher
education research between universities and universities of
applied sciences in Germany. To illustrate those differences,
the following categories have been analysed and compared
between UAS and universities: the research output, the study
focus, the financial and human ressources as well as the level
of digitalization as an indicator for a modern research structure.
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A. Digitalisation
Currently, the structural change towards an information and
knowledge society shapes all parts of society [9]. Digitalisation
is an elementary tool that guarantees this conversion. This
change also effects higher education research. Digitalisation
creates new forms of gaining knowledge in science. Moreover,
digital knowledge transfer promotes and opens up new areas
of research. In addition, digitalisation also establishes a
platform for the global transfer of knowledge and information
[10]. Digitalisation is very important because it provides
a contemporary and modern form of interdisciplinary and
resource-efficient research. This enables higher education
institutions to respond more quickly in case of new challenges
and changes in the fast-moving field of research. Also, it
permits them to act in a more fact-based way. Digitalisation
of German higher education institutions is progressing very
slowly compared to other countries. Particularly bureaucratic
and complex processes lead to a protracted implementation
of digitalisation in Germany. Further, there is a persistently
sceptical and pessimistic attitude among higher education
staff towards digitalisation at institutions in Germany. This
development is primarily due to the technically premature and
conceptually immature implementation of projects in the past
[11]. The digitalisation of research at German higher education
institutions, therefore, has a certain “shadowy existence“ among
a great number of employees [12]. Nevertheless, according
to a study, digitalisation has a high priority among higher
education leaders in Germany. In a comparison between the
two higher education systems, digitalisation is given a slightly
higher priority at universities than at UAS. The research sector
shows a significantly higher difference between the two systems.
While 48.8 % of the universities surveyed assign a very high
priority to digitalisation, the rate at the university of applied
sciences is merely 29.4 %. The complete breakdown according

7
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1 very low priority

Moreover, this development is evident in the implementation
of digitalisation at higher education institutions. While the
surveyed university administrations of universities assessed the
status of digitalisation at their institution with 29.5 % as high
or very high in the areas of study & teaching, research, and
administration, the rate at UAS is merely 14.3 % [13]. The
large difference in the implementation of digitalisation between
universities and universities of applied sciences in the research
sector becomes apparent in figure 2.
Figure 2. Status of digitalisation in the research sector by type of higher
education institution. All data in percent. (Source: [13])
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The status of digitalisation is rated as high or very landscape were conceived from a university perspective. These
high by 54.5 % of university managers in the research include the listing of publications in international databases,
sector at universities. In comparison, only 16.3 % of the the amount of third-party funding acquired or the number of
executives at the UAS surveyed assessed the status at their doctorates. The UAS lack uniform standards for indicators
research institution as high. It is particularly striking that no in the area of applied research. Therefore, a comparison of
management at the UAS evaluates the implementation of scientific output between UAS is often only subjectively
digitalisation as very high.
measurable [16]. The following table I demonstrates that
Digitalisation in research helps to generate contemporary research output at UAS should not be purely publication-based
processes and to automate tedious administrative steps. Digital as it is usually the case at universities. The table illustrates the
research is divided into core tasks and supporting procedures distribution of scientific publications worldwide by discipline.
for research processes [12]. The supporting processes can be
implemented through Research Data Management (RDM),
Table I
Current Research Information Systems (CRIS), or Virtual
W ORLDWIDE PUBLICATIONS BY DISCIPLINE IN PERCENTAGE TERMS .
Research Environment (VRE), among others. According to
P ERCENTAGES MAY NOT ADD TO 100 % BECAUSE OF ROUNDING .
the study on digitalisation at higher education institutions
(W ITH DATA FROM :[17])
in Germany, research information systems are the most
Discipline
%
Discipline
%
widespread. More than 30.6 % of the higher education
Medical sciences
21.13 Geosciences
5.77
institutions surveyed stated that they had implemented a CRIS.
Engineering
18.49 Social sciences
5.73
In addition, 18.8 % of the participants declared that they
Biological sciences
15.00 Mathematics
2.47
Computer sciences
9.05 Agricultural sciences 2.34
had realized a virtual research environment in their higher
Physics
8.75 Psychology
1.74
education research. Of the respondents, 18.2 % indicated
Chemistry
7.88 Other life sciences
1.17
that they had installed a research data management system at
NOTE: Contributions refer to publications from a selection of peer-reviewed
their institution.The survey also revealed that universities have journals, books, and conference proceedings in science and engineering fields
more IT systems for their research infrastructure than UAS [13]. from Scopus.
B. Research Output
Digitalisation of research forms the basis for higher
education institutions to be able to make a contemporary
assessment of research output. Publications are a significant
factor for the output. Publication management is necessary
to promote the creation and management of scientific
contributions. This can be implemented, for example, through
a digital Current Research Information System. Despite some
possibilities for software-based support of authors, a sobering
result can be observed at higher education institutions in
connection with the use of publication management. There
are a number of tasks associated with this management,
which many authors find organisational and time-consuming.
In many cases, this includes not only the reporting of
bibliographic data, but also clarification with the Open
Access policy of the respective institution [14]. In Germany,
around half of all specialist articles can be accessed via the
higher education institutions’ Open Access standards. Every
second an institution of higher education in Germany has a
corresponding publication strategy. The big difference between
universities and UAS is striking. While more than half of all
German universities have an Open Access strategy (51.3 %),
only 15.8 % of universities of applied sciences have one.
Moreover, it is obvious, that this ratio will continue for the
foreseeable future. Regarding universities, 28.2 % plan to
establish a strategy. This contrasts with 33.3 % of UAS that
want to integrate an Open Access policy into their operations
[15]. In order to be able to measure research output, it is
necessary to define indicators and key figures. It should be
noted that many indicators established in the higher education

When looking at the distribution, it becomes clear that
many subject groups with strong publications are mainly
located at universities. Subject groups with strong publications,
such as medical sciences or biological sciences, are partly not
located at all or only to a very small extent at universities of
applied sciences [17]. The UAS have a higher proportion of
creative and design subject groups than the universities. In
these disciplines, research performance is often marked by
awards and prizes. This confirms that research output differs
between basic and applied research. Purely publication-based
research output cannot take this development into account.
C. Study focus
Since the area of study & teaching is firmly coupled with
the area of research, some indicators from this area also
allow conclusions to be drawn about the research mode. A
strong application-oriented research is evident at the UAS. The
research mode at universities is more oriented towards basic
research [18]. This different orientation with regard to research
disciplines between universities and universities of applied
sciences is reflected, among other things, in the distribution of
students by course of study [19].
In the following table II, the subject groups and the respective
number of enrolled students are broken down by type of
higher education institution. It is remarkable that especially
in the subject groups with a very high proportion of basic
research, such as Mathematics & Natural Sciences, Humanities
and Human Medicine & Health Sciences, significantly more
students are enrolled in universities than at UAS. In contrast, in
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By contrast, only an average value is available for the
universities of applied sciences, which was determined by
the ministry through several expert interviews. A comparison
between the two higher education systems clearly demonstrates
Subject group
Uni
UAS
that the coefficient at the universities with a range of 29.2 %
Humanities
311.306
8.952
to 44.2 % is significantly higher than the average value at
Sport
26.735
1.285
the UAS with 15.0 %. The R&D coefficient can also be
Law, Economics and Social Sciences
561.095
460.863
Mathematics, Natural Sciences
295.156
20.776
used to reach a conclusion about the basic equipment in
Human Medicine, Health Sciences
127.446
58.258
the research and development sector. Since the coefficient is
Agricultural, Forestry, Food Sciences
significantly higher at universities than at UAS, it is much
and Veterinary Medicine
38.125
24.530
Engineering
356.372
416.813
easier for universities to provide an improved equipment
Arts, Arts Sciences
29.504
31.105
infrastructure for research. The infrastructure includes, among
other things, research buildings but also large-scale equipment.
The equipment is mainly financed through subsidies from the
the application-oriented research area of Engineering, conspic- university sponsor or through third-party funding within the
uously more students are enrolled at UAS than at universities. framework of cooperations. It is apparent that many of the
This confirms that the orientation of universities is more geared University of Applied Sciences’ cooperation partners tend to
towards subject groups with strong basic research as UAS are be regionally anchored and more often belong to the group of
increasingly home to degree programmes with applied research. small and medium-sized enterprises. As a result, the size of the
The study quality monitor of the Federal Ministry of projects and the financial strength of the cooperation partners
Education and Research demonstrates in a study how many are often significantly smaller than the cooperations of the
students are connected with research. In this regard, the universities, most of which cooperate with large, supraregional,
ministry determined in a survey that almost one in two and international companies [18]. The distribution of research
students can be provided with research-related courses at funding with companies for 2018 is as described below,
universities. However, the study also shows that only 16 % of according to a report by the Federal Statistical Office from
universities and only 11 % of UAS provide students with very 2020. According to this, universities receive around 90.1 % of
intensive research-related study opportunities. It is particularly all funding, while universities of applied sciences receive only
apparent that research-related offers are mostly integrated 9.9 % of cooperation funding from companies [21].
into Master’s degree programmes. In the Bachelor’s and state The difference in financial resources between the types of
exam’s degree programmes, the research-related offerings are higher education institutions becomes particularly apparent
when one looks at the third-party funding per professor. Figure
very low [20].
3 shows the third-party funding income by type of higher
education institution. It becomes obvious that the acquisition
of third-party funding per professor is significantly higher at
D. Financial resources
the universities than at the UAS.
In order to be able to better compare research and development expenditure between universities, the Federal Ministry of Figure 3. Third-party funding per professor by type of higher education
Research and Education has introduced the “R&D coefficient“. institution. (Own illustration with data from:[21], [22], [23])
The coefficient indicates how large the share of research
350
326.2
310.4
301.5
299.6
expenditure is in relation to total expenditure [21]. Table III lists
300
the R&D coefficients by type of higher education institution.
250
In the case of universities, more precise data is available for
200
several subject groups.
Financial resources in 1.000 C

Table II
N UMBER OF ENROLLED STUDENTS IN THE WINTER SEMESTER 19/20 IN
G ERMANY BY TYPE OF HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTION AND SUBJECT
GROUPS . ( WITH DATA FROM : [19])

Table III

R&D- COEFFICIENT IN 2018 ACCORDING TO TYPE OF HIGHER EDUCATION
INSTITUTION AND SUBJECT GROUP. ( WITH DATA FROM : [21])
Subject group
Universities
- Humanities,Arts, Arts Science, Sport
- Law, economics and social sciences
- Mathematics, Natural Sciences
- Agricultural, Forestry and Nutritional Sciences
- Engineering sciences
Universities of Applied Sciences
- Average

150
100
32.6

50

36.3

33.5

32

Uni
UAS

R&D-coefficient
29,2%
36,0%
44,2%
36,8%
39,5%
15,0%

201

5

6

201

201

7

201

8

Taking into account the different staff structures at the two
higher education systems, the difference is partly relativised.
The universities are able to raise significantly more third-party
funding than the UAS because the professors have significantly
more academic staff to support them [18].
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E. Human resources
In order to achieve a good reputation in research, it is
important to have well educated and sufficient scientific staff
at the research institution. Considering the scientific personnel
structure as a total in Table IV, it is evident how great the
differences are between universities and universities of applied
sciences.
Table IV
N UMBER OF EMPLOYEES IN STAFF GROUPS BY TYPE OF HIGHER
EDUCATION INSTITUTION . ( WITH DATA FROM : [24])
Occupational group
Full-time professors
Scientific and artistic staff

Uni
24.683
298.306

UAS
20.035
101.013

The number of professors is higher at universities than at
the UAS. Taking into account the number of higher education
institutions with 108 universities and 211 universities of
applied sciences for the winter semester 2020/2021, it is
obvious that there are significantly more professors available at
universities on average than at universities of applied sciences.
From this, it can be deduced that on average 229 professors
are employed per university, while at the UAS there are only
95 professors per institution [24].
Furthermore, universities are not only entitled to more
professors, but they also have more working time to devote
to research. While on average most professors at universities
have to teach eight semester hours per week, many UAS
professors have up to 18 semester hours per week. The
regulation of teaching duties is determined by the individual
laws of the federal states [25], [26]. Moreover, there are also
great differences in the employment relationships of academic
staff. Student assistants are neglected in the statistics. For
each university professor, there are on average twelve research
assistants. At universities of applied sciences, there are only
five research assistants for every professorial position [24]. In
the process, the research assistants carry out many elementary
supporting activities in research. Among others, that includes
the preparation and collaboration in research projects and
research institutions of the higher education institutions, but
also the preparation of publications [27]. Besides other issues,
the large difference in the number of academic staff is due
to the right to award doctorates in the respective state higher
education laws. Most of the higher education laws stipulate
that only universities have full doctoral rights. At most UAS
in Germany, therefore, only a cooperative doctoral procedure
together with a university is possible. Only the state higher
education laws in the states of Hesse and Saxony-Anhalt
temporarily allow universities of applied sciences to already
exercise the right to award doctorates under certain conditions.
Some federal states see good opportunities to further expand
research at universities of applied sciences by establishing the
right to award doctorates [28].
Recently, this is demonstrated by the plans to amend the State
University Act in Bavaria. In this way, research-strong areas
of the UAS have to receive the right to award doctorates

temporarily from the State Ministry in order to be able
to expand research activities at the universities of applied
sciences in the long term [8].
II. C ONCLUSION
Over the last few years the expansion of higher education
research at universities of applied sciences in Germany
has been progressing steadily. This study confirms that
German universities of applied sciences are more focused on
application-oriented research and the universities are more
geared towards basic research. Despite the expansion of
research activities at the UAS, there are still major differences
between the two systems in terms of their research structure.
Digitalisation in the research sector at universities is better
advanced than at universities of applied sciences. The UAS has
to act urgently on this issue in order not to loose touch with
other research institutions, nationally as well as internationally.
In terms of research output, UAS need to collect data more
systematically in order to measure and compare their research
performance. In addition, corresponding UAS-specific key
figures should be more effectively taken into account in
the “Kerndatensatz Forschung“. Especially large differences
in research occur between the two systems in terms of
financial and human resources. The responsible bodies of
higher education institutions must ensure that the research
infrastructure at the universities of applied sciences is better
developed and more extensively financed. This might lead to
a significant improvement in the R&D coefficient at UAS as
well. Another fundamental issue is the expansion of academic
staff at the UAS and the comprehensive introduction of the
right to award doctorates in research-intensive disciplines. In
addition, more research professorships should be promoted.
Alternatively, professors at UAS should be relieved of their
teaching load, which is very high compared to universities.
This would enable professors to do more research.
High quality of application-oriented research at the universities
of applied sciences can only be guaranteed in the long
term if better financial and personnel resources are ensured
by the responsible bodies of higher education institutions.
Nevertheless, it is obvious that despite great differences, UAS
can already offer some profitable unique selling points in
applied research. The facilities and institutes at the universities
of applied sciences are significantly smaller than at universities.
This makes them much more agile and flexible regarding
their focus on new areas of research. In addition, research
at UAS can be conducted more cost-effectively, which is
particularly interesting in cooperation with start-up companies.
These companies benefit particularly from the industry- and
practice-oriented research direction of the universities of
applied sciences.
The UAS have great potential to optimise their research
structures. Especially in the area of digitalisation, there are
many internal and external advantages for the UAS. In the
internal administrative area of higher education research,
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digitalisation can contribute to a significant increase in
efficiency with regard to the cost and personnel structure. By
contrast, in the external area, digital systems can improve the
visibility of research output to the outside world and ensure a
transparent presentation of research activities to the public.
The special feature of digitalisation in the structures of higher
education research is that the respective management of the
UAS can specifically influence the degree of digitalisation. In
this context, the UAS are politically more independent than in
the other structural areas of higher education research.
In summary, the expansion of research at the universities of
applied sciences is a profitable success for the entire higher
education landscape in Germany. It enables universities to
concentrate fully on basic research. In contrast, the universities
of applied sciences can completely serve applied research.
Higher education institutions in Germany are administered by
the federal states, therefore more detailed research should be
conducted at the federal state level in the future. As a result, it
would be possible to show the respective structural differences
in higher education research in even greater detail.
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Abstract—The paper presents a progress report of the ongoing
research project “use of digital assistance systems in production”.
This project is made in cooperation with the company MTU Aero
Engines AG. The structure of the research project is divided
into three subsequent theses. The first one covers the state of
technology and differentiation of digital assistance systems. The
second thesis focuses on the selection of digital assistance devices
depending on a use case. Therefore, the norm DIN EN ISO 9241210 is used as a guideline. In the third thesis the implementation
and resulting experiences will be discussed. With these three
topics ‘state of technology’, ‘selection’ and ‘implementation’
the skeletal structure of a promising usage of digital assistance
systems is made. The aim of this research project is to create
a structured process model for the implementation of digital
assistance systems that fits to different use cases and companies.
In this paper, the classification of digital assistance systems is
discussed. Furthermore, the approach of selecting an assistance
device is mentioned briefly.

to use computer based information, additionally. They can be
differentiated into physical, sensorial and cognitive assistance
systems (cf. Fig. 1). Furthermore, sensorial and cognitive
assistance devices subclassify into optical, acoustic, haptic and
other systems.

I. I NTRODUCTION

- Physical assistance systems are used to support demanding physical work. They often enable an improvement
of ergonomics at the working place. Furthermore, they
can be a support for physically decreasing capabilities
or a step to prevent injury. The assistance systems can
support by force or speed, for example at the installation
working place. [3]
These digital assistance systems will not be discussed any
further in this research project.
- Sensorial assistance systems are particularly suitable for
employees with limited functionality of the sensory organs or with age-related weaknesses [3]. Another application can be the use for measurements and collection of
data. Therewith, processes can be optimized.
- Cognitive assistance systems offer selective support with
real time and process-orientated information [3]. The systems can be differentiated into helping systems, instruction systems an tutorial systems. Thereby, the differences
are the level of support and the field of application. [4]
The differentiation between optical, acoustic, haptic and other
assistance systems is the variation of information output. The
optical assistance devices show visual information like texts or
pictures. The acoustic ones have an output of auditory signals
and tones. The haptic systems transmit the information by
vibration. At last, there are the other assistance systems which
do not have a defined optical, acoustic or haptic information
output. [5] [6] [7] [8]

Since the 18th century there have been three big industrial
revolutions. The steam engine by James Watt was the first one,
followed by the assembly line from Henry Ford and thirdly, the
electronic data processing. Today’s revolution is characterised
by the digitalization of processes and Industry 4.0. [1] Industry
4.0 stands for a production that is no longer statically automated but instead intelligent. Companies worldwide are faced
with that topic. They have to rethink their manufacturing and
development processes. A part of the digitalization are digital
assistance systems. In production, they can be used to support
the worker in complex situations. The aim of the systems is
to counteract the increasing complexity, skill short-age and
higher quality standards. Many companies find it challenging
to allocate the right amount of time and resources for the
implementation of digital assistance systems. The cost factor
and the lack of experience is a barrier to them. Especially
medium-sized companies have a problem to get an overview
of all different assistance technologies. [2]
The aim of this research project is to simplify the decision of
an assistance system by the classification of the different technologies and a structured procedure model for the selection.
II. S TATE OF TECHNOLOGY
A. Classification of digital assistance systems
Assistance systems in general are devices which support
the user in his operations. Digital assistance systems are able

Figure 1. Differentiation of digital assistance systems.
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B. Digital assistance devices
There are numerous different opportunities of digital assistance systems to support the worker in production. The
devices can be differentiated according to their provision of
information. As mentioned in the previous chapter, there are
four different categories of information output.
- As a first category, there are devices that present the
information on a display or in the view field of the user.
These devices are classified as optical assistance systems.
Examples are tablets, smartwatches or computer monitors. They are used for presenting process documents and
drawings or instruction sheets. Furthermore, smart glasses
for virtual or augmented reality are optical systems, too.
They can be used exemplary for generating a virtual
world. This is a method that is mostly used for trainings
and for the product development.
- Secondly, there are acoustic assistance devices such as
headphones and headsets. These systems are beneficial
for communication and service operations. The user
wears the headphones and can pursue his work without
movement restrictions.
- The third category are the haptic assistance devices. They
are limited to the information output by vibration. Often,
this technology is used like a feedback module to give
brief directions to the user. Examples are sensor bracelets
or gloves for collection data or identification processes.
These devices give a feedback if the task was not executed
correctly.
- At last, the other assistance devices usually do not have an
information output. They can be used for processes that
do not need a feedback signal for the user. Exemplary
processes are collecting data or identification. Devices
can be RFID tools for identification or smart clothes
to control the healthiness of the wearer. Furthermore, a
movement sensor can be used to improve ergonomics by
analysing the data.

environment must be clarified. This is necessary to uncover
deficiencies, problems or limitations of the process. A detailed
specification of the usage context is the base for a detailed list
of requirements. [4] [9]
B. Define usage requirements
After the recorded usage context, the usage requirements
can be identified. Several requirements can be derived from
the usage context and the environmental conditions directly.
Furthermore, ergonomics and norms are included in this
step. The existing interfaces at the company and internal or
costumer-related guidelines have to be considered. Likewise,
safety rules have to be abided. Furthermore, in this step, the
usability requirements and goals are defined which should be
achieved by the assistance system. At last, the organizational
requirements of a process have to be identified. Those can be
cycle times or provided user qualifications. [9]
With this information, a structured list of requirements can be
developed that fits to the specific application of an assistance
system.
C. Solution design
The third step is the selection of a digital assistance device
that fits best to the pre-defined requirements. The solutions
can base on different creative ideas and former experiences
or knowledge. The ideas should be developed for each application individually. [9] The solution process is divided into
three consecutive steps. The aim is to compare the specific
requirements of an application with the capabilities of the
assistance devices. This should follow along a structured and
methodical approach. [10] The subsequent steps are:
1. Creating ideas for the realization of the requirements
2. Comparing the ideas with the capabilities of digital
assistance devices
3. Including norms and guidelines

Based on the norm DIN EN ISO 9241-210, a procedure
model is developed as a part of the research project. The
model enables a structured approach of selecting a digital
assistance system depending on an application. It consists of
four subsequent steps.
1. Analyse current state
2. Define usage requirements
3. Solution design
4. System implementation and evaluation
The procedure model consists of continuous improvement to
get the best fitting assistance device.

At first, ideas should be developed how to realize the
requirements with a digital device. Thereby the functions and
possibilities of the different technologies have to be regarded.
[9] An example could be that the system has to present
information visually in form of texts and pictures. That
would be the requirement. Ideas to realize this is a display
or a projection unit. That means for the following step,
the assistance device should have one of these technologies
integrated. This is just one example covering the information
output. Other requirements depend on the information input,
the energy supply or the investment costs. Not to forget are
wireless and tethered data transfers that also belong to the
information input and output. In this way, every pre-defined
requirement should be related to a technology that realizes it.

A. Analyse current state
The first step is to analyze the current process and usage context which should be improved by the new system.
Thereby, the user and its attributes should be defined. Moreover, the objectives and tasks of the user and the process

Secondly, the ideas have to be compared to the capabilities
of the assistance devices. The aim of this step is to select the
most suitable assistance system to the application. For that
reason, different assistance devices have to be analysed. This
can be done with a capability model. Fig. 2 shows a structured

III. A PPROACH OF SELECTING A DIGITAL ASSISTANCE
SYSTEM
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approach of analysing the assistance devices. The devices
are described by their technology and components. Every
device consists of different components which use different
technologies. These technologies enable the capabilities of
the system that are demanded for the application. [10]

Figure 2. Approach of analysing digital assistance systems. Based on [10].

For this method of analyzing the assistance devices, a
structured separation of components and technologies is
necessary. Components are always physical objects like
displays, microphones or Bluetooth transmitter. The related
technologies are for example the information input or output.
[10]
The relation between technology and capabilities is
multifaceted. One technology area can have several different
capabilities. The assignment of technologies and capabilities
can be identified with a matrix. [10] An exemplary matrix is
shown in Fig. 3. In the first line is the technology ’information
output’ listed as an example for the different technologies that
are possible. At the second line are the related components
mentioned which use the different technologies. Furthermore,
at the left side are the resulting capabilities listed. With that
structure it is easy to specify the different digital assistance
systems and compare them to the implementation possibilities
from the first point.
The continuation of the previous example is marked
with crosshatching (cf. Fig. 3). The requirement was an
information output in form of texts and pictures. As an
exemplary assistance system the capabilities of a tablet are
marked with small cross. The overlap of the requirements
and capabilities can be compiled by the display of the tablet.
The third step is to include guidelines and norms. Especially
internal guidelines or costumer given requirements have
to be considered. An example would be the data transfer.
Sometimes it is not possible to transmit the information
wirelessly due to safety reasons. In that case it must be
guaranteed that the data transfer is tethered. Also important
are guidelines about the duration of use.
When all norms and requirements are regarded, a final
assistance device can be chosen. For a structured selection
of one system, an evaluation matrix can be consulted.
Furthermore, to get a first impression of the assistance
devices, prototypes can be modelled. Possible are different

Figure 3. Exemplary matrix of a capability model. Based on [10]

types of prototypes. For a haptic impression, the models can
be created out of paperboard. For a handling impression, a
simplified software solution achieves good results. [4]
D. System implementation and evaluation
After the selection of a digital assistance device, it can be
implemented and evaluated. The first step should consist of
testing prototypes. This can be carried out in a differentiated
development laboratory or in a small number of working
places at the real usage environment. At this stage, the
usability can be tested at a manageable dimension and final
problems can be easily detected and resolved. [4]
After successful prototyping, the system can be implemented
in production. Otherwise, further improvement has to be
achieved to eliminate the issues. The procedure of selecting a
digital assistance system aims at continuous improvement to
steadily meet a greater goal.
IV. F UTURE APPLICATIONS OF DIGITAL ASSISTANCE
SYSTEMS

There are many prospective challenges and chances with
digital assistance systems. Companies worldwide are working
on the integration of assistance devices to support the daily
work of their employees. Topics like health and ergonomics
can be optimized with digital sensors. Two other important
applications are the qualification and the conservation of
knowledge.
The training of the worker is an omnipresent topic. Thereby,
digital assistance systems support with virtual settings or in a
playful manner. Especially for practicing dangerous situations,
virtual reality enables a safe environment. Furthermore, it is
possible to train on virtual machines without needing access
to the actual machine. That saves costs, time and materials.
Besides, the conservation of knowledge is another important
application. The knowledge of the personnel is one of the
most important resources of a company. There will always be
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a fraction of employees that will leave for retirement or other
reasons. If the knowledge and experience of these people is
not documented, it will be lost. Thereby, digital assistance
systems can support the documentation and the safeguarding
generation.
V. C ONCLUSION
Nowadays, digitalization is a big topic for various companies worldwide. Some of them do already use digital systems like assistance devices and achieve great success with
them. They facilitate the daily work routine and minimize
mistakes. Additionally, a lot more projects are already planned
to optimize the process. On the other side, there are companies, especially medium-sized ones, which have problems
implementing such devices into their production [2]. There are
several challenges, like the different environmental conditions
and individual applications which causes that it is not possible
to have one solution that fits all. The companies have to invest
a lot of resources to implement digital assistance systems.
The aim of this research project is to create a guideline for
implementing digital assistance systems. The classification of
the different assistance systems and the procedure model are
the main aspects to simplifying and structure the selection of
a digital assistance system. Moreover, this guideline can be
easily adapted to different companies and conditions.
In the future, topics like education, ergonomics and conservation of knowledge will be important. Different assistance systems have the potential to support with these topics. Thereby,
it is important to choose the best fitting assistance devices to
get the best results.
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Abstract—Dynamical Component Analysis (DyCA) allows the
analysis of multivariate time series. Research results showed that
the DyCA is well suited for signals disturbed with component
noise and low additive noise. However, DyCA is not suited
for signals with additive noise below 40dB. The method called
joint regularized Lp -denoising DyCA or Robust DyCA combines
denoising of the data with the application of DyCA, allowing
the reconstruction of signals with additive noise. In the present
analysis, it is investigated how denoising affects the result of
dimensional reduction. For this analysis, the Rössler attractor,
the Lorenz attractor and the Blue-Sky catastrophe are used. The
signal is perturbed with high additive noise and high additive
and component noise. The performance of dimension reduction
is analyzed based on the generalized eigenvalues, the deviation of
the original signal from the reconstructed signal and the relative
reconstruction error. It is shown that the combination of the two
methods reconstructs the noisy signals better than only using
DyCA.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Dimensionality reduction of multivariate time series are
used for the purpose of extracting the underlying lowdimensional features from a given high-dimensional signal,
which enables a more appropriate representation of the data.
Some of the best-known methods for dimensionality reduction are the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [1] and
the Independence Analysis (ICA) [2] [3], each based on a
statistical model assumption. When examining time series that
follow certain deterministic dynamics, however, the Dynamic
Component Analysis (DyCA) has a more beneficial effect in
preserving important signal features [4] [5] [6].
DyCA is a recent data-driven dimension reduction and subspace detection method for multivariate time series that preserves the underlying dynamics of the data. Assuming that
these dynamics follow a system of m linear and n nonlinear differential equations, where m ≥ n2 is assumed,
DyCA projects the data onto a low-dimensional subspace and
searches for a best-fit solution to the system of differential
equations with respect to the linear differential equations. In
addition to dimensionality reduction, however, an important
task in multivariate signal processing is the removal of Gaussian white noise, which is usually measured unintentionally in
real applications.
In previous work, it has already been shown that DyCA can
be applied well to simulated and noisy data if the data meet
the requirements of DyCA [7]. In order to extend the usability

as well as the efficiency in terms of quality of DyCA in a next
approach, a variational method widely used in image analysis
is implemented in precedence of DyCA by a combination of
data terms, regularisation term and DyCA term and using the
discrete Lp norm [8], the so-called Joint L2 -Denoising [9].
The underlying dynamics improve the signal reconstruction
as well as the calculation of the DyCA components.
In order to investigate if this combination, further called Lp denoising DyCA, is more efficient in terms of quality than
the pure application of DyCA, a modified method from the
previous work by Schell et al. [7] is used in this analysis. For
this purpose, three signals that were used in the previous work
are simulated. In this context, the differential equation system
of one signal fulfils the requirements of DyCA, the Rössler
attractor [10]. The differential equation systems of the other
signals, the Lorenz attractor [11] and the Blue-Sky Catastrophe
[12], do not fulfil the requirements of DyCA.
In order to evaluate the efficiency of the combination of the
DyCA and the Joint L2 -Denoising according to the pure use
of the DyCA, a variation of the mentioned method from Schell
et al. [9] is thus performed in this paper. Therefore, the signals
are perturbed with two different noise variations, additive noise
and a combination of additive noise and component noise, in
a range from 0dB to 50dB. For the evaluation, the eigenvalues
of the DyCA and the calculation of two different error types
for all three signals are analysed.
In the following, the methodology is first explained in more
detail. An overview of the dimension reduction method of
DyCA and Lp -denoising is given. Next, the simulated basic
signals, the Rössler attractor, the Lorenz attractor and the
Blue-Sky catastrophe as well as the noise method are being
presented. This is followed by the presentation of the results
with subsequent discussion and the conclusion.
II. DYNAMICAL C OMPONENT A NALYSIS (DY CA)
The section briefly provides an overview of DyCA, which
is discussed in more detail in [4]. Let q(t) ∈ RN be a
multivariate time series with t = t1 , t2 , . . . , tT , T ≥ N . Under
ideal circumstances, it is assumed, that the signal q(t) can be
decomposed into components
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q(t) =

n
X
i=1

xi (t)wi

(1)
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with linearly independent vectors n ≤ N and wi ∈ RN , whilst
the deterministic amplitudes xi (t) belong to a set of linear (2)
and nonlinear (3) ordinary differential equations (ODE)
ẋi (t) =

n
X

for i = 1, ..., m

ai,k xk (t)

(2)

k=1

ẋi (t) = fi (x1 (t), ..., xn (t))
with m ≥

n
2.

for i = m + 1, ..., n

(3)

This can be transcribed in matrix notation as
Q = W X,

(4)

with Q ∈ RN ×T , W ∈ RN ×n , and X ∈ Rn×T . In
addition, it must be assumed that the data matrix Q and its
time derivative Q̇ are of full rank N . Since the data in practice
often have at least a small amount of noise, the full rank is
usually the case. DyCA aims to calculate a generalised left
inverse W − ∈ Rn/N of W , which results in W − W = In
and
X = W − Q.
(5)
Assuming linearly independent vectors wi leads to the fact that
>
−
the lines {u>
are also linearly independent.
1 , ..., un } of W
Therefore, the amplitudes xi (t) can be calculated by the scalar
product
>
xi (t) = u>
(6)
i q(t) = q(t) ui
with time derivative ẋi (t) = q̇(t)> ui . DyCA estimates these
vectors ui first and then approximates the corresponding
modes
wi in a further step. Herefore one can define vi :=
Pn
a
k=1 i,k uk for i = 1, ..., m and write (2) as follows:
q̇(t)> ui =

n
X

ai,k q(t)> uk = q(t)> vi

(7)

k=1

In order to obtain the estimations for the vectors ui , vi , the
error functions
PT
1
>
>
2
j=1 kq̇(tj ) ui − q(tj ) vi k
T
(8)
D(ui , vi ) :=
P
T
1
>
2
j=1 kq̇(tj ) ui k
T

were defined and the approximation vectors u
ei , vei ,
i = 1, ..., m
as
solutions
to
the
least
squares
problem
Pm
arg minui ,vi i=1 D(ui , vi ) were calculated under the assumption that u1 , ..., um are linearly independent. According
to some basic calculations which can be found in [4] and
defining C0 := T1 QQ> , C1 := T1 Q̇Q> , and C2 := T1 Q̇Q̇> ,
(7) reduces to the solution of a generalized eigenvalue problem
C1 C0−1 C1> u = λC2 u
C0−1 C1> u
ei

f = 1 QX
e > C −1 with C e = 1 X
eX
e > . Altogether, the
as W
e
X
T
T
X
complete DyCA algorithm is available in [4]. By taking a
closer look at the equation (2) here, one could notice that
applying a linear transformation to the linear part of the ODE
system has the effect of keeping the structure of the data
invariant. As a consequence, this degree of freedom leads to
ambiguity in the choice of estimates for the matrix W and
the amplitudes xi (t), resulting in rotated DyCA trajectories
compared to the original data.

(9)

III. J OINT S IGNAL D ENOISING AND DIMENSIONALITY
REDUCTION MODEL

In the following section, the method of joint regularized
Lp -denoising DyCA [9] will briefly discussed. It is assumed
that random additive noise n(t) is added to the original signal
qorg
q(t) = qorg (t) + n(t).
(11)
Since currently the application of DyCA to signals with high
additive noise is not successful, a variational minimization
problem of the general form is used for noise reduction.
q̂org , u
e, ve = arg min D(qorg , q)
qorg ,u,v

Thereby the data term D(qorg , q)
D(qorg , q) =

min

D(ui , vi ) = 1 − λi

1
kqorg − qkpp ,
p

(13)

with p = 1, 2 links the measured data q with qorg . Here
k · kp denotes the Lp Norm. While the data term D(qorg , q)
describes the deviation of qorg from the initial data set q, the
regularization term R(qorg )

1
k∆qorg krr ,
(14)
r
with r = 1, 2 offers the possibility to prioritize desired signal
properties. The terms are weighted by the regularization parameter β and γ. In addition, the DyCA minimization problem
is taken into account by the DyCA data term S(qorg , u, v)
R(qorg ) =

1 >
>
kq̇ u − qorg
vk22 ,
(15)
2 org
where u and v are the projection vectors that provide a suitable
approximation of the signal.
The alternating minimization approach leads to one iteration
k+1
statement for qorg
and one for uk+1 , v k+1 .

with vei =
for the corresponding eigenvectors u
ei .
Thus, for the generalised eigenvalues λi obtaining
ui ,vi ∈ RN

(12)

+ βR(qorg ) + γS(qorg , u, v)

(10)

i.e. the linear approximation of (7) is suitable well for
λi ≈ 1. Consider a minimal subset of vectors u
ei , vei such that
f−
n
e = dim({e
u1 , ..., u
em
e1 , ..., vem
e,v
e }) then gives an estimate W
−
f
for the matrix W . An estimate W of W can be calculated
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S(qorg , u, v) =

q

k+1

T
1 X1
= arg min
kq(tj ) − s(tj )k22
T
2
q
j=1

(16)

β
γ
+ k∂t q(tj )k22 + k(uk )> ∂t q(tj ) − (v k )> q(tj )k22
2
2
uk+1 , v k+1 = arg min
u,v
> k+1

−v q

(tj )k22

T
γ X > k+1
ku ∂t q
(tj )
2T j=1

(17)
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k+1
The Chambolle-Pock algorithm [13] is used to solve qorg
k+1
k+1
and the standard DyCA method is used for u
,v
.

IV. A PPLICATION AND RESULTS
Previous research results have already demonstrated the
successful application of DyCA to simulated and real data.
Thereby simulated data such as the Rössler attractor as well as
real electroencephalographic (EEG) data, electrocardiographic
(ECG) data and motion data were considered [5] [6] [4].
However, limitations of DyCA could also be identified in a
past research work [7]. It showed that DyCA is not suited for
signals with additive noise below 40dB. Based on this, it will
be investigated how denoising affects the result of dimensional
reduction.
Our aim in this work is to systematically investigate the applicability of joint regularized Lp -denoising DyCA examining its
performance on three different simulated signals qorg (t) and
noise d(t)
q(t) = qorg (t) + d(t),
(18)
whereby d(t) corresponds to a combination of additive noise
n(t) and component noise nc (t)
d(t) = nc (t) + n(t) =

p
X

ξj (t)ψj + n(t).

(19)

j=1

It is specified that the underlying components wi are simulated
randomly with N = 20 and are linearly independent of each
other. Furthermore, disturbances due to component noise nc (t)
and additive noise n(t) are simulated. In addition to wi , the
time-dependent amplitudes ξj (t) and the components ψj are
also chosen randomly with ψj linearly independent to the
components wi . The number of added noise components p
is chosen as large as possible with p = N − 3. First, the
additive noise is varied from 0dB to 50dB in 5dB steps. Then
the component noise is added to the additive noise. For this,
both noise components are set simultaneously from 0dB to
50dB in 5dB steps.
The models chosen for analysis consist of three differential
equations, each differing in the number of linear and non-linear
differential equations. The systems are integrated numerically
using a Runge-Kutta(4,5) method. The signals selected for
analysis are the Rössler attractor [10], the Lorenz attractor
[11] and the Blue-Sky catastrophe [12].
For each variation, we perform 10 runs and then the mean
values of the different parameters are calculated. Thereby the
parameters are plotted analogously to the method described in
[7], where they were plotted as a function of the different noise
variations. Plotted alongside the first three eigenvalues λi are
the results of 1 − η as well as the data calculated from 1 − .
Whereby the parameter  describes an error function which
investigates the reconstruction performance by representing
the deviation of the original model from the reconstructed
signal
Pñ
hkq0 (t) − i=1 x
ei (t)w
ei k2 i
.
(20)
(e
xi , w
ei ) =
hkq0 (t)k2 i

by

Through minimisation of a least squares error η, described

Pñ
hkq(t) − i=1 x
ei (t)wi k2 i
η(wi ) =
,
(21)
hkq(t)k2 i
the estimation of the accuracy of the DyCA components w
ei
is done.
Furthermore, m = 2 and n
e = dim(span{e
u1 , u
e2 , ve1 , ve2 }) =
3 are assumed for all cases examined. For a better comparison,
we further included the reconstruction results of the two
f − = (e
f− =
different projection matrices W
u1 , u
e2 , ve1 )> and W
1
2
>
(e
u1 , u
e2 , ve2 ) which can be used. For a better differentiation,
the error functions η and  with their corresponding indices 1
and 2 were included accordingly: η1 , η2 , 1 and 2 .
Regarding the method of joint regularized Lp -denoising
DyCA, different parameters can be set. The regularization
parameters β and γ can be varied, as well as the Lebesgue
norms p and r of the data and regularization terms. In addition,
the step sizes τ and σ, resulting from solving the minimization
problem with the Chambolle-Pock algorithm can be modified.
It is always assumed that τ = σ. The implemented algorithm
also provides the possibility to set the number of iteration
steps, which we always set to three. Furthermore, if known,
the number of eigenvalues close to one can be set via the
parameter N umEV . Alternatively, if the number of linear
components of the ODE system is unknown or the system
has no linear components, N umEV is set to zero and the
threshold parameter α has to be defined instead. In this case,
all eigenvalues λi > α are considered to be close enough to
one and therefore the associated vectors ui and vi are taken
along.
The respective settings for the different signals are identified
as suitable parameters in preliminary tests. For the analysis,
the parameters p and r are set to two and γ is set to one. In
addition, a step size of 0.0004 is chosen for τ .
A. Rössler attractor
The Rössler attractor [10] is described by the following
differential equation system:
ẋ1 = −(x2 + x3 )
ẋ2 = x1 + ax2

ẋ3 = b + (x1 − c)x3

(22)

with a = 0.15, b = 0.2 and c = 10. In the case of this
simulated signal, two linear and one non-linear differential
equation is included. For this reason, the requirement m ≥ n2
is met. Therefore, the value two is selected for N umEV and
0.015 is used for β. The corresponding trajectory in phase
space is shown in figure 1. Figure 2 summarizes the results of
performance of the variation of the different noise components.
In the case of additive noise, the linear components of the
system could be correctly detected over the entire variation of
the noise component (two generalized eigenvalues, λ1 and λ2
close to one, hidden by the green and red lines). Moreover
a good signal reconstruction is achieved since the parameters
1 − η1 , 1 − η2 , 1 − 1 and 1 − 2 have the same course close
to one. Both projection matrices seem to be suitable as well.
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Figure 1. Trajectory of the Rössler attractor

Figure 3. Trajectory of the Lorenz attractor

Figure 2. Rössler attractor – variation of noise components

Figure 4. Lorenz attractor – variation of noise components

B. Lorenz attractor
For the simulation of the Lorenz attractor [11] the following
differential equation system which contains only one linear differential equation, is thereby used and results in the trajectory
shown in figure 3.
ẋ1 = δ(x2 − x1 )

ẋ2 = x1 (θ − x3 ) − x2

(23)

reconstruction with W2− , the graphs 1 − η2 and 1 − 2 are in
a rather low range up to 35dB and at 50dB they are close to
one.
C. Blue-Sky catastrophe
The Blue-Sky catastrophe [12] is governed by the following
ODE system:
ẋ1 = x1 (2 + µ − 10(x21 + x22 )) + x23 + x22 + 2x2

ẋ3 = x1 x2 − ιx3

Consequently, the value one
with δ = 10, θ = 28, ι =
is chosen for N umEV and 0.01 is used for β. Figure 4
summarizes the results of the different noise variations tested
on the Lorenz attractor. The variation of the noise component
shows that the first eigenvalue is close to one for noise levels
greater 20dB. Above this signal to noise ratio, the linear
component of the system is detected successfully. When we
use projection matrix W1− , 1 − η1 and 1 − 1 are near to
one from 0dB to 35dB. Afterwards, there is a dip before the
graph again has a value above 0.8 at 50dB. In the case of

ẋ2 = −x33 − (1 + x2 )(x23 + x22 + 2x2 ) − 4x1 + µx2

8
3.

ẋ3 = (1 +

x2 )x23

+

x21

− κ,

(24)

with κ = 0.0357 and µ = 0.456. Since the ODE system does
not have any linear differential equation, N umEV was set to
zero and α is defined by a threshold value of 0.292. Note that
the threshold is very low and actually not close to one. Tests
show that it is still working in practice, even if the threshold is
actually rather unsuitable. The parameter β is set to 0.015. The
corresponding trajectory in phase space is shown in figure 5.
Figure 6 shows the results for the noise variation in case of
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is set low enough to still find eigenvalues above this threshold.
Note that in consequence, in the course of the iterations the
calculated values are increasingly linearised as they are fitted
more and more to a system of linear ODE. In principle, this
is what the algorithm is intended to do to find an estimation
for the linear and finally the nonlinear ODE. Nevertheless,
for the Blue-Sky catastrophe as well as for other types of
data that do not meet the requirements for DyCA, some kind
of forced linearisation occurs. This is due to the fact that the
algorithm does not know that the threshold α is poorly chosen
and hence, adapts the values more and more to linear ODE that
do not actually exist. Therefore, we cannot make any statement
about the successful detection of the linear parts of the system.
Even though the analysed eigenvalues are not representative
for the Blue-Sky catastrophe, the Robust DyCA still works in
practice. We assume that the ODE system of Blue-Sky exhibits
some kind of underlying linear features that are captured
well enough by Robust DyCA. One could also conclude that
the ODE system can be sufficiently well approximated by a
combination of linear (and nonlinear) differential equations.
However, this interpretation has to be treated with caution, as
there is no guarantee that this also holds true for other kinds
of data sets, see for example the Lorenz attractor.
Based on the two errors, it was also shown that the DyCA in
combination with the Lp -denoising reconstructed the signals
very effectively in terms of quality. This is also shown by
the comparison with the analysis preceding the paper using
DyCA without Lp -denoising [7]. The reconstruction using the
Lp -denoising DyCA is successful for amplitude noise as well
as for component and amplitude noise in combination.
With regard to the results, the Robust DyCA can now be used
in the further steps for a more effective analysis and reconstruction of different simulated signals. Furthermore, original
signals without a known system of differential equations like
an EEG-Signal could be reconstructed to get to know more
about the possible applications of this method.

Figure 5. Trajectory of the Blue-Sky catastrophe

Figure 6. Blue-Sky catastrophe – variation of noise components

the Blue-Sky catastrophe.
Although no eigenvalue should be close to one, the first eigenvalue λ1 is close to one. The courses of the error functions
show that the reconstruction of the signal was successful from
the beginning. 1 − η1 , 1 − η2 , 1 − 1 and 1 − 2 are close to
one. In case of projection by means of W1− , minimally better
results were shown for 1 − η1 and 1 − 1 since they are closer
to one by up to 20dB. Above 20dB, both projection matrices
seem to be equally suitable.
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V. C ONCLUSION
In case of the Rössler attractor and the Lorenz attractor,
the method analysed the correct number of eigenvalues. For
the Blue-Sky catastrophe, however, all eigenvalues above the
threshold α along with corresponding vectors ui , vi are
chosen for further computations. By definition, the vectors
ui , vi represent the linear part of the ODE system, which
is nonexistent in case of the Blue-Sky catastrophe. Therefore,
the assumptions of DyCA are not fulfilled and the value for α
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Abstract—This paper describes a neural network architecture
for range estimation on infrared images, that is suitable for usage
in an embedded environment. The range triangulation is based
on three network parts, designed for pixel-wise segmentation,
classification and 3D pose estimation of a depicted object. While
orientated on the structure of two-stage detectors, the modules
in this network are more flexibly coupled. This difference allows
easier training and individual optimization of every network
part on its own. It is evaluated against the I.MX 8M Mini
microcontroller and several efficiency benchmarks.

Figure 1. 2D bounding box, which serves as basis for estimated 3D bounding
box. While the 2D bounding box locates the object, the 3D bounding box also
allows spatial pose estimation [5].

I. I NTRODUCTION
The determination of range towards a specific object is an
important piece of information in many areas of application.
Depending on the intended usage, such as autonomous driving
or robot navigation, technical requirements and resources may
vary. While many range estimation methods rely on images
as a data source, machine learning has achieved remarkable
results in the fields of image understanding [1]. However, the
current state of the art networks require high computational
resources, excluding most target devices of everyday life [2].
This paper describes range estimation with a neural network
that is specifically built for environments with resource constraints. It aims for infrared images as a data source to support
most conceivable scenarios, regardless of illuminance and
weather situation. The key challenge is to determine a network
architecture that is lean enough, but yet able to solve the
different subtasks between input image and computed range.
Therefore, a comparable thermal view camera environment is
described as well as the processing pipeline. Every network
part is built dedicated to one single task such as object
segmentation or classification. At last, the range estimation
network is validated against several efficiency benchmarks and
the described embedded environment.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Object detection is a fundamental problem in computer
vision. It becomes even more challenging, if an objects three
dimensional spatial shape should be reconstructed from the
two dimensional image. In order to solve this task, researchers
have developed a broad range of methodical approaches varying in detection granularity and processing complexity.
The Region-based CNN (RCNN) [3] is an important representative of two-stage detectors. In this structure the type and location of an object is predicted in two separate steps: Categoryindependent region proposals are generated from an image,

Figure 2. Annotated car with keypoints from CarFusion data set. Every
keypoint represents a certain position, e.g. right front tire [6].

before object classification and bounding box regression takes
place for each region of interest. Accordingly, the training
of a RCNN is a multistage pipeline where each subnetwork
requires separate training and specific data must be preprocessed for each step [4]. The specialization of network parts
towards one specific subtask is a remarkable milestone in deep
learning[1]. But the modules of the RCNN are still coupled
together very tight and completely rely on the previous output,
thus making development and optimization very complicated
[4]. Further developed versions of the RCNN architecture
show leading results on popular benchmark datasets, but
the structure is computationally expensive and therefore not
suitable for embedded usage [1].
Mousavian et al. [5] propose to locate objects as 3D
bounding boxes from a single image. This can be classified as
a single-stage detector, where the whole prediction is solved
in one unified step. While previous work takes the point of
view into account and requires complicated preprocessing or
synthetic data sampling for training [7], the concept of this
network is a lot simpler: The 3D bounding box is based on
the correspondence between 2D keypoints on the image and
a 3D model of the object. As a prerequisite the 3D bounding
box is assumed to fit tightly into a 2D detection window [5].
Both bounding boxes in figure 1 illustrate this relationship.
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Figure 3. Illustration of the Range Estimation Pipeline (from left to right): Input image, binary map with region proposals, single cropped region proposal,
classification/keypoint regression and range triangulation.

This constraint requires that each side of the 2D bounding box
is touched by at least one corner of the 3D box [5]. This is
clearly a very smart approach because it makes use of a simpel
visual correlation, but the quality of the pose estimation is also
limited: The 3D bounding box does not fit tight to the actual
appearance of an object. No specific context is provided in
relation to the object type or any detailed outline information.
It is rather a 2D bounding box enriched with some depth
information than a complete 3D pose regression.
Keypoints are the most exact form of object segmentation
in the three dimensional space. They provide detailed information about an objects location, pose and context [8].
Different object types may have an individual set of keypoints
associated, where the number of points and relative position
matches an objects general shape. The CarFusion [6] and
ApolloCar3D [8] datasets both provide a large number of
3D car instances. Figure 2 illustrates a car annotated with
keypoints from CarFusion.
III. E MBEDDED E NVIRONMENT
As a versatile usage of the range estimation network is
intended, it must work regardless of the available technical
components. Although machine learning applications in embedded context often rely on server-side processing [9], this
design makes the application dependent from a permanent
network connection and potentially unstable. Therefore, instead of bypassing computation limits, they serve as a target
specification. The range estimation network is designed as a
closed system consisting of a thermal view camera, which
delivers the image stream, and a microprocessor for the
inference of the neural network.
The thermal camera operates in long wave infrared spectrum
(LWIR) at a wavelength of 8 − 14 µm [10]. Images are
generated by a sensor with thermal sensitivity < 60 mK at
a resolution of 320 × 240 pixels and 60 Hz. The image is
processed in grayscale values. The camera is portable and
has a battery capacity of 4.2 Wh with an estimated power
consumption of 1 W/TFLOP [11]. Central processing unit
(CPU) for the image data in the camera is the I.MX 8M
Mini microprocessor [12]. Therefore, it is intended as primary
integration target for the range estimation network. It is
equipped with four Cortex-A53 cores with ARM architecture

at 1.8 Ghz clock rate each. The I.MX 8M Mini is designed
for video processing at 1080p and 60 Hz [11]. An interesting
alternative is the I.MX 8M Plus [13]. Coming from the same
model series it shares many features with the I.MX 8M Mini
such as the described CPU, but it is additionally equipped
with a neural processing unit (NPU). This AI accelerator is
specialized towards the inference of neural networks: NPUs lift
the common separation between computation and data storage.
Their design physically encourages typical computations such
as matrix multiplications or convolutions [13].
IV. R ANGE E STIMATION
The distance to an object is calculated on the basis of a
depicted object whose dimensions are brought into relation
with the focal length of the camera. Therefore, it is necessary
to know where an object is located on the image and what
type it is. Localization in this context means not only position
location but also pose estimation. As objects can be rotated
along the axes, they may visually appear larger and taller
than the real dimensions. Measuring the front width of a car
on basis of figure 1 visualizes this effect. In this approach,
classification is limited to the common types: Car, person,
truck and bike. They give hint on the objects measurements,
which are assumed and serve as reference in the scale of object
to image dimensions.
A. Triangulation Pipeline
As illustrated in detail in figure 3, several tasks are performed to calculate the range: When an image is put into the
pipeline, some category-independent regions of interest (RoI)
are generated first. They highlight everything that appears to
be one of the four target object types. The complete map gets
disassembled into several patches: Every RoI is cut out and
cropped into a standard size of 64 × 64 pixels. Then each
highlighted object undergoes classification and gets annotated
with keypoints. In order to maintain proportions, the position
of the keypoints must be scaled back from the cropped patch
to the original image size. Based on the provided standard
dimensions for each object type and the proportion of the
object in the image, the height and width of the scene can
be calculated. In combination with the focal length of the
camera these measurements allow to triangulate the range
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between camera and depicted object. Along the pipeline the
tasks of region proposal, object classification and keypoint
regression are performed by three different neural networks,
while RoI cropping and range triangulation are computed
without machine learning.
B. Model Architecture
The architecture of the range estimation pipeline is inspired
by two-stage detectors, mainly the RCNN [3]. As described in
the previous section the first neural subnetwork detects regions
of interest on the image. It takes the whole image with a
resolution of 320×240×1 as input. The architecture consists of
several compression blocks, increasing the number of channels
with a constant compression rate of the layer size. They are
followed by the same number of decompression blocks for
linear expansion back to initial layer size, all connected by
multiple residual bypasses. This results in an hourglass shape
with relative high complexity but few parameters. The output
tensor is a binary mask in the size of the input image with pixel
values either [0|1], indicating a negative or positive detection.
The second network classifies the cropped objects. It receives the RoI patch as 64 × 64 × 1 input vector. The first
block consists of several convolutions with linear expansion
rate. It is followed by four identical linear bottleneck modules
in parallel arrangement. These are designed to specialize on
the detection of a single object type. Each one is connected
linear to the previous expansion block and receives the same
tensor output. The activation layer outputs a one hot encoded
array with four values between [0, 1] that can be interpreted
as detection probability for each class.
The third network finally performs keypoint regression on
the same cropped RoI patch as the previous network. While
every object type requires an individual set of keypoints
and thus a separate network, the current proof of concept
is restricted to the class ’car’. It consists of several residual
blocks, followed by regression blocks in linear arrangement
that reduce the number of channels. The output is an array of
twelve pixel coordinates, which identify e.g. the tires.
Although the processing through the subnetworks seems
quite similar to the RCNN, there are remarkable differences
between both models: The RCNN regresses bounding boxes
while the region proposal network performs pixel-wise object
segmentation. The region proposals of RCNN are not the
final localization output and serve as input for the actual
bounding box regression [3], whereas the RoI output for range
estimation is considered to represent ground truth right away.
An interesting property of the range estimation architecture is
that it provides a clear separation between the individual tasks.
In- and output of the subnetworks serve as interface, their
design has a great impact on reusability of the modules and
training difficulty. The network parts in the RCNN widely rely
on detailed features from previous subsections and therefore
they are hard to train and optimize [3]. In contrast, the three
subnetworks are loose coupled and allow individual inference
and training.

Figure 4. Control of the custom callback function over the weights in the
object classification network during the training. For the object type associated
with a region proposal sample the corresponding linear bottleneck is set to
trainable, while weights of other columns are frozen. This forces the active
layers to focus on features of a specific classification.
Table I
T RAINING PARAMETERS OF THE RANGE ESTIMATION SUBNETWORKS .
Neural Network

Data Set

Epochs

Batch Size

Region Proposal

COCO [15]

2.000

16

Object Classification

COCO [15]

2.000

20

Keypoint Regression

CarFusion [6]

10.000

32

C. Training
The training was performed for each subnetwork in separate
with the parameters summarized in table I. Because the tasks
are very divergent, two different data sets were used. According to the outlined architecture, the required training data
could be prepared with low effort. Images were grayscaled
and cropped to imitate region proposal input for classification
and keypoint regression. For all networks dropout and batch
normalization were utilized. During training of the object
classification network a custom callback function was used:
It controls the learning process of dedicated network parts to
ensure specialization of each linear bottleneck column towards
the features of one specific object type [14]. As illustrated in
figure 4 the function dynamically freezes the weights in other
columns, so a linear bottleneck module is trained only with
data of a single classification type. In the validation phase and
for backpropagation all layers are unfrozen again.
V. E VALUATION
The range estimation network is evaluated against several
efficiency benchmarks and tested on the I.MX 8M Mini
[12]. Table II summarizes the number of parameters and
computations for all three subnetworks. Except for the number
of computations for range estimation, all three networks have
a very small size and low complexity. This is confirmed for
the object classification and keypoint regression networks by
a fast inference on the target microcontroller (see Table III).
Measurement of the inference time of the region proposal
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Table II
C OMPUTATION COST OF THE RANGE ESTIMATION NETWORKS .
Neural Network

Params

Computations
104.53 GFLOPS

Region Proposal

5.986.996

Object Classification

2.349.370

0.26 GFLOPS

Keypoint Regression

2.159.100

15.52 GFLOPS

Table III
S IZE AND PERFORMANCE OF THE RANGE ESTIMATION NETWORKS .
I NFERENCE T IME WAS MEASURED ON CPU [12]
Neural Network

Memory Size

Region Proposal

28.16 MB

Inference Time
-

Object Classification

9.14 MB

10.54 ms

Keypoint Regression

26.66 MB

46.60 ms

network could not yet be carried out. According to the large
amount of computations it will probably take much more
time than the other two networks, but is still expected to
be operable in an embedded environment. Other networks
aimed for embedded deployment often have an even higher
complexity, e.g. the MobileNetV1 [16]. With 3.2 million
parameters and 568 million multiply-adds it took 40.32 ms to
classify an image on the I.MX 8M Mini [16]. For optimization
of the computational workload, the pipeline does not always
have to be run through entirely. If no region of interest is detected on the image, processing can be terminated prematurely
without passing classification, keypoint annotation and range
triangulation steps. The redundant check of a recognized object
also increases result quality: Both the region proposal and
classification networks must recognize an object separately in
order to triangulate the distance to it.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper described a simple network architecture that
allows to estimate the range towards a certain object based on
a single image. It was possible to adapt the concept of twostage detectors for an embedded environment by tailoring the
architecture tight to the use case. The loose coupled structure
has several advantages such as easier training and adjustment.
It also allows a simple extension of the pipeline for other
purposes by forwarding the output of a subnetwork into other
applications (e.g. for visual highlighting of detected objects).
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Abstract—This paper focuses on the automated labeling of
simulatively generated data for AI models. The application for
this is a students’ competition for autonomous driving functions
on the model vehicle level, the VDI Cup. It is investigated whether
camera data from the open source application ROS and its
simulation environment Gazebo in combination with MATLAB
and Simulink can be automatically labeled according to the
targeted machine learning architecture on the one hand, and
on the other hand whether the quality of the data is sufficient
for the real world application.
Figure 1. Picture taken from the VDI-Cup 2020 [2]

I. I NTRODUCTION
Many automobile manufacturers offer their vehicles with
Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) and autonomous driving functions such as lane keeping assist, adaptive cruise control and traffic sign recognition. As a result,
developers are moving closer to fully automated driving. For
many camera-based systems such as object or lane detection, it
is possible to use artificial intelligence (AI), or more precisely
machine learning, instead of traditional image processing
techniques. In terms of performance and generalization, such
models are often superior to classical methods. However,
training and validation of such models requires the use of data
that is both high quality and sufficiently quantitative. This data
must not only be obtained, but also labeled. This means that
in the example of lane detection, for each image available, it
is also necessary to specify where the lane is located. This
process is often tedious and human errors can occur during
labeling.
In the automotive industry, it is now common practice for
components such as ADAS to be implemented and tested
in simulations first. The advantage of this is that testing
assistance systems in simulations is cheaper and safer, since
adjustments can be made more quickly and without physical
effort, and nothing can break in simulations. In addition, it
can be generally claimed that if a system does not work in
a simulation, it will not work in reality regardless. Due to
the fact that simulations play a major role in the development
of ADAS, the question is whether the systems can not only
be tested, but also data for AI models can be generated and

automatically labeled.
The application area of this project is the VDI Cup. In this
competition, teams of students from various Bavarian universities compete with 1:8 scale model vehicles in autonomous
driving disciplines such as lap times or pursuit races. In the
process, a race track with given characteristics that is unknown
to the students is provided, on which the competition takes
place [1].
This paper addresses the question of whether data can be
generated for different models related to autonomous driving
using simple resources. The focus is not on comparing suitable
architectures. Rather, it is about using the tools available to
students in the form of MATLAB/Simulink and the opensource program ROS. Thus, it should be determined whether
an efficient generation of data is possible with the said tools
and whether the quality of the data is sufficient.
II. R ELATED WORK
The field of autonomous driving by means of artificial
intelligence is not a new topic and therefore there are many
publications concerning it. For example, the authors of
[3], two developers from the company Valeo, have asked
themselves whether AI is the solution to all common problems
in the field of autonomous driving. In doing so, they looked
at the entire chain of operation, i.e. the recognition of the
environment and its own position by sensors, interpretation
of this information, prediction of possible events, planning
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of the next actions and operation of the vehicle. They have
come to the conclusion that AI techniques are superior to
the respective traditional methods. However, they mention
that an over engineered AI model based on weak sensors
cannot be the solution for autonomous driving. The said
problem has to be addressed for this project as well. The
vehicle in the competition will only be equipped with one
camera (Intel RealSense D435i). This camera must be located
inside the vehicle, which means that the field of view is not
ideal for detecting lane, objects and racing line. Therefore, it
must be taken into account that on the one hand the camera
in the simulation corresponds to the real counterpart and
on the other hand that the representation in the simulation,
especially with regard to light interference or disturbances
such as people standing around the track, may not completely
correspond to reality.
In [4], the authors provide an overview of AI and machine
learning in terms of autonomous driving. They conclude
that continuously improved neural networks will be able to
perform autonomous driving functions increasingly effectively
and safely in the future. Like many other papers, they divide
the overall task of autonomous driving into the sub-problems
of sensing, planning, and acting. Sensing describes the
detection of the vehicle’s environment, i.e. the recognition of
other traffic participants, the lane and other important objects
which can affect the vehicle. Planning further processes this
information to determine upcoming actions. It is important
here that prediction is also performed. This must estimate
where dynamic objects will be in the upcoming instants. The
keyword for this is anticipatory driving. The last step, the
acting, describes the execution of the planned actions. The
authors of [5] make a similar division of the problem. They
name the areas recognition, prediction and planning. This
order is more detailed compared to the previously mentioned
paper, but this does not mean that it is more precise, because
ultimately the same tasks have to be performed. This division
also makes a lot of sense for this project, as it allows complex
problems to be divided into less complex sub-problems.
Especially with such a division into different sub-problems
and thus into models, the data gathering becomes a tedious
task. This intensifies the question whether a generation of
data from simulations is reasonable.
An alternative for the realization of autonomous driving
is described with behavioral cloning in [6]. As the name
suggests, the AI tries to copy the behavior of a user. This
works by linking the input data (camera image) with the
driving inputs given at that moment (throttle and brake
position, steering angle). According to the publication, the
advantage of the process is that the data is easy to obtain and
first acceptable results are achievable with just a small amount
of data. A disadvantage is that all data must be generated by
the user himself. So the user has to drive perfectly on these
race tracks himself, so that the AI learns this perfect behavior.
The AI is not capable of labeling bad decision as bad. It is
also more difficult to learn more complex maneuvers like
overtaking and finding and keeping the ideal racing line.

Simulative data generation is ideally suited for behavioral
cloning because it allows driving maneuvers to be either
determined in advance or to ensure controlled driving while
the vehicle is in motion. Either way, the generated data can
be taken directly from the simulation.
[7] describes the problem that existing datasets are mostly
based on static scenarios, but in traffic a dynamic interaction,
i.e. a prediction as already mentioned, is needed. The
authors use the CARLA simulator to represent such dynamic
scenarios. Thereby they hope to narrow the gap between
reality and simulative data. This indicates that the interest
in simulatively generated data is high and many efforts are
being made to use such data as beneficially as possible.
III. M ETHOD
A. Simulation environment
As a simulation platform, the open-source environment
Robot Operating System (ROS) was chosen. ROS consists of
many tools, libraries and conventions that help to program
the software of robots. The advantage for this project is that
ROS provides its own 3D simulation environment, Gazebo. In
addition to the robot and its degrees of freedom of movement,
other objects for the surrounding area can also be simulated
in this environment. Sensors such as cameras can be attached
to the robot, and the sensor data can be published in socalled topics, where they can be subscribed to by other
components. This creates a robot ecosystem in which data
and commands can be published and subscribed from and to
different instances.
In addition, MATLAB/Simulink is used in this project. For
MATLAB, the so-called ROS Toolbox is provided, which
creates an interface between MATLAB and ROS. This offers
the advantage that the vehicle dynamics can be modeled in
Simulink and the necessary parameters, translational velocity
and yaw rate, can be passed on to ROS and thus also to
Gazebo. In addition, the vehicle’s camera and odometry data
can be brought into Simulink, where they are further processed
after simulation. Thus, data can be processed and labeled using
the wide range of tools that MATLAB offers. Even a direct
use of these for training in neural networks is conceivable.
Since this project is related to a competition with race tracks,
Gazebo must be able to use race tracks as ground. For this
purpose, a tool was developed that can generate black and
white images of race tracks. The track sections are read from
a spreadsheet document and converted. If the user input does
not lead to a closed loop, the track is closed with a cubic
spline.
These images are first converted to Scaleable Vector Graphics
(SVG), where a smoothed path of the file is created. Programs
such as Blender can convert these files into 3D objects.
However, Gazebo offers its own model editor where SVG files
can be extruded. In addition, the position, color and geometry
of the track can also be specified in the same instance. The
resulting 3D models are saved and can be reused. Figure 2
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Figure 2. Conversion of the race track in pixel format into a 3D simulation

Figure 3. Interaction of ROS, Gazebo and Simulink

shows the comparison of the race track in pixel format and as
a 3D object in Gazebo.
As shown in figure 3, a constant data exchange is maintained between Simulink and ROS during simulation. While
in Simulink user inputs are converted into motion quantities
via a vehicle dynamics simulation and sent to ROS/Gazebo,
Simulink receives the camera images and odometry data from
the ROS environment. This data is then submitted to the
MATLAB workspace. The advantage of this system is that all
the resources provided in Simulink are available. For example,
blocks from the Vehicle Dynamics Toolbox, the Automated
Driving Toolbox, and the Robotics System Toolbox can be
used to calculate the speeds.

that is twice the length of the field of view is placed around
the vehicle. Then, each pixel in this square is checked to see
if it is in the field of view. This field of view depends on the
angle at which the vehicle is looking. This sorting method has
proven to be better and more efficient than a direct calculation
of the pixels. This method can be used to determine which
lane markers the camera can currently observe and where they
are located on the image. This works by transforming the 2D
image coordinates into the 3D camera image. This allows data
for lane detections to be generated and labeled.
Data for object recognition can be obtained by the same
principle. From objects like signs, 3D objects can be created
and also placed in the simulation. With the information about
where signs are located and how tall they are, they can be
marked on images. Through such further processing, the data
for established image recognition algorithms can be generated
in the next step.
In addition to object and track detections, data for the previously mentioned behavioral cloning can also be obtained.
The drawback with the actual data acquisition is that driving
errors are included. This can be avoided by a controlled driving
process. There are several possibilities for this. One of the
possibilities is Model Predictive Control, in which the most
ideal route and driving commands are selected on the basis of
the route and known driving dynamics. For this, however, the
driving dynamics must be known. Since the driving dynamics
of the competition vehicle are still unknown and the control
used should be largely generally valid and occur in real time,
a different method of control is chosen for this project.
In the first and second step of this method a point in front of
the vehicle is determined, which represents a future position
of the vehicle. In the third step, it is calculated how far away
said point is from the center of the track. This basically
calculates how far the vehicle will be from the target "lane
center" at a future time. Step four calculates a vector pointing
from the current position to the calculated lane center. In
the fifth step, the angle between the current and the target
viewing direction is calculated. Depending on this angle, it is
determined whether and in which direction the vehicle should
steer. The steering angle depends on the distance between
steps two and three, so that once the vehicle has reached
the center of the lane, driving is achieved with only small
corrections. This concept is visualized in figure 4. The speed of
the vehicle is still determined by a user, although automation
is conceivable here as well. Meanwhile, the driving signals are
stored in the MATLAB workspace by simout blocks after the
simulation, which allows them to be filtered, processed, and
stored in the correct format afterwards.
IV. R ESULTS

B. Data generation and labeling
The race tracks are generated with a known ratio, usually
1 pixel per cm. By placing the track in Gazebo in its original
form and in the center of the simulation and by knowing the
odometry data, i.e. position and direction angle, it is possible
to calculate where the vehicle is located on the image and in
which direction it is looking. First, a square with an side length

A. Lane and object labeling
Lane markings and objects can basically be detected reliably
and accurately. Due to the fact that all important information
is known, the data can be generated after several calculations.
It makes sense not to perform real-time marking, but to store
the data and then process it. This way the data can be reused
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Figure 4. Control of the vehicle to keep the center of the lane
Figure 6. Data Augmentation
Left: Original Image, Right: Augmented (Mirrored and darkened image)

Figure 7. Image Preprocessing
Left: Original Image, Right: Preprocessed Image

Figure 5. Marked shields and lanes

if new functions are to be implemented.
For the lane detection, race tracks with curves with different
radii and shapes (U-curves, chicanes, ...) are used, so that the
data are as varied as possible to avoid overfitting and to train
different track situations.
For the test of the generation of object recognitions, signs
were created which can also occur in the VDI Cup. These
are "No Passing" and "Passing Allowed" signs and mark
places on the track where it is allowed to overtake opponents.
Depending on the desired algorithm, the coordinates of the
sign must be stored. For example, in the You Only Look
Once (YOLO) algorithm, the position of the upper left corner
and the size of the bounding box must be stored, with all four
values divided by the image width or height. This data must
then be stored in text documents, after which it can be used
for training. The training itself has a very low loss. However,
this does not necessarily mean that a very good model has
been created. It is very likely that because the data is very
similar, overfitting has occurred and thus the model is merely
handling the simulation data well.
B. Behavioral cloning
The control method described above allows the vehicle
to maneuver autonomously through the track. By always
looking at future points, the vehicle reacts early to curves or
deviations. Because the steering angle is selected depending on
the distance to the center of the track, there is little oscillation
during steady-state driving. Since the data is not stored in real
time but processed after the simulation, driving situations in
which the vehicle did not drive as desired can be sorted out
or adjusted. For example, steering angles that are too high or

too low can be regulated, thus avoiding inappropriate values
during training. Data augmentation, i.e. artificial extension of
the data by image processing methods such as adjusting the
brightness, zooming, shifting or mirroring the images (see
figure 6), can significantly extend the number and variety of
the data. The image is thereby cut to the essentials. Visible
vehicle parts and irrelevant zones are removed, as can be seen
in figure 7, so that only the track is visible. Because this is also
done in reality, along with the artificially augmented images,
data is created that is realistic and suitable for training.
A model trained for the test purpose was able to produce useful
results with only a small amount of data from just one track in
Gazebo. By generating further data from different tracks and
thus driving scenarios and complicating the data by placing
irrelevant objects in the simulation, the model can be prepared
for real-world use. However, it must be noted that a realistic
vehicle dynamics model should be available so that the learned
driving commands relate to the real vehicle.
C. Computing power and technological limitations
One problem with the whole procedure is the required
computing power. With the realtime factor, Gazebo displays
a value that describes how close the simulation is to the
real time. If there is a track and the vehicle controlled via
MATLAB in the simulation, this factor is 1, which means that
the simulation takes place in real time. However, if additional
complex objects such as signs are placed, the real time factor
drops below 1. As a result, a real time simulation with multiple
objects is not possible. This is obviously also dependent on
the device on which the simulation is running.
There is also another issue with the labeling of the data.
Simulink processes all blocks one by one, which means that
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VI. C ONCLUSION

Figure 8. Missed lane detection due to delay in the simulation process

different functions are not called at the same time. As a result,
as can be seen in figure 8, it happens that the odometry data
does not match the position on the camera data, which can
cause a slight offset. This data must be filtered out for training
a neural network.

With the VDI Cup in mind, the goal of this project was to
simulatively generate and automatically label data from ROS
and Gazebo using aids from MATLAB and Simulink. While
the data for track recognition and behavioral cloning are worthy of consideration for training and real-world application,
it is unlikely that reliable models can be trained for object
recognition due to the similarity of the data.
To check exactly which data and algorithms work best and
how well, an implementation in a real system would be
conceivable. In principle, however, it can be concluded that
the currently available simulation environments, due to their
graphics and simplicity, are suitable for the aforementioned
competition, but by no means should be used for real road
traffic. Rather, a testing process could be established in which,
before real data is tediously obtained, labeled, and used for
training, simulatively generated and labeled data can be used
to test the model and its utility within the simulation. This
allows a developer to determine if an idea for an AI is worth
implementing in reality.

V. D ISCUSSION
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It was determined that data can be generated quickly and in
large quantities. This validates the motivation of this project.
However, it cannot be universally stated that the generated
data is of high quality. In sign detection, the problem is that
the data tends to be very similar. As a result, there is a high
risk of overfitting the model, i.e., fitting the model too closely
to the training data. Although the data could be designed
more effectively by placing additional objects that are not
to be recognized, the realtime factor is affected, as already
mentioned. Although this problem could be partially solved
by using a more powerful PC, it would violate the basic idea
of the project, which is to use the resources available to the
students. In addition, the creation of more 3D objects, which
could actually occur in the real application, would be tedious.
This raises the question whether a time saving of a simulative
approach for object recognitions exists at all, because labeling
tools for object recognition help to label data quickly. For
example, the image labeler [8] in MATLAB can be used to
label all region of interests of an image. Thus, all that would
be needed is to obtain real data.
The problem of an unrealistically empty environment does not
apply to lane detection and behavioral cloning because the
camera images are cropped to the essentials. Due to the fact
that the lane in the simulation as well as in reality are just
white lines on a dark background, the data generated from
the simulation could actually extend the real data at least.
For the use in the VDI Cup, which is simple in contrast to
the real road traffic, a complete use of this data would be
conceivable. However, different color and light effects should
be used to make the simulation more realistic. The training
of the bahvioral cloning using generated data and its use
in Gazebo has confirmed that the models do work in the
simulation at least. This leaves the question open whether a
deployment in reality would work as well.
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Abstract—Dynamical component analysis (DyCA) is a recently introduced dimensionality reduction method for highdimensional time series with a certain type of underlying lowdimensional dynamics. While the method has already been
successfully applied to various simulated and real world data
sets, the limitations of DyCA have not yet been thoroughly
investigated. To test these limits by evaluating characteristic
DyCA parameters, different influencing parameters like component noise and additive noise are varied for simulated data
of the Rössler and Lorenz attractors, blue-sky catastrophe, and
ECG-type data. The computation of those parameters reduces
to the solution of a generalized eigenvalue problem, whereas the
corresponding generalized eigenvalues provide information about
the successful detection of linear components. Furthermore, the
deviation of the original signal from the reconstructed signal as
well as the relative reconstruction error are considered for the
evaluations.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Dimensionality reduction methods allow the analysis of
multivariate time series and particularly the detection and subsequent elimination of multicollinearities in high-dimensional
signals. Therefore, these methods offer a way to extract
relevant information from a large data set without losing important signal components. Examples in the medical field are
electroencephalogram (EEG) [1], electrocardiogram (ECG) [2]
and electromyogram (EMG) [3] recordings. Additionally, it is
possible to apply dimensionality reduction methods to human
gait data [4] and to applications in the technical field, such as
motion sequence data of wind turbines [5] or the diagnosis of
bearing faults [6].
There is a wide range of different dimensionality reduction
methods. Typical examples are principal component analysis
(PCA) [7] and independent component analysis (ICA) [8].
Forecastable component analysis [9] and canonical correlation
analysis [10] can be mentioned as further methods. Yet, the
disadvantage of many dimensionality reduction methods is
that they are based on the assumption of a stochastic signal
and are therefore not optimally suited for the analysis of
dynamic signals [11]. The method of dynamical component
analysis (DyCA), which was introduced in 2018 by Seifert et
al. [11], is an approach to describe the underlying dynamics
of the signal in a more suitable way. DyCA is based on the
assumption that the underlying dynamics are governed by a
system of linear and nonlinear ordinary differential equations
(ODE). The projection of the signal onto a low-dimensional

subspace is carried out by solving a generalized eigenvalue
problem. By the solution of this problem, projection vectors
can be determined which provide a suitable low-dimensional
approximation of the signal while capturing the most important
dynamic features. On the basis of different datasets, Korn et
al. [12] and Uhl et al. [13] already showed that the analysis by
DyCA outperforms more stochastical methods like PCA and
ICA for describing the underlying dynamics of deterministic
time series.
Currently, however, the limits of the applicability of DyCA
are still unknown. The recorded signals can be affected by a
variety of parameters that may have an impact on whether or
not the extraction of the important signal features is successful.
Interference factors are typically different types of noise such
as component noise and additive noise, which can be caused
by the 50Hz mains hum, a patient’s muscle tremor, or loose
contacts at the sensors [14]. The use of simulated data with
varying noise types and levels provides the basis for the
following analysis. After applying DyCA to noisy Rössler and
Lorenz attractor data as well as to the blue-sky catastrophe and
synthetic ECG data, the generalized eigenvalues, the relative
reconstruction error and the deviation of the reconstructed
signal from the original signal are taken into account for
determining the limits of DyCA.
The paper is structured as follows. In section II we provide
the basic concept of DyCA. The analysis of the reconstructed
signal characteristics are presented in section III. Finally, the
results are discussed and concluded in section IV.
II. DYNAMICAL C OMPONENT A NALYSIS
In this subsection, DyCA is briefly summarized. The complete derivation can be found in [13]. Starting point is a
model of a multivariate time series q(t) ∈ RN , where N
describes the number of channels. The model is assumed to be
decomposable into time-dependent amplitudes xi (t) and linear
independent vectors wi ∈ RN :
q(t) =

n
X

xi (t)wi

(1)

i=1

The dynamic of the signal q(t) is assumed to be driven by a
system of m linear differential equations (2) with m ≥ n2 and
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III. A PPLICATION AND RESULTS

n − m nonlinear (3) differential equations:
ẋi (t) =

n
X

ai,k xk (t)

for i = 1, ..., m

(2)

for i = m + 1, ..., n

(3)

k=1

ẋi (t) = fi (x1 (t), ..., xn (t))

The coupling of the linear equations, given by the coefficient
matrix ai,k , is assumed to be such that the block matrix
ai,k , i = 1, ..., m, k = m + 1, ..., n has full rank. The vectors
wi , the amplitudes xi (t), the coefficients am,k , and the smooth
functions fn are unknown. The aim of DyCA is to estimate
the model from a measurement q(t) ∈ RN by estimating
projection vectors u
ei , vei ∈ RN minimizing the least-square
error functions
D(ui , vi ) =

hkq̇(t)> ui − q(t)> vi k2 i
hkq̇(t)> ui k2 i

(4)

The potential of applying DyCA to simulated and real world
data has already been shown for several examples in [11]–[13].
In this work, we want to study systematically the applicability
and limitations of DyCA by investigating its performance on
four different simulated models q0 (t) ∈ RN and different
superimposed disturbances d(t) ∈ RN :
q(t) = q0 (t) + d(t),

Each model consists of a set of three differential equations numerically integrated by a Runge-Kutta (4,5) method. The systems differ in their number of linear and nonlinear differential
equations and their mutual coupling. The underlying original
simulated components wi are chosen randomly with N = 20,
and linearly independent to each other. The
Ppdisturbances are
simulated by component noise nc (t) =
j=1 ξj (t)ψj and
additive white noise n(t) ∈ RN ,

subject to the ui being linearly independent with i = 1, ..., m
and h. . .i denoting the time average. Defining
C0 = hq(t)q(t)> i, C1 = hq̇(t)q(t)> i, C2 = hq̇(t)q̇(t)> i, (5)
the minimization of D(ui , vi ), yields the vectors u
ei by solving
the generalized eigenvalue problem
C1 C0−1 C1> u = λC2 u,

(6)

and the vectors vei by calculating vei = C0−1 C1> u
ei . For the
generalized eigenvalues λi we obtain
min

m
X

u1 ,...,um ∈RN
i=1
v1 ,...,vm ∈RN

D(ui , vi ) =

m
X
(1 − λi ).

(7)

i=1

To identify the m candidates (e
ui , vei ) minimizing the error
functions D(ui , vi ), the generalized eigenvalues λi are sorted
in descending order in accordance with the vectors u
ei and vei .
Introducing a threshold α > 0, the vectors u
ek (k = 1, . . . , m)
e
corresponding to generalized eigenvalues 1 ≥ λk ≥ α yield
the estimated amplitudes x
ek (t) obeying the linear differential
equation (2) with an estimation of its right-hand side by the
projection of the measured signal onto vek . The linear hull of
these vectors u
ek and vek span an n
e-dimensional subspace RN
and yield an estimate of n:
n
e := dim(span{e
u1 , ..., u
em
e1 , ..., vem
e,v
e })

(8)

The estimation of the DyCA components w
ei is achieved by
minimizing a second least-squares error,
η(wi ) =

Pñ

hkq(t) − i=1 x
ei (t)wi k2 i
,
hkq(t)k2 i

ij

d(t) = nc (t) + n(t) =

p
X

ξj (t)ψj + n(t),

(11)

j=1

with time-dependent random amplitudes ξj (t) and components
ψj ∈ RN also being chosen randomly, but linearly independent of the model components wi . The number of added noise
components p is chosen as large as possible by p = N −3. The
noise types are varied for both additive noise and component
noise from 0dB to 100dB in steps of 10dB. We perform 100
runs per variation and subsequently calculate the mean values
of the respective parameters. The data to be analyzed is then
plotted as a function of the above-mentioned noise variation.
The first three generalized eigenvalues λi , i = 1, . . . , 3 representing λi = 1−D(e
ui , vei ) and 1−η(w
ei ) are illustrated as well.
To investigate the reconstruction performance we introduce
another error function
Pñ
hkq0 (t) − i=1 x
ei (t)w
ei k2 i
,
(12)
(e
xi , w
ei ) =
2
hkq0 (t)k i

representing the deviation
Pñ of the original model q0 (t) from the
reconstructed signal i=1 x
ei (t)w
ei computed from the noisy
data q(t) and show 1 − (e
xi , w
ei ) in the following graphs. For
better comparison of all investigated cases we assume m
e =2
and n
e = dim(span{e
u1 , u
e2 , ve1 , ve2 }) = 3. Therefore we discuss
f − = (e
and compare the projection matrices W
u1 , u
e2 , ve1 )> and
1
−
f = (e
W
u1 , u
e2 , ve2 )> and denote the error functions η and 
2
with the indices 1 and 2 accordingly: η1 , η2 , 1 , 2 .
A. Rössler attractor

The Rössler attractor [15] is described by the following
system of differential equations:
ẋ1 = −(x2 + x3 )
ẋ2 = x1 + ax2

(9)

leadingto ñ 
DyCA components w
ei whose solution reads w
ei =

Pne
−1
C
he
x
(t)q(t)i
with
C
=
he
x
(t)e
x
(t)i.
j
i
j
e
j=1
e
X ij
X

(10)

ẋ3 = b + (x1 − c)x3

(13)

with a = 0.15, b = 0.2 and c = 10. As this ODE system
consists of two linear and one nonlinear differential equations,
the requirement m ≥ n2 for model reconstruction by DyCA
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is fulfilled. The representation of the Rössler attractor in the
three-dimensional space is shown in figure 1.

f − this is only the
close to one from 30dB on, whereas for W
2
case for noise levels greater than 50dB. This indicates that the
f − is the better choice.
projection matrix W
1
B. Lorenz attractor

The well-known Lorenz attractor [16] is governed by the
following ODE system:
ẋ1 = δ(x2 − x1 )

ẋ2 = x1 (β − x3 ) − x2

(14)

ẋ3 = x1 x2 − γx3

with δ = 10, β = 28, γ = 38 . This system, which leads
to the trajectory shown in figure 3, contains only one linear
differential equation.

Figure 1. Trajectory of the Rössler attractor

Figure 3. Trajectory of the Lorenz attractor

Figure 2. Rössler attractor – variation of noise components

Figure 2 summarizes the different noise and DyCA component variations tested on the Rössler attractor. Considering
the component noise variations, the linear part is constantly
detected correctly (two generalized eigenvalues, λ1 and λ2
close to one, hidden by the green lines), which is further
approved by the values of 1 − 1 and 1 − 2 being close to
one. Since the course of 1 − 1 is more constant, we conclude
f − yields a suitable projection matrix. It is visible that
that W
1
from 30dB, 1 − 1 , 1 − 2 , 1 − η1 , and 1 − η2 have the same
course close to one. The variation of the additive noise shows
that the first two generalized eigenvalues are close to one for
noise levels greater than 50dB. Above this SNR, the linear
components are detected successfully. When reconstructing
f − , 1 − 1 and 1 − η1 are already
with the projection matrix W
1

Figure 4. Lorenz attractor – variation of noise components

Figure 4 shows the results of the noise variations for the
Lorenz attractor. Concerning the component noise, the first
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generalized eigenvalue is close to one right from the beginning,
which indicates that the linear parts of the ODE system are
recognized correctly. The results show that a reconstruction
f − leads to better results, as 1 − 1 and 1 − η1 are
using W
1
closer to one than 1 − 2 and 1 − η2 , despite a dip at 40dB.
In case of additive noise, the linear components of the system
are detected correctly from a noise level of greater than 50dB.
f − it can be seen that from 10dB
For a reconstruction using W
1
on, the values of 1 − 1 and 1 − η1 are one. In both cases the
f − seems to be the proper choice.
projection matrices W
1
C. Blue-sky catastrophe

The blue-sky catastrophe [17] can be described by the
following system of differential equations,
ẋ1 = x1 (2 + µ − 10(x21 + x22 )) + x23 + x22 + 2x2

ẋ2 = −x33 − (1 + x2 )(x23 + x22 + 2x2 ) − 4x1 + µx2

ẋ3 = (1 +

x2 )x23

+

x21

(15)

− κ,

with κ = 0.0357 and µ = 0.456, leading to a trajectory
shown in figure 5. Note, that all three differential equations
are nonlinear in this case.
Figure 6. Blue-sky catastrophe – variation of noise components

Figure 5. Trajectory of the blue-sky catastrophe

Figure 6 summarizes the variation of the noise components
for the blue-sky catastrophe. The variation of the component
noise reveals that the linear components are correctly detected
from the beginning (no generalized eigenvalue is close to one)
and a good signal reconstruction is achieved using DyCA.
f − and W
f − seem to be a proper choice. In
Both matrices W
1
2
case of additive noise, the linear components are correctly
detected from an SNR of 50dB and a consistently good
signal reconstruction is achieved from 30dB. Both projection
matrices seem to be suitable as well.

p
with α = 1 − x21 + x22 , ∆θi = θ − θi and θ = atan2(x2 , x1 ).
The corresponding trajectory in phase space is shown in
figure 7.
The first two differential equations characterize an attracting
limit cycle of unit radius in the x1 -x2 -plane, independent of
the variable x3 . This corresponds to two linear differential
equations decoupled from x3 in the limit cycle neighborhood.
The third differential equation specifies deflections associated
with the ECG complexes described by the letters P, Q, R, S,
and T. For further details, we refer the reader to [18]. For
our simulations we rescaled the amplitude x3 (t) to deal with
compareable magnitudes of amplitudes xi (t).

D. ECG Data
The dynamical model for generating a synthetic ECG signal
[18] can be described by the following system of differential
equations:
ẋ1 = αx1 − ωx2

ẋ2 = ωx1 + αx2
X
ẋ3 = −

ai ∆θi exp(−

i∈{P,Q,R,S,T }

∆θi2
(0)
) − (x3 − x3 )
2b2i

(16)

Figure 7. Trajectory of the synthetic ECG signal

Figure 8 summarizes the noise component variations for
the synthetic ECG signal. As expected there are two generalized eigenvalues close to one (two blue lines one above the
other) describing the two linear equations for all investigated
component noise levels. In the case of additive noise the two
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extending its range of applications. In [19] the authors linked
the DyCA minimization problem of (4) with a regularized
variational L2 -denoising approach. An iterative procedure is
created, whereby both processes, the denoising process and the
dimensionality reduction, improve each other. Initial tests with
the Rössler attractor show that this method can handle both
high additive noise values of 1dB and missing data entries.
Future research will be done testing this approach on more
data sets and thus, further testing the potential and limitations
of dynamical component analysis.
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Abstract—This paper discusses the impact of the short-time
Fourier transformation, particularly the choice of its parameters
on the solution-finding process of frequency-domain blind source
separation. It points out and is motivated by the lack of consistency regarding the parameter choice of previous publications.
The work highlights the issues that arise from modeling the
linear convolution in the short-time Fourier domain and how to
circumvent or at least mitigate them with an optimal synthesis
window and manipulation of the parameters. It further discusses
how increasing the length of the discrete Fourier transformation
has drawbacks on the feasibility of the permutation problem, the
estimation, and the model assumptions of independent component
analysis. It finally demonstrates how a decreased shift could help
in restoring the latter.

with no delay and no reverberation. It hence only accounts for
different amplitudes of the source signals, while the anechoic
setting allows for delays but no reverberations, which are also
part of the echoic model. Judging by the model alone, the
Table I
M IXING M ODEL S PECIFIC L INEAR O PERATORS AND M IXING
PARAMETERS . [4]

I. I NTRODUCTION

Mixing Model

Generative Model

Parameter (A)ij

Instantaneous

x(t) = As(t)

cij

Anechoic

x(t) = A ∗ s(t)

Echoic

x(t) = A ∗ s(t)

cij δ (t − δij )


(k)
(k)
k=1 cij δ t − δij

PT

A common problem in signal processing is that specific
signals of interest can only be observed indirectly, as part of
mixtures and hence need to be estimated from such. There
are numerous methods to tackle this issue, gathering under
the name of source separation. Their way of achieving this
separation crucially depends on the amount of information
available on the respective source signals. Problems where
little to no information is known beforehand are called blind
source separation (BSS) problems. One of the major statistical
tools applicable under these circumstances is independent
component analysis, abbreviated as ICA, whose applications
span from the medical field [1] across the financial sector [2]
over to audio signal processing, which this paper will put
its focus on. One of the most commonly used examples to
motivate audio source separation is the so-called "Cocktail
party Problem" [3]. It seeks to replicate the humans remarkable
ability to focus on a single speaker in the presence of many,
proficiently extracting the chosen source.

instantaneous case, due to its simple matrix multiplication, fits
most naturally with the generative model of ICA as given in
[5]. However, since it cannot account for those highly relevant
aspects of real-life recordings, it bears next to no relevance in
most practical scenarios. The echoic, or often called convolutive mixture model, on the other hand, can consider these
peculiarities but, due to its more complex structure induced
by the convolution, can’t be directly addressed by ICA. The
key difference is that while (A)ij in the instantaneous case is
a mere constant, it becomes a discrete function of time in the
convolutive model, specifically the impulse response between
the i-th recording microphone and the j-th source. As the
sum limit in table I makes clear, these impulse responses are
bound in length by the same constant T . This shows that
the convolutive model increases the number of parameters
to estimate per source and microphone from 1 to T , which
underlines the giant leap in difficulty.

A. Problem Formulation

B. Methodology

Even after restricting oneself to audio signals, there remain
significant differences in how certain scenarios need to be dealt
with. Depending on the given application, it first needs to be
specified to which degree acoustic effects should be modeled.
Table I offers three different models with growing complexity.
The instantaneous case assumes the signals to be superimposed

ICA assumes the M microphones and I sources to be
connected via a linear mapping expressed by the M × I
mixing matrix A. This obviously isn’t the case for convolutive
mixtures. Hence the method is not applicable unless the
problem can be transformed to take this shape. There are
various methods to achieve this transformation, which can be
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categorized by the domain they are based in. Time-domain approaches [6]–[8] aim at finding subspaces of the observations
space –spanned by the microphone recordings and time-lagged
copies of such– that correspond to the separated signals.
Therefore, they try to construct data vectors or matrices of
special structure, through which the convolution is translated
into a vector/matrix product [8]. Due to the convolution being
the core issue, the second, arguably more natural way of
analyzing the problem, lies in the frequency-domain since
the Fourier transformation reduces the convolution to a mere
multiplication. Approaches that exploit this property [9]–[19]
apply the ICA algorithm for instantaneous mixtures to each
frequency bin separately and are the focus of the discussion
to follow. For ICA to be applicable in a frequency bin, there
have to be multiple observations for each such bin, which
makes it clear that it is not the Fourier transform directly,
but its short-time version that is being analyzed. In such a
representation, the amplitude of a sound is given as a function
of both time and frequency, and it is, therefore, able to jointly
account for its temporal and spectral characteristics [20]. What
motivates this discussion is that there seems to be no clear
consent on how to set the parameters of this transformation.
For example, some publications suggest that the optimal length
of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is given by L = 2T
[10], where T is the maximum length of the impulse responses,
while others argue that it is not good to be constrained by
L ≥ T [21]. This lack of agreement is also manifested in
the wide range of values actually used, with the DFT-length
spanning from as little as 8ms [14], past 32ms [15], and 46ms
[9] all the way up to 256ms [10], [22]. Some publications
even consider extremely large DFT sizes reaching up to 1
second [19]. Similarly, the shift also varies greatly between
the publications, from as little as 3% in [15] and 15% in
[14] up to the more commonly used 50% [9], [10]. The only
thing the mentioned publications manage to agree upon is
using a Hamming window in the synthesis process. In light
of these observations, this work wants to discuss the benefits
and drawbacks that increasing or decreasing these parameters
has on the solution-finding process.

Since this work only considers windows whose length is equal
to the number of samples the DFT considers, the terms window
size and DFT-length are interchangeable for all intents and
purposes in the frame of this discussion. The time-frequency
representation of a real-valued time signal, in this case a
microphone recording x(n), is now given as the collection of
the shifted, windowed segments to which the discrete L-point
Fourier transformation is applied, giving:
x̂(m, k) :=

n=−∞

L
ha

hs
S

The length of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
in samples, demanded to be a multiple of 2.
The real-valued analysis window with compact support of length W = L, i.e., ha (n) = 0 for
n 6∈ {0, . . . , W − 1}.
The real-valued synthesis window, which is demanded to have the same length as ha (n).
The number of samples the analysis window gets
shifted.

ha (n − Sm)x(n)e−2πj

(n−Sm)k
L

(1)

where m is the discrete time index and k ∈ {0, . . . , L2 } is
the discrete frequency. Although k is properly defined on the
whole set {0, . . . , L − 1}, it is sufficient to consider only
the selection of frequencies since the recording x(n) and the
window function ha (n) are real-valued and hence is their
product. In addition to which, the following property:
e2πj

nk
L

= e2πj

n(L−L+k)
L

= e2πj

n(k−L)
L

= e2πj

n(L−k)
L

(2)

where the line denotes the complex conjugate, holds for all
k ∈ {0, . . . , L2 } and n ∈ Z. Combining these gives:


L
x̂(m, k) = x̂(m, L − k)
k ∈ 0, . . . ,
, m ∈ Z (3)
2
which states that the selected set of discrete frequencies carries
all the relevant information. These frequencies translate to the
Hz frequency through:
fk =

k
Fs
L

(4)

with Fs denoting the sampling frequency of the microphone
recording.
Just as important as the way into the time-frequency domain
is the way back, which is achieved by applying the inverse
L-point discrete Fourier transformation to each of the time
bins and summing the resulting segments up, while applying
a synthesis window to compensate for the initial windowing
and the shift.

II. S HORT- TIME F OURIER TRANSFORMATION
The very first step in all frequency-domain BSS approaches
is the transformation into the time-frequency-domain, that is,
in most cases, achieved via the short-time Fourier transformation (STFT). This transformation has a number of parameters
to choose, the notation for which is defined as follows:

+∞
X

x(n) =

X
m

hs (n − Sm)

= x(n)

X
m

L−1
(n−Sm)k
1 X
x̂(k, m)e2πj L
L
k=0

hs (n − Sm)ha (n − Sm)

(5)

For this to return the original signal the synthesis window has
to meet the condition:
X
!
hs (n − Sm)ha (n − Sm) = 1
(6)
m

for all n ∈ N. It should be stressed that there are multiple
synthesis windows that fulfill (6) as is shown in [23]. This is
important as there is in fact an optimal choice which will be
derived in the next section.
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III. PARAMETER C HOICE
Using this representation one now seeks to describe the
echoic model in table I through:
x̂(m, k) = A(k)ŝ(m, k)

(7)

where x̂(m, k) denotes the collection of the k-th frequency
bin across the STFT-represenations of all the recording
microphones and analogously ŝ(m, k) means the collection
of these frequency components across the sources. A(k)
now denotes the frequency dependent mixing matrix, in
particular the element (A(k))ij represents the k-th frequency
component of the L-point discrete Fourier transform of the
room impulse response between j-th source and the i-th
recording microphone. As the index suggests, for each k
there is a different matrix. The great merit this description
has, is if (7) is valid or at least a good approximation, the
demixing matrices A(k)−1 can be directly estimated using
any (complex-valued) ICA algorithm since the connection
between the sources and observations is given via a matrix
product. This doesn’t mean that the frequency-domain BSS
problem is solved once this description holds since there are
more challenges to overcome such as the permutation and
scaling problem. It is nonetheless crucial to ask when, that
is to say for which choice of the STFT parameters, (7) is
reasonable.

Figure 1. Cyclic convolution artefact for different choices of the DFT length.

Q and let x̂s (k), ĥ(k) denote their L-point Fourier transforms
with L ≥ max{N, Q}. By considering the inverse Fourier
transform of the element-wise product, it can be shown that it
is equal to [23]
ỹ(n) =

L−1
nk
1 X
ĥ(k)x̂s (k)e2πj L
L

=

L−1
X
l=1

The first thing to note hereby is that the mixing matrices,
unlike x̂ and ŝ, are not dependent on the time index m. This
means that, on one hand, A(k) does not change over time,
which was presupposed since the convolution is only a valid
description of linear time-invariant systems and, on the other
hand, every room impulse response can be fully described by
the L-point Fourier transform.
This already suggests that, if T , as in table I, denotes the
maximum length of all impulse responses, the DFT length
needs to be chosen at least as big, i.e., L ≥ T . This already
highlights the first issue, T is generally unknown. The
impulse response represents the system that needs to be
identified, the parameters that need to be estimated by ICA.
Although there can be made reasonable assumptions based
on the type of room the mixture has been recorded in and
hence the reverberation time that can be expected, there is
no way outside of actually measuring the room beforehand,
to precisely determine T . This makes it even more important
to choose L big enough, especially in high reverberant
environments, where short DFT lengths are destined to lead
to bad results since the room impulse responses can’t be
sufficiently modeled.
A. The linear convolution in the STFT-domain

(8)

k=0

h(l)x ((n − l)L )

(9)

where (·)L means modulo L and which shows that it is not
equal to a linear convolution but a cyclic convolution of period
L. The result of a linear and a cyclic convolution can only
coincide on the interval {0, . . . , L − 1} if the DFT-length is
chosen to be big enough, precisely L ≥ N + Q − 1 . The
further L falls below this threshold, the more so called cyclic
artefacts distort the result, as is illustrated in figure 1. The
figure also suggests, which can be proven mathematically, that
these artefacts always sit on the front of the segment.
To see where this comes into play, assume now that ICA
is capable of perfectly separating, scaling and permuting all
sources, meaning that for every k it finds a demixing matrix
W(k) such that:
ŝ(m, k) = W(k)x̂(m, k)

(10)

Focusing now on a single source j ∈ {1, . . . , I} at one
specific time index m = m0 , this gives:
ŝj (m0 , k) =

M
X

Wji (k)x̂i (m0 , k)

(11)

i=1

for which the corresponding time-domain segment is calculated through the inverse (windowed) L-point DFT:

One way to understand the problems that arise from describing the linear convolution through (7) is by examining
what a multiplication under the L-point Fourier transformation
really describes. For that reason consider a signal segment
xs (n) of length N , a room impulse response h(n) of length
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=

M
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hs (n − Sm0 )

L−1
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This rearrangement ties back into the earlier discussion as
element-wise products have to be transformed back into the
time-domain and it is hence here, where cyclic convolution
artefacts can occur. In fact they must occur since the (analysis)
window length has been set to be of the same length as the
DFT, which implies: L ≤ N + Q − 1 = L + Q − 1 and thus
(Q − 1)-cyclic artefacts. Note that Q here does not denote
the maximum length of the impulse responses, but rather that
of the respective inverse filters. The effect of these artefacts
can be mitigated in two ways, first by choosing L  T and
using a sufficiently smooth analysis window function (see the
appendix of [24] for further insight ) and secondly by choosing
the synthesis window in a specific way. It has been mentioned
that there are multiple solutions to (6), which can now be
exploited. In light of the fact, that the artefacts occur at the
beginning of the frame first and then spread towards its end,
the optimal choice for the synthesis window is given by:
(
ha (n)−1 for L − S ≤ n ≤ L − 1
(12)
hs (n) =
0
otherwise
So a synthesis window that, for every segment, only
reconstructs the last S values, where S as mentioned, denotes
the number of samples the synthesis window gets shifted,
when creating the STFT representation. To see that this
window actually fulfills (6) see [23]. This now gives meaning
to the shift, as reducing it also reduces the number of cyclic
artefacts.
B. The permutation problem
The discussion so far suggests that increasing the DFT
length always leads to a better result. To put this in perspective,
this section and the next want to offer a number of arguments
against an increase of the DFT length. The heading references
arguably the most critical task in solving the frequency-domain
blind source separation problem. The so-called permutation
problem arises from an inherent indeterminacy of ICA, that
is, ICA is not capable of correctly recovering the order of
the separated signals. This is no problem for instantaneous
mixtures, it becomes, however, a big issue in the convolutive
case. As described, the source separation problem is solved
independently for every discrete frequency. Since the signals
found at each k are unordered, they need to be assigned to the
proper sources. Increasing the DFT-length means increasing
the number of frequency bins. It is, therefore, self-explanatory
that having to link 65 bins at L = 128 is easier, than it is to
correctly link 1025 bins at L = 2048. Note that the number
of frequency bins can be reduced for real-valued signals as
explained through (3).
Furthermore, the approaches themselves suffer from a too
long window. For example, methods that cluster the activity
of sources such as proposed here [25], rely on sources not
being mutually active. Since the time resolution degrades
by increasing L, this of course becomes less likely. This
is especially unfortunate since, compared to approaches that
evaluate time differences of arrival, these are more robust to

Figure 2. Spectrograms ŝ1 , ŝ2 for Fs = 48kHz, L = 2048, olp = 0, 75%
and a hanning window.

reverberation [26], the modeling of which demands a longer
DFT size.
C. Estimation and Model assumptions
Another very obvious drawback of a long DFT-length
is, that increasing L increases the number of parameters
to estimate, while at the same time reducing the samples
available, since the time-resolution gets degraded. But not
only does it make the estimation difficult, it also endangers
the prerequisites of ICA. As [21] points out the assumption
on statistical independence of the sources, especially when
considering short time signals, does no longer hold. One
proposed measure to demonstrate the loss of independence
is the average of the correlation coefficient over all frequency
bins:
L
2 +1
1 X
|rw |
(13)
J(L) = L
2 + 1 k=0
where

P
(ŝ1 (m, k) − µ1 (k)) (ŝ2 (m, k) − µ2 (k))
q
rw = qP k
2 P
2
[ŝ
(m,
k)
−
µ
(k)]
1
k 1
k [ŝ2 (m, k) − µ2 (k)]

µ1 represents the mean value with respect to the time index
of the STFT representation of the source signal s1 . Of course
uncorrelatedness does not imply statistical independence, since
the latter is much stronger, but independent signals can never
be correlated. This implies that an increase in correlation
represents a decrease in independence.
This measure is applied to two clean speech signals from a
single male speaker of 5 seconds length, whose spectrograms
are shown in figure 2. The result shown in figure 3 confirms
that an increase in the DFT-length from a millisecond to over
half a second is accompanied by a big increase in correlation.
However, the figure, in particular the lower plot, hints at a
potential way to at least mitigate this problem. It could be
demonstrated for this particular example, that increasing the
overlap and thus decreasing the shift, leads to a noticeable
drop of the correlation coefficient. This suggests that it could
be beneficial to use a small shift when applying large L,
especially for short time signals.
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Figure 3. The upper plot illustrates the relationship between L and the
correlation coefficient for a fixed overlap of 20%. The lower plot fixes
L = 32768 and shifts the overlap from 0% to 95%.

IV. C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK
This paper discussed the influence of the various parameters
of the short-time Fourier transform on the solution-finding
process of frequency-domain blind source separation. It has
been shown that the choice of the DFT-length is a balancing
act between setting it big enough to account for the rooms
impulse response, especially in high reverberant environments,
and keeping it small enough to not hurt the model assumptions
of ICA, while also keeping the difficulty of the permutation
problem feasible. It was further shown, that out of the many
possible synthesis windows, there exists an optimal choice (12)
with respect to minimizing the number of cyclic artefacts in
the reconstruction of the time-domain source signals. Another
tool to minimize these distortions is the shift as it determines
how many values the synthesis window has to recreate from
every segment. Since these values sit at the end of the frame
and are thus, as has been shown, less prone to distortions, a
decrease of the shift is beneficial. A small shift has also been
advocated for in section III-C where it helped to restore the
endangered model assumption in the case of a long DFT and
comparably short time signal.
However, since the shift introduces no new information from
a mathematical standpoint, it has to be wondered if there
are any drawbacks to decreasing it arbitrarily, especially in
view of the ICA algorithms separation performance. With
respect to the algorithm, there is another interesting point to
be investigated. Complex-valued ICA algorithms demand the
real and imaginary parts of every frequency bin in the sources
STFT-representations to be uncorrelated and of equal variance
[27]. It isn’t obvious why this should be the case for speech
signals, let alone arbitrary acoustic signals. Neither is it clear
how the parameters can affect this.
Since there are many more interesting questions to discuss, the
author wants to expand on this discussion in future works and
back up these theoretical findings with practical measurements
and results.
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Abstract—Stationary battery storage systems can significantly
reduce the energy costs of manufacturing companies in Germany
and at the same time reduce stress on the electric grid. So far
stationary batteries are operating with simple rule-based controls,
aiming to avoid load peaks. This paper presents an approach
for the training of an intelligent control system utilizing reinforcement learning (RL) to achieve better battery utilization and
overall cost-effectiveness by considering influencing factors such
as battery aging and seasonal fluctuations in energy consumption.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As a consequence of the energy turnaround, manufacturing
companies are confronted with high electricity costs (compare
to [1], [2], [3]), especially for peak loads [4]. In contrast, the
costs of generating their own electricity, for example by using
photo-voltaic modules, and the cost for battery storage fell
sharply in recent years. Battery storage facilities can thus be
increasingly used economically to smoothen costly peak loads
and to increase company’s own consumption of electricity
through intermediate storage [5]. Given of limited storage
capacity, battery aging effects, as well as fluctuating load
and generation, the operating strategy of the storage system
represents a central challenge.
II. S TATE OF THE ART C ONTROL S YSTEMS
Currently installed control systems are based on rules that
specify when the battery should be charged and discharged.
These rules are based on the time of day and the current
power consumption. In the simplest case, such rules describe
a load following operation: the battery is discharged/charged
according to a given profile. To operate peak shaving with
respect to a given load limit, this profile PF is calculated from
the difference between the peak limit to be maintained Pmax
and the given consumption profile PV :
PF = Pmax − PV
In this case, the battery would always be discharged (negative
sign) when PV > Pmax and charged accordingly when PV <
Pmax . The total load profile PG is composed of PV and PF :
PG = PV + PF
More complex rules can also include the consumption balance
in the current billing period (15 min), since any short-time load
peaks do not cause any costs if the average value in the billing

period is below a specific target value.
Both a simple load-following strategy and an advanced strategy that considers the 15-minute average were implemented
in experiments to obtain comparative values for the developed
AI-based operating strategies.
III. R ESEARCH G OAL
The aim of the research project is the development of a
self-learning operation strategy for electricity storage in manufacturing companies to reduce electricity costs and stress on
the electric grid (compare to [1], [6]). The intelligent control
system should focus on increasing internal consumption and
avoiding costly load peaks. Furthermore the control system
has to take into account battery aging effects, since they
can strongly influence the long term cost and profitability
of the storage system [7]. The performance of the AI-based
operating strategy will be compared with established operating
strategies and advantages, disadvantages and opportunities will
be identified in this regard.
IV. A PPROACH
For the implementation of an agile battery controller, that
is able to learn how to react dynamically to a wide variety
of input variables, RL methods are used, whose potentials
seem very promising due to the numerous influencing factors
and stochastic events occurring in the production environment,
such as unscheduled shutdown or startup of power heavy
systems. To achieve this, the first step is to gather all necessary
information and to set up an environment, that simulates the
behavior of the battery and an exemplary energy system of
a production system. This is the basis for the development
and testing of the AI-based operation strategy. To consider all
real occurring influences, a prototypical implementation for
the validation of the developed operation strategy is planned
for a later stage of the research project [8] .
A. RL Framework
The implementation of the RL-agent is using Tensorflow
and RLlib [9] as they deliver an abstract interface to a variety
of RL-agents [10] and therefore a variety of RL Algorithms
can be tested with little to no adjustment effort and the most
promising implementation can be identified by trial and error.
Furthermore, RLlib uses the Ray framework, which allows
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Figure 1. shap values for a trained agent - each dot represents a simulation step and corresponding agent action

multi-threaded and cluster-training and thus significantly reduces the training time.
B. Simulation Design
Although there are approaches to train RL agents in parallel with the conventional operation of systems, it is more
purposeful, especially for an exploratory approach, to create a
simulation of the environment and thus get the opportunity to
try different training approaches in a fraction of the simulated
time. A simulation adequate for the research objective must
meet the following requirements:
• a representation of all physical values and information
relevant for the training of a control system
• a calculation of the costs resulting from chosen actions
and the agent reward that can be calculated from these
costs
• an implementation of a normalized interface, which allows the call by RLlib
• a short run-time to perform as many training trial runs as
possible
In order to make the simulation as flexible as possible and to
avoid limitations due to the use of a simulation framework, the
simulation is developed from scratch in Python. To represent
the different elements of an energy system in the simulation,
performance measurements exported from existing energy
management systems of industry partners in the research
project are used. These measurements are read and processed
in the simulation so that a suitable representation of the
state of the energy system is available for each simulation
step. Since the state of the battery storage is dependent on
the selected actions of the agent, it is not represented by
historical data, but by a physical model. The battery model
used is the open-source application "SimSES" developed by

Faculty for Electrical Energy Systems (EES) of TUM [11].
The SimSES model is executed every simulation step and
calculates resulting charging states, battery degradation and
power losses from the requested charging power.
C. RL Algorithms
RLlib provides a variety of state of the art Reinforcement
Learning Algorithms as agents with a unified interface. Several
agents were tested with their respective standard parameterization. The agents heavily differ in suitability for the given
challenge in terms of resulting runtime, convergence behavior
in training and performance in validation runs. Best results
were achieved with the Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO)
[12] agent. The Soft Actor Critic (SAC) agent [13], while also
promising in convergence behavior, has disadvantages due to
longer training run-time.
The Policy of a the PPO algorithm is a Deep Neural Network,
that has environment states as an input, and a discrete set of
output actions. In this case the output actions are percentages
of the battery’s maximum charging/discharging power between
-1 and 1 in steps of 0.04. Policy Optimization means, that this
policy is to be optimized in terms that the output action generates a maximized reward. This is done by iterating over the
training data and adjusting the weights of the Neural Network,
so that the sum over all chosen actions and their estimated
rewards are maximized. Proximal in this context means, that
the adjustment of the weights is clipped by a value , so that
changes on the policy can only occur gradually to prevent big
policy changes in the wrong direction induced e.g. by outlier
data from which the policy can possibly not recover. The
Objective function LCLIP (θ) can be differentiated resulting
in the policy gradient estimator ĝ that can then be optimized
for example with a Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD).
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Figure 2. comparison of load-management performance: rule-based and reinforcement-agent

LCLIP (θ) = Êt [min(rt (θ)Ât , clip(rt (θ), 1 − , 1 + )Ât )]

The Estimation Operator Êt is applied on a batch of samples
with timestamps t, resulting in the average expected value. The
ratio rt represents the changes in probability due to updated
θ values, and Ât are the value estimations for the actions.
The core improvements of the Proximal PO are the clipping
and min operations: even if updated θ values lead to big
increases/decrease of rt Ât , the clipping/min operations limit
those changes to an interval defined by , so that updated
policies are still in the proximity of the old policy. Typical
values for  are around 0.2 [12].
D. Sparse Reward and Reward Shaping
A key challenge of this reinforcement learning application is the fact that only the highest annual overrun of
the targeted performance limit results in costs for billing.
Exceeding this limit a second time is irrelevant for billing
as long as the exceedance is not even higher than the previous
one. Since training an RL agent requires a more continuous
punishment/reward, the real cost cannot be used for reward
allocation: Instead of once a year, a peak-shaving reward is
given for every 15-minute billing interval. That is, for 1minute simulation steps, the agent receives reward every 15th
simulation step. Even this is still at the limit of trainability,
with respect to the sparseness of the reward signal.
E. Feature Sets and Shap Values
As mentioned above, the representation of relevant information (features) by the simulation is a requirement for the
simulation. In order to find out which data are useful for
training an RL-based control system, a multi-stage series of
experiments has been carried out.
First, all available information is collected and a selection
to feature sets is made manually, to test which combination

of features lead to the best results. Different representations
of data selected for the feature sets are tested as well. For
example, a time stamp for each simulation step in unixtime
can be used to infer a daily periodicity less easily than if the
time of day is represented by a consecutive numbering of the
simulation steps in the course of the day. A simulation step
that represents the time of day, e.g. 12:00 o’ clock, therefore
also passes a corresponding number to the agent, which
assumes the same value for each day. Another example for the
importance of data representation is seasons: spring through
winter can be represented with numbers from one to four.
However, if one wants to choose a representation that contains
information about the similarity of seasons, a vector can
 be
−1,
0
used that encodes winter with 1, 0 , summer
with
and

spring and autumn with 0, 1 0, −1 , respectively to take
into account the circular reoccurance of seasons. Since outdoor
temperatures can have an impact on energy consumption and
photo voltaic (PV) generation, a representation that makes the
similarities of the seasons recognizable enables a potentially
better training result.
In addition to the manual selection of plausible features, a
shap value analysis is performed [14], that shows the impact
of different features on the outcome of the RL-agent decision.
In order to determine the weight of an input features in combination with other features, the shap explainer uses a large
number of feature-value permutations on the trained agent and
analyses the outcome. Once the shap explainer is trained with
those permutations, the actions selected in a validation episode
can be explained. In figure 1 the result of such a shap value
analysis for a episode is displayed. In this “bee plot” a feature
set is displayed in rows on the y-axis and the shap values
are plotted for each of these rows on the x-axis. Additionally
each plot point is colored corresponding to the specific feature
value, i.e. the value that was delivered to the agent for this
particular agent action. The rows are sorted according to the
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average absolute shap value. Features contribute proportionally
to their shap values to the selection of a corresponding action
value. Negative or positive signs correspond to a tendency
towards an discharge or charging action. In this particular
example the RL-agent was not taking into account the batteries
SoH (state of health), because optimizing battery degradation
was a secondary objective to peak shaving in the scaling of
this training runs reward.
F. Curriculum Learning
As indicated in the previous section, it is not always possible
to train a RL-agent in respect to every goal in just one training
run. To account for this, training runs with different reward
designs were performed consecutively on the same agent. This
is a known as curriculum learning [15]. To further improve the
performance of the RL-agent, imitation learning is used in the
first training run. Imitation learning is RL training in which
the agent is rewarded for selecting actions that are similar to
actions resulting from a given target logic that is to be imitated.
The logic to be imitated is the rule based state of the art control
system that was foremost implemented as a benchmark for the
RL-Training.
V. R ESULTS
With a series of optimizations applied to feature sets and reward allocation and using state-of-the-art curriculum training,
the developed RL-agent is able to beat simple control strategies
and almost reaches the performance of optimized control
strategies (see fig. 2) in terms of peak-shaving performance
(ca. 10% difference in summed up peak-limit exceedance). In
some validation episodes the RL-agent is performing better
than the optimized control strategies. A comparison in real
operation is still pending, due to smaller control intervals of
established controllers, a slightly worse relative performance
than in simulation operation is to be expected.
Looking at battery degradation the RL-agent even outperforms
conventional control strategies. Along the validation, the difference in SoH between the best rule and RL strategies was
0.3%, meaning 0.3% less capacity is lost over the course of
40 days due to cyclic degradation effects.
Overall these values have to be verified in the upcoming
prototypical implementation, at least in a simulation that
runs parallel to a real battery operation, to be able to make
safe predictions on whether AI-based control systems are a
worthwhile improvement.

With these improvements and further development, the training
of an RL-agent that exceeds the performance of optimized
control strategies is potentially possible.
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VI. O UTLOOK
To further improve the agent and generate an advantage over
conventional controls, the model is being further improved.
The following features are already being worked on:
• additional phases in the curriculum training that focus
solely on the improvement of battery health loss
• cooperative multi-agent training to combine battery control and operation of adjustable electrical loads
• multi-agent training to control additional power generation sources and heat grid
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Preliminary work on determining the global and
local pose of a mobile robot in outdoor
environments using proprioceptive and exteroceptive
sensor technology
Markus Fenn
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Email: fennma67764@th-nuernberg.de

Abstract—Autonomous robot missions are not only in demand
on production floors and warehouses, but are increasingly finding
application in outdoor areas. They help humans to execute long
lasting monotonous tasks as well as supporting them in carrying
equipment or operate in areas that are not safe for humans.
All of them have to face the issue of global positioning in fast
changing rough areas that are sometimes not easy to pass. That is
why they need different sensor types to estimate their global and
local pose for accurate navigation tasks as well as data storage
and labelling. This is why proprioceptive, for inner robot state,
as well as exteroceptive, for global positioning, sensor types are
used. This paper gives a introduction about the preparation work
using this different sensor systems to fuse them afterwards in
order to get an discrete and accurate robot pose.

per side. In basic configuration the weight is around 19 kg
[1] the robot at the projects end will have around 65 kg to
75 kg. To navigate autonomously, the robot needs to know it’s
current position in the global map and the relative direction
it is heading to. The sensors used for this will be described
on the following pages. A rendering of the current robot
can be seen in Figure 1. The red cone displays the Field
of View (FOV) from the infrared inspection camera that is
used to spot thermal hotspots on the photovoltaic panel. The
DGNSS antennas as well as the obstacle avoidance systems
are missing in this model.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A. Project description
The mobile robot platform used for the validation and
data collection described in this paper is part of a project
founded from the German Ministry for Economy and Energy
(BMWi). There are several small and medium sized companies
as well as the University of Würzburg and the University of
Technology Nürnberg working together. The aim of the project
is to develop an autonomous driving robot that is capable to
maintain a photovoltaic field power plant through weeding and
infrared inspection from below the panels. The environment
the platform should operate in is a former hill of garbage
which is now covered by grass and photovoltaic modules.
The project aims to make energy generation from photovoltaic
more efficient to compete in the future against relatively cheap
energy sources like nuclear and coal burning power plants.
This is not just about saving money for the energy companies
but also to help protect the earth from climate change.
B. Robot description
The basic chassis of the robot is a platform called
VolksBot R RT6 developed by the Fraunhofer IAIS. The
kinematic model is skid steering and in this special case
six wheeled. The drive shafts of the wheels on each side
are connected via a chain and driven by one 150 W motor

Figure 1. Rendering of VolksBot R RT6 with current project configuration

C. Problem description
In an two dimensional indoor area like an office or shop
floor there are sharp edges that never or rarely change. This
is why most times LIDAR (Light Detection And Ranging)
scanners are enough for the global and local positioning. When
moving a robot outside, the environment changes more often
for example through seasons, weather conditions or vegetation.
Especially when the robot changes its environment like for
example through mowing in this case, there are no or less
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sharp edges where the scan matching or slam algorithm can
rely on. Also through hills and slopes the surrounding area
is three-dimensional. This why the robot needs sensors that
give it information about how far it has moved and its global
position on the map or world. The pose needs to be precisely
determined to prevent small sections of grass from remaining
unmown. Another reason that calls for precision in this project
is the comprehensive and accurate recording of infrared images
under the solar panels.

now send to Rover and internally used to determine its exact
position. With systems like this it is possible to bring the
accuracy down to <1 cm [4]. The Rover Base set used in this
project is called simpleRTK2B from the Spanish company
Ardusimple. It provides a accuracy down to <1 cm in RTKMode and 1.5 m in stand alone mode (for example only Rover)
[4].

II. S ENSOR S YSTEMS
As described in Chapter I-C, using only LIDAR scanners
is not enough to get an exact pose. This is why the robot
needs to carry more proprioceptive and exteroceptive sensor
systems. To get an discrete, precise and continuous robot
pose several different types of sensors need to be fused using
for example the robot_localization package provided
in ROS (Robot Operating System) [2]. To use this package
or the data in general the sensors need to be mounted and
implemented. The three different sensor types used for the
pose estimation are described in the following subsections of
this Chapter.
A. Global Navigation Satellite System
For world wide positioning different GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) providers are available. The most
common include for example Americas GPS (Global Positioning System), Russians Glonass or European Unions Galileo.
Modern GNSS modules are capable of determining their
position via all the above mentioned representatives. GNSS
systems in general are influenced by some effects that cause
the measurement with those sensors to be not mathematically
perfect. Those are for example relativistic effects or drifts in
the satellites clock, atmospheric influences in the Ionosphere
and Troposphere as well as the multipath effect which is
caused through reflection on buildings [3]. Shading of the
sky, for example in this case through photovoltaic modules,
cause a total or nearly loss of signal. Another problem using
GNSS systems on mobile robots is the fact that they are
moving. The average accuracy of those positioning systems
that can be found on different sources like books and the
internet is around 1 m to 10 m. If they would stand on the
same point the measurement errors could be summed up
and averaged. Through this the precision could be increased.
Exactly this method is the basis of DGNSS, the "Differential
Global Navigation Satellite System" also commonly known as
RTK GPS (Real Time Kinematic GPS). Those systems consist
of at least two GNSS receiving modules with at least two
antennas per module. One for the GNSS signal and the other
for a offset radio connection. In the basic configuration there
is one "Base Station" that always stands still and is able to
average the measurement error (Figure 2). The other module,
known as "Rover", is the moving part of the system. If each
systems measure their position with the same satellites the
base is able to calculate an offset, because it knows the value
and direction of the error. This offset or correction factor is

Figure 2. DGNSS Base Station with GNSS antenna and radio transmitting
antenna

To use the data for pose estimation a package called
nmea_navsat_driver is available for ROS that uses the
informations from the GNSS module and publishes a standard
Topic called sensor_msgs/NavSatFix which can be
used for many programs. GNSS systems are exteroceptive
sensors and the only sensor type used on the projects robot
that is able to estimate the position referring to the world. The
outcome of the DGNSS-node is indiscrete.
B. Inertial Measurement Unit
An IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) belongs to the family
of proprioceptive sensor types as it senses an internal robot
state. It is a spatial combination of different inertial sensors
like gyroscopes and accelerometers. Sometimes but not in this
use case the data of magnetic field sensors are used as well to
improve the sensor arrays outcome. This wouldn’t make sense
in this project because of the strong magnetic fields the power
cables of the photovoltaic modules generate as well as disruptions through metal mount frames. The gyroscope measures
rotating rates around linear axes. In former times mechanical
gyros have been used to determinate for example the tilt angle
of planes. Modern gyroscopes use MEMS (Micro Electro
Mechanical Systems). The angles are called roll (around xaxis), pitch (around y-axis) and yaw (around z-axis) [5]. Accelerometers detect the acceleration in a linear direction. Three
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of them cover all three dimensional axes x, y and z. The task of
the IMU is to validate the pose that comes from the odometry
calculation of the drive (Chapter II-C). There normally is a
drift around the pitch axis which could be erased using more
than one IMU. The inertial measurement unit used in this
project is an validation and learning board for different sensor
types called X-NUCLEO-IKS01A3 developed and marked
by the company ST Microelectronics. To compute the
sensors information and transmit them to a computer, Prof. Dr.
Stefan May from the Technical University of Nürnberg wrote
code that fuses the accelerometers and gyroscopes information
and provides the data in ROS using the standard message type
sensor_msgs/Imu.
C. Wheel odometry
The wheel odometry describes the odometry that is calculated using the rotation rates of the wheels and the kinematic
model of the platform. For drive configurations like mecanum
or differential drive on a flat floor like industrial cement or
office carpet the calculation is precise. The arrangement of
wheels in this project does not follow a easy to express
kinematic. The name of it is six wheeled skid steering. To
calculate the platforms linear and angular velocity two inputs
are required. The rotation rates of the wheels on the left and
right side. All wheels each side rotate with the same speed as
they are mechanically linked by a chain. To get the current
rotation rates of the wheels each side, the encoders inside the
motors are used. The projects configuration for this is an 216
counts per turn encoder, directly connected to the motors shaft
followed by a 66:1 gear. The standard way to describe the
platforms movement is to give as an output, for subsequent
pose estimation, the current velocity in x and y direction and
the angular speed around the z-axis called ω. This results to
the expression:
 
 
vx
v
ẋ =
= vy  = j (ωl , ωr )
(1)
ω
ω
ˆ
This leads to the estimated velocities ẋ.
ˆ = J (k) y
ẋ

(2)
T

The y in Equation 2 stands for y = (ωl , ωr ) . J(k) is called
Jakobian Matrix of the kinematic model and the part of
the calculation that is difficult to define. With reference to a
publication of Laval University in Canada, which deals with
the subject of pose estimation of skid locomoted platforms,
there are four more or less suitable approaches of the matrix.
As they are all based on experimental search for parameters
and four wheel skid steering the decision has been made
use the model of perfect differential drive and add an factor
that is determined by experimental trail and error. The reason
the other models are not suitable is that the the configuration of a six wheeled skid steering robot is an overlay of
differential drive (wheels in the middle) and four wheeled
skit steering (outer wheels). The wheels located in the middle

would only drive around the centre point without appreciable
losses in friction. The outer four wheels cause dynamical
friction losses as they get pulled sideways when turning. The
standard Jacobian Matrix J for differential drive robots
is described as following:

 1
1
2

2

0

J = r 0
− 1b

(3)

1
b

To describe the friction losses through the ground another
matrix called Ground Matrix needs to be defined as following:


1 0 0
G = 0 0 0 
(4)
0 0 β
To combine those two for further calculations Equation 4
needs to be multiplied from left to Equation 3 resulting to
the Jakobian Matrix Js for this special six wheeled skid
steering robot:

 1
1 0 0
2
Js = rGJ = r 0 0 0   0
0 0 β
− 1b
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r 0
− 1b · β



1
2
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0 
·β

To use Equation 2, 3 and 4 note that r is the wheels diameter,
ωl and ωr are the rotation rates for left and right side while all
three tires rotate with the same angular velocity. b is the trackbase. β is the factor that affects only the platforms rotation
rate and can be every rational number between 0 and 1. The
higher the value of β the less friction affects the turning rate
(for example on wet grass the value is higher than on asphalt).
To calculate the current velocities, Js of Equation 5 needs to
be set for J(k) in Equation 2. The implementation following
this thoughts has been done by an employee of the project
partner Evocortex GmbH, a robot development company
from Nürnberg. The output of the software package is a ROS
standard message called nav_msgs/Odometry. To identify
the factors β value a test path has been driven, using a wireless
game controller, with predefined end pose in rotation like 180◦
or -45◦ . After a few experiments the perfect value for the
laboratories floor has been found.
III. S INGLE DATA VALIDATION
This chapter will describe how the data, that has been
collected using the systems described in Chapter II, is validated
in order to ensure parametrisation and programming errorfree application in future sensor fusion. Due to Coronavirus
it hasn’t been possible to test the whole system until now.
That is why only parts of the robot have been tested together.
The chapter will start with single validations followed by data
recordings with different sensor types together.
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A. DGNSS

C. Wheel Odometry

For the validation a test track has been set up in an
outdoor environment. First three test models (done several
times each time) have been straight movements of exactly
15 m with different velocities. Data logging has been done
using rosbag and converting to .csv for postprocessing
using the Google Service my.maps where you can measure
distances between points and have a map overlay to see
the movement in the real world. The result can be seen in
Figure 3. The image only shows three lines all taken with
different unmeasured velocities. As you can see the point line
itself is straight but they vary in their position. This shows
that the DGNSS hasn’t been very accurate due to buildings
and trees around the antennas. This has not been done on a
free field because in the real scenario the robot has to face
these interference sources.

There are three different movement states the robot can
enter. Those are straight, turning or straight with an turning
overlay. For the straight movement the robot needs to drive
a certain length followed by a manual evaluation of the real
driven and the calculated distance. The real and calculated
distance can be different if the robot is stuck or on slippery
ground for example after rain. The fact that the turning rate
varies not only from the surface ground but also from the
distribution of centre of mass, tire condition and slope angle
the robot tries to turn leads to the conclusion that the turning
rate outputted by the wheel odometry node is only suitable
for stuck detection comparing these values to the IMU outputs.
That is why for the fusion using a Kalman Filter or something
similar the information of the turning rate needs a high value
of covariance.
D. IMU and DGNSS together
The IMU and and DGNSS Rover module has been mounted
on a sledge which simulates a skid steering model at least in
straight movement very good. Also it simulates while turning
a centre point that does not lay in the middle of the "robot".
The configuration can be seen in Figure 4. To validate if
the movement the IMU and DGNSS outputs is in the same
direction. The recorded data has been used to display the
movements in mapviz which is a ROS-package to visualise
map relevant data as well as sensor data. The heading of the
IMU was indicated using an arrow and the DGNSS points have
been displayed as points. In order to validate the interaction of
the two sensor systems another random movement has been
recorded. The outcome of this validation process has been that
the heading the IMU is sensing and the direction of movement,
the GNSS is displaying indirectly via points, fit together.

Figure 3. Movement of test skid displayed with my.maps using DGNSS data

Measurements between start and end position, using
Google’s service, showed the distance measurement of 15 m
has been accurate. The configuration that has been used to
record the data can be seen in Figure 4 and will be described
in Chapter III-D.
B. IMU
A negative aspect in using an inertial measurement unit is
that they have a temperature dependent drift around at least one
axis. That is why the test that has been done for the validation
of the IMU was mainly about finding out the value of the
drift. To validate this error the sensor system needs to lay on
a flat surface. After starting up, it is possible to display the
IMUs frame in ROS package called rviz which is used to
display for example sensor data. If there would be a big drift,
it would be possible to visualize and detect it without any
data analysing. The result of this test has been that the drift
is negligibly small and for short term movements, like turning
rate of the platform, irrelevant.

Figure 4. Test skid with IMU and DGNSS System

E. IMU and Wheel Odometry together
As already mentioned in Chapter III-C the odometry output
of the wheel-node is only suitable for linear movements.
That is why the most trust for the rotation part of the
pose estimation lays on the IMU. To simulate the rough
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environment at the projects mission side mecanum wheels
have been mounted to a small test robot as they produce
strong rattling while driving over flat hard ground. The reason
is to test the effect the rattling has to the IMU. The test
configuration used can be seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Test robot equipped with an IMU and motors with encoders

As this test has shown the rattling does not affect the Inertial
Measurement Units output, but it detects the vibrations on the
platform. The effect of this to the sensor fusion needs to be
validated and if necessary a filter has to be implemented that
filters fast angular movements.
IV. C ONCLUSION
The sensor systems DGNSS, Inertial Measurement Unit
and wheel odometry using motor encoders described in this
paper should be good enough for pose estimation in rough
environments. The estimation could be improved using a
second IMU as well as another DGNSS module to get the
heading of the robot as an output of the DGNSS-node. The
odometry calculated through the wheel encoders can hardly
be trusted as it varies very much from the ground. In future
work the sensor data collected and validated will be used to
test and validate a fusion node to get one discrete pose.
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Abstract— Virtual reality (VR) is being used in more and
more industries and is a steadily growing market. The main
function of VR is to fully immerse the user into the virtual
world. In order to do this all senses must be tricked into
thinking that what is Infront of them is real. Sight is being
controlled by VR goggles which sit in front of the users’ eyes
showing them the virtual world. Hearing is done by using 360°
headphones. The only senses missing are touch and smell, in
this paper we will be focusing on how to trick the touch sense
into “feeling” the virtual world. To do this we will be building
an exoskeleton for the hand which will act as a controller in the
3D world while giving the user direct feedback about the object
they are touching. We will be exploring the use of piezo
actuators to stop the bending of the fingers to simulate objects.
We start off by designing various prototypes of joints to
experiment with the correct placement of piezos to achieve the
best braking force. The different designs end up showing
various pros and cons which lead us to the final design which
includes a piezo stack and a metal band. The piezo stack is
housed inside of a tower which allows the piezo to only expand
in one direction. When a voltage is applied to it, it will expand
and push down on the metal band stopping it from moving,
thereby the user thinks there is something in his hand.
(Abstract)

II. THE HAND
A. The Mechanics
The exoskeleton will be a mixture between static and
powered since the movement will come from the users’
hands. In order to simulate the feeling of the user holding
something all we must do is create a resistance that the user
can feel. We are going to do this by using small piezo
actuators which will expand to create friction and thereby
stopping the finger joint from bending. This will give the
user the impression that the hand is holding something.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fig. 1. (Schünke, 2011)

Virtual reality is a steadily growing and future
oriented market. It covers a wide variety of fields ranging
from gaming to manufacturing. The Cambridge Dictionary
defines the term virtual reality as “A set of images and
sound, produced by a computer, that seem to represent a
place or situation that a person can take part in” (Dictionary,
2014). In order to immerse in this virtual reality, the user
wears a set of VR goggles. These goggles are made up of
two screens, one for each eye, and a set of lenses to focus
the images on the eyes. By covering the full range of sight
of the user, the user feels immersed in the virtual world. By
adding headtracking either with cameras or sensors
integrated in the headset the users head movements are
directly translated into the 3D world. To interact with this
3D environment, the user has two controllers which act as
the user’s virtual hands. The controllers however are the one
part of the system that stops the user from fully immersing
in the Virtual world, since they do not receive any feedback
of the object they are holding. We are going to fix this
problem by turning the controller into an exoskeleton which
can give direct feedback to the hand of the user.

Before we can start designing the exoskeleton, we need to
have a look at the Human Hand. Each finger has three
joints, each with its own range of motion. These three joints
are
called
Metacarpophalangeal
joint
(MCP),
Interphalangeal Joint (PIP), and Distal interphalangeal joint
(DIP).
III. CAD DESIGN
The complete skeleton was designed using the CAD
software Solidworks. This was chosen due to its ease of use
and availability from the university. First a basic model of a
hand was designed in order to simplify the design of the
skeleton. This hand model has the dimensions and diameters
of all of the fingers on a hand. Using this the skeleton could
be built around it.
First, we have to decide on the positioning and shape of
piezo actuators we will be using. Piezo actuators come in
various shapes and sizes which gives is a few options of
where to place the actuators. The smallest actuators would
allow us to place them in the rotational axis on each finger
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joint, this would be the simplest option. Two round piezo
discs would be used and would work like a drum brake.

The largest range of motion comes from the MCP joint,
which requires a different solution to keeping the

Fig. 2. Drum brake

This design however would need to be very thin in order to
fit between the fingers and would not achieve enough friction
to stop the fingers from moving.

Fig. 3. Finger joints with hand shell

The next piezos that were tested were piezo stacks. Piezo
stacks are layers of piezo materials, the more layers there are
the larger the expansion of the piezo and thereby the greater
the braking force. These however are too long to be fitted
between the finger joints and must therefore be placed on top
of each finger. To be able to stop the finger from bending we
will be attaching a thin metal band to each of the finger joints
which will run underneath the piezo stack. By applying a
voltage to the piezo, the piezo expands pushing down on the
metal band and thereby stopping it from moving.

exoskeleton in one piece. As seen in Fig. 3 we use two
external rods to achieve the desired range of motion. Fig. 3
also shows the first prototype of the hand shell, this is where
each of the finger joints will be connected to. Testing this on
the hand shoed that the stiff connectors between the fingers
and the hand can limit the range of motion and can make
moving the hand feel unnatural. This is why in the next
version connectors were printed out of elastic material as
seen in Fig. 5. These elastic joints keep the glove together
without limiting the motion of the fingers.

We start by designing a shell for each of the finger joints,
these will be where the piezos and the metal band gets
connected to. Each part first gets designed in CAD and then
3D printed for quick testing.

Fig. 2. Fist tests on finger

Fig. 4. Completed skeleton without thumb

Fig. 2 shows the basic setup of the exoskeleton for one
finger. Each joint has its own shell which allows us to
control each joint separately. The towers house the piezo
actuator which when a voltage is applied to expands
creating friction between the metal band, stopping the
bending motion.

Next, we need to design a way of controlling the thumb.
This is the most complex part of the exoskeleton since the
thumb has a very large range of motion in different axis. As
seen in Fig. 5 a separate wrist shell was designed in order to
achieve the correct angle to stop the thumbs movement.
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dfdfffffthe metal band which creates friction without putting
to much stress on the piezo.
V. MANUFACTURABILITY
For prototyping, the parts of the
exoskeleton have been made using a 3D printer.
This allows us to quickly make adjustments to parts
and test out how they fit together. 3D printing
however has its limitations, which include very low
tolerances which in this case makes testing difficult
since we are dealing with such small parts. The
final version should be made out of injection
molded plastic. This would allow us to
manufacture the exoskeletons very cheaply and out
of good quality, while still keeping the weight to a
minimum. Only certain parts like hinges will be
made out of metal to ensure a good fit and a long
lifetime.

Fig. 5. Completed hand skeleton

IV. ELECTRONICS
To create the braking force we will be using small
piezo actuators. Piezo function can be split up into two
categories: the direct piezoelectric effect an the inverse
piezoelectric effect. “The direct piezoelectric effect, also
called generator or sensor effect, converts mechanical
energy into electrical energy. “ (Fundamentals of Piezo
Technology , 2021). Whereas the inverse piezoelectric effect
“ causes a change in length in this type of materials when an
electrical voltage is applied. This actuator converts electricla
energy into mechanical energy. (Fundamentals of Piezo
Technology , 2021). We will be using the inverse
piezoelectric effect to create friction between the piezo and
a metal band. There will be a pair of piezo and metal band
for each finger joint allowing for a very precise control and
simulation of objects. Piezo actuators can create force of up
to 120N however the travel range is in the micrometer
range. This travel range can be increased by stacking piezos
on top of each other. Each piezo requires a piezo driver
which can then be controled by a program. For now these
drivers require a lot of power and we would require a total
of 18 in order to control each joint individualy. Testing will
show if one piezo can be enough to control the whole finger.
This would grately reduce the amount of power needed to
control the exoskeleton. Piezos are very delicate parts which
means any damage done to the housing can become
hazardous to the user or stop the piezo from functioning
correctly. This means we cannot have the piezo be in direct
contact with the metal band, since the friction and forces
caused by this would brake the piezo. To solve this problem
a small piston is inserted between the piezo and the metal
band. When the piezo expands it pushes the piston against

VI. CONCLUSION
In conclusion further testing will have to show if
the piezo actuators can produce enough force to
completely stop a finger from moving, which
would be required to achieve the desired effect.
The exoskeleton will also be integrated into a glove
which will make applying and removing the
skeleton a lot easier. A simpler way of driving the
piezos must be found since the current system
requires too much power.
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Abstract—The development of rail track detection is an important task on the way to autonomous driving trains. Trains
that drive autonomously offer the possibility to elevate transport capacity and to deploy manpower more efficiently. For
the development of autonomous trains, hazard assessment is
mandatory. Therefore, trains need to determine whether objects
interfere with the railway loading gauge. This again requires
knowledge of the rail track course. This article gives an overview
of current rail track detection methods. It opposes the advantages
and disadvantages of rail track detection techniques as well as
their suitability for autonomous trains. Furthermore, this article
introduces an enhanced method of rail track detection based
on previous track detection methods. This new method includes
techniques such as image masking, Inverse Perspective Mapping,
edge detection and rail identification.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The development of automatic and autonomous vehicles is
currently discussed by many researchers. The main advantages
of automatic and autonomous driving are cost reduction and
safety increase as well as an increase in transport capacity
and time table accuracy. The development of automatic and
autonomous driving is complex. One essential feature for autonomous driving is hazard assessment. That means especially
in driving mode ’on sight’, as it is always the case in shunting
service, the vehicle must be able to determine whether objects
interfere with the vehicle’s track and autonomously take action
if necessary. This requires knowledge about the vehicle’s track
including its hazard area.
The Institute for Vehicle Technology at the Nuremberg
Institute of Technology is engaged in developing an automatic
shunting locomotive. This article presents an approach for
determining rail tracks by combining map-provided rail track
data with optical detected rail tracks. The rail network of
shunting yards is usually documented in a digital rail network
map. In combination with a GNSS sensor, the vehicle’s
position can be located in the rail network map. The course
of the shunting locomotive is given by the shunting order.
This means that the course of the shunting locomotive can
be extracted from the digital rail network map. Next, the
digital course needs to be transformed to a representation
relative to the vehicle’s orientation so that the hazard area

can be determined. Although the vehicle is lead by the rail,
the locomotive’s orientation is not fully determined because
of clearance between wheel frames and the rail track. A
small variation in the orientation of the rail track relative
to the locomotive leads to high deviations in a calculated
point of interest in large distances as object detection and
localization is computed in relative position to the sensor
located on the locomotive body. Therefore, the orientation of
the track provided by map data is matched with track data
originated by the sensors, enabling sensor and map fusion.
This demands an accurate and robust detection to the rail track.
This article focuses on the optical rail track detection for
trains in order to adjust map provided track data relative to
the orientation of the vehicle. It firstly points out the current
state of research by opposing previous works related to track
detection for cars and trains (Section II). In this context,
advantages and limits of different methods are exposed. In
Section III, a concept suited to the requirements of rail
map adjustment is introduced. Special focus is set on the
design of an appropriate image mask in order to reduce data.
Furthermore, a method for initial segment detection and curve
modulation is described. The concept finishes with an Inverse
Perspective Mapping (IPM) and rail track identification in
order to fit the rail track representation of the rail network
map.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The automotive industry already uses efficient lane detection
algorithms for cars. Automotive lane detection is usually based
on lane markings with high visual contrast. A real-time generic
obstacle and lane detection (GOLD) is presented in [1]. This
work models a lane boundary as a plane curve with a constant
lane marking width and high visual contrast between the lane
marking and the roadbed. The lane detection is based on
a black-white-black pattern matching that characterizes the
contrast of the lane marking. For computational efficiency,
an IPM is performed first. This is followed by an iterative
geodesic morphological dilation to detect lane markings. The
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adaptive threshold of pixel differences makes the detection
robust against shadows and illuminations.
The high visual contrast that is required for this method,
is not given between rails and the rail bed. Therefore, this
method is not transferable to trains. In addition, track switches
emit higher disturbance which sets different requirements
to the detection. Also, the breaking distance of a train is
much longer than the breaking distance of a car. While road
vehicles can drive obstacle avoidance maneuvers, the rail
track is a boundary for the train’s course without any degree
of freedom in lateral direction. Therefore, the detection range
of a train’s track must be much higher than for a car.
Approaches for rail track detection are introduced in [2],
[3], [4]. These works are based on lane detection for cars.
In [2] an approach for rail track and obstacle detection
is introduced. This work uses a combination of the Canny
algorithm [5] and Hough transform [6] based on straight lines
to detect rails. The method fails for curved rail tracks and is
dependent on illumination. The exact procedure in this work
is poorly documented and therefore hardly traceable.
In [3] a concept for rail detection is described. The concept
is based on the parallelism of rails. Therefore, an IPM is
performed first. Edges are then detected using a Difference of
Gaussian filter. The detected edges are then sliced and proven
for parallelism.
In [4] rail and obstacle detection methods based on clothoid
(also called Euler spiral) [7] segments with smooth transition
are described. This work gives no details about the used track
detection. The exact method for the rail track detection is
therefore untraceable.
One of the promising methods is introduced in [8]. This
approach features automatic self-calibration. For this, the intersection point of two rails is determined. Rails are identified
using gradient computation and the knowledge of rail head
width, rail head distance d and distance of the sleepers. Then,
all lines intersecting with this point and the bottom row
of the image are determined. Along those lines, the mean
of the intensity values of the bottom third of the image
are calculated. Comparing the similarity of those intensity
means of two lines with distance d, the initial rail segment
is considered. A 3D model of the rail is built using piecewise
quadratic functions with continuity constraints. The results of
this approach shows rail detection up to more than 100m. It is
robust against shadows and reliable even in bad illumination
conditions. The approach is stated to be real-time capable, but
the computational configuration used is not specified in the
article.
In further research, approach [8] shows unreliable results
for sudden changes in exposure [9]. In [9] a new rail detection
approach was derived using Canny algorithm and Hough transform. The camera calibration in this work is more complex
than in [8]. In return, the detection is more robust against
lighting conditions. However, to reach this robustness, strong
manual help is required for camera calibration, for threshold
setting for the Canny algorithm and for track initializing.

Additionally, it is unpredictable which track the algorithm
follows at switches.
Another approach for rail track detection is given by [10].
This approach first performs an IPM transforming the original
image into a top view. Subsequently, the image is smoothed
using a Gaussian filter. Edges in the image are detected
using the Canny algorithm. Some erroneous edges are eroded
applying a binary mask to the image. Erroneous edges are
once again eliminated using morphological operators. From
the remaining edges, rails are identified using RANSAC.
This approach shows a high detection range for the analyzed
images. Results for rail detection at different weather and
lighting conditions are not given.
An approach similar to [10] is given in [11]. The analysis of
different edge detection methods showed best results using the
Canny algorithm. Edges that belong to actual rails are identified setting regions of interest iteratively under the constraints
of continuity and maximum curvature for rails. The approach
delivers robust results as long as a sufficient image quality is
given. The IPM and edge detection with different filters turn
out to take high computation time.
The most recent track detection method at the Institute
for Vehicle Technology is given by [12]. This method first
performs a projection of acquired images into the top view.
Secondly, possible areas of the rail’s appearance on the
bottom of the image are manually defined. Next, edges in
the image are detected using the Canny algorithm. In order
to determine the rail track, the RANSAC algorithm [13]
based on third degree polynomials is used. For the RANSAC
algorithm the condition is set that one of the selected points
lies in the appearance area that was defined in advance. The
results in this work were satisfying for adequate illumination
and the method was also robust when the image contains
switches. The computation time does not meet real-time
capability.
In general, image processing often uses methods based on
artificial intelligence. The problem using artificial intelligence
is that its decision making is not completely traceable. In
addition, the legal use of artificial intelligence is not given
yet in European traffic as given by the European standard
EN50128:2011 [14]. Therefore, this article focuses on classic
detection methods.
III. M ETHODOLOGY
The method introduced in this section is based on the
method introduced in [12], but enhanced by further image
processing techniques. The overall procedure of the method is
visualized in Figure 1. The techniques framed by continuous
lines are common techniques in the development of rail detection. The techniques framed by dashed lines are refinements
derived in this article.
The structure of the algorithm may vary in order but must
contain the following steps for robust track detection. The
challenge in the development of automatic and autonomous
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Figure 2. One possible image mask for a straight rail track in vanishing point
perspective.

Figure 1. Overall structure for the rail track detection algorithm. Continuous
frames represent common rail track detection techniques. Dashed frames
represent techniques of improvement.

trains is real-time operation. Therefore, the run-time is an important factor when analyzing different methods. The amount
of data has a significant influence on the run-time of noise
reduction methods as well as on the IPM. In order to reduce
the amount of data, it is beneficial to use a binary image mask.
This image mask removes sections from the picture where
the track is impossible to appear in the image by setting the
corresponding pixels to zero. Real images are usually afflicted
with noise. This can be reduced by noise reduction methods.
Common noise reduction methods are the Sigma filter, Gaussian filter and Median filter. In addition, a method for contrast
enhancement may be necessary to enhance edge detection.
The rail can be found in the image using edge detection. The
Laplace operator, Sobel operator, Hough transform as well as
the Canny algorithm are commonly used methods for edge
detection in images. An IPM offers the possibility to use the
knowledge of parallelism of the rails. Additionally, approaches
for edge detection and rail identification are introduced and
analyzed. Last, two suited curve representations are described.
A. Image Quality Improvement
Sometimes, images are afflicted with bad quality. Quality
can be impaired by fuzziness or bad illumination which leads
to low contrasts. Several proven methods exist that enhance
image quality. Noise reduction as well as contrast enhancement
methods significantly improve the image quality.
Typical methods for noise reduction are the average filter,
Gaussian filter, Median filter and Sigma filter. The average
filter, Gaussian filter and Median filter are very efficient in runtime and noise reduction. Nevertheless, the average filter and
Gaussian filter intensify blurring which can lead to problems
when edges shall be detected. The Median filter may distort

the image and may delete thin lines. The major advantage of
the Sigma filter is that it retains the sharpness of the image,
but it is slower than the above mentioned filters.
Contrast can be intensified using linear contrast enhancement or histogram adaption.
In order to test the suitability of those methods for rail
images, the test of different image scenarios is beneficial.
This points out the strengths and weaknesses of the specific
methods. It may also be beneficial, to apply more than one
method to an image. In this case, the influence of different
application orders needs to be analyzed. Once, influences and
suitability of different quality improvement techniques are
pointed out, an extension for an automatic quality improvement may be considered. Its tasks is to automatically choose
appropriate quality improvement techniques for scenarios at
shunting yards.
B. Image Masking
This work focuses on the vehicle’s own track. That means
all areas apart from the rail track do not need to be taken
into account and can be ignored. This can be done using a
binary image mask that fits the possible rail course. Ignoring as
many image points as possible, holds the advantage to reduce
erroneous rail track detection. At the same time, it significantly
reduces the amount of data that needs to be processed and
therefore saves computing time.
Due to the fix position of the camera on the locomotive,
the appearance range of the rail in the bottom part of the
image is limited. Instead of defining this area manually as
executed in [12], this area can be calculated. In order to reduce
the amount of remaining pixels even more, the maximum
curvature of rails can be regarded. A rail’s curvature is
restricted by norms. These restrictions are static. Information
about the track is given by the shunting order. Combined with
the network information of the rail map, rail appearance in the
image can be pursued.
One possible image mask for an image of a straight rail
track in vanishing point perspective is shown in Figure 2.
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has proven to be a robust edge detection method for rail
detection [11][8].
IPM results in increasing blur for rails at large distances.
The sensitivity of the Canny algorithm can be adjusted to the
sharpness of the image. Therefore, it may be beneficial to
adjust the sensitivity of the Canny algorithm to different parts
of the image. In this case it might be adjusted with the height
of the image.
E. Rail Identification
The edge detection likely delivers several detected edges.
The task is now to identify the actual rail course. Therefore, we
combine the detected edges with the knowledge of parallelism,
distance and curvature constraints.
The rail identification in [9] requires manual help, but the
approach presented in [10] is able to identify rails automatically. This work therefore follows the rail identification as
in [10] that first identifies edge detected pixels that are parallel
to each other within a specific distance and regards restrictions
of curvature changes to following pixels. After those are
identified, the RANSAC method is performed to estimate the
rail’s layout.

Figure 3. Example of an image taken from the locomotive’s front.

F. Curve Representation

Figure 4. Figure 3 in top view after performing IPM.

C. Inverse Perspective Mapping
The available images from the locomotive’s front are afflicted with perspective effects. That means that although two
corresponding rails proceed parallel from top view, the rails
taper in the image with increasing distance from the camera.
On the other hand, the use of the rail’s parallelism is beneficial
for the rail identification.
Perspective effects of an image can be eliminated using an
IPM. Knowing the camera’s intrinsic and extrinsic parameters,
each point of an image can be transformed into an image that
results in a top view and the rails appear parallel. The result
of an image after performing IPM is shown in Figure 4.
Many previous works applied the IPM at the very beginning
of the method. In order to save computation time, it may
be beneficial to perform the IPM at a later point of the
method, e.g. after the edge detection. On the other hand, this
may distort the detected edges. The best suited point for the
performance of the IPM therefore needs further investigation.
D. Edge Detection
Rails in an image can be located by identifying their
edges. Edges in an image can be identified by the contrast
of neighboring pixels. There are many methods to detect
edges in images, e.g. the Laplace operator, Sobel operator,
Prewitt algorithm or Canny algorithm. The Canny algorithm

The choice of a suited curve representation to the actual rail
curve significantly influences the accuracy and robustness of
the rail detection. Suitable representations for rails are clothoid
segments, piecewise quadratic functions with continuity constraints and third degree polynomials.
In newer rail design, clothoids are often used to design the
geometry of rails [15]. This is especially beneficial when used
for trains at high velocity. Clothoids are characterized by a
continuous change in curvature (see Figure 5). This eliminates
jerks and reduces erosion at the same time. On the other
hand, clothoids can not be evaluated in closed form. The
trade-off between computational cost and accuracy needs to
be investigated separately.
However, in reality, rails do not always follow the clothoid
design. Deviations from clothoid construction especially appear in transition curves. In those cases, the layout of the line
likely follows the geometry of circular arcs. The calculation
of Cartesian coordinates, requires solving Fresnel integrals.
Therefore, clothoids can not be solved in closed form. Cartesian coordinates of clothoids are commonly calculated using
approximation methods. The calculation is always a trade-off
between accuracy and computational cost.
Clothoids with small curvature can be approximated using
polynomials. Common approximation methods use polynomials of second or third degree. In this case, the instant use
of polynomials saves computation time. As in shunting yards
rails usually are not constructed after clothoids, the use of
polynomials make the rail identification more versatile.
IV. S UMMARY
This article discussed the advantages and disadvantages of
techniques necessary for rail detection for automated trains.
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vegetation and others. Further inspection lies in testing the
reaction of the individual techniques to possible occurrences
in real train operations.
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Figure 5. A double-end Euler spiral [16]
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V. F UTURE W ORK
The further task of this work lies in implementing, testing
and evaluating the introduced techniques. In comparison to
previous works, the introduced method shall be tested to a
wide range of different scenarios that show strengths, weaknesses and limits of the method. The scenarios shall contain
different requirement aspects such as alternating weather conditions, shade effects, disturbances through light reflection,
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Abstract—Automating transportation tasks and enabling mobile robots requires a robotics base platform. These complex
systems consist of many components and subsystems on a
software and hardware level. To work out a suitable structure on
both system levels, an iterative process is used: After analyzing
the current system state and comparing it to the requirements,
the system’s structure is extended, modified and tested before the
process repeats. Covered aspects include the choice of a GPUenabled embedded PC as well as the decision on a software
packaging solution for industrial applications.
Index Terms – robot, autonomous, AMR, structure, systems
engineering, architecture

I. I NTRODUCTION
Automating simple and repetitive tasks is common practice
in the industry today. Mostly, these are tasks that require a
certain set of motions executed sequentially by a robot in
a fixed workstation. As automation advances, it is logical
to also automate tasks that require robots to move within
a certain environment. Intralogistic transportation tasks on a
shop floor are usually done by human workers using forklifts
or tuggers. Using this personnel capacity elsewhere can be
possible by designing a robotic application that carries out
these tasks without needing instructions or steering commands
by a human. The system needs to percept its environment
and react to it appropriately. The transportation tasks can be
generated by a shopfloor management system and sent to the
robot. There they are carried out autonomously, increasing
effectivity by keeping interaction time with humans at a
minimum.
Various task-specific components have to communicate to
other parts of the robotics system. The components themselves
and their physical connections form a certain structure as do
the flows of information on a software level. Combining the
physical and the information-based part they form a “system
architecture” or “core structure”. The goal is to find suitable
key components, analyse physical and informational layer of
connections in between them and design, refine and optimize
a core structure that is sufficient for autonomous mobile
robots (AMRs) in industrial applications. This will require
modifying, adding or extending components and subsystems
on a hardware- and software level.
II. S TATE OF THE A RT
A. Robots
Using mobile robots to move trolleys or workpieces is
already being done in industrial scenarios. Robots that are

Figure 1. System of interest: EvoCarrier; Image: [3]

already in use doing transportation tasks autonomously include MiR’s MiR200 [1] and Metralabs’ Cary [2]. They
compete with the EvoCarrier by Evocortex shown in Fig. 1.
It features omnidirectional movement using mecanum drives,
autonomous navigation without external markers and fine
positioning with an accuracy of less than 1 mm. This robot
is used to evaluate and further enhance internal structure and
interaction with and within the system.

B. Software for Robots
Controlling a robot’s behavior and interaction with its
environment is done with software, but there are differences on
how the code is distributed and organized. One widely known
open source solution is the Robot Operating System (ROS)
[4] that can be used for all kinds of robots. The idea is to
divide a system and its code into functional units or modules
that can be easily combined in a different way, enabling the
developers to use existing code snippets. A similar yet proprietary framework is Nvidia ISAAC SDK [5] that specializes
in GPU-powered computing to enable autonomous robots to
percept their surroundings.
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III. M ETHODS
To start, a basic analysis of other current systems beside the
EvoCarrier is done, focusing on the different systems, their
use cases and applications as well as on their functionality.
A systems engineering approach is used to identify the types
of components required for the desired robotics system. Comparing these results to the components of the existing system
ensures covering all necessary parts. After this, there should be
an overview showing core components and their connections
which is the basis of the requirement analysis.
A robotics system design process includes a variety of stake
holders like the customer, investor, developer and the user. As
they all have different relations to the system, their requirements differ in certain criteria, e.g. the user’s main requirement
is an easy-to-use system while the investor wants maximum
profit of the project. To gather and categorize all requirements
the Volere Template [6] is used as a guideline of the analysis.
These requirements are the basis for designing and modifying
the existing system as they explicitely state the expectations
of the stakeholders.
To improve and refine the system, components are modified,
added or replaced to meet the described requirements. This is
an iterative process and is therefore expected to be executed
continuously or at least multiple times. Within this process
a seperate overview of the software structure is added and
refined as some of the requirements will cover software or
noncomponent aspects. The iterations also include tests of the
subsystems and components to ensure everything works as
expected. This also provides a decision basis which component
fits a certain use case or environment best. Developing and
optimizing the architecture is done with focus on particular
aspects like application in industrial enviroment, usability or
modularity, depending on the stakeholders’ needs that are most
important at a given time.
IV. R ESULTS
A. Core Structure
After the basic analysis of the existing robot there is a
system overview diagram that shows the main components
as well as their connections. This includes a computing and
control unit, motors and their driver circuit boards, sensors for
perception and safety, an information transfer interface as well
as a power supply. A simplified diagram is shown in Fig. 2.
B. Integrating an Embedded Computer
To drive autonomously, the robot needs to localize itself
within its environment using optical sensors. It then needs
to plan its route and calculate the control commands to
follow this route autonomously. For both of these aspects,
the sensor data evaluation and the computation of autonomous
movements, a suitable computing unit is needed. As the sensor
evaluation process is GPU-accelerated, an embedded PC with
a GPU is chosen and implemented into the EvoCarrier. The
code for behavior runs on a Linux-based operating system.

Figure 2. Simplified system architecture of the EvoCarrier

Figure 3. Example container structure with hardware access using Docker
Compose

C. Assembling Software into Packages
The robot’s software is updated regularly to extend functionality and to fix bugs. These updates should be done
remotely and ideally with minimum interaction required by
the customer. To simplify the process and to protect the knowhow, the software is bundled into packages. For the developer
it is also important to maintain an overview of what version of
which package is currently deployed in a certain robot. Using
“Choosing by Advantages” [7] for deciding on a technology,
Docker prevails over OpenVz and Linux Containers as it is
widely used, works with the existing system and provides
device passthrough. This was successfully tested by running
an example environment as shown in Fig. 3. One container
runs roscore, another one runs a ROS camera node with
access to a USB-camera and a third node executes GPUaccelerated computations in its own container. The application
uses Docker Compose for handling setup and network.
D. Refined Architecture Diagram
At the end of the first phase, the previously introduced core
structure in Fig. 2 is extended and refined as is its representation that is displayed in Fig. 4. It now shows the division into a
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C. Usability
Currently, human workers can interact with the robot using
a PS4-controller or an app. These only provide immediate
control but no option to program simple transportation tasks
or more advanced functionality. In the future, a web-based
interface should be developed, providing intuitive control of
the robot as well as block-based programming tools to easily
program logistics tasks without the need of programming skills
or external hardware.
VI. C ONCLUSION

Figure 4. Refined system architecture diagram with added embedded PC

safety-monitored side and a non-monitored side more clearly.
This structure enables the system to do computations on tasks
and navigation on a nonsafety-certified high power system
(Fig. 4 left) featuring the added embedded PC connected via
ROS to a combined PLC. The software receives the required
data from a laser scanner, whose protective field outputs are
connected to a Safety PLC. This enables safe operation at all
times in combination with the advantages of GPU-accelerated
sensor data evaluation.
V. N EXT S TEPS

Robots are advancing to do more complex tasks in the
industry. Carrying out these tasks require safe perception of
and autonomous reaction to a robot’s surroundings. Analysing
the existing system and the project around it brings up the
optimization potentials. Extending the system by choosing a
powerful computer for autonomous tasks was the first aspect
covered. Further, the software updating process was reviewed
and tests executed using Docker with Docker Compose as a
packaging and managing system with repeatable results. The
architecture diagram is extended and refined to depict the core
structure more clearly.
Whereas these aspects certainly help the robot to advance,
there are still more tasks to come: further research concerning
automatic update and rollout processes of software packages,
maybe including optional packages in a modular way still
offers potential for convenient maintenance softwarewise. Programming the robot to do certain tasks is currently difficult
and can hardly be done by the user. For an easy setup process
an intuitive interface has to be created, allowing programming
and configuration of robots as well as creating, modifying and
execution of transportation tasks.
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Abstract—This paper aims to discuss basic hardware and
software implementations for research on three-dimensional
acoustic localization. Hereby particular attention is paid to the
design and construction of a highly variable microphone array
and a recording system, as well as a special testing speaker. The
whole setup should be flexible enough to be configured for
various applications as well as different localization and
tracking algorithms, while causing minimal disturbance of the
test or measurement it is used for. For the evaluation of the
hardware setup a simple implementation of a Time Difference
Of Arrival (TDOA) localization algorithm is discussed. To show
the capabilities of acoustic localization simple tests are done
under ideal conditions.
Keywords—Acoustics, Signal
TDOA, Microphone Array.

Processing,

II. TESTING HARDWARE
A. A Carthesian Array
The array discussed here is specifically designed to meet
the requirements for research on three-dimensional acoustic
localization. One of the key requirements for the array was
upgradability and variability for microphone positioning. A
large part of future research will focus upon comparing SRP(Steered Response Power-) methods to TDOA (Time
Difference Of Arrival) methods. In beamforming, which is
the base of the SRP methods, the spacing between the
microphones has large influence upon the results. Depending
on the frequencies to be captured, as well as the number of
sensors available, they can be spaced further apart, closer
together, equidistant or with a logarithmic increase of
distance towards the outside of the array [4]. For TDOA
methods these requirements may vary. Another part of future
research will be applications of the localization system. For
indoor use, a small array, that can easily fit through doors and
be repositioned is needed. For localizing acoustic sources that
are further away from the array, a bigger geometry will
deliver more precise results. Although a planar array can
localize sound in three dimensions, a three-dimensional array
should give some advantages, especially for near-field
localization.
The basic geometry of the array is a cartesian array. As the
name states the microphones are located on three rods,
arranged like the x, y and z axis of three-dimensional
cartesian coordinates. The idea behind this geometry is to
make exact (re-)positioning of the microphones easier. A
slight deviation from the position fed into the localization
algorithm compared to the actual microphone position will
have substantial influence on the systems results. Figure 1
shows the construction. In the making of the array great
attention is paid on precise geometry. The center of the array
is an aluminum cube milled to a side length of 76 mm. For
the microphone in the coordinate origin a hole is drilled
diagonally from corner to opposing corner.

Localization,

I. INTRODUCTION
The human hearing is able, to localize sound with
astonishing precision. For sound coming from the front the
angle resolution can be as precise as 1° [6]. In an evolutionary
sense acoustic localization has been highly important for
survival. Hearing a predator or an enemy approaching in the
dark is hardly useful without the ability to localize, where that
sound is coming from. While we may no longer have to escape
from predators, for communication, robust acoustic
localization is also important. In a situation like it would be
found at a cocktail party, with many people talking, music
playing, possibly in a reverberant room, a listener is able to
focus very well upon one speaker. This situation, posing a
huge challenge for signal processing and speech recognition,
is often referred to as the “cocktail party problem” [5]. While
humans get along fine with just two ears, most approaches
upon acoustic localization use microphone arrays. The
following contribution describes a hardware solution for
acoustic localization and shows how good a basic localization
algorithm can work under ideal conditions.
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microphones can be neglected for most measurements. If the
need shall arise, the array can be equipped with any
microphone with a shaft diameter of 19-20 mm, like the AKG
SE300/CK92, which is also available for future tests.

Fig. 1. A Cartesian Array

Interestingly the angle α at which the cube has to be clamped
(the angle between the space diagonal of the cube and the
bottom) for that hole is quite unusual:
1

𝛼 = sin−1 ( ) = 35.26°
√3

Fig. 2. Beyerdynamic MM1 microphones in the two clamp versions

()

B. The Recording System
For all tests, a RME Octamic XTC 8-channel preamp
connected to a PC via a RME MADIface 128-channel USB
interface is used. This setup is very capable, achieving a
Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) of up to 117 dBA and Total
Harmonic Distortion (THD) of up to 110 dB on its microphone
inputs [8]. Another important aspect is, that the setup can do
full-duplex transmission, in order to play and record
simultaneously. For future upgrades that recording system can
be extended by plugging in more Octamic devices. To
minimize the chances of mixing up the wiring, all microphone
cables are color coded. If the array has to be placed further
away from the interface, the symmetric XLR cables can easily
be extended with a multicore. On the PC the recording is done
by a MATLAB® script, using the audioPlayerRecorder
system object, provided by the Audio Toolbox. Sampling rates
can be set depending on the requirements in the post
processing.

The holes for the axis-rods are drilled on a lathe, to make sure
they are centered in the cube. The rods can be swapped
between 500 mm and 1000 mm. The microphones are
attached to the rods using custom made aluminum clamps
that allow the microphones to be rigidly fixed in place. To
minimize reflections, wherever possible all dimensions were
kept small and round material was used. Round rods and
clamps disperse sound rather than making noticeable
reflections in some specific directions. For the cube this was
not possible, but assuming the array is mostly used for
sources located in front of it, reflections from the cube will
be directed away from the microphones. In spite of the effort
put into the low-reflective design, reflections will still occur,
as very sophisticated support rod designs still cause some
reflections [9]. For future projects the array can easily be
upgraded to feature 16 microphones or more. Therefor 3Dprinted plastic clamps will replace the aluminum design, as
they are easier to produce in high quantities (figure 2).
For setting up the array, a cross-line laser level is employed.
Using the laser from different directions, all microphones can
be aligned vertically and horizontally, after being spaced,
with a caliper. All in all, the microphones can be placed with
a maximum deviation of about 2 mm, mainly caused by the
inability of the operator to position the microphones any more
precisely.
The array is equipped with Beyerdynamic MM1
measurement microphones. Important for the choice of the
microphone was its size. With a head diameter of just 9 mm
and a very small membrane the microphone is highly
omnidirectional and reflections are minimal. The smaller
head dimensions also make positioning easier. With a flat
frequency response, low harmonic distortion and barely any
deviation between actual microphones the influence of the

C. A Special Loudspeaker for Localization testing
A crucial point in the process of evaluating the localization
system is a suitable acoustic source. This loudspeaker has to
be small enough to deliver unambiguous results for
localization tests. The frequency response is required to be as
flat as possible and the range close to the one of human
hearing. Another important aspect is the directivity of the
speaker, especially when moving the source very close to the
array. For better spatial resolution it is keys, that the sound
emitting part of the speaker is as small as possible. The most
significant influence on the directivity of a speaker membrane
or rather of the whole box, are its dimensions in the plane of
the membrane. As [2] states, the directivity effect starts
coming into play when 𝑘 ∙ 𝑎 = 1, with the wavenumber
𝑘 = 2 ∙ 𝜋/𝜆 , the wavelength 𝜆 and the radius of the
membrane a. For a frequency of 20 kHz, 𝑘 = 366 1/𝑚, so the
membrane radius would have to be about 2.7 mm. Though one
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̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
∑𝑁−𝑚−1
𝑀0 [𝑛] ∙ 𝑀𝑋 [𝑛 + 𝑚]
𝑛=0
𝐶̂0𝑋 [𝑚] = {̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶̂0𝑋 [−𝑚]

could buy a speaker with such a small membrane, it would be
impossible to get enough output volume for a sufficient SNR
(not even considering distortion), especially at low
frequencies. The driver chosen is the Visaton BF 45/8. The
radius of the speaker is about 22mm, 𝑘 ∙ 𝑎 = 1 being the case
at a frequency of 2.5 kHz. So undeniably some compromise
has to be made between a flat frequency response, directivity
and SNR. While the directivity, as well as the output volume
are hard to fix, the frequency response can be flattened on the
electrical side of the speaker. The speaker is built into a tubeshaped box to keep the diameter of the front as small as
possible. It can be mounted on any microphone stand.

𝑚 ≥ 0,
𝑚 < 0.

(4)

Figure 4 shows the estimated crosscorrelation 𝐶̂0𝑋 of the
microphone in the origin of the array (M0) to all other
microphones (M1-M6). The testing signal is 1 s of music,
played in the anechoic chamber at a distance of about 1.5 m
from the array origin. For more possible values for the delay
(which makes the localization more accurate), the signal was
upsampled by factor 4, from Fs = 96 kHz to Fs = 384 kHz.
The peaks can easily be found by applying the max function
in MATLAB® and the delay times can be calculated from
position of the peaks.

Fig. 4. Correlation of the microphone signals in ideal conditions
Fig. 3. Special loudspeaker used for Localization testing

B. Multilateration
For localization there are basically two geometric
approaches: The first one being Triangulation, where angles
of imaginary lines from three known sensor positions towards
a target are measured and a location is estimated by their point
of intersection. Though this method is often mentioned in
crime or action movies, in most applications Trilateration or
rather Multilateration, if there are more than three sensors, is
used for localization. Here the distances between the sensors
and the target are used to estimate the position. An example
for Multilateration is GPS [3]. In case of GPS or acoustic
source localization, the actual distances are not known, but
differences in distance can be calculated. In most applications,
these differences are derived from arrival times (for example
from arrival times of characteristic radio signals), so these
techniques are referred to as Time Difference Of Arrival
(TDOA) techniques. The Multilateration problem faced in
acoustic localization is quite similar to the one in GPS. In GPS
there is just one sensor (e. g. a smartphone), but many sources
(satellites) and the sent signals are known. In case of acoustic
localization using a microphone array, there are several
sensors (microphones), and one (or more) sources (e. g. a
loudspeaker), playing unknown sound. Though in GPS, the
sensor’s position is unknown and in case of three-dimensional
acoustic localization it’s the source position, that is unknown,
the actual problem stays the same: estimating the smartphones
(or loudspeaker’s) position from the various delays for various
satellites (or microphones). In both cases the satellites
(microphones) positions are known. An algebraic solution for

III. TIME DIFFERENCE OF ARRIVAL (TDOA) LOCALIZATION
A. Determining Arrival Time Differences
Acoustic waves travel at the speed of sound c = 343 m/s
(room conditions) which depends upon temperature, humidity
and on the gas within which the waves propagate. Depending
on the spacing of the microphones, the sound from a source
will arrive at different times at the microphones. From the
delay Δt, the detour the sound has to make to the microphones
Δs can be calculated [10]:
∆𝑠 = ∆𝑡 ∙ 𝑐

()

In a microphone array, the position of every microphone is
known. This can be used to localize sound from the
recordings of the microphones. Under ideal acoustic
conditions (no reverberation, no noise), the signals arriving at
the microphones are identical apart from a varying delay and
a slight difference in amplitude. The crosscorrelation of the
measured sound at the microphones will peak at a value that
corresponds exactly to their time difference of arrival.
For tests, the xcorr function in MATLAB® was used. Note
that the result will only be an estimation, as the signals are
not infinitely long. It is defined as follows [7]:
𝑥𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟(𝑀0 , 𝑀𝑋 ) = 𝐶̂0𝑋 [𝑚]

(3)
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this problem is presented in [1], stating the base for the
following technique:

testing speaker was arranged at the position
𝑥 = 1.5 𝑚, 𝑦 = 1 𝑚, 𝑧 = 0.15 𝑚 with tolerances of about
2.5 cm in either direction. The most exact value was the
distance from the origin, that was measured at 𝑟 = 1.8 𝑚,
with a maximum deviation of 1 cm. As a test signal 1 s of
speech was played through the loudspeaker. The results of the
TDOA Multilateration were 𝑥̂ = 1.450 𝑚, 𝑦̂ = 1.032 𝑚,
𝑧̂ = 0.133 𝑚, 𝑟̂ = 1.791 𝑚. The result can be seen in figure
5.
It is hard to tell, how much the errors in these numbers are
caused by the placement of the test setup, but all values are
within the tolerances. Tests in different positions showed
similar results.

• One microphone is selected as the reference point (in
case of the cartesian array, the one in the coordinate
origin was the obvious choice). Its position is saved in
a N-by-one matrix R(n,1), where N is the number of
dimensions.
• The other microphones positions are gathered in a Nby-M matrix P(n,m), where N is the number of
dimensions and M is the number of these sensors.
• A matrix D(1,m) with 1 by M elements, consisting of
all the delays between the microphones in P and the
reference microphone multiplied with the speed of
sound.
• A matrix A(m,n) is calculated as follows:
𝐴
=2
𝑅(1,1) − 𝑃(1,1)
...
∙[
𝑅(1,1) − 𝑃(𝑀, 𝑁)

. . . 𝑅(1, 𝑁) − 𝑃(1, 𝑁) −𝐷(1,1)
...
...
...
]
. . . 𝑅(1, 𝑁) − 𝑃(𝑀, 𝑁) −𝐷(1, 𝑀)
(3)

• A scaling matrix B is calculated as follows
(elementwise square of matrix is written ∎.2 ):
.2
B = 𝐷 .2 + ‖𝑅‖2 + ∑𝑁
𝑛=1 𝑃(𝑛, 𝑚)

(4)

• The result is captured in a 1-by-4 matrix L that is
calculated as follows ( ∎+ is the Moore-Penrose
inverse):
L = 𝐴+ ∙ 𝐵

Fig. 5. Result of TDOA Multilateration in ideal conditions (stationary
source)

(5)

The results are found in L, consisting of the three
coordinates on the x, y and z axis, as well as the distance from
the origin.
IV. TESTS
To evaluate the hardware setup, the first tests are done
under ideal conditions. An anechoic chamber provides free
field conditions, meaning very low noise (no wind either),
minimal reflections. This is very important, because noise or
reflections could result in localization errors, when instead of
the source the noise or reflections of the source cause a peak
in the cross correlation of the microphones.
The test setup consists of the hardware mentioned above. An
important challenge for future development is a method of
precisely placing the array and the testing speaker. Using a
laser-level, a laser rangefinder, a measuring rod, some rope
and a tape measure it is still a challenge to place the test setup
even close to where it was supposed to be. The fact that the
floor of the anechoic chamber is just a steel wire net that is
not even and the walls are not straight either, does not help.
All in all, the precision of the acoustic localization system
might be way better than the placement of the test setup. The

Fig. 6. Result of TDOA Multilateration in ideal conditions (moving source)
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M. Zollner, “Einfluß von Stativen und Halterungen auf den
Mikrofonfrequenzgang,” Institut für Elektroakustik, Technische
Universität München, München, 1982.
[10] M. Zollner and E. Zwicker, Elektroakustik: Mit 13 Tabellen, 3rd ed.
Berlin: Springer, 2003.
[9]

Another test was done, where the source was moved in front
of the array by hand while playing music. The whole
measurement took about 5 s and the target position was
estimated every 0.25 s. Figure 6 shows the result. The colored
points are the estimated positions for every timeslot. The
color of the points turns from blue to red as time progresses.
Note that some points are outside of the range of the plot.
Although this test is not a representative in a quantitative
sense, it shows how well moving objects can be tracked as
long as they emit sound.
V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
All in all, a capable setup for future tests has been
implemented. The array can be set up precisely for the actual
array geometry that is required, while causing only minimal
reflections. The small loudspeaker also works good enough
for qualitative tests. Furthermore, tests showed that the array
can localize stationary, as well as a moving sound sources. A
big challenge that will have to be faced in future tests is exact
placement of the sound source relative to the array. That
problem will require more hardware, that is not available yet.
A solution for the moving source is a turntable, that is still
being developed. This low-noise and low-reflection device
can than be used to rotate the array. A stationary sound source
will then be tracked in a circle, that is as exact as the
measurement. The main focus of future research will be upon
implementing, testing and possibly improving localization
algorithms that are more robust to noise and reflections. While
the algorithm presented above performs well in free-field
conditions, more advanced methods like SRP-PHAT or GCCPHAT are expected to outperform it in reverberant or noisy
conditions [4].
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Abstract—This paper shows a ultra-low-noise amplifier for low
frequency measurement applications. Due to its ultra low noise
density of 0.42 √nV
in a bandwidth up to 500 kHz it is capable
Hz
to measure even the lowest noise opamps like the AD797 from
Analog Devices [1]. It is a modification and optimization of the
amplifier introduced by Charles Wenzel [2], which had a voltage
noise density of <1 √nV
. To display the measurement results a
Hz
high quality USB sound card and the software from Prof. Thomas
Baier ”AudioMeter” [3] is needed.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Low noise amplifiers are employed in many applications
where signal and noise can hardly be distinguished. Examples include applications like non contact capacitive sensors
to measure displacement, distance and position, as well as
thickness, optical receivers in laser range finder applications,
sensitive microphones to detect high frequency audio signals
and many more. Hence amplifiers with low noise densities
are required. An example for an amplifier in the regime we
are talking about is the AD797 from Analog Devices with a
at f = 1 kHz [1]. This setup
voltage noise density of 0.9 √nV
Hz
is specifically designed to measure these kind of amplifiers
voltage noise density.

a gain of 30 dB is set. A second opamp with 30 dB gain works
as driver for the output to the high Z input of a sound card
or even the 50 Ω input of a spectrum analyzer. Important here
is to use an opamp with an adequate gain-bandwidth-product
(GBP), like the NE5534A, to get the bandwidth up to 500 kHz.
The second opamp needs no special requirements regarding
low noise. Important is also the resistor technology, metal-thinfilm resistors generate lower voltage noise than normal thickfilm resistors. For the power supply a regular laboratory power
supply is not suitable, because it’s way to noisy. Instead we
use rechargeable lithium batteries for the ±9 V supply voltage,
here it is not very important, that the voltages of the two
batteries are identical. As a sound card the 0204 USB Audio
Interface from E-MU is used, because this has no internal low
pass filter at 20 kHz as most of the modern sound cards have.
f
Hence signals up to fs = sa2max = 96 kHz can be measured
and displayed via the software DG8SAQ AudioMeter [3].

II. S ETUP
To measure amplifiers with this low voltage noise densities,
the setup needs a even smaller voltage noise density in the
desired frequency bandwidth.
This setup is capable of measurements up to 500 kHz. In
Fig. 1 the block diagram of the measurement setup is shown.
This topology is an amplifier introduced from Charles Wenzel
and modified by Bernd Kaa [4]. The peculiarity here is, the
use of four low noise JFETs in parallel which will lead to a
reduced voltage noise density given by eq. 1. This shows, that
the number of parallel JFET’s n will reduce the voltage noise
density by the reciprocal square root of n in theory.
s
1
8 · kB · T
(1)
en = √ ·
3 · gm
n

Where kB is the Boltzmann constant, gm is the transconductance of the transistor and T the absolute temperature in
Kelvin. The JFETs are cascaded with an opamp, the already
mentioned AD797, this will reduce the noise of the opamp
drastically. With a feedback resistor to the source of the JFETs,

Figure 1. Block diagram of the measurement setup; on the left side the
amplifier circuit inside an extra case, on the right side the connected sound
card

III. S ETUP A NALYSIS
The Gain curve in Fig.2 was measured with a vectornetwork-analyzer (VNA) from Rohde & Schwarz, the ZNB8.
The gain has a mean value of 60.5 dB up to 100 kHz. The 3dB-bandwidth is somewhere between 500 kHz and 600 kHz,
which is sufficient for most measurements in this topic. Figure
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3 shows the short-circuit input RMS noise voltage spectral
density, the mean value up to 100 kHz is about 0.42 √nV
. This
Hz
was measured with the Rohde & Schwarz spectrum analyzer
FSP on the output and a short circuit plug on the input of
the amplifier. Unfortunately the measurement devices start to
work from a few kHz which is too high to see phenomenons
like the 1/f noise (flicker noise).
65

Gain (dB)

60

55

50

45

10

100
Frequency (kHz)

1000

Figure 2. Determined gain curve of the low noise amplifier, measured with
the ZNB8 vector-network-analyzer from Rohde & Schwarz.

say, GHz regime. Ultimately, it appears as phase noise skirt
equally folded two-sided around the carrier as sidebands, even
though it was low-frequency in origin. The 1/f power spectral
density is due to tiny fluctuations of DC current observed in
electronic semiconductor devices at low frequencies, known
as 1/f flicker noise. These fluctuations of the number of
carriers and mobility fluctuation in the semiconductor material
are due to trapping/de-trapping of carriers in semiconductor
devices. Hence, charge trapping and de-trapping is the main
physical reasoning for 1/f noise. In general, one can think of
small on/off current flowing pulses due to impurities in the
semiconductor generation/recombination process. Now, when
transforming an impulse shape from time domain into the
Fourier domain, a spectral envelope of 1/f shape is obtained.
Upscaling many pulses, a pronounced 1/f rise is seen, merging
with a flat 1/f 0 white noise region. On an oscilloscope,
however, the flat white noise appears as smooth and Gaussian
distributed, whereas the 1/f noise is rather jumpy (recall the
comparison with making popcorn)[5]. In many cases the 1/f
noise has some kind of pronounced bulge in the frequency plot
which transforms into random noise pulses in the time domain,
so-called random telegraph noise (RTN) or random telegraph
signal (RTS) [6]. Hence, 1/f noise is also a quite effective
indicator of material process quality. Hence we measure with
a sound card, instead of the spectrum analyzer, which can
measure up from a few Hz.
V. S ETUP V ERIFICATION

Voltage Noise Density (nV/√Hz)

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

10

100
Frequency (kHz)

1000

Figure 3. Equivalent short-circuit input RMS noise voltage spectral density,
determined with a short circuit on the input of the amplifier and measured
with the FSP spectrum analyzer from Rohde & Schwarz

IV. 1/ F N OISE
The 1/f noise phenomenon is not only a serious problem in
audio products. It is also of importance in RF circuit applications like in amplifiers and especially in oscillators where
it gives rise to single sideband phase noise in signal sources.
Although the 1/f noise is low frequency in nature, the process
in nonlinear semiconductor devices like transistors and diodes
is such, that the 1/f low frequency shape is inherently mixedupwards (ie. up-converted) onto the high frequency carrier at,

The sound card is not able to measure any absolute values,
hence it has to be determined with calibration measurements.
This is done with two different measurements, one with a short
circuit and one with a 50 Ω resistor on the input. As seen in
Fig. 4 the floor of the short circuit is at around −104 dB and
for the 50 Ω around −96.5 dB. Hence the 50 Ω resistor adds
7.5 dB of thermal noise which is calculated in eq. 2 for a 1 Hz
measurement bandwidth.
p
En50 = 4 · kB · T · R
p
(2)
nV
En50 = 4 · kB · 295 K · 50 Ω = 0.90 √
Hz
With the value from eq. 2, the voltage noise density Eni
of the amplifier can be verified, see eq. 3. This is because
the measured value of −96.5 dB, with the 50 Ω resistor, is the
RMS noise of the actual resistor noise and the noise of the
amplifier itself at 0 Ω input is
s
2
7.5
nV
2
0.90 √
Eni · 10 20 =
+ Eni
Hz
(3)
nV
Eni = 0.42 √
Hz
Further evaluation of the system was done with several
resistors, the voltage noise densities shown in Table I are
the RMS values of the actual resistor noise and the noise of
the amplifier itself at 0 Ω. With this calibration the setup is
completely determined and ready for measurements.
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Resistance

Plateau

Diff. to 0 Ω

0Ω

−104 dB

0 dB

0.42

−96.5 dB

7.5 dB

0.99

9 dB

1.18

−94.3 dB

9.7 dB

1.28

12.9 dB

1.85

50 Ω
75 Ω
90 Ω
200 Ω

−95 dB

−91.1 dB

RMS Voltage Noise Density

As seen in eq. 4 and 5 the input noise voltage densities
of the transistor need to be corrected by the internal noise
of the system. This leads to a new y-axis in
Eni = 0.42 √nV
Hz
Fig. 5, which starts at 0.0 √nV
for the 0 Ω measurement. This
Hz
is done to see directly the absolute voltage noise density of the
transistor, without any influence of the measurement system.
The flicker corner frequency of this JFET is estimated to be
between 3 kHz and 4 kHz.

nV
√
Hz
nV
√
Hz
nV
√
Hz
nV
√
Hz
nV
√
Hz

Table I
M EASUREMENT RESULTS FOR MULTIPLE RESISTORS ON THE INPUT OF
THE SETUP

Figure 4. Relative voltage noise densities of multiple measured resistors,
absolute values are determined by calculating.

Figure 5. Measurement of the voltage noise density of the calibration resistors
0 Ω and 50 Ω to determine the voltage noise density of the JFET. Only the
curve ”Noise JFET” was measured, the ”gain corrected Noise JFET” was
added after correction.

VI. M EASUREMENTS

VII. M EASUREMENT S ETUP

To start the measurement, the calibration has to be done
with the 0 Ω and the 50 Ω resistors, Fig. 5. The different scale
compared to Fig. 4 comes from slightly different settings, like
averaging, internal gain, etc., of the sound card. The JFET
was measured in a biased condition as a common source
amplifier. To get the input voltage noise density of the JFET
the measured data has to be corrected by the gain of the
common source amplifier. Figure 5 shows the measured data
(Noise JFET) and the corrected data (gain corrected Noise
JFET), whilst the input of the transistor is shorted.
With the calibration, the gain corrected voltage noise density
at 100 kHz of the JFET can be calculated to

In Fig. 6 the measurement setup with the sound card and
the used resistors is shown.

EJFET =
EJFET

s

10
10 20

s

13
10 20

· Eni

2

2
− Eni

nV
= 3 · Eni = 1.26 √
Hz

(4)

and at 10 kHz to
EJFET =
EJFET

· Eni

nV
= 1.83 √
Hz

2

2
− Eni

(5)

Figure 6. Measurement setup, on the front panel is a switch to power the
amp, two LED’s to indicate that the system is on and the batteries provide
plus and minus 9 V and two BNC connectors for the input and output. The
amplifier and the sound card are connected together via a BNC to 3.5 mm
Jack plug, additionally the sound card is connected to a PC via USB.
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This Work

[1]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

Topology
Input voltage noise

density √nV

JFET

OpAmp

-

-

JFET

Bipolar

0.42

0.90

0.67

0.90

<1

0.70

Gain (dB)

60

adjustable

-

-

30 or 60

40 - 100

Bandwidth

0.1 Hz - 500 kHz

DC - 110 MHz

0.03 Hz - 1 MHz

0.1 Hz - 10 MHz

10 Hz - 1 MHz

DC - 100 kHz

Input Impedance

50 Ω or 1 MΩ

100 MΩ common

-

-

50 Ω or High-Z

1 MΩ

Hz

Table II
C OMPARISON TABLE OF DIFFERENT LOW NOISE AMPLIFIER AND NOISE ANALYZER . DATA IS EXTRACTED FROM THE PRODUCT DATASHEETS

VIII. C ONCLUSION
This work shows a very cost efficient measurement setup to
determine ultra low voltage noise densities at frequencies from
less than 1 Hz up to 500 kHz, see table II to compare it with
other low noise amplifiers and noise analyzer. The used setup
can be improved by selecting JFET’s with the same Pinch-Off
voltage, unfortunately this was not possible due to the poor
availability of this JFET type.
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Abstract—The errors in the measurement chains/technology
while experiments are unavoidable. If errors are known, they
can either be minimalized or be mathematically considered. The
only possible way of measuring with no error is the hypothetical
way by considering infinite number of tests. This paper shows
the methods of error analysis and error calculation as well as
the hypothesis test on the example of the ORC (Organic Rankine
Cycle) research plant. Also, the criticisms on the existing methods
will be presented. ORC systems are a widespread technology
for recovering the (waste) heat in the form of residual heat
from manufacturing processes or from renewable energy sources,
such as geothermal energy. In this publication, the main point
of interest lies on the efficiency of the ORC Turbine.
Keywords—error analysis, measurement technology, Gaussian
error calculation, Design of Experiments

I. THE AIM OF THE RESEARCH PLANT
The experimental ORC (Organic Rankine Cycle) research
plant was built in the year 2011 in scope of the common
BFS (Bayerische Forschungsstiftung) project “Mini ORCKraftwerk” of the OTH Amberg-Weiden, the University of
Bayreuth and the DEPRAG SCHULZ GMBH u. CO company. The research plant has been involved in many research
projects. Currently, the aim of the plant is the examination
of ORC-micro turbines with special focus on turbines with
automatic mass flow adjustment. Those ORC turbines are
being used for the utilization of the residual heat, for instance
from manufacturing processes or as a second-grade turbine
in the steam power plant for converting heat energy into
electric energy. The micro-organic vapor cantilever turbine as
the expansion machine achieves power up to about 12 kW at
the design point. The working medium of the research plant
is the MM – Hexamethyldisiloxane [1].

B. Applications of ORC
ORC power plants represent an alternative to steam power
plants. The application of ORC power plants is combined
with decentralized energy supply, which also means that the
achievable amount of energy is much smaller compared to
a central steam powered power plant. ORC plants will then
be used when the disposal heat is not sufficient for driving a
steam turbine. Besides the residual heat from manufactures,
the ORC will be used combined with geothermal heat or solar
heat for the generation of electricity [1].
III. COMPOSITION OF THE RESEARCH PLANT
The ORC research plant basically consists of four main
sectors shown in the figure 1. Every sector is equipped with
sensors for determination of physical quantities.

II. THE TECHNICAL PRINCIPLE OF ORC
A. Technical Basics
Organic Rankine Cycles (ORC) basically work on the
same principles as steam Rankine cycles. The difference is
the used organic working medium instead of steam. Those
organic mediums have lower boiling temperatures than water
(at the same pressures), which makes the exploitation of “cold”
residual heat sources possible. For generating electricity, the
sources with a temperature of 80°C and more can be used.
Colder sources can only be used for heating purposes.

Figure 1. The scheme of the ORC research plant

A. Heat generation (in red)
Firstly, the red colored heating line includes a propane gas
burner for the generation of heat for the evaporator supported
by one draft fan and one suction fan.
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B. The main process circuit (in black)
The main circuit is filled with MM which will be pumped
around by two in series arranged pumps. After the evaporator
(Plate & Shell type heat exchanger), the vapor state MM with 6
bar pressure drives the experimental Quasi-Impulse Cantilever
turbine with a generator and its power feedback unit. After
that, MM will be condensed to the liquid state and the circular
process starts again.
C. Working medium cooling circuit (in blue)
The blue line is the cooling circuit. This should cool the
working medium (air cooling) downstream the turbine through
a plate heat exchanger and bring it to the liquid state again.
The residual heat is rejected to the environment.

C. Acquisition of the measurement data
If it is assured that there are no systematical errors and
that the measurement technology is properly calibrated and in
good condition, the generation of data can be performed. If
possible, there should always be the same number of tests
in every setting performed. This is advantageous, because
especially the variance and the standard deviation can be
directly compared. Even the subsequent analysis of variance
can be performed with lower effort. The aim should be
to eliminate all of the above-mentioned disruptive factors.
Occurring events are always to be noted. The most interesting
data are the measurements on the turbine itself. Those will be
performed by the technology listed in the table I.
Table I
M EASUREMENT T ECHNOLOGY

D. Other components
To be able to ensure constant conditions of the mechanical
parts of the turbine, the bearings of the turbine will be kept at
constant temperature of around 140°C. This is performed by
an external heating/cooling unit.
IV. THE ERROR ANALYSIS

Function
Pressure bef.
Turbine
Pressure aft.
Turbine
Temperature
bef. Turbine

Name
Omega PAA23
SY-C-10-M12
Omega PAA23
SY-C-2-M12
Omega M8M

Temperature
aft. Turbine

Omega M8M

MM
Massflow
Turbine
Power

ABB FCB
350
Electricity
Gegenerator

A. Error Sources
The error analysis starts with the analysis of the system and
its possible sources of errors. The most important points are errors caused by the deviations of the measurement technology.
Those errors cannot be avoided – they can only be minimalized
by more accurate sensors and evaluation units. The deviations
of the measurement technology are basing on the random
physical-natural effects. The manufacturer always specifies the
accuracy of the technology. This is the maximum deviation
that can occur. If we can determinate the real deviation
which is always smaller, for instance by calibration with more
accurate test device, we can use this real deviation for the
error calculation. Furthermore, it is necessary to ensure that the
reseach plant is free from systematic errors, for instance errors
in the constructions as leakages or sensors with insufficient
measuring range. If systematic errors occur, the generated data
is unusable. Systematic errors can only be discovered when the
testing parameters change. The last possible issue is the wear
of mechanical parts or even of the measurement technology.
Those issues can be solved if they are known by renewed
calibration or by replacement of the worn part. One of the
greatest additional impacts is in fact the user/operating staff
[2].

The error analysis always has a goal. Besides the fact that
there are no systematic errors, the main goal is specification
of the deviation of the turbine efficiency. The focus is aligned
on the maximum possible deviation called the Gaussian uncertainty as well as the real deviation which is given by
the standard deviation of the measured values. Secondly, the
deviations of all other parts will be determined.

Range
0-10 bar
0-2 bar
0-350°C

0-350°C

0-417 g/s
0-20 kW

Deviations always have reference points around which they
vary naturally, called the true value. True values can either be
defined as a constant or as average value of several test runs.
The more values are taken into account for the average value
the lower the uncertainty will be. The smaller the uncertainty
the more credible is the true value [3]. The pressure behind the
turbine is determined by three pressure tapings: two of them
placed in the wall of the tube and a third in its centre. At this
point, the Gaussian error calculation must already be applied,
because the final pressure value downstream of the turbine is
an average value of several sensors, each of which including a
deviation. The final value will be calculated according to the
formula:
p1+p2
2

+ p3

(1)
2
According to the Gaussian error calculation the deviation
of every sensor adds. In this case the total deviation is even
smaller than the deviation of one sensor itself and amounts
to 0.92% of the end of range-value of 2 bar. The turbine
power will be determined by the generated electric power.
The evaluation of the turbine power depends on a calibration
curve of the generator and its frequency converter which
pf inal =

B. The aim of the error analysis

Accuracy
1.5% of
end-value
1.5% of
end-value
0.2% of
measured value
±0.05% of
end-value
0.2% of
measured value
±0.05% of
end-value
0.4% of
measured value
0.45% of
measured value
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was performed by a third-party company. The measurement
deviation of the generator was retrospectively calculated according to the permissible deviation of the technology which
was used for the determination of the calibration curve. The
result of this calculation is the maximal deviation of 0.45% of
the measured value. The experimental turbine will be tested
at speeds between 15,000 and 29,000 RPM and mass flows
between 152 to 336 g/s. Every point of setting will be tested
for approximately 15 minutes with a settling time of 5 minutes.
The last field of errors is the calculation of thermodynamical
quantities using REFPROP 9.1 [8] database. The deposited
material values have an average deviation of about 0.75% [4].
This error factor will be taken out from the calculation because
it cannot be precisely quantified. The error of the electronical
evaluation parts like PC interface is negligible small and will
even not be taken into account.
D. Using of Design of Experiments
The methods of Design of Experiments (DoE) considering
the influences of factors on the target value are basically
not suitable to the error calculation but can be very helpful
during the error analysis. The challenge in using DoE in the
error calculation is the fact that one of the most important
requirements cannot be given: to be able to adjust the factors.
The deviation varies naturally without adjustment options. On
the other side DoE is helpful while determining the significant
factors, which means factors that influence the result the most.
Even the method of randomizing is helpful by driving test runs.
Randomizing means that the order of the runs with different
settings will be defined randomly. This method reduces the
risk of random effects [2]. The measurements on the research
plant were not performed corresponding to any DoE test plan.
In this case it will be called a random test plan which depends
on the user. Even on those plans the control procedures which
will be introduced in the following chapter of DoE can be
performed.

rule for the number of values. Strictly speaking, the infinite
amount of data must be tested. In the real-world it will only
be calculated with samples. Samples should depict the whole
population [6]. There is no exact method of proving how
accurate this depicting happens. Reliable results will usually
be reached through tests with 200 runs or more. Secondly,
the distribution test counts as hypothesis test. Hypothesis tests
always need a definition of permissible risk. This definition is
mostly 5% and is defined as an experience value. There are
no calculations behind this value, only a hypothesis [5]. The
last important rule during the evaluation of data is that it is
forbidden to take out certain values, for instance those that
do not fit the expectations. When the scope of the samples
that are to be evaluated has to be reduced, it can only be
done following the random principle [2]. In the case of this
research plant always 10 to 20 measuring points are made. An
exact number of values for a run cannot be adjusted because
of the evaluating software. The number of measurements must
always be considered. It also means that every point of settings
has another uncertainty of the average value.
B. The Gaussian error calculation
The Gaussian error analysis considers the addition of single
errors of calculated values. It is also known as the Gaussian
uncertainty of values. If the maximum deviations (given by
the manufacturer) of the single factors will be used, the result
is the maximum deviation that can occur. If the average value
and standard deviation of every factor will be used, the result
is the real Gaussian uncertainty. This value is mostly similar in
magnitude with the standard deviation of the calculated value
[6]. If the real deviation is bigger than the maximum, there is
an systematic error. To be able to perform the Gaussian error
calculation it is necessary to know the physical relationship –
the formula. This will be derived and worked up according to:

V. THE ERROR CALCULATION

∆Y =

A. Evaluation of measured data
The first point of the data evaluation is the check of
the distribution of data in MS Excel. The requirement for
proceeding the error calculation is that the data is distributed
naturally. This means that every value occurs with the same
probability. If this requirement is met, the error calculation can
begin. If not, there are a couple of alternative methods:

s

δy
δx1



+ ∆X1

2

+ ... +



δy
δxk



+ ∆Xk

2

(2)
The formula for the calculation of the turbine efficiency is:
η=

P
ṁ ∗ ∆h

(3)

• The addition of not normally distributed value series leads
to normal distributed results.
• Also, an approximation of normal distribution leads to
useful results.

The turbine power P and the mass flow m are directly
provided by the generator, respective mass flow sensor. The
enthalpy drop ∆h will be calculated based on temperatures
and pressures in the REFPROP software version 9.1. The
measurement is also burdened with four sources of error ∆X
which must be considered:

A one-sided distribution of values means there are non-random
effects which impact the result [5]. Another reason can be
that the number of test runs is too small, which means that
some values have not occurred yet, but they will when being
measured with the same settings [3]. There are two issues
concerning the normal distribution. Firstly, there is no exact

• power measurement (0.45% of measured value)
• mass flow measurement (0.4% of measured value)
• temperature and pressure sensors (1 − 2.5% of measured
value depending on the measuring point)
• error of REFPROP’s fluid properties (up to 0.75%, will be
left off)
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After the derivation and deployment, the result is a maximum
deviation ∆Y of around 1.05 percentage points of the turbine
efficiency in the design point. Figure 2 shows that the extreme
deviations as well as the real measurements represented by
blue triangles.

Figure 3. The standard deviations of turbine efficiency per measuring day

Figure 2. The error limits of the turbine efficiency compared to the real
measured data

As can be seen, the measurement technology is performing
much more accurate as it have to. Even the deviation of the
single sensors is fortunately much smaller than acceptable.
This presents the figure 4.

C. The real error
As described in the previous chapter, the maximal error has
to be compared with the real error. To keep the evaluation
simple, the real error will be represented with the standard
deviation of the turbine efficiency. This presumption can be
made if there is a significant difference between the real and
the maximum error. In case that it does not, the Gaussian error
for the real measurements has to be performed, because it is
the more accurate method. The average real error represented
by the standard deviation is 0.13 percentage points. The
maximum is about 0.41 percantage points. That means the
calculation of the real Gaussian uncertainty is not necessary.
The difference between the standard deviation and the real
Gaussian uncertainty is around 5 − 10%. The figure 3 shows
the trend of the standard deviations depending on the rotational
speed for different days. The standard deviation is given with
the accurancy of 2σ, which means a probability of 95%. It
can be seen that the maximum deviation is much smaller than
the acceptable one. There was a pressumption that the speed
of the feed pumps has an impact on the trend and causes the
fluctuations on January 14th and January 28th. The analylis of
regression has shown that there is no ascertainable connection.

Figure 4. The deviation of the measurement technology

The same investigation was performed for the evaporator.
Its real error is about 1 percentage point while the maximum
one is 2,5 percentage points of the efficiency. A necessary
part of every result is the definition of the uncertainty u
which depends on the standard deviation σ, the number of
measurements N and the Student factor t, which can be found
in tables or automatized in MS Excel.
σ
u= √ ∗t
(4)
N
The average uncertainty of measurement is 0.034 percentage
points of the measured turbine efficiency.
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D. Validation of the results
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as the rotational speed. Because of the deviation, which is
much smaller than the acceptable one, even those values are
valid. Analysis of variance basically checks if the measured
values from one run with the same setting are significantly
different. The presumption is that when the data comes from
the same measurement, in fact they should have the same
standard deviation, respectively variance which is defined as
square of the standard deviation [5]. The advantage of the
variance compared to standard deviation is the lack of unity.
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VI. CRITICISM ON THE ERROR CALCULATION
Basically, the error calculation is contestable because of the
fact that all performed calculations are associated with a risk.
Even the average value of several measurements is an estimated value as well as the uncertainty. Even the uncertainties
or standard deviations are uncertain as well [7]. To solve this
problem, it must be calculated with infinite number of values,
which cannot be performed in the real-world usage. The error
calculation is not an exact science. The next point of criticism
are the controlling methods like analysis of variance. All the
hypothesis test basing methods are using a manually chosen
risk [7]. That means it is relative what is significant and what
is not. Despite criticism of the method, there are still no more
precise procedures.
VII. SUMMARY OF THE MEASUREMENT RESULTS
It has been proven that the ORC research plant enables
high quality measurements on experimental turbines. With the
probability of 95% the measurements will be performed with
an average deviation of turbine efficiency of 0.13 percentage
points and the uncertainty of the average value of 0.034
percentage points.
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more than 30000 € and the measurement time takes longer
than 10 minutes. Therefore, this project will develop a measurement device that evaluates a POF sensor under 5 seconds
and costs under 3000 €.

Abstract—Polymer optical fibers (POF) are to be used as
strain sensors in geogrids in structural health monitoring. For
this purpose, special OTDR measurement devices are needed
that cost less than 3000 €. These devices provide a measurement
result in less than 5 seconds and have a good spatial resolution.
For this application, OTDR measurement values are acquired
with a high-speed analog-digital-converter (ADC) and processed with an FPGA. In this paper the concept is shown, and
the first steps of the development are presented. For the first
step an evaluation board from Analog Devices Inc. and a development board from Intel Corporation are used.

II. BASICS OF OTDR
OTDR is used as a standard measurement method to
examine the optical fiber. A short light pulse is generated by a
laser and injected into the fiber.

Keywords— FPGA, OTDR, analog-to-digital converter, optical sensor, high-speed measurement data acquisition

I. INTRODUCTION
Geogrids (Fig. 1) are used for stabilizing structures in
buildings and earthworks, for example against sinkholes.
Here, the geogrid is a static load-bearing member. Since it is
not completely predictable how the soil will behave or change,
it may be important from an engineering point of view to
perform a structural health monitoring. A polymer optical
fiber (POF) can be used for monitoring. The POF is woven
into a geogrid and installed in the soil.[1]

Fig. 2. OTDR-setup

Due to inhomogeneous material, a part of the light is
backscattered to each point of the fiber. This is the so-called
Rayleigh backscatter. The power of the backscatter is measured as a function of time. To apply the backscatter along the
fiber as sketched in Fig. 3, the time stamps are halved and
multiplied by the group velocity. The group velocity is the
speed of light c0 divided by the effective refractive index neff
of the POF.

t c
z=  0
2 neff

()

Usually, the backscattered power P (t ) is plotted in
dB_OTDR, defined as:

Fig. 1. Geogrid and sinkholes [1]

To evaluate along the POF the strain distribution or damage,
a measurement device injects a light pulse into it and the
backscatter is measured. The geogrid is stretched into varying
degrees depending on the soil movement. This causes the light
to be backscattered differently, depending on the intensity of
the stretching. For structural monitoring, it is important to
perform a spatially resolved strain measurement to locate
critical areas. For this purpose, the optical time-domain
reflectometry (OTDR) measurement method is used. As a basis for a field application, a special adapted OTDR hardware
is required that significantly reduces the costs and the measurement time for fiber optic strain sensors. For this purpose,
the hardware or the measuring device should have a high
measurement rate. In addition, for critical areas of railroads or
dikes, many OTDR devices are needed as the length of one
fiber is limited to 300 m due to high attenuation. Commercially available OTDR measurement devices for POF are usually based on the effective photon-counting technique but cost

1
P(t )
dBOTDR = 10  log(
)
2
P0

()

To measure the strain, the backscatter is measured, which is
marked in red in Figs. 2 and 3. The intensity of the strain can
be inferred from the height of the backscatter.

Fig. 3. OTDR-signal
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In Fig. 3 the first peak is caused by the Y-coupler, the last peak
is caused by the Fresnel reflection at the end of the fiber. The
spatial resolution depends on duration t p of the light pulse:

z = tp 

c0
2neff

The ADP and laser diode modules are already developed.
Evaluation/development boards are used for data acquisition
and processing. When the FPGA is configured and optimized,
a PCB for an ADC and FPGA will be developed in the later
development phase. For the acquisition of the analog
backscatter the AD-FMCDAQ2-EBZ evaluation board
(ADC-board) from Analog Devices Inc [4]. is used. The
ADC-board includes an AD9680 [5] analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) and an AD9144 [6] digital-to-analog
converter (DAC). The AD9680 sample rate at 1 GS/s with a
14-bit word width has two inputs. The AD9144 has a
maximum sample rate of 2.8 GS/s with a 16-bit word width
and two outputs. The ADC inputs and DAC outputs are differential and are led out of the evaluation board as singleended. For the high-speed measurement value processing the
Arria 10 SoC Development Kit [7] (DevKit) from Intel Corporation is used. In this case, system on a chip (SoC) means
that an Arria 10 FPGA and a microcontroller dual-core ARM
Cortex-A9 MPCore Hard Processor System (HPS) are integrated on one chip.

()

A problem of the OTDR method is that the backscatter
power is very low. The shorter the pulse, the less backscatter
power arrives. [2]

IV. ARRIA 10 SOC DEVKIT
Fig. 4. OTDR-signal [3]

The FPGA is configured by Quartus Prime Pro 19.3 from
Intel Corporation. It has to perform three main tasks: measurement configuration, pulse generation and processing the measurement values. The hardware project [8] is based on the project provided by Analog Devices Inc. The project of Analog
Device Inc. stores the sampled data from ADC for the CortexA9. The modified Linux [9] operating system from Analog
Device Inc. runs from it. In order to control ADC and acquire
data Analog Devices Inc. provides software programs such as
Libiio [10] or IIO Oscilloscope [11]. Libiio is a library that
eases the development of software for interfacing Linux Industrial I/O (IIO) devices. It streams ADC data in the default
settings. The Cortex-A9 is too slow for averaging about one
million measurements. Therefore, the project from Analog
Devices Inc. has to be modified so that it still configures the
ADC, but the measurement values are captured on the FPGA
side.

In Fig. 4 the blue graph shows a single shot measurement.
Here the signal-to-noise ratio is very low. The red graph has
been averaged with 220 measurements, which is about one million measurements. This is necessary to detect strains by the
end of the fiber.

III. MEASUREMENT DEVICE
The aim of this project is to measure the optical backscatter of a POF strain sensor (Fig. 5). The POF is connected to
the laser diode and the avalanche photodiode (APD) via a
Y-coupler. The laser diode converts the electrical pulse from
the FPGA into an optical pulse. The APD is a fast and sensitive detector and contains an internal amplifier. It detects the
power of the optical backscatter which takes place with an analog-to-digital converter with a sample rate of 1 GS/s and
14-bit word width. The large dynamic range is needed to capture the large power differences between discrete reflections
at the fiber beginning and distributed backscatter at the fiber
end due to attenuation. The samples of backscatters are read
into an FPGA at high speed for storage and averaging.

V. MEASUREMENT CONTROL UNIT
The measurement control unit links all modules such as
processing of the measurement value or measurement configuration. The FPGA workflow algorithm is shown in Fig. 6.
The start command is power on. The measurement
configuration is organized like in a microcontroller via
registers. In the register with the address 0x0002 for example
the pulse width can be set. The register can be written and
read via the protocol UART. The interface is designed to be
used later by a microcontroller to set the measurement and
query measurement results. This microcontroller is also
responsible for evaluating the measurement. It is also possible
to connect a PC. After power on the registers are set with their
default values.

Fig. 5. Measurement setup

As shown in chapter II Fig. 4, single shots are very noisy.
To get a good signal-to-noise ratio, 220 single shots are
averaged. The acquisition as well as the processing of the
single shots should be under 5 seconds. For a 100 m POF,
about one billion measurement values are processed.
Furthermore, the pulse width is adjustable from 1 to 10 ns and
the POF with a length of up to 300 meters can be evaluated.
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register 2 can pass on its data. Blocks are memories. In these
all single shots are added and stored, that means the sum of all
digitized power of the optical backscatter is calculated. With
220 single shots (N) and an initial measurement size of
14-bits (wADC), the memory word size is 34-bits (wr). The required word width should be 32-bits.

wr = ld ( N ) + wADC

()

Therefore, the word width at the end is adjusted. Here the
last two LSB are lost, mathematically the measurement result
is divided by 2 without rest. By shifting a very small part of
the accuracy of the measurement is lost, however, but it is possible to use a 32-bit bus size.
Fig. 6. Architecture of the FPGA algorithm

The measurement can also be started via the register. If the
measurement is started, all 220 single shots are cyclically acquired and processed. All blocks horizontal to each other in
Fig. 6 are processed parallelly. There is a timer that counts
1 µs for a 100 m fiber. At the same time a light pulse is given
to the fiber. The pulse counter is incremented. The measurement value processing unit receives the digitized power of the
optical backscatter from the ADC and processes them. Afterwards it is checked whether the pulse counter contains the desired value, here for example it is 220. The number of the pulse
counter corresponds to the number of single shots. If this number is reached, an end of measurement is sent via UART and
the result can be queried via the register. If the number is not
reached, the next single shot starts. The measurement device
can be terminated with power off.

VII. MODIFICATION OF THE ANLAOG DEVICES INC.
HARDWARE PROJECT

As discussed in chapter IV, the ADC is configured via
Libiio, and the ADC transmits the measurement values to the
FPGA. Here, measurement values are buffered, processed in
parallel and transferred to Linux. FPGA configuration is
closely linked to the software. To further configure the ADC
via software, it is important that the operation of the original
project from Analog Devices Inc. is maintained. In the
following, only the modification will be explained. Analog
Devices Inc. has created their configuration in IPs. These are
managed in Quartus Prime by the Platform Designer. The
connection to Linux and FPGA is also configured via this tool.
Three signals are needed to tap the measured values: data
clock, data signal, write enabel. The util_ad9680_cpack IP
gets the measurement values from both ADC channels and
provides FIFO control signals for further processing of the
measurement values (Fig. 8).

VI. MEASUREMENT VALUE PROCESSING UNIT
The measurement value processing algorithm calculates
the arithmetic average of the single measurements. The FPGA
works with whole numbers ℕ0 , therefore only the sum is
formed in the FPGA and the word size is adjusted at the end.

Fig. 8. CPACP IP [12]

It uses the signals if_packed_fifo_wr_en and
if_packed_fifio_wr_data. Fig. 9 shows a cutout of
the original Platform Designer. Inside the Platform Designer
it is possible to export the signals to the FPGA side, but when
a signal is exported it is no further possible to connect it to
other IPs in the Platform Designer.

Fig. 7. Measurement value processing algorithm

The 14-bit measurement values of the ADC are
transmitted to the FPGA. There, four measurement values are
buffered and stored into the FIFO. The 14-bit measurement
values are stored here in a 16-bit word size because the
memory word size is always settable in two power sizes.
Since four measurement values are always stored next to each
other in the FIFO, the clock is halved. Thus, 1 GHz becomes
250 MHz. Now the measurement values are divided between
register 1 and register 2. By splitting the clock can be halved
again because while for example register 1 receives new data,

Fig. 9. Platform Designer – original ADC-board project
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In the original hardware project of Analog Devices Inc.,
if_packed_fifo_wr_en is connected to if_adc_wr,
as well as
if_packed_fifio_wr_data to
if_adc_data. To maintain the connection, all these signals
must be exported to the FPGA side and reconnected (Fig. 10).

IX. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The current project status is that pulses with adjustable
widths can be generated by the FPGA. Furthermore, the
measurement values can be processed on the FPGA side and
an external device - PC or microcontroller - can read out the
measurement values via UART. This allows to capture single
OTDR backscatter curves. The next step is to synchronize the
data acquisition by the pulse generation and implement the
averaging algorithm. Further steps are integrating an external
microcontroller, testing the FPGA plus the ADC with the
optical electronics in the laboratory to measure the power of
the optical backscatter and evaluating the sensor.
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Abstract—In this research work, measurement techniques for
machine diagnosis on a medical device are presented. These
methods should make it possible to create a mechatronic reference model of a drive train and draw conclusions about its
mechanical properties. The foundation of the data collection and
the extraction of reliable information is realised with the help
of electrical and mechanical state variables, which are obtained
directly as physical signal curves from internal drive and control
circuit parameters. control loop parameters. The collection of the
data is collected with the help of a quantitative approach, the
analysis procedure of the the measurement procedure, as well
as the graphical realisation user interface are presented in the
following as part of this presented as part of this work.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The advance of the digital age brings with it a significant
increase in the automation of information and decision-making
processes. With their help, process flows can be optimised and
their quality increased and considerably improved. However,
a large collection of resilient information is required as the
foundation of the survey. Crucial for this are measurement
data that provide information on the current state, experience
with certain behaviours and the planned use of the components
used. This leads to immense benefits in the field of predictive
maintenance [1]. In modern industry, condition monitoring of
physical machine data and signals has become particularly
well established [2]. However, the use of such a service and
its application in an industrial environment, especially to a
specific piece of equipment, still poses a great challenge to
the user. In order to answer the resulting questions and to
gain initial experience with the realisation of such a measurement system, the Ostbayerische Technische Hochschule
Amberg-Weiden, in cooperation with the medical technology
manufacturer Siemens Healthineers, is addressing this topic.
II. P ROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND STATE OF RESEARCH
The main task of a monitoring and diagnostic system is
to assess the behaviour of an object. The systems and methods used for this purpose usually monitor a system through
continuous and periodic recordings of measured values. The
measured values used for this purpose are usually physical
variables as well as process data, which are obtained directly

from the control system and placed in the context of the
machine status. In this way, one benefits from the fact that
malfunctions in mechanical and electrical components become
noticeable in the form of certain symptoms over a defined
period of time [3].
The requirements for these measurement methods are largely
determined by their monitorability. This means that the recording and evaluation of the system status must be well-founded
or error-free and adapted to the existing mechatronic system
[4]. This results in the requirement that no additional external
sensors are installed for the diagnosis, but that the existing
control system can be used. The focus of the work is therefore
on the creation of measurement procedures that can be realised
through indirect signal recording. Signals internal to the control system and system variables from the already available
control units serve as the data basis for this.
In recent decades, the monitoring and diagnosis of processes,
as well as the collection of data of any kind, has become
increasingly important in the industrial environment [5]. As a
result, a large number of different approaches to the analysis
and diagnosis of process and machine states have already been
published. Based on selected examples of research work and
the findings from the previous project phases, the methodologies described below were developed with regard to the
techniques for signal acquisition, processing and evaluation.
III. M ETHODOLOGY AND APPROACH
As described in the problem definition section, the measurement methods are to be realised with the help of internal
control and drive signals. In order to achieve this, knowledge
about the control system and the properties of the mechatronic axis is necessary. For this purpose, a prototype of an
angiography floor stand with the corresponding control units
was used for the investigations. The prototype is shown in
figure 1. The control of a mechatronic axis, consisting of
a servo motor with a motor measuring system and coupled
mechanics, is carried out by means of a numerical control.
In order to keep the complexity of the mechanics low, we
limited ourselves to a partial section of the first mechatronic
axis. In order to better illustrate the recorded data and the
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analysis methods, a graphical interface is to be created using
the numerical calculation programme Matlab.

Figure 1. Prototype Angiography Floor Stand

A. Data acquisition and information consistency
Since the control unit for the individual axes is a platform
concept from one manufacturer, data acquisition is relatively
simple. The data is collected by means of a trace and logic
analyser function, with which access to the internal status
variables of the control and feedback control system, as well
as the drive variables, is possible. The measured variables are
collected directly via the control unit’s operating panel and
can be retrieved as text format from the control unit’s internal
memory. The bandwidth of the signals is band-limited to 250
Hz within the trace function. In the previous project phases,
the information continuity of the hardware used, as well as
the process-related information content of the signals available
from the cascaded control loop, were already examined. In
particular, the influence of the control parameters and the
cycle times of the digital controls on the available signals was
considered. The investigations showed that the cycle time of
the signal acquisition of 2 ms is sufficient to obtain usable
signal information [5].
B. Development of the measurement methods
Solutions for function and quality monitoring require
extensive knowledge of the possible factors influencing the
functionality and quality of the mechatronic axis. Such faults
usually arise as a result of dissipation effects, which occur as
undesirable changes in system elements or system parameters.
Susceptible components include the electrical and mechanical
components of a drive train. Such irregularities can be clearly
identified by certain symptoms which provide information on
a specific signal frequency or signal form. [6][7]

to compare the occurring vibrations with calculated theoretical natural frequencies of the components used. A further
time-frequency analysis method is the order analysis. This
is a common evaluation method in vibration engineering to
investigate speed-dependent noise mechanisms or imbalances
in mechanics [9]. The use of frequency-dependent spectograms
is unsuitable for fluctuating speeds, as the noise mechanisms
also vary with the frequency, making evaluation difficult [9].
In order to create an appropriate measurement methodology,
various physical signals from the control loop were considered
in the preliminary investigations and examined for their information content with an additional vibration transducer. The
following error was extracted as a meaningful variable for the
project. This is the difference between the setpoint and actual
position of the controlled system. The advantage of this signal
variable is that the actual position of the mechanical system
comes directly from the absolute measurement system of the
drive and thus has a low quantisation noise. The influence of
the time delay due to the two inner control loop cascades is
also negligible. Assuming that the control parameters of the
system are optimally designed, the following error reflects the
absolute positioning error of the mechanics used [5].
For the realisation of the measurement methodology, a corresponding travel profile with speed-dependent interpolation
points was created for the numerical control. The two position
signals were recorded during the measurement run and have
a constant time offset due to the structure of the position
controller. However, this has a disadvantageous effect on the
formation of the following error and the spectral representation
conceived from it, since the instantaneous values of the time
signal would be shifted by the time offset. To avoid smearing
in the spectral range due to the equidistant time axis, the
temporal offset of the position controller was determined
by measurement and the actual position was corrected by
this value. In order to ensure a constant sampling of the
signal, the constant travel range per speed was considered
for the spectral representation. The corrected following error
was transferred into the frequency spectrum by means of a
Fast Fourier Transformation and processed representatively by
signal processing, as can be seen in the second illustration.

1) Vibration spectrum by means of order analysis: Damage
and irregularities in elements of a mechatronic drive train can
be reliably detected by measuring and analysing vibrations
[8]. For axes that are moved with the help of an electric
motor, it is obvious that the signal frequency is dependent
on the excitation speed [9]. A possible solution is therefore
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The waterfall diagram shows a shift of the spectral components depending on the rotational speed. To compensate for
this dependence, the equidistant frequency axis can be normalised using a frequency-dependent quantity and converted
into an equidistant order axis. For this purpose, the speed of
the drive or a quantity normalised with it can often be found in
the literature [9]. Thus, the frequency axis can be redefined for
each individual spectrum Ai (ti ) recorded at the measurement
time ti [9]. The normalisation procedure is shown in the third
figure.

amplitudes were assigned to individual components from
the mechanics, which were calculated theoretically in advance.
2) Non-linear friction behaviour using the Stribeck curve:
Another meaningful indicator for the behaviour of a mechatronic axis is the friction behaviour. Friction usually occurs
where two components are in mutual contact with their
surfaces and are moved against each other [10]. As can be
seen from the literature [10], friction effects can be described
relatively well by linear models and from this the three types
of friction known to us, which are presented in the following
section, can be determined. For simplification, the assumption
is made that friction always acts in the opposite direction to
the direction of movement.
Slidingf riction :

Figure 3. Procedure normalisation frequency axis

F Slide = F N · µSlide · sign(v)

(2)

F Visco = F v · v

(3)

V iscosef riction :

The normalisation factor a can be determined from the ratio
of the desired ordinal number and the drive frequency, as
shown in formula (1).
1
xOrder
]
(1)
[
a=
f Drive
Hz
In order to quickly and specifically identify the location of
irregularities in the complex drive train with our measurement
method, the transmission ratio of the mechanical axis was chosen as the order. This makes it possible to assign the resulting
peaks of the order spectrum to a fixed mechanical system
and to compare them with calculated theoretical kinematic
frequencies or orders. The order of the fastest component,
i.e. the drive, would be found exactly at the value of the
transmission ratio. Thus, the resulting order spectrum can be
analysed independently of the speed. For example, the rotor
order corresponds to the xth order of the drive at x poles.

Figure 4. Order analysis with error detection

Figure 3 shows an order spectrum of the first mechatronic
axis (blue spectrum) for a travel speed of 2167 1/min and
mirrored against a fault case (red spectrum). The resulting

Staticf riction :

F Static = F N · µStatic

(4)

It is easy to see from the first two types of friction that they
are dependent on speed. In reality, however, a combination
of the described types of friction always occurs in complex
systems. In order to be able to record these metrologically,
the reproduction of the speed-dependent friction in the form
of a Stribeck curve is predominantly used in the literature
[10]. This describes the behaviour of the friction or the force
values over the speed. The following mathematical description
is often used for the function of the Stribeck curve:
F Stribeck = sign(v) · F Speed + F Visco

(5)



v δ
F Speed = F Slide + (F Static − F Slide ) · e−| vs |

(6)

In order to determine the two speed-dependent friction
values with the presented approach, the internal control parameters of the actual speed value and the actual torque value
were used. Likewise, a corresponding positive and negative,
speed-dependent travel profile was again designed for the
measurement process that utilises the maximum speed range
of the drive. For the realisation of the supporting points of the
Stribeck curve, we restricted ourselves to the constant areas
of the profile and this was generated by the arithmetic mean.
By means of a regression line describing the linear part of the
curve, the two velocity-dependent types of friction could be
determined. On the one hand, this is viscous friction, which
corresponds to the increase in the linear curve simplification
with speed. Secondly, the sliding friction corresponds to the
value of the linear curve simplification at velocity v(t=0) or
speed n(t=0) zero [10]. For gravity-loaded axes, an additional
compensation of this value must be carried out. A reference
curve (weak graph) of the axis resulting from the measurement
procedure with the corresponding compensation line can be
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seen in Figure 5. The friction values determined from the curve
are also given.

Figure 5. Stribeck curve with error detection

To make a change in the mechanical behaviour visible, the
reference curve is mirrored against a fault case (red graph)
during evaluation. On the basis of the curve progression and
the output values of the friction, corresponding deviations can
then be determined and tolerances defined. In the example
shown, a change in the friction behaviour can be seen at high
travel speeds.
3) Synchronization consideration and signal deviations due
to signal conditioning: As known from the previous description of signal acquisition, the internal state variables and parameters are recorded as time-continuous signal characteristics
with the help of the trace and logic analyser function.

form of changes in force, acceleration or vibration or in
quantities such as current or speed [6]. In order to be able
to use these measurable effects for fault diagnosis, the time
courses must be pre-treated by signal processing methods.
This makes it possible to extract certain characteristics
from the curves and use them to make statements about the
behaviour of the system [6]. Such processing is necessary
because there is a transmission path between the source of
the signal and the measuring system and the detected signals
always represent a sum of differently acting sources [6].
In order to be able to use the signals obtained from the
control system for initial analysis purposes, a measurement
method was created with whose pre-processing it is possible
to obtain an initial characteristic description of the signal.
This method is shown in Figure 6 on the basis of the actual
torque value and again mirrored against an error image (red
graph). In order to additionally relate to the mechanics, the
constant travel range of the physical signal is plotted against
the mechanical position, as can be seen in the upper graph. It
can also be seen that the signal has a high noise component,
a clear tendency and a discontinuity. For better analysis
procedures, this linear trend or offset value is corrected in the
second graph. For feature extraction, the noise component is
also removed from the signal using filters, as can be seen in
the third graph. In the last section, a trend graph of the signal
in relation to the position is also shown. [6][11]
As can be seen from the filtered curves in Figure 6, the
faulty torque signal (red graph) has a periodic disturbance
in contrast to the reference signal (blue graph). Thus,
it is possible to already perform a feature calculation of
the signal and a fault localisation by pre-processing the signal.
4) Graphical realization of a user interface: In order to
make the developed measurement methods usable in the event
of an error or application, a graphical user interface was
created.

Figure 6. Synchronous operation torque with error detection

It is also possible to draw conclusions about the mechatronic
behaviour and changes in the machine state variables of the
drive train by means of such time sequences [6]. These
changes or effects are contained as information in the
recorded signal, which can be detected, for example, in the
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In order to make the developed measurement methods
usable in the event of an error or application, a graphical
user interface was created. The interface was realised as
an app with the help of Matlab App Designer. The visual
components, the behaviour of the interface and the design
of the GUI could be easily created and the code used for
the measurement methods implemented. Using the Matlab
compiler, the resulting measurement tools can be used as
independent executable desktop applications. Figure 7 below
shows the graphical user interface of the signal processing
methodology. The user input is adapted in such a way that the
framework conditions of the measurement can be matched to
the travel profile used.
IV. C ONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
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The measurement methods presented in this research work
are intended to help interpret the mechanical quality and
mechatronic behaviour of a medical angiography floor stand.
As a prerequisite for the under-interpretation of the results,
sound mechatronic knowledge of the axes and the system must
be available. The data acquisition for the measuring systems
is carried out exclusively by indirect signals, which originate
from the control and converter system, as well as the absolute
measuring system of the drive. The methods developed have
already been used for real fault analysis and with their help
the first fault cases could be detected and verified very well.
In addition, reference models can be created and limit values
defined for the mechatronic axes to be examined. With the help
of a co-simulation, a simulative accompaniment of possible
error patterns and their resulting patterns can take place.
It would also be conceivable to extend the axes with an
additional absolute measuring system to expand the method
module.
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Miniaturisation of a Sensor System Using Reflectivity
Based Surface Plasmon Resonance Imaging (SPRi)
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either from missing transportability or from low sensitivity.
Motivated by the potential of supplying an efficient and low cost
sensor, further optimisations need to be done and are part of this
work.

Abstract— Insulating oil is an essential medium in power
transformers as it provides cooling and insulation of the windings.
The interest of knowing the oil quality in realtime is rising since
load cycles caused by renewable energies reduce the lifetime of the
oil. Currently, the oil quality is determined by an extraction and a
subsequent analysation of the sample in the laboratory which is
time consuming and only a snapshot in time that shows no trends.
Surface Plasmon Resonance Imaging (SPRi) is a common
application for biological and chemical sensors. It is non
destructive and higly sensitive and suitable for detecting small
changes in the refractive index close to a gold surface. The gold
surface requires spots with recognition elements to become
sensitive to the molecules of interest. Most setups are limited in the
number of sensing spots and require operation in a controlled
environment. With a homogeneous illumination of a large sensor
surface arrays with different receptors, the simultaneous detection
of many analytes is possible. Furthermore, a simple and robust
system setup that allows easy manufacturing and handling by
operators is searched. Providing a suitable illumination makes this
setup more efficient and more sensitive. The main focus lies on
improving the setup together with a smart evaluation of the images
by artificial intelligence and a self calibration that allows the use
on real power transformers.

II. SENSING PRINCIPLE
Surface Plasmon Resonance is a charge-density oscillation
that may exist at the interface of two media with opposite signs
[1]. A common method for the excitation of surface plasmons
(SP) is the attenuated total reflection (ATR) by a prism coupler
in Kretschmann geometry as shown in figure 1. In the
Kretschmann geometry of the ATR method, a high refractive
index prism with refractive index np is interfaced with a metaldielectric waveguide consisting of a thin metal film permittivity
em and thickness q, and a semi-infinite dielectric with a
refractive index nd (nd<np) [2].

Keywords—surface
plasmon
resonance
spectroscopy,
miniaturisation,
SPR-imaging,
micro-opto-electromechanical
system

I. INTRODUCTION
Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) sensors are important
tools often used for biological and chemical sensors. The SPR
approach offers unique advantages regarding its real-time and
label-free sensing capabilities [1]. A high throughput can be
reached by using 2D sensor arrays, the so called SPR imaging
(SPRi). SPRi uses a reflectivity based configuration. Compared
to other configurations like angle-, wavelength-, polarization- or
phase-resolved it allows parallel measurements with several
sensing spots. Therefore a 2D intensity contrast image of the
sensing surface is created and evaluated. The setup has no
moving parts and thus a high potential for miniaturisation.

Figure 1: Kretschmann geometry using the attenuated total reflection (ATR).
The dielectric represents the insulating oil. Selective sensor spots are located
at the sensor surface and surrounded by the flow cell. Note: Metal layer not
true to scale.

If the incident light is p-polarized and the angle of incidence θ is
altered, a typical SPR curve can bee seen (figure 2).
Characteristic of this curve is the narrow dip in the intensity of
the reflected light. Surface plasmons are then excited at the
interface gold/dielectic and the oscillation is in resonance. At
reflectivity-based SPRi an angle in the linear region is chosen
for highest sensitivity. Collimation is required to ensure the
same angle of incidence over the complete sensor surface. The

The instrumentation of SPRi however is quite challenging.
Many sensor setups are used in laboratories and require
operation by trained personal that makes the use quite expensive.
The system is highly temperature sensitive and shows a trade off
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SPR curve depends on the refractive index of the dielectric close
to the gold layer which is in this configuration the insulating oil.
Variations in the chemical composition and therefore in the
dielectric function shift the SPR curve and the detector
recognizes an intensity shift since the angle of incidence remains
constant.

view, taking into account the costs and availability of the
systems components.
The schematic setup in Figure 4 shows the sensor components.
Beginning with the detector, the CMOS Camera BFS-U363S4M-C with a 10-bit resolution and 3072x2048 pixel was
used. The 10-bit resolution divides each pixel into 210= 1024
gray scales. This camera is a compromise between price and size
which offers a basis for a first miniaturisation. The sensitivity of
the CMOS camera has its maximum at 600 nm and decreases
with increasing wavelength. The radiative losses of the plasmon
wave decrease with longer wavelength resulting in a narrowing
of the SPR response curve, and the propagation length of the
surface plasmon wave is longer in the NIR range than in the
visible region [1]. As a tradeoff the LED from OSRAM (GH
CSSRM2.24) with 660 nm was used, due to the low costs and
market availability. Moreover visible light facilitates operation
and adjustments. Since the SPR curve sligthly depends on the
wavelength, a 10nm FWHM filter narrows the spectrum of the
LED. S-polarization must be attenuated to avoid overexposure
and a failing SPR at the detector. A linear polarizer with an
extinction ratio of 9000:1 ensures p-polarization. This enables
the detection of excited surface plasmons. The position of
polarizer and bandpass was defined to be on the illumination
side, but can also be located in front of the camera.

Figure 2: Simulated SPR curves with a change in refractive index of 0.01 and the
shift in reflectivity ΔR.

Selectivity to a special molecule of interest is generated by a
chemical functionalization of the gold film by recognition
elements [3]. Figure 3 shows the principle of the sensor array
with different receptors. Here, the concentration of the target
molecules from receptor 2 and 3 are changing from time t0 to t1
that leads to an intensity shift. At time t1 the ROI´s have become
darker. The reason for this intensity shift is the presence of the
target molecule close to the surface and therefore a changed
dielectric function. Due to the dispersion relation the wave
vector of the SP depends on the dielectric function of the
medium. Thus the SPR curve is shifting. Each sensor spot is
represented by ROI´s (region of interest). They enable
evaluation via image processing.

The prism made of Schott F6 glass is the main component of the
sensor and carries the sensor surface. The refractive index of F6
at 660 nm is relatively high with n=1.79 which makes the use as
SPR-coupler appropiate. Insulating oil has a refractive index of
approximately n=1.456 at room temperature. For the metallic
sensor surface silver or gold layers are used. Silver has a higher
conductivity compared to gold which leads to a more narrow
resonance dip on the SPR curve and a higher sensitivity [4].
However in most applications gold is applied because of its
chemically inert properties. A thin layer of 2 nm chromium acts
as an adhesion layer between the glass substrate and the 48 nm
gold layer. There is only a small influence of the chromium layer
on the SPR curve [4]. The quality of the gold surface determines
the sensitivity of the system. It is mainly influenced by the
deposition process and the quality of the glass substrate. Surface
roughnesses of 1 nm representing a P4 polishing according to
DIN ISO 10110-8 are feasable in production without much
effort. Before deposition, a smooth and clean glass surface is
required. The cleaning process can be improved by using an
atmospheric plasma treatment of the glass surface [4].

Figure 3: Illustration of receptor arrays and the intensity shift in a ROI (region of
interest).

III. SETUP
The developed sensor system must fulfill the requirements
of a reflectivity based SPR instrumentation. All components of
this optical setup must fit together from a technical point of

Figure 4: Schematic system setup of the SPR sensor with reflectivity based
operation.
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A LED cannnot be collimated punctually such as a laser source.
A small divergence will always remain that slightly varies the
angle of incidence in proximity to the optical axis i.e. over the
sensor surface. This divergence shall be considered when
placing the receptors. Target molecules show different SPR
angle since the refractive indizies of the molecules vary.
However, if a divergent light source is used, the angle of
incidence is splayed and every receptor can be placed at its most
sensitive angle of incidence [3]. This effect needs to be
considered for the development of receptors.

simulated showing the effect (see figure 5). The reflectivity
decreases by 15% at 43 nm and increases by 29% at 53 nm
compared to the original layer thickness of 48 nm. The system
still operates in the linear region but shows changes in
reflectivity among each prism which are only caused by a
variation of the layer thickness.

IV. RESULTS
In order to design the sensor probe some theoretical aspects
were observed.
A. SPR Simulation
Knowing the SPR angle is essential for developing the sensor
system. Simulations give an estimation of the SPR angle that is
necessary for operation. This angle is affected by various
parameters and very sensitive to fluctuations, especially in the
layer thickness. In simulations the parameters were adjusted to
get a relatively broad linear region. This reduces slightly the
sensitivity but makes rapid prototyping of the sensor much
easier and lowers the demanded tolerances. The simulations
were done with Winspall. This is a programm used for
simulating the reflectivity of optical multi layer systems as well
as Surface Plasmons. Either the complex values e´or e´´ of the
permittivity or the refractive index n with the extinction
coefficient k can describe the optical properties of the layer.
These values are connected with following equations (1) and (2):

Figure 5: Simulated SPR curves with thickness variation of ±5 nm Au at the
deposition process. Orange curve shows the aspired curve.

Due to the high sensitivity of SPRi, each prism can not directly
be compared and needs a callibration or an initial measurement.

B. Homogenious illumination and collimation
To improve illumination of the sensor surface the system LED
in combination with the collimation lens was simulated. The
distance between lens and LED was altered and the collimation
of the light source as well as a homogenious radiation were
examined. The simulated rays from figure 6 show very low
divergence and thus a good collimation. The orange plain is
situated at the position of the detector. Cross sections were made
to check for a homogeneous illumination profile which can be
seen in figure 7.

(1)

𝜀 , = 𝑛2 − 𝑘 2

(2)

,,

𝜀 = 2𝑛𝑘

SPR simulation parameter
Thickness
[nm]

e´

e"

n

k

material

0

3,22

0

1,794

0

Glass F6

2

-1,62

20,6

3,085

3,338

Chrom

48

-14,99

1,31

0,169

3,875

Gold

0

2,12

0

1,456

0

Transformer
oil

Table 1: SPR simulation parameters for the layersystem used for insulating oil.

The parameters from table 1 result in a SPR curve shown in
figure 2 (orange curve). As can be seen, the linear region is at an
angle of incidence of 62°. The values from the literature are
either in permittivity or in refractive index, but can easily be
transferred by equation (1) and (2).

Figure 6: Simulated aspheric lens with detector plain on the right side.

At the position of the detector, a „TopHat“ beam profile can be
seen in figure 7. The rectangle in the x-y plot and the two vertical
lines of the cross section illustrate the detector size.

The 48 nm gold layer can only be deposited within a certain
range, assumed within ±5 nm. To verify variations in the layer
thickness at the deposition process two more SPR curves were
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Figure 7: Simulated illumination at the detector plain with a cross section
showing a „TopHat“ profile.

C. Miniaturisation
The simulation of the SPR angle and the geometrics of the
optical components were the starting point for designing the
sensor probe. The main issue was to fix all components in
consideration of the systems flexibility. During the construction
process, the possibility of rapid prototyping was taken into
account, as this offers the advantage of a faster production of the
components and allows flexibility of the design. Furthermore
complex geometries like holes and cavities of the flow cell can
be printed into the housing by using a stereolithography (SLA)
printer.

Figure 9: Tool path simulation with CAM software for threat milling.

The LED, lens and filter are clamped by standard lens tubes.
Collimation was adjusted by retaining rings and the beam was
projected on a screen to check for collimation.

V. OUTLOOK
The development of the setup shows a high potential because
of its simplified setup as well as low costs and availability of the
components. Towards higher integration and resistivity against
external influences, the system must become more reliable. The
LED must be operated with a constant current source. Without a
low noise source the system will detect variations in the
intensity. One possible solution could be the use of reference
marks as mirrors at the gold layer. According to the experiences
from the sensor probe, the design can be further improved with
a spherical surface onto the entrance side of the prism for
collimation. This should make the collimation lens obsolete. In
general, the aim is to avoid discrete elements for future setups if
possible.

Figure 8: Cross section view of the first miniaturisation of the SPRi sensor with
an integrated flow cell

A cross section view of the final sensor probe is shown in figure
8. The design allows easy adjustments while being a first
miniaturisation of conventional probes. SLA printing allows
manufacturing of features inside like channels of the micro
fluidic. Usually the resolution of SLA printers is in the range of
approximately 0.1 mm. Functional features or surfaces with low
geometric tolerances need a post process after printing. This
process can be done via 5-axis milling which allows treatment
from all sides. The sensor probe was printed with extensions for
clamping on a 3R pallet as illustrated in figure 9. The pallet can
be clamped onto the milling machine. The extensions allow an
easy installation on a plate or mounting on a real transformer.
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Abstract—The float current observation is a promising method
to characterize the capacity loss by calendar aging of a lithiumion battery. For the measurement, the cell voltage is kept
constant in potentiostatic mode, while the required current (float
current) is recorded with high resolution. The float currents
of cylindrical 2.5Ah NCA/graphite+silicon cells (Samsung 25R)
show the known behavioral patterns of calendrical aging with
respect to temperature and state of charge. With increasing
temperature as well as with increasing state of charge, the float
current increases in a quasi-state of equilibrium. This is validated
for five cells with the cell voltages 4.1V, 3.85V, 3.7V, 3.52V, and
3.4V in a temperature range between 5◦ C and 60◦ C where
the float current increases from 1µA up to 315µA. The loss
of capacity, calculated from the float currents and determined
by the check-ups, shows the same trend. Changes of the float
current during a temperature step is successfully assigned to
the entropy effect and correspond qualitatively to an entropy
effect. Furthermore, the ever-slower equalization processes for
high SOC are assigned to increasing internal resistance and
inhomogeneities within the cell.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Lithium-ion batteries have long been part of mobile devices
such as laptops and cell phones. Thanks to their high efficiency
and sustainability, they are increasingly used in hybrid and
purely electric vehicles. In addition to high energy density
and longer lifespan, lithium-ion cells also have a low selfdischarge rate compared to other battery technologies. The
battery system of electric vehicles represents a large part of the
purchase price and has increased life expectancy requirements.
For these reasons, an optimization of the aging behavior and
long-term stable operation is of great importance. To achieve
this, a precise understanding of the cells’ aging behavior and
suitable methods for aging diagnostics are essential.
Aging is usually divided into calendrical and cyclical aging.
The calendrical aging is analyzed in more detail in this paper
and reflects the change of cell parameters without load. Calendrical aging is mainly dependent on the two parameters state of
charge (SOC) and temperature [1], [2]. For static calendrical
aging tests, the cells are usually charged to a defined SOC
and then stored at a defined temperature for a certain period
of time. In general, these two factors are kept constant during

the aging period to determine the influence of SOC or OCV
and temperature. Such classical calendar aging determination
methods with capacity tests are very costly and usually take
months or years for a reliable lifetime prediction. Rumberg et
al. [3] and Hoog et al. [4] reported the dependency of the
aging rate on temperature and SOC in 3D representations.
However, a high effort in time or necessary test cells and
test equipment is apparent. In addition, classical tests are
periodically interrupted by so-called check-ups and are thus
superimposed with cyclic aging effects. Also, this method is
overlaid with reversible effects of the anode overhang [5], [6]
and polarization [7].
In contrast, the method investigated in this paper is diagnosing the aging rate by evaluating float currents. Here, the
cell is charged to a defined SOC with a corresponding OCV
and then kept in a potentiostatic mode [8]. Since the OCV
change depends on the aging and the applied temperature
[9], the battery must usually be permanently recharged with
a float current. To avoid measuring side effects, the float
current is only evaluated in the steady-state. Since the float
current compensates self-discharge and side reactions [10],
a correlation is assumed between the float current and the
loss of capacity or the aging rate of the lithium-ion cell.
The advantage of this method is that the calendrical aging
with respect to the available cell capacity does not require
charging and discharging processes (check-ups), and thus, the
overlapping of cyclical and calendrical aging is avoided [8].
However, it is not possible to determine the internal resistance
of the cell directly using this method. To evaluate the resistance, an additional electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
can be performed without major changes in the measurement
procedure. This is evaluated at test temperature and test
voltage and cannot be measured at a reference voltage and
temperature for several cells, as otherwise, the cell voltage and
the cell temperature must be changed during the measurement
procedure.
M. Lewerenz et al. investigated in [11] by means of
float currents the calendrical aging of nine 8Ah cells with
a cathode made of lithium iron phosphate (LFP), graphite
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as anode and (EC-DMC-DEC-EMC)-LiPF6 as electrolyte at
the temperatures 25◦ C, 40◦ C and 60◦ C with a nominal cell
voltage of 3.6V. It was shown that this method is a promising
measurement as the float current in the µA range correlates
with the capacity loss rate. At temperatures above 45◦ C, a
temperature path dependence of the float current was also
demonstrated. However, a state of charge dependence of the
float current was not shown in this paper.
In this contribution, not only the float current itself is
analyzed, but also the influence of temperature changes and
the equalization process towards the steady-state current.
Therefore, the float currents are analyzed at five different cell
voltages. Additionally, several temperatures between 5◦ C and
60◦ C are applied. The work is structured as follows. First,
the used cells, the measurement setup and the measurement
procedure are described. Then the check-ups are evaluated,
including internal resistance, capacity loss and differential
voltage analysis (DVA). Afterwards, the equalization processes
leading to a steady-state float current are investigated. At the
end, the obtained float current and the influence of temperature
changes are shown and the results are compared to the classical
method.
II. E XPERIMENTAL
Cylindrical cells with a capacity of 2.5Ah from the manufacturer Samsung of the type INR18650-25R are investigated for
the calendar aging test using an LBT21084 test system from
Arbin. According to the datasheet, this cell type has a positive
electrode made of LiNiy Coz Al1−y−z O2 (NCA) and a negative
electrode made of graphite. However, energy dispersive Xray spectroscopy (EDS) revealed that the anode of these cells
contains silicon and the cathode has an NMC portion in
addition to the NCA [12]. Table I shows the specifications
of the manufacturer of this cell type. All investigated cells are
stored a the DY110 climate chamber from ATT to control and
vary the temperature.
Five cells with different float voltages are investigated and
documented in table II including their corresponding SOC. To
investigate the anode overhang effect one voltage is chosen
to correspond to the delivery voltage 3.52V. During the first
period of 165 days, the cells were stored at 30◦ C to reach a
steady-state of the float current. It is assumed that after this
long period of time the anode overhang effect and equalization
process are concluded and can be, therefore, neglected. Because of problems keeping the appropriate measurement range
of the float current, it was impossible to make a reasonable
evaluation of the float current prior to day 165. Periodically
check-ups are performed to measure the cell capacity and the
internal resistance at a reference temperature of 30◦ C. Firstly,
the cells were fully charged with CCCV to the cut-off voltage
of 4.2V until the current drops below 0.25A. A subsequently
15-minute break is followed by a 1C and 0.1C charge and
discharge cycle to the corresponding cut-off voltage. The 1C
charge step is followed by a CV-phase according to the first
fully charge cycle. After all charge and discharge steps, a 15minute rest period is performed. Afterwards 40-seconds pulse

TABLE I
C ELL SPECIFICATIONS
Manufacturer
Type
Chemistry
Nominal Capacity
Charge cut-off-voltage
Discharge cut-off-voltage
Max. charge current
Max. discharge current
Voltage (SOC) at test begin

Samsung
INR18650-25R
LiN iCoAlO2
2.5Ah
4.2 V
2.5V
4A
20A
3.52V

TABLE II
T ESTMATRIX
Cell number
1
2
3
4
5

Float Voltage
4.1V
3.85V
3.7V
3.52V
3.4V

SOC
90%
62%
47%
19%
8%

tests with 1C at 4.2V and 3.7V are carried out before the
check-up ends with a fully 0.1C discharge step to 2.5V. The
cells are charged to the corresponding float voltage (SOC) after
the check-up process according to table II.
After 165 days, the float current has reached a steady state.
At this point, different temperatures are applied to the cells.
Fig. 1 depicts the complete temperature course. In the first part,
a low temperature cycle is executed for approximately 36 days.
Therefore, the temperature is decreased from 30◦ C to 5◦ C and
afterward increased to 30◦ C step-by-step with ∆T=5K. This is
followed by a high temperature cycle in which the temperature
is increased from 30◦ C up to 60◦ C by 5◦ C steps. In contrast to
the low temperature cycle, the float current is measured at the
reference temperature of 30◦ C after each temperature increase.
By means of returning to 30◦ C reference temperature in the
high temperature cycle, we are able to investigate temperature
path-dependency. After a temperature change was made, we
waited until the float current had reached a constant value
before making another change. To compare the measured float
current with the capacity loss at the beginning and at the end
of both cycles, check-ups are performed.
III. R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION
At the beginning of this chapter, the internal resistance and
the DVA obtained by the check-ups are evaluated. Afterward,
the equalization processes after the check-ups and the float
current with the entropy influence are discussed. In the end,
the float current results are compared to the results of the
check-ups.
A. Check-up
1) Internal resistance and capacity: Both pulse tests, performed at 3.7V and 4.2V, show similar results. The internal
resistance in Fig. 2 a) is calculated using the pulse test data
at 4.2V. Data for the 3.7V and 4.1V cells are missing at the
beginning of the test due to erroneous check-ups. The internal
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a)

Check-up
Low temperature cycle
High temperature cycle

High temperature cycle
Low temperature
cycle

T [°C]

40
20
0
0

5

10

15

b)

20

Steps [#]
Fig. 1. Illustration of the temperature sequence. Check-ups are black, the low
temperature cycle and the high temperature cycle are in grey, emphasized in
different line styles.

resistance rises over time for all cells. However, the cell aged at
4.1V shows the strongest increase and the cell aged at 3.85V,
reveals a slightly higher slope than the cells stored at 3.4V,
3.52V and 3.7V. Hence, the cell at 4.1V might suffer from
other and stronger aging processes compared to all other cells.
During the low temperature cycle, only low aging is measured
for the higher test potentials. An opposite trend with a greater
slope is observable during the high temperature cycle as now
additional aging mechanisms are triggered.
Fig. 2 b) shows the normalized charged capacity with 0.1C.
As expected, the capacity loss rises with increasing SOC. The
disorientation at the beginning is explainable by the erroneous
check-ups. Until day 50, the impact of the anode overhang is
observable. Hence, for cells that are not close to the delivery
SOC of 3.52V, it is more pronounced, leading to a higher
capacity loss. Moreover, the effects of the temperature cycles
are visible for cells with higher SOC resulting in higher or
lower slopes. All cells show the typically calendrical aging
trend over temperature and SOC as expected.
2) Differential voltage analysis: Fig. 3 a)-e) depicts the
differential voltage analysis for all cells. With the increasing
degree of blackness of the curves, aging increases. Additionally, Fig. 3 e) shows peaks, which are characteristic for the
anode (dashed cycles) and the cathode (solid cycle). Fig. 3 f)
shows the relative difference in the shift of the two cathodes
characteristics. In accordance with the internal resistance, the
DVA reveals a different aging pattern for the 4.1V cell. In
contrast to all other cells, the 4.1V cell suffers from a strong
loss of cathode material (Fig. 3 f)). In addition, there is no
significant loss of anode material, which can be seen from the
absence of peak shift in the anode characteristics. Therefore,
the main aging process in cells with a high SOC is driven by
processes on the cathode side besides lithium loss due to solid
electrolyte interphase (SEI) formation. The decreasing peak
height at approximately 2.2Ah-2.4Ah of the 4.1V cell (Fig.
3 a)) can be associated with an increase of inhomogeneities
within the cell [13]. The superposition of several half cells
with different SOCs leads to a decrease of the peak heigt and
further flattens if the SOC distribution increases. Therefore the
cathode might suffer from inhomogeneities over aging.

Fig. 2. Graph of a) the internal resistance and b) normalized capacity over
time for all cell potentials. With dashed lines the low and high temperature
cycle are highlighted.

B. Equalization process after check-up
The equalization process after a check-up and the 0.1C
CC phase to the corresponding voltage is shown in Fig. 4.
The speed of these processes depends on the target float
voltages. The equalization process of cells at 3.4V and 3.85V
are the fastest immediately followed by 3.52V and 3.7V cells.
Significantly longer takes the process at 4.1V. The DVA, shown
in Fig. 5, can explain this SOC depending behavior within
a cell. For the very first check-up, the DVA is depicted in
black. In grey with a solid and a dashed line, the DVAs of the
corresponding half-cells (cathode and anode) are given. The
anode shows the two typical characteristics of graphite and the
flat course at higher SOCs. These curves are obtained using
a self-written Matlab-model by fitting half-cell curves of the
anode and the cathode to the full cell curve. The rectangles
mark the places which belong to the float voltages used in the
test. By comparing Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, it becomes clear that
higher values in the DVA at the operating point lead to an
acceleration of the equalization speed due to a greater voltage
difference within a cell.
Another effect at the highest float voltage (4.1V) is observable in Fig. 4. With increasing aging, the equalization
process takes longer to settle. Since the aging is mainly caused
on the cathode side and the anode has no big influence on
high SOCs on the DVA, this might be originated from by
the cathode. The increasing inhomogeneity and the increasing
internal resistance for this cell, especially on the cathode side,
could lead to this ever-slower equalization process within a
cell with increasing aging.
It took at least 11 days before the float current settled to a
steady-state value at 30◦ C after a check-up. With two check-
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a)

b)

4.1V Cell

c)

3.85V Cell

e)

d)

3.7V Cell

Cathode

f)

Anode

3.52V Cell

3.4V Cell

Fig. 3. a) – e) DVA of all cells for all performed check-ups by using the 0.1C charge sequence and f) calculation via DVAs of the loss of activ material on
the cathode side. e) emphasizes also the caracteristic peaks for the anode (dashed cycles) and cathode (solid cycle).

ups and a test period of about 104 days, this takes more than
20% of the total test duration. One of the float current’s main
goals is the very short test time compared to other aging
investigating technics. As the equalization processes are a
considerable delay of the test, it would be desirable to shorten
them.

The floating capacity CF loat is the difference between the
charged CCharge and discharged capacity CDischarge (1).

C. Float currents

dCF loat
(2)
dt
For all cells, the float currents are shown in Fig. 6. They are
treated with a moving average filter with a width of 2000
samples. Approximately between day 29 and 42, a check-up

Due to measured current jumping between +/-1mA with the
highest possible current measurement resolution of +/-1µA the
floating current was evaluated through the floating capacity.

As can be seen in (2), the floating current IF loat results from
the derivative of the capacity after time.
IF loat =

0.25

0

dV/dC Charge [V/Ah]

4.1V
3.85V
3.7V
3.52V
3.4V

0.2

I [A]

0.15

0.1

Aging

0.05

-0.2
4.1V
-0.4
3.7V
3.85V

3.52V

-0.6

Cathode
Anode
Cathode+Anode

3.4V
-0.8

0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

(1)

CF loat = CCharge − CDischarge

0.1

0

t [d]

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

CCharge [Ah]

Fig. 4. Illustration of the CV-phase after the 0.1C CC charge to the
corresponding float voltage for all cells. Due to a good view, only the process
up to 0.1 days are included.

Fig. 5. Illustration of the half-cell DVA for the cathode (grey solid), the
Anode (grey dashed) and combined (black) of the charged capacity.
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55°C

60°C

50°C
45°C
40°C
30°C
15°C 20°C 25°C

35°C

Check-Up

5°C 10°C

Low temperature cycle

High temperature cycle

Fig. 6. Float current over time for five diffent cell voltages for the low and high temperature cyclus. Due to a good view, the transient path after a check-up
and the check-up itself are exluded.

involved, F the Faraday constant, T the temperature and E
the electromotive force.
∆S = nF

dE
dT

(3)

The entropy coefficient c = ∆V /∆T over the depth-ofdischarge (DOD) of an aged cell of the same type is depicted
in Fig. 7. Furthermore, the cell voltage was not measured in
an equalized state but under charge or discharge conditions.
This does not correspond to the usual determination of entropy
and is therefore subjected to deviations. For this reason, the
curve is considered only qualitatively. Fig. 8 revealed a positive
entropy coefficient for the 4.1V and 3.7V cell, with c3.7V <
c4.1V . Hence, a temperature rise results in a higher open-circuit
voltage and a drop in the floating current. Furthermore, c3.52V
and c3.4V are both negative and correlating with the float
current behavior of the corresponding cells (|c3.4V |>|c3.52V |).
The 3.85V has a c3.85V = 0 leading to hardly any visible
current peak in Fig. 6. The same behavior for all cells is visible
at approximately day 27 and 28, where a climate chamber error
leads to a drop following by a rise of the temperature.
10-3
2

c [V/K]

with the subsequent equalization process is performed. Before
this check-up, the low temperature cycle is conducted and
after the check-up, the high temperature cycle follows. Due to
the calendrical aging behavior, the float current increases as
expected with both the floating voltage and the temperature.
The highest value of approximately 315µA is obtained at 60◦ C
for the 4.1V cell and the lowest at 5◦ C and 3.4V with approximately 1µA. Furthermore, due to the Arrhenius relation,
an exponential trend between float current and temperature is
expected. A more detailed investigation of the float current,
including the Arrhenius relation, the activation energy, temperature path-dependency, voltage, and temperature behavior,
is discussed in another work [14]. At each temperature rise
or decrease, current peaks are observable due to the entropy
effect, which is discussed in the following section. This effect
is also visible between day 27 and 28 due to a climate chamber
error with accompanied temperature changes. Additionally, a
small current fluctuation occurred over the entire measurement
time. The same direction of fluctuation for all cells with
different entropy coefficients cannot be caused by entropy.
Instead, they are assigned to the temperature fluctuation in
the surrounding test container of typical +/- 2K. Due to these
temperature fluctuations, the test station’s voltage output and
thus the float current are affected. Therefore, these tests should
be performed under a very constant temperature condition.
In our case, during summer, the sun heats the test container
during the daytime, leading to a high temperature fluctuation.
A room with better temperature control or measurement in
winter will increase the measurement accuracy significantly.
D. Influence of entropy

4.1V

1

3.7V

3.85V

3.52V 3.4V

0
-1

The influence of entropy is recognizable at each temperature
change leading to a float current peak due to some mV shifting
open-circuit potential. The entropy coefficient ∆S according
(3) defines the sign and the strength of the float current peak
during a temperature step. With n is the number of electrons

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

DOD [Ah]
Fig. 7. The entropy coefficent over DOD for an aged cell of the same cell
type. The rectangeles emphasize the parts of the corresponding float voltages.
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E. Check-up vs. floating current
In Fig. 8 the loss of capacity CLoss is obtained by both
check-ups at the beginning and the end of the test is depicted
in a solid grey line. The capacity loss calculated through
the obtained float current is shown in the black dashed line.
Therefore a self-developed fitting strategy is used to determine
the float current for each temperature step. Then the floating
capacity can be calculated with the duration of the respective
temperature steps. Since the temperatures in the check-ups are
30◦ C, the float current of a 30◦ C step is used for the checkups. As expected, the capacity loss rises with increasing float
voltage. Both curves show a high correlation in trend and absolute value. Therefore, the results obtained from float current
and check-ups are in good agreement over a very complex
temperature sequence. A small deviation is observable at very
high and very small voltages. This is explainable by the errors
of the check-ups and the float current measurement.
IV. C ONCLUSION
Measurements and evaluations of the float current provide
valuable information about the capacity loss of cells during
calendar aging. The float current was successfully measured
for different cell voltages and different temperatures between
5◦ C and 60◦ C. The float current rises with increasing temperature as well as with increasing voltage. Validation of
the float current analysis with the classical method shows a
high correlation between the two measuring methods. The
entropy trend for certain SOCs could be determined and was
successfully compared to an entropy measurement. The results
obtained from the DVAs and the check-up revealed a particular
increasing internal resistance and inhomogeneities on the
cathode side leading to ever-slower equalization processes for
the cell stored at 4.1V. Therefore, we assumed that this cell
suffers from an additional aging mechanism due to strong
aging at very high SOC of 90%. Testing and validation of the
floating current analysis on further cell types is the subject of
future work.
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Abstract—For structural health monitoring in geotechnical
engineering, the use of different modulation techniques for the
optical time domain reflectometry (OTDR) offer an alternative
method to the conventional monopulse method. Due to a higher
average optical power in polymer optical fibers (POF), the new
modulation methods (Simplex-, Golay) deliver a higher signal-tonoise ratio compared to the monopulse-OTDR. The theoretical
basics, simulation models and experimental results are presented
for the new methods.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The use of coarse-meshed plastic textiles (so-called
geogrids) with integrated optical fibers enables the condition
of structures to be monitored for impermissible loads due
to vibration or strain. This type of condition monitoring
is known as structural health monitoring (structural health
monitoring (SHM)). The geogrids used to serve to reinforce
earthworks against landslides, while the optical fibers (glass
optical fiber, polymer optical fibers) are used as optical
sensors. Standard PMMA-POF can be strained to more than
40% while fully maintaining their light guiding and sensing
properties. These sensors provide information about the
location of the local structural damage. [1]
A well known method of using fiber optical sensors is the
time-resolved analysis of the optical backscatter of a short
incident light pulse. This measurement method is known as
optical time domain reflectometry (OTDR). A disadvantage
of OTDR methods is the low average optical power along
the fiber due to the short light pulse that is required for
good spatial resolution. For this reason, many individual
measurements must be averaged for precise results, which
requires a long measurement time in the range of minutes,
which arises from the required pulse intervals due to the pulse
transit time. An alternative method therefore uses longer
pulse sequences and a mathematical correlation in signal
processing (code-correlation OTDR). This could theoretically
lead to a greater reproducibility of the strain measurement in
a shorter measurement time.

II. OTDR F UNDAMENTALS
A. Polymer optical fibers (POF)
A typical structure of a POF consists of two coaxial layers
of homogeneous and optical transparent polymers as shown in
Fig. 1. The central part is the core and the outer part is the
cladding of the fiber. In order to keep the light in the core, the
refractive index of core (nK ) is designed to be lower than that
of the cladding (nM ). In order to have total internal reflection at
the interface of core and cladding without leaking to cladding,
the reflection angle Θ at the interface of core and cladding is
required to be smaller or equal to the critical angle:
 
nK
Θmax = arcsin
(1)
nM
This effect causes the fiber to act as an waveguide and keep
the light in the core. [2, S.4]

Figure 1. Example of a cross section of an optical fiber

In the event that a light wave hits a flat interface between
two media with different refractive indices (e.g. polymer-air),
this light is transmitted and scattered back. This effect is
known as Fresnel reflection. A fundamental parameter that
must be considered for OTDR-measurements is the attenuation
along the fiber, which is caused by the fiber material. The
attenuation coefficient α (depending on the wavelength) is
defined as [3]:
Pout (z) = Pin · e−α(λ)z

(2)

where Pout (z) is the output power and Pin is the optical power
of the input light, as it travels through the fiber z = vg · t with
the group velocity vg = nc0g of the fiber, which is described
by the speed of light c0 and the effective refractive index ng .
Furthermore, scattering has usually a very strong influence on
the attenuation characteristics of optical fibres. Scattering is
caused by local changes of the refractive-index. The actual
effect of these local variations depends strongly on their size
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with respect to the wavelength, the light is scattered into all
directions, which can be described by the Rayleigh scattering
coefficient αs . With the backscatter coefficient S, the Rayleigh
scattering can be described in the backward direction by [4]:
 
1
ηS = αs · S
(3)
m

The gradient ηS corresponds to the attenuation coefficient of
the fiber.
B. Optical time domain reflectometry (OTDR)

OTDR is the principle of backscatter measurement. A short
light pulse Pin is coupled into one end of an optical fiber via a
coupler and the reflected light is received over time at the same
fiber end. Due to the effects in the POF (e.g. Fresnel reflection,
Rayleigh scattering), an OTDR backscatter diagram is created,
which shows the characteristics of the fiber. Fig. 2 shows the
structure of an OTDR-setup and a example for a corresponding
backscatter-diagram in a logarithmic scaling. Since the light

III. M ODULATION TECHNIQUES
The approach to use modulation techniques of the light
source for the OTDR-measurement has already been published
in innumerable studies [5] - [10]. Various modulation methods
were investigated for this, such as the Barker-code or PRBSsequences [7]. Since these have not been found to be suitable
for such measurements, the Golay- and Simplex-codes are
considered for further investigation. All these investigations
relate to the experimental implementation of the respective
modulations in single-mode fibers, whereby the present work
deals with the new approach to implement these methods in
multi-mode fibers such as POF.
A. Golay-Code (GC)
To investigate code methods with correlation-based signal
processing, the use of bipolar code types with ideal autocorrelation properties is essential. These code-sequences must
provide autocorrelation properties that have no other side
lobes, apart from the main peak at t = 0. In this case, the
use of complementary code pairs with an appropriate signal
processing turned out to be ideal for the OTDR method. A
complementary code sequence is defined as a pair of finite
sequences of two kinds of elements that have the property of
having the same number of elements. [5]
The Golay-Code method always has two code sequences
that are of the same length and can be extended infinitely.
Two sequences are complementary if the sum of the autocorrelations of the two sequences is zero for all nonzero
shifts. Assuming a Golay-Code delivers two sequences AL
and BL with (i = 1, 2, 4, ...2N ) of two L-long complementary
series, the respective discrete autocorrelation (?) terms of each
sequence can be described as [8]:

Figure 2. Basic structure of the OTDR method & OTDR Diagram

Raa = AL ? AL =

pulse in this structure has to traverse the fiber in the forwards
and backwards direction and thus has a double fiber path,
the factor 21 must be taken into account when calculating the
position of a peak or for the logarithmic scaling, as shown in
equation 5. Due to this prefactor, the calculation is realized
for the logarithmic scaling with the factor 5 = 10 · 21 , so the
dB
slope in the OTDR diagram represents the attenuation in [ km
]:


Pout (t)
POT DR (t) = 5 · log
[dB]
(4)
Pin (t)

i=−L

Rbb = BL ? BL =

1
· vg · t[m]
(5)
2
The OTDR backscatter profile Pout (t) is generally described
by the convolution (∗) of the impulse response HIR (t) [3]:
vg
· ηS · e−α(λ)vg t
(6)
HIR (t) =
2
of a optical system and the light pulse Pin (t) [5]:
Pout (t) = Pin (t) ∗ HIR (t)

(7)

L
X

i=−L

A[i] · A[i + n]

(8a)

B[i] · B[i + n]

(8b)

where the sum of the autocorrelation terms, delivers the
following equitation.
Raa + Rbb = 2Lδi
with

For the conversion from the time domain to the spatial domain:
z(t) =

L
X

δn =

(

(9)

1, for n=0
0 otherwise

The calculation of the complementary Golay-Code pair is
known as ’appending’. This designation becomes clear when
the two codes AL and BL are considered, which are formed
by adding the sequences A and B and the sequences A and B
[8]. These procedure can be described as:
 


A | B
A
→
(10)
B
A | B
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Starting with a 2-element code pair with the initial values
A=1 & B=1 and length 1, Golay-Codes of lengths L =
2, 4, 8, 16....2N can be calculated. B is the complement of
variable B and swaps the value 1 to -1.


 


1 1 ···
1
1
1 1
→
→
1 1 · · · −1
1
1 −1
|
{z
}
| {z }
L=2

L=2N

This process will always produce bipolar sequences. The
first line forms the bit sequence of the first sequence AL ,
correspondingly the second line forms the second sequence
BL . To illustrate the theoretical basis, a Golay-Code of length
27 = 128 is calculated below. The shape of the respective
sequences is visualized in the figure 3. By calculating the
autocorrelation of the respective sequences and by finally
adding the autocorrelation functions, a result is obtained with
a main lobe of height

and the complete cancellation of the noise-like, but deterministic side lobes is achieved, as shown in figure 4.
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Figure 3. Golay-Codes of length 27 = 128
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Finally, in order to obtain the monopulse equivalent OTDRtrace, the sum of the cross-correlations is formed.
Pout (t) = yA (t) + yB (t)

A
B
Pout (t) = AL ? Pout
(t) + BL ? Pout
(t)

= (AL ? AL + BL ? BL ) ∗ HIR (t)
= 2Lδk ∗ HIR (t)

A = A1 − A2 =

100

100

-50

0

50

100

Sample

Figure 4. Autocorrelation of the Golay-Codes of length 27 = 128

A
Pout
(t) = HIR (t) ∗ AL (t)

B
Pout
(t)

= HIR (t) ∗ BL (t)

(10a)
(10b)

In the next step, it is necessary to calculate the correlation
described above. Since two different signals are correlated with

(13c)

(14)

A2

1+B 1−B
−
B = B1 − B2 =
2 } | {z
2 }
| {z
B1

1) Signal processing of the Golay-Code: As shown in
equation (7), the result of an OTDR measurement Pout (t)
can be described by the convolution (∗) of the coupled
light pulse Pin (t) with the transfer function HIR (t) of a
corresponding system. If one looks at the identical system
using two complementary Golay code sequences, the result
of an OTDR measurement can be described as:

(13b)

(13)

1+A 1−A
−
2 } | {z
2 }
| {z
A1

-100

(13a)

The result obtained in equation (13) corresponds to the
monopulse OTDR-signal, based on a code sequence with a
much higher average power.
2) Conversion of bipolar codes to unipolar codes: In order
to convert this process into a real optical system, it must be
noted that an optical system has unipolar properties. This
means that a light source can only be modulated with a
value of 0 (light off) and a value of 1 (light on). However,
a calculated bipolar sequence cannot simply be converted by
replacing the -1 with 0, since such a function would no longer
correspond to the properties of the complete subtraction of the
sidelobes of the autocorrelation. For this reason, each bipolar
code word must be split into further unipolar sequences, which
in total correspond to the original sequence. In general, the
bipolar sequence A can be described by the unipolar sequence
A1 & A2 and the sequence B by B1 & B2 [9].

150

Sample

(12)

The entire algorithm for the Golay-Code signal processing can
be described by:

0
-100

(11a)

B
Pout
(t)

yB (t) = BL ?

50

0

0

Addition AKF-A + AKF-B
250

R aa +Rbb

120

R bb

R aa

Autocorrelation Golaycode A (AKF-A)
120

A
yA (t) = AL ? Pout
(t)

→ Pout (t) = 2LHIR (t)

2 · L · δ0 = 2 · 128 · 1 = 256

0

one another here, this process can be referred to as crosscorrelation (?) in the present case.

(15)

B2

The respective bipolar sequences are converted into a unipolar
code by adding or subtracting from 1 and divided by 2 for
normalization. By subtracting the unipolar code A2 from A1
we get the original bipolar sequence A. Correspondingly, the
same procedure takes place with the sequence B. For use in
a real system, the respective four sequences must now be
coupled into the fiber and its backscatter profiles subtracted
from one another. Correspondingly, the backscatter profile of
sequence A2 has to be subtracted from that of A1 and that
of B2 has to be subtracted from B1 . Finally, the correlations
of the backscatter profiles with the bipolar sequences A and
B are carried out and the backscatter profile of the fiber is
obtained by adding the correlation results.
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leading to:
H2N = H2 ⊗ H2N −1


H2N −1
=
H2N −1

H2N −1
−H2N −1



(17)

When the desired matrix size has been calculated, the first
column and the first row must be removed, as these will
always consist of the value 1. Finally, the complement of the
calculated matrix is formed and by replacing the values -1
with 0, a unipolar matrix is formed from the bipolar matrix.
The result obtained is called the S-matrix. The individual
rows form the bit pattern of the respective sequences of the
simplex code. For example, if a second-order matrix 2N =2 = 4
is calculated, this would result in an S-matrix with the size
22 − 1 = 3 after the conversion:




1 1
1
1
1 0 1
1 −1 1 −1



H4 = 
1 1 −1 −1 → S3 = 0 1 1
1 1 0
1 −1 −1 1

Finally summed up using a pulse-width τ dependent shift and
averaged over the number of code words, we obtain the final
OTDR-trace:
L
1X
ψ̂k (t + (i − 1)τ )
(20)
Pout (t) =
L i=1

IV. T HEORETICAL I NVESTIGATION
For the theoretical investigation of the properties of a
OTDR-method, a simulation is created by using the software
MATrix LABoratory (MATLAB). This simulation enables
to investigate monopulse OTDR-methods depending on the
properties of optical components (e.g. bandwidth, noise) or
polymer optical fibers (e.g. length, attenuation). The simulation consists of a central control-program that combines all
methods and calculation steps and delivers the corresponding backscatter traces for the respective modulation method
(Monopuls, Simplex, Golay). The figure 5 shows the result of
a simulation taking into account a 5ns puls width and a fiber
length of 50m.
Monopuls-OTDR (Logarithmic)
0
-5

U log[V]

The simplex code is a further coding option for an OTDRmeasurement. No correlation techniques are used with the
simplex code and the number of the respective sequences
depends on the length of the code and, accordingly, on the
matrix size, because the simplex code is derived from the
bipolar Hadamard matrix. It is possible to calculate code
lengths of (i = 3, 7, ....2N − 1) and extend them infinitely
accordingly. Unlike the Golay code, you will always get an
odd number of the code length. The values for a simplex code
are derived from the so-called S matrix, which is calculated
from the transformation of a Silvester - Hadamard matrix. The
Sylvester Hadamard matrix of order N is constructed by the
Kronecker tensor product ⊗ of an initial matrix [10]:


1 1
H2 =
(16)
1 −1

In order to restore the conventional OTDR-backscatter profile
ψ, the respective backscatter profiles are processed with the
inverse S-matrix S −1 .




ψ̂1 (t)
η1 (t)
 ψ̂2 (t) 


−1  η2 (t) 


(19)
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1) Signal processing of the Simplex-Code: The convolution
operation according to equation 7 can also here be used
to describe the respective backscatter profiles ηk (t) of the
individual code words [6]:

η1 (t)
 η2 (t) 


 . . .  = SL ∗ HIR (t)
η2N −1 (t)

-15

-25

The individual rows of the S matrix form the respective
codewords. In the present case, an S-matrix S3 supplies the
code words: CW1=[1 0 1]; CW2=[0 1 1]; CW3[1 1 0]. It
can thus be seen that the number of code words depends
on the respective matrix size. Each of these codewords are
then fed into an optical system and, after appropriate signal
processing, an OTDR-backscatter profile is obtained.
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Figure 5. Representation of the simulation results in logarithmic scaling

The result of the simulation clearly shows that, on the one
hand, the theoretical models of the modulation techniques
can be implemented in the simulation and function correctly.
It can also be observed that the use of modulation techniques leads to an improvement in the SNR compared to
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the conventional monopulse method. The simulation makes
it possible to examine a wide variety of pulse modulations,
taking into account the characteristics of optical components,
without having to create complex laboratory set-ups. This
simplifies the investigation of different modulation functions
and makes an important contribution to the project SmartOSE
for montitoring of geogrids.
V. E XPERIMENTAL I NVESTIGATION
To carry out the experimental investigation, a monopulsOTDR should be realized in the first step with the existing
laboratory equipment in order to show that the test set-up
works correctly. In the next steps, the modulation methods of
the Simplex and Golay codes should then be examined with
the properly working test set-up. The same laboratory equipment/fibers should be used for all methods and measurements.
The signal processing, the modulation and the entire test setup should be controlled centrally by MATLAB. The figure 6
shows the laboratory test set-up.

implemented in the simulation to ensure that it works correctly
and that it can be compared with known results. In the next
step, the theoretical knowledge of the Simplex and GolayCode was implemented in the simulation. The simulation
clearly showed that the algorithms were correctly implemented
in MATLAB and that the new methods lead to an SNR
improvement in the same measurement time. The simulation
outputs results for various OTDR-modulations and offers the
possibility of comparing them. The simulation can be used to
examine different code lengths, pulse widths, fiber properties
or properties of the optical components. Initial investigations
also provide OTDR curves that are experimentally similar
to those of monopulse. In this way, a fundamentally correct
implementation in the measurement setup was achieved experimentally and the data evaluation algorithms were realized
correctly. Both the theoretical and experimental investigations
have shown that the modulation methods can be used for an
OTDR-setup and provide a typical OTDR-backscatter trace,
further investigations to optimize the method are being carried
out.
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To be able to remove these residues, it is particularly
important to design a cleaning process chain according to
requirements. In order to fulfil this task, it is essential to have
a broad knowledge of the contamination at hand. Polarity,
chemical composition as well as quantity and location of the
contamination are examples of information that have direct
influence on the selection of parameters such as cleaning
chemistry, mechanics, time and temperature [5].
The aim of the work is therefore to develop methods for
analyzing filmic contaminations, as these have received less
attention in the past than particular contamination, which
were addressed early on in the VDA19 [6]. In cooperation
with research projects of the Fraunhofer Institute for Casting,
Composite and Processing Technology, components are
researched that were manufactured from polyamide 12 using
the selective laser sintering process. In addition to the
development of methods for the analysis of filmic
contaminations, an extraction method is also developed for
indirect (spectroscopic/chromatographic) methods that can
convert contaminations quickly and efficiently into solution.

Abstract — Filmic contaminations on component surfaces
cause a wide variety of negative influences over the entire
process chain in additively manufactured components. In order
to remove these contaminations and later ensure the proper
functionality of subsequent processes, a comprehensive
knowledge of type, composition and amount of the
contamination is indispensable. For this reason, the
development of methods for rapid and spatially resolved
detection of filmic contaminants is required to produce
sufficient component quality and thus remain competitively. In
this paper, previously selected methods that are capable of
analyzing filmic contamination for various criteria are
presented. Impulse Thermography and laser-induced
fluorescence measurement were used for the imaging of filmic
contaminations on a reference component made of polyamide
12. By outputting dimensionless intensities of the measured heat
or fluorescence, calibration lines were generated to quantify the
contamination. Furthermore, fluorescence spectroscopy was
found to be suitable for the identification of the contamination
against references due to characteristic excitation and emission
wavelengths. Infrared spectroscopy can likewise be used to
detect characteristic absorption bands that can be utilized to
draw conclusions about the origin of the contamination. A
quantification can also be performed via calibration lines. Since
the contaminations must be present in solution for
spectroscopies, a method for extracting the contaminations from
the component surface was developed in parallel. Using a
sampler followed by extraction in suitable solvent, selected
reference contaminations were analyzed.

II. METHOD
Available analysis methods were selected based on an utility
value analysis according to VDI 2225 [7]. The most
important criteria were weighted via a survey with a pairwise
comparison in order to evaluate the analysis methods
subsequently. For the former, this work covers laser-induced
fluorescence and active thermography, and for the latter,
ATR infrared spectroscopy and fluorescence spectroscopy.

Keywords — technical cleanliness, filmic, contaminations,
additive manufacturing, inspection

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Reference components and contaminations
Reference components and contaminants representative of
additive manufacturing are used to develop the analysis
method. With regard to the research at Fraunhofer IGCV and
the state of the art, the selective laser sintering process (SLS)
is chosen as one of the most common used representatives of
3D printing technology [8]. As a characteristic example, the
most frequently used material in SLS is polyamide 12 [9].

A growing market for additively manufactured components
with simultaneous increasing demands on technical
cleanliness results in the need to detect contaminants and
remove them to a predefined degree [1, 2]. Additive
manufacturing allows a high degree of design freedom for
components in order to create complex structures such as
cavities, undercuts or cooling channels. At the same time,
process-related accumulations of particular (particles, fibres)
and filmic contaminants (oils, fingerprints) occur, which can
impair the functionality of the component and are difficult to
remove due to the geometries just mentioned [3]. Especially
in post-processes, such as eroding the component from the
building platform or various surface post-treatments, for
instance polishing, undesirable production aids can remain on
the component. The results for subsequent processes are a
reduction the quality and a shortened service life, as even the
slightest contaminations can influence the sufficient adhesion
behavior during gluing, welding or coating [4].

Aiming to be able to examine complex structures such as
lettering, grid structures, channels and QR codes, a sample
component, which has the required microstructures on one
side and is flat on the other side, was created (see figure 1).
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Fig. 1:

standard [13]. This method is not only costly and timeconsuming, but information about the location of the
contamination is also lost.
Local sampling can be performed using various samplers.
These are swept in a specific pattern over a defined area of
the components surface in the first step. Secondly, the
sampler with the contamination on it is put into an extraction
vessel filled with a suitable solvent. Swabs, cloths and
sponges have proven their worth as samplers in biology and
pharmacy [14]. These are able to soak themselves with
solvent in order to remove residues from the surface and to
release them later. It is also important that the samplers
themselves have a sufficiently low level of contamination
(e.g. total organic carbon (TOC) limits) and do not tend to
abrasion during sampling. In the third step, various
mechanisms of action (shaking, ultrasound...) can be used to
improve the extraction of contaminations from the sampler.
A detailed procedure on how to extract a contaminant from a
flat surface with a swab is described in Figure 2.
For a successful extraction method, a suitable solvent that can
dissolve both polar and non-polar impurities and is
compatible with the material of the component and the
sampler must be selected. Solvents that lead to little distortion
of the spectrum in infrared spectroscopy and have a UV
cutoff in the low UV-C range in fluorescence spectroscopy
are advantageous. For this reason, isopropanol has been
chosen for all further experiments, since both reference
contaminations can be dissolved in it. Moreover, the porosity
of the component comes into play as this factor binds the
contamination in the component and makes extraction more
difficult.

Reference component as CAD blank (left) and additively
manufactured (right)

Since the laser sintering process itself evaporates all possibly
occurring filmic contaminants (e.g. from the powder or from
the roller) due to heat input, none of them should be present
after manufacturing. Mainly post-processes, like surface
finishing, are of interest, because they leave manufacturing
aids behind. Similarly cross and environmental
contamination, such as fingerprints, oily vapors or dirt in
shipping crates, must be observed [10]. Using studies of the
most commonly used post-processing methods in additive
manufacturing and determining the largest intersection of
commonly occurring filmic contaminants, cooling lubricants
and lubricating oils are identified [3, 11, 12]. Because the
studies refer to all materials in 3D printing, the statements
cannot be applied to plastic components alone, but also
contamination with lubricating oil from the compressed air
used for blowing off the powder is often found. However,
reproducible method development can take place via the
lubricants mentioned. Based on these contaminants, the
methods can then be applied to application examples from
industry. In the attempt of being able to consider different
polar substances, the water-soluble (polar) cooling lubricant
Syntixol 6.5 from Tribol Chemie GmbH and the non-polar
lubricating oil Wicoil 754 from Wilke Kühlschmiertechnik
GmbH are selected as application examples.

C. Sample Preparation
Since the selected analytical methods each involve two
imaging and spectroscopic evaluations, the samples must be
prepared differently. Due to the absence of concrete
parameters and measured values, geometric dilution series of
the selected reference contaminations are prepared using
isopropanol. Thus, concentrations from 10,000 ppm to 1 ppm
were set up for the spectroscopic procedures.
In order to contaminate the plane surface of the component
with the lubricants via a squeegee system, a 20% solution of
the references were prepared with isopropanol.

B. Extraction method
In order to analyze filmic contaminations with indirect
measuring instruments, it is necessary to transfer the residues
into a solution. The research of a fast and efficient extraction
method should enable an analysis coupled to the production.
The large-scale rinsing of the component surface with
solvent, which is evaporated subsequently in order to
measure non-volatile residues (short: nvr), is currently

Turn Swab by 180

Turn Swab by 180

Fig. 2:

Step 1: Sampling

Step 2: Transition

Step 3: Dissolving

The arrows indicate the number of
wipes per direction.

One end of the swab for double-headed or
a separate swab serve as reference

Dissolving of contaminants in
solvent by shaking

Extraction Method using the example of Swab Sampling on a plane surface
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In order to create a calibration line for imaging methods, wet
layer thicknesses of 10 µm, 25 µm, 50 µm and 100 µm were
squeegeed and the solvent was then evaporated on air for at
least one hour.
The required squeegee volume can be calculated from the fact
that a layer geometrically resembles a cuboid. The volume is
calculated as the product of the desired layer depth 𝑑 and the
squeegee area 𝐴, which is composed of the length 𝑙 and width
w of the area.

III. RESULTS
A. Laser induced fluorescence
In particular, fats and oils tend to fluoresce after excitation
with certain wavelengths [16]. The emitted light can be
detected unambiguously after spectral filtering of the
excitation wavelength, because the emission wavelength
shifts into the longer wavelength range due to the Stokes
shift. The F-scanner makes use of this property and scans the
surface of the sample component point by point with a laser
in order to process the signals obtained in real time by means
of imaging [17].
Using non-fluorescent components the contamination can be
detected down to minute amounts. Due to the presence of a
π-bond, the polyamide 12 tends to self-fluoresce, which
already creates a signal originating from the material of the
component and complicates the measurement. If the scale is
manipulated by setting the lower limit to the value of a blank
measurement of a clean sample, the background signal will
be masked largely.
The four layer thicknesses were each squeegeed and
examined on four components and then an average was taken
for each film thickness. The resulting calibration curves can
be viewed in Figure 4 and later used to quantify
contamination on components.

(1) 𝑉𝑆 = 𝑙 ∗ 𝑤 ∗ 𝑑
Due to the clamping of the component in the squeegee device,
the entire surface of the component cannot be coated, which
is why the area to be coated for the sample plastic parts is
𝐴 = 10 𝑐𝑚 ∗ 6.5 𝑐𝑚 = 65 𝑐𝑚².
In order to ensure a continuous layer, an excess of 0.1 ml
squeegee volume is applied since excess application material
is removed anyway.
For further calculations, the dry layer thickness is relevant
since the solvents evaporate from the wet layer thickness.
This is evidenced by measurements in infrared spectroscopy,
where no peak appears in the O-H bonds after evaporation of
the isopropanol. Thus, the layer thickness 𝑑 of the filmic
contamination is changed, but not the squeegee area 𝐴. For
the calculations, the mass of the film is required, which is
why it is exemplary listed in Table 1 and can be calculated
via
𝑚
(2) 𝜌 =
𝑉
and

2,9

y = 0,0066x + 2,1536
R² = 0,9964

2,8

Intensity [%]

2,7
2,6
2,5
y = 0,0019x + 2,1909
R² = 0,897

2,4
2,3
2,2

(3) 𝜌𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

1
𝑉

∑𝑖 𝑚 𝑖 =

∑𝑖 𝜌𝑖 ∗ 𝑉𝑖
𝑉

2,1

.

2
0

Table 1:

𝒅𝒘 [𝝁𝒎]

𝑽𝑺 [𝝁𝒍]

𝒎 [𝒈]

𝒅𝒕𝒅 [𝝁𝒎]

𝒅𝒈𝒅 [𝝁𝒎]

100
50
25
10

0,6500
0,3250
0,1625
0,0650

2,0740
1,0372
0,5186
0,2074

20
10
5
2

19,6
9,80
4,76
1,96
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Calculations for dry layer thickness with 𝑑𝑤 as wet layer
thickness, 𝑉𝑆 as Squeegee volume, 𝑚 as mass of the
contamination, 𝑑𝑡𝑑 as theoretical dry layer thickness, 𝑑𝑔𝑑 as
gravimetrically measured dry layer thickness and 𝛥 as deviation.

Cooling lubricant

Fig. 3:

∆
[%]
4,0
2,0
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2,0

lubricating oil

Linear (Cooling lubricant)

Linear (lubricating oil)

Calibration curves for Syntixol 6.5 and Wicoil 754 on
polyamide 12 with different wet layer thicknesses

For sufficient accuracy, compensation lines with associated
straight-line equations were created to be able to rearrange
them according to the coating thickness. With the values for
the coefficient of determination, the compensation line
describes the measured values very well and it confirms that
the fluorescence intensity increases linearly with the layer
thickness.
If the general equation of the straight line is transferred to the
layer thickness and fluorescence intensity, the following will
be obtained.
(4) 𝐼(𝑑) = 𝑚 ∗ 𝑑 + 𝑐

Table 1 was filled in for the cooling lubricant with 20%
dilution in isopropanol. The theoretical dry film thickness can
be calculated via the squeegee volume and the mass of the
contamination, which was checked by gravimetric
measurement before and after drying. The difference between
the theoretical and gravimetric film thickness provides
information on the validity of the method used. In the
following, only the wet layer thickness will be considered
since the dry layer thickness can be easily calculated if
required.
In order to subject complex geometries to the extraction
method, the QR codes are each prepared by pipetting 50 µl
of the 20% dilution. Theoretically, this results in a
contamination of 10 µl or 9,63 mg of the reference
impurities.

With 𝐼 as fluorescence intensity, 𝑑 as wet layer thickness, 𝑚
as straight-line slope and 𝑐 as y-axis intercept.
The straight-line equations for Wicoil 754 (5) and Syntixol
6.5 (6) are as follows:
(5) 𝑦 = 0,0066𝑥 + 2,1536
(6) 𝑦 = 0,0019𝑥 + 2,1909.
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If these equations are converted according to the layer
thickness, the calibration line for the lubricating oil Wicoil
754 is obtained:
(7) 𝑑(𝐼) =

𝐼
0,006

The precise consideration of a suitable solvent is due to their
property to have a UV cutoff wavelength. Below this specific
wavelength, solvents absorb all light, which means that no
signal can be perceived in the spectrum below it. After
weighing this and other requirements (solubility of various
polar impurities, health risks, etc.) for the solvent,
isopropanol (UV cutoff: 205 nm) and hexane (UV cutoff: 195
nm) are particularly suitable; acetone is excluded due to its
UV cutoff at 330 nm.
In addition, the shift in the spectrum due to the solvent must
be considered. The internal conversion of excitation energy
leads to dissipation of energy by vibrational modes and
collisions with the solvent molecules, resulting in a decrease
in fluorescence intensity and a shift of the curve to higher
concentrations. If the individual dilutions are measured,
individual coordinates will be selected to calculate an average
value for each sample. In order to obtain a statement about
the linearity, the intensities are entered in a coordinate system
in figure 5, whereby the application of the concentration is
logarithmic.

− 358,90 µ𝑚

and for the cooling lubricant Syntixol 6.5
(8) 𝑑(𝐼) =

𝐼
0,0019

− 1153,11 µ𝑚.

The influence of porosity and the associated entrainment of
the contamination into the component is to be taken into
account in all measurements. Fluorescence images differ
significantly when comparing a measurement taken directly
after application of the contamination and a sample first
viewed 180 minutes later since the average intensity
decreases by approximately 15%. This behavior can be
observed for both impurities. Similarly, repeated irradiation
of the contaminated component appears to have an effect on
the fluorescence intensity, which was found to decrease by
approximately 0.0005% after each measurement. Since the
decrease also occurs on components without contamination,
it is reasonable to assume that the laser changes the structure
of the component. Due to the high power of the laser (P = 300
mW), it is possible that the specific surface area decreases
due to re-sintering and thus the fluorescence intensity
decreases. This effect is not observed on metallic
components.
Since the contaminations to verify the extraction method
were only pipetted onto the QR codes of the sample
component, the layer thickness is unknown. After measuring
the fluorescence intensity for Wicoil 754 and Syntixol 6.5, a
coating thickness of 17 µm and 12 µm can be determined via
the calibration lines.
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Fig. 5:

Cooling lubricant in demineralized water

Fluorescence spectroscopic measurements of dilution series of
cooling lubricant in deionized water and isopropanol

A decrease in fluorescence intensity can be seen from about
5000 ppm in water. Various physical effects lead to this
observation at higher concentrations, such as clouding of the
sample, which leads to reduced transmission and various
scattering phenomena, like Mie and Raman scattering.
Because the cooling lubricant turns milky in water, but not in
isopropanol, the fluorescence intensity is generally lower in
water. However, as soon as a certain concentration is
exceeded, depending on the solvent, the spectra are no longer
meaningful. This behavior is described by the internal filter
effect: Most of the fluorescence light is absorbed by the
sample itself.The flattening of the Syntixol-isopropanol curve
between 104 and 105 ppm indicates that this phenomenon
already occurs there. Since the extracted concentrations
(down to 10 ppm) are much lower in practice, fluorescence
spectroscopy is suitable for even the minimal contamination.

Wavelength [nm]

B. Fluorescence Spectroscopy
In fluorescence spectroscopy, some considerations must be
made before the first measurements. Attention must be paid
to the correct selection of a solvent as well as the recognition
of a range in which linear correlations of the measurement are
recognizable. Furthermore, the so-called artifacts, devicespecific deflections in the spectrum due to the diffraction of
the laser waves by the monochromator, must be taken into
account. These artifacts can be observed along with a 10%
dilution of the lubricating oil in isopropanol in Figure 4,
where the ordinate is the excitation wavelength and the
abscissa is the fluorescence wavelength. The color scale
describes the dimensionless digital intensity of the
fluorescent light.

Fig. 4:

700

C. Active Thermography
Because filmic contaminants have a thermal conductivity that
differs from that of polyamide 12, thermography can provide
an image by measuring infrared radiation, which, according
to Plank's theory, is emitted by all bodies with a temperature
above absolute zero. By exciting the contaminated
component with a high-energy flash, the component is
homogeneously heated to record the cooling subsequently. If

Wavelength [nm]
Fluorescence spectrum of a 10% dilution of the lubricating oil
with isopropanol
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conclude the identity of the impurity on the basis of
characteristic bands in the spectrum subsequently.
Due to the commonality of the reference impurities and the
solvents to consist mainly of hydrocarbons, an unambiguous
determination is not possible. However, the possibility of
heating the ATR crystal and allowing the solvent to evaporate
offers the possibility of looking at the residual contamination
alone.
One way of quantification derives from the decrease in the
peak of the O-H group at 3600 to 3200 𝑐𝑚−1 due to the
isopropanol, see Figure 8. The more impurity in the solution,
the lower the peak compared to pure isopropanol. The
absorption bands of the C-H bonds behave in the opposite
way at 3000 to 2800 𝑐𝑚−1 since the absorption is increased
by the contamination.

Intensity [DL]

several hundred images per second are recorded the filmic
contaminants will be detected in some of these images [18].
Parallel to the laser-induced fluorescence measurement,
calibration lines can be plotted with the prepared samples by
marking a region for each layer (region of interest, ROI for
short) and displaying the horizontal profile of the
dimensionless intensity (see figure 6).

Fig. 6:

10 µm
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100 µm

Images of the QR code with suitable parameters clean (left),
contaminated (middle) and extracted (right).
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Fig. 8:

Pure Syntixol 6.5

10%

1%

0,1%

Quantification of different dilutions using the absorbance of
specific alcohol bonds from solutions of Syntixol 6.5 in
isopropanol

In order to make a statement about the concentration of the
solution, the concentration should not be less than 0.1%.
Since many industrial process aids contain additives that
reveal specific bands in the infrared spectrum, it is still
possible to make a statement about the identity of other
contaminants.
E. Extraction Method
In order to examine the extraction procedure presented, the
sample components were contaminated as described. For
verifying the functionality, the detached contamination is
quantified by using gravimetry and the F-scanner, see Table
2.

Length [px]

Fig. 7:

0,06

0,02

Phase [ ]

Because the intensities are already very close to the
theoretically measurable minimum, the Fourier transform
with the resulting phase of the signal provides further
information content to interpret the differences of the origin
of the signal.
The phase distinguishes different properties of the component
and the contamination from each other, which often results in
a more differentiable image depending on the difference in
thermal conductivity, as shown in figure 7. Shown is a
contaminated hole of the sample component with 2 mg of the
cooling lubricant.

0,1

Absorbance

0 µm

Thermographic image of contamination around a hole (left) and
the phase diagram of cleaned component surface and
contaminated component surface (right).

The Fourier transform reveals distinct differences between
contaminated and clean surfaces visually. The phase diagram
over the length of the ROI also shows clear differences of the
signal. If both the intensity and the phase of the signal are
evaluated, contamination can be displayed clearly and
quantified.
The overall experimental setup is of particular interest, too.
The best results are obtained in darkened rooms since
ambient light reduces the sensitivity. Furthermore, the energy
input of the flash should be as uniform as possible, which
means that the flash lamp must be arranged vertically above
the component. The camera can therefore no longer be
positioned vertically and must measure at a 45° angle.

Table 2:

D. Infrared spectroscopy by ATR
The applied dilution series can be analyzed by means of
infrared spectroscopy by ATR. The absorbance is measured
in a wavenumber range from 500 to 4000 𝑐𝑚−1 in order to

Determination of the extracted contamination of the QR code
(theoretical extraction maximum: 9,63 mg).

Sampler

Contamination

𝒎𝑭𝒍𝒖𝒐 [mg]

𝒎𝒈𝒓𝒂𝒗 [mg]

Texwipe Alpha
Low TOC Swab
Texwipe Alpha
Low TOC Swab
Texwipe
AlphaSat Swipe
Texwipe
AlphaSat Swipe

Syntixol 6.5

6,84

5,64

Wicoil 754

4,99

4,81

Syntixol 6.5

7,39

6,64

Wicoil 754

6,35

5,97

As an example, Figure 9 shows the result for an extraction of
the lubricating oil with a swab in the F-scanner.
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[2]

[3]
Clean
Fig. 9:

Contaminated

Extracted

[4]

Results of the extraction method on the QR-Code after the swab
procedure

[5]

Due to the chemical and mechanical action of the samplers,
even surface adhering contaminants can be removed.
Comparisons on metal show that a simple rinse cannot loosen
all types of contaminants, such as fingerprints.
Since, in principle, not all contaminations can be carried
along at two points in the extraction process, namely during
the detachment itself and the transfer into solution, this must
be taken into account in possible quantifications. However,
the method shows that spatially resolved identification is
certainly possible.
Besides, further tests demonstrate that the swipe method is
more suitable for large, flat components due to the large area
of the swipes, and that the swab method is relevant for small,
even complex surfaces.

[6]

[7]

[8]

IV. CONCLUSION

[9]

The selected analytical methods are all suitable for the
qualification about the presence of contaminations; the
spectroscopic methods can further contribute to the
identification against references. Moreover, each method is
also applicable to quantify contaminations via calibration
lines, which can be used, for instance, in the industry defining
and checking limit values.
Fluorescence spectroscopy can determine accurately whether
the contamination is similar to the reference based on
characteristic peaks of the impurity versus a reference.
Together with the developed extraction method, this ensures
a fast and efficient analysis that can identify and quantify
contaminants.
A combination of fluorescence spectroscopy with the Fscanner also offers potential. For example, if unavoidable
contamination is known from manufacturing, fluorescence
spectroscopy will determine the optimal excitation
wavelength at which the F-scanner should operate. In
addition, the area to be detected can be directly adjusted since
the spectrum reveals the wavelengths of fluorescence.
Thanks to the structure elucidating properties of the infrared
spectrum, it is possible to make direct statements about the
identity of the sample in FTIR spectroscopy. Evaporation of
the solvent eliminates its influence and the impurity can be
analyzed separately. Since many different additives are
generally used in filmic contaminations, characteristic peaks
are formed in many spectra that allow conclusions to be
drawn about the identity of the impurity.

[10]
[11]

[12]

[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
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